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Department of State Release of Documents on Argentina and 
the Latin American Region, 1977‒1980 

SUMMARY 

This collection of documents was selected for two chapters, on Argentina and the Latin 
American region, to be published in a forthcoming Foreign Relations of the United States 
volume on South America, 1977‒1980. These 119 documents, totaling 574 pages, are made 
available to the public today by the U.S. Department of State at the request of the Government of 
Argentina and in support of the President’s commitment to declassify U.S. Government 
documents pertaining to human rights abuses committed during Argentina’s 1976‒1983 military 
dictatorship. In autumn 2017, these two chapters, including additional annotation to the 
documents released today, will be formally published on the Office of the Historian’s public 
website, history.state.gov. The full volume, including the remaining nine chapters in the Foreign 
Relations volume on South America, 1977‒1980, will be published in early 2018. This volume 
will be one of 32 Foreign Relations volumes documenting the foreign policy of the Jimmy 
Carter presidential administration.  

The Foreign Relations series, published since 1861 by the Department of State, presents the 
official documentary historical record of major foreign policy decisions and significant 
diplomatic activity of the U.S. Government. The Foreign Relations series is required by law to 
be a thorough, accurate, and reliable record of U.S. foreign policy and serves as one of the 
longest-running examples of the U.S. commitment to openness and transparency. Research 
for Foreign Relations volumes is undertaken through special access to restricted documents from 
all relevant U.S. Government repositories. For this volume and these chapters, historians 
searched for the documents that were most important in the process of developing and 
implementing U.S. foreign policy in the following agencies and repositories: the Department of 
State, the National Archives and Records Administration (including documents held at College 
Park, Maryland, and the Jimmy Carter Library in Atlanta, Georgia), the National Security 
Council, the Library of Congress, the Central Intelligence Agency, and the Department of 
Defense. These documents include minutes of discussions between the president and foreign 
leaders, memoranda about deliberations inside the National Security Council and the Department 
of State, cables from U.S. embassies abroad, and intelligence analyses. Document selection for 
the Foreign Relations series is guided by the principles of historical objectivity and accuracy.  
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The documents released today show high-level U.S. concern over human rights violations in the 
Southern Cone at that time and policy debates within the Carter administration over what exactly 
to do about those violations. In these years, U.S. policy toward Argentina sought to promote 
human rights, moderate the internal dynamics of the ruling junta, and encourage the 
reestablishment of electoral democracy and an orderly end to the military government that had 
taken power in March 1976. At the same time, U.S. officials tried to calm disputes between 
Argentina and its neighbors, limit the spread of nuclear weapons, encourage the stabilization and 
growth of the Argentine economy, and, in 1980, ensure Argentine cooperation in the grain 
embargo that the United States had placed on the Soviet Union. Many of the documents are 
relevant to the Argentine Government’s request regarding information about human rights 
abuses. However, not all the documents relate specifically to this request; some were selected for 
inclusion in the Foreign Relations series because of their importance to other aspects of U.S. 
foreign policy toward the entire Latin American region. These documents provide context into 
the entirety of the relationship between the U.S. and Argentina from 1977‒1980. 

Much of U.S. policy toward Argentina from 1977‒1980 grew out of President Carter’s new 
global emphasis on human rights. In addition, it was driven by a Congressionally-mandated halt 
on U.S. arms sales to Argentina, which was enacted in August 1977 and went into effect on 
October 1, 1978. U.S. officials grappled with internal disagreements over what tactics should be 
used to implement the human rights policy. The disagreements inside the Carter administration 
were not over whether or how to support the Argentine Government, but rather over how to 
influence its behavior. 

The declassification review of the documents in this collection was coordinated by The Office of 
the Historian under regulations established in Executive Order 13526, “Classified National 
Security Information.” Each document underwent a careful word-by-word review with special 
emphasis on releasing as much information as possible, consistent with the protection of United 
States national security. The interagency declassification review resulted in minor excisions in 
16 documents and an excision of a paragraph or more in one document. The public release of 
these documents builds on two previous releases in August and December 2016. Due to the 
breadth of the search undertaken in U.S. Government documents for information on Argentina’s 
1976‒1983 dictatorship, there is some overlap between documents released earlier and those 
released today. 
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1. 

Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-17 

Washington, January 26, 1977 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Council, Institutional Files, 1977-1980, Box 2, 
PRM/NSC 1-24 [1]. Secret. 
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NATIONAL. SECURITY COUNCIL 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 2.0506 

January 26, 	1977 

Presidential 	Review Memorandum/NSC- 17 

TO: 	 The Vice President 

The Secretary of State 

The Secretary of Defense 


ALSO: The Secretary of the Treasury 
The Attorney General 
The United States Representative to the 

United Nations 
The Secretary of Agriculture 
The Secretary of Labor 
The Secretary of Commerce 
The Chairman, Council of Economic Advisers 
The Administrator, Agency for International 

Development 
The Director, Arms Control and Disarmament 

Agency 
The Director, United States Information Agency 
The Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 
The Director of Central Intelligence 
The Special Trade Representative 

SUBJECT: 	 Review of U.S. Policy Toward Latin America (U) 

The President has directed that the PRM/NSC-1 on Panama lead into 
a broad review of our overall policy toward Latin America and the 
Caribbean. The PRC, chaired by the Department of State, will be 
responsible for preparation of this review, which should clearly 
state areas of inter-agency agreement and disagreement. 

The study should analyze the major issues of concern to the U.S. 
and Latin America and examine whether the current assumptions 
underlying U.S. policy toward the region as well as the policies 

on 3 
by on the recommendation of the 



themselves are appropriate to an effective handling of these issues. 
The review should concentrate initially on six areas and then proceed 
to adiscussion of an overall policy, 

The study shouldbe completed by March 1. 

The six areas for initial analysis include: 

1. Interests. What economic, political, and military changes 
have occurred over the past decade in the international environment, 
in the U.S. and in the countries of Latin America and the Caribbean? 
How have these changes affected the ways in which U.S. policies can 
advance or protect U .s. interests in the region or influence the internal 
or external policies of the region rs governments? 

What are U.S. interests in Latin America and the Caribbean 

today' and how have they evolved over the past decade? Wha:t is the 

broad psychological climate within the hemisphere into whichU.S. 

policies and action will be projected over the next decade? 


2. Economic Issues . The economic issues of concern to 
Latin America, including trade, coinmoditties, debt, international 
financial institutions, foreign direct investment, science and tech-
nology, and development assistance make up the agenda of the North-
South dialogue. There.fore, in developing options for U,S • policies 
on these issues, the review should include a discussion of (a) how 
it would impact on U.S. and Latin/Caribbean interests, and (b) how 
it.might be·implemented, including possible need for n~w legisl-*ion 
or a modification of existing legislation. These options should take 
explicit account of the differentiation of Latin America and the 
Caribbean as between middle range powers and less-developed 
countries. Discussion of strategies for each option should address 
its relationship to the broader North-South dialogue and should 
identify which insti.tution(s)--if any--might be the most appropriate 
and effective for dealing with the issue. 

The review should also include an analysis and possible 
options for U.S. policy toward Latin American and Caribbean efforts 
at regional economic integration, including the Central American 
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Common Market, Caribbean Community, Andean Pact, LAFTA, and 

also the Latin American Economic System (SELA) • 


3. Human Rights. What options are .available for U.S. ·i
I

foreign policy tO .reflect a higher and more effective level of concern 
for furici~~tal huriian' rights in all nations? . - I 

Optiobs shOuld be de'Veloped for U.S. policy in: (a) bilateral 
relationships (taking into consideration distinctions between degrees 
of human rights violations and types of governments); (b) multilateral 
organizations, including intergovernmental organizations like the OAS , 
the Inter-American Development Bank, the Inter-American Hilman I 
Rights Commission, the United Nations Human Rights Commission; 

:1
I 

non-governmental organizations like Amnesty International and the 
International Commission of Jurists; a.nd third parties like Western II 
European governments and the Vatican; and (c) signing and ratifica- ! ' 

'.Ition of various conventions, including the American Convention on :1 
H\lman Righis. i 

'I 

A discussion should also be included of ways to strengthen 

the internal capacity of the U.S. Goveriunent to assess reports and 

to make determinations on "consistent patterns of gross violations of 

human rights". It should also include a review of present U.S. policy 

with regard to temporary asylum in U.S. Embassies, and 'emigration 

to the U.S. of refugees from political repre~~ion. 


4. Special Country Problems. With regard to each, what 

are U.S. interests, and in the light of those interests what should U.S. 

objectives be? What options and strategies are available to the u .s. to 

attain those objectives? 
 : I 

a. Cuba (can be dealt with separately and more quickly) :iiiI b. Brazil ; 

c. Mexico I 
: 

d. Central America 
, I I 

5. Caribbean. This section should consider: (a) a discussion I 
of the economic and political problems of the independent and non-self-
governing islands of the Caribbean; (b) a review of U.S. security, 
economic, humanitarian, and political interests in the region, and 
strategies for advancing or protecting those interests; and (c) the 
desirability and feasibility of assisting the development of the region 
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in a way which will not collide with the aspirations for national inde- ! 
I 

pendence of the new independent countries of the region. 

6. Institutiona.J. and Othei" Issues. Issues for review include, 

but need not be limited to: 


a. 	Inter-American ·system: U.S. purposes with 
respect to the Organization of American States. 
the Rio Treaty. and oilier regional organizations 
like the Inter-American Defense Board. 

b. 	U.S. Policies on Territorial Disputes: 

(1) Bolivia-Chile-Peru 
(2) Peru-Ecuador 
(3) El Salvador-Honduras 
(4) Belize 
(5) Guyana-Surinam-Venezuela 
(6) Venezuela-Coloill;bia 

c. 	Arms Sales. military training and U.S. military 
representation • 

d. 	Nuclear Proliferation and safeguards. 

e. Narcotics. 


£. Illegal Immigration. 


************ 

This review should identify at the conclusion the basic options for an 
overall U.S. -Latin American policy in light of the options identified 
for the major issues considered above., 

Zbigniew Brzezinski 

·UNBtrASSiFIED 
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2. 

Memorandum From the President's Assistant for National Security Affairs (Brzezinski) to 
President Carter 

Washington, March 5, 1977 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Brzezinski Material, Brzezinski Office File, 
Country Chron, Box 39, Peru, 1977. Secret. Sent for information. Carter initialed the top right-
hand comer of the memorandum. 
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l iEf..:ttt:·r 	 March 5, 1977 

INFORMATION 

l.U.:MORANDUM FOR: 	 THE PRESIDENT 

FHOl\f: 	 ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI 

SUBJECT: 	 Your Request f?r an. Assessment of Peru's 
Milit~ry Threat and Appropriate U.S. 
Response 

Attached at Tab A.Vis the study you requested on the Peruvian armament 
Jcvcl and potential threat. State prepared it in consultation with Defense, 
CIA, and NSC Staff. At Tab B is the quantitative summary of th~ 
military capabilities of Peru, Chile·, Bolivia and Ecuador, and also 
some options for U.S. policy suggested At Tab C is 
a short paocr or~_pared by the CIA assessinf? the Peruvian threat. 
At Tab D, the State Department has prepared a comprehensive list 
of options for U.S. policy with regard to the arms build-up in the 
Andes and the possibility of a war. 

The p1incipal points made in the studies include: 

I. Since 1973, Peru has bought or made commitments to purchase 
weapons from the Soviet Union valued at approximately $500 

million. This has permitted Peru to gain a considerable advantage in 
materiel over its neighbors. One reason the Peruvians have done this 
is to compensate for clear inferiority in human materiel (education and 
competence of its Indian soldiers). 

2. While Peru's neighbors fear its possible expansionist and 
revanchist (lost territory to Chile in 1879) designs, State, 

Defense, and CIA belive that._ if anything, Peru has grown more 
cautious as a result of its near-war with Ecuador in December, 1976. 

... 	 ·The political instability in Peru, however, could conceivably create 
a situation or a (Pcruvianf government that would attack its neighbors. 
The combined assessment of S'tate and the CIA is that the chances for an 
outbreak of hostilities this yaar are slight. 

ADP Declassification Review 
SECRC'f ·-DECLASSIFIED 

:: by John Fitzpatrick, 4/24/2017 
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3. With its military materiel advantage, Peru will undoubtedly call 
for regional arms limitations agreement, but its neighbors arc. 


not likely to want one. The U.S. can try to play the role of honest 

b.roker to bring the countries together, but it is possible that our motives 

would be questioned. Bolivia, however; has invited the United States 

Government to make a clear public declar!ltion of its strong opposition to 

conflict in. the region.· 


4. While Peru's neighbors have sent missions abr6ad to purchase 
arms, an arms race is hardly inevitable. The Bolivian Foreign 

Minister, for example, has informed our Ambassador that he believes 
Bolivia will not shift funds out of economic development into the purchasing 
of new weapons. Nor are we·1ike1y to see a significant shift in preterences 
from U .S . and western sources of supplies to Soviet sources. In spite of 
our veto of the Israeli sale of Kfirs to Ecuador, the President of Ecuador 
has informed our Ambassador that he intends to send a high-level mission, 
including the Foreign and Defenlj>e Ministers, to Washington -- not to 
Moscow -- to reaffirm Ecuador's interest in close ti.es with the U.S. as 
well as to discuss their concern for Ecuador's military security. 

5. By cutting FMS credits for Peru this year·and vetoeing the Kfir 
sale, we have ali-eady taken a few steps to show our resistance 

to an a:rms race in the region. Besides privately urging the nations of 
the region, especially Peru, to limit their arms purchases and publicly 
stating the need for peace in the region, other options for the U.S. 
(Tab D) include stimulating a multilateral effort among arms suppliers 
to limit sales and monitoring purchases closely with the idea of trying 
to lend balance when possible. It is not expected that any U.S. initiative 
to the Soviet Union, except in a multilateral "framework, will succeed 
in limiting their sales. to the resp.on. The Policy Review on Conventional 
Arms Sales (PRM-12) and on Latin American (PRM-17) will look into 
these questio_ns more deeply . 

. -4 

c~~ r- ·""~ t.<...... ·~"""""''.:""' 

~- . •". ··.......t -· '-.1.~ ~ 
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3. 

Article in the National Intelligence Daily 

Washington, March 8, 1977 

1 Source: Central Intelligence Agency, Office of Support Services, Job 79T00975A, Box 299, 
Folder 1, National (Current) (Central) Intelligence Daily/Cable. Secret; [handling restriction and 
drafting information not declassified]. The information in this article was covered in the March 
11 President's Daily Brief. (Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Brzezinski Material, 
President's Daily CIA BriefFile, Box 1, 3/1/77-3/13/77) 
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UNCLASSIFIED 

4. 

Paper Prepared in the Department of State 

Washington, undated 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Council, Institutional Files, 1977-1980, Box 60, 
PRC 008-Latin America-3/23/77. Secret. Borg forwarded to Brzezinski under a March 12 
covering memorandum and noted that Vance requested that copies of the study be distributed to 
members of the PRC for use at the PRC meeting scheduled for March 15, which was postponed 
to March 24. See Document 7. 
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PRESIDENTIAL REVIEW MEMORANDUM/NSC-17 

UNITED STATES POLICY TOWARD LATIN AMERICA: OVERVIEW 

I. Introduction 

We have prepared the response to PRM/NSC-17
in two parts. The first is this overview. It 
integrates major policy problems into two conceptual
and eight· specific issues. ·The· second··is ·a set of 
papers.that examines particular policy areas in more 
detail, presents pros and cons on individual options,
and reflects work undertaken prior to.preparation of 
this overview. 

In the overview we have sought to be didactic 
by posing somewhat stark options that show the 
occasional conflicts among U.S. interests and 
between U.S. interests and those of other hemispheric
nations. We have formulated these issues in ways to 
elicit guidance from the PRC on.general policy
directions. 

Finally, the outcome of separate Presidential 
Review Memoranda on human ri9hts, non-proliferation,
and North-South questions wl.ll have a major impac~ 
on U.S. policy toward the hemisphere. Because of 
their global nature, these issues are touched upon
in the overview, but are not drawn out as distinct 
issues. 

~E~LASSl.FIED ON \tln/o'f by .<tJ 
'JI h !' ''r ri·1:' ···~rr;rr1ntendatiOO Of the 

SECR:El'f' l~;,,lJ Uliui:.:i jJ:OV1:,,1ons of E.O. 12958 
XGDS-3 
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II. The Setting 

The nations of Latin .America and the Caribbean 
are more diverse, prosperous, confident, independent
and self-aware than any regional grouping in the Third 
World. They also have an alarming population growth,
the dizziest rat.e o.f urbanization and the most highly
developed systems of military government. As popula-
tion and economic pressures have increased, the 
governments of this hemisphere nave increasingly moved 
from the one-man caudillo· to institutionalized, largely
military.regimes. Democracy, never strongly rooted,
is weaker today than at any time since the·second World 
War. Its immediate future is not bright. 

Trade and resource flows are the central concerns 
of the nations of this hemisphere in their dealings
with us. Escalating import bills and heavy debt 
burdens seriously cramp development prospects -- creating

·strong pressures for better terms of trade and credit 
from us. They also want us to respect their sovereignty,
independent interests, and dignity.

( 
What we want from them is less focused -- and 

often intrinsically negative. We want them not 
to aggravate East-West tensions; not to deny""'US 
access to their energy reserves ana-other raw materials~ 
not to develop nuclear capabilities. In sum, we want 

· sufficiently stable and healthy economic and political
·growth not to weaken our security, create new 

global problems, or offend our values. We want 

moderation on North-South issues and support in 

world councils on matters of importance to us. 

At our most hopeful we want democratic systems

to be revived in this hemisphere. 


It is self-evident, however, that the 
U.S. is neither capable nor ready to undertake 
the resource transfers on a scale that could 
eliminate the disparities between us. It is just 
as self-evident that mounting frustrations over 

SECRE'f 
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trade and financial issues are likely to 
undermine the international support we have 
traditionally received from Latin America,
increase the flow of the unemployed over our 
borders, and damage our economic, political and 
security interests. 

Latin America and the Caribbean bring home 
most dramatically the importance of North-South 
issues. From no other part of the world does 
foreign poverty impinge so intimately on our own 
society or create such an i~plicit obligation to 
help. The Alliance for Progress mnde important
contributions --"but its programs proved
unsustainable both here and in Latin America. 
Moreover, because it was conceived largely in 
response to fears of Soviet penetration and assumed 
greater U.S. influence than in fact existed, the 
Alliance had strong overtones of intervention. 

Our relations since the Alliance have led to 
a steady reduction of official contacts. For a 
decade, we have appeared increasingly out of 
step with the processes of change in either 
Latin America or the Caribbean, even on matters 
directly affecting our own interests. our 
criticism of repressive governments has now 
placed us more clearly on the side of change,
but we have little leverage on how that change 
comes about. Our pressures for human rights
and non-proliferation have raised new fears about 
U.S. intervention and paternalism. 

SBCRE'f' 
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III. ISSUES FOR DECISION 

A. Conceptual Issues: 

The first two issues are conceptual--designed to 
elicit overall guidance for considering the directions 
under the specific issues presented subsequently. · 

1. The Special Relationship: 

Discussion of the "special relationship"
has focused in recent years on economic issues. 
But shared traditions, historical links, and common 
institutions are also involved. Four concepts are 
frequently combined under the heading "special
relationship": 

preferential economic treatment for 
Latin America (as a whole or to indivi-
dual countries such as Mexico); 

an inter-American system of political, cultural 
and security links based on the OAS and the 
Rio Treaty. 

our historical hegemony and its freight
of paternalism; and 
the accompanying rhetoric about shared values. 

We find it increasingly difficult to deliver on the 
first, useful to retain the second, and undesirable 
to pro·1ong the third. And whether or not we "share 
values," there is little doubt that we expect more 
from Latin America and they from us. 

To reject the special relationship in toto 
because of its traditional paternalistic overtones 
and its irrelevance to most economic issues risks 
discharging a potential asset in the North-South 
dialoque and in maintaining hemispheric security. 

Issue for Decision. How do we reconcile the 
"special relationship" with our global commitments 
and the desired independence of the nations of the 
Hemisphere? 
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Direction A: Seek to end the "special
relationship 11 in its various manifestations. Make 
clear there will be no hemispheric preferences in 
the trade area, downplay the OAS and Rio Treaty,
and play a passive role in other hemispheric
institutions. Move toward eventual withdrawal. 
Stress bilateral relations and global institutions,
pointing· out that Latin America's development gives
it a relativ~ advantage over other LDC's. Deal 
with.subregional disputes or conflicts through
global institutions (UN) or bilaterally. Drop the 
the" rhetoric of shared values and historic ties. 

Direction B: Differentiate by using bilateral,
·regional, and global institutions as necessary.
Concentrate on the global for the North-South issues. 
Strengthen bilateral ties with major hemispheric
nations. But remain active in those hemispheric
institutions that can further our mutual interests 

particularly the OAS, the Inter-American Human 
Rights Commission and those institutions that 
promote cultural and technical cooperation. Use 
the OAS and Rio Treaty for dealing with regional
conflicts. 

2. A North-South or East-West Approach? 

Our reaction to political change in Latin 
America is critical. Our major interventions of 
the post-war period--Guatemala, Bay of Pigs,
Dominican Republic, and Chile--have probably had 
more impact on our relations than all our resource-
transfers and business activities combined. They 
were motivated by a strong East-West bias. 

In recent years, we have been thinking 
more in North-South terms. We are more tolerant 
of Guyana's Burnham declaring himself Marxist-
Leninist, and of Peru'.s milJtary purchases from 
the Soviet Union-- But should we consiaer significant
help to Manley's Jamaica to divert him from 
"communism" and Cuba or primarily to assist an 
important neighbor who is trying to bring about 

•·. 
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social change an4 development simultaneously? 

The follo~ing di:rectiorts are not 

mutually exclusiv~. · ·· 'i'h~. e~~rqence of North-

South issues does not. elimina:te East-West 

conc·erns. We can_ .. acdept'.!i{o,j:'e-fdeoiogical

pluralism in 1977than wecduld in 1962--but 

we could not be hap{;ly,.witli a conimunist Brazil,

'1exico or Panama •. · Can \-le abide.. additional 

soviet militari. ~~l.e,~; of: in.c,re~$.~d' Soviet 

influence in some...co.untx-les·? .Do we have a 

choice? · .. · 

·Issu,e fo:r:r. D.~cisi~A·· How do we react to 
soviet or ·Cuban lri,101v~ment in political change '•. 

or regional· con_flic,t- in this hemisphere? 

. Direct:ion A • a·a.~t:-t-*rest Focus~- Deviae 

programs and"-~ polic$e$---shdrt of military

in1::ervention"""'-de'siqti,ed to head o:ff. $!9nificant 

soviet iP:tll'..Jence o~ ·in·digenous· conuntinist control 

over _gove:i~W,ne?lts iri the area. Should armed 

conflicts a'.l::'ise in this hemisphere involving

Soviet or Cul:>an participation, support the other 

side~ · Place our economic resources where Soviet 

or Cuban ef.forts threaten. Bend our arms sales 

pol,icies to head off.new Soviet inroads in this 

area. 


Direction B - North-South Focus: Our 

primary conce·rn now is tension between the 

rich north and the poor south. Encourage

independence--political, economic and 

psychological. Do not discourage diversification 

of contacts, even with conununist countries. 

Place no ideological conditions on 

economic assistance. If another communist 


.or radical socialist government emerges, or if 

'a conflict situation arises, avoid actions that 
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would polarize it into an E·ast-West problem.
Do not deviate from policy lines on arms 
transfers to head off Soviet sales in the area. 

B. Specific Issues: 

The new Administration has already set a new 
course for hemispheric relations. It has confirmed 
the need for a new treaty with Panama as the best 
means of-protecting our interest in an open,
efficient and secure canal. The State Visit of 
Mexico's President se~ in motion a reexamination of 
relations with the Latin American country with the 
most pervasive impact on our own society. Separate
consideration is being given to the reestablishment of 
contacts with Cuba--a process with important implica-
tions for our relati'Ons with Latin America, and with . 
the entire Third World. 

This overview now raises eight additional specific
issues for decision. These issues do not pretend to 
be all-encompassing. They highlight major problem 
areas. They also add0ress those problems where the 
Administration may have the greatest flexibility to 
give a fresh and more constructive tone to inter-
American affairs. 

1. Intervention: 

Our concerns over human rights, the 
nature of our relations with military regimes, 
our past policies toward Cuba, the revelations 
of CIA activities, and some activities of 
multi-national corporations affect the way we 
view ourselves and have significant implications
for how others view us. 

The common thread linking these concerns 
is U.S. intervention in the internal affairs of 
other countries. Covert intervention in Chile in 
1970-73 led the United States to become identified 
with the military dictatorship that replaced
Allende, and associated us to some extent with 
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its subsequent abuses of human rights. U.S. 
actions designed to control Latin American 
behavior have ranged from economic sanctions 
to direct military intervention. They have ' 
cumulatively cast a pall over our motives and 
aroused suspicions that may take years to 
overcome. 

Some of our programs and activities are 
still viewed as interventionist: 

Our intelligence and law enforcement 
agencies maintain close liaison with 
local security forces in most countries,
collaborating to combat crime and drug
traffic, counter communist activities 
and develop national security information.• 

. Our efforts on behalf of imprisoned
American citizens has led us to urqe 

. ( on governments new laws, changed prison.
regulations, and new judicial procedures. 

our concern for human rights has led us 
to take actions that have been criticized 
as interventionist by some of the major
nations in the hemisphere. 

Can one really exclude the possibility
that we may have to intervene in 
Panama should negotiations break down 
and violence break out? 

-- And what of the activities of Cuban 
exiles and other rightists who 
operate out of and in the u.s. 
against foreign nationals and 
foreign governments? Exile terrorism 
is frequently believed to be controlled, 
or at least condoned,. by the u.s. 
Government. 
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_Issue for Decision: Given-our past history
and current interests and programs, how do we deal 
with the continuing charge that we are interventionist 
in Latin America? 

Direction A - Limited Intervention - A Part of 
Interdependence: Reaffirm publicly and forcefully 
our conunitment to non-intervention in the OAS 
Charter; announce a policy of broader contacts with 
all legal political forces, including visas to 
communists; explain that cooperation with others 
in combatting drugs, crime, and terrorism requires
activities by U.S. agencies abroad: and explain that 
our promotion of human rights and protection of U.S. 
citizens is justified under international law. 
But stress our actions will not extend to interference 
into internal political processes. 

Direction B - Dramatically Reduce Interventionist 
Activities: Announce a firm commitment to non-
intervention combined with a decision to make a major
cutback of U.S. activities in the hemisphere.
Announce the end of all covert action and make an 
unequivocal commitment opposing the unilateral use 
of force in the hemisphere. State firmly tha~ U.S. 
·concerns for human rights will be stressed primarily
thrqugh recognized multilateral institutions. 

2. Relations with Military Regimes: 

Fifteen governments in Latin America 
are now run directly or indirectly by military
officers. We are uncomfortable with this level of 
military involvement in politics, all the more so 
since some of the regimes involved are consistent 
violators of human rights. 

Our posture toward military regimes is 
complicated by the fact that: · 

Military rule has deep roots in Latin 
America and is legitimized to some 
extent in most constitutions: 

The fragmentation of political parties
and the relative weakness of civilian 
institutions sometimes provides no 
viable altern~tive to military rule; 

.SBCRE'f 
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Military rule, traditionally directed 
largely at repressing popular disturbances,
is now in some cases combined with efforts 
to expand the technocratic and even 
political roles of civilians in 
government. 

The military regimes resulting from these 
patterns vary greatly,.reflectinq the different 
conditions in each country. Although these national 
distinctions and institutional differences are signifi-
cant, strong generalized u.s. opposition to military rule 
could unite South American military regimes into a bloc 
directed aqainst us. Our decreased military presence
and our dramatically reduced role as arms supplier has 
already diminished our capacity to influence -- or 
even relate to -- the leading military elites. 

Moreover, generalized U.S. opposition to 

military regimes combined with u.s. rhetorical and 

political support for civilian opposition elements could 


·promote heightened internal tensions and political
instability combined with charges of U.S. intervention 
in internal affairs. · 

Issue for Decision: Given our objectives on human 

rights and a clear preference for democracy, how should 

we relate to military governments in the Western 

Hemisphere? 


Direction A: Work with all Military Regimes.

Develop new programs for military relations as 

incentives to support democratizing trends and 

greater civilian participation. Use military

training programs, sales and joint maneuvers as 

tools of influence. 


Direction B: Diverse Treatment. Adopt. a deliberate 
and evident strateqy distinguishing amonq civilian 
regimes, non-repressive military reqimes, and the most 
repressive military regimes. Maintain warm relations 
with the first, normal relations with the second, and 
cool but correct relations with the third. Do not 
attempt to polarize the hemisphere between democracies 
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and military regimes, but stress non-military
aspects of cooperation with countries where the 
military come to power. Cut back mil.itary programs
and contacts with the most repressive military
regimes. 

3. Arms Transfers 
.· 

Our policv on arms transfers to the 
region should be closely related to the previous
issue of relations with military regimes. It 
should -also relate to our global arms policies and 
our posture on non-proliferation. The introduction 
of costly modern weapons systems into the world's 
least armed region is creating new dangers of local 
conflicts and posing new challenges to the global
control of conventional arms. 

Because military security is the ultimate 
expression of national sovereignt:y, al'.l aggressive US 
posture could easily become counterproductive. We 
have traditionally maintained a more restrictive 
policy toward arms sales to this hemisphere than 
toward the rest·of the world. By sharply reducing
military programs over the past decade, we have . 
reduced our capacity to influence local military
postures or limit new acquisitions. (We are the 
fourth-ranking arms seller in the region now.)
There is little left to cut. To move further in 
that direction while increasing our attention to 
human rights could result in a virtual break with 
the critical institutions in Latin America -- the 
military. 

The United States, however, has taken no 
major initiatives on arms transfers to Latin America 
for several years. We have made no high-level
pronouncements of any consequence or detail on 
the growth of local tensions and war fears. The 
Declaration of Ayacucho in which eight South American 
nations pledged themselves in 1974 to limit acquisition 
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of "offensive" weapons may offer a potentia·l

opening for a cooperative review of military

security issues. 


Issue for Decision: HOW should we approach 

arms transfers in the region in view of our 

declining role with the Latin military and the 

rising role of extra-hemispheric suppliers? 


Direction A - Actively Promote Restraint: 

Continue our regional restrictive sales of 

advanced weapons 1 se.ek a suppliers agreement to 

limit sales; and actively promote regional or. 

subregional arms control efforts. Refrain from 

competitive sales with the Soviets and other 

suppliers. Resist use of arms sales as means of 

relating to Latin military establishments. 


Direction B - Flexible Approach: Use arms 

sales modestly to restore U.S. influence with 

some military regimes (e.g. a carrot for human rights

improvement). Also selectively promote U.S. arms 

sales to limit intrusion of Soviet arms and retain 

some control over the pattern of regional weapons

build-up. Promote voluntary restraint agreements 

among suppliers and buyers. 


4. "Rights·" 

The Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights includes a wide variety of social, economic 
and political "rights". The United States and 
Latin America tend to view these rights from 
different perspectives. We emphasize political
rights -- from habeas corpus to freedom of ~ssembly 
and speech. The Latins admire our political freedoms,
but believe economic and social rights -- jobs and 
income -- are more important to most of their citizens,
particularly the poor. The debate over "rights" thus 
frequently becomes a clash between the libertarians 
and the egalitarians. 

Obviously, however, the Latin leaders and 
military are often egalitarian abroad and elitist 
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at home. They do not readily share their wealth. 
Yet if there is one issue that unites the poor of 
this hemisphere with their rulers it is that the 
United States must share more .of its wealth and 
consume less. We must not deceive ourselves -- this 
growing rich/poor dichotomy is the bottom line in our 
relations in this hemisphere. 

As the United States projects its values 
on human rights abroad, we can be more effective 
if we demonstrate ·in word and deed that we also 
give great weight to the egalitarian aspirations of 
the poor nations. We may be entering a period of 
fiscal restraint on foreign lending (reduced
contributions to the IFI's) in order to retain our 
way of life. We risk being seen as justifying our 
reductions on rnoral grounds so that we can continue 
to absorb a third of the· globe's resources. The Harkin 
Amendment symbolizes to many our overriding st~~.s..s Qll. 
political as opposed to economic rights. ·Moreover, 
any moves toward trade protectionism will hit Latin 
America first and most severely. Our concern for 
fundamental pol·itical rights is thus out of phase
with the appeals and ideologies of most of the 
developing world. Most simply, the poor nations see 
life and survival as more important than liberty. 

Issue for Decision: Can we square our·renewed 
emphasis on human rights with the rest of the · 
hemisphere's obsession with economic and social 
rights? , 

Direction A - Stress Fundamental Human Rights:
Stress that the real linkage between economic and 
political rights rests in democracy and mixed economies. 
Extend Harkin to all IFI's. Voluntarily recognize our 
responsibility for increased resource transfers but 
link it to foreign governments' willingness to distribute 
income. 

Direction B - Recoqnize Link between all Rights:
· Move forcefully to expand IFI contributions and 
bilateral assistance. Take forthcoming posture in 
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North-South dialogue. Move to ' repeal Harkin, re-
examine our negative position on the UN Charter on 

Economic Rights and Duties and "collective economic 

security" in the OAS Charter Reform•. Pressure 

governments politically to ·eliminate torture and 

assure habeas corpus and due process. 


5. Resource Transfers: Private Investment 

The outcome of the presidP.Ptial reviews 
on North-South issues (PRMs 7 and B)will bE! critical 
to our economic relations with Latin America. Trade 
not aid -- is the issue for Latin America. Any move 
toward or away from concessi·'.:>ns to the Third World 
affects Latin America first. 

This overview addresses two issues where 
we may have greater flexibiiity in regional terms: 
private investment and the MNC's (considered in this 
section) and public development assistance (qonsidered
in the section that follows). 

Multinational corporations are key agents

of resource, managerial and technology transfers. 

They have also been one of the most consistent 

sources of tensions between the US and the other 

nations ·of this hemisphere. 


Latin .American governments are now·more 

secure in their dealings with foreign investors. 

MNC's are more mature in recognizing the need to 

respect -- and adapt to -- the laws and development

priorities of the host countries. Now that a large

portion of investments in extractive industries and 

utilities have already been nationalized, and that 

new modes of non-equity investment have become a more 

prevalent method of doing business in the area, the 

wave of expropriations that swept Latin America in 

recentyearsseems to be receding. 

In this changed environment, we may have 
an opportunity to work out -- with both foreign
governments and us corporations -- some new approaches 
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to bring our policies on investment disputes and 

the promotion of US private investment more into 

line with the new working relationships that are 

evolving. 


We could, for example, revise President 

Nixon's 1972 policy statement ou torei~n investment 

and expropriation to recognize more explicitly the 

rights of host governments to define the terms of 

receiving foreign capital, as well as their duties 

to provide fair treatment.. We could even explore

the far more legally complex and time-consuming

possibility of negotiating bilateral investment 

treaties with Latin Ame~ican governments. 


Alternatively, we. could seek to take 

advantage of.the absence of expropriation disputes

and the comparative quiescence of controversy over 

MNC's to quietly disengage· from active promotion of 

private investment. 


As for other forms of private capital flows,
there ordinarily is no major role for the US government
to play with respect to borrowings from private 
money markets. Consideration might be given, however, 
to the establishment of s~me sort of balance of payments
safety net or guarantee facility which would enhance 
the attractiveness of paper floated by Latin American 
countries. 

Issue for Decision: Should the US government 
encourage US private investment in Latin America? 

Direction A - Disengage: Make clear that MNC's 
are on their own. Eliminate incentives designed to 
increase new investment. Say nothing new on 
expropriation. Stress that these are decisions for 
private corporations and foreign governments, not for 
the USG. Maintain a hands off posture toward 
commercial bank lending. 

Direction B - Promote New Investment Relationships:
Work on standards of conduct with the private sector and 
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foreign governments and formulate a modified US glo.oal
policy statement on expropriations. Seek repeal
of Hickenlooper and Gonz~lez Amendments. Consider 
measures tQ facilitate Latin.American access to 
U.S. private capital markets. 

6. Resource Transfers: Development Assistance 

US involvement in development in Latin 

America and elsewhere takes many forms: trade,

debt rescheduling, investment, official development

assistance {ODA), actions on international monetary 

matters, initiatives in the fields of science and 

technology, food, population, etc. 


Official development assistance, which 
facilitates cooperation in many of these fields, now 
plays a decreasing role. Bilateral us AID financing
for Latin America has been on the decline for a decade. 
International financial institutions {e.g., IBRD and 
IDB) now provide the region with most of its official 
external capital -- but we are in arrears in our 
contributions. In addition, under present cr~teria, 
only Central America, the Caribbean, Bolivia, Paraguay
and Peru will have bilateral aid programs after 1980. 

These trends create a gap in the instruments 
available to us. The IFis focus their attention on 
growth; in countries where our bilateral assistance 
has ended, only limited attention.is paid by official 
capital suppliers to the many problems still associated 
with income maldistribution. In addition, the middle 
income countries are important to us politically in 
the context of the North-South dialogue, but we have 
virtually no bilateral aid instruments to promote
institutional and human resource development in 
countries other than the poorest. 

Issue for Decision: Should US official 
development assistance be increased, and if so,
should the increase extend to both multilateral 
and bilateral assistance and include middle-income 
countries as well as poorer countries? 
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Direction A - Maintain the Status Quo:

Meet current us commitment~ to the IDB and 

OAS. Do not seek to resume bilateral . 

assistance in countries where we no longer

have· such programs. Continue bilateral aid 

phase-outs. sustain the current bilateral aid 

focus on the poorest countri.e.s. 


Direction B - Expand, Innovate and Strengthen
Development Aid: Strengthen support of IFI 1 s. 
Develop new ways to cooperate with middle-income 
countries on institutional and human resource 
development, food production, technology transfer. 
Develop new criteria for such cooperation, including
harder terms, greater matching contributions, jointly
managed projects, and use of US guarantee mechanisms 
which do not necessarily call for flows of public
funds. Expand both bilateral and multilateral 
assistance to the poorest countries and the poorest
sub-regions (Central America and the Caribbean). 

7. Educational and Cultural Exchanges 

The level of professional and academic 
exchanges and cultural programs with Latin America, 
as well as support for research and study on Latin 
America in the U.S., has fallen drastically over 
the past 10 years. The Fulbright-Hays progrC!-m in 
Latin America (and worldwide} is 30% less in 
constant dollars than it was in 1968; USIA book 
publishing and distr·ibution have dropped by 50% 1 
and the staffs of our Binational Cultural Centers 
have dropped from 114 to 14 in recent years. 

Greatly expanding these programs would 
dramabize a new approach to Latin America and the 
Caribbean. The goals of such an initiative would 
be (a) improving intellectual and institutional 
relationships within the hemisphere~ and 
{b) strengthening the capacities of Latins and 
North Americans to perceive each other accurately,
and to cooperate on the solution of common problems • 
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Such a program might include joint initiatives 

-- including joint conunitments of long-term funds 

-- with at least a few of the major Latin American 

countries. , 


Such an undertaking would also: 

symbolize our commitment to human rights
by providing new means of communication 
between intellectuals, pro£essional
associations (such as lawyers), universities,
think tanks and other interested groups in 
the hemisphere. 

enhance the development of human resources 
through graduate education and professional 
exchan~es·~'* · 

Issue for Decision: By how much should our 

educational and cultural programs for the hemisphere

be increased? 


Direction A - Double Funding for Current 
Educational and Cultural Pro ram to Ap roxirnatel~ 

O Mi lion. Sue an increase would enable us to 
devise and establish much broader linkages between 
universities and communities, including Hispanic-
Arnerican groups. 

Direction B - Recast and Ex~and Programs:
Direct the Department of State, in cooperation with 
other agencies, to reexamine basic objectives and 
programs in consultation with U.S. institutions an,d
with selected Latin American governments, preliminary
to making a major specific proposal·to the White House • 

. .. 

* 	 The Bureau of Educational and Cultural 
Affairs observes that a greatly increased 
program in Latin America could produce 
pressures for similar increases in exchanges
with other areas of the world. 
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Then approach Congress for new funding (up to 

$100 million a year). This level would imply

major support for relevant U.S. and Latin 

institutions. It would subsume some of the 

activities now conducted by AID, USI1\ and HEW. 

Care would have to be exercised to avoid charges

of cultural imperialism. New or amended legislation

might be required. 


8. Style and Attention 

Many Latin Americans believe we alternately

take them for granted, then expect too much of them. 

They suspect that US leaders have time for everything

and everyone except for Latin America. They feel 

unheard, unappreciated, and discriminated against. 


Much of this is inherent in the relationship.

But much is not. We sometimes spring unnecessary

surprises by not consulting or informing others in 

advance on matters of vital interest to them. And 

their cabinet ministers and even presidents sometimes 

have a hard time getting through to us. 


During 1977, as a minimum program we should 
plan on one or two additional State Visits by
democratically.elected Latin American leaders (Perez
of Venezuela and p~rhaps Williams of Trinidad) and 
a return State Visit by President Carter to Mexico. 
The Vice President might likewise consider visiting 
one or more Latin American countries. The Secretary
of State should attend the OAS General ~ssemb~Y in 
Grenada in June for 2-3 days and vlsit Venezuela,
Colombia, and Braz·i1, plus one or two Caribbean countries. 

In addition, we should carry out continuing
formal and informal·consultations with Mexico, Brazil,
Venezuela, Colombia, Peru, Costa Rica and Argentina 
on global issues, such as Law of the Sea and the North-
South Dialogue, as well as on bilateral initiatives 
and our major foreign policy directions in other 
parts of the world. 
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Members of Congress should also be 
involved whenever possible in both travels 
and consultations. 

A more ambitious program for the 
President and the Vice President would be to 
prepare for.visits during the Administration's 
second year to other democracies such as Colombia,
Costa Rica_ and one of the Caribbean nations. Such 
early "attention" by a newly elected President and 
Vice President would be unprecedented and would 
help set a new tone.• 

Issue for Decision: How much attention should 
the President, the Vice President, and the Secretary
give to Latin America and the Caribbean in the first 
year? 

Direction A - Minimum: Plan two State Visits 
here, a return Presidential Visit to Mexico, and 
a possible visit by the Vice President to the region.( The Secretary should at:tend the OASGA, make one or 
more trips to the region, and exchange occasional 
letters with key foreign ministers. 

Direction B - Maximum: Plan the above plus
Presidential trips to two or three democracies in 
the hemisphere during the President's second year in 
office. The Vice President might make an additional 
visit or two as wel~. Both the President and the 
Secretary of State would seek to maintain a regular
correspondence with their key counterparts. 
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Memorandum From Robert Pastor of the National Security Council Staff to the President's 
Assistant for National Security Affairs (Brzezinski) 

Washington, March 14, 1977 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Staff Material, North/South, Pastor, Subject 
Files, Box 64, PRM-17 [Latin America]: 1 /77-3/14/77. Confidential. Sent for information. 
Inderfurth and Brzezinski initialed the first page of the memorandum. 
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NATIONAL SECUR:ITY COUNCIL 

GOHFIDE:?fffAL March 14, 1977 
with SECRET Attachment 

INFORMATION 

MEMORANDUM FOR: ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI / 

FROM: ·ROBERT A. PASTOR~ 

SUBJECT: PRcfng on Latin America 

•no We Need a Latin American Policy?" 

Your question-struck at the neart of the issue. The idea of "Latin 
America" as a region is a myth. it is compo$ed of extremely diverse 
economies and politics, which can manage to form a collective negotiating 
position only when there is a symbolic need to confront the U.S . , such as 
in the case of the Trade Act of 1974 (GSP/OPEC provision). The most 
important business of the governments of the hemisphere is dealt with 
bilaterally or globally. One symptom of this trend toward globalism 
and bilateralism is the decline of the OAS • 

Secondly, given the diversity of the economies, it is unrealistic to believe 

that a single foreign economic policy -- like the Alliance -- to so diverse a 

region is possible any longer. even if it were desirable. 


So the answer to your question is "no." In terms of the objective realities, 
we do not need a Latin American policy, and I hope that in the future, we 
will not have one. 

But the fact that the President chose Latin America as the one region to 
have an overall policy review, and the fact that he is being beseiged to 
speak on Pan American Day and to give a major puttey ac:itiYeS-s on Latin 
America, and the fact that the President has repeatedly expressed a 
special interest in Latin America - all these are indications that we 
cannot move from our current policy -- which is indeed a special one --
to no policy in a single step. (To put my point in perspective, I should 
mention that ARA thinks it would be too risky if the President did not 
have a Pan American Day speech.) We must do it gradually with some 
sensitivity to the region and to its constituency in the United States, but 
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I agree with you entirely that if there a::re the same kind of demands 

for a Latin America speech in the first year of the President's second 

Administration, then '"e will have failed. Therefore, the policy that 

we should seek in this first 1·eview is one which will help us to move 

from a special policy for the region to a global North-South policy. 


***** 
Attached at Tab A is the response to PRlvf/NSC-17; There are parts 
of the Overview and of Tab 1 (Interests Section) which are first-rate, 
but the document as a whole is unwieldy. The issues slated for decision 
are posed poorly ~- sometimes they miss the principal question entirely. 
The options are deliberately skewed; they seldom offer a real choice. 

The whole exercise has been a great disappointment to me personally. 
and it has lead me to conclude that if you want new policy directions 
toward Latin. America, the last place you should turn to for advice is 
ARA. Since ARA is the principal source of advice for Secretary Vance, 
however, I strongly urge you to discuss with him before Tuesday's 
meeting what it is you would Hke .!o emerge from the meetin& .. 1 would 
also recommend that the meeting follow the agenaa-rather than the speofi.c' 
issues and options listed in the "Overview . 11 

Permit me to make some suggestions. starting with the peg which we 

should use to hang the new approach on, and then suggesting the 

specifics of a new policy. 


Outcome of the Meeting 

As I wrote to you in my memorandum of March 10 on the re9uest for the 
President to give a Pan American Day speech. ·1 believe a speech on Latin 
America by the President is necessary: before Pan American Day (April 14) 
in order to preempt any criticism that he is ignoring the region. There 
are, however. more important reasons for a speech. If the U.S. is to 
move to a point where Latin Am~rican speeches are not necessary. the 
President must give the bureaucracy some guidance because they are 
moving in the other direction. He must also alert L.atin America and the· 
entire developing world of his views, concerns, and perspective on this 
question. Thirdly. it is necessary for him to focus on the problem soon 
with some guidance from the PRC as to the right approach, least he--
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inadvertently send conflicting signals during a p1·ess conference to Latin 
America, to the bureaucracy, and to the U.S. public. Fourth, it would 
be more desirable for him to make the speech in the United States now 
rather than save it for a possible trip to the Latin American democracies 
later in the year, not only because of timing, but more importantly, because 
Presidential trips tend to bring out the worst kind of rhetoric about our 
"historic ties" and "shared values, 11 and thus, it would be mo:re difficult 
to expect an address setting for such a new approach. 

What would he say? An outline of the speech can follow the agenda of 
the meeting. 

I. Overall Approach -- General Policy Directions 

Important changes within Latin America, within the U.S., and in inter-
national politics and economics have dramatically transformed U.S. 

relations with Latin America, but our psychology and the assumptions 

underlying current U.S. policy have not adapted to these changes. 


In Latin America, relatively rapid economic development and 
increasingly institutionalized governments have made them more 
resistant to foreign influence, particularly North American. At 
ihe same time, the economic changes have increased the hetero-
geneity of the region, making the notion of "Latin America" as an 
homogenous region more unrealistic than ever before. 

Internationally, Latin Americans have been at the forefront 
intellectually, politically, and economically of a determined 
movement by the developing world to alter the terms of exchange 
between the indus.tralized and developing ~orlds. 

In the United States, several developments, including the passing 
of the Vietnam trauma and the reduced insecurity due to detente, 
served to divert American interest from the problems of the 
developing world. At the same time, Americans still maintained 
the "special relationship" mentality, demanding more from Latin 
America in human rights, restraint on arms transfers, and on 
other issues, while also promising (though not delivering) more 
resources to the region. 
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The guiding principles of a new approach -- ratI:er than a new policy -:--
to the >:egion should include: 


1. North-South. Rather than trying to divide Latin America from the 
rest of the developing world, we should encourage Latin American 


leaders to take the general issues which concer11 them to a North-South 

forum and to ta..1<e a forward (leadership) position on these issues. 


Rationale: Several Latin American leaders have been in the 
forefront of this movement, and we should recognize their efforts, 
by adopting a global as opposed to a regional approach. Regionalism 
in all its inanifestations - · the OAS, the Inter-American Defense 
Board -- has declined in importance over the last two years, and 
the trend not only seems irreversible, it makes sense• There is 
less reason to use regional institutions w11en the issues can only be 
effectively addressed globally. 

2. Global Policy: A Single S_tandard for the Developing World. U.S. 
policy on trade, finance, investment, science and technology, aid, 


human l·ights, arms transfers and nuclear proliferation should be formulated 

accorcling to global criteria. In the formulation of these policies we could 

consult bilaterally with selected governments, or regionally if the forum is 

an effective one, but the policy we adopt sh_ould be a general and a global 

one. 


Rationale: If we are interested in furthering Latin American 

economic development, then we should adopt a general policy 

which will confer special trade and financial benefits on Latin 

America by the nature of the region's relatively advanced economic 

position. In the long-term, a special and direct American effort 


lf 
·will not bring any more benefits to the region than a general policy, 
and it is lik~ly to have significant negative political consequences 
since direct resource tra11.sfers inevitably get tied to special American 
political concerns (i.e .• human rights, or treatment of U.S. investors, 
or anti-Communism), leading to unintended paternalism. J 

3. Mature bilateralism will be enhanced by a global approach, but 
particularly from the decline of a regional institution which encourages 

artificial unity on the wrong issues posed in the least constructive way. 
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4. Diversification of Political and Economic Relationships. In response 
to the central political need of all Latin American cotmtries to reduce 

their dependence on the United States or any single source, the U.S. should 
encourage the present trend tO\vard increasingly diverisified relations 
between Latin America, Europe, Japan, and even Eastern Europe. At the 
same ti.me, the U.S. should exhibit a greater tolerance for regimes of 
·widely different political philosophies, distinguishing only on the basis 
of their respect for fundamental human rights. 

5. Non-Intervention. The U.S. should pledge its full respect for the 
sovereignty of each Latin American nation and should commit itself 

not to unde1·take unilateral military intervention or covert intervention in 
their internal affairs. 

Rationale: This simple statement will go far in a region that has 
experienced the vast majority of U .S .-military exercises abroad. 

ll 
The question to which this answer is addressed is not only how 
do we view and respond to political change in Latin America. but 
also to what extent and in what ways can we influence it. U .S 
policy to Cuba from 1959 to 1961 offers a classic illustration of the 
way power and its use have been transformed. Currently, our 
ability to influence events in Latin America appears greatest not 
when the power equation is most weighted to our advantage, but 
when we are cognizant and sensitive to the principal norms of the 
developing world -A' sover~nty and social justice. 

Bearing this in mind, a reflexive action by the U.S. to counter 
Soviet efforts to ~ain influence~ either through arms sales or 
increased trade~ is more likely to have the opposite effect. Andy 
Young's argument' that we are more likely to influence events in 
Africa if we pay attention to Africa's obsession ~ racism ~ than 
to our own with respect to the East-West conflict-~ has direct 
relevance to Latin Ame1·ica, where the North-South economic issues 
are their principal preoccupation. 

II. Economic Issues 

lj l. Relevant Criteria for Formulating U .S . Economic Policies. The 
U.S. should adopt economic policies which relate to two or three 


_levels of development of the Third World, rather than to an heterogeneous 
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regional grouping. This means concessional assistance for the poorest 
countries, and increased trade prospects and improved and coordinated 
debt management for the middle-income developing countries, which are 
most of the Latin American countries . Trade, not aid. 

2. Thus, external financing to the region should increasingly be made 
through the international financial institutions, and less and less 

through bilateral assistance. 

~This represents both a political desire to begin a post-aid relationship, 
where we do not respond to problems as donors and recipients. and an

,j l economic urge to get the most out of our money, since U.S. contributions 
~ to the IFis are multiplied more than ten-fold because of other countrv 
J pledges. 

3. On foreign direct investment (FDI), we should recognize the 
sovereign !.!Bhts of host countries to set the terms of investment. 

Similarly, the United States Government should adopt a more independent 
stance premised on an independent definition of the national interest in 
investment disputes. 

Rationale: We should begin to steer an independent, neutral path 
between labor, which wants to discourage U.S. FDI, and U.S. 
corporations, which seek U.S. help. On investment ~isputes, 
which have been the source of considerable tension in inter-
American relations, the U.S. should also seek to identify a 
position which is representative of the national as opposed to 
a specific interest. 

4. The U.S. should work with the governments of Latin America to 
seek ways to increase access of the products of Latin America and 

other developing regions to the markets of the industralized world on a 
non-discriminatory basis. 

Rationale: The Lome Agreement between the European Community 
and 46 African, Caribbean, and Pacific countries has a discriminatory 
impact on Latin American exports. Furthermore, vertical and 
regional preferential arrangements (between industrialized and 
developing countries) run counter to the U.S. objectives of an 
open global economy. 
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III. Human Rights 

1. Single Standard. The U.S. should not adopt a different standard 
for human rights violations in this hemisphere than for anywhere 


else. 


2. IFis. Human rights considerations should enter into all U.S. 
decisions with regard to the developing world, but the U.S. should 

not adopt any automatic or fixed formulas . This means that we should 
try to obtain some flexibility of the Harkin amendment (to the Inte:r-American 
Development Bank Act), while resisting its extension to other fils. 

3. Multilaterlize Our Efforts. To the extent possible, the U.S. should 
try to multilateralize its concerns and its,efforts on human rights by 


working through the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights. 


IV. Relations with Military Regimes 

Excluding the use of punitive sanctions, the U.S. should nevertheless 
adapt its relations with individual governments to the character of the 
;r,;egime, maintaining warm relations with civilian and democratic govern-
~· 

ments, normal relations with non-repressive military regimes, and cool 
but correct relations with repressive governments. The U.S. should put 
particular stress on non-military aspects of cooperation with military 
governments. 

V. Arms Transfers 

Again, the policy should be a global one, but one which actively promotes 
restraint in any appropriate fora or framework (bilateral, sub-regional, 
regional, or global). We should also avoid competitive sales with the 
Soviets or with other suppliers. 

VI. Organization of American· States 

The OAS should be reorganized so that it only carries out those functions 
for which it has a comparative advantage. These functions are peacekeeping 
and human rights. Its economic and technical assistance functions could 
be done more effectively by the IDB . 
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Rationale: Despite recurrent efforts to strengthen the OAS, it 
continues to decline, largely because the most important busin.ess 
in the hemisphere is not hemispheric. Secretary General Orfila 
has said this to me in a conversation two weeks ago. He also said 
that he needed the help of the U.S. to reduce the OAS bureaucracy 
from its current l, 500 to a staff of about 300 which could have 
responsibility for peacekeeping and human rights. He would also 
like to do away with the Permanent Council, and believes that if 
he obtained the complete support of the U.S. he would succeed. It 
remains to be seen whether he would succeed, but we should 
certainly help him do that. 

One indication of the irrelevance of the OAS in addressing economic 
issues is the lack of any enthusiasm (or even support) for the 
Secretary General'.s proposal for an OAS' Special General Assembly 
on Economic Cooperation and Development. They still have not 
yet set a date or a site for this meeting, and it .is not clear whether 
they ever will 

VII. Ed1.1cational and Cultural Exchanges 

The Department of State, in cooperation with other agencies, should 

reexamine basic objectives and programs in educational and cultural 

exchanges in consultation with U.S. institutions and with selected Latin 

American governments, and suggest a specific proposal to the NSC for 

improving U.S. policy in this area. 


VIII. Country and Sub-Regional Issues 

Mexico, Cuba and Panama have all been dealt with in other contexts.· 
The two critical areas demanding some kind of U.S. Government attention 
are Brazil and the Caribbean. 

With regard to Brazil, the critical question is whether the U.S. should 
maintain the Memorandum of Understanding in· the light of quite critical 
comments of this arrangement made by President Carter during the 
campaign. Given the extreme sensitivity of our current relationship, it 
would not be advisable to make the decision on the Memorandum of 
Understanding at this time. 

With regard to the Caribbean, you might want to recommend that we 
devote a special PRC meeting to that at some future date. 
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IX . Final I terns 

1. President's speech-- University of Texas? 

2. A quick trip by the President to the democracies in November? 

3. A Vice Presidential trip? 

***** 

For your use, I have prepared an abbreviated outline of the agenda and 
the major points recommended in this memorandum. It is attached at 
Tab B. A draft Presidential Directive is atfach'bd at Tab C. 
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6. 

Telegram From the Department of State to the Embassies in Paraguay, Brazil, Argentina, 
Bolivia, Uruguay and Chile 

Washington, March 24, 1977, 1455Z 

1 Source: Department of State, INR/IL Historical Files, Roger Channel, Asuncion 1969-1979. 
Secret; Roger Channel. Drafted by Zimmermann, cleared by Luers and in INR/DDC/OP-F, and 
approved by McAfee. 
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AMEllllASSl' BRASILIA 
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AllEllBASSY MONTEY IDE 0 
AllEllllASSY SANTI AGO 

5 E e I E T STATE 16503 

ROCER CHANNEl 

E. o. 11652: xcos-2 

TAC:St SHUii, PlllS, PlllR 

SUBJECT: OPCUTIOll CONDOR 

l. THE CIA HAS PREPARCO THE FOLLOWING SUllllART OF THE 

STATUS Of OPERATION CONDOR AS OF UARCff 1977 llllCK WE ARE 

PASSUIG FOR YOUR INFORllATION ONLY. 


2. QT£: OPEBATION CONDOR IS ACOOPERATIVE EFfOIT 8Y SEC 

RTTY 
SERVICES Of CKllE, ARGENTINA, URUGUAY, PABAGUAY, BOLIVIA 
AND BRAZIL TO COUNTER TERRORISM ANO SUBVERSIDlt. AS IT WAS 
FIRST ENVISAGEO, THE OPERATIOll VIAS TOBRlllC l8011T AN 
UCKAllGE Of INFORllATION AUONC THE PARTICIPATING SERVICES 
o:; susmsm GROUPS, BUT lATER DISCUSSIOUS UICLUOEO 
CONSIDERATION Of MOUNTING ASSASSINATION Of'ERATIONS ABROAD, 
SECURITY SERVICES Of CHILE, ARGENTINA AND URUGUAY AGREED 
TO SEND TEAllS. TO EUROPE, BUT APPAREITl Y 8rAZIL, BOUY IA 
ANO PARACUAY 010 NOT COWllT THEllSElVES TO THIS ASPECT OF 
THE OPERATION. AUAllllHS COURSE WAS LAT~ SET UP IN 
SUEllOS A.IRES fOI tl!E TEAUS THAT WERE TO atsm TO EUQOP[,.

!'!'Gffis WAS SENT(iiaw• TO 
OPERATE AGAINST URUGUAYAN TERRORISTS. TH\S TEAi.i WAS 
UNSUCCESSFUL IN CARRYING OUT ITS OBJECmfSAao ITS FAILURE 

WAS ATTRIBUTED TO THE OPERATION HAYING BEiJi LEAKED TO THE 
TURORISTS. AS A RE$Ul T OF THE SUPPOSED I.EAi, THE 
URUGUAYANS llUE HAVING SECOllD THOUGHTS 'BOUT THE OESIRA-
81l ITY OF PARTfCIPATfllG JN FURTHER JOINT CONDOR .OPERA-
TlllNS. 

3. ACCOtOllCG TO ONE momll&iLCdi! J flu THE 
ACTIVITIES Of lHE CONDOR OPERATION OUTSIDE Of COllOOR 
COUNTRIES ARE COlflNEO Ii TH i9~Uiil°" OF INFORllATIOll ON 
EXTRElllSTS.iWWW•!ai H1!••1n•11 SAID THAT IF 
lllfORMATIOIC IS 08TAlll£D REYEAlfNG JHE WliflfABOUTS OF All 
EXTREMIST ABROAD, A CONOOR TUii Ml CH T BE ,s'EIH TO THE 
LOCATION, BUT OlllY TO VERIFY TllE EXTREUts1'•S PRESENCE AND 
TO DETERUINE HIS FUTURE TRAVEL. IF UNSPECIFIED ACTIONS 
AGAINST A PART ICUL AR EXTlEllfST WERE OESJfifO, THE CONDOR 
SERVICE WOUlO ASK A SECURITY SERVICE Of HE COIJITRY WHERE 
THE rxmu1sr m_1ors TO CAaifj H'H ¥iio11s. IT 
SHOULD BE 101£0 TllAriQi&~ 11111 •" OllCE A 
CONDOR CCUftTRY REFUSES TO PARTICIPATE IN • COllDOR PiOGlAU. 
THAT COUNTRY IS 110 LOllGER INCLUDED IN FUR. HER DISCUSSIONS 
RELATED TO THIS PROCRAU. 

STATE 165"33486 

• "l 

SPECIAL HANDUNr 
4. RECENT R£PORTIN4"'SUGGESTS THAT THE co•DOR OPERATION 
llAY BE SHlfllllG MORE TO NOlt-VIOLEllT ACTIVITIES. ·Al A 

. LIEETING Of COHOOR Ill DECEllBER lm THE PRlllCIPAL SUBJECT 
Of DISCUSSIOll WAS THE PLANNING OF COORDlllATEO PSYCllOLOGl-
C:Al 111.CFARE OPERATIONS AGAINST LEFTIST AND RADICAL GROUPS. 
SOUETlllE EARLIER A PROGRAM HAD BEEN APPROVED WllER£U OKE 
MEMBER COUNlRY WOULD PUBLISH PROPAGANDA USEFUL TO ANOTHER 
llE&IBER SO THE COUNTRY Of llAJOR INTEREST WOUlD llOT BE 
REVEALED AS THE SOURCE. "EXTENSIVE USE WAS ·TO BE W.OE Of 
THE COlllUlllCATIOllS U£01A IN CARRYING OUT ms PSYCHOLOGI-
CAL WARFAil£§Ht "OTHER CONDOR UEETlllG IS TO BE HELO 
IR iiiW fl!llCH llAY CLARIFY ·THE FUTURE 
DIRECTIDll OF THE OPERATION. EllO QUOTE .. 
VANCE 

ADP Declassification Review 
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by John Fitzpatrick, 4/24/2017 
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7. 

Minutes ofa Policy Review Committee Meeting 

Washington, March 24, 1977, 3:30-5 p.m. 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Council, Institutional Files, 1977-1980, Box 60, 
PRC 008-Latin America-3/23/77. Secret. The meeting took place in the White House 
Situation Room. The minutes are printed in part in Foreign Relations, 1977-1980, vol. XXVI, 
Arms Control and Nonproliferation, Document 266. 
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POLICY REVIEW COMMITTEE MEETING 

Wednesday. March 24, 1977 

Time and Place: 3; 30 - 5: 00 p.m., White House Situation Room 

Subject: Latin America 

Participants: 

State Treasury 

Warren Christopher Anthony Solomon 

Terence Todman Edward Bittner 

William Luers 


Arms Control and Disarmament Agency 
Defense Leon Sloss · · 
Charles Duncan 
Major Gen. Richard E. Cavazos Commerce 

Frank Weil 

Joint Chiefs of Staff 

General George S . Brown NSC 

Lt. General William Smith Dr. Zbigniew Brzezinski 


David Aaron 

CIA Thomas Thornton 

Deputy Director Enno Knoche Robert A. Pastor 

Robert Hopkins 


":->·. 

Overall Approach: Should the U.S. Move Away From the Special 

Relationship? 


Deputy Secretary Christopher opened the meeting by saying that the 
new Administration had been dealing with many specific Latin American 
problems -- for example, Panama, Cuba, and Mexico -- but we had not 
had an opportunity to develop an overall approach. particularly with 
respect to those economic issues which were of greatest concern to the 
Latin Americans. 

ADP Declassification Review 
DECLASSIFIEDSBCRE'f 

.. by John Fitzpatrick, 4/24/2017
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He suggested that the best overall policy may be a non-{lolicy. To follow 
the remarks in the President's United Nations speech, the U .S . should 
treat Latin America in a global context, rather than think about a regional 
policy. The President's Pan American Day speech on April 14 ·provides 
the natural culmination of this process and the opportunity to suggest 
this approach. 

He then initiated a discussion of whether the U.5 . had a special relationship 
with Latin America or not. 

Assistant Secretary Todman suggested that we drop the rhetoric about a" 
special relationship and deal with Latin America on bilateral, regional, 
or global levels depending on the issues. In the major economic areas, 
it is necessary to deal on a global basis and develop a single policy, and 
this is also the case on nuclear proliferation and immigration. But because 
of the geographical proximity, Latin America impinges on us more directly 
than other areas. ·For example, we share a border with Mexico and that 
requires special policies. We have certain regional institutions, and they 
require special policies • 

Under Secretary Anthony Solomon agreed that we had special problems 
with respect to Mexico and Brazil. but the question of the special relation-
ship relates to the region rather than to individual countries. He suggested 
that we would need special policies to these two countries. He said that 
the arguments against an overall special relationship to the region are 
very powerful. 

Enno Knoche said that the possible consequences of ending the spedal 
relationship would be that it would tend to encourage Latin America 
to form blocs against the U.S . , but he added that since this would not be 
in Latin America's long-term inte'rest, he felt such blocs would not endure. 

' Deputy Secretary Charles Duncan said the U.S. has had a special relation-
ship with Latin America, and it still does. General Brown agreed, but he 
said that our special military relationships are eroding, and that we are 
going to miss them when they are gone. He said that this relationship --
for example, the training assistance program for foreign air force 
personnel -- provides an opportunity for us to influence these govern-
ments on human rights and other matters. 
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Intervention 

Todman said that this issue aroused the greatest interest and controversy 
in Latin.America where the U.S. has had a long history of intervention --
most recently in the Dominican Republic and Chile. Now, we are being 
accused of intervention on behalf of human rights. The question is: to 
what extent do we need to intervene? 

Duncan said that we first needed to define our interests in the hemisphere, 
and said such a definition would be necessary to decide on the need for a 
"special relationship. n Then, he prefers the option of "limited intervention." 

Brzezinski returned to the question of whether we should have a special 
policy to Latin America. He said that the notion of a special policy is 
ahistorical. In the past, it has done nothing more than lock us into a 
cycle of creating, unrealistic expectations and then having to live with 
the subsequent disappointments. The Monroe Doctrine which underlines 
this approach is no longer valid. It represents an imperialistic legacy 
which has embittered our relationships. 

He recommended that if our relationships are to become healthier, then 

we ned to put them on a more normal footing. He said that we can do 

this by stressing our bilateral relations and in seeing the region1s problems 

in a global context, as the President said in his UN speech. And we should 

use this as a point of departure in the Pan American Day speech • What 

was needed was a 'normalization of our relations with Latin America. We 

did not want another Alliance for Progress . 


Christopher said that he agreed with Brzezinski's assessment. 

General Brown agreed and said that we should put the statement in the 
context that we have recognized that Latin America had reached adulthood. 
Brzezinski warned, however, that such an approach was also patronizing. 
Instead, he said that we should encourage Latin America to diversify its 
relationships with other countries and region§, and that we, in turn, 
should differentiate our approach to different governments. 

Duncan agreed that a bilateral approach makes sense, but he said the 
relevant question on intervention is how should we react to the Soviets 
in this hemisphere. 
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Brzezinski said that we should not react reflexively; rather we should 
judge our response in terms of the likely consequences if the U.S. did not 
intervene. Nevertheless, he does not see a great likelihood of the U.S. 
intervening in Latin America in response to Soviet probes. He said that 
individual governments have a good sense of their own independence and 
therefore our reactions should be contingent on the way the other Latin 
Americans respond. But we cannot accept a blanket policy for all cases. 
Later, he said, and Solomon agreed, that a statement on nonintervention 
might be misinterpreted. 

Leon Sloss of ACDA said that he agreed with Brzezinski's emphasis on 
a global and a bilateral approach, but he said that we should not discourage 
some regional institutions which have potential to contribute to the solution 
of certain problems -- for example in arms control areas. 

Brzezinski agreed that we should not discourage regional institutions. 
but he suggested that the healthiest approach would be a hands-off one, 
where the Latin Americans would approach us -- instead of we, them --
to pay attention to the regional institutions . 

Solomon and Brzezinski agreed that the President should redefine our 
relationship rather than renounce it. Solomon said that the only viable 
regional economic institution was the Inter-American Development Bank, 
and a sign of its relative importance is the fact that Secretary Blumenthal 
will attend its annual ministerial meeting whereas he would not attend the 
one at the Asian Development Bank. Even the IDB has chvers11:li!d Its 
relationships -- bringing on donors from Europe and Japan -- although 
we are still the biggest contributor. But in trade or aid, it is hard to see 
a special relationship. 

David Aaron pressed the issue of the special relationship a couple of 
steps further. One implication of a change in strategy would involve 
a shift in the distribution of U.S. resources abroad. Secondly, he noted 
that there was, in fact, a collective consciousness in Latin America. 

Brzezinski said that we should not deceive ourselves. The consciousness 
is only collective when it is negative and in opposition to the U.S. Con-
structive relations demand greater specificity. 

In ideology, we want to show an affinity for democratic states. 
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Security considerations demand that we recognize the geopolitical 
importance of Brazil and perhaps the special importance of the 
Caribbean to the United States. 

Economically, we need a more diversified strategy. 

However, Brzezinski.said we should not try to package these clusters 
of interests into a single policy • 

Weil from Commerce agreed. 

Relationships With Military Regimes 

Christopher applied the approach suggested by Brzezinski to this next 
issue. He suggested that we adjust our relations so as to differentiate 
according to the kind of regime: warm relations with civilian and democratic 
governments, normal relations with nonrepressive military regimes, and 
cool but correct relations with repressive governments. 

Brzezinski agreed, noting that Brazil was not so repressive as is commonly 

thought. Duncan and General Brown also agreed with Christopher and 

repeated the need to distinguish between kinds of military governments. 


David Aaron suggested joining the two agreed approaches -- the movement 

toward globalism and establishing a closer affinity with democracies -- by 

a Presidential trip to selected democracies, say in Latin America as well as 

in Africa or Asia. 


Aaron also said that if we are going to be sincere about moving toward a 
global approach, we must make clear that our policies with respect to 
democracies or repressive regimes must be the same in Latin America 
as in Africa .or Asia. Given the special constituencies in the U .S . , that 
would not be easy. We will have to go out of our way to do that. 

Human Rights 

Christopher said that it was very important for us to stay committed on 
our policy on human rights, but at the same time, we must explore 
affirmative ways to express our policy. 
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Solomon said that we should work with Congress to make clear why they 

should not be thinking about a Latin American policy on human rights. 

He and Christopher agreed on the need to obtain more discretionary 

authority and make more relevant distinctions in the application of our 

policy. If we define gross violations as torture or degrading treatment, 

instead of denial of due process, then we only single out seven-ten 

countries rather than 60 - 80. Then, we can have some impact. 


Todman said that we should look at aid as a way to improve human rights 
conditions in very poor countries. For example in countries like Haiti, 
violations of human rights occur often because of impoverished conditions, 
and it does not make much sense for us to cutt off aid in these circumstances. 

Arms Transfers 

Christopher asked whether the United States, as a declining source of 

arms to Latin America, is justified in adopting a special policy on arms 

transfers to Latin America. 


General Brown reminded everyone that in the early Kennedy years we 

tried to get Latin American governments to shift defense expenditures to 

nation-building, but as sovereign states, they just turned to other sources 

to buy arms. As long as they are going to buy, he prefen-ed that they 

buy from us rather than the Russians . 


Sloss from ACDA said that we must approach this problem globally at 
both ends. Discuss it with the Soviets and with other suppliers, and at 
the same time urge restraint by purchasers . If this does not work , he is 
inclined to agree with George Brown. 

Organization of American States 

Christopher asked whether the OAS was part of the special relationship. 

Todman thought the OAS was useful, but that it wasted a lot of time 
because it is not well-focused. He said he would like to see it strengthened. 

Christopher suggested that we alter our relationship to the OAS to the 
way we relate to other regional organizations, like CENTO or ASEAN. 
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Solomon asked Todman how he would strengthen the OAS, and Todman 
answered that he would eliminate the Permanent Council and reduce the 
U.S. contribution., but we should do so after consulting with the Latin 

Americans. 


Solomon said that in his experience in State and in ARA, every Administration 
had tried to strengthen the OAS and tried to make it more efficient, by cutting 
personnel and reorganization. The trouble is that the Latin Americans are 
very sensitive to their "perks," and they perceived every effort to strengthen 
the OAS as an attempt to weaken it. He concluded that the OAS was useless, 
and there was nothing that could be done. 

David Aaron said that if we want to follow the global approach to its 
logical conclusion, then our involvement in the OAS , which once played 
the role of a mini-UN, should be phased out. We really do not need it 
any longer. We should say we want to deal with Latin America like 
other regions. 

Solomon acknowledged that that would indeed be perceived as the end 

to the special relationship, but noted that before doing that, we should 

look at the political ramifications and the domestic reaction, which he 

predicted- would be negative. In converations he has had with Latin 

American leaders, they all acknowledged privately that it was a worthless 

organization, but at the same time, they were horrified at the prospect 

of its being abolished. But he did not see anything we could do. 


In fact, Latin Americans use the global North-South forum more and even 

take the SELA more seriously than they do the OAS . 


Christopher said that the OAS was one of those institutions which would 
not die a natural death. Whenever it looks like it will, somebody turns 
the oxygen back on, and it has another life. 

Aaron said that rather than try to leave it, abolish it, or resuscitate it 
with new ideas, the U.S. should j~t ask the OAS to justify itself. 

William Luers from State said that we should be careful in formulating 
our policy to the OAS and more generally to the hemisphere, least our 
new policy be perceived as a massive rejection of Latin America. 

SBCRE'i' 
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Cultural and Educational E~changes 

Todman said that the value of individual contacts is very important to 
increase mutual understanding. 

Christopher asked whether we should return to a more enlightened and 
generous policy with respect ta cultural and educational exchanges with 
Latin America. Todman nodded yes . 

Technical Assistance 

Christopher asked whether we should put more money into technical 
as.sistance to Latin America. 

Weil from Commerce said that question brought the discussion back to 
the beginning: What are our interests? If they are not special, then 
we should not give special assistance. 

Summary and Miscellaneous 

Christopher nbted that Todman will be mee~g_ with the Cqb,ana in blew 
York, that the Canal Treaty negotiations will be continuing, and that we 
should be increasingly sensitive to Brazil. Any overall statement needs 
to take into account our concern for special problems . He noted that the 
discussion was a little more philosophical than usual, but that we were 
probing for a relationship which adapted to the new realities. 

The next step is the speech at the Organization of American States. 
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Washington, March 29, 1977 
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wrote: "To Warren J." 
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~ec:.~rit¥ Assis~~ceandBuman ~iints.; As yof! 
may krtQW, five Lat.In governntents 11 re3ected!' American 
militat;y assistance· based on the subniissioii to conqress
of the requued human rights. :r:eport~. '.[t is interest-
ing to not-~ that four o:f the five'. seem t.<;> );)e havi~g
second thoughts about.turning their .ba9k$ on American 
militaey- al.d. · · ·· 

. . -- ~~though the Argeq.tiri~$ turned qown our FY 78 
Foreig.tl;·_~:f.titary Salee (FMSl c·redii; p)l-ogrcµn of $15

rJ mil.~ ...·<l·} ...·.e·ce.iv ....~~ ..1:·i·' .they stil.l w~nt.·._t:g...r .. ·-~.;: ~1oO.~JlO.·0 in grant
-;, 1 . tJ;'·~..:tn~ntr ._ . ·.·They alsQ .w.a:nt.:: t.c:>. .~icpt ._ con.~act~· fc;>r over 

1.·tH~ ::. ;. Z!f~~f~~.·-..i$i:a~n~~1~~:~(J!.i~1r!~.·::2:-ffobg:e::s~a~~ 
1.·.,1.. / r-:,..J.. . huma..:·: , ·n; •r igp_~s qonditi.ans in that countrY.•. .

"fl /JAf · I j~ . 

.ijl: I~/ didnTt ~=a~i~: ::~i~~ ;:.j·:!~!o!~~c:~!0$so~~i1~~:zil 

f>W' llfJr crech.ts fo.r FY 78 meant that they would be unable to 
);..rt CJ.-/~ pS;i'ti.·.ci.I>ate:. in the Foreign -~il~tary Sales cash sales 
fY'!' 1-_ 1 proqram,;. _ _T~e:r may ask permission to buy spare parts
P· ~- for Americ·•n F-SE fighters and naval equipmen~, drawing 
,, .: . ~ _}, on .unoblig·ated FY 77 money. 
~ /4' ' ' 
~ i -'.JI"'~· -- El. Sa;lvador and Guatemala are now hedging on 
~.-. /~· r thei.·r..·rp init.ia.l refusals to participate in rather small 
~II , 1r credit and: training programs for FY 78 and unobligated 
·····. 11 FY 77 mon~y.W''' . " ./.t. ,_.. f We have told the Congres·s that we are not now asking

that the~· 78 budget request for these countries be 
withdrawn. We prefer to let the situation settle down 
and asses.s. our security relationships at a later date. 
However; the atmosphere in the House Appropriations
Committee is such that some of these FY 78 programs may
be eliminated, although we doubt that the congress would 
eliminate the FY 77 funds still in the pipelines. 

[Omitted here is material unrelated to Argentina] 
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Soviet Interest in Latin America 

Central lntelllgence Agency 

Directorate of lnulllgence 


Aprll 1977 


Key ]udgmentt 

The Soviet Union has long been interested in increasing its influence in Latin 
America, but has had difficulty in formulating a successful policy for the area. Early 
attempts by Moscow to use the local communist parties to gain a foothold failed, i~ 
part, because the Soviets did not understand the Latin American milieu and had 
little expertise in Latin American affairs. Until the early 1960s they seemed to 
assume that because of the basic instability of the area, "socialist" revolution was 
inevitable once a local communist party was activated. The basic flaw was their 
belief that Latin America was, and is, overwhelmingly dominated by conservative 
forces that have been unsympathetic to Moscow. Moreover, the area did not fit the 
Soviet mold of revolution in less developed nations. The countries have been 
independent for a long time; they are. culturally and politically developed; they have 
a rather extensive educated eJite, and for the most part, they are not attracted to 
foreign political ideologies and have regarded the Soviet Union as a political and 
ideological pariah. 

In recent years, however, the Soviets have had some success in the area-most 
dramatically, of course, in Cuba. They have made these gains by shifting their 
emphasis from local communist party relationships to state-to-state relations. Soviet 
prospects are still limited, however, by Moscow's own economic problems and its 
inability in most cases to provide the Latins with any civilian technology they do 
not already have. Soviet successes have been partly the result of growing expertise in· 
Latin American affairs and a relative decline of US influence in the area. Other 
factors have been the latent anti-US nationalism present in Latin America, the Soviet 
Union's emergence as a global power with observable economic, military, and 
political clout, and the survival of Castro's Cuba with Soviet assistance. 

SEeAET 
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There now seems little doubt that the Soviet presence in Latin America will 
increase in the future, especially as East-West tensions r~lax. The Soviets are now 
beginning to view the area not as a region within the US sphere of influence, but as 
an arena for US-Soviet competition. Alth9ugh Latin America certainly is not on the 
"front burner" of Moscow's priorities, the Soviets are not likely to ignore any 
opportunity to erode the economic and political power of the US. The Latin 
Americans' grudging appraisal that they have been overly dependent on the US for 
political, economic, and military assistance and should now seek alternative friends, 
suppliers, and markets is made to order for Soviet exploitation. 

The current economic recession in the West, the increasing effort by many 
Latin nations to use their raw materials as an economic lever against the US, an4 the 
current impasse between Washington and much of Latin America over the human 
rights issue can only encourage Moscow. As long as the Soviets continue their 
low-key approach to the region, as long as they are willing to cut their losses during 
periodic reversals such as in Chile, and as long as the US fails to stabilize its own 
relationship with the Latins, Moscow will be able to make inroads on the 
still-preponderant US influence in the area. 

., 
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THE WHITE HOUSEJ 

I 	 WASHINGTON .. 

April Z3. 1977II _. -
.I 

MEMORANDUM FOR: ~ 
I 
I 	

THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

THE SECRETARY OF l'HE TRE~-
THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE : 	. . . · · · 

. . .... ·:nIE ATTORNEY GENERAL .: .· · 
THE DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF MANAGE~T~· · ._ 

. ANDBUDGET .. .. :I·.-----:-.-----·-·· THE mRECTOR, ARMS CONTROL AND · 
. DISARMAMENT AGENCY 

. THE SPECIAL TRADE REPRESENTATIVE ... . . 

Sua.TECT: 	 Follow-up of the President's Latin America 
Speech on April 14, 1977 

The President wants the State Department to coordinate with 
.appmpria.te agencies .a,.report which. .contains .pll'oposals to follow-up 
on bis Speech of April 14, 1977. before th.'\ Pennanen,t Cmincil of th~_ 

. Orgamzation of American Stat•. 'Proposals fol" iinplementing action 
.;. need not be limited to the items mentioned in this memorandum . · With 
ii "the exception of the first two item.S -- American Convention on Hmnan
! 
I 

Rights and Protocol I, both of which should be forwarded to the White 
House by April 29 -- please provide a combined status :report of no more 

# than ten pages by COB May 2, 1977, covering the following items: 

·1. The American Convention on HUlllan Rights should be forwa:tded 
for signature by the President and transmittal to the Senate. Appropriate 
reservations should be submitted in two forms: a single genet"al 
reservation and specific reservations •. 

2 •·. In eo0rdination with the Defense Department and the Arms Control 
and Di&armament Agency. the State Depariment should forward Protocol I 
of the Treaty of Tlatelolco with interpretative statements. reserv-ations, 
or whatever is_~onside_r,ci necessary for Presidential signature and Senate 
i-atification. 

3. Please provide proposals for implementing the following pledges, 
initiatives. or concepts mentioned in the President's speech: 



, . .. . 
.... .. . . 


·'l

I 

i .... 

I 

I. 

I 


a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

.e. 

f. 

g. 

h.· 

i. 

J • 

:-2-· 

To consult with Latin American governments in advance of 

major decisions on global policies made by the United States ; . 

and in the formulation of 11 a wider and more·flexible approachn 

:In North-South econot:nic relations, in conven~onal arms transfers, 

and in·peaceful uses of the atom. (State should coordinate with· 

Defense, Treasury, ACDA, and STR.) . 


To increase sui>port for the Inter-American Hwnan Rights 
Commission and for'.other multilateral approaches to promote 
hw:aan rights and democratic values. 

•! '· .. • 


To support.- in cooperation with international .agencies·, broadened 

programs for aiding, protecting, and resettling political refugees. 

(State should coordinate with the Justice Department.) 


To devise tmd/or expand programs for training technicians for 
remote sensing and for using space communications ~echn.Ology 
f'olo helping national television systems to promote edueational 
and cultural objectives. (State should coordinate with NASA, 
AID, and OMB .) 

To-develop.proposals by .which other nations can deal more 
effectively with the problems of the needy 'through institutional, 
human development, and technological approaches. (State . 
should coordinate with AID, Treasury, and OMB .) 

To avoid differences and misunderstandings in prob_lems l"elated 
t.o U.S. foreign direct investment and Latin American governments. 
(State should coo>:dinate with Tre~ury.) · 

To contribute to the implementation of the Ayacucho Agreement.. 
(State should coordinate with DOD and ACDA.) 

To support the peacekeeping efforts of the OAS Secretary General 
on an individual case basis. (State should coordinate yrith DOD 
and ACDA.) 

To support regional and subregional integration efforts. 

To increase the number and kind of people-to-people programs, 
bilaterally and thro,ugh the OAS. to increase professional. 

~al and scientific exT.L .. 
Zblgniew Brzezinski 
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11. 

Report Prepared in the Department of State 

No. 785 

Washington, April 28, 1977 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Brzezinski Material, Trip File, Box 29, Mrs. 
Carter, Latin America and the Caribbean, 5/30-fJ/13/77: 3/24/77-6/16/77. Confidential. Drafted 
by Hyman and Estep. Forwarded to Brzezinski under a May 5 covering memorandum from 
Pastor, who recommended that the report be sent to Mrs. Carter in preparation for her trip to the 
region. Brzezinski approved the recommendation. (Ibid.) An attached NSC Correspondence 
Profile indicates that lnderfurth "apparently" forwarded the report to the First Lady. (Ibid.) 
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PROBLEMS ON THE SOUTH AMERICAN.WEST COAST 

Overview 

The developments that have led to the 
present degree.of tension among the west Coast 
countries of South America extend back over a 
century. Peru's current efforts to establish 
itself as the dominant West Coast power have 
alarmed its neighbors and have provided a South 
American foothold for the USSR, which has become 
Peru's major supplier of arms since 1973. · 

Analysis of the available evidence leads to 
the following conclusions: 

--Peru has and will maintain for some time 

arms superiority, but it will be unable,

in our judgi;nent, to effect a definitive 

shift in the balance of power on the West 

Coast because ·(a) it lacks the economic 

and human re~aurces, and.Cb) there is no 

real, imminent, external threat • 


.. 
--Peru's arms program will nevertheless spur 


a costly and divisive arms race with its 

neighbors and could eventually lead to 

armed conflict. 


--us influence and leverage in this situa-
tion is reduced--sharply in comparison

with the past. Nevertheless, countries 

which feel themselves threatened (Bolivia,

Chile, and Ecuador) look for protection

first to the United States and second to 

the Organization of American States (OAS) • 


CSHPif>EN'i'Ild;/GDS 

Report No. 785 
April 28, 1977 
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. ;I 
--The roots of any solution over the mid- to long-term

lie in South America itself: 

-through the efforts (including self-
restraint) by the states most directly t 
concerned (i.e., Chile, Peru, Ecuador,
and Bolivia); 

-through the efforts of leading South 

American states (e.g., Argentina, 

B~azil, Colombia, Venezuela); and 


-with US support (if not leadership). 

* * * * * * 

CONFIDDN'lIAL 
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Paper Prepared in the Central Intelligence Agency 

Washington, May 9, 1977 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Staff Material, North/South, Pastor, Subject 
Files, Box 65, Terrorism, 5/77-1178. Secret; [handling restriction not declassified]. No drafting 
information appears on the paper. In the top right-hand corner of the first page, Pastor wrote: 
"File Terrorism." 
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SUBJECT: Counterterrorism in the Southern Cone 

I 
' The security forces of Argentina, Bolivia. Brazil. Chile •. Paraguay. 

and Uruguay have for some time engaged fn a formalized exchange of 
information on leftist terrorists. Horeove~, these governments jointly
carry out operations against subversives on each other's soil. This 
effort. dubbed "Operation Condor", is not publicly known. Otie aspec~ of 
the program involving Chile, Uruguay. and Argentina envisages illegal
operations outside Latin America against exiled terrorists, particularly
in Europe. Because the existence of Condor is known to foreign security 
services, such activities have so far been frustrated. The extent of 
cooperation in Condor is unusual in Latin America, even though the exchange 
of intelligence information.by governments facing a common problem is a 
routine practice throughout the world. I 

· The mflitary~controlled governments.of the Southern Con~ all consider 
themselves targets of international M.srxism. Having endured teal and 
perceived threats from leftist terrorists, these governments believe that 
the very foundations of their societies are.threatened. Jn ~st cases, 
government leader~ seek to be selective in the pursuit and apprehension of 
suspected subversives, but control over security forces generally is not 
tight enough to prevent innocents from being hanned or mistreat~d. 
Cultural and historical developments in the region go a long \·1ay tcwar"d 
expl.;iining, if not justifying, the often harsh methods. In Hispanic law. 
fo~ instance~ a suspect is presumed guilty until proven innocent. In 
addition. most Latin Anerican constitutions have pr-0visions for states 
of seig& or other emergency clauses which greatly increase the governments' 
powers of arrest, detention, and censorship. 1 

I 

There is a long history of bilateral efforts to control s~bversion 
in the Southern Cone countries. The regional approach eventually formalized 
in Condor. however, apparently was endorsed in early 1974 when security
officials from all of the member countries, except Brazil. agreed to 
establish liaison channels and to facilitate the movement of security
officers on government business from one country to the other. 

· Among the initial afms of Condor was the exchange of information on 
the Revolutionary Coordinating Junta (JCR). an organization believed to 
consist of_ representatives of terrorist groups from Bolivia, Uruguay, 

ADP Declassification Review 
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Chile, Argentina, and P~raguay. The JCR EO 13526 coordin~te~·activities 
and provides propasianda and logistical support fer its member~. Thr. Junta 
has representatives in Europe, and they are believed to have been involvecJ 
in the assassinations in Paris of the Bolivian ambassador to France last 
May and an Uruguayan military attache in 1974. The attach~ had been 
involved in the successful campaign to suppress Uruguay's terrorist Tupamaros~ 
a member group of JCR. ! .I 

Condor's overall campaign against subversion reportedl'y was inten-
sified last surrmer when members gathery!d in Santiago to organize more 
detailed. long-range plans. Decisions included: i 

I 

-- The development of a basic computerized ·data bank in 
Santiago. All members will contribute information on 
.known or suspected terrorists. j 

-- Brazil agreed to provide gear for "Condortel" r-- the 
group's cormwunications network. . j 

-- Urugu~y consented to join -Chile and Argentina in rn,~PT"T 
operations against JCR activities 
in E~rc,pe. · 

The basic mission of Condor teams to be sent overseas reportedly was 
"to liquidate" top-level terrorist leaders. Non-terrorists -.lso were 
reportedly candidates for assassination; Uruguayan op·positi6r;i pol i'tician 
Wilson Ferre.ira, if he should travel to Europe. and some leaders of 
Amnesty Jnternation , ..~re ir.entioned as targets. Ferreira may have heen 
removed from the 1ist. however, b(!.cause he b conside.red. to h.11ve qood
contacts among US congressmen. ·A training course was held in Buenos Aires 
for the team heading overseas. More recently Condo~ leaders were con-
sidering the dispatch of a team to London -- disguised as businessmen --
to monitor "suspicious activity" in Europe. Ano~er proposal under study
included the collection of material on the membership, location, and 
political activities of human rights groups in order to identify and expose
their socialist and Marxist connections. Similar data reportedly are to 
be collected on church and third-world groups. 

I 
Evidence, although not conclusive, indicates that cooperation among

security forces in the Southern Cone extends beyond legal methods. last 
May, for example, armed men ranl)acked the offices of the Argentine Catholic 
Commission on Immigration and stole records containing infonnation on 
thousands of refugees and immigrants. The Argentine police did not I 	 investigate the crir.e -- a signal that Lat;n refugees. principally from 
Chile and Uruguay were no longe1 welcome. A month later, 24 Chilean and 
Uruguay refugees. m3ny of whom were the subjects of commission files. were 
kidnapped and tortured. After their release, some of the refugees insisted 

2 
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their interrogdtors w~re security officers from Chile and Uruguay. A 
number of Uruquavans were held in Buenos Aires last sumer for twn weeks 
and then flown to Montevideo in an Uruguayan plane. Uruguayan military
officers offered to spdre them their lives if they would dgree to allow 
themselves to be ··captured" by authorities -- as if they were an armed 
group attempting to in~ade the country. Moreover, t.\-10 prominent political
exiles in Argentina \'fere killed under mysterious circumstances. 

Condor also is engaged in non-violent activities, including

psychological warfare and a propaganda campaign. These programs heavily 

use the media to publicize crimes.and atrocities committed by terrorists. 


·By appealing to national pride and the national conscience, these programs 
aim to secure· the support of the citizenry in the hope they will report
anything out of the ordinary in their neighborhoods. Propaganda campaigns 
are constructed so that one member country publishes information useful to 
another -- without revealing that the beneficiary was in fact the source. 

·for example, Bolivia and Argentina reportedly are planning to launch a 
campaign against the Catholic Church and other religious groups that 
allegedly support leftist movements~ ·Bolivia will collect information on 
the groups and then send it to Argentina-for publication. 

The Condor communications system uses both voice and teletype.
Member countries co!lll'lunicate via radio and each is requi.red to maintain 
an open channel. Uo cormrercial equipment is used, but edch country c~n 
monitor the conversations of another over the Condor net. Sensitive data, 
not of concern to all membe ,re fgrwarded.via diplomatic pouch. . 

that Condor suffers from some organfzationa'.
1neff1ciency, but this factor has not inhibited its overall effectiv ness. 
Co d ti htened securit 

ecurity has been strengthened at Condor's operations center 

in Buenos Aires, and compartmentation has been. increased. In addition, 

once a Condor member has declined to participate in an operation, he is 

excluded from all further details of that particu s 

active members, such as Para u y and Bol;via 


-- may not oe aware o many operat1ons. _, 

Outside the Condor umbrella, bilateral cooperation between other 
security organizations in the region also is strong. For example, 
intelligence organizations in Argentina. Uruguay, and Chile work together
closely. Each security organization assigns advisers to the other countrie: 
primarily to identify subversives in exile. 

3,_..,.
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Memorandum From the Executive Secretary of the Department of State (Tarnofl) to ihe 
President's Assistant for National Security Affairs (Brzezinski) 
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1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Staff Material, North/South, Pastor, Subject 
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Brzezinski under a May 16 covering memorandum by Pastor, who recommended that Brzezinski 
send the memorandum to Carter and the First Lady. There is no indication ofapproval or 
disapproval of the recommendation. (Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Staff Material, 
North/South, Pastor, Subject Files, Box 55, Human Rights, 1-5/77) See Foreign Relations, 
1977-1980, vol. II, Human Rights, Document 42. 
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
7711962· 

Washlniton, D.C. 20520 

-GONFIDBNi'I:Afi May 11, 1977 

MEMORANDUM FOR OR. ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI 

TBE WHITE HOUSE 


Subject: Human Rights Policy Impact: Latin America 

The Carter Administration's human rights policy is 

having a significant impact in Latin America. A good 

many Latin American governments have reacted negatively,

but s.ome of th~se have nonetheless taken steps to 

improve their performance. There have been numerous 

indications of approval in important sectors of Latin 

American public opinion. Of course these general-
izations should be treated with caution. 


The United States Government's new higher priority

for human rights, as reflected in Administration speeches

and statement~, diplomatic representations, military

aid cuts, ·actions taken on IFI loans, and Congressional

hearings, has caused the governments of Brazil, Argentina,

Uruguay, Guatemala, and El SalvadOf to reject, in whole 

or in part, security assistance predicated on human . 

rights considerations (actually the Brazilian Govern-
ment attributed its reaction to the issuance of our 

Brazil Human Rights Report, a decision made prior to 

the Carter Administratio~). Leaders in l:?iese and other 

governments have· expressed resentment and concern, as 

well as some bewilderment, at the United States Govern-

. ment' s human rights stand. Many in Latin American 
ruling circles regard our actions and words as inter-
vention in their domestic affairs and a self-defeating
abandonment of old allies who are' fighting a common 
enemy, international Communism. This reaction has been 
reflected in pro-government press comment, at least 
some of which· has been~directly inspired by local 
r~gim~s. 

orCONPIBEN'f'Dd:i 
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On the othe~ hand, some officials of these govern-
ments have privately expressed approval of the Carter 
human rights policy.. And a significant minority of 
Latin American governments, including those of Venezuela,
Costa Ri~a, and Colombia, have openly voiced their 
support. 

Im12act on the actual human rights performance of 
Latin-American governments has also been mixed, w:l..th a 
few regimes taking more-progressive and repressive 
measures at the same time. In some cases our human 
rights campaign seems to have strengthened the hand of 
hardliners (e.g., in Brazil, Uruguay and probably in 
Argentina), at least temporarily. The Geisel Govern-
ment has used alleged Yankee intervention in Brazil's 
domestic affairs, specifically the Government of 
Brazil's nuclear energy and human rights performance,
to rally domestic support for its policies. Geisel ha-s · 
subsequently weakened the legal opposition MOB through
amendment of the Constitution by Executive Decree. 
However, there is no question but that a good many
Latin American governments have become increasingly
concerned about their human rights image. Some un-
doubtedly have been influenced, consciously and/or
unconsciously, to release prisoners (e.g., Chile,
Paraguay and Ha~ti), to caution security officers 

·-·against excesses (e.g., Brazil and Nicaragua), to 
refrain from repressive actions which otherwise might
have been taken, etc. Some of these positive results 
were already underway even before the Carter Admin-
istration, partly as a result of Congressional stimulus. 
The net incremental changes are diffi.cult to id~ntify
and impossible to quantify. No government is likely to 
admit that. it is pursuing ·a more civilized and humane 
policy towards its own citizens because of outside 
advice or pressure. But there are indications that 
some governments hope for public or tangible recognition
of positive steps taken. These might well be encouraged
in the direction of sti1~ further progress. 

~ 

J:t is much more difficult to calculate the reaction 
of "Latin American public opinion.· Unquestionably-;;rc:n
of it-has been positi~e, although often muted in fear 
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of reprisal. There has been considerable fav9rable,
independ.ent press comment. Some Brazilian papers, even 
while supporttng the official reaction to foreign
government preparation of a Brazil Human Rights Report,
criticized human rights violations and called for a 
domestic ·investigation. Many democratic oeeosit!on 
parties and qrQJWs have ·hailed our human r_1ghts stand, -
including the Christian Democrats in Chile, the PRO in 
the Dominican Republic, some factions· of t~e MOB in 
Brazil, and the opposition coalition in El Salvador. 
Catholic church representatives have commented very
favorably. And there have been warm words of praise
and encouragement from influential intellectuals,
journalists, sociologists, etc. Once again, this 

. positive reaction has not been un,i.form. Various 
supporters (e.g., some Latin American government of~ 
f icials as well as leaders of the Buenos Aires Jewish 
community} have quietly cautioned again§t pushing so 
bard publicly as to make ..t:e,pJ:'ess1ve·re9imes feel they 
are b~!hg=cornered, thus leading £hem to take even 
harsher measures. 

It is, of course, far too ear·ly to make any
definitive judgltlents as to the net impact of our cur-
rent human rights policy. Many Latin leaders are still 
trying to sort out where they stand in the face of what 

___ 	they regard as ·an onslaught on their legitimacy. Some 
see, or pretend to see, the most recent public human 
rights statements by United States Government officials 
as a backing away, at least to some extent, from our 
previously voiced high priority for human rights.
Latin Americans both in and out of government are 
watching carefully to see whether and how effectively 
we intend to continue our-present human rights com-
mitment. In this connection, there is attached the 
revealing March 27 comment of Robert Cox, the coura-
geous British editor of th En~.1 · sh language Buenos 
Aires Herald. Mr. Cox pre · t res'dent Carter will 
bee~ "more and more effe · e" if sticks to his 

•.... 	 ~s 

Peter Tar 
Executive Secretary 

· 	 Attachment: 

As stated. 
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Memorandum From Acting Secretary of State Christopher to President Carter 

Washington, May 19, 1977 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Brzezinski Material, Subject File, Box 18, 
Evening Reports (State), 5/77. Secret. Carter initialed the first page of the memorandum. Vance 
was in Geneva to meet with Gromyko. 
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE c 
WASHINGTON 

May 19, 1977 / 

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: Warren Christopher, Acting ~ 

[Omitted here are portions unrelated to Latin America.] 

Todman Trip to Latin America. Assistant Secretary

Todman returned this week from a quick swing through

Latin America. In Colombia, President Lopez Michelsen 

pressed for the helicopters which we promised him in 

1975 under our narcotics assistance program, but which 

we are hesitant to deliver because of reported

narcotics-related corruption in the Colombian Government. 

Lopez generally supports our human rights policy but 

warned that we should not try to be the "world's moral 

policeman." He urges that we internationalize the 
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effort (which of course we are trying to do).
Colombian officials pressed their view that we should 
give special preferences to Latin American goods to 
offset the preferences the European Conununity extends 
to former European colonies. 

In Venezuela, President Perez, looking forward 
to his forthcoming state visit, is anxious to cooperate
with us in all areas and to take a_st~ong B~and on 
human rights. The Venezueians stressed that the 
single most important issue in our bilateral relations 
is the removal of Venezuel~ (and Ecuador) from the 
list of OPEC countries excluded from our system of 
generalized trade preferences. 

Todman talked with President Videla of Argentine
who was also visiting Venezuela. Videla saia that b·e 
understood our human rights position and did not ar · ' · 
with its importance, but that Argentina just coulC: no:.: 
meet the highest standard.s until it wins the war against
terrorism. Videla asked for our understanding of 
Argentina's difficulties. 

Foreign Minister Silveira stressed that Brazil 
attaches great importance to the Memorandum of 
Understanding signed with the United States in 1976. 
He was obviously concerned that ambiguity on its 
future would not only hinder bila.teral problein-solving,
but could lead to a further deterioration in u.s.-Brazil 
relations. Cy will be meeting with Silveira next week 
during the CIEC meeting· and wifl try to put nis 'doubts 
to rest on this score. Although not discussed 
extensively with Todman, the nuclear issue remains of 
primary concern to the Brazilians. 

Bolivian President Banzer and other Government 
officials promised to speed up adjudication of the 
cases of Americans held on narcotics charges. B~socl 
on our pledge of assistance, the Bolivian Goverruner:.~·: 
is now fully committed to a program of crop substitution 
for the cocaine-source coca now produced there. 



[Omitted here are portions unrelated to Latin America.] 
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Memorandum From Robert Pastor of the National Security Council Staff to the President's 
Assistant for National Security Affairs (Brzezinski) 

Washington, May 28, 1977 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Brzezinski Material, Country File, Box 58, 
Organization of American States, 5/77-1181. Confidential. Sent for action. On the first page of 
the memorandum, Aaron wrote, "ZB-See my comments. DA." Dodson also initialed the 
memorandum. 
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NATIONAL SECURIT 

May 28, 1977 

ACTION 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 	 ZBIGNIE BRZEZINSKI 

FROM: 	 ROBERTA. PASTOR~ 
SUBJECT: 	 Follow-up on the President's Pan 


American Day Speech: Peacekeeping 


In the Pan American Day Speech, when the President said that 

the United States will support the efforts and initiatives of the Secretary 

General of the OAS in his nactive and effective involvement in the 

search for peaceable solutions to sevel;'al longstanding disputes in 

this hemisphere, n he was signalling a departure from past policy. 

Since U.S. intervention in the Dominican Republic, U.S. policy 

has been to keep our distance from any territorial problems in the 

hemisphere because it was felt that our involvement would be the 

"kiss of death" for any initiative, regardless how desirable. Thus, 

the U .S • did not even comment favorably when the Andean countries 

signed the Declaration of Ayacucho in 1974 calling for mutual arms 

limitation in the region. 


This non-profile policy may have been appropriate jor the decade 

after the Dominican Republic, but times have changed. There are 

now many leaders in the hemisphere -- and I would count Secretary 

General Orfila as a potential leader -- who are either looking for U .S . 

support or leadership in this area. The President signalled the 

possibility of such a new posture in the Pan American Day speech 

not only in his reference to the OAS peacekeeping efforts, but also 

in his positive comment about the Ayacucho Declaration. 


111 spent most of this morning working on a new United 

States policy to reduce the sale of conventional arms 

around the world. Again, you in Latin America have 

taken the lead. The pledge of eight South American 

nations to limit the acquisition of offensive arms in 

their region is a striking example. If the eight nations 

can implement their pledge, their own people will not 

be the only ones to benefit. They will have set a 

standard for others, throughout the world, to follow . " 
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There are three relatively serious territorial disputes and several 
others less serious problems in the hemisphere. The three deserve 
our attention: 

1. Belize - Guatemala. Belize is a colony of Great Britain which would 
have achieved independence had it not been for the fact th.at 

Guatemala, which has claims to Belize, has threatened to invade if 
it becomes independent. This is the most urgent issue because it 
has divided Latin America, which supports Guatemala, in varying 
degrees, and the Caribbean, which support Belize. Panama has 
recently shifted to the side of Belize, and Guatemala broke diplomatic 
relations. The British have asked us to help, and Secretary Vance . 
asked ARA for options, which I believe they provided, albeit reluctantly _~ .. 
(Luers said he thought it would be a mistake for us to get involved.) - ~ ~ 

2. El Salvador and Honduras still do not have diplomatic relations.... 1 .l ! Kt. 
A little support for Orfi.la1s efforts might help there. ~~ .., 

/~. 

3. Andean Tensions. 	 <J$. 
In the memorandum asking for follow-up on the President's speech, 
options on eaceke ing efforts were re uested, but we never received 
any. ARA is split on this issue. Bob White, Deputy Chief of the U.5. 
Mission to the OAS, believes that we should take a more active role in 
this area, and Secretary Vance's request for options on Belize is one 
indication that he may be in agreement with this new posture. Obviously, 
I think an active -- not necessarily as a leader, but at the least, as an 
interested the most effective wa to get involved -- role 

:C ~ is entire! nsistent with the main theme in the President's spee ~ 
~ mentioned this to Bob White, and he imme at y orga meeting in 

it 	 ARA on May ZS, and in my opinion, it was the most p.roductive meeting 

I have ever gone to in A~ The people he brought in knew each of the 

disputes and had some good ideas on what the U.S. could do. Luers 

attended the meeting only for the first ten minutes, and I suspect he was 

the one who slipped that ridiculous note to the Secretary which you 

mentioned on Friday)J The irony is that I would bet that the Secretary 

would support a more active role by the United States in this area. 
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Anyway, I suspect that the only way that we will get any movement 
on this issue is either by a formal request or perhaps a phone call 
to Secretary Vance. 

I would recommend a formal request for two reasons: (I) in order to 
give us the opportunity to show something to the President on this 
subject -- letting ~choose the options on the questions of future 
involvement; and (2) so that we can monitor the interagency process 
to ensure that it is not sandbagged in ARA. 

RECOMMENDATION 

That you send the memorandum at Tab I . 
/ 

Approve· Disapprove----
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Paper Prepared in the Central Intelligence Agency 

RP 77-10129 

Washington, June 1977 

1 Source: Central Intelligence Agency, Office of Support Services (DI), Job 78T02549A, Box 3, 
Folder 136, RP77-10129: Human Rights in the Southern Cone of Latin America. Confidential. 
[drafting information not declassified]. 
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Human Rights in the Southern Cone 
of Latin America 

Central lntelllgenc:t Agmcy 

Dir<'rtorat,. of lntelligenn' 


June 19ii 

Key Judgmenta 
Human rights have been violated-sometimes flagrantly-by the 

authoritarian military regimes that have come to power in the southern cone 
of Latin America. Repression, characterized by torture and other inhumane 
practices, has been directed for the most part at leftists, but others have been 
victimized as well, largely by governments reacting to real and imagined 
threats to stability. As a result, human rights guarantees have been 
subordinated to the priority concerns of imposing order on sometimes 
fractious societies and concentrating on economic development and growth. 
Our basic judgments about this pattern are that: 

• Authoritarian military or quasi-military governments will 
remain in power for the foreseeable future and will continue to 
accord low priority to the human rights question. · 

• Improvements in human rights practices will depend more on 
the military's assessment of local security and insurgency 
conditions than on outside pressures 

• Where basic reform is instituted, the process will be slow at best 
and may be measured only in terms of cosmetics rather than 
substance. Moreover, the continued existence of security 
apparatuses geared to repression increases the chances of 
retrogression. 

• Where the terrorist threat has subsided, there has been a gradual 
easing of the worst kinds of offenses, but this trend is by no means 
irreversible. 

• External criticism of human rights abuses in the southern cone 
may lead to limited improvements; reprisals by Washington wiJI be 
viewed as infringements on national sovereignty, and are more 
likely to provoke continued defiance than serve as catalysts for 
improving the human rights situation in any fundamental way. 

cmm&EU'flAL 
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Human Rights in the Southern Cone 

of Latin America 


The judgment of what rights all people 
are entitled to enjoy is a subjectiJle one. and 
it varies from culture ,to culture. Human 
rights for the purposes of this paper are de-
fined as protection of persons from arbi-
trary arrest and imprisonmem, torture. and 
murder. Although this paper addresses the 
relationship between authoritarianism. and 
human rights, a broad definition ofhuman 
rights that includes the right to a democratic 
form of goi•ernment and to certaiu social 
and economic benefits goes beyond the 
scope ofth is discussion. 

In trying to define human rights there are 
limitations in venturing generalizations 
about a geographic region. Jn the case ofthe 
five South American countries-the south-
ern cone-discussed in tlzis study, howe11er, 
there are some common trends that can be 
discerned and various conclusions that can 
be drawn about recent developments. 

The Roots of the Problem 
Human rights problems are not new in Latin 

America. Throughout the history of the region, 
even so-called "democratic" governments have 
sometimes engaged in repression and systematic 
violations of basic individual rights. The noto-
riety of these acts-:-especially among the authori-
tarian governments-has become more pro-
nounced in recent years because of improved
worldwide commu~ications and greater inter-
national emphasis on human rights problems. 
COt.r!BEt..Tlilcl 

South American military regimes today are re-
acting in similar fashion to real or imagined
threats to order and stability and have adopted a 
doctrine that is stridently anticommunist, but 
largely antidemocratic as well. The resort to tor-

. ture and other inhumane practices to suppress 
perceived threats to stability has been a part of 
this·pattern. 

Constitutional rule has been extinguished or 
drastically altered; political freedoms have been 
shelved; and political parties have been banned or 
tightly circumscribed. Where elections are still 
held, they are usually rigidly controlled with 
little doubt as to their outcome. 

The protection normally afforded by the judi-
cial process has been abrogated by the imposition 
of states of siege in some countries, thereby giv-
ing the military broad discretionary powers to 
suspend many rights and guarantees. Govern-
ments have used these emergency powers to 
crack down on suspected subversives. Although 
the target has been leftist extremists and other 
opponents, innocent persons have also felt the 
impact ofarbitrary actions. 

The preeminent role of the military in count-
ering subversion in Latin America and a long-
standing tolerance of highly centralized govern-
ments have reinforced the trend away from dem-
ocratic practices. Once in power, the military has 
assumed sweeping measures to guarantee security 
and combat leftist influence. 



There are a number of sociopolitical factors 
that have facilitated this process. The frrst is that 
little value is placed on the rights of the individ-
ual. In the Latin American context, fundamental 
rights are not viewed as sacrosanct. The state is 
the arbiter of what rights are inalienable and de-
termines how justice will be administered. The 
vast majority of the people, by and large, is not 
bothered by what happens to the fringe clements 
of society. In addition, although a separation of 
powers exists in theory, in practice the Latin 
American executive has usually functioned in an 
autocratic manner. J udiciaJ and legislative or-
gans, where they exist. do not have the independ-
ence that marks North American and some West 
European models. Moreover, in their desire for 
security and the preservation of their society, 
Latin Americans have often acquiesced in strong 
military rule and endured constraints on their in-
dividual freedoms. 

Those who have had their rights abused tend to 
come from all walks of life, and their political 
views or activism seem to be the primary criteria 
that make them subjects of government repres-
sion. In many cases, young people from middle-
or upper-class families who have participated in 
extremist movements or sympathized with leftist 
causes have been jailed or tortured by security 
services to obtain information about their associ-

.ates and subversive organizations. 

Among the military officers who now direct 
the governments pf Argentina, Brazil, Chile, and 
Uruguay, there is a firm conviction that former 
civilian politicians had failed to halt a drift to-
ward political polarization and violence in their 
societies. The armed forces have equated this fail-
ure with the inability of the democratic system to 
cope with the complex problems of Latin Amer-
ica's "less developed" status. Their authoritar-
ianism has been improvised as a result and does 
not follow the classic pattern ofmilitary dictator-
ship. The old archetype of the military strong-
man as defender of the oligarchy and of elite 
interests has been supplanted by a new image of 
the military as catalysts of national development 
and progress as well as defenders of national secu-
rity. 

eot<ll'ID!MTIAl 

An important aspect of the trend toward mili-
tary dominance in the area is the impact of the 
drive for modernization on the thinking of the 
current generation of anned forces leaders. The 
economic difficulties generated by political dislo-
cations have impressed them with the need to 
channel their countries along a path ofsustained 
development and growth. While most of these 
countries have been plagued at one time or an-
other by runaway inflation, a lack of investment 
capital, or economic stagnation, their societies 
have been strained by the demands of a rapidly 
expanding urban population and middle class. 

After taking power, the military has sought to 
guide the process ofeconomic transfonnation by 
imposing tough and sometimes unpopular poli-
cies. A concentration on assuring political stabil-
ity at any cost to guarantee a continuity of poli-
cies within a coherent modernization strategy has 
frequently meant that concern for basic human 
rights has had a very low priority. 

The Southern Cone 
Where the terrorist threat has subsided-in Bra-

zil, Chile, and Uruguay-we believe there has 
been a gradual casing Qf the most offensive kinds 
of violations, including torture, illegal detention, 
and political kidnapings. Firm confirmation of 
this sort of infonnati~, but 
the impression held b~ inde-
pendent international organizations that monitor 
the human rights situation in Latin America is 
that fewer violations in these countries have been 
recorded so far this year than a year ago. In gen-
eral, there is no discernible pattern in the number 
of human rights violations in the southern cone, 
but as long as the repressive machinery remains in 
place the chances ofa resurgence cannot be ruled 
out. 

Repression by the military regime in Brazil has 
been mitigated, in part, during the past year or so 

· by President Geisel's removal of officials respon-
sible for illegal arrests and torture. Military and 
police organizationslidl&li have orders from 
high-level officials to prohibit torture and other 
forms of mistreatment. Detainees in security 
cases have experienced improved conditions, but 
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there are still occasional reports of harsh treat-
ment and arbitrary detentions. 

. Although leftist guerrilla activity has virtually 
been wiped out in Brazil and Uruguay, Argentina 
is stilJ suffering from sporadic acts of terrorism. 
The zealous pursuit of the remaining terrorists by 
Argentine security forces still gives rise to abuses. 
K;illings and disappearances continue to charac-
terize the antisubversive campaign, even though 
many hardcore terrorist leaders have been elimi-
nated and their support apparatus gravely weak-
ened. 

Argentina may now be at a crossroads. The 
terrorists, although by no means out ofbusiness, 
arc clearly on the run. This is obvious to all Ar-
gentines, and the security forces take consider-
able pride in their achievement At the same time, 
however, there are officers who believe that the 
elimination of the guerrilla activists is merely the 
beginning and that there must now be a grand 
offensive against the intellectual authors of sub-
version to root out the basic causes of terrorism. 

Should such an offensive take place, it could 
occur in the form of purges ofschool and univer-
sity faculties, government bureaus, and journal-
istic. intellectual, and artistic circles to a degree 
not yet experienced. In such an environment, 
anyone even remotely identifiable with leftist or 
merely liberal views would have reason to fear for 
his job or position, if not his very life. Thus far, 
the military government has not seemed indi~ed 
to move in such a direction. From what we know, 
President Videla and his supporters are opposed 
to repressive tactics against these people. 

The outcome hinges, however, on Videla's 
ability to control the so-called "hardline" offi-
cers, which he has been able to do so far. Some 
moderate officers may now be alarmed at the 
implications of a current investigation of promi-
nent citizens allegedly linked to. subversion. 
Among the hardliners, the more vengeful may 
want to exploit the case by exaggerating it to 
"prove" their contention that subversion is so 
deeply imbedded that extremely harsh measures 
are justified. 

"' 

The case centers on the family and associates 
of a wealthy financier who ate under suspicion 
because of the financier's purporte" f"tnaru;ial as--
sistance to the Montonero guerrillas: The number 
of persons implicated has grown steadily, but 
firm charges of subversion have been leveled 
against few, ifany. Moreover, accusations against 
the principal figures have yet to be substan tia ted. 
Many of those implicated are Jewish; some occu-
pied key positions in the Peronist government; 
some arc journalists. One is a former military 
president. At least some Argentines are becoming 
uneasy that anti-Semitism-always close to the 
surface in Argentina-and political retaliation are 
as much behind the investigation as a genuine 
belief that real links to subversion exist. 

Human rights problems in the smaller and 
more backward nations of the continent, such as 
Paraguay and Bolivia, have not aroused as much 
international attention. These isolated nations 
have experienced long periods ofdictatorial rule, 
and periodic episodes of abuse are not unusual. 
The current lack ofpolitical turbulence probably 
accounts for the slight attention paid to viola-
tions within these countries. On the other hand, 
in cases such as Uruguay and Chile, where long 
traditions of civil liberties existed, the worst as-
pects of military repression have triggered strong 
protests abroad. 

The military-dominated Mendez government 
in Uruguay has grown considerably more con-
scious of its poor reputation on_h,uman_rmhts. 
Prior to the recent US aid cut,iUruguay appeared 
to be making some effort to bring improvements. 
In reprisal for US moves, however, military hard-
liners have put aside-at least temporarily-any 
plans for further relaxation. The Council ofState 
earlier approved legislation reducing minimum 
sentences for certain kinds of activities associated 
with subversion but its effectiveness has not. yet 
been shown. In November 1976, the US embassy
estimated that approximately 1,800 persons 
were still being detained for political reasons: In-
stances of torture and prolonged detention have 
decreased, but the military retains a firm grip on 
the government and has extensive powers in the 
area of individual rights and guarantees. Most of 
the violations recently cited by human rights 
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critics cover complaints dating back a year or 
more. 

In Chile, the experiment with Marxism under 
Allende led to the end of a period ofdemocratic 
rule that had extended over nearly halfa century. 
The inteJVention of the armed forces in 1973 
brought to power a military establishrnentwith 
little practical political experience, a strong dis-
taste for partisan politics, and no coherent pro-
gram to deal with Chile's economic and political 
problems. The result has been the imposition of 

. draconian measures that have made Chile an in-
ternational pariah-although its human rights vio-
lations in many respects have been no worse than 
those ofits neighbors. . 

Early this year, the Pinochet government ap-
peared to be turning toward legal practice in 
security cases. The procedural cleanup may have 
been temporary, however, since new evidence of . 
torture, illegal detentions. and "disappearances"
is coming to light. ThiS backsliding comes at a 
particularly bad time for Chile, since West Euro-
pean governments were beginning to take note of 
the substantial improvement in human rights 
practices. A renewed wave of abuse by intelli-
gence organizations is certain to refuel the human 
rights controversy and provide new ammunition 
for Chile's critics. 

Meanwhile, the courts are pressing the govern-
ment on past cases, some of which are almost. 
certain to embarrass the regime. Perhaps the most 
positive advance made by the government in 
moderating its hardline policy during 1976 was 
the release ofsome 2, 700 political prisoners, leav-
ing only about 500 still incarcerated on various 
charges.. CMI freecioms remain rigidly restricted, 
however, and the outlawing of the remaining
democratic parties in March was a stark reminder 
that open political expression is not tolerated. 

The legaland Humanitarian Aspects 
While concern for human rights has generally 

been defined in terms of the Universal Declara-
tion of Human Rights adopted by the UN, wide 
differences of opinion exist about what are viola-
tions of human rights. International require-
ments of states in human rights matters.are, for 

I 
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the most part, vague and nonobligatory. State-
ments of good intentions about achieving mini-
mum standards are more ·common than a willing-
ness to take concrete steps to uphold them. 

Where military regimes have enforced state-
of-siege decrees, prisoners have been denied 
access to civil courts and have been deprived of 
such procedural safeguards asamparo.....theLatin 
American juridical equivalent of habeas corpus, 
In some countries, summary courts martial have 
dealt with internal security cases, normally the 
most sensitive politically. These tribunals tend to 
deal niore sternly and expeditiously with cases 
than the civiljudiciary, which is notoriously cum-
bersome and inefficient in much of Latin Amer-
ica. Adding to the problem are the civil judges 
themselves and their fear that either the subver-
sives or right-wing groups will take action against 
them. · 

. Some military regimes have rewritten or are in 
the process of redrafting national security codes. 
The aim apparently is to ensure that the military 
has a significantly enhanced role in controlling 
future situations considered inimical to national 
security and stability. In spite of legal requisites, 
in practice the armed forces are likely to act on 
the basis ofexpediency rather than any firm dedi-
cation to .observance of legal principles. As long 
as constitutional rule is in abeyance and no real 
independent check on executive authority exists, 
this situation is not expected to change dramat-
ically. 

Deference to legal propriety has been disre-
garded most often by intelligence and security 
~JVices, which usually have wide-ranging powers 
and virtual autonomy in their operations. This 
broad mandate has been used at times to conduct 
activities ofan illegal nature-although ostensibly 
designed to protect the national interest Acting 
under the state of siege and other extraordinary
powers, prisoners have been held incommu-
nicado and without being charged. Authorities 
have been able to detain, search, and interrogate 
anyone at any time or place. Physical and psycho-
logical torture have been employed as devices to 
extract information. Such practices have gene-
rated strident criticism abroad. 

5 
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Working against abandonment of these prac-
tices in Latin America is the fact that torture has 
been found to be an effective tool in rooting out 
subversion. Intelligence services have obtained in-
formation quickly that has enabled them to foil 
insurgent operations, frequently by surprise. The 
sophistication of torture technology today is 
such that there are few individuals who cannot be 
made to reveal information or to confess to 
charges. Military regimes have also perceived the 
utility of the threat of torture to intimidate op-
position political movements. 

It is highly probable that the leadership in 
most instances has either condoned such prac-
tices outright in the past or at least turned a 
blind eye to them. External pressures and the 
reduction of an internal threat evidently are 
having some success in compelling a few regimes 
to halt the worst kinds of excesses, but there 
will probably be no fundamental change as long 
as these governments deem it necessary to 
resort to extreme measures against their ..ene-
mies." 

Obstacfes to Reform 
The new breed of military ruler in South 

America has been slow to respond to charges of 
human rights violations but quick to voice 
annoyance with what they sec as external 
"meddling" in matters they believe fall exclu-
sively within their sovereign prerogative. Most 
have insisted that if the rights of a minority 

. have been disregarded, it has been to protect
the rights of the majority from internal subver-
sion. 

Military and security forces consider them-
selves to be the front line of defense against a 
relentless Communist offensive in which they 
are also usually a prime target. Reinforcing this 
siege mentality is the officers' conviction that 
what they are doing is in the highest national 
interest. They also believe that their mission is 
partly one of saving Western Christian civiliza-
tion from Communism, a task that they think 
has been abandoned by a weakened and divided 
US. They point to detente as evidence that US 
accommodation with Communist countries is a 

sellout and an invitation to infiltration of alien 
ideas. 

Another closely related factor contributing 
to the military's rationale that its ironhanded 
methods are correct is the evident lack of strong
opposition on the part of a substantial portion 
of the population. Most Latin Americans do not 
view human rights per se as a domestic problem. 
Indeed, the vast majority is unaffected by the 
brutal treatment inflicted on a minority consid-
ered to be extremists. 

The Latin perception of the human rights 
situation is quite different from that of other 
Western nations, where it is seen from a 
different cultural perspective. In countries such 
as Uruguay and Argentina, where rampant 
terrorism has caused the most fear and appre-
hension among subsfantial elements of the 
population, the restoration of order by other 
than legal means has been viewed as a nasty but 
unavoidable busin~. 

The traditional inclination of Latin Ameri-
cans to accept authoritarianism may also in-
crease the tendency to overlook behavior that is 
unacceptable elsewhere. Many Latin Americans 
have been prone to dismiss criticism from 
abroad as simply ill-informed or Communist-in-
spired. 

In Chile, the violent and chaotic conditions 
of the Allende years left a deep scar on the 
nation, and internal support for the junta was 
impressive, if not universal, at the outset. 
Disillusionment has set in during the past 
several years, but the absence of free opinion 
makes it difficult to judge the extent of support 
for the junta or its opponents. Many people are 
not effusive about the methods of the austere 
military regime, but have accepted the necessity
for it while expressing guarded optimism that 
gradual improvement is possible. 

For most of these governments, however, the 
future of democratic institutions does not 
appear bright. Whatever form of government 
evolves under military auspices, the authoritar-
ian infrastructure is not likely to change sub-
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stantialJy. Because they have come to power by
extraconstitutional means, these governments 
will probably attempt to compensate for their 
lack of legitimacy by creating a new institu-
tional framework that reflects and reinforces 
their own doctrines and ideas. This process 
probably will offer a few openings for a 
Joosening of the present restrictions on human 
rights. 

Reaction to Foreign Criticism 
Criticism by the US and the suspension of aid 

to Uruguay, Argentina, and Chile have pro-
voked a sharp reaction. Much of the outburst 
stemmed from a belief that Latin America is 
being unfairJy discriminated against by eco-
nomfo reprisals since Communist nations receive 
little more than a tongue-lashing. Indignation 
rose even higher when Latins saw South Korea 
and the Philippines being granted exceptions 
because of their security value to the US. Latin 
Americans resent the insinuation that they are 
not important to the US. 

Latin pique over the US position has been 
manifested by a conspicuous cooling in rela-
tions and, in some cases, the rejection of US 
aid. The Brazilians acted to terminate militarv 
agreements with the US. Argentina made clear 
that eradication of terrorism will be undertaken 
by whatever means the military government 
deems necessary, even if it entails a deteriora-
tion in relations with the US. Chilean leaders 
signaled their displeasure by cracking down on 
political opponents-particularly former presi-
dent Frei's Christian Democrats-and by vowing 
that 110 further concessions would be made to 
world opinion, which the Chileanjunta believes 
it cannot appease in any case. 

The irritation expressed by the southern cone 
governments to US chiding on human rights wilJ 
subside eventualJy, but the issue seems likely to 
remain an underlying source of trouble. As 
tempers cool and military leaders have a chance 
to reflect on the situation, attitudes may shift 
enough to permit renewed movement toward 
moderation. 
COf4FleEN'flAL 
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International censure has had a measurable 
impact on the human rights situation, in large 
part because of the efforts of the world press to 
draw attention to the problem. In Argentina, 
for instance, the much publicized habeas corpus 
petitions filed by relatives on behalf of 425 
persons whose whereabouts are unknown . ap-
pear to have prompted the Supreme Court to 
ask for an investigation by the government. 

In addition, organizations such as Amnesty 
International, the International Commission of 
Jurists, and the human rights commissions of 
the UN and the OAS have participated in 
investigating or publicizing human rights viola-
tions. Other groups such as the International 
Committee of the Red Cross and the Interna-
tional Committee for European Migration have 
aided in resettlement of political refugees and 
monitoring of humanitarian conditions. The 
Catholic Church has been an outspoken source 
of criticism and has facilitated some improve-
ments in Brazil and Chile; in Argentina it 
recently issued its first formal condemnation of 
human rights abuses. In a number of instances, 
the release of political prisoners, the reduction 
of torture and illegal disappearances, and better 
conditions for political prisoners can be attri-
buted to the cumulative efforts of these groups. 

Political and economic pressures-such as 
withholding loans or making arms sales-exerted 
by other governments have also compelled
change in the human rights situation, but the 
results have varied from country to country and 
are difficult to evaluate. Where such actions 
have had a corrective influence, they have not 
always been without unfortunate side cffects. 
As a quid pro quo for their steps to curb abuses, 
the military governments expect some recogni-
tion of their efforts. The unfavorable image of 
most of these governments abroad, however, is 
such that the slow paee in restoring funda-
mental rights does little to appease their critics. 

Private diplomatic persuasion has been used 
with some limited success to influence the 
course of human rights protection, but there is 
no assurance that the device will work in the 
absence of other means of leverage. Given the 
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drawbacks of using the stick, however, the value 
of using the carrot may be increasing. 

An approach tailored for each country that 
recognizes and applauds even small steps taken 
to limit human rights· violations may induce 
concessions from governments that employ 
murder, torture, and kidnaping as weapons 
against their enemies. But southern cone re-
gimes will continue to be suspicious of US 
motives as well as of initiatives for international 
oversight that appear to interfere with their 
sovereign national rights. 

With the restrictions now placed on some of 
these governments by the US in the areas of 
economic and military aid, there may be a 
limited amount of leverage available to achieve 
substantial new improvements. The Latins have 
balked at what they believe is a US plan to use 
aid as a weapon, and they are certain to react 
negatively to any further moves they consider 
punitive. Chile, Brazil, and Argentina are al-
ready looking elsewhere for military hardware 
that they cannot procure from the US. 

To avoid being further isolated at the interna-
tional level, the countries of the southern cone 
may find it prudent to take a new look at 
possible policy adjustments. They will only do 
so, however, at a time when it does not appear
that they are bowing to foreign pressures. An 
easing of repression is more likely to result from 
evolutionary forces within the society than 
from external demands for change, which tend 
to bolster a siege mentality. 

An Inter-American Challenge? 
All of the Latin American nations have 

signed the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights, and most of them have incorporated it 
in their respective constitutions. The Chapul-
tepec conference of American states, which met 
in 1945 to lay the groundwork for the postwar 
reorganization of the inter-American system, 
adopted a resolution appealing for the interna-
tional protection of human rights. Since then 
the Organization of American States has in-
cluded provisions on human rights, which are 

further strengthened by amendments to the 
Protocol of Buenos Aires concluded in 1967. 
Noncompliance with these statements of princi-
ple has been the rule more often than the 
exception. 

Recommendations have occasionally been 
made in Latin America favoring enforcement of 
basic human rights, but misgivings over possible 
encroachments on sovereign rights have p~
vented agreement on any solution. As early as 
1945, a Uruguayan foreign minister called for 
''multilateral colJective action, exercised with 
complete unselfishness" to bring about the 
"reestablishment of essential rights" in any
country suffering under .dictatorship. The US 
gave unqualified support to the idea, but a 
majority of the American republics turned it 
down. 

The inter-American convention adopted by 
the OAS Council in 1968 provided for the 
creation of an Inter-American Court of Human 
Rights. Compulsory judgment was to be op-
tional, however, and the court has never been 
used to settle a human rights dispute because of 
the special sensitivity of Latin Americans to the 
question of intervention. 

Despite the recent dismal record of Latin 
American states in upholding human rights, the 
Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, 
functioning under the ·OAS, has scored rela-
tively high marks in the past for acting on 
complaints and undertaking investigations. It 
has used its powers more boldly than most 
other regional or international organizations. lts 
observers have periodically exercised a close 
supervisory role in monitoring and bringing
human rights problems to the attention of 
governments in the Americas. 

The commission has encountered obstacles in 
fulfilling its objectives. Nevertheless, it is dedi-
cated to impartial fact gathering and to expo-
sure of the more flagrant violations of basic 
liberties and might well be the most acceptabl~ 
and workable solution to the question of how 
to effect action on huinan rights abuses. Th?~, 
of course, would depend greatly on the exte1it 
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to which political realities permit even the 
present commission to operate evenhandedly 
and to muster majority support for compliance 
with adequate safeguards. 

Members of the commission made an on-the-
scene visit to Chile in 1974, but OAS inertia in 
dealing with the group's findings has done much 
to immobilize it since then. In any case, Latin 
Americans would probably pref er dealing with 
the OAS than ,with the UN. Relations between 
Chile and the UN Human Rights Commission 
have been strained since July 1975, when 
President Pinochet reneged on a promise ·to 
allow a visit by a UN fact-f'mding mission. While 
the Chilean junta is hypersensitive to outside 
attacks on its human rights record, it believes a 
more sympathetic hearing can be obtained from 
the American states than from radical third 
world countries in the UN. 

Multilateral representations on human rights
make the US less vulnerable to charges of great
power coercion. The OAS Secretary General, 
for example, might serve as a moderating force 
in encouraging greater hemispheric respect for 
human rights. 

Outlook 
We expect that the South American govern-

ments singled out most frequently for human 
rights infractions will remain authoritarian for 
the foreseeable future. In the absence of any
realistic challenges, there is no current alterna-
tive to the military as arbiters of power.
Respect for human rights will be largely de-
pendent on the military's judgments regarding 
internal security conditions or local insur-
gency-not outside pressures. 

cormaEMflAt 
Where progress occurs, it will be a slow 

process. Ameliorative action to correct the 
worst abuses of human rights will probably be 
taken in the short term, but real movement 
toward broader liberalization measures is less 
likely within the next few years. 

The ruling generals in most of the southern 
cone share similar views on enforcing stability-
if necessary, by repressing any activity they 
consider threatening, particularly from the left. 
The military's mission, as the Chilean junta has 
stated in its Declaration of Principles, is one of 
"cleansing our democratic system from the 
vices that facilitated its destruction." 

These countries will remain sensitive to inter-
national opinion and will weigh their responses 
in terms of the potential costs, such as increased 
isolation or economic and political reprisals. As 
they comprehend the earnestness of the US 
commitment on human rights, the principal 
offenders may strive to alleviate some US 
concerns, to contain further antagonism over 
the issue, and to restore some balance to 
bilateral relations. 

On the debit side, it is evident that US-Latin 
American relationships are apt to be strained 
for some time over the human rights issue. 
Continued resentment and defiance on the part 
of some Latin American governments could 
persuade them to side more actively in interna-
tional forums with third world initiatives that 
run contrary to US interests. If pressures were 
reduced, on the other hand, the8e governments 
might continue to rely on repression and stall 
on taking measures to liberaliie their regimes. 
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Telegram From the Department of State to All American Republic Diplomatic Posts 

Washington, June 8, 1977, 0252Z 

131774 

1 Source: National Archives, RG 59, Central Foreign Policy File, D770203---0746. Confidential; 
Priority; Exdis. Drafted by Einaudi; cleared in S/S-0 and in draft by Devine, Rogers, White, 
Schneider, Feinberg, Barnebey, and Zimmermann; approved by Luers. 
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E.O. 11652: XGDS-1 

TAGS: S~,M.U,00,~.VE.~,n.~.cr 

SUBJECT: GUIDANCE ON SOUTHERN CONE BLOC INITIATIVES 

REFERENCE: ASUNCION 2279 

1. REFTEL REPORTS THAT THE PROSPECTIVE JUNE 3 MEETING OF 
SOUTHERN CONE CHIEFS OF STATE HAS BEEN POSTPONED AND 
DOWNGRADED TO A PRE-OASGA MEETING IN GRENADA AMONG 
FOREIGN MINISTERS. THIS ~E PROVIDES GENERAL GUIDANCE 
ON OUR RESPONSE TO THIS AND SIMILAR EFFORTS TO ORGANIZE 
AGAINST OUR POLICIES ON HUMAN RIGHTS. 
CONFIBBH'H:M:l 
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2. WHILE THE DISRUPTIVE POTENTIAL OF A GEO-POLITICAL 
.AND IDEOLOGICAL BLOC CENTERED ON THE SOUTHERN CONE IS 
CLEM, THE DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED BY THE PROMOTERS OF A 
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CHIEFS OF STATE MEETING SUGGEST THAT PRACTICAL FEASIBILITY 
OF SUCH A BLOC IS STILL LIMITED. UNLESS SOME CATALYTIC 
EVENT INTERVENES, THEREFORE, WE SUSPECT THAT IF SOME 
SOUTHERN CONE ~OREIGN MINISTERS DO EVENTUALLY MEET IN 
GRENADA, THEY ARE LIKELY TO DO LITTLE MORE THAN ATTEMPT 
TO COORDINATE PRIVATELY THEIR VIEWS .AND POSITIONS PRIOR 
TO THE OASGA. 

3 . AS THERE IS AMPLE PRECEDENT FOR LATIN AMERICAN CAUCUSES 

PRIOR TO INTERNATIONAL MEETINGS, A SOUTHERN CONE MINI-
CAUCUS IN GRENADA DOES NOT IN ITSELF WARRANT ALARM. NOR 

FOR THAT MATTER, IS IT SOMETHING WE COULD AT THIS POINT 

DO MUCH TO PREVENT. 


4. THE LONGER-RUN IMPLICATIONS OF A REGIONAL OR SUB-
REGIONAL COALITION AGAINST OUR HOMAN RIGHTS POLICIES 
ARE CONSIDERABLY MORE SERIOUS, HOWEVER. CLEARLY, IT 
WOULD SERVE ONLY PINOCHET'S INTERESTS TO INVEIGLE 
OTHER COUNTRIES INTO IDENTIFICATION WITH CHILE. 
CONVERSELY OUR INTERESTS WOULD SUFFER. ARGENTINE AND 
BRAZILIAN MEMBERSHIP IN SUCH A BLOC WOULD TEND TO 
PROVIDE MORAL AND DIPLOMATIC SUPPORT FOR CONTINUED 
HUMAN-RIGHTS ABUSES .AND RENDER BOTH COUNTRIES LESS 
AMENABLE TO OUR APPROACHES ON THIS SUBJECT. MOREOVER 
WE HAVE RECEIVED ASSURANCES FROM THE GOVERNMENT OF 
PARAGUAY THAT IT WOULD INV::crE- THE UliRC. 'rO YIS.I.l' PARlillIIAY 
THIS YEAR. WERE THIS DECISION TO BE ~GED NOW UNDER 
PRESSURES FROM AN INTERNATIONAL COALITION OF MILITARY 
HARDLINERS, THE RESULT WOULD BE VERY DAMAGING TO THE 
INTER-AMERICAN SYSTEM AS WELL AS TO PROSPECTS FOR 
MULTILATERALIZING THE PROMOTION OF INTERNATIONALLY 
C0!fFIBEllf!'I:M:I 
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RECOGNIZED HUMAN RIGHTS. LASTLY, WE CANNOT DISCOUNT 
THE POSSIBILITY THAT THE EXISTENCE OF SUCH A BLOC MIGHT 
ATTRACT SUPPORT FROM, OR EXERT PRESSURE ON, SOME 
COUNTRIES THAT ARE MARGINALLY INCLINED TO SUPPORT OUR 
POLICIES AT PRESENT. IT WOULD ALSO INHIBIT ANY 
CONSTRUCTIVE ROLE VENEZUELA .AND COLOMBIA MIGHT PLAY. 

5. OUR RESPONSES TO FEELERS ON THESE MATTERS MUST 
KEEP SEVERAL CONSIDERATIONS IN MIND. WE DO NOT WANT 
TO OVERREACT IN WAYS THAT WOULD FUEL FEARS OF US 
INTERVENTION, PROVIDE AMMUNITION TO HARDLINERS, 
EMBARRASS OUR FRIENDS, OR OTHERWISE PROVOKE A NEW 
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WAVE OF LATIN AMERICAN "SOLIDARITY" AGAINST US. OF 

EQUAL IMPORTANCE, WE DO NOT WANT TO TAKE SUCH A SOFT 

LINE THAT WE APPEAR DEFENSIVE, CONFUSED, OR PREPARED 

TO YIELD TO EXTREME NATIONALIST REACTIONS. IN 

PARTICULAR, IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT WE NOT APPEAR 

DISPOSED TO RETREAT ON HUMAN RIGHTS. 


6 . ACTION REQUESTED. WE SHOULD NOT NOW APPEAR OVERLY 

INTERESTED OR OVERLY CONCERNED ABOUT THE POSSIBILITY 

OF A PRE-OASGA MINI-CAUCUS. IF ASKED ABOUT MORE 

FORMAL INITIATIVES TENDING TOWARD BLOC FORMATION, 

HOWEVER, YOU SHOULD RESPOND THAT, WHILE WE OBVIOUSLY 


CANNOT OBJECT TO MEETINGS AMONG OTHER GOVERNMENTS, WE JUST 
AS OBVIOUSLY HAVE RESERVATIONS ABOUT ANY MOVES ANTAGONISTIC 
TO THE EFFECTIVE PROMOTION OF HOMAN RIGHTS OR, OF COURSE, 
TO THE UNITED STATES ITSELF. WE EXPECT TO BE ABLE TO 
WORK CONSTRUCTIVELY, BOTH BILATERALLY AND IN THE OAS 
AND ELSEWHERE, TO DEVELOP HOMAN RIGHTS POLICIES THAT WILL 
BE SUPPORTED BY THE NATIONS OF THIS HEMISPHERE. WE 
SEE NO VALUE IN NOT DISCUSSING THESE ISSUES OPENLY AND 
IN A NON-CONFRONTATIONAL SPIRIT. 

7. WHILE THE ABOVE SHOULD BE COMMUNICATED IN RESPONSE 
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TO ALL INQUIRIES, SOME ADDITIONAL TAILORING TO SPECIFIC 
SITUATIONS IS ALSO DESIRABLE. WHEN AN INQUIRY COMES 
FROM A GOVERNMENT THAT HAS TURNED DOWN SOUTHERN CONE 
APPROACHES, YOU SHOULD STATE FRANKLY THAT WE ARE PLEASED 
THAT THEY ARE NOT JOINING WHAT APPEAR TO BE ILL-CONCEIVED 
EFFORTS TO FORM AN ORGANIZED FRONT AGAINST OUR COMMON 
EFFORTS. WHEN AN INQUIRY COMES FROM A GOVERNMENT THAT 
IS UNDECIDED OR FROM AN OFFICIAL WHO IS SUFFICIENTLY 
OPEN TO UNDERSTAND THE POINT, YOU SHOULD NOTE THAT THE 
EMERGENCE OF BLOC POLITICS CAN ONLY SERVE TO POLARIZE 
RELATIONS~ THIS WOULD COMPLICATE THE EFFORTS OF THE 
U.S. AND LIKE-MINDED COUNTRIES TO TAILOR AN EFFECTIVE 
POLICY TAKING FULL ACCOUNT OF OUR BILATERAL LEVERAGE 
AND DIFFERING NATIONAL PROBLEMS AND PROGRESS IN HUMAN 
RIGHTS . VANCE 
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18. 

Memorandum From the President's Assistant for National Security Affairs (Brzezinski) to 
Secretary of State Vance, Secretary of Defense Brown, and Director of Central Intelligence 
Turner 

Washington, June 14, 1977 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Brzezinski Material, Country File, Box 58, 
Organization of American States, 5/77-1/81. Confidential. For the origins of this document, see 
Document 15. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 14, 1977 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

THE SECRET ARY OF STATE 
THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
THE DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE 

SUBJECT: Peacekeeping 

In the President's speech to the Permanent Council of the Organization 
of American States~; he signalled a new and more active approach by 
the United States to international disputes in the Western Hemisphere. 
He gave strong encouragement to the Andean countries to implement 
the Ayacucho Declaration, and he said that the United States would 
support the efforts and initiatives of the Secretary General of the OAS 
in finding solutions to longstanding disputes in the hemisphere. 

Supporting the OAS Secretary General's initiative is only one option 
we might want to consider in choosing an appropriate strategy for the 
United States in dealing with disputes in the hemisphere. Please 
provide by July 7, 1977, a short paper discussing options which 
the President might want to consider in dealing with the following 
disputes: 

• Belize - Guatemala. 

• El Salvador - Honduras. 

• The Andean countries (Chile, Peru, Ecuador, Bolivia) . 

The review need not be limited to these cases. The State Department 
should coordinate this review with the Defense Department. the National 
Security Council, and the Central Intellig(fe Agency. 

Lt~~~~ 

Zbigniew Brzezinski 

ADP Declassification Review 
DECLASSIFIED 
by John Fitzpatrick, 4/24/2017 
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Memorandum From the President's Assistant for National Security Affairs (Brzezinski) to 
President Carter 

Washington, June 16, 1977 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Brzezinski Material, Trip File, Box 29, Mrs. 
Carter, Latin America and the Caribbean, 5/30---6/13/77: 3/24/77---6/16/77. Confidential. Sent for 
information. In the top right-hand comer of the memorandum, Carter wrote, "To Zbig, Cy. C." 
Pastor sent this memorandum to Brzezinski under a June 16 covering memorandum in which he 
recommended that Brzezinski sign the memorandum to Carter. (Ibid.) 
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MEMORANDUM 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 16, 1977 

INFORMATION 

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: ZBIGNIEW B~ZEZINSKI ~ ' 

SUBJECT: Follow-up of Mrs. Carter's Tnp 

·o.,.'t ~ iv·\ .. l.c '!)c.o..,..k\..-&- b.tc~ J\- 10~ ~.sh....c....... 
We have compiled a set of checklists 'on those specific items raisad ~ 


each country which Mrs. Carter visited.· I have sent follow-up memoranda 

on all those items with an asterisk beside them. 


The Venezuela checklist (pages 10 and 11) is of particular importance 
because it represents a concise agenda of the items which Perez will 
want to discuss during his State Visit. I will send follow-up memoranda 
on all the items in the checklist, but if you co~ld examine the list first 
and suggest some direction that we might take in providing you with a 
good response to these issues, we can ensure that vour dialo2ue with 
Perez will be as productive as possible. 

The discussions with Perez will be of great importance to our overall 
policy in the hemisphere since he is currently the most outstanding 
leader in the hemisphere, artd more importantly, because his position 
on the major issues which we care about in the hemisphere - human 
rights, nonproliferation, and arms control -- are identical with our own. 
He wants to play a leadership role on these issues, and we should 
probably encourage him and provide some direction. Furthermore, 
we may need his help again on the Canal Treaty if we are going to be 
able to complete it this summer. 

We are presently worki:ng on the drafts of letters for you to send to the 
seven countries which Mrs. Carter visited, but we thought we would 
wait until Secretary Vance returns from the OAS so as to take into ...,r ·--../.~ 
account his follow-up efforts before we forward the letters to you. We ~, 
have not yet heard from Colombian Presid'ent Lopez Michelsen on when 
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or whether he will meet with Peter Bourne or Mathea Falco, and we ~ 8c:A 
may not receive a response for a while. Perhaps, we should draft If J'JI unz:&: 
a letter from you to him to reiterate your interest in this and other M - rt,, 
matters, and later when Peter Bourne goes to Colombia, he could . "' ~1~ 
bring a separate letter. ~ ~ fr.. r.c.r-

-1' ' ~~ - J,,,,/.
There were several issues which were discussed in almost every country T-c-· ._ 
Mrs. Carter visited. I have just asked State for a report which includes 
options for your consideration on ways the United States can effectively 
contribute to the peaceful resolution of both the Belizean problem and 
the problem of the Andes. Other multilateral issues which we are 
examining in the context of a report being prepared for you by State 
and NSC on the follow-up of your Pan American Day speech include: 
human rights • nonproliferation (Treaty of Tlatelolco) , and political 
refugees. 

I 

I

I 
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20. 

Intelligence Memorandum Prepared in the Central Intelligence Agency 

RPM 77-10168 

Washington, June 28, 1977 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Brzezinski Material, Country File, Box 58, 
Organization of American States, 5/77-1/81. Secret. No drafting information appears on the 
memorandum. 
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INTELLIGENCE MEMORANDUM 

The OAS General Assembly and the Human Rights Issue 

Delegates to last week's OAS General Assembly in Grenada 

returned home convinced of the depth of Washington's commitment 

to the defense of human rights. The conference, in fact,

turned out to be a battleground for the US human rights _ 

policy and almost all of the discussions were devoted to it. 

Even though the delegates have been thoroughly sensitized to 

the issue, however, the outlook for progress in curbing

human rights abuses is still mixed at bes-t. 


The thirteen nations voting for the US initiative on 
human rights were Panama, Jamaica, Barbados, Surinam, Grenada, 
Costa Rica, Trinidad, Mexico, and Oominican Republjc, :E.c.u.ador,1.
Haiti, Venezuela, and Peru. ~even of these countries are 
from the Caribbean. Five are countries visited by Mrs. 
Carter in early June. The southern cone countries of Brazil,
Argentina, Chile, Paraguay, and Uruguay abstained--a polite
"no" vote--as did Guatemala, Colombia, and El Salvador. 
Honduras, Nicaragua, and Bolivia did not vote. 

It has been apparent for some time now that US spokesmen,
including Mrs. Carter, Secretary Vance, and Ambassador 
Young, have been getting the human rights message across to 
the Latin Americans. The doubts about Washington's long-
term seriousness on the issue have given way in many cases, 
in fact, to concrete action by several of the countries to 
curb the worst abuses. For example, Chile claims that it 
has freed its last political prisoner. While the OAS was in 
session the Chilean government also negotiated a settlement 
of a hunger strike, staged by families of missing persons,
that had been in progress at the United Nations ECLA 
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headquarters in Santiago. Argentina and Brazil have directed 
security forces to be more circumspect when arresting suspected
terrorists. Paraguay is again talking about inviting the 
Inter-American Human Rights Commission to make an onsight
inspection in Asuncion. 

These positive steps, however, do not mean that the OAS 

community will soon develop a unaminity of views on the 

human rights issue. Although no country would ever voice 

opposition to the defense of human rights intrinsically, the 

reasons for the negative votes continue to be fear of 

political and economic destabilization caused by communism 

and terrorism. The psychological and real factors are 

unlikely to go away in the near future. In fact, it is 

conceivable that some of the countries voting with the US on 

this issue may be faced in the future with a security problem

which could lead to systematic violations of human rights.

Haiti, for example, already has one of the worst records in 

the hemisphere on human rights. Politically-related violence 

is already common in Jamaica, always threatening in Panama,

and never far from the surface in the Dominican Republic.

Haiti's vote for the US resolution is difficult to understand 

except for Ambassador McGee's explanation that the Haitians 

had decided to vote yes on everythinq that came up at the 

meeting. --

Although we do not have much hard evidence, tbstPQ$~tive 
vote by Jamaica, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Peru, and Venezuela 
could well h~-~4?_1?.gen_.inf.J..Y...e..nced bf Mrs. Carter's visit ta 
these countries. More than liKely, however, other considerations 
were just as important. Even though Mrs. Carter reportedly 
was assured by Jamaican Prime Minister Manley that he would 
support the US on human rights, Manley was effusive in his 
praise for President Carter on the human rights issue well 
before Mrs. Carter's trip. Moreover, Jamaica sorely needs 
US financial assistance now. Costa Rica and Venezuela, two 
of the few practicing democracies in Latin America, would be 
expected to support the US, as would Mexico. 

An Ecuadorean spokesman has said that his country's
vote for the us resolution stemmed from a sincere belief in 
human rights. Another Ecuadorean said, however, that Quito
has an ambivalent attitude toward the issue because it could 
be construed as interference in internal affairs. He added,
however, that the government had decided to support the US 

-2-
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policy before Mrs. Carter's visit and could not change its 

position even if it wanted to. Both denied that the possibility

of acquiring arms from the US was a factor in their vote, 

but the Ecuadoreans are again inquiring about US aircraft. 

In the case of Peru, the positive vote was not out of character 

with the Morales Bermudez government. Peru has generally

supported public declarations of human rights and it is 

believed that the US declaration on human rights will be 

incorporated into the new Peruvian constitution. 


The support for the US position by Barbados, the Dominican 

Republic, Panama, Surinam, Grenada~ and Trinidad~Tobago was 

not unexpected, but Jamaica had to put pressure on the 

Grenadans in order to get their vote. Progress in the canal 

negotiations certainly was a factor in winning Panama's 

vote. 


In the final analysis, the Grenada meeting of the OAS 
may be remembered in the future as the beginning of a new 
era of understanding between the US and Latin America or it 
may do down as the final dissolution of the special relationship 
most Latin American countries have long assumed they enjoyed
with Washington. Despite the US victory on the human rights
issue, the voting patterri raises disturbing questions. The 
southern cone countries remain a solid intransigent bloc, .. 
with Brazil emerging as a leader of this faction and exerting
its influence to a certain extent over Bolivia and Colombia. 
The US is thus left with solid support ~rom Mexico, Venezuela,
Ecuador, Peru, and the Dominican Republic among the Spanish-
speaking countries. Continued backing for US initiatives 
from the English speaking Caribbean appears to be tenuous at 
best and may, in the long run, be contingent on how forthcoming
Washington is in providing economic assistance. 

-3-
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21. 

Memorandum From the Executive Secretary of the Department of State (Tarnoff) to the 
President's Assistant for National Security Affairs (Brzezinski) 

Washington, July 19, 1977 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Staff Material, Freedom of 
Information/Legal, Box 25, Latin America, 2/68-12/78. Confidential. Pastor forwarded the 
memorandum and attachment under a July 20 covering memorandum to Thornton, Tuchman, 
Denend, Hormats, and Huberman. (Ibid.) 
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

Washln&ton, o.C. 20520 	 3d-
July 19, 1977 

CON-FIE>:BN'PIAL 

MEMORANDUM FOR DR. ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI 

THE WHITE HOUSE 


Subject: 	 Follow-up to President Carter's Pan American 

Day Speech and Mrs. Carter's Trip. 


The attached Memorandum was prepared on an inter-

agency basis under the chairmanship of the Bureau of 

J:ntE;r.-American Affairs in response to various National 

Security Council requests. 


The Memorandum provides: 

an assessment of what we have accomplished so far; 


the approach we propose to further our objectives

in maj·or policy areas; 


the status of key program elements in each area; 

and 


certain issues on which we would particularly

welcome the President's further guidance. 

/ 


To make the report as manageable as possible, major 
issues are highlighted in ~ ~~randum itself. with 
additional detail in indiv ~l a("~abs. 

\1 l~. 
Peter Tarn 

Executive Secretary 

Attachment: 

As stated. 
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THE PRESIDENT'S LATIN AMERICAN INITIATIVES: 

Initial Assessment and Follow-up Strategy. 


A precedent-setting OAS General Assembly and 

Mrs. Carter's success have confirmed the new directions 

the President set forth on Pan American Day. 


We now have hard evidence that human rights concerns 
have genuine support in Latin America -- from a number of 
governments as well as from many ordinary citizens. 

To consolidate that support will require sustained 
action and progress on some intractable underlying issues. 

This memorandum reviews our evolving strategy to 
give practical effect to the President's statements,
summarizes activities underway on major issues, and requests
policy guidance on some key choices. 

The OAS General Assembly 

At Grenada in June: 

A new issue - human rights - dominated debate. 

After years of fighting alone on major issues 
against a united front of other members, this 
time half of Latin America, including the entire 
Caribbean, lined up with us. 

ADP Declassification Review 
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Our key resolution, which commended the Inter-
American Human Rights Commission and proposed 
steps to facilitate its work, passed undiluted 
with the backing of thirteen other governments. 

The· politics of success were delicate. 

Our coalition was difficult to assemble. The 
Secretary of State met with eighteen Foreign
Ministers. Our USOAS delegation had to work 
well and hard to· the last. 

Opposition was strong and concentrated. Led 
by Uruguay and Chile, and behind the scenes 
by Brazil, the Southern Cone was backed by 
most Central American states, and fell only
two votes short of blocking our resolution. 

Mrs. Carter's trip was almost certainly
decisive in obtaining the support from Peru 
and Ecuador that proved critical. 

Latin American solidarity has broken over the human 

rights issue. But there are disadvantages as well as 

advantages: 


The unconvinced, Brazil and Argentina in parti-
cular, have the power to hamper us in important 
ways. 

Our human rights policy cannot be fully successful 
unless we succeed in reaching countries where 
major abuses exist. This will take. time, skill,
persistence and patience. 

Our conclusion is ·that we have made a major step
forward in obtaining regional support for human rights. The 
direction is set, and set well. But we still have a 
long way to go. We must now keep our coalition together
and find ways of broadening it. 

The Months Ahea6 

·The support we received for the aspect of human rights 
we stress most -- individual freedom -- came from conviction. 
This conviction, however, included.the expectation we 
would also su~port the aspect of human rights emphasized
most in Latin culture -- socio-economic well being. 

CONFIDSH'l'IAL 
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The Grenada Assembly put us clearly on notice that 
we cannot escape the economic dimensions of human rights.
Our resolution on protecting the sanctity of the person
received one vote more than an absolute majority -- but 
a Colombian resolution c4lling for promotion of human 
rights through economic cooperation was carried by
acclamation. 

Giving substance to the President's new directions 

from now on will require action more than rhetoric. 

Progress on economic issues will be critical to allay

fears that we are defining human rights narrowly to 

divert attention from basic North-South issues of 

growth and equity. 


Starting from a far lower base than we do, and less 
able to cope with escalating oil and other import costs, 
many nations of Latin America face a cruel -choice between 
cutting deeply into economic growth -- and thus the social 
change it facilitates -- and incurring increasingly
heavy external debt to sustain more moderate growth
levels. Like most other developing countries, they are· 
not looking for handouts, but for ways to develop
effectively and in an ultima.tely self-sustaining fashion. 

· In moving ahead, we cannot return to a "special

relationship" with Latin .America. Rather, we must apply

global policies with the kind of attention, effort and 

individual sensi~ivity that will enable us to sustain 

our current hemispheric coalition and give us some 

meaningful chance for progress with the others. 


Pr?moting BUntan Rights 

The development and applic·ation of our qlobal human 
rights policy, now under review in PRM-28, is a case in 
point. One of its major dilemmas is sharply defined in 
this hemisphere. It is: . . . h,.. o..~Jr- -\-o 

o.c..k•wi VS"' ob~ ~l VV:;),-
How can we best pEe'\ne~e human rights
in those·countries whose gove~nments
have. poor human rights records? 

Attitudes toward this issue are as complex and 
sensitive as the issue itself. In fact, the issue 
presents a recurring dilemma more than a general
policy choice, for country specific criteria and 
interests other than human rights have to be weighed
each time we move from abstract premises to decisions 
on particular cases. 

CGlNFIDB!i':PIAL 
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The President should be aware, however, that·two Iaspects of this issue have recently aroused considerable 
debate and have serious implications for how many
Latin American governments will evaluate and react l 
to our initiatives on human rights. J 

·-- The first is how· .to help meet basic hum.an 

needs without endorsing a government's repressive

practices. We have to be careful not to appear to 
 I
be so rigid on political rights that we appear to I
deny pressing socio-economic rights. IThe second is how to use available executive 

disdrecion on military relationships, and specifically

whether to reduce further our already declining military

ties in countries where repressive military regimes are 

in power. The pivotal role of military officers and 

the uniformed services in the domestic and foreign affairs 

of most Latin American countries ~- and our own interest 

in regional peace and cooperation -- make the necessary

°introduction of human rights conce~ns into our military

relationships a particularly sensitive issue. 


I~ sum, just as we must seek to balance political and 

socio-economic human rights, so we must weigh the appear-
ance of implicit support for repressive military acts 

against the possibility of influencing military institu-
tions on a wide range of matters, perhaps including human 


~ rights as well as regional tensions. 

These two issues highlight a more general problem.

We have found it easier thus far to deny assistance on 

human rights grounds than to provide it. Clearly, we 

increasingly need to find ways of engaging individual 

countries, including both governments and private groups,

in positive activities that recognize good performance

and stimulate improvements in human rights conditions. 


In the weeks and months ahead we intend to explore 

ways in which all available policy instruments can be 

used, in all countries, to actively promote our funda-
mental commitment to human rights and peace. We need 

carrots as well as sticks for the long haul ahead. 


We believe this approach is the surest way to achieve 

our objectives and would welcome the President's thoughts 

o~ this matter as we move into a more active phase. 
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Action Areas 

Tabs 1 through 10, prepared on the basis of extensive 
inter-agency deliberations, summarize our approach and 
action program by issue. 

In addition to specific comments the President may wish 
to make on individual items in the tabs, his sense of 
priorities -- and in some cases guidance -- would 
be particularly useful to us on the following: 

1. Consultations (Tab 1) 

In this critical area, we are acting to: 

A. 	 Embark upon a major program of visits by senior 
officials to Latin America; and 

B. 	 Establish an inter-agency coordinating procedure,
under the Department of State, to assure that 
these visits and contacts are mutually supportive
of overall Administration policy objectives. 

II. Human Rights (Tab 2) 

Assistant Secretary Todman cabled basic guidance to 
all o~r Embassies in Latin America on June 17. Buman 
Rights Evaluation Reports, spelling out short and long
term strategies for every Latin American country, are 
in preparation. 

~ We are acting now to: 

A. 	 Use our voice and vote in the international 
financial institutions in support of human 
rights objectives. 

B. 	 Strengthen the Inter-American Buman Rights
eomrnission, possibly including visits to 
Paraguay, Haiti, and other countries -- and 
to the U.S. · 

C. 	 Intensify consultations with like-minded 
hemispheric states on means to improve com-
pliance in offending states. 

D. 	 Explain, and mobilize support for, our human 
rights policy among religious, business,
professional and ethnic communities in the U.S. 

III. Economic Issues (Tab 3) 

In this key area, we plan to: 

~ CONPIBEN'PIAL 
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A. 	 Urge· agencies to continue to use every appropriate

occasion to press both developed and developing
countries to adopt forthcoming postures on 
trade issues in the MTN. 

B. 	 Assure that Administration studies now underway 
on assistance·poli9y, IMF facilities and inter-
national financial institutions clearly focus 
on two questions essential to our relations 
with the LDCs: 

the extent to which the U.S. should. provide, 
or support, more "fast disbursing, balance 
of payments assistance" and which bilateral 
or multilateral instruments we should use for 
this purpose. 

the desirability of more flexible criteria and 
conditions on the part of the International 
Monetary Fund {IMF) in using i~s facilities,·
particularly the anticipated $10 billion new 
Witteveen facility, in assisting deveiopfng
and other countries with balance of payments
difficulties. 

IV. Cultural Affairs (Tab 4) 

We strongly recommend that the President approve in 

principle the development of a signi~icantly expandea

high-visibility cultural exchange program reflecting 

our emphases on human rights and on the role of the 

individual citizen in foreign affairs. This effort 

would require a supplemental appropriation. for FY-78 

{of $6 to 7 million), and sustained increased funding

in future years. If the President agrees, we would conduct 

further feasibility analyses and prepare submissions 

for OMB review. 


v. 	 Science and Technology (Tab 5) 

We recommend that the President consider an expanded S&T 
program for Latin America. Some of the benefits are 
long range, possibly difficult to justify to the Congress
and relatively expensive; nevertheless, they are of 
considerable interest and potential usefulness. Our 
top priorities, described in more detail in Tab s,
are: 

A Technology Cooperation Package ($10-20 million 
per year) 

Remote Sensing Projects ($15~20 million per year) 

COHFIBBH9?IAti• 
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Advance Communications Technology
($20-25 million per year) 

The President's general guidance on priorities and 
possible funding would allow us to develop further feasibility
analyses and prepare submissions for OMB review. 

VI. Other Major Issues 

Additional topics for review and guidance include: 

Nuclear Non-Proliferation Tab 6 

Conventional Security Issues Tab.7 

Terrorism Tab 8 

Narcotics Tab 9 


Finally, Tab 10 gives a status report on those items 

raised with Mrs. Carter not covered elsewhere. 


Follow-up Procedures 

We have established inter-agency working groups to 

ensure that the initiatives taken in support of your April 14 

speech are developed and implemented in a coordinated manner. 

We will when necessary provide reports on progress achieve.d 

and decisions required on individual issues. Reports already

planned or requested are listed in the tabs. 


we are also beginning reviews oe policy toward two 

major subregional areas. 


(1) 	The Caribbean -- where sound development initiatives 
are required to promote human rights, sustain 
democracy, and help manage the mini-state problem;
and 

(2) 	The Southern Cone -- whose countries are of fund-
amental importance to us on human rights and nuclear 
transfer issues and in the regional balance generally. 

In summary, we have taken the initiative in Latin 
America. And the inter-agency participation in the 
follow-up process (listed in Tab 11) demonstrates that we 
are beginning to coordinate in ways that will sustain 
the momentum. 

Attachments: 

1 - Consultations 

COMP IfH::M'fIAL 
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2 - Human Rights
3 - Economic Issues 
4 - Cultural Initiatives 
5 - Science and Technology Initiatives 
6 - Nuclear Non-Proliferation 
7 - Conventional Security Issues 
8 - Terrorism 
9 - Narcotics 

10 - Other items raised with Mrs. Carter 
11 - Inter-agency Participation 
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22. 

Memorandum From the President's Assistant for National Security Affairs (Brzezinski) to 
President Carter 

Washington, undated 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Brzezinski Material, Country File, Box 47, 
Latin America: Bilateral Meetings Decision Memoranda, 9/77. Confidential. On a different copy, 
the memorandum is dated August 31, 1977. (Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Staff 
Material, North/South, Pastor, Subject Files, Box 65, Territorial Disputes, 4/77-12/78) 
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~HE WHITE fIOUSE 
WASHINGTON 

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT 1P> ..FROM: ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI 


SUBJECT: Peace-Keeping 


[Omitted here.are secti(,ms on El Salvaddr.,Jl9nd~and Belize~Guatemala, which are scheduled 
for publi~oil in Foreign Re!atioils; I977~l-9SO, vol. XV, Central America] 

. . .. . . ;. . ·. 
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3. The Andes 

There are three distinct though closely related issues subsumed 
within State's paper on "Disputes in the Andes": (a) Bolivia's desire 
for access to the sea; (b) reducing tension and military expenditures in 
the region; and (c) Ecuador's quest for access to the Amazon. ( 1'J.."1) 

(a) Access to the Sea 

It is true, as State suggests, that Perez's support for Bolivia's 
desire for access to the sea as the only way to solve the security 
problem in the Andes is simplistic; there is more to the problem 
than that. But resolution of Bolivia's .long-standing grievance 
would go a long way toward reducing tension in the area. 

The key to this problem and to the other two is Peru, and that is 
why we have scheduled your bilateral with,_M_orales )3ermudez first 
among the major Andean countrie5 . If Morales could be persuaded 

GOHFIDev'l'.'IAL CONFIOENTtAL 
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of the need for a mediation effort, and at the same time, learnof 
our deep interest in seeing this dispute and that of Ecuador 
(Amazon) resolved peacefully, then I think the probability of 
reaching such a settlement would have increased quite dramatically. 
Since Peru and most other Latin American countries have 
recognized the legitimacy, at least in principle, of Bolivia1s claim, 
it would not hurt, and may be positively catalytic, if you told 
Morales that you too considered Bolivia's dream to be a fair and 
legitimate one. 

You may also want to subtly explore his reaction to having Perez 
or his representative serve as medi_!!or, and p~rhaps aiso explore 
Perez's proposal of developing and de-militarizing the border 
area. It's a sound approach which awaits someone's initiative, and 
the U.S. may want to take it. Most countries in the region are now 
very receptive to U.S. leadership. NSC therefore recommends a 
variation on Option #£ · 

(b) Reducing Tensions in the Area 

Again, the key to this issue is Peru. If you could succeed in 
extracting a pledge of non-agaressj on from Peru or a statement that 
Peru will not purchase any major new military equipment, these 
actions would significantly contribute to reducing tensions. 

Secondly, you might want to explore with Morales and with other 
Andean leaders , whether -- and if so, how -- the U. S . could 
contribute to the implementation of the Ayacucho Agreeme_.~~t 
arms purchases by the eight Andean countrie& . 

Thirdly, you might want to bring up the magic year - 1979 - the lOOth 
anniversary of the War of the Pacific, in the context of mentioning 
your interest in the peace of the region. You might also want to hint 
of an interest in traveling to the region in 1979. 

(c) Ecuador: An Amazon Nation 

The question of whether Ecuador will ever gain an ot.Ulet to the 
~mazon can only be answered by Peru, and they're not talking. 
There is really little the U.S. can do here, other than encou1~ JC 
Peru to take Ecuador's claim more seriously. 
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23. 

Memorandum From the President's Assistant for National Security Affairs (Brzezinski) to 
President Carter 

Washington, undated 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Brzezinski Material, Brzezinski Office File, 
Country Chron, Box 27, Latin America 9-12/77. Confidential. Carter initialed the first page of 
the memorandum. 
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; l 
THE WHITE HOUSE a_ 

_/ 

WASHINGTON 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 	 THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: 	 ·zmGNIEW BRZEZINSKI~. 
SUBJECT: 	 Nineteen Bilaterals: The Significance of the 

Treaty Signing for Inter-American Relations 

Your decision to meet.With all the Heads of State who.would attend the 
signing ceremony wa8 made to assure.a gOod attendance. Rowever, 
nineteen bilaterals proVide not·only. a show of support, but also a Wlique 
opportunity to make genuine progress on a number of important issues. 

Never before have so many American Heads of State journeyed at one 
time to Washington. (Coincidentally, about 20 Heads of State went to 
Panama in 1956 on the occasion of the 13.0th anniversary of the First 
Panama Congress. and PresidentJohnson met with 18 Latin American 
President& at Punta del Este in 1967 to discuss the Alliance for Progress.) 
In spite o! the short notice and the problems eaCh leader had in planning ·.. 
for his meeting, many of the Latin American leaders are rushing to use 
this unique opportunity to press certain multilateral problems closer 
to resolution. Intelligence reports indicate that: 

Chile is trying to set up separate meetings with Peru and 
BoliVia to discuss BoliVia's request for a corridor to the 
sea and other matters • 

BoliVian President Banzer has requested that you meet with 
him and with the Presidents of Peru and Chile to discuss the 
question of access to the sea for BoliVia. (While we .have 
gently told him that such a quadri-lateral was not likely' we 
have scheduled your meetings in such a way that wo~d 
permit it to occur if it looked as if it might be fruitful. Among 
the three, Peru is the key, and you will be meeting with 
Morales Bermudez first. If sQme progress is made with htm" 
then the chances are good that Pinochet, whom you will be 
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meeting with next, will accept that. Then you might want to 
consider inviting those two leaders to sit in on part of your 
meeting with Banzer on Thurs~ -

· -- Probably· as part of a strategy to increase Chile's international 
contacts, Pinochet has also requested a meeting with Argentine 
President Videla to discuss the simmering border dispute in 
the Beagle Channel, and he is trying to solicit the support of 
Oduber and Perez for an inter-American conference of Latin 
Chiefs of State to increase their influence in international 
politics. 

Morales Bermudez has organized a meeting of the Presidents 
of the Andean Pact countries (Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador. 
and Bqlivia) to try to resolve current problems (on 
allocation .of industries), invigorate the organizati<>n, and 

· express strong support for the importance of.regional 
economic integration. (Our Ambassador in Lima suggests 
that you use the opportunity of the meeting to issue a strong 
statement supporting Latin American eeon.Omicintegraµon, 
and I agree that such a statement would be well received, 
particularly since Perez, for example, still believe& that we 
are antagonistic to Latin American efforts at integration,,)

• 

The good atmosphere generated by the signing ceremony could conceivably 
transform the flurry of multilateral activity into some concrete results. Of 
course, the reason why so many leaders are attending is not so much because 
they want to help ·us on the Canal Treaty but because they want us to help 
them on one is$ue or another. This i.s particularly the case with the 
Southern Cone countries of Argentina, Chile, Uruguay, and Paraguay, who 
will want to explain the· "real situation of subversion" in their countries so 
that we c~ better understand the harsh measures which they have taken. 

From the perspective of U.S. interests there are several objectives which 
can conceivably be achieved in the next few days and which woulc;l make the 
19 bilaterals worth the effort. Our goals include: 

0) Peace-Keeping 

(a) Bolivean Access. This is one of the most difficult and 
long-standing boundary disputes in the Hemisphere; it is also 
the most import3;0t since the problem of Bolivian access goes to 
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the heart of the question, how can tensions in the region be 
reduced? A strategy will be suggested below, but our goals 
should be to expreSs our agreement ·with the principle k 
accepted, in general, by all interested parties ~ of gaining a 
corridor to the sea for Bolivia, and our interest in contributing 
to a resolution of the problem. 

(b) El Salvador-Honduras. A clearly realizable goal is to 

try to obtain from Salvadorean President Romero a public 

assurance that his country would soon ratify the mediation 

agreement. 


(c) Guatemala-Belize. If President Laugerud acknowledged 
that he had spoken to President Carter about the Belize issue 
and had agreed that a quick resolution of the dispute on terms 
agreeable to both Guatemala, Great Britain and Belize, was a 
shared goal of the U.S. and Guatemala, that would be a 
significant advance. 

Human Rights 

.The So~thern Cone leaders will need to hear directly from you 

of your commitment to human rights, your willingness to 

recognize~ improvements· (as opposed to announcement of 

intention), and yo-ur preference for pursuing U.S. policy 

through a multilateral mechanism (e.g., the Inter-American 

Commission on Human Rights). -· 


. --·· 
Caribbean Cooperation 

If you could reach a consensus with the leaders of the Caribbean 
..basin on the following points, then we could develop the policy 
--in greater detail: ·· ·· -:-- - · ··.. · -.. '· 

- The need to approach the problems of the region on a 
comprehensive basis, involving multilateral cooperation 
on both the donor and the recipient ends. 

.. - . -· ... 
· -- The comprehensive approach should involve the sharing 

_9£ the burden of assistance. The burden-sharing formula 
and the balance between bilateral and multilateral 

~- P.r<?i!'.~.S. ~h.ould be worked out in consultations between 
donors and recipients . 

The overall objectives of the program should be to promote 
more economic integration ·among the English-speaking 
countries, closer collaboration between them and such 
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other countries as Haiti and the Dominican Republic. and 
closer cooperation between them and countries such as 
V!!~ezuela. Costa Rica, Mexico, the U.S •• and Canada. 

A meeting held at -the World Bank, co-sponsored by the 
Bank, the Inter-American Development Bank, and the 
Caribbean Development Bank,. and involving selected 
representatives from the area, should be held to decide 
how best to proceed in this comprehensive development. 
effort. 

Strategy for Day 1: Pana.ma, Peru, Paraguay, Colombia. and Chile 

- . 
Rather than duplicate the points made in the briefing papers, let me just 
focus on one issue -- Bolivian acce'Ss to the sea.~ and sugg~t a strategy 
for the first day for pursuing our objectives iii this issue. Our objectives 
include: (1) reducing tensions in the area; (2) helping Bolivia get · 
access to the sea - .. a very popular international cause; (3) using the 
resulting. corridor as a kind of acordon san:itaire" to deter Peru from any 
possible aggression;-··-and ( 4) encouraging cc>operation among the three 
countries in the area. .. •.. .. . --· .. 

In December i975,. the Chileans made~ secret off~r to BoliVfa of a 10 kiii. 
strip of land. ·which gave Bolivia access to the sea but did not include an 
area for a possible seaport (see Tab A). In exchange. t,;JU1e asked lor 
some water rights and a similar amount of Bolivian territory. It is 
obvious that Chile's major goal was to cultivate an alliance with Bolivia 
against Peru and improve her security by constructing a "cordon 
sanitaire. n Bolivia, however, wants the corridor to include the port of 
Arica and is opposed to giving any territory to C_hile or to Peru. 

By the Treaty of 1929. Chile cannot dispose of territory formerly owned by 
Peru without Peru's consent. When confronted with the Chilean offer. 
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Peru counter-proposed that Chile give the strip of land with a joint 
Peruvian-Chilean-Bolivian condominium zone at the Pacific end of the 
corridor as well as a trinational port authority in Arica. Chile immediately 
rejected the proposal, as Pel"\l had probably guessed it would. 

I - -

The.key to a settlement is Peru, which probably has not yet given up its 

hopes of reconquering the territory it lost in the War of the Pacific 100 

years ago. Peru publicly supports Bolivia's claim, but its proposal was 

so _unrealistic that one can infer that it is not eager to settle. 


A respectable compromise proposal might include the 10 km. corridor which 
leads into a neutral free port at Arica. But we probably want to avoid 
suggesting a proposal as specific as that. 

We are, however, in apositi.on to exercise considerable influence. 
Morales Bermudez sent you a !Ong letter on August 27th with a rather 
detailed analysis of the.l'er:u"Vian economy and d~cri_ption of a pr~Qa.ed 
fiscal program. He has said that he con6iders your meeting of 0 great 
significance" and contrasts that with your other meetings. which he 
~scribed as 0 protocolary." He has come to ask for your support in 
getting an IMF stand-by loan, and believe!! U .s. support is determining 
since in his mind we totally dominate the IMF. You might tell him that .. 
his observation is incorrect; the IMF is an international organization, and 
~=e are only one _,--albeit, a most powerful one, member. Since Morales' 
~o~mic program is quite sound, and he will probably obtain the kind of 
~upport ~ needs even without our help, you might want to subtly link_ the 
IMF issue to our concern over the corridor. · 

on: the IMF issue,-_ you might want to $ay that y"ou understand that 
Secretary Blumenthal will be meeting with President Morales Bermudez, 
that you look sympathetically on Peru's great concern, and that you will 
ask our representative to. the IMF to convey our assessment of the 
SitUa.tion and our concerns·for Peru. On the ·other hand. the IMF is not _ 
-~ur organization. but an international one. On the Bolivian access issue, 
_rou migh_t want to offer our good offices alone or with Venezuela. 

If the Peruvians respond positivety, yc;;-u will want to discus~ this issue 
with Pinochet, although you will probably want to devote much of the 
time to human rights. -·-·-.. ...,. . - -

---·--- ·- ·---·-·-

http:pr~Qa.ed
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Memorandum From the President's Assistant for National Security Affairs (Brzezinski) to 
President Carter 

Washington, October 28, 1977 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Brzezinski Material, Brzezinski Office File, 
Country Chron, Box 27, Latin America, 9-12/77. Confidential. Sent for action. At the top of the 
memorandum, Carter wrote, "Zbig--ok--except Bolivia-The verbiage is excessive. Did 
Fallows ok them? (3 or 4 'I was pleased' in Suarez letter) JC." 
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ACTION 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 	 Follow-Up Letters to your Bilaterals 
With Latin American Leaders 

The m.em.oranda of your eighteen conversations with Latin American 

leaders during the Canal Treaty signing have just been completed. 

For a number of your bilaterals, State and NSC felt it would be very 

useful for you to follow up your conversations with letters which con-
firm. the commitments made during the meeting and underscore areas 

where we have a continuing interest. 


In certain cases ... for example, Chile, Uruguay, and Paraguay .-..,. our 
intelligence indicates that their Presidents may have gained an inaccurate 
impression of your concern about hum.an rights. Apparently Pinochet, 
Stroessner, and Mendez felt that you were in agreement with them that 
their countries were victims of politically-motivated and inaccurate pro-
paganda, and that the human rights policy which is being implemented in 
your name does not really reflect your views. No doubt this may be 
a result of wishful thinking on their part. Nevertheless, our Ambassadors 
in the field, State, and NSC believe it would be useful for you to re-state 
clearly youi· continuing co1nm.itment in this area. 

Since the drafting of these letters had begun, you have received lette:rs 
from the Presidents of Argentina, Chile, and Peru,· and we have included 
reference.s in your letters. The letter from President VHlela was de-
livered directly to the White House on October 18, and it refers to the 
Deutsch case which you raised with him. 

COf,PIDE:Poi'FIAL 
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Issues Or Points Which Are Noted In The Letters 

··~ 

Argentina 

1. While not deciding to invite representatives from human 

rights organizations, Videla did say that he was not troubled by such 

visits. Your letter repeats that point. 


2. Argentina and Chile are involved in an effort to try: to curb 

or prohibit the activities of non-governmental organizations ~ particu• 

larly human rights groups ~ at the United Nations. 


3. Videla said that he hoped the problem of people being detained 
by the emergency laws would be resolved by the end of the year. Your 

mentioning this point will add an additional incentive for him to do it. 

4. With regard to Videla·ls statement that Argentina would ratify 

Tlatelolco when the political timing was opportune, which he hoped would 

be by the end of the year, there may have been some misinterpretation. 

The Argentines are reported to believe that he only said that he would 

"consider" the possibility of ratification at the proper time. Nonetheless, 

we believe that it would be helpful to re•state our interpretation of his 

statement so as to insure his awareness of our continuing concern on that 

issue. 


Bolivia 

I. Your letter reiterates the continued interest of the U. S. in 

the peaceful settlement of the problems related to Bolivia's desire to 

achieve access to the sea. 


z. It states U. S. continued support for integration in Latin 
.America by congratulating him on the new Andean Pact agreement on the 
automotive industry. 

3. Most importantly, it reminds Banzer that he promised you to 
give priority attention to seeking the release of those American prisoners 
whose circumstances warrant special treatment. We have already given 
the Bolivians the list of names. 

COMFIDE?~'i'fA L 
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Chile 

1. The letter states that "friendly and Close relations" between 

the U. S. and Chile can only occur if there is incre~sed evidence of 

improvements in the human rights situation in Chile. 


2. On the question whether Chile would permit two UN human rights 

observers to visit, the Chileans are currently negotiating with the United 

Nations, and both parties may have some problems in agreeing to the pro-
cedures which Chile requires for their visit. We believe that Pinochet 

promised to permit two UN observera to visit provided they do so "without 

publicity" and meet with Pinochet before returning to the UN. The Chileans 

(would like to) believe that they agreed to such a visit only "under certain 

circumstances," which might include comparable visits by the UN to Cuba 

and the Soviet U:nion. Similarly, Pinochet wo.t-ked·out an agreement with 

the UN on pl"ovi4ing a report on the people who "disappeared," but his 

report is not considered satisfactory. Your note of continued interest in 

both matters should help. 


3. Finally, you note Pinochet's pledge to bring i'latololco into 

effect if Argenti,na ratifies the treaty. · 


Paraguay 

1. Stroessner's pledge to receive the Inter-American Commission 

on Human Rights if they desire such a visit is noted, and you add that 

U. S. officials would also like to meet with Paraguayan officials "should 
that be helpful. " 

On the loans from the Inter-American Bank and A. I. D., you 
re-state decisions which were made by the Christopher Committee 'to ;; 

approve a number of loans for the needy in recognition of Paraguay's 
decision to permit a visit of the IACHR, but others are withheld until 
the visit, in fact, occurs. 

Peru 

1. You repeat your interest in the Bolivian corridor issue, the 
Ecuadorean-Amazon issue, the limiting of arms purchases, and your 
hope for the continued success of Andean integration. Morales needs to 

conFIDEN'TJAL 
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hear of your interest in the first three, and will be glad to P,ear of the 
fourth. '·:.. 

2. You reiterate U. S. interest in Peru's economic difficulties, 
and mention your hope that we can help Peru in obtaining food assistance. 
This is currently under review, but our expectation is that we will be able 
to give $5-10 million of food assistance. 

Uruguay 

1. You state the difficulty because of human rights considerations of 
having close relations with Uruguay. 

2. Mendez's assurance of removing the "special security authority" 
.a:rid establishing an information commission, which will hopefully cooperate 
with our embassy, are good decisions which necessitate the comment in 
the letter. 

3. You repeat your hope that Uruguay will invite a human rights 
commission. 

* * * * * 

These letters were coordinated and drafted by State and NSC, and cleared 
by Jim Fallows. 

RECOMMENDATION 

That you sign the letters to the Presidents of A_~Bentina, Bolivia, Chile.. 
Paraguay, Peru,· and UrugUa.y. 

Approve___V'______ ..... Disapprove.________ 
, ,.,J ·t ; 

..,_ ._ "'.,,... ' I ~- ~ 1 , ') 
~· • ;, I )i'~ ',. 

~ : .. :. . .j . 

\ " ..j.: 
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Memorandum From Robert Pastor of the National Security Council Staff to the President's 
Assistant for National Security Affairs (Brzezinski) 

Washington, January 30, 1978 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Brzezinski Material, Trip File, Box 11, 
President, Latin America and Africa, 3/28/78--4/3/78: 10/7/77-1/31/78. Confidential. Sent for 
action. At the top of the memorandum, Brzezinski wrote, "RP, give me a revised memo to Jim 
Sehl (copy to Vance) urging once more the Ven. talks. Ifhe doesn't react (and pt. out that I wrote 
earlier) I will go to the P. ZB." Inderfurth also initialed the first page of the memorandum. In a 
January 24 memorandum to Pastor and Richardson, Brzezinski wrote, "With reference to the 
forthcoming trip, I think it is extremely important that we now develop plans for specific and 
concrete actions which could be associated with the trip: agreements to be signed, initiatives to 
announce, joint statements, etc. Please develop an initial scenario and consult with me within a 
week." (Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Staff Material, North/South, Pastor, Subject 
Files, Box 63, President's Visit to Brazil and Venezuela [3/78], 1-5/78) 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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MEMORANDUM 

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL 
CONFIDEM'%'ML 

January 30, 1978 

ACTION· 
~r,,.,.... ~ 

MEMORANDUM FOR: ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI ~~ / ~ ,.,,..,)
<11,{ ·+1 LvrrlFROM: ROBERT PASTOR -<vv\ ~ 

SUBJECT: ,.11The President's Trip /1~ r ~~ 
~r' ~· . ..I l 

Countries Selected \/~. ~ ,-cc>' ~ ~ 
V" ,-t .• 

Obviously, the first questions that need to be addressed in drawing up scen~os \ ~ 
for the President's trip are: (1) Which countries will he visit? and (2) How ~) 
much time will he spend in each country?' \ ~ 

First of all, let me repeat the point that I think a stop in Trinidad and Tobago ~ t. 
is very important (U.. f. 

·1'} " -- to show that we are not lumping the Caribbean into Latin America as 
we have done in the past, 

· -- to try to gain the cooperation of a very important leader in the Caribbean 
which has resources as a donor, and 

-- to show a balance in our approach to the Caribbean between Manley on 
the one side and Williams of Trinidad on the other. 

I understand that Secretary Vance agrees on the importance of putting a stop 
in Trinidad on the trip. 

Of importance, but secondary compared to a stop in Trinidad, would be a 
second stop in Brazil to Sao Paulo, the center of Brazil's business and intel-
lectual life and a city which symbolizes the ferment and political dynamism 
of Brazil in a most interesting period of transition. 

In addition, you may want to resist two temptations as you consider the 
schedule. First, there may be an attempt to make a "Latin America only 
trip 11 and do Africa in the summer . I think this would be a mistake. Right 
now, we are trying to encourage Latin American leaders to get involved in 

COMFIDBNTIAL 
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international politics, particularly African politics .. A trip only to Latin 
America might tempt us into the rhetoric of the "special relationship 11 while 
a trip that includes Africa will give him the opportunity" to make points about 
global interdependence, the North-South dialogue, and "constructive" links 
between Africa and Latin America. 

I understand that some consideration is being given to doing the Africa portion 
after the Summit in the summer. I think that is the time for him to do his travel--ling in the U.S. , campaigning for Congressmen, rather than abroad • 

A second temptation might be to begin the trip in Panama to fulfill the President's 
pledge of exchanging the instruments of ratification there. I think such a trip · 
is an easy and discreet one-day or weekend trip which should occur after ratifi-
cation by the Senate. I think it would be a mistake to make the rest of the trip 
contingent on the qui& and easy resolution of the Canal Treaties • I know that 
the Congressional people believe that we will finish the treaties in February, 
but I continue to believe that it will take March and perhaps part of April as 
well. I think the trip to Panama should be kept separate. With luck, he can do 
it in a day before the global trip. Otherwise, afterwards, 

Ev4P1ts 

As origjnally planned, the first major speech on North-South economic issues>t by the President should be made before the Venezuelan Congress. Al.t.er meeting 
with Perez, the President also needs to meet separately with the two leading 
Presidential candidates -- ~erua Ordaz of Perez' party, AcciO'n Democratica; 
Herrerra Campins of COPEI. 

Finally, the President should meet briefly with the Venezuelan press,, only one 
of two entirely free press corps in South America. When I was travelling with 
Secretary Vance in November, Pete Vaky took me to task on the issue of a press 
conference. He said the question we face in Caracas and Brasilia is not whether 
to have a press conference, but how it will be handled. Either the press will 
surround the President when he arrives or after meetings--as they did with 
Secretary Vance--or it is organized in a way so as to achieve maximum 
impact--i. e. , questions on all the major issues, translation, orderliness, 
quiet, and a listening audience when the President answers. I continue to.., -
believe that a press conference in Brazil is essential and critical, whereas 
one in Caracas is just important. I would recommend both, however. 



---
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Issues and Decisions 

There are two broad categories of issues for the Perez-Carter discussions: 
seeking cooperation from Perez on a variety of international issues and exploring 
modes for cooperating on research and development in alternative energy sources. 

Consultations on Global Issues. As a result of t_lie ?resid~nt's meeting with 
Perez in June and again in September,·weha~e tasked our Embassy -~-cal--acas 
to consul~ with Venezuela on Tlatelolco and non-proliferation, human rights, 
Belize, Bolivian corridor, Southern Africa, and the Caribbean. In each of 
these areas, we need to clearly define our objectives between now and the 
trip and then decide how Venezuela can best contribute to those objectives. 
ff you approve, I will organize a meeting with State and Treasury people to do 
that, and will send you a memo on it."·-: 

,./'Approve Disapprove 

Energy Cooperation. In June, the President suggested to Perez that we 

have Ministerial talks on energy. Since then, Schlesinger has shown little 

or no interest in meeting with the Venezuelans in spite of the fact that working-

level groups have defined a full agenda. Provided that someone can persuade 

Schlesinger to meet with Venezuelan Minister of Mines Hernandez, there will be 

much that the two Presidents can talk about in this area. 


Though Schlesinger has postponed the meeting three times, Hernandez has 
come back again and asked for a !-Jlee~g betwee!l fe__bi-wu-y 20 ~d- Mar._c.h_ 5 
(see Tab A). That's already quite late if we want to use it as a preparatory 
meeting for the President's trip. But unless you or the President persuade 
Schlesinger to meet with Hernandez, I don't think it will ever come off, and we 
will have lost an important o_pportunity. I have orep~ed a memo for you to 
send to the President (Tab I), but you may prefer to use it as background and 
just talk directly with Schlesinger. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

In the light of Schlesinger's failure to respond to your memo to him of January 10 
(Tab BY: 'I wouid r~commend that you-send the memo to- the President 'firs'i ,_ 
(Tab I). 

Approve Disapprove 

or alternatively, phone Schlesinger directly. 

Approve Disapprove 

CONFlflfi!N'ffAL 
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In addition. there are two other areas we may want to explore with the 
Venezuelans: 

Technical Cooperation Among Developing Countries (TCDC). An idea 
which has attracted a good deal of interest at the UN is to build scientific 
research centers in middle-income developing countries. like Venezuela and 
Brazil. to develop intermediate or "appropriate" technology for LDCs. In 
addition to helping develop technology which is more labor-intensive and thus 
better-suited to their needs, this program would help to create horizontal 
linkages among developing countries. permitting them to relate to one another 
directly rather than through industrialized countries. We could explore ways 
to develop such a program in Venezuela (and in Brazil). 

Themes: A Common Responsibility to Help the Poor. One theme. which 
was in the President's Pan American Day speech, but has not yet been elaborated. 
is that "all of us have a special responsibility to help the poorest countries in the 
world as well as the poorest people in each of our countries." The stop in 
Caracas, the capital of one of the "new rich," seems to be an appropriate place 
to restate the commitment, which OPEC must share with the industrialized 
countries, to he]p the poor countries and the poorest people. If you approve, I 
will develop this concept a little more fully in the speech. 

S.\.:...< .... ·~\-
~ i..t~-

-u.JL r-·., ./ Approve Disapprove---
BRAZIL 

Scenario 

The' single most important event in Brasilia which the President could do is 
a press conference. Both Mrs. Carter and Secretary Vance have had receptions 
for a broad cross-section of Brazilians • including people who have criticized the 
government. The significance of these receptions was lost on the Brazilian 
people. On the other hand, Mrs. Carter's press conference was the event which 
made her stop in Brasilia so successful. 

In addition to meeting with Geisel. the President should also meet briefly with 
General Figueiredo, Geisel's appointed successor, and also with Magalhaes 
Pinto, the first civilian of the post-1964 period to seek the Presidency. I think 
the meeting with Figueiredo would be important since he is likely to be the 
President from March 1979-1985. The meeting with Magalhaes will be of 
enormous symbolic importance, underlining our interest in continued liber-
alization without being unduly provocative. 

The President may also want to give a short speech on the role of law in the 
Brazilian Congress .' 

CQl'WH>E~lT!A:L 
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I would also recommend a short stop in Sao Paulo to meet with Cardinal Arns 
and with representatives of business, labor, professionals, and academe. 
Given the traditional independence of "Paulistas", you may want t.o consider 
scheduling a small seminar of people like Fernando Henrique Cardoso and 
Helio Jaguaribe to discuss Brazil's future. Even i:f the President didn't 
participate, I believe you and Secretary Vance could really profit and would 
definitely enjoy such a discussion. 

Issues 

I am currently working with S/P in State on a proposal for US-Brazilian coopera-
tion in non-nuclear energy research and development~ and we should have a 
draft by the end of the week. This is one area we may be able to make some 
progress. 

·state is currently trying to decide whether to issue a hUJI!an rights report for 

Brazil because of OPIC. Given Brazil's open and strong distaste with these 

reports--leading t.o their renunciation of the US-Brazilian military agreement,


l	I believe it would be a disaster t.o release such a report and would probably 
expose our investments to possible arbitrary action. I understand that 
Christopher is considering the decision at this time, and you may want to 
phone him on this . -

Cuba's presence in Africa is another subject for discussion. I am taskin~ 
-anupdate on Brazil's policy toward Africa as a wav to probe for the 

best approach to them. 

GONFIDEH'f'fAL 
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Address by the Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-American Affairs (Todman) 


New York, February 14, 1978 


1 Source: National Archives, RG 59, Office of the Secretariat Staff, Records of Cyrus Vance, 
Secretary of State, 1977-1980, Lot 84D241, Human Rights. No classification marking. Todman 
spoke before members of the Center for Inter-American Relations. 
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THE CAR'l'ER ADMINISTRATION 1 S LATIN AMERICAN POLICY 

PURPOSES AND PROSPECTS 


ADDRESS BY 
TERENCE. A. TODMAN 

A~SISTANT SECRETARY OF STATE 
FOR 

INTER-AMERICAN AFFAIRS 

CENTER FOR INTER-AMERICAN RELATIONS 
NEW YORK 

February 14, 1978 

I am pleased and honored to be here at the Center 
for Inter-American Relations, which plays such a unique
and respected role in the life of tpis hemisphere. As 
analysts and in many cases participants in the policy 
process, you know that ,decisions i!lre not made in a 
vacuum. In fact, the policy process at its best is 
based upon the creative interaction of public officials,
outside intellectu~ls, businessmen, and other cornmuni~y 

•members. 	 Your contributions- are invaluable; I greatly
appreciate·this opportuniti to share my own thoughts with 
you. 

This evening, I would like to discuss.how I see the 

evolution of our relations with the peoples and govern-
ments of Latin America. My purpose, frankly, is to 

ga{n your support for what President Carter last April

referred to as our_need to "awake our institutions to 

a changing world"~ 


...:'-'i\' ·j\@)§bfti~'l4utifi~<:"6£. Basic Relationships 

\,.a. Since World War I.I" a succ..ession, of Administrations 
jJMe,acknowledged the importance of Latin America to the 
United States, and sought policies that would adequately
·reflect that importance. The results,. however, have 
often been frustrating. Friends of the United States 
in Latin America, and serious students of U.S.-Latin 
American relations here, remain.skeptical that American 
policy truly reflects either the region's importance or 
the many and varied interrelationships between our country
and Latin America. 

President Carter came to office .convinced that, if 
our behavior toward Latin America and the Caribbean 
reflects the valuei and priorities of the American people,.
it would then be possible to look to a new era of coopera-
tion in this hemisphere. Th_is Administration has not 1'et 
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dispelled the skepticism of the past. Indeed, because 
. the prevailing frustrations are frequently rooted in 
our societies themselves, they cannot be resolved by 
governments alone. 

Clearly, however, the traditional environment of 
hemispheric relations has already changed fundamentally 
in recent years. Traditional security concerns have 
yielded to new human rights and trade issues. At 
the same time, what was once unchallenged U.S. dominance 
has evolved into a growing interdependence. 

Latin American nations have grown in population, 
economic weight and political power. The trade among 
us provides a major market for U.S. exports and supplies 
us with key imports. The countries of Latin America 
and the Caribbean bring leadership and voting strength 
to international forums. 

In sum, the other countries of the hemisphere affect 
us increasingly -- and they know it. Having seen simi-
lar changes occur in Africa and Asia, I know that the 
new self-confidence of Third World leaders will require 
readjustments on our part. But I also believe it 
creates an opportunity for more mature and healthy rela-
tionships. 

These shifts in global priorities and powe~ have 
also brought foreign policy issues into the everyday 
lives of ordinary citizens, affecting their pocketbooks 
and their consciences. Increasingly, people are 

-~-·:r.:.··· '··,~ ·-~'~;~~li~·r:f~'l;~1~~Eutl"I~a=~~~:~:·. :~df~~~!~~e~~e~~s~snot 
coffee drinkers and car drivers. 

These shifts are healthy for our relations with 
Latin America. The importance of Latin America to the 
United States has begun to make sense to the average 
American. And I believe this growing public·conscious-
ness offers the best hope in decades for developing a 
consistent framework for addressing issues that really 
matter. 

The new awareness challenges us to move beyond a 
preoccupation with government activities alone, and 
to develop a foreign policy for Latin America that has 
both public support and community involvement. 

What do we consider to be the nature of such a 
policy? Fi~st, it must speak to Americans where they 
live. 
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.Events in Latin America· and the Caribbean directly
affect American communities. »The strong ties between 
our peoples are growing~ Black and Hispanic citizens 
in <;>Ur communities are ofte·n link~d by families and 
friendships to the Caribbe~n and Latin America. The 
Western Hemisphere, in fact, is unique in that the 
drama Qf its recent histor.y has been played·out not 
in the·moyement of armies or diplomats, but in the 
mass movements of ordinary people. Each year millions 
of tJ.S. citizens visit Mexic·o and the Caribbean nations,
coming back with lasting impressions and leaving a pro-
found imprint on the societies they visit. American 
communities in turn feel the influx of several million 
immigrants, most of whom come f.rom Mexico and the . 
Caribbean. 

The importance of go~d h~mispheric relations is 
also brought home by our growing energy needs. Latin 
!\ffier.ica supplies 17% of our imported oil. Our dependence 
on our neighbors for energy, including natural gas, .is 

~ l.ikely to increase. 

Even· narcotics have·become a major aspect of foreign
affairs: the street value of narcotics .from Latin 
America in the U.S. is said to be over.$4 billion a 
·year; ·their traffic ·darkens millions of lives and 

.erodes thousands of conununities . 


.:~ '\'i· jYa.~~~n:t~.;..~~:.mJ.!i.·':l&relgff' p6i.:l~y must speak· to Americans 

wh~f'E! tHey work. . 


In the last ten years, our exports to Latin 
America have more than tripled, from $5hillion to al-
most $18 .billion annually. We now sell more machineryt 
consumer goods and chemical products to Latin Ame:rica 
than to the rest of the Third World combined -- as 
much, in fact, as to the entire Eur9pean Common Market;
and more than to Japan. In addition to petrol~um, . 
Latin America, ,in turn, supplies us with copper, bauxite, 
othe~ key minerals and a growing number of consumer 
products. U.S. private investment in the area is $23 
biliion. 

What these statistics mean is that the overall 

growth of the u.s.·economy and .of employment in the 

U.S. is, and I believe will increasingly be, influenced 

by similar growth in Latin America, and by our relations 

with its countries. 
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Reguir~ments fo; ·progress 

?-loving ; to a more comrnuni ty-based policy toward 
Latin America will require a major ~eorientation of 
national thinking. It cannot be accomplished over-
night. 

. For too long the United States has assumed Latin 
America could be dealt with as a single, monolithic 
region. Too often, we have viewed' internal social 
and political struggles through a lens that distorted 
Latin American realities and recast them·in terms of 
our own E.ast-West concerns. Too often, we have viewed 
Latin American efforts to-reform their economies with 
suspicion. 1\t our best moments; we have acted as· 
champions of Latin American development. At our worst 
moments, our resort to milita~y interverition has given
credence to Latin American fears that their territorial 
int~grity had less than our full respect. · 

' Only rarely have we recognized Latin America for 
what it is: a grouping c;>f nations with individual and 
distinct goals, aspirations-and importance to the world 
community -- and to us. 

During the Administrationis first year, we have 
come far I I believe,_.in recogni.zing the individuality . 

.b :. . . . ·.,..;@A~ : ~ ~Sf!~;·:@liJiliifiFiel!§. In an effort to 
.<t; .. ' ·. r· '' ·' 'otihtries better a.nd to increase coriununi-

cation, - t have visited every nation in the region and 
met with a broad cross section of leaders and citizens. 
Mrs. Carter, Vice President Mondale, Secretary Vance,
Secretary Blumenthal, Ambassador Young and other key
Administration le~ders have carried 'the dialogue to 
ma.ny ·parts -Of the hemisphere: We have approached
each country with a readiness to listen and to cooper-
ate whenever we can. 

The most dramatic example of this direct approach 
was the individual meetings President Carter held with 

I. 	 the· hemispheric leaders who.came to Washington 1ast: 
September to witness the signing of the Panama Canal 
Treaties. With each, he took the occasion to listenj fo their views and 'to convey in turn a ~trong sense 
both of our concerns and of ou:r desire for cooperation. 

I am convinced that, as a result of these many
direct contacts, hemisphere. leaders share a high degree
of understanding of each other's concerns. The major 

I 

http:believe,_.in
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chailenge facing them -~ and all of us here tonight
is to translate that understanding into practical activi-
ties that improve the lives and .prospects·of ordinary
citizens. 

The new Panama Canal Treaties are an important
-beginning. They secure the future of the Canal. They
offer the opportunity to put behind us the kind of 
one-sided and archaic relationship which the 1903 treaty
epitomized to the whole hemisphere. 

U.S. ratification of the Panama Canal Treaties,
which I am confident, will take place in the very near 
future, will establish ·more than any words our willing-
ness to deal with others as our sover~ign equals; what-
ever their size or relative power. 

Ratification will thus confirm a cardinal principle
of the Carter Administration·• s fore·ign policy: that. 
the United States recognize·s arid is determined to re-

• spect the national sovereignty and independence of 
every 'state. 

But non-:-interveni ton alone is hardl.y a. 

basis upon which to build effective foreign

ships. 'It is the first stage in a far more 

process. 


During the pas·t year, we have set in place a · 

nl,lITiber of building blocks in addition to the new part-
nership with Panama.. We have strengthened our working

relationships with.Mexico, Venezuela and many other . 

countries. Recognizing the importance and needs of the 

individual island states of the Caribbean, we have par-
ticipated. in the creation of a new multilateral group 

to address the economic problems of the area and to 

foster ~ooperation within the entire Caribbean Basin • 


We have accepted that governments will not go 

away just because we may not like th~m. Only govern-
ments can represent a nation's sovereignty in the inter-
national arena; only the people of a country have the 

right to determine the nature of their government. .Out-
side powers have no choice but to deal with existing 

governments -- whether .they ·approve of them or not. 
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With this in Jtlind, this Administration has tri:ed 

to place our policy towa~d Cuba in a more rational 

context. Our problems with Cuba remain; but we have 

exchanged inflexible hostility for a pragmatic wiiling-
ness to negotiate issues which have some prospect.of

solution. This does not reduce our problems with many

of the Castro Government's policies, especially in 

Africa. But, by talking, we have a reasonable frame-
work for deal~ng with our differenc_es. 


. Ultimately, the challenge is to develop a fore.ig~
policy that responds essentially to human, not just ,_,_,_ J 
governmental, concerns. The basic dilemma is as straight-
forward to state as it is complex to resolve: how to 
encourage respect ~or the dignity and freedom of the . 
individual, the development of democra.tic institutions0·r·
and the fulfillment of basic human needs without inte,- . . 
fering in a nation 1 s intern · , anQ._w:hile ma,in-
ta~ e cons ructive working..,relatf.~~~_!l~,F~spery 

~ t.o adv a ou · -;·e-e~·~. • - - ~ 

Promoting human rights is a fundamental tenet and 

a cornerstone of this Administration's foreign policy.

It is central to our relatio~s with all ·nations. I 

know that this deep personal conviction of my own, is. 

profoundly held by the President and th~ Secretary of 

State.. Moreover, because this commitment reflects uni-
versally re.cogni,zgg"..Y,9.,lµE.1.~ r·· ,;4,-t; .b~n~~ }IS , :i:a~her than sep-

.., ,_,tt~~f!@§1· us-'rforti 0 uite· ::rrnH~F peopies of this planet. It 
· f:!'alls on the conscience of all governments to live up 
·to their sacred obligations. It gives all people
hope for a better future knowing that we stand behind 
'their aspirations to share in the fullness of life.. 

That is why w~ .h~-~~--<:.1~!1-~--~~-~1:.!..,.C:.<;.1!.~~~
that the nature of our reJ.ations with them wilJ. depend
::..Qh__~~.-!u5.giJ~aa::rn::±he.~h1,µJlan,~-+ ig~J.8.;.~~:--··-:rrr:-a"rnq

so we are not_;i;.!:-~!;.fL~J:.i..ng...J.,J.}......the :i.r~. i.nI~~~ll.?.:,t..~!£,e.!E~, 

bul:~=~milling:_..Qur own behe_y~.L.£~-E.~-~R.<?..!.1;?..~ ..~?-!he.!..;.: 

we see. 

And it explains why President·carteris emphasis

Qn human rights has s.truck such a responsive· chord 

throughout this hemisphere and the world. 


Our efforts, of course, have done more than _spark

people's hopes. They have provoked lively debates both 

here and abroad. For us, the.central issue is not the 

direction of our.~ .ctr::;J;;;t.ui-Jn;fe~:Dr.;:a1'.l1!::ZZalliil:~;:.:· 

~ent. T_hat is unwavering ......Ra..th~ it i§,.119..W....~9.JJ.,:r;.,...,.,Q~"'" 

~·J~~ CM ~es~ ~ JtACDtwt t •~~ti ~ 
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I 
Our experiences over the past year have shown 

clearry that we must be careful in · actions we 
s..elect if we are truly to e p and not hinder the 
c~µse -'?f .12romotrn:g fiuffia'ilFigli." andwa1I.~viat.ing
suf:Eering. · . 

....c; . • a 

We must avoid speaking out before learning
all the facts,. or without calculating the 
likely reaction and responses. to our initia-
tives. 

We must avoid expecting otue~ ...QA~e.rJJments.to. 
a_chieve overn,i.ght fuBd<:-.l!le.11.~l-£.lJ.9-.DE..~~.. ~in....t.heJ.,r 
§9.£!~..tJ~s and practice~ in response to our 
bidding and without regard to historical cir-
cumstances. 

We must avgid assuming that we cap deal 
wi th....Q,n_g_iA$WY,.e.~.in'.. Lsolatlon wI thout consider-

• .;.,..,~. -~~.,;.~.,....;4'·1.,,....·"'~~

ing the conseauence~ fbr'other aspects -0f our 
relationships. 

We must a,Y_Qid bglieving tha'f:: o~J-.Y th~ oppositic;n 
s~Aks-1:lie.....t.J:.uth::.~the:. ,;;110-r~~l.ruth ..and.:iiP"tlilng . 
pyt....the...:..trnt.JJ.,-lW,Ql!L.c;,~...£!.2.ue._:_!.1?: ...i~r.4• qoun t.:'.;t • 
We must .avoid presuminf 	to kn~~-~o m.~c~ more 
about WlQtb~;t~~.i&J:Y~~:JifilS:ll:J!-QWil..-Cit.izens
that we can prescribe .actions for them withou~ 
bearing any responsibility for.the consequences. 

We must avoid punishing 	the poor and already · 
victimized by denying them assista~ce to show 
our dissatisfaction with their governments.

-· . ..• ~ ·' ,. . ~ .,_ .. "· . .. ' 
0 ~.- .;-~~:: 0 :"'; 0 • 0 ' ••<'" .,. A <' ~- ' 0 

We must avoid pointing to some and not to others. 
Selectiveznorality is a contradiction· in terms~ -- . 
We must avoid condemning an entire <j•:>vernment
for every·ne9ative act by one of its officials. 

·; 
,.'
l 	 Finally, we ·must avoid being so concerned with 

declaring the -rightness of our cou~se that we 
lose sight of our true objective -- to·alleviate 
individual suffering. 

,i 	 . 'f~ctical mi~t~k~s, .s1:1c1!: .,~ thes~. do hot ,,,gromote hum~n 
right;_~ •., ·They·-s-<rcrific~ 	communicaf1on and'. poss1'6Iy ihlin ~ 
ence., and resurrect old 	issues of sovereignty and inter-
vention. And they can be avoided through good will,1 	 common sense, compassion and•careful diplomacy. 

~............,..--.~-· ....·...···-· ------·--·-·' 	 i-· 
-
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While taking care to avoid such.mistakes, we will 

not by a11y means retreat into.silence or indifference. 


We must proceed on the c"<:mviction that I consider 
to be the only basis for hope ~nd optimism in our hemi-
spheric relations: that it is poss~ble to advance the 
rights and meet ·the ha.sic ·needs of individual human 
beings while, at the same time, respecting ~he sover-
eignty· of their governments. 

We know we are not infallible. We know that·we 
have faults to correct in our own society. ·But we 
will continue to attempt in every way to associate our-
selves with the promotion of basic individual rights,
the enhancement of political freedom, and the allevia-
tion of those conditions of suffering that keep entire 
social groups at the ~argin of existence: 

we will weigh. all of' our relat{onships to 
ensure that they contribute, not to the 
restriction or denial, but to the promotion
of human rights; 

we will use every possible means of public and 
private persuasion to bring an end to abuses 
of the· person whe~ever they occur; 

-- we will work to increase support for inter-
nationally recognized human rights standards. 

,,. ·-~-~~lJ.:,,~-l:~· \Jl!it\f~ifflftt~rm~-- tlUH: .. wili ·work with us~ 

we will work with tne Organization of American 
States and its Inter-American Human Rights
Commission to strengthen regional cooperation 
to identify abuses and seek their remedy; and 

we will endeavor to promote the kinds of 
econom~c; social and political development
required to enjoy all.the rights recognized by
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 

·'.!'his last goal; promoting development, poses a 
special challenge to our active support for human rights.
Under present foreign assistance guidelines, for example, 
poor people in a generally impoverished country can be,
helped; equally poor people in a better off country can-. 
not. If this pattern c6ntinues, by 1980 U.S. bilateral 
assistance will be unavailable to most of the countries 
of Latin America. 
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if., 	 Vital human rights are at stake. Aggregate GNP 
•i 	 figures fail to reflect the poverty of high infant 

' 
' 

mo~tali ty, disease, illiteracy and inferior housing.• 

~ssistance policies that cut off help to the poor 

More than 100 million Latin Americans are forced to 
.
l subsist on less than· $~00 per year. 
i 
I 

• because some of their fellow citizens live too well,
i like those that deny help to the poor because their .i governments are repressive, create an ironic paradox: 
' l .'if we decide to confine our assistance only to those 
f developing nation~ that are at once desperately poor
' and models of enlightened democracy, we risk crippling

·~ ' 

'
'f our ability to contribute to socio-economic development 

. in Latin America. . · . · 
' .t 

In the developing world; the p~edicament of theJ "midQ.le-income" country is often very much.like that 
:1 of the middle-income American taxpaye~. And Latin
I 'America ls increasingly the region in the middle:
I too "rich" to rccciV':! aiG., not strong enough to · 

play a decisive ro!e in s~aping events . . .. .~ ;·· -	 .. 
.<. - Without. some degree of· outside support in times 

of·financial difficulties,_ even the relatively advanced 
developing countries of Latin America will be hindered 
in carrying out reforms to narrow the gap. between rich 
and poor and meet the needs of all their people.. 	 . 

'.'l .' In.·the long run, of course, the development issue 
: is not properly one of assistance as it has been tradi-
f tionally defined. At' least in this hemisphere, both 
I sides in the North-South dialogue agree that develop-
,: ···"'° _, ,,.. ,.,.,,,"·' "':·.~·:"' ;~><~~!l:t:...~~~!J.1~~·x~fliJJ'~!~~1· Y;n9!h~"01;1t1·side aid •.. Both we and the 

.. ';:<i;'·:~;~.-.:,o/:''.j,<··;;, "" " '." 	 ·. 1111111 m~ic~rls need expanding markets for exports, 
... 	 stable prices, and a voice in international economic 

decisions. We have made realistic proposals to help
stabilize commodity prices. We have encouraged greater
Utiliiation of the ·Generalized System of Preferences for 
developing countries. . · 

J.t is true that increased.domestic demands for 
_import protecti'on have increased concern abroad that 
new trade restrict.ions may limit future growth. However; 

.xew 	petitions fbr import relief under the Trade Act have 
resulted.in .actions adversely affecting Latin American 

.1 
l P.+oducts. .Moreov9:i;, to ·regain momentum toward increased 

' ' 

---.-- ..------..-,. -·--·-·----·-·---
..olo •• 
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trade, we are.vigorously supporting the Multilateral 

·Trade Negotiations. The Tropical Products Agreement

with Mexico, worked out in the context of the MTN 

this past year, is a model of mutual benefit. 


In the· last analysis, our abiiity to pur~ue a 
credible course on the whole range of developmental
and economic issues will depend, not on the intentions 
of any one Administration, but on the commitment and · 
priorities of the American people. The growing impact
of foreign policy on local communities often meansin the short term that domestic and foreign policy
objectives will be perceived to be more sharply in 
conflict. 

Increasing public.understanding of the full impli-
cations of issues such as these is one area where all 
of you in ·this room can be particularly helpful. · 

This need to increase public understanding of how 
foreign policy affects local communities brings me to 
the last·point I want to discuss with you tonight.
It is the importance of making governmental relation-
ships a coherent· part of a much wider spectrum of 
cooperative private relations among our societies. 

During the past year, we have, of course, continued 
to deal with many of the traditional problems of inter-
American relations. For example, to preserve the peace, 
we have. increased our support for the dispute settlement 
e~f<?.;-~~- .9t ·!:J:i,~ ..Q~,g;~~n4r~~:t:,4l,~n c:ef :American. States in Central 

· "'·\Altt@i!UUf;;:a_ft[''BtB~f' j?6teiitial trouble-spots. And we 
h~ve made nuclear non-proliferation a:r:id conventional 

·arms restraint key elements of our hemispheric policy.
Our decision last spring to reverse past policies and 
support the Nuclear Free Zone in Latin America and the 
Caribbean gives us new credibility in seeking peaceful
nuclear cooperation.with other hemispheric nations. 

. . 
It is nonetheless increasingly apparent that the 

new issues. -- such as· the flow of narcotics --- are ones 
in which many more citizens have a direct interest 
than in the past. To reduce.the narcotics.traffic 
that destroys so many young American .lives, we have in 
recent years sought the cooperation of many Latin American 
governments. To ease the human·costs of foreign imprison-
ment, we have ·implemented a prisoner exchange program
with Mexico, and are devetopin·g similar programs elsewhere. 

http:e~f<?.;-~~-.9t
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To resolve differences over migration, we are working

·with Mexico to· relieve unemployment pressures on both 

$ides of the border. 


As these few examples demonstrate, our society

and those of Latin America now interact in too many 

ways for government to monoplize the message. This 

trend is ·increasing. It is foolish to ·deny it and 

Unnecessary to fear it. 


The new challenges are ones that an open, multi-
dimensional society like the United States is best 
equipped to meet. And they are ~hallenges I am con-
vinced most Latin Americans are prepared to meet with us. 

Already we are seeing many U.S. companies and 
multinational enterprises respond to changing realities 
in Latin American societies, sometimes faster _than 
either governments· or intell~ctuals. Most American 
businesses abroad now maintain healthy and constructive 

l 	 relationships with their host countries, contributing 
to the development of the entrepreneurial skills and 
productive. activities essential to our mutual well-
bein~. 	 · · 

It has not been generally noticed, but in provid-
ing for a generation of partnership based on increasing 
Panamania~ participation in the manageme~t of the Canal,
the new Panama Canal Treaties reflect a practice that 
is already wi.dely followed in the inter-American busi~ 
ness community, where joint ventures and local managers 
are increasingly comi;ioI1· 

.,.;,., ..... . . ; ~h~- times call for similar creative and responsible
.problem-solving at all levels of our communities. They
call for intellectual dialogue to strengthen common 
institutions and to encourage broad-based leadership in 
all our societies.· 

or·awing fully on the hemisphere's basic weal th 
its people -- is a maj·or challenge to our press and 
our universities, and to instituti9ns -- like this 
Center -~ which alre~dy understand that writers like 
Borges of Argentina, Fuentes of Mexico and Vargas Llosa 
of Peru are also giants of our own culture. 

As our own_society changes, government .too must 
awaken. Government can move far.beyond present efforts 
in facilitating academic, technical and qultural ex-
changes, including in them minorities and other groups 

_,...~..,...,.....,..-.-..--,-·-.-...:--"":"""·--·-!'"""'- __: _ •····•· 	 . ·-""'-:.·---·.....--- ···-···:· ............... ---- -..... ---· ...-....... ·-.- .., ······-·..· ..... 
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not previously tapped for suph programs. It can build . 
on ·the many contacts that take place in the world of · 
b.usiness. It can; in sum, help bring the many persons
dedicated to improving._hemispheric relations together
with the even greater numbe.rs dedicated to resolving
local·community.problems. It is time.they met. 

I am encouraged to know that·you will be an. 
~ctive partne·r in ~hat effort. 

Thank you very much • 
...,/' 

.. 
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Editorial Note 

Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-American Affairs Terence Todman's February 14, 1978, 
speech (see Document 26) engendered reaction and commentary from inside the Department of 
State, from governments abroad, and from the press. 

In a February 17 memorandum for the files, Director of Policy Planning for Public and 
Congressional Affairs Luigi Einaudi wrote that the speech was followed by a question-and-
answer (Q&A) session, which the memorandum for the files reconstructed. Questioners asked 
Todman about Nicaragua, Brazil, Argentina, Belize, the Beagle Channel, Panama, Cuba, and 
Chile. (National Archives, RG 59, Office of the Secretariat Staff, Records of Cyrus Vance, 
Secretary of State, 1977-1980, Lot 84D241, Human Rights) Einaudi's reconstruction of the 
Q&A session was transmitted to all American Republic diplomatic posts as telegram 44242, 
February 21. (National Archives, RG 59, Central Foreign Policy File, D780078-0295) 

The Embassies in Managua, Montevideo, Asuncion, and Buenos Aires reported on local press 
and government reaction to the speech. The Embassy in Managua reported on February 15 that 
the "Somoza family newspaper Novedades" published a "banner headline 'Sandinistas Provoke 
Violence, Todman Says," and quoted the translation ofTodman's answer to a question on 
Nicaragua as printed in the newspaper. The Embassy requested that the Department send "text of 
Todman comment (which, article indicates, was in response to question) and any clarification 
which we may use here ASAP." (Telegram 786 from Managua, February 15; National Archives, 
RG 59, Central Foreign Policy File, D780070-0397) The Department responded on February 16 
that the quotes attributed to Todman "are incomplete and garbled, evidently intentionally. 
Todman did not enter into detail about who did what or how." In addition, the Department 
advised, "Embassy should avoid being drawn into polemics." (Telegram 41418 to Managua, 
February 16; National Archives, RG 59, Central Foreign Policy File, D780072-0462) 

On February 15, the Embassy in Montevideo reported: "All Montevideo media gave prominent, 
heavy play to Assistant Secretary Todman's speech at the Center of Inter-American Relations, 
stressing his advocacy of 'a more moderate, balanced, and realistic' U.S. campaign on human 
rights." The Embassy also noted, "Not surprisingly, the pro-government media has picked up and 
emphasized these and other aspects of the Todman statement which serve to prove the GOU's 
arguments on human rights and have been similarly selective in their use ofhuman rights 
comments Todman made to the press following the formal address." (Telegram 533 from 
Montevideo, February 15; National Archives, RG 59, Central Foreign Policy File, D780070-
0236) 

The Embassy in Asuncion reported on February 17: "The speech of Assistant Secretary Todman 
to the Center for Inter-American Relations has had a great impact here. A morning headline 
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reads 'Todman severely criticizes human rights policy of Carter.' The government is jubilant." 
Ambassador Robert E. White reported, "All government officials with whom we have spoken 
are unanimous in their praise of the Todman speech." In addition, he stated, "Those in Paraguay 
who have supported our position on human rights have expressed themselves in the strongest 
terms. An internationally known scientist said the speech was a 'tragic event.' An opposition 
leader who faces a prison term on a trumped up charge came to the Embassy and told us that 'if 
this is the new policy of the United States, there is no hope.'" White concluded, "If the 
Department has any guidance which would assist me in lessening the disastrous effects of the 
interpretations being placed on this speech, I could make instant use of them." (Telegram 679 
from Asuncion, February 17; National Archives, RG 59, Central Foreign Policy File, D780076-
0674) 

On February 24, the Embassy in Buenos Aires reported: "Assistant Secretary Todman's Latin 
America policy speech received wide coverage and editorial comment in the local press, with 
initial emphasis placed on ten points cautioning US response on human rights. Subsequent 
distribution and publication of full text largely cleared up misconceptions that speech meant 
other than firm commitment to existing human rights policy. Human rights groups were 
distressed that speech could be and was used to suggest US backing away on human rights." 
(Telegram 1406 from Buenos Aires, February 24; National Archives, RG 59, Central Foreign 
Policy File, D780088-0064) 

In telegram 45684 to all American Republic diplomatic posts, February 22, the Department 
advised: "In some areas press is distorting speech as change in criticism of President Carter's 
human rights policy. Distortion has occurred where listing of types of action we should avoid has 
been misinterpreted as criticism of the conduct of the policy. There has been no-repeat-no 
change in human rights policy," and "there is no basis for construing speech as criticism of the 
human rights policy." The Department instructed, "Where press, official or private opinion has 
picked up line that there is change in human rights policy or criticism of such policy you should 
move forcefully to counter it." (National Archives, RG 59, Central Foreign Policy File, 
D780082-0791) 

On March 2, The Christian Science Monitor reported that the speech "has sparked controversy in 
the State Department over how the administration should pursue President Carter's human-rights 
policy," that "a number of State Department officials have criticized the speech," "arguing that it 
put too much emphasis on restraint and amounted to a brake on implementation of the rights 
policy," and that it "may have sent the wrong 'signal' to some Latin American countries." 
(Daniel Southerland, "Rights Policy Speech Highlights State Department Split," The Christian 
Science Monitor, March 2, 1978, p. 3) 
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28. 

Briefing Memorandum From the Director of the Policy Planning Staff (Lake) to Secretary of 
State Vance 

Washington, February 26, 1978 

1 Source: National Archives, RG 59, Central Foreign Policy File, P780046--0321. Secret; 
Limdis. Drafted by Feinberg on February 24. A stamped notation indicates that Vance saw the 
memorandum. 
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MEMORANDUM 

To: The s~ 
From: S/P - Anthony L~ 

Country Priorities in Lati" America 

SUMMARY: 

Six Latin American countries appear especially to warrant 
our ':lttent~on over the ne~t: year~ Mexico, Brarz\?· :W:9&Rtina,
Jamaica, Nicararaa and Chile. - Th~ ffhailenges an di:Iemmas 
of each reiate () the global conc~~ns the Administration 
stressed in the first year. The ~~oblems raised in this 
memo could provide for a lively d:j.~c~s.io.n shQ!ll9 'l.QlJ 4e:-_ .. 
cide to attend an ARA staff meetiti.g .'.I~ ....,,,,. .t~o k .~ -~•+ 
.'1.,. "#..& ARA ~cit •.f f&I,•,,;,_ c-1..--"'"~ ~ ~f'. 

* * * 

our Latin American policy du~ing the first year fo-
cused, as elsewhere, on issues su~h as human rights, non-
proliferation and arms restraint. our priorities in terms 
of issues were relatively well el~rated, but less clear 
was the importance we attached to ~he various countries of 
the hemisphere. Partly in reactic:m to the apparent crown-
ing by the previous administratiorJ of Brazil as a "sub-
hegemonic" power, we publically e~phasized the individual-
ity of each Latin state, and esch~wed establishing priorities. 

The internal setting of prio~~ties -- as opposed to 
public signals -- need not imply that selected countries re-
present our interests in their gecyqraphical area; but it 
can help to clarify our thirtking, place developments in con-
text, and order our own time. 

ADP Declassification Review 
DECLASSIFIED ~."iCRnflLMEU tA'.\
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Criteria 

The criteria for deciding which countries deserve 
attention is somewhat arbitrary. If we consider, how-
ever, the extent of US interests; the pace of chanqe
{and the US ability to ·influence it); and the country's
regional weight, six countries appear especially to 
warrant our attention over the next year: Mexico, Brazil,
Argentina, Jamaica, Nicaragua and Chile. Of course, ·Panama 
will remain the number one domestic issue. Cuba's African 
policy is of increasing concern, but Cuba's importance
in a hemispheric context will depend on progress in normaliz-
ing relations. 

Other countries will demand our attention from time 

to time: 


-- We will want to encourage the democratization 

processes in Bolivia, Ecuador and Peru, and press for 

improvements in basic human rights practices in Uruguay

and El Salvador;· 


-- Should the Peruvian financial crisis worsen, we 

may want to discourage the seizure of power by a severe 

"Pinochet-style" regime or the temptation to default; 


-- Venezuela will be preoccupied by its presidential
election, but its stance on NIEO and OPEC issues will be 
important. The President's trip will permit even greater
cooperation and coordination on issues -- non-proliferation,
human rights, arms restraint -- where perceptions are 
shared1 

And we will want to monitor regional ·tensions, in-
cluding Guatemala/Belize, Peru/Chile/Bolivia, and the 
Beagle Channel (Argentina/Chile). 

Mexico 

Two difficult issues -- !mnli-g.rat~2P and ener~ 
I 

--
are complicating the bilateral relationship. Per~ps 
20% of Mexico's labor force works from time to time in 
the us, and the receipts from energy exports could double 
Mexico's foreign exchange earnings1 while from the US 
perspective, immigrants from Mexico could reach 10% o.f. 
our labor force and Mexican oil could support 3()% of our 
impo~t nee.ds by 19SS. 

SBOREJIP/EiIMBIS 
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Mexico is unhappy with the Administration's pro-
posal on limiting illegal immigration, and our refusal 

to agree to pay $2.60 per thousand cubic feet for their 

natural gas. Agreement on smaller issues -- tropical

products, prisoner exchange -- cannot compensate for 

the deterioration in relations caused by these two 

central issues. 


We are, however, talking to the Mexicans about re-
ducing the immigrant flow by increasing rural development

credit which goes to the root of the problem and serves 

the human rights of unemployed Mexicans: but we may

need to qo further. The Mexicans would like to see us 

reinstate a modified bracero program. The Mexicans also 

seek assurances that the US market will be open to an 

increasing quantity of Mexican manufactured goods. 


The bargaining process on natural gas pricing may come 

to a friendly compromise: but if it does not, our energy

relationship that holds great promise for substantially

reducing our dependency on OPEC will have gotten off to a 

sour start. Should that occur, we ought to reconsider 

our "hands off" approach toward Mexican energy development,

and, perhaps, design a program for bilateral cooperation 

on energy. 


Lopez Portillo's first year has generally been suc-
cessful largely beca~se of the economy's fulfillment of 
IMF-recommended performance criteria but at the cost of a 
decline in industrial employment when 700,000 young Mexi-
cans are entering the job market each year. Mexico's 65 
million population will double in 20 years at current 
growth rates. The Mexican economy will have to sustain 
an impressive period of growth to avoid rising unemployment
which could generate social and political tensions of great 
consequence to the U.S. Our long-term interest in Mexico's 
economic success may dictate a more forthcoming attitude on 
certain issues including trade, aid and energy, than our im-
mediate economic interests would seem to warrant • 

Brazil 

The US will want to give Brazil top priority next year, 
as Geisel's successor defines himself on human rights, in-
ternational economic issues and non-oroliferation. The 
President will arrive in Brazil just-when the official 
ARENA party will be chosing its candidate for the presidency.
Geisel's choice, an;d therefore the .almost certain winner,
General Figueiredo., is a relative unknoWJl. Nevertheless, he 
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is under increasing pressure from the candidacy of 
Magalhaes Pinto, a civilian businessman, to commit 
himself to preserving and continuing the liberalizinq
reforms begun by Geisel. But hardline military elements 
continue to see threats from "internal subversion," and 
some fear losing their high-level jobs in government-run
ente.rprizes. Should they "capture" Figueiredo, or re-
place him by force with one of their own, repression
could begin anew and the liberalization process be set 
back. 

We should try to encourage the·moderates in the 

military to see the reassertion of democratic traditions 

as aiding Brazil's rise to greatness, and entry into 

the "club" of industrial nations. A democratic Brazil 

could be a counterweight to the hardline Southern Cone 

regimes, at a time when our own leverage in the region 

appears to be on the decline. 


The Brazilians are ambivalent about their status,
demanding the concessions granted LDCs, while seeking
the attention worthy of a nascent global power. Brazil 
finds itself bumping up against rules designed to regulate
relations among developed countries -- despite being, in 
many respects, underdeveloped. Brazilian aspirations for 
•grandezaff center on rapid economic growth, which is 
linked to export expansion. The success of the· MTN, es-
pecially in liberalizing trade in labor-intensive manu-
factures, is vitally important for Brazil. But if Brazil 
is to become a global power, it must accept the accompany-
ing responsibilities; in the context of the GATT, this 
translates into a willingness to offer reciprocal tariff 
reductions, and to discuss such trade-distorting practices 
as export subsidies. 

We are currently drawing up a plan for possible
non-nuclear energy cooperation that would apply to LDCs 
generally, but which the President might announce in Brazil. 
The proposal is being conceived with Brazil first in mind, 
to refute the charge that our non-proliferation strategy is 
actually aimed at crippling Brazil's industrialization by
depriving it of energy. Progress on non-proliferation
itself, however, will probably have to wait until the 
rigid Geisel leaves office in early 1979. 

SECRB~/EiD!DIS 
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Argentina 

Your presentation of the list of 7500 "disappeared'" 
-

helped jolt the Argentine military into releasing series 

of lists of· names of prisoners, and movement on the 

Deutsch case (although not on Timerman) is anticipated.

But a pattern of gross violations,. including disappearances

and torture, continue. Absent significant improvement

in the human rights situation, congressional restrictions 

will prohibit sales of military equipment and training

beginning next October 1. In the interim, we will want 

to leverage available military transfers (with non-lethal,

non-internal security applications) to maximum advantage.

The issue is whether the Argentine military will more 

likely respond to blunt, categorical sanctions, or to 

the gradual release of appropriate items in responseto

tangible human rights improvements. We are also examining

how best to orchestrate our entire range of possible in-
struments of influence. 


The dependence of the liberal economic model of S::.uc.e..·th~·:cw•'-· 
Martinez de Hoz upon f0re1gn capital inaKes i'E highly · - · 
unlikely that the Argentine government would retaliate 
against us business interests. Of greater concern is 
the failure of the Argentines to follow through on their 
repeated indications that they will sign the Treaty of 
Tlatelolco. Their decision will ultimately hing.e on their 
perceptions of their own national secu~ity and the threat 
posed by the Brazilian nulcear program. However, our 
nuclear interests in Argentina are the most powerful 
reasons for maintaining a working relationship with the 
Argentine government. 

The Argentine political scene is showing the first 
signs of rebirth since the March, 1976 coup. The ap-
parently ineffectual Videla is being openly challenged
by junta member Massera, who is seeking to appeal to 
domestic and international opinion by calling for human 
ri9hts improvements and more equitable social policies.
The traditional political parties are beginning to re-
group and pressure for more political "space." Many of 
these voices are unabashedlypro-American -- clear indica-
tion that our principled stance on human rights may have 
a handsome political payoff in the future. 

SBCREl':P/LIUBIS 
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Jamaica 

Jamaica is increasingly important to the US for 

several reasons. Manley's attempts to pursue a basic 

human needs development strategy within a democratic 

framework piaces Jamaica, almost uniquely amonq LDCs, 

exactly in tune with two central thrusts of our foreign

policy. Jamaica will also be important to our Carib-
bean initiative. But Jamaica's preference for ilt'.!llediate 

balance-of-payments relief conflicts with our longer-

term development assistance approach, and could inter-
ject a sharply discordant note into the Caribbean Group

before it can get off the ground. And since Jamaica is 

the chairman of the G-77 this year, maintaining a working

relationship with the Jamaicans will be central to our 

efforts to move the North-South dialogue in a more con-
structive direction. 


We greatly improved our relations with the Manley
government during 1977, but Manley is not convinced that 
we are planning to do enough for him to resolve his fun-
damental problems. Undoubtedly, his expectations are un-
realistic and he has not been suffic1ently willing to 
confront hard trade-offs at home. Nevertheless, we will 
need to convince Manley -- the leader in the Caribbean,
after Castro, with the greatest regional and international 
image -- that the West can provide his struggling island 
with sufficient opportunities. We need to keep the broad 
range of our relationships with Jamaica under review, 
to see where and how, these opportunities can be enhanced. 

Nicaragua 

Because of our long association with the Somoza 
regime, the political changes underway pose a considerable 
challenge to the u~s.: a harsh outbreak of anti-.Americanism 
is possible -- unless the US can demonstrate to Nicaraguans 
our absolute neutrality. Our human rights policy has begun
to improve our image, but Congressional approval of FMS 
credits, the physical presence of American military advisers 
to Somoza.'s armed forces, and our ongoing AID mission (for
basic hu~an needs, a distinction difficult for Nicaraguans
to grasp) has made the US position vis-a-vis the Somoza re-. 
gime less clear than it is, say, in the case of Pinochet in 
Chile. 

SS.CRE'i'/L!M1'f S 
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In a recent policy review, we decided that we would 
try to avoid being seen to be propping up Somoza by re-
maining as aloof as.possible from internal political
maneuverings. At the same time, the opposition must 
comprehend t.1l:at no deus ex machina (Le., the U.S.) will 
find solutions for t.a'lem.-Our underlying assumption is 
that Nicaraguans can only build a viable and lasting
democracy if they undertake and complete the task them-
selves. Continuing entreaties for support from the various 
political groupings will test our resolve to stick to 
our private and public policy of non-interventionism. 

Chile 

Our energetic human rights stance has gone a long 
way to undoing, in a remarkably short period of time,
US identification with the Pinochet regime. During the 
last year, Pinochet may have gone as far as he felt was 
consistent with his regime's security, in reducing the 

...... : 

:; 	 worst forms of hmnan rights abuses. Disppearances
and torture are much less frequent now. Whether Pinochet 
will lift the state of seige and remove other decrees 
that impinge on the rule of law may be .determined in the 
course of this year. Pinochet's banishment of twelve lead-
ing Christian Democrats indicates that he will not yet
tolerate opposition political activity. 

~ ·. 
The dilemma we face is how to continue subtly to 

press the GOC to improve its human rights practices with-
out jeopardizing the major points we've gained in domestic 
and international opinion by separating ourselves from the 

•'. 	 Pinochet regime. If the human rights situation actually de-
\.;' teriorates, as Pinochet's speeches following the plebesite

suggested, we will have to find ways to show our displeasure
without eliciting further repressive measures that would 
jeopardize dissenters within Chile. 

Should the recent decisions by Exxon Minerals and 
Goodyear to 	invest in Chile be echoed by other US firms, 
a new domestic constituency favoring more sympathetic 
treatment for Chile would develop. Highly visible US 

SBCRD'!'/llIH9IS 
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investments may generate a second difficulty: Chileans 
will wonder at the apparently divergent concerns of 
private and official US citizens. 

Conclusion 

Unfortunately, these priority countries will not 
be easy to deal with in the coming year. Indeed, they
become priorities because of the challenges they pose.
In each case, the central issues involve global concerns: 
Mexico, energy; Brazil and Argentina, human rights and 
non-proliferation; Jamaica, balance-of-payments financing
and other North-South issues; Nicaragua and Chile, human 
rights. This indicates that our general foreign policy
priorities are right. Our ability to implement them in 
these concrete country cases will determine their 
ultimate success or failure. 

One of your next meetings with bureau staffs might
be with ARA. The problems raised in this memo would 
provide for a lively discussion. 

/ 

Drafted: 	S/P:RFeinberifrym
x20822: 2/24/78 
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29. 

Memorandum From Robert Pastor of the National Security Council Staff to the President's 
Assistant for National Security Affairs (Brzezinski) 

Washington, May 8, 1978 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Council, Institutional Files, 1977-1980, Box 38, 
PRM-17 [2]. No classification marking. Copies were sent to Erb, Mathews, and Denend. 
Inderfurth and Hunter initialed the memorandum. At the top of the memorandum, Brzezinski 
wrote: "Good memo base PRC discussion. ZB." 
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MEMORANDUM 

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL 

May 8, 1978 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 	 ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI 

FROM: /lROBERT PASTOR 0'1'v 
SUBJECT: 	 Beyond Panama: A PRC on Latin America/ 


Caribbean? 


The most difficult and important issue in inter-American relations--the 
Canal Treaty--is now behind us. Your question:whetner a PRC meetl.ng on 
Latin America/Caribbean (LAC) would be a useful way to take stock of 
where we've come and chart a course for the next year(s) is timely. The 
President's trip to Panama provides us ~he perfect opportunrty ~o set 
in motion the next steps.in our policy. 

In this memo, I propose to suaunarize what we have achieved in the last 
16 months, analyze where we have failed, and suggest those areas where 
we should begin to work. In the final part, I will make some recommenda-
tions on the next steps we should take. 

I. The First Sixteen Months: What Was Achieved 

I think we can take great pride in the accomplishments of the Carter 

Administration in its policies to Latin America and the Caribbean. 

Indeed, it wouldn't hurt to get the President out talking about it 

since there are few regions where we have done more or been as success-
ful. At Tab A is a brief summary which I prepared describing these 

accomplishments. 


II. Our Failures 

There is no question that the major area of failure for the Carter Adminis-
tration is in the economic area, and it threatens to undermine our succes~ 
primarily because it is this area which is of highest priority to LAC./ 
Though some might argue that our most serious problem is lack of progress 
in the North-South dialogue, I would disagree. We have been criticized 
most vigorously not for what we have failed to do, but for what we have _ 
done. Specifically, the decisions which hurt include: the doubling of 
the duty on sugar; ~he support of legislation to dispose of 50,000 tons of 
tin; the failure by Congress to appropriate funds for the International 
Development Banks as pledged by the USG; the failure to significantly 
increase.the proportion of meat quotas for the Latin American meat producers
(as opposed to Australia and New Zealand); and the decision to countervail 

9E6b\GS!FIEOiflELEASED Oil~It~ 
by NARA on the recommendation of C ~ 
under provisions of E.O. 12958 
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against export subsidies by Brazil. These decisions do not seem terribly 

important to us, but each has provoked a bitter response in Latin America, 

and they have a cumulative effect. 


Previous administrations have, at times, analyzed similar decisions and 
established coordinating and monitoring devices to prevent such adverse 
decisions, but these mechanisms have proven ineffective and naive. The 
problem is that, at times, other interests--either domestic or diplomatic--
do prevail and sometimes should prevail. Perhaps, all we can reach for is 
a deeper understanding and sensitivity to the likely impact of such 
decisions on LAC by people like yourself, Stu Eizenstat, Secretary Vance, 
Bob Strauss, etc. Perhaps the mechanism warrants another examination. 

In the other North-South economic issues--the Common Fund, development
bank replenishment, trade policy, etc.--progress has been slow and our 
position exceedingly cautious. 

III. Opportunities Lost or Not Yet Taken 

Let me suggest four areas where we should focus our attention: 

(1) Consultations on Global Issues 

In my opinion, the one achievement in the first 16 months with 
the greatest potential importance is the decision to view Latin 
America in a global as opposed to a regional context. But "globalism"--
as a strategic approach to eliciting support and advice from the 
hemisphere's leaders in addressing global problems--has scarcely
been explored, though there have recently been a few excursions into 
this new area. My memo on gaining Latin American support in the NAM 
as a way to pressure Cuba is one such excursion. Anotner example
is the amount of time and effort the President spent with Perez and 
Geisel on issues like Africa and the Middle East. 

The strategy of extensive consultations on a wide range of issues 
is based on the premise that we will increasingly need Latin 
America's support for a wide assortment of issues--not just North-
South issues, but also East-West, African, non-proliferation, etc. 
To obtain support for positions we consider important, however, we 
need to be prepared to be forthcoming on issues which they deem 
important. One could distinguish between the input and the output 
parts of consultation: 

Input. We need to not only touch base, but to solicit_ reactions 
and be genuinely prepared to alter our position if a reasonable . 
case is made. 

Output. Once our decision is made, we should be sensitive to 
informing the governments, to solicit their reaction, and if 
possible, their support. 
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Organizational Problems. State should be asked to prepare a paper
explaining how it would organize itself internally to undertake a 
large number of consultations with a great many governments on a 
great many issues not always the responsibility of the area. 
ARA is not only unable to deal with this approach, but there seems 
little interest in exploring it. Of course, the strategy is as 
important as the organization, and I would recommend that the PRC 
discuss both within the context of the other issues considered 
below. In addition, a thorough review of the North-South economic 
issues of bilateral and multilateral concern to Latin America is an 
essential element in our overall review. 

(2) A Fast-Disbursing Balance of Payment Support Fund 

In the past 16 months, we have had to stand defenseless, unable to 
respond to a problem which keeps repeating and threatening to get 
worse. As a result of the leap in petroleum and food prices in 
1973 and 1974 and a decline in concessional assistance to the LAC, 
the region is falling under a more and more severe debt burden. 
Peru, Jamaica, Bolivia, and Guyana are the worst cases now, but 
most of the countries in the region suffer from varying degrees of 
the problem. 

We have found ourselves totally unable to respond since our aid 
instruments have been phased down and out. The problem becomes 
a doubly troublesome one when the governments are democratic or are 
trying to become democratic. Then, inevitably, people question the 
sincerity of our human rights policy--why we fail to follow our 
words with dollars. 

There are several options available to us including: an expansion 
of security supporting assistance to the region; creation of a new 
fund for democratization, financed by aid re-flows (which currently
exceed aid loans to the region); or an expansion of Treasury's
Exchange Stabilization Fund. 

(3) Arms Sales and Restraint 

We have a two-edged problem in this area as well. On the one hand, 
we will not have any military relations with Brazil, Argentina,
Guatemala and Chile as of October 1978. In effect, we will have 
a total arms embargo with these countries, which is really unpre-
cedented in relations between allies. Obviously, DOD is having fits 
about this prospect, and they have a point. Of course, any change
in military relations with these countries would require new legis-
lation, and that is not likely to be easy. 

We need to simultaneously approach this problem from a different 
direction: we need to seek support for an arms restraint agreement
in the region. We have held discussions with the Venezuelans, and 
they are extremely enthusiastic. Perez asked us for detailed papers, 
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and we have forwarded them to him. He, in turn, has asked that we 
undertake simultaneous discussions with arms suppliers. In another 
two weeks, we'll be in a position to evaluate the chances of moving· 
towards a genuine arms restraint program for the region which would 
be as unique as the Treaty of Tlatelolco is for nuclear weapons. 

(4) Caribbean 

Since the December meeting at the World Bank establishing the 
Caribbean Group, the Bank has been preparing papers for the May 26 
Donors Meeting and the June 20 meeting of the Group. The Bank's 
analysis of the economic problems of the region and its reconunenda-
tions for ways to raise the level of structural and human development 
are excellent, and the USG will have to make some hard decisions 
between now and then. In particular, the Bank has drawn up two 
proposals: 

(a) A Caribbean Developm.ent Facility for channelling $125 million 
annually for three years to the region to serve as local counter-
part costs for proj~cts financed by the Development Banks. With 
rigorous stabilization programs, most countries have had to sharply
curtail their investment programs, and this facility would enable 
them to continue these programs. 

(b) A Caribbean Technical Assistance Fund (about $12 million/per
year) to develop regional project proposals. 

In addition, it is necessary to develop a strategy of consultation 
with other governments to insure that our goals in the Caribbean 
are shared and the proposals can be implemented. 

IV. Next Steps 

I have focused on four issues not because I believe they are exhaustive, 
but because I think they represent areas worth pursuing at this time. In 
particular, each of these areas contain initiatives for the U.S. to take 
in tandem with the other leaders--particularly the democratic ones--in 
the hemisphere. 

Torrijos has invited the Presidents of Venezuela, Colombia, Costa Rica, and 
Jamaica to Panama for the ratification ceremony, and President Carter will 
have a 1-2 hour meeting with these Presidents there. · That seems like a 
perfect opportunity to discuss these issues and try to obtain a conunon 
view. 

If I had to circle a theme for the correct approach to Latin America in 
the next 16 months, it is that Latin American nations are important actors 
in the world. We need to demonstrate our respect and responsiveness to 
gain their cooperation in dealing with the global problems which face all 
of us. 
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The President should reiterate this theme in his speech in Panama. {The
main 	thrust of the speech should be to place the Canal Treaties in the 
context of his other foreign policy accomplishments in the hemisphere.
I will prepare a suggested outline for you this week.) But instead of 
just 	having the President state this theme and our position and goals on 
the four issues outlined above, it would be appropri~te and extremely
effective if we could translate our positions into a Declaration of 
Panama, which could be issueQ by the five ~~ocratie leaders at the 
ratifieation ceremony~ That would embody in a document tne cneme of a 
multilateral, cooperative approach. For too long, the President of the 
U.S. has been asked to state his policy to Latin Ame·r·ica. When President 
Carter stated his approach last year and explained why it no longer made 
sense for the U.S. to have a policy, few understood what he was saying.
The way to get the message of multilateralism and globalism across is to 
issue a multilateral statement. And there is no more legitimate vehicle 
than the five Democratic Presidents invited to Panama. This idea also dove-
t~ils with Hamilton's desire· to turn the Panama ceremony to our advantage,
underscoring the new era which the Treaties will bring. 

The PRC should consider policy options for each of the four issues described 
above. To permit us sufficient time to consult with the Five to gain their 
support for our positions and to negotiate a "Declaration of Panama", a PRC 
meeting should be held by the third week in May. 

We may also want to consider at the PRC meeting whether the USG should 
support Panama's _request that the O.A.S. move its headquarters to the area 
near the Canal. I think the idea is·ripe, but I know there are many in 
State who prefer the status quo. Therefore, a position paper would be in 
order. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

If you approve, I 
consult with ARA, 

will draft a PRM which follows the outline of this memo, 
and forwar~ to you for signature as soon as possible. 

___APPROVE DISAPPROVE 

cc: 	 Guy Erb 
Jessica Mathews 
Les Denend 
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Memorandum of Conversation 


Panama City, June 16, 1978, 7:30-9:30 p.m. 


1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Brzezinski Material, Subject File, Box 36, 
Memcons: President, 6-7/78. Confidential. The meeting was held in the El Panama Hotel. 
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Torrijos opened the meeting.by noting that it was a timely
and propitious occasion to e~change ideas frankly. There are 
problems which cannot be postponed. In discussions among the 
six countries' leaders, we should hope to find a design which 
will eventually lead to a solution to these problems. 

Human Rights 

Carazo said that all present had governments which aspired to 
a full application of the concept of human rights. Carazo 
referred to the San Jose Pact (the American Convention on Human 
Rights) which was signed on November 22, 1969 and would, when 
it enters into force, establish a supreme court on human rights
matters. At his inauguration, he proposed to the whole hemis-
phere the need to complete ratification of the Convention and 
establish this body. He expressed concern that only eight
nations have ratified the convention, with three more needed to 
bring it into effect. He suggested that there.are three countries 
represented by their leaders around the table who had not rati-
fied it. Finally, he proposed his country as the site of the 
future court. 

Perez jokingly suggested that we look to the countries to the 
north of Costa Rica for future ratification of the Convention. 

carter said that we have signed the Convention, but not vet 
ratified it. 

Manley said that Jamaica had signed and was preparing legisla-
tion that would secure its ratification. 

Carter said that he would be deiivering the opening address to 
the Organization of American States General Assembly, and he 
planned to ask other nations to expedite ratificatio:ii. lle 
promised to do the same but doubted that the us would ratify
this year. 

Perez suggested that we.draw up a list of all those countries 
that have signed and ratified, as well as those that haven't. 

Torri~os said Panama had already ratified it, but had not yet
deposited the instrument of ratification. 

Carter suggested that Torrijos help him to persuade u.s. Sena-
tors to ratify it since Torrijos knows the Senators better than 
carter does. carter also noted that Chile had invited the 
United Nations Commission on Human Rights to visit their country. 

PntJFJAPNTIAJ 
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Perez said that we would celebrate t~e 30th Anniversary of . 

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights this December. He 

suggested that December would be an ideal time for a ceremony

to bring the American Convention into force, and the ideal 

place would be Costa Rica. He suggested again that we would 

do well to start the human rights activities on the northern 

border of Costa Rica. Perez then suggested that instead of 

issuing a formal declaration by Chiefs of State at the end of 

the two multilateral meetings, a press statement which sum-
marized those points on which agreement was reached, could be 

issued. As the first point, he suggested that we should urge

that all countries in the hemisphere ratify the Convention on 

Human Rights, that it should be on the 30th Anniversary of the 

universal declaration on human rights, and that San Jose should 

be the site of the next inter-American Court on Human Rights. 


Carazo volunteered to prepare a draft for consideration. 

Non-Proliferation 

Carter suggested that another item-to be considered in this 
press statement would be ~he completion of the Treaty of 
Tlatelolco on non-proliferation. Argentina had promised to 
ratify the Treaty and should be pressed to do so. He said that 
makinq Latin America a nuclear free·, zone woul.d be a perfect
example for others, in other regions and in other areas. He 
had referred to it in his conversations with Indian Prime Minis-
ter Desa~ 

Perez suggested that one of the problems in bringing Tlatelolco 
into effect is that Brazil is afraid of Argentina. He then 
suggested that each of the Heads of State around the table 
addres·s themselves separately and private:i,.y to President Videla 
and urge him to sign (sic) Tlatelolco. 

Carter asked Prime Minister Manley whether he could induce the 
Cubans to sign the Treaties. 

Manley said that he was unsure. 

Perez said that he had read a statement that Castro had said 
ciiba did not feel obligated to sign, but if others did, they
might. 

Michelsen changed the subject and said.they were talking about 
very sensitive matters and it was very important that certain 
things be kept secret. He argued that the right of information 
is a human right, just as :not to·..·give··info:tmation is also a 
right. Confidential matters should not be publicly disseminated. 
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We should all be extremely careful that this doesn't happen.

He was very concerned about leaks that came from the U.S. 

Lopez said that he was particularly disturbed that the political

campaign in his country was affected by the divulgation of con-
fidential matters. He said that this ease was not the only one 

and Colombia was not alone in this regard. 


Perez jokingly interjected, "Don't look at me." 


Michelsen said that diplomatic documents should not be within 

the reach of the press. This is extremely destructive of good

inter-American relations. He offered this as a "last testament",

since he will be leaving office shortly. 


Lopez said he thought that the Soviet Union could induce Cuba to 

sign Tlatelolco. Lopez said that he would be in Cuba on July 26,

the anniversary of Cuba's revolution, and that he would be happy

to bring this issue to the attention of Castro at that time. · 


President Carter said that he didn't know the origin of the 

documents to which Lopez Michelsen referred. He explained that 

the press in the u.s. had absolute freedom, and we cannot have 

as muoh secrecy as we would like. He expressed his deepest

apologies to President Lopez and also to President Perez for 

any embarrassment that the press may have caused them. He also 

thanked President Lopez for offering to convey the concerns of 

the others on Tlatelolco to Castro. 


Presiden·t Carter said that we now have communication with the 

Cuban government, and he will repeat the request for ratifica-
tion of Tlatelolco through these channels. This ls a very

important message. 


Arms Restraint and the Southern Cone 

President Carter said another important issue is the sale arid 
acquisition of conventional weapons. He explained the U.S. 
policy to try to reduoe the total sales of arms. He complimented
President Perez for his work and his initiatives in this area. 

Pres·i"dent Perez said that what Lopez Michelsen said is of great
importance because we live constantly fearful of manipulation
by the news. There are strange hands in the U.S. that go into 
the fil~ cabinets and leak the secret information they find there. 
He said that, for example, someone from the State Department once 
came down to speak to him as well as to President Lopez, and to 
ask them not to hold a meeting that they were going to hold 
with CUba. When the incident leaked to the press, Perez and 
Lopez had to hasten the meeting. This kind of leak is bad 
because it affects our relations with one another, makes one 
cautious about what is said, and also greatly affects our 
actions, often making us do things we would prefer not to do. 

C(JflBENTIAL 
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He said that he was not hurt, but anguished. 

Referring to conventional weapons sales, he said that it 
affected the economy of countries concerned. The problem of 
weapons sales has more to do oftentimes with the seller than 
with the buyer. He said he was astonished to hear President 
Giscard's representative had asked in a major speech at the 
United Nations for the countries of the world to shift their 
funds from arms to economic.development, and then one week later 
he read in the paper that France had sold $10 billion to Saudi 
Arabia. 

It is not possible to waqe this ~attle against arms sales 
alone. If we can get the right attitude from salesmen, that 
would be extremely helpful. He spoke of a respected Venezuelan 
industrialist, who had been visited in Puerto Rico by u.s. arms 
salesmen, asking him to be the arms representative in Venezuela. 
The Venezuelan was told that he would be given a 5 percent com-
mission, 3 percent for himself, and 2 percent to use as he 
wished. Perez swmned it up by saying that the LDC's are beinq
manipulated in this business. A way must be found to put an 
end to the permanent stimulation of weapons sales, because 
whatever poor countries do, they will fail unless the sellers 
agree not to sell. 

Perez said that at the OAS meeting, the_ members of the 
Ayacucho group will sign an agreement on arms control, and then 
try to expand this agreement to include all the countries of 
Latin America. But the efforts of the U.S. are needed with 
arms producers for if there is no agreement among the producers,
then there is little that the buyers can do. 

President Carter said that we have not only taken actions on 
our own, but also have talked with the USSR. The French have 
not been willing to participate up till now, as they are waiting
to see how we do in our discussions with the Russians. Dut he 
is determined to hold down the sale of arms internationally. He 
explained the process by which arms are sold abroad, and said 
that permission must be obtained from the State Department first 
and that he is personally approving all sales. It is a slow 
process. He had hoped that the Special Session on Disarmament· 
would be able to find a program that would work. To President 
Perez, Carter said that he would certainly follow up on his 
advice. However, he believes that the initiative should come 
from Latin America, because we do not want to appear as if we 
are preaching to the Latin Americans on this issue. 

General Torrij·os referred to two causes of this predicament.
The apparent cause is that nations arm for expansionist or 
for defensive purposes. Why are they doing it? How much of 
their budget is being spent on defense matters? How much.is 
being used to serve the people? we must also look for the 

C(JffEENTIAt 
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real causes behind arms races. certain armed forces magnify
the problem in order to justify themselves. If the cause of 
war disappears, then the military government cannot justify its 
purchases to its own people or to the world. Could we impose
certain kinds of sanctions or deny loans as an incentive to 
get military governments to stop their purchases of weapons?
The real effect of arms sales is to negate development.
Torrijos then commented on the fact that Panama is often the 
bridge through which many outside groups can travel. He has 
talked with leaders of such groups, and they complained about 
the excessive military burden of their governments. 

President Lopez Michelsen said that it is very difficult to 
conaemn the countries wh.O deal with weapons because the arms 
business is part of their own· defense system; arms exports are 
used as a way of subsid~~ing domestic defense. This won't be 
solved at this meeting. In inter-American relations, this is 
not a problem for the countries represented at this meeting.
The problem is south of the equator, and that is because of the 
War of the Pacific, and of differences with regard to BOlivia's 
desire for access to the sea. Lopez suggested that they discuss 
ways to "cure the infection" by mediating specifically with 
regard to Ecuador, Peru, Chile and Bolivia. We should call for 
patient action, because that wouid eliminate all the problems. 

President Perez said that he was in total agreement. The crisis 
In the Southern Cone is becoming more serious. He said that the 
problem of Bolivia is at the center of the problem of weapons
purchases in the region. Peru has just bought some soviet air-
planes, and he had read of .the severe criticism in the United 
States because they used U.S. airports for refueling. He said 
that Venezuela had encouraged Peru to stop purchasing weapons,
and he had said the same to Chile as well. He said that we 
should offer not •ediation, but cooperation. He proposed that 
representatives of the six governments around the table send 
confidential communications to the three nations--Bolivia, Peru,
and Chile--telling them that we woul.d be willing to offer co- · 
operation to settle their dispute. In the case of the Ayacucho
countries, all the parties accepted the fact that the problem
existed, and that would be an advantage. 

Pere~ suggested that all of the Presidents attempt the 
same approach with regard to Belize, so that independence
would not have to be delayed. The problem, as he saw it, was 
to help Guatemala and Belize find a solution which would permit
Belizean independence, while at the same time allowing some 
room for Guatemala to save face and accept independence. Perez 
was concerned that a solution to the Belizean problem was neces-
sary to avoid severe repercussions in .the Caribbean. 

C(}ff[EtfflAI: 
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President Carazo spoke as the leader of a country with no arms 
purchases. He was anguished to learn that since World War II,
oonventional weapons have caused more than a hundred wars. 
The purchase of weapons was disastrous on a country's economic 
development program. At the heart, he believed it was a problem
of attitudes and of military governments. In other words, the 
demand factor. He was disturbed that illicit trade in arms 
had been found in Costa Rica. Be proposed that regional agencies
be established to wage an intense campaign to stop the purchasing
of weapons. The only way not to do something, Carazo said, is 
not to do it at all. Don't buy any weapons. Thirty years ago,
Costa R~ca took this decision, and he would hope that other 
countries would do likewise. 

President Carter referred to the problem of illicit payments

which President Pere~ had noted. The United Nations is 

presently discussing this issue, and the U.S. would like sup-
port for negotiations for a new treaty. Carter thought Costa 

Rica had good luck in not purchasing weapons. This is an 

excellent example for other countries and regions and he 

congratulated Costa Riea. However, the U.S. has different 

responsibilities in the world. Yet. the big object~ve of the 

United States is to prevent the spread of all weapons. 


Prime Minister Manley noted that this was an enormous and 

complex problem, that Jamaica has tried to use its influence 

to dissuade buyers and sellers. He said moderation in arms 

purchases should be rewarded by the transfer of more economic 

resources. If there could be a significant shift of resources 

to development, then countries would see the real importance

and benefits of slowing arms purchases. 


President Carter said we would do all we could to support the 
Caribbean Group, which has 30 nations and 15 international 
institutions and will be meeting in Washington next week. We 
should do all we can to help it. To the extent that there is 
restraint on arms purchases, we would try to be helpful in the 
economic area. Be noted that President Perez and Prime Minister 
Trudeau of Canada had tried to be helpful. Be hoped we could 
get the.Federal Republic o~ Germany to do likewise. He felt 
that progress was being made in this area. 

President Perez suggested that this would be another good
subject for the press statement. He suggested that the leaders 
say that armamentism was of great concern to all the countries. 
An· important effort was:.being made .by the Ayacucho countries,
and it was hoped that this effort could be broadened to include 
all of Latin America. He said that although not for the com-
munique, the leaders should extend their cooperation not 
mediation to Peru, Bolivia, and Chile and to Belize and 
Guatemala. The idea of contributing to finding a point of 
agreement between Guatemala and Belize is an important one. 
If we offer our cooperation, we can find a solution. He 
thought something could be offered to Guatemala, which would 
not humiliate Belize. 
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Caribbean 

Perez referred to President Carter's mention of the Caribbean 
Group. He confessed that he was indignant to learn in the 
press that the West was planning to establish a Pan-African 
force and a $2 billion Pan-African fund, while at the same 
time it was impossible to get money for the Caribbean Group.
He warned that small nations in the Caribbean would fill the 

- vacuum with political or economic mafias. Be noted that Vesco 
was thinking of settling in Grenada. This could happen if we 
don't asswne a responsibility to work for a Caribbean plan and 
to contribute our resources to it. He said that President 
Carter has taken this issue up with enthusiasm, and has been 
trying to gain support from other countries, but few have 
helped. If there are not enough funds contributed to this 
group, then it might be better not to have it at al~. Perez 
said that he had offered $30 million to this new fund, provided
that it be 10 percent of the total value of the fund. He sug-
gested that the~e be $300 million per year over five years--
a total of $1.S billion. This would change the present condi-
tions in the Caribbean. The only important thing is that the 
plan should point to the economic integration of the region.
The problems are very serious, and all of us need to contribute. 
However, he was not optimistic. 

Carter said that the press has erroneously reported that the 
United States was considering a Pan-African force. It was not 
true. All that the United States did was to transport soldiers,
food and__equi:pment to Z_aire _and _hEtlJ?. stab,,ilize thei situation in 
Shaba.- We have not asked tor a Pan-African force, and we wouJ.d 
not participate in one which did more than just this effort. 

In arms control, the United States has a firm policy. We do 
not introduce new types of weapons or permit an escalation of 
weapons sales. We sell a smaller percentage every year, and we 
hope others will join in our effort. We are now in fifth place
in arms sales to the region. It is very important also that 
Tlatelolco be concluded. We think, furthermore, that the 
example should be expanded and extended to other areas. 

Carazo said less investment in arms permits more investment for 
development. However, once a country advances, then the te~s 
for securing loans and other assistance becomes harder than for 
those who invested in arms and did not advance. so a country
is punished for focussing on development instead of on arms. 

; 

Michelsen complimented Carazo for his approach to the problem.
He added, however, that conflicts often come from arms sales 
rather than purchases. Colombia supports the Caribbean Develop-
ment Bank, but the problem is not of aid, but of market and 
price for commodities. What the Caribbean needs is the market 
for the sugar. Coffee producers have a similar problem. When 
the economic situation is not dealt with, we will not have a 
problem of arms purchases by governments1 the problem will be 
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one of smuggling in weapons to the peasants as a result ox 
growing political instability. Take the case of coffee. If 
there is a frost in Brazil it will create an unprecedented
rise in the.price of coffee; if there is no frost, then there 
will be a severe drop in the prices. The price shoul9 not be 
allowed to depend.on whether or not there is frost. Because 
of such violent swings in commodity prices, the situation in 
Latin America could become as bad as that of Africa. You don't 
have to be a Marxist to recognize the relationship between 
economic instability and weapons purchases. He had asked 
President Carter in September that we not wait until the 
economic situation grows so badly that a catastrophe occurs~ 
Let's try to agree now to establish a fair price. The coffee 
agreement is temporarily suspended, but we should not wait. 
If the u.s. would implement the coffee legislation, and apply
quotas and stabilize prices at a timely date, he was sure that 
if the group met again in.one more year they would spend much 
less time discussing weapons and economic assistance. These 
agreements would restore this kind of stability. The situation 
in these.countries, in Lopez's words, "is not correctable by
just warm washcloths." 

Perez said Lopez Michelsen had mentioned a most serious point.

He referred again to the pr~ss statement, and suggested that 

another item to be included in it should be the Caribbean Group

meetinq which would be held on the 19th in Washington. We 

should state our full support for the Caribbean Group. He 

added two additional items which he believed should be in that 

press statement. First, the Coffee Agreement which was one of 

the few qood things which began with the Alliance for Progress,

has remained, and should not die. If the Senate does not 

ratify the Coffee Agreement soon, the whole agreement will die 

because over SO percent of the coffee exports go to the United 

States. Perez said that the press statement should express our 

great concern over this Coffee Agreement. A second problem, of 

course, is the InternatiQnal Sugar Agreement and the·extremely

low price of sugarr and the signs of protectionism in the U.S. 

We.should mention our concern about this as well. 


Carter responded.by saying that he would not be disturbed for 

the group to express its concern about the stabilization of 

market prices. He noted, however, that the u.s. is a large

producer.of sugar and u.s. producers had to be protected. He 

repeated his concern about the importance of the multilateral 

trade negotiations as an effective vehicle for reforming world 

trade; and noted that many of the countries represented around 

the table are not members of GATT. 
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Responding to the more specific points made by President Perez,
President Carter exp1ained that we have intense feelings within 
the United States among the farmers of sugar and the ranchers 
~f beef, and their congressmen are deeply committed to protect-
ing the cost of production. We have tried to get the Inter-
national Sugar Agreement ratified, and the President has 
resisted efforts to raise the price of sugar. Be concluded by
saying that he has no objections to the expression of concern. 

Manley noted that it would be very useful if the International 
Sugar Agreement could be ratified soon and asked what were the 
prospects. 

Carter said that Senator Church, who is accompanying the Presi-
dent r is extremely active in sugar policy, and is a firm advo-
cate of higher sugar prices, perhaps as much as 17 cents. He 
said that he would be meeting with senator. Long next week, and 
Senator Long represents sugar cane producers, which are not 
always the most efficient. He pledged, in conclusion, that he 
will do the best he can to get the International Sugar Agree-
ment ratified and to keep sugar prices down. By the time of 
the O.A.S. meeting, he said that he might have a clear picture,
and he would try to relay that to the nations. He said that the 
problem is that the Senate is far behind its schedule right now 
as the result of the Canal Treaties, and he is uncertain whether 
they will have time to look at these additional agreements.
Nevertheless, he reiterated his complete commitment to ratifica-
tion without delay. 

Michelsen put the discussion on commodity price stabilization 
in a broader context. He said that producing countries hurt 
themselves in the long term by excessively high prices because 
housewives inevitably reduce their consumption or change to 
substitutes, for example, from coffee to soft drinks, from sugar
to corn sugars. Therefore, it's important not to force too high 
a price1 indeed, it is in both interests to try to establish 
fair and reasonable prices. 

Perez agreed with President LOpez Michelsen. Since President 
Carazo would be leaving after this session, Perez suggested a 
few additional items to be included in the press statement so 
that Carazo could agree with it today. On the Dominican Repub-
lic, he said that we should express our satisfaction with the 
electoral process in a very discreet way Which would make it 
easier for Balaguer to resist the pressure which he is feeling
from those who would like to reverse the elections. 

Carter interjected that he believed that the certification of 
the final election results would be.coming in one day. 
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Perez said that a discreet statement would help overcome any
difficulties that might arise in the near future. 

carter agreed, saying that we should encourage the completion
of the electoral process in the Dominican Republic as well as 
elsewhere. 

Manley said that the meeting·they were holding presented the 
leaders with a historical opportunity to try to press along
several outstanding disputes. ae suggested that the group
offer cooperation which might lead to a resolution of the 
Guatemala-Belize problem. He suggested that the leaders 
develop a simple plan to offer cooperation on this. This could 
be one concrete accomplishment of this meeting. It would be 
preferable not to publicize the means by which the group would 
cooperate to help resolve the dispute, but it·would be useful 
to begin to do that. 

Perez said the decisions on Belize and the Andean tensions 
should be kept confidentiaL~ 
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CQtJFIQ&N'FIAL ~os back from th,,' 'resident 
~EMORANDUM 

THE WHITE HOCSE 

WASllllliGTON 

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI ~ ,,,. 

SUBJECT: Your OAS Speech 

Attached is your OAS W2~ech which Jim_Fallows and Bob 

Pastor worked on~ It incorporates comments we received 

from the State Department today, and I think you will find 

it a useful description of the state of our relations with 

Latin America at this time. 


Under Secretary of state Newsom has raised just one point
in dissent, and I wanted to bring it to your attention. 
He is concerned, on pages 4 and 5, that we may be 
over-extending ourselves in the peacekeeping area, pledgino 
our involvement in three extremely difficult disputes..., He 
is concerned that we may be raising expectations that could 
not easily be satisfied. 

Of course, you have made all of the points in those two 
pages either in private conversations with each c_ountry' s 
leaders, or in letters to them. I believe there are 
several important reasons why you should publicly state 
your position: 

First of all, all of the countries in the region 
are looking for our leadership and have asked for 
our help. 

Secondly, for the first time, you make clear that 
the "hard decisions can only be made" by the 
parties concerned; we will only be helpful to 
that effort. 

Thirdly, these issues, particularly Bolivian access, 
are among the Hemisphere's most important since the 
Canal Treaties were ratified. Bolivia has obtained 
a seat on the United Nations security Council and 
plans to take its case to the United Nations in 
every possible form, just as Panama had done. It 
would be to our interest to be put on the record 
at this time. 

ADP Declassification Review 
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It would enhance your moral standing in the 
Hemisphere since everybody acknowledges the goal
of Bolivia's getting access to the sea; they only
disagree on how to do that. 

Lastly, the lOOth anniversary of the War of the 
Pacific has been causing anxiety tremors throughout
the region for the last two years, and this is 
likely to increase as we approach 1979. Your 
public statement of concern -- like Mrs. Carter's 
visit -- will be a sign of u.s. interest in 
stability in the region and peaceful resolution 
of that dispute. 

State is concerned that our offer of help is open-ended,
and is therefore reluctant to make it. I believe that the 
time is ripe for such a statement, and it would be viewed 
as perhaps the most important part of your statement. I 
therefore recommend that you keep the relevant passages
in; if you find Newsom's concern warranted, you could 
accommodate it by merely deleting the final sentence on 
page 4 and the first full paragraph on page S. I do 
hope, however, that you will retain that portion of the 
speech, since I think it is one of the most valuable 
parts of the speech. 

CQNFIQEN~IAL - GOS 
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32. 

Memorandum From Robert Pastor of the National Security Council Staff to the President's 
Assistant for National Security Affairs (Brzezinski) 

Washington, August 22, 1978 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Brzezinski Material, Brzezinski Office File, 
Country Chron, Box 27, Latin America, 7-10178. Confidential. A copy was sent to Mathews. 
Inderfurth, Bartholomew, and Denend initialed the memorandum. An unknown hand crossed out 
Aaron's name in the addressee line. At the top of the memorandum, Brzezinski wrote: "v. 
interesting. ZB." 
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NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL 

. CONFIBBN'i'IA:fl 

August 22, 1978 


MEMORANDUM FOR: ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI 
Dln'I'D k,.;JVW . 1 \). 

FROM: /!OBERT PASTO~ {51-
SUBJECT: Conversations in Santo Domingo 

. 

With Andy Young and .. 

~ 

others, I had conversations in Santo 

Domingo with General Torrijos, Former President Oduber of 

Costa Riea, Foreign··Minister Colisal:vi of Venezuela, and 

Armando Villanueva of· the ·Peruvian APRA P.arty. Cop_i_es of. 

the memoranda of conversa,tion are-attached, but I thought

I might swmnarize a few overall impressions. 


. . . 
In discussing individual countr~rs political affairs and 
particularly return to democracy, the theme· that kept recu-
ring is the problem ·of polari·zation. In Peru the activit.j.es
of the ultra left and ultra right are threatening the efforts 
of the Constituent Assembly. In Ecuador the outspoken leftist 
Bucaram t~.eatens to alienate the military and provoke them 
into ·fixing the election to ensure· that Bucaram's nephew, . 
Ro1dos, cannot.. win. Oduber volunteered that leftist and 
rightist terrorist groups in El Salvador were both strong
.enough to make political accommodation impossible. Torrijos 
even 9pined that in ·Bolivia oppo·sit:Lon. leader Siles was as 
responsible for provoking the coup as Pereda was for making it. 
All of the people we talked with seemed aware of the need to 
help those who seek.to develop the broad consensus necessary
for functioning democracies: Consalvi is going to Peru at 
Perez' request to talk .to leaders "there.~ Oduber • s party is 
rendering technical assistance to Torrijos' new party anq to 
Samudio's liberal party. 

Andy correctly observed that ·he sensed a new idealistic 
pragmatism among the leaders we met: an inner confidence 
that the direction of political change in Latin America was 
towards more democracy, and that the best guarantee of arriving
there would be by small steps· which reassure. the military. 

There·is a different variation on this theme in Nicaragua,
where efforts are directed to finding a democratic alter-
native to Somoza. Consalvi. once again urged us to "twist 
arms" on behalf of change in Nicaragua. 

ADP Declassification Review 
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Other interest~ng items: 

On Belize: Torrijos was very excited by President Carter's 

reference in the OAS speech, but there was general agreement

that the new.Guatemal~n government would have to settie internal 

differences between the Vice President and the Foreign Minister 

and that the ball is in the Guatemalans' court. 


·on Africa: in response to Andy Young's briefing, Torrijos Ipromised to provide troops for a UN peacekeeping force in · •
Namibia. 

On Colpmbi~: Co~salvi expressed concern that the U.S •. 
had .not given. co'fom~ia sufficient attention and that a special.
effort .should be made·since Lievano, their Foreign Minister,
will be assuming the presidency of the UN General Assembly.
Andy Young is considering a trip· there; and I am following up 
on this is·sue. · 

cc: Jessica Ma;thews 

Attachments: 
Tab A - Memcon with Torrijos
Tab B - Memcon with Oduber, Consalvi et al. 
Tab c Memcon with APRA Leader, et al •. 

. . 
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33. 

Memorandum From Robert Pastor of the National Security Council Staff to the President's 
Assistant for National Security Affairs (Brzezinski) 

Washington, October 4, 1978 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Brzezinski Material, Country File, Box 45, 
Latin America, 8-12178. Confidential. A copy was sent to Mathews. Inderfurth and Denend 
initialed the memorandum. 
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NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL 
CONFIBEN9?IAJ;i 

October 	4, 1978 

MEMORA:NDUM FOR: :::::E:A:t:zoz;(FROM: 

SUBJECT: 	 Impact of U•.s. Human Rights

Policy in Latin America 


After our discussion at the staff.meeting last week, I tasked 
. } • the CIA to do an overall assessment of the impact of our human 

rights policy in the Southern Cone. No one questions ~nat the~ \		 sensitivities of certain government and military officials have 
been affected by the hmnan rights policy; the important ques-
tions are whether our long-term relationships will be strengthened 
or harmed by the policy and whether the policy has led, and 
will continue to lead, to improvements in the human rights
situations in those countries and in others. 

While the human rights policy may be a good instrument of 
ideological diplomacy in other areas, I don't think that 
ought to be one of our purposes in this hemisphere. I was 
working under the impression that the goals of our human 
rights policy include: to contribute to a climate in which 
human rights are increasingly respected and the costs of re-
pression have increased as well; to identify the United States 
with a universal cause, which you have described as "the 
increasing self-assertiveness of man on behalf of his own 
human rights"; and to project the U.S. as an idealistic, moral 
nation actively working toward a better world. 

If our overall human rights policy is to be effective and 
credible, one aspect needs to be that we have warmer and 
closer relationSri.ps with those governments which share our 
ideals and cooler and more distant relationships with those 
governments that don't. This necessarily means that our 
relations with the military governments in the Southern 
Cone should range f rorn being cordial and correct--as in the 
case of 	Brazil, where we have a wide range of consultative 
mechanisms--to being distant, as in the case of Chile, where 
the Letelier investigation currently prevents us from taking 
any other position. 
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Another element of our policy should be a willingness, at 
appropriate times, to back up our rhetoric with actions, 
many of which are mandated by law anyway. At the same time, 
we need to continue to distinguish between the three different 
"baskets" of human rights in implementing our policy. For 
example, with respect to Argentina, we have informed the 
government that our concern with human rights there is 
focused on basket #1 (integrity of the person), and we 
recognize and accept the government's assessment that demo-
cratization is a io·ng-term goal. 

f
.j
1 
l 
t

i 

I am sending you a couple of articles that were in the 
New York Times in the past year, which deal with this 
subJect. I would be very interested in your comments on 
these articles and on my perception of our human rights
policy. 

cc: Jessica Mathews,'·. 

CONFI91!lH~IAL 
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34. 

Telegram From the Embassy in Paraguay to the Department of State 

Asuncion, October 13, 1978, 1905Z 

1 Source: Department of State, INRIIL Historical Files, Roger Channel, Asuncion, 1969-1979. 
Confidential; Roger; Immediate. The Department repeated the cable to Santiago as telegram 
265779, October 20. (Department of State, INR/IL Historical Files, Roger Channel, Santiago, 
1963-1979) 
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.foil ·' - •j epartnient of State "TELEGRAM 

PAGE 81 ASUllCI 04m 132131Z 
ACTION .L!!ll:!l 

INFO OCT-81 CCO·BI IS0-88 /189 V 
---------···------82&624 

Ci U191SZ OCT 78 
F n A11EnBASSY ASUNC IONE 
TO SECSTATE VASHDC 11111EDIATE nu 
•• II F I I E N ,. I A L ASUNCION cm 

ROGER CHANNEL 

E. 0. 116S2: GOS 
TAGS: PGOV, SHUii 

2638 

1321CBZ /CS 

SUBJECT: SECOND HEETING VITH CHIEF Of STAFF RE LETELIER CASE 

REF: ASUNCION on 

l. ON OCTOBER 11 I CALLED AGAIN ON CHIEF Of STAFr .GENERAL 
AlEJAllDRO fRETES DAVALOS. AFTER PRELll11NARY CoURTESIES, HE 
READ HE ·THE ACTA OR SUllllARY HlllUTES RESULTING FROK THE V~SIT 
OF 'GENERAL OROZCO, CHIEF OF CHILEAN INT£Lll&ENCE, TO ASUNCION. 
THE DOCU11EllT ITSELF HAKES 110 DIRECT REFERENCE TO THE 
LETEL IER CASE. FRETES SAID THE PRESIDENT HAD AUTHORIZED 
Kitt TO BRIEF l1E Oii THE ACTA BUT HE PREFERREO TO READ IT 
VERBATln. 

2. THE DOCUHEllT IS BASICALLY All AGREEHENT TO COORDlllATS ALL 
INTELLIGENCE RESOURCES IN ORDER TO CONTROL ANO ELIHlllATE suB-
VERSION. IT SPEAKS OF EXCHANGE OF lllFORHATION, PROKPT USE Of 
COllltUlllCAl'ION FACILITIES, HONITDRING Of SUBVERSIVES AND THEIR 
DETENTION AND· lllFORHAL HANO OVER FROl1 ONE COUNTRY . 
TD· THE OTHER. IT REPEATS OVER AND OVER THE NEED FOR FULL 
COOPERATIOll AllD llllTUALLY FACILITATIVE ACTS IN THE CON-
TEXT Of A FIGHT TO THE DEATH AGAINST SUBVERSION. 

• 3. 	 Ill RESPONSE TO nY QUEST IONS, FRETES DAVALOS GAVE 
lllE FOLLOVING AC~OUNT OF THE HEETING BETllEEH CHILE AllO 
PARAGUAY. IT VAS SlnPl Y ANOTHER 111 A REGULAR SERIES Of 
tlEETING VHICH TAKE PLACE ANNUALLY Al10NG THE CHIEFS Of 
INTELLIGENCE OF lHE COUNTRIES Of THE· SOUTHERN CONE. 
THIS SYSTEH Of tONSULTATIOllS CAllE nno BEING HAlllLY AS 
A DEFENSE AGAINST THE THREAT OF ARGEllTlllE SUBVERSION 
SPREADING TO OTHER COUNTRIES. BRAZIL, ARGENTlllA, CHILE, 
BOLIVIA, PARAGU~Y AND URUGUAY KAKE Of THE llET,. Al THOUGH 
URUGUAY IS NOV All10ST Oii THE INACTIVE LIST. fRETES DAVALOS 
SAID THE llEETINGS ARE llOT PARTICULARLY USEFUL.AllYllORE, 111 
HIS JUDGl1ENT, BECAUSE THE KAIN THREAT IFROH ARGENTlllAl HAS 
BEEll El 1111NATED. THEY KEEi' Ill TOUCH VITH ONE AllTONER 
TllROUGH A U.S. COKllUlllCAT IONS INSTALLATION Ill ·THE PANAHA 
CAllAl ZONE VII ICH COVERS All OF LATlll AnER ICA. TH IS U.S. 
COflllllNICATIONS FACILITY IS USED KAINL Y BY STUDENT OFFICERS TO 
CALL HOKE TO LATIN AKER ICA BUT IT IS ALSO EnPLOYED TO 
CO-ORDINATE lllTELL IGENCE INFORHATION AHONG THE SOUTHERN 
CONE COUNTRIES. THEY lllllNTAlll THE CONFIDENTIALITY OF 
THEIR COlllllllllCATIOll THROU TllE U.S. FACILITY IN PAllAHA 
BY USING BILATERAL CODES. Ill HIS VIEV THE VllOLE 
llETVORK IS PRACTICALLY.USELESS AND SERVES 11AINLY TO 
PERlllT CHIEFS OF INTELL IGERCE TO EXAGGERATE THE IR 
OWN DIHllUSHING IKPORTMtCE. 

4. CDllHENT: OBVIOUSLY THIS IS THE COHOOR NETllORK 

VH ICll ALL Of US HAVE HEARD ABOUT OVER THE LAST FEV 


· YEARS. Al THOUGH FRETES DAVALOS TOLD HE HE HAO Olll Y 
llEHTIONED TO PRESIDENT STROESSHER THAT VE VERE GOING 
TO TALK ABOUT THI llEETING, I SUSPECT THE PRUIDEHT 
VETOED fRETES' STATED INTENTION OF PROVIDING HE VITH A 
COPY OF TIE ACTA AHO INSTEAD TOLD Hiii TO READ IT TO llE. 
EITHER I n1sUNDERSTOOo OR FRETES HISSPOKE IN OUR PRE-
VIOUS ltEETING IREFTELI VHEN llE SAl"D ARGENTINA HAO ALSO 

ASUNCI 84C51 'l32137Z 

ATTNEDED. APPEAREllTL Y T\!O BILATERAL 11EETINGS WITH CH-ILE 
AND ARGENTINA TOOK PLACE ONE AFTER THE OTHER AND SOl1E 
SESSIONS MY EVEN HAVE OVERLAPPED. 

S. REC01111EllDATION: THE TWO FBI AGENTS HllE 'rELL l1E 
lKERE IS LIKEL IHOOO CONDOR VILL SURFACE DURING LETEL IER 
TRIM. IN THE U.S. IF GEllERAL FETES.~AVALOS IS ACCURATE 
IN DESCRIBING THE COlllUHICATIOICS IT USES AS AN 
ENCRYPED SYSTEl1 lllTHIN U.S., COl,lllUNICATIONS NET IAHD I 
HAVE NO KNOllLEDGE llHETHER THIS IS TRUEI, IT VOULD SEE11 
ADVISABLE TO REVIEll THIS ARRANGEl1ENT TO INSURE THAT ITS CONTINUATION 
IS INil.S. INTERfliT. 
lftllTE 

FILE 
S'l~\M. \WlUl\RG 

(Ullr-
S/S
f 
60 
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35. 

Intelligence Memorandum Prepared in the Central Intelligence Agency 

RPM-78-10410 

Washington, November 6, 1978 

1 Source: Central Intelligence Agency, Office of Support Services, Job 80T00634A, Box 4, 
Folder 49, Southern Cone Perception of U.S. Policies. Secret; [handling restriction not 
declassifiedj. Prepared in the Latin America Division of the Office of Regional and Political 
Analysis. Requested by Pastor. 
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....SOUTHERN CONE PERCEPTI.ONS OF US POLICIES . ·.. 
·.. ·.·. 

Summary ..... --........ 

The Southern Cone gover~.ments of Argentina, Brazil.,


Chile, Paraguay, and Uruguay .ha;ye a somewhat cynical· view.· 

of US policies toward Latin America. Their _perspective .· · 

is shaped-by the conviction that Washington's preoccu~·

pation since the mid·l960s with other parts of the world 

has left the US out of touch with Latin American re-
alities. They view US policy toward their region as 

inconsistent, incoherent, and unreasonably punitive.

There is a strong feeling that in the broader arena the 

.US has been outmaneuvered by the Soviets and is losing

its ability to lead the West. · ·... 


.. 
·-:;·.. , 
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\"~--.-·.··:. '·:.·:. ·' .···:·Many 0£ the. differences ~etween··:~Q.e us· an<i .. the.... -:::·::~°>::·:~-~-~~''..-~ .•. ·~···-::~·-:: 
j~;~~-7 ;:_:..·:'.~<.-:So~~~ ~on~- natiop;s·_.have llis.tc;>ricc;t:..~-~qins~: ,;:-)~.t :-~~:;;4~i~\;;~'-.;._;;~i$
:...: .. _. ... ·: . . . ·present ~J.Ine, however, each country.. in...t;.he· ar~a: ~as_...".. : , q: -~. ':::·· • -··~·-·.?-·-"~·:<.:·. i. 
:=~{;-:·:..·· :;:~>... ~,.,_,:·, spep·i~i~: _.g~ie~anc_es ;;·~~ciinst_~ ~e .· t:J~ '· ·~~- ·. th&:mQSt:.. ·,_.c~~St:t~~:,:~~:~:-;~;:::t.~;~:~ 
.... ;_ .: ,·": ·.. ·.- :_ . /. ·.PJ;obl.em. l=!e1ng: huntcU1·· .rights... ...The. µt.i;li~ .~eaif~rs. pf· .:t:Re:·:~·:· -:. ·-;:·,.., 7· :.- ·.·:-:~ 
,.}··;=-.: .-::....-~~~>· .... ;-egioncbel.ieve--trui~::secuiity; a·g(;l:inst::te.fti.st; ~r~~)B~T~~:-~- :::r:fF'r=·~·~? 
~<-<,:: · ..·~ ..··.: ··and~·inte:cnatlona:L .coimnUD.ism~takes precedence: over:_:~rsonar1::~r-~-:--::-.·~7;;~: 
t: 	. -wel.l.-being and individual freedom~ . Most. of ~ese· .. leaders .::~-···'-._•/. :_\":>.~;:'· 

are convinced that int.ervention by the military preven,ted. · ··. 
a leftist ta~eover. They tend to identify economic de- .:·. 
ve·lopment and a ·slow, incremental approach toward demo- : · 
cratic processes as the requisite therapy for accumul.ated · 
national weaknesses. For the coUn.tries that have ex-

. perienced a struggle against terrorism, the fight for 
·national survival has been vei:Y:real•. All of the Southern 

/· Cone cquntries are obsessed with the threat of subversion,
and herein ;lies the basic conflict w.ith OS human rights ... 
policies. · · .. . 

. . 

The Southern Cone governments bitterly· resent their 
poor image in the world press and in international forums,
where ·their militacy leaders are conunonly described as .. 
"totalitarian"- and "fascist." Government spokesmen often . 
complain that exiled Communists and-terrorists are allowed 
to criticize openly without rebuttal. One Brazilian ·. 
of·ficial ·lamented two years ago to us Embassy officers · 
that the Israelis wer~ praised for staging a raid into 
Uganda against terrorists, while counterterrorist ac-
tivities in Brazil were denounced by the US press. 

:":·'" 

. LeaQ.ers in. the Southern Cone b~lieve that investi~ 
· gations by unofficial and official or(Jan;i.zations such as 
Amnesty International and the UN Commission· on Human : 
Rights are overzealous and misguided,: and· that US policy-
makers accept- these findings uncritica1ly. They deplore · 
the United States' selective attention to Latin America . 
while it ignores ht:.-.lan rights violations in Communist 
countries. · 

~·.This coes not ~ean that US human rights policy has 
had a ccs;ilet~ly negative impact on the area. On the 
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Il . contrary, police and military officials in these countries 

~ 
are. now sensitized to h~n rights considerations •.. ~vecy , . '. .. 

_;- _.._.. _. . : ·:·':chief·of. state ·in the area c·laims to have. made :clear to-·-~·:. ."'··: -'-:·=···-
··:-":"·.;..~·_:: ----_ ': : hi$-·.subo:rdinates<that_torture: -~nd ~.rbitrary. ~r.~~t>wi.U..:: __~,:.:;:..:~ ·-:-·:; ~~--~: 

i~-\;•~;i-1f;~~~;~;~1~!~~f'i;~~~~lt~~~~~~i~f~ 

f~·~:_·, .. · · . ··.-···:_:_..From·their perspec~ve, however;. ~these improvements.··.· · _ · " 
~- . . 	 go unackn.owledged by Washington I . ·and moreover,. the tor.rent 

of criticism, adversary treatment, and antagonistic US 
legislation has continued. Their conclusion is that the 
US is p!.aying a game with them-using human rights as a 
way to dictate the timetable and.ultimate shape of the 
political mode the us wants them.to adopt. If, indeed, 
return. to. "democratic .government" .is the real issue, ... 
their answer is that competitive politics is not possible
in the near future. This .stand will no.t be negoti~le
until the various military regimes are convinced that · 
they have. established economic progress and ensured the · 
permanence of political changes they have brought about. 
Continued US pressure to speed up the process will pro-

f.... 	 bably on:1Y increase the bitterness and recrimination•. 
.. . 	

Public Views of US Policies 

It is much more difficult,to get an accurate reading
of public reaction to US human·rights policy. Most: · 
citizens seem to support the military governments; the .. 
rest are either unconcerned with politics or belong to a 
declared opposition. The Chilean Government-probably
enjoys "the greatest backing in the ,'southern Cone; the 
plebiscite vote held there earlier th.fs year; even though
rigged to a certain extent, is a good indication of this 
support. ~r · 

Judging from newspaper commentary and personal
conversations, US h1~N~n rights policy has h~d little 
impact o:i ~"le general populace. Some political groups
that have long oppcsed the various governments and other 
g.roups r::;;rasenti!!g civil and hu.rnan rights causes have 
used the policy to air their own specific grievances. 

- 3 -
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I · · Liberal cl.ergy have also cited the policy as be_ing similar _. , _ 
. ;..- _ to their own_ programs.. _ ··'- , · -- .. __ .. . __ ---..._-_'-_:;;>_.~.:~.. ·.:::·-,::.-..~_.~·::.:~:~:-:~:::d:'.t-

~•. .:.. :· ': ....:~ ~.:·. ·i.··7.~. ·. .. • 
·~ ... . .. ' ·- :· : ...,........ ,. ..-

-r:.; ;·":" -:,,,..:. ,:-- · officials view .human rights ~abuses-.aS:.·an. Unfortunate but ......:··· :•\''.·:~~"-;':"-::,;-_
(';'.;·:._. -- ... -. inevitabl.e consequence of their efforts to eradicate - .... --.;:· :·· .··:-: 
:· · leftist terrorism. Under these circUJ."tlStances, they 

resent attempts by foreign critics to portray the 
Argentine Governme..11t as an oppressive dictatorship. · 
Current us policy is perceived.by the Argentines· as a 
sign tha~ the US considers qood_hilatQXal relations to be 
expendable. ·· 1.'.ttey be.Lieve that this poJ.icy is seJ.ective· 

. ·and biased against Argentina-, -- that they are· marked for · · ... · 
;. "punishment"-. regardless_ of their .. internal problems.' .Seeing themselves as victims· of a conspiracy, they often 

say that if the US understood the terrorist problem, it 
would also understand the government's tough m~asures~ 

Now that the terrorist· threat. seems to·be abating,
the government is attempting to wind down its massive 
security operations and exert tighter controls over 
police and military units. It has ordered the release of 
many prisoners to the custody of their relatives during
daylight hours. The.Interior Minister has warned police
chiefs to stop bullying the public and restore normal 
procedures, and the government has stre..~gthened require-
ments for proper police ident~ficat;ion. In an effort; to 
appease -its critics, the govern.~ent has published several 
li·sts of those arrested or ·tinder detention and. is making 
a concerted effort to locate missing-persons. The :Cnter-
American Human Rights Committee has been invited to visit 
the country, possibly between March and May 1979. 

The basic problem, as far as the Argentines are 
concerned, is that their efforts to deal with the human 
rights issue.have ~ct been noted by Washington. The 
Argentir..e C-over!ll-.:e~t is discouraged by the reductiOJ:l of 
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.i-;y;:::-.· ... .training contract for noncombatan€s,alleviatea·some:·.of ··~~ .. 

~. · · the tension, but Senator Kennedy's letter to President :· ····" · 

1 

· Carter protesting .the decisio.~ is sure . fo rarucJ.e .anenos 

Aires. ·:~··. -~-~ ·~ · 

··.-:..:. . .... 

Anothe~ probl.em is the Argentine plan for an "ex-
pe~imental." plutonium re recessing plant, 

:·::~~e decision runs counter.· 
to President Carter's·desire-.to curb the spread of pro-
liferation-prol)e. :facilities. ···~rgentina .steadfas:t~Y 
refuses ~o sign. the..nuclear nonproliferation treaty,
contending thatit discriminates agai.I)st countries with-
out nuclear weapons. Admiral.Raul Castro Madero, the 
head ·of Argentina'·s·Nuclear·.connnission,· says that all 

,1J:. countries will have to use reprocessing in the future and 
.., the US will have to relent in it~ current policy. Mean~ 

while, Argentina wants to have the technology so· it can 
independently decide whether or not to reprocess. 

The Argentines are also concerned about Cuban-Soviet 
expansion in Africa and cite US inac;::tivity as "Western 
weakness." They have recently discussed taking· a more·· 
active role in the nonaligned_movenjent to counter Cuban 
activities. The hardline attitude is. eaken by Army
General Agosti, who cormnented earlier~his year that 
Argentina's "armed forces wiped out a ~arxist bridgehead ... 

·.without anybody's help or advice 11 andi that something.. 
should be done about Africa. 

There recently was an emotional outpouring in Buenos 
Aires aga:.nst the US over the Export-Import Bank decisipn
not to f L~ance. acrui~Eent e:xports for the Yacreta Dam 
p~oject. The EX?ort-import Bank's change of litina on this 
issue has lessened t:.11.e hue and cry,. but many military men 
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~ ;:~~--"' .:.. · -~:. ~-·:.Argentina t S· potential as. a··nuclear supplier' ·during_ his · -:···: · · :)J .. ""'. 
f~:-::-· .. ;· ·,: ... <. ·• 	 recent trip to Eastern Europe. Military offi~ers, · 

meanwhil..e,. have hinted that t.hev are th;_nkinq of abro-: · 
gating the Rio defense pacb and expelling tlle us military 
group. 

Brazil 

Brazil's foreign policy reflects its very real great 
power aspirations.. It wants to develop new markets· and 
to expand existing ones for Brazilian exports, and it is 
working to achieve and demonstrate independence of th~ .us 
in foreign affairs. These are n.ot new attitudes, but 
resentment of us human rights and nuclear proliferation
policies has heightened Brazilian sensitivities and 
evoked dramatic reactions such.as Brasilia's severance 
~ast ye~r o~ milita:cy ties with Washington. 

Brazil is particularly concerned over the us position · . 
on human rights, which it attacks as an unwarrarited in- . 
trusion into Brazil's domestic affairs. This truculence 
masks a very.real fear that the US, deliberately or not,
will 'encourage civilian dissent and increase domestic 
demands for basic ch~"'lges ~ While President Geise1 and · . 
President-elect Figueiredo seem to favor gradual liberal-
ization, they do not w~~t the pace to be pushed by .social · 
forces. Nevertheless, the government has now formally
ended press censorship and connnitted itself to restoring
habeas corpus in !':!aT?y political and national security · .. 
cases and shelving the decree law that gives the regime
sweeping dictatorial powers. 1 • 

Brazilian of=icials are also acutely concerned that 
the ~oun-==-~'s economic well-being is still fragile and 
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,_. . vulnerabl.e to outside forces. Thus, the Brazilians tend , , _....... 


1~,~,1~:~~;~~~~~r~~i;it~l~Jll~

F·:-.:_ . ... . mo:c::e exports of: manufactured: goods to·developed. n.ations'~·- ·.... ,· ;· _:·.;. :. . · 
: .: · ,_ "One obser-Ver has· no.ted that the intense focus on rapid.· · ·. · 

; 	 modernization ·tends to lead Brazilian policymakers to .,_
perceive almost all foreign policy conflicts as potenti-
ally ~"1reatening to basic ·Brazilian interests• .· · .. ....... 


The Brazilians view US nu~lea~·nonproliferation 
concerns in a similar context, <qften ·saying that US : : 
opposition to the Brazil-Wes~·.:German nuclear accord is 
merely a veiled attempt to qonstrain Brazilian growth.
They point out the critical importance to them.of non-
fossil fuel as a source of energy because of the high·· 
co·st of imported oil. Argentina's decision to ·aevelop
reprocessing technology.will almost certainly prompt
Brazil to follow suit. 

Added to these specific problems with the US is the 
growing opinion in Brazil that the US has lost or is 
losing its r.esolve and even some of its capacity as a · 
world power. The sizable conservative sector in Brazil 
sees the US limited in its capacity_.for action abroad by 
an excess of permissiveness, an aura of decadence, and 
the aftermath of its exoerience in.Vietnam. The situ-
ation in.Africa is perceived as the b~st current example
of ·this development. ~. .~ · ·". ·..· '· ·· · 

·.·.··1 

The US is viewed from an envirorunent in which there 
is a tradition of a very strong executive, with power
wielded by an elite -that distrusts and fears the masses. 
At prese~t th~ government is controlled and supported py· 
a conser-~ative military that is strongly anti-Communist 
and convinced that Brazil is a·prime target.of the inter-
national Co:m:.~unist Eovement. 
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The ga~eral populace is somewhat more sensitized to 
!. ·" . .. . .. the. issue of human rights than people in the rest of the · . . . _--.. ·.-['.::.<:< '~::·,:'-=--.·southern Cone because of the low incidence ·of·:te-rrorist :-:~:<.·~-~::.<::,· ... _: ·:·;:· 

~"i~'j~:i~L·:-~~i~f~i~~E~iSf!~Effj:;;'f;)~'-~,

~~:>-' ·..·__,_·... : ··goverrunent·polic·ies.. Nevertheless,··.lik~··other. Lath! .. '.~·:·:.>i'=.;.,.=·: ·· IE··· .... ,.. . - . . . . . . . . . . . • . .. . .. • .. 

'·;.b~'. ·:..<, , " -	 American countri,es, ·'Braziliails. .fb.... general.:··adhere·-to : '.·. _..:"' ~~:~'.J:;: .. ··_ : 
t~~::- ·. 	 aut.horltarian,. patern_ali$:tic ·cµItu;aI p~~terIJ.~ .. anq... are·:: -. >.~~~-- .. · 
'· ' · · · much ·more tolerant·-of limitations on· the _individual than ·· ..·,, · 

North Americans. In a recent conversation the chief of " ·· 
the Brazilian Nation4l Intelligence Service·rhetorically 

·questioned which posea the greater threat _to Brazil--the .· · 
US or the Soviet Union? The intelligence chief went on · 

~ . ·to wonder why the us did not-understand Brazil's·problems
1 · 	 and why Washington would not··assist a gradual move toward 

democratic government rather than engage in constant and 
unproductive criticism. 

Chile 

· Chilean leaders have long been convinced that US 
policy on human rights has been aimed specifically at 
them. The Piiiochet government is bewildered by this \ 
because it beiieves that it has made substantial progress·
in eliminating human rights violations, but it has-yet to 
hear any· favorable comment from Washington. -President 
~inochet is disappointed by .the 
lack of us recognition of the improving situation in . ·· 
Chile. He believes that he is being criticized with the 
same intensity as before he tried to make imi;)rovements.
The Chileans will be interested in the US vote on the UN 
Human Rights Committee's attempt to provide funds to 
"victims" of Chilean human rights vioiations. 

Amo~g the hu~~n rights advances the Chileans cite.· 
are: .a relaxation o:f oress controls and an end to the · 
state of siege; a reduction in the curfew; an amnesty for 
political ?:risoners and official consent for... most exiles 
to retu.-.--:i; a sweeping reorganization and reform of the 
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intelligence service, which had been resoonsibie f~T much 
, . . of the abuse of human righes; civilian appointments to :. . . 
L ... -.•:,:....,., .....-.·:the:· cabinet,. including the- key--. Interior Minis.tiy, -;which··'·, "'.'-···~~..:.:.:;:;_.~". 
~~:~~- '~;~'. :i~ ~'.:)~· "J ,.··.i$-: ~espons.i.])1~· ·:for the. ·inteµiq~ce ...$.ei:Vice_;; · accE!_ierate<i --~:,=~·:: :· !.·:-:-:.·'~-
~..:. ···;·:' ·: :.- ··,: · ·: .- comp-letion· of. ·a··new·_,constitution ancl~ advancement· ill' the::·· . . ·;;,:..: .: :::: ' 

~f'.'.:~:tr~,{;_,;:.'~:=;m~~7~~ript~~~-~~~~:~1::~lr~~t'J;;::z5~:;;;

';,,,...::; - -=:-(,··-.'·.· : 'next year; and the vis.tt of t.lte ··UN -H.~-Rights ·Comm:i,:ttee· :·> .··.:::.-.:;_ ·~ 
ft . - . . • .. . .. . . . - ... . . ..c · . delegation. ·-. . · : · - · ... ·. . .. ·. . · · . ··! · · • : • -- ' .-. . ... . . ~ . . . . ,. . . . . ' . ..·:- .. ~. - -- .. 

The 
" 

w11ilean military sees itself as 
. 
a traditional· · · 

ally of the·us and.believes that Washington "encouraged"
the co.up agai~st Allende. Onc~:Allende was overthrown,
however, the military·believes_:· that the us was fol:'ced by
domestic political concerns to·become strongly critical 

· of the new government and t~ ~eny any part in the coup. 

The Chileans are now convinced that US-Chilean 
relations will never be the sa.~e. They believe that 

·there is a small coterie in Washington that is actively
working to undermine the Pinochet regim~. They find it 
incomprehensible that the US does not realize that the 
stringent government controls in Chile were a necessary 
.course of action after the overthrow of the Marxist 
Allende regime. They also think that the US is being:_
overzealous in its Prosecution· of the Letelier case1 Ule 

.Chilean media have contrasted this enthusiasm with what 
it describes as a lack of interest in finding out the 
"truth" in .the K~nn.edy assassinat:ion:~ Anti-US nation-
alism is easily aroused. For example, a Washington Post 
editorial in June calling for Pinochet to resign.and be 
replaced by a Christian Democratic gov,ernmerit was cf'e-
nounced in a series of man-in-the-street interviews and 
was described by nearly everxone as an unwarranted in-
trusion in Chilean affairs. 

The opposition political parties, meanwhile, view us· 
human rights policy as made to order for their OWil; cam-
paign a~ainst the government. The Christian-Democrats,
in particular, hope that the fallout from the Letelier 
case.wi~l brL~g down Pinochet. 
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While.the Chileans beli~ve they are being unfairly. 

hf;f;-:,~-:~- ::: ·i!:ir;:.~~ :::h!~~!~ii~~~~,i~~.~!~i~:.;r~~:~~~~i~i~··:":r~:~~-···: ·. _.~:~~~~--~~~~c~· 

(~/-·:·~~~-~~ ·.. ; "'"~-~~ q~!!.9..!~J.s.-~~~~~: ~d_m_t~_J;Jl~J.I~."-~~4:.W'C?~d..-: ·~:.i;~e-.~~~~~~-go.µIl~'.'~~:~"0.· ~~.;2~>.: 
:,;,:;:~-..... ··:::,··zc.'.~..:- - eventiia:i;.Iy· ..to ·-e"'J'.olva "al-onq·· US'' l:~tf0s -~ ·Des.pita··a .. c"i.iftent:. ··{.,_.."~··' :. '=.:•.,c~;~:··~--

~~:\~i::.- ~,~ .E'·~:~,!i~~:~:~=:~£~!~:J~~~~~:t~:_;~~~t~!~:f~~!~~~t~;_:·.·>~~~:~-.~0~;;~'.~; 

:·-~" , ·.· . · wil.l deteriorate ·even further-· ··The Chileans:··appear · :_. .-.' .. _:· . 

. 'determined :to refrain from ariy hostile act ·or statement .. 
against the US and continue t9 hope for better treatment. 
For exa!:lple, Foreign Minister. Cubillos.· recently devoted 
most of a meeting with, Secre.tary Vance to setting forth. 
the Chilean position in the .·Beagle· Channel negotiations . 
with Argentina.· . Des pi.te the. p~QJ: relg, CionS -in"t!t tm! mt;
Cubillos clearly hoped that Washington ·would use· its · 
influence to soften Argentina·~ s' position in the dispute •. 

._:·.:···.:·.:·:..· 

· Cubillos went on to e~lain the evolutionary process
_of the return to democratic government in Chile. He . 
acknawl~dged the Chilean belief· that civilian government·
is imposs·ible now, but pointed out that political insti-
tutionalization is under way.· Cubillos' remarks and the 
general atmosphere in Santiago suggest that even though
there are strong feelings in Chile favoring an accomino-. 
dation ·with the US, t..liere is little chance of a quic;:k
return to civilian rule~ Not Qnly has the government
been successful.in solving the· country's chronic economic 
problems, there are strong memories-pf the political and· 
economic chaos of t.~e Allende years~~in smn there is 
little desire to return the country:: to the politicians• 

• f ••:-.. 

Paraguay 

President Stroessner has been in~·power since 1954, · 
and there appears to be little chance for any change in 
the policies that, in hfs view and in the view of.many
Paraguay=ns, have brought the.country internal peace, 
stabili~y, and economic progress. The Stroessner regime
has a poc= hu.~an rig~ts record, but there is some evi-
dence tha.~ improve.-rrents are being made and indications 
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that combined Western diplomatic pressure j_s· beginning ..to .. _ . . 


~~£f0~:~~;~~;~~i~:~ii:1~:~i~~~~5i~~ii1~;;;,~~~

~,:; -~ :-~.... .. · Francer···result~ ·in .r.ainas-s:.: release from·prisori. -~'.": Indeea.-:· ,_ .~-~-~ ··.·-_:·,_~-:· ~; 
c"_··: _.. · largely as a result··of us pressure, Paraguay has· released ,- : '· .. 
\··:· ·· · ci.iniost a.11 of its Po1it·ical prisoners from jci.il. Human · 

rights, ~owever, will probably continue to be a problem
because o.f .the subservience of the judiciary to presi-
dential authority and the lack of control over _police
interrc:>gation.methods• 

. The us. AJ:r-...bassador in Asun.cion noted as early as last 
May that the Paraguavans were im_provL'"lq their human 
rights performance. He ~alled th~ move by the Senate 
Foreign Relations Committee to cut expansion credit$ and 
the mil·itary trai.t'ling program for Paraguay from the 
fiscal year 1979 Foreign Assistance Bill too harsh in the 
face of. improved-conditions.. He argued that Washington'·s
continued ignorance of improvements played into the hands 
of hardliners who u~ge suppression of all dissidence. 

The Paraguayan Government's public response-to the 
US human rights policy has been negative. President 
Stroessner often cites his staunch anti-Communism as well 
as concern over terrorism and .subversion as reasons for 
strict controls. Many members of the Paraguayan po- . 
litical elite are plainly worried by what they see as the. 
US failure to meet the Soviet-Cuban challenge in Africa. 
They see the US as a weakened ally that can no longer be 
counted upon.to fight against Communist aggression. They
regard US criticism of their country as naive and an 
invasion of their do~estic affairs. 

Because of t..~e extent of media censorship in the 
country, it is difficult to determine what the populace
thinks of the Stroessner regime. The President appears
to.be personally po9ular, however, and his travels about 
the country are e~'t..~usiastically received ~y the citizens. 
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' L- . . ·A return to civilian .rule. any time soon . j,.s highly unlikely. -. , .. 
~-~; : < -~ -~ .-~·:_~·- <-... -· .,., -. ... . - . .. ... ___ ~:_=--~-.~,..:-_::....,.:~-·~,~;-.·-~-,-~---:·:'._._-----~-~~-~~·.r.;::i_~.. ..~.-~-· ..__ ·~_:.._~·=·:~.;:~;~~;-.,_._ :;: __ __ ---:-.· __:~-~--~~_:{_:~-~----~_•_- .._:~_::~--~-'.~_"_::~.--~~--
b_-i.-'l_~--: : . ·:_ . Ur~~~et:Z ·_.... -__:. '._ ~ ::: .. ::.. ..":. :~ : :.._:: .. - ,-_~· .-.:. :··.::.. ;:~-:- ..: ~-~:.:. . . .· ,---·-~~-.~:::.:·~-.::.. ··;-..~_;_·_ '.; /.:~~~-~;::;..; 
~~c:~.<··: ·· · . :_-__ -_.·---...~. ·.u:rugua:Y: has: tarcen $Orne steps. d~r_ing the P~~·e·.:year-~·i:o~:-.=-~:::·-::::.·t,:'·:-~ 
~f.<_: /~~ ·;_·) ~ ·?-.i1!1P~ov~· ,human: ~~ghtS• .sondiU:ons ,_. a+~o119:h J:hi; .~V.er.all.~ :- -~~:~'.K~:~~-·~::,'Ht:i.'.~3 
~.'::'-: . -~-- .._ :··. · ~.i.tuation remains. poor._. The government. retains e~tens:i:ve. ··~:·· :· t ... -..f.,•:·
:·""· ·· .. 	 statutory powers of control that it is relu~tan~ to 9ive- .... ·· · 

up. On the.average, fewer political arrests have been 
·made in 1978 than last year, and there have _been far 

fewer instances of mistreatment.of political prisoners.
Although t..lie· judicial system .. ·is hamstrung by executive 
contro1s·and is far from· independent, military courts are 
reducing the backlog of political and subversive cases . 

. . and .are "ordering the. re·lease .(>f. increasing numbers of . 
detainees •.... The . local press is· heginnirig to advocate more. 
free1y-~if cautio11sly-~an expeditious. return to ci'Vilian·govermnent. ··· ·· ·· · · · · 

Among the positive measures taken by the government 
,. · are:_, pel::miss.ion for an .. Am~rica~ Bai: Association visi"t in· 

April; p1ans· to publish a list -of prisoners :re.leased. ·since 1January1978;· an intention to invite the Inter-~' national Red Cross to visit Uruguay and to open talks 
·with ·the Inter-American Human Rights Connnission on ground
rules for a visit; and curtailment of prisoner detentions 
under emergency powers. Most 1ndications are that the 
regime· would like to improve its image abroad and will 
move steadily to change its human rights practices. 

Once South America's most···lib~~al democracy, Uruguay 
·may now be the region's most highly controlled society.
To explain this,- Uruguayan leaders point out that 
Washington has no ap?reciation for the intensity of the 
struggl-a a_gainst the Tupamaro guerrillas., The Uruguayan
militar:..~ .seas this battle as a defense of its national 
moral values, patriotism; and honor. For this reason, it_ 
remains :.da"nantly opposed to US hu.rnan ri·ghts policies and 
has atte~ted to discredit the US through a well-managed
media Ca.!::?aign. 
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Many rightist military officers oppose the us and 
~,·'~:. ..·:. · . want· to follow the Brazilian political. mode. On the . . . ... .. . 
~;fo•< .,_- >~·:.··:~··other 'hand~ General- Gregc::>rio ~lvarezr the co!n;m~:nder.:ip. .":~,:~:{:":,::.: ·}·.;:.~,:.:·.-~ 
s:t':-:.:~: ·.. ' ..·: :.<::hief .of the Army who want.S. to ·b~ J?resl'.dent s9me day;).~'~""'.':_:;.-~,) ... >'::..~.;:·1¥:·. --~::. :·."":-'_,':,.·.;.support$ "1- ~~w. ev~l:-uation. of. the humet&"l rights·.s~tuation .. ;:·:.-: ~-:.~:..~;,/:':~·.~:~ 

~~·~)~,~.,:~.;-~::;·~~~·:_~~~e~-~·· h~;~~f~~t:!~~~e~-·~~~r!J!~:~;0~~~~~;~~~+-~:<;;Yfi~~:i.:~:.:5:,.-
.::~: : .. -. officers., however, shoul.d not· be underestimated',. however•. -:.·.. ::··:-.:·;·~>: 
<": .. · · Their recent pique at remarks of the· us Army attache and · · " -

subsequent campaigns to have him recalled are in$tructive .. 

Moreover, .even if General Alvarez is successflil in 
his campaign, the Uruguayan military has· no intention of 
e~4ing its control· of the government until 1986. Mean-
while, Uruguay' ;:> poor·huma.n rights· pe-rformance, togeth.er
with lJS legislative· and policy restrictions on ecoriomc ,
and military assistance, are·impediments·to better 
relations. ·Uruguayans hope· that a new, more positive
attitude taward human rights will result in betterre-

· lations with theUS, but they insist that Washington
should hav~ no illusions about the prospects for an early
return to civilian government. · · 

. ·.· ... 
' 
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The current dispute between Argentina and Chile 
over the Beagle Channel and related territorial 
claims has a long and ·complex history. It is typical of 
many other South American boundary problems 
that stem from early, ambiguously worded agree-
ments and treaties that were formulated before 
accurate maps were available. This paper addresses 
the major issues in the Argentina-Chile dispute. 

The Beagle Channel lies near the southern tip of 

South America and serves as an alternate route 

between the Atlantic and Pacific oceans to the Strait 

of Magellan and to the course around Cape Horn. A 

treaty negotiated in 1881 stipulates that the bound-
ary between Argentina and Chile should run north-

south through Tierra del Fuego, dividing Isla Grande 

into two parts, with Argentina getting the eastern 

part and Chile the western part. All islands along the 

Atlantic coast were to belong to Argentina; those 

south of the Beagle Channel as far as Cape Horn 

and all along the Pacific coast were to belong to 

Chile. 


Differing interpretations of the treaty soon arose. 
·The Chileans claimed that the north-south line divid-
ing Isla Grande was to stop at the northern shore of 
the Beagle Channel, so that the channel itself as well 
as all territory to the south. belonged to Chile. The 
Argentines countered that the north-south line 
reached midchannel and that a portion of the chan-
nel .belonged to them. The Chileans also held that 
the channel extends eastward as far as Cabo San 
Pio, making the small islands of Picton, Lennox, and 

ared by-. 
Office of Geo-

Nueva theirs; whereas the Argentines claimed that 
the channel turns southward to the west of Picton 
and Lennox, and the islands are therefore Argentine. 

Picton, Lennox, and Nueva, ownership of which 
has become a matter of national pride to both 
countries, have no more than a dozen or so 
permanent or seasonal Chilean residents and no 
Argentines; gold placers once exploited on them 
have long since played out, and with the possible 
exception of some nitrate deposits, they contain no 
known mineral or other resources of significance. In 
recent years, however, the importance of Tierra del 
Fuego as a whole has grown, both economically and 
strategically. Oilfields and enormous sheep ranches 
occupy the northern part of the region. In the south, 
Us"huaia, Argentina, has grown from a mere outpost 
to a town of 6,000 inhabitants. It has an airfield, a 
·naval base, port and petroleum storage facilities, a 
radio station, a hydroelectric plant, and a road that 
allows overland communication with the north. Chile 
maintains a small naval base at Puerto Williams, 
south of the Beagle Channel on Isla Navarino. 
Puerto Williams has an airstrip, a radio station, a 
hotel, and a civilian population of about 700. 

A series of incidents, including one in which a 
Chilean PT boat entered Ushuaia Bay and was fired 
at by an Argentine patrol ship in 1967, led Chile to 
unilaterally seek British arbitration. Argentina re-
jected the idea at the time, but signed a treaty in 
1972 whereby the International Court of Justice 
would study the problem and submit its verdict to 

COt4FIE>EtfflAL 



[Omitted are:illa~s ~dphotograpbs _of the·Beagle Ch8J1Ilel and its islands.] 


. .. 
the British crown for approval or disapproval. In 
May 19n ~ Court decided that the Beagle Chan-
ilel should be dMded between the tw<> countries and 
the disputed islands awarded to Chlte; Implementa-
tion of· the ~ which was _accepted by the 
British, was set for 2 February of the folowing year. 
·aut in December 1977, Argeotlna. which had al-
ready Indicated It would not accept the Court's 
ruling, began a press campaign and a riumber of 
eeonomlc and military moves t_o prompt conoessk>ns 
from Chile. Presidents Vldela of Argentina and 
Pinochet of Chile met In Mendoza. Argentina, In 
January 1978, and lri Puerto Montt. Chffe, in Febru-
ary, and signed agreements creating a joint ~mis
sion and outUnlng a phased negotiation process. 
The first phase ended In April without any significant 
progress. 

As the second phase of negotiations proceeded, 
the focus of attention shifted aw~y from the Islands 
in the mouth of the Beagle Channel to a number_of 
smaller Islands to the south, Including. Evout, 
Barnevelt, and Homos. Argentina wants a boundary 
that would link these Islands before It turns south 
along the Cape Hom meridian, or, better yet, an 
alignment t~t woold place orre or more of the 
Islands.entirely In Argentine territory. Intrusion of th~ 
Chileans into the Atlantic is resented by the Argen-
tines, who feel that It breaks a gentleman's agree-
ment between the two countries that Argentina · 

should be an Atl8ntic power and Chile exclusively a 
Pacific power. 

Argentina is also concerned about the affect the 
Court's awards to .Chile might have on control Of 
ocean resources; bOth countries claim· sovereignty 
over resources within 200 miles of the coast. Owner-
ship Of Picton, Lennox, and Nueva may bear on the 
loeatlon of the boundary_ between tf1e two respective 
2oo-m11e z6iles and could give Chile a sizable slice 
·of the South Atlantic. ·Continental shelf petroleum · 
and coastal fisheries 8('e the resources of greatest 
interest, but the value and the eXtent Of these In the 
area are unknown. The shelf east of Nueva island, 
however, . Is quite narrow, about 15 miles wide, 
beyond which the bottom drops rapidly to a~i 
depths. ·It Is, t~refore, much less attractive for 
development..than Argentina's broad shelf on the 

· northeastern side of Tierra del Fuego, which has · 
rich, relatively untapped fish resources and potential 
oil deposits .that may rival those of the North . 
Sea-although the latter will take many years of 
exploration to determine. 

· An additional Argentine concern ls that the inter-. 
national Court ruling will adversely affect their 
Antarctic claim which overlaps that of Chile~ Pre-
sun:iably, they fear that any extension of Chilean 
territory eastward Into the Atlantic will lend weight to 
Chilean claims to territory directly to the south on 
the Antarctic Peninsula 

CONFIDEN I IAL 3 
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37. 

Memorandum From Robert Pastor of the National Security Council Staff to the President's 
Assistant for National Security Affairs (Brzezinski) 

Washington, November 27, 1978 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Brzezinski Material, Country File, Box 45, 
Latin America, 8-12/78. Secret. Sent for information. Inderfurth and Denend initialed the 
memorandum. 
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MEMORANDUM 

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL 

SEGRE'*' 


November 27, 1978 

I 
_; 

I 
MEMORANDUM FOR: ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI ADP Declassification Review 

DECLASSIFIED 

€~;~ 
FROM: ~~OBERT PASTOR by John Fitzpatrick, 4/24/2017 
SUBJECT: Beagle Channel Update ' ' i 

( 

Since November 2 when the special Argentine-Chilean commission 

adjourned without having reached an agreement on the juris-
dictional dispute in the Beagle Channel, several diplomatic 

messages between the two countries' Presidents have been 

exchanged. The Argentines agreed to a Chilean proposal that 

a mediator be chosen to resolve the dispute only if boundary

questions could be discussed first. The Argentines want 

exclusive maritime claims in the Atlantic, and three islands 

in the Beagle Channel under Chilean jurisdiction threaten 

these claims.- The Chileans have resisted the idea of setting

such terms of reference for a mediator. 


Intelligence reports indicate that the GOA has been hastily

purchasing arms: patrol boats from Israel, France, West 

Germany, and South Korea; aircraft from Israel (30 Mirage III 

jets) and France (parts for Alouette helicopters); ammunition 

from France (the Exocet naval missile), U.K., West Germany,

Belgium, Italy_; and communication P.gujpment €rem FranQe and 

Israel. hardliners in the Argentine military believe the 

time has come for a show of force. One of the leaders of 

this group, the conunanding general of Argentina's I Corps,

told our Ambassador that if the dispute is not resolved by

the first two weeks in December, Arqentina would take th~ 

initiative and fight Chi1e. Reinforcing this~message, the 


. admiral who commands the Argentine Coast Guard told an 
American Embassy officer last Friday (November 24) that 
Argentina will occupy the disputed territory and will break 
diplomatic and trade ties with Chile unle~s ne__gotiations are 
resumed in ten days. 

We have just learned from the Chilean Foreign Minister that 

he is pleased by the conciliatory nature of Argentina's latest 

note, which is reported to have recommended the modalities of 

the December 11 Fore.ign Minister's meeting in Buenos Aires,

and he will reconunend that Pinochet accept it~. .rt' s not cre-ar 

yet whether this means that the Chileans have accepted

Argentina's definition of the issue. 


Our position has remained one of talking to both sides (and

others--e.g., the Brazilians) without getting in between. I 

continue to believe that is the best course. Trying to 

mediate between the Argentines and the Chil,eans would make 

Camp David look easy, and we just don't have the same kind 

of stake in the Beagle Channel that we have in the Middle

East. 
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38. 

Telegram From the Department of State to the Embassy in Italy 

Washington, December 8, 1978, 2343Z 

310384 

1 Source: National Archives, RG 59, Central Foreign Policy File, D780507-0584. Confidential; 
Flash; Exdis. Sent Immediate for information to Buenos Aires, Santiago, Bogota, Brasilia, 
Caracas, Montevideo, Mexico City, and Lima. Drafted by Ruser and Bumpus; cleared by 
Guzman and in EUR, IO/UNP, and S/S-0; approved by Vaky. 
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EXDIS 
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ORIGIN SS-25 

INFO OCT-01 IS0-00 SS0-00 CC0-00 /026 R 

DRAFTED BY ARA/ECA:CWRUSER:JNBUMPUS:JMA
APPROVED BY ARA:VPVAKY 
ARA:RGUZMAN 
EUR:WE :VBROD 
IO/UNP -EESVENDSEN 
S/S-O:JETHYDEN 

------------------071250 082358Z /61
Z 0 082343Z DEC 78 ZFF4 
FM SECSTATE WASHDC 
TO AMBMBASSY ROME FLASH 
INFO AMEMBASSY BUENOS AIRBS IMMEDIATE 
AMEMBASSY SANTIAGO IMMEDIATE 
AMEMBASSY BOGOTA IMMEDIATE 
AMEMBASSY BRASILIA IMMEDIATE 
AMEMBASSY CARACAS IMMEDIATE 
AMEMBASSY MONTEVIDEO IMMEDIATE 
AMEMBASSY MEXICO IMMEDIATE 
AMEMBASSY LIMA IMMEDIATE 

e e H p I 1' g lf ! I A L STATE 310384 

EXDIS ROME FOR VATICAN OFFICE FOR AMBASSADOR WAGNER 

E.O. 12065:· GDS 12/08/82 (CWRUSER) 

TAGS: AR, CI, PDIP 

SUBJECT: BEAGLE CHANNET. 
REF: (A) BUENOS AIRES 09558 ,:Bl 

1. -fe-ENTIRE TEXT) 

2. SUMMARY. DEPARTMENT IS INCREASINGLY CONCERNED THAT 
"1Qai'.i'ili91ll1WlM. 

PAGE 02 STATE 310384 

HOSTILITIES MAY BE IMMINENT IN THE DISPUTE BETWEEN 
ARGENTINA AND CHILE OVBR THE ISLANDS SOUTH OF THE 
BEAGLE CHANNEL AND THE RESULTING CLAIMS TO MARITIME 
ZONES IN THE SOUTH ATLANTIC. MEDIATION BY THE POPE 
A POSSIBILITY IN WHICH ARGENTINA IS INTERESTED --
MAY BE ONE OF THE FEW REMAINING POSSIBILITIES OF 
AVOIDING BLOODSHED. AMBASSADOR IS REQUESTED TO 
APPROACH VATICAN, EXPRESS OUR GRAVE CONCERN THAT 
ARGENTINA MAY RESORT TO MILITARY ACTION IF THE 
DECEMBER 12 FOREIGN MINISTERS' MEETING:IS NOT 
SUCCESSFUL AND ENCOURAGE VATICAN MAKE A FIRM OFFER 
TO MEDIATE THE DISPUTE AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. 

2. ARGENTINA AND CHILE HAVE CARRIED ON AN INCREASINGLY 
ACRIMONIOUS DISPUTE OVER TERRITORIAL RIGHTS TO ISLANDS 

AND ISLETS SOUTH OF THE BEAGLE CHANNEL FOR NEARLY 100 
YEARS. THE DISPUTE WAS SUBMITTED TO ARBITRATION IN 
1971 AND THE AWARD WHICH WAS HANDED DOWN BY THE BRITISH 
CROWN FOR THE THREE MAJOR INHABITED ISLANDS PRINCIPALLY 
FAVORED CHILE. ARGENTINA DECLARED THE AWARD VOID IN 
JANUARY 1978. NEGOTIATIONS BETWEEN THE TWO COUNTRIES 
SINCE THAT TIME HAVE BEEN LARGELY UNSUCCESSFUL AND 

ADP Declassification Review 
DECLASSIFIED 
by John Fitzpatrick, 4/24/2017 
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EVEN BEFORE FORMAL TALKS ENDED ON NOVEMBER 2, ARGENTINA 
BEGAN SABRE RATI'LING EXERCISES INTENDED TO CONVINCE 
THE CHILEANS THAT HOSTILITIES WOULD RESULT IF A 
NEGOTIATED SETI'LEMENT COULD NOT BE AGREED UPON. CHANGING 
POLITICAL REALITIES IN ARGENTINA HAVE PROJECTED HARD-
LINERS WHO FAVOR A WAR WITH CHILE INTO INCREASINGLY 
POWERFUL POSITIONS. 

4. OUR AMBASSADOR IN BUENOS AIRES HAS HAD SEVERAL 
CONVERSATIONS WITH PAPAL NUNCIO TO ARGENTINA, LAGHI, WHO 
eetff'ff'Jmft'?JttJ 

PAGE 03 STATE 310384 

HAS SUGGESTED THAT THE POPE MIGHT BE WILLING TO MEDIATE 
THE DISPUTE IF HE FELT THAT SITUATION WAS SUFFICIENTLY 
CRITICAL AND THAT FURTHER BILATERAL PROGRESS COULD NOT 
BE MADE (REFTEL A). 

5. THE DEPARTMENT BELIEVES THAT CRITICAL POINT 
IN THE DISPUT!i: MAY HAVE BEEN REACHED (REFTEL B) .-. IN 
FACT, LATEST INTELLIGENCE REPORTS INDICATE SITUATION MAY 
BE EVEN MORE CRITICAL THAN WE HAD PREVIOUSLY THOUGHT. 

6. YOU SHOULD IMMEDIATELY CONTACT HIGHEST RANKING 
CURIA OFFICIAL AVAILABLE AND MAKE FOLLOWING POINTS: 

-- USG BELIEVES THAT POSSIBILITY OF HOSTILITIES BETWEEN 
ARGENTINA AND CHILE IS IMMINENT. 

-- DEMARCHBS TO CHILE AND ARGENTINA BY THE US, THE 
EC-9 AND NUMEROUS LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES HAVE NOT 
DIMINISHED THE POSSIBILITY OF WAR; THE TWO COUNTRIES 
MAINTAIN THEIR APPARENT COLLISION COURSE. 

-- IF THE DECEMBER I2 MEETING OF FOREIGN MINISTERS 
DOES NOT REACH SUBSTANTIVE AGREEMENT, AND THIS APPEARS 
INCREASINGLY UNLIKELY BECAUSE OF THE CHILEAN INSISTENCE 
ON LIMITING THE QUESTION TO MARITIME BOUNDARIES WHILE 
ARGENTINA DEMANDS THAT ALL TERRITORY IN THE FAR SOUTH 
BE CONSIDERED, WAR SEEMS LIKELY. 

-- HOWEVER, IF THE POPE WERE TO IMMEDIATELY OFFER 
HIS GOOD OFFICES TO MEDIATE THE CONFLICT, THIS 
MIGHT POSSIBILY AVERT CONFLICT. ONLY THE MORAL AUTHORITY 
OF THE POPE MAY BE ABLE TO AVERT WHAT APPEARS TO 
BE A SLIDE INTO WAR. 

-- PAPAL EFFORTS COULD BE EXPRESSED IN A NUMBER OF WAYS, 
INCLUDING: PERSONAL MESSAGES TO BOTH PRESIDENTS, PUBLIC 
eeHP:rBB!ft'IAfl 

eetrPIBB!ff!ti 

PAGE 04 STATE 310384 

STATEMENT URGING PEACEFUL RESOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM AND/
OR AN INVITATION TO PRESIDENTS OF THE TWO COUNTRIES TO 
MEET WITH HIM TO REVIEW SITUATION IF THIS IS 
APPROPRIATE. 

-- IF THE S,TUATION IS DETERIORATING AS IT APPEAR- TO US 
THAT IT IS, WHATEVER IS DONE MUST Q DRAffATIC JmOUGH TO 
GIVE ARGENTINA SERIOUS PAUSE. VANCE 

Page2o~ 
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Memorandum for the Record 

Washington, December 8, 1978 

1 Source: Central Intelligence Agency, Office of the Director of Central Intelligence, Job 
81B00112R, Box 15, Folder 41, DCI/DDCI Memrecs/Memos/Agendas of Brzezinski/ Aaron 
Meetings, August-December 1978. Secret. 
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8 Decemt>er 1978 

MEr«lRANDUM FOR THE RECORD 

SUBJECT: Conversation with Dr. Brzezinski, Secretary Vances 

Secretary Brown and Mr. Aaron, 8 December 1978, on 

Covert Action· Finding ( U) · 


1. I raised the i-ssue of a possible covert action finding on the 
Beagle Channel in..o.tdPr to__l~t us uc:;~ our influence to ·k.eeo the situatioR 
callu. Th.ere was instant and vehement rejection of this 1n v1ew at the 
fact that the United Stat s h 

2. I think we should send a cable EO 13526 3.3(b)I l) that it 
is the US open pos.ition to oppose military conflict over the B a annel 
issue and that they can support that position 

:'!.tz 
STA~SFIELD TURNER , "'\. I 
Di rector -:<.._, \ -11'':1,rJ

/" : ~ . ~ . (. ' ., , ' ;,-, \.v- I, 
. ; ~ ' :"""' ' . . ! .., {<"'- ·.. c,{:\ ·~ . u 
~I ·~·.

i. 
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40. 

Memorandum From Acting Secretary of State Christopher to President Carter 

Washington, December 13, 1978 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Brzezinski Material, Subject File, Box 21, 
Evening Reports (State), 12/78. Secret. Carter initialed the memorandum. Christopher was acting 
for Vance, who was in London, Cairo, Tel Aviv, and Jerusalem December 9-15. 
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
WASHINGTON ---

December 13, 1978 

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: Warren Christopher, Acting l>J.c. 

Beagle Channel. The meetings in Buenos Aires 
between the Foreign Ministers of Argentina and Chile 
on the Beagle Channel dispute were not successful. 
The Argentines rejected a Chilean compromise package,
including Papal mediation, by insisting that the two 
countries first resolve the issue of sovereignty over 
the islands. The Chilean Foreign Minister returned 
to Santiago this afternoon. Senior Argentine military
commanders are expected to meet tomorrow morning to 
consider further steps. Chile put its military forces 
on full alert early this morning, matching actions 
taken by Argentina several weeks ago. 

Yesterday I called in the Argentine and Chilean 

Ambassadors to warn them against using force to re-
solve the dispute. Both recognize ~hat it is a 

dangerous situation, but I am not at all confident 

that their countries will show the restraint I urged 

on them. Right now, the ri~k of armed conflict seems 

high. 


[Omitted here are items l:HlFelated to Latill 1'\meriea] 

ADP Declassification Review 
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41. 

Telegram From the Department of State to the Embassies in Argentina and Chile 

Washington, December 15, 1978, Ol 18Z 

315625 

1 Source: National Archives, RG 59, Central Foreign Policy File, P840139-1813. Confidential; 
Niact; Immediate; Nodis. Sent Immediate for information to USUN. Drafted by Bushnell; 
cleared in ARA, IO, and S/S-0 and by Brzezinski; approved by Christopher. 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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e e M p I ri E H I I A L STATE 315625 

NODIS 

E.O. 12065: GDS 12/14/84 (BUSHNELL, JOHN) 

TAGS: PDIP, PBOR, AR, CI 

SUBJECT: BEAGLE CHANNEL MESSAGE TO PRESIDENT VIDEIA 

l. "'fe'-ENTIRR TEXT) 

2 . EMBASSY BUENOS AIRES: YOU SHOULD DELIVER THE FOLLOWING 
MESSAGE SOONEST TO PRESIDENT VIDEIA FROM PRBSIDBNT CARTER 
(EMBASSY SANTIAGO: THIS IS FOR YOUR BACKGROUND IN MAKING 
SIMILAR APPROACH SET FORTH IN SEPTELJ: 

BEGIN TEXT: 

WNEIDBN11AL 

PAGE 02. STATE 315625 


AS YOU KNOW, FOR SOME DECADES ONE OF THE GREAT 

ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE COUNTRIES IN THIS HEMISPHERE IS 

THAT DISPUTES HAVE BEEN MANAGED PEACEFULLY. IN THIS 

SPIRIT, MY COUNTRY NBGOTIA'l'ED WITH PANAMA A ll1EW TREATY 

ON THE CANAL TO DEAL WITH A LONGSTANDING SOURCE OF TENSION 

BETWEEN OUR COUNTRIES. I AM CONCERNED THAT THE CURRENT 

MILITARY MOBILIZATION IN ARGENTINA COULD RESULT IN EVENTS 

GETTING OUT OF CONTROL WITH HOSTILITIES COMMENCING AND 

ESCALATING. I KNOW THESE CONCERNS ARE SHARED BY MANY OF 

OUR COLLEAGUBS IN THE HEMISPHERE AND IN THE WORLD. WE 

ARE WORKING FOR PEACE IN THE WORLD AND HAVE ALWAYS BEEN 

FORTHRIGHT AND CLEAR IN QUICKLY CONDEMNING AGGRESSION. 

IF AGGRESSION WERE TO OCCUR BECAUSE OF THE BEAGLE CHANNEL 

DISPUTE, WE WOULD SPEAK OUT STRONGLY AGAINST IT. 


THE UNITED STATES DOES NOT WANT TO INJECT ITSELF INTO 

THE SUBSTANCE OF THIS COMPLICATED MATTER AND WE HOPE EARLY 

PROGRESS CAN BE MADE BUILDING ON YOUR TALKS THIS WEEK, 

PERHAPS INCLUDING A MUTUAL MILITARY STANDDOWN. HOWEVER, 

WE WOULD BE PREPARED, IF BOTH PARTIES WISHED, TO CONSULT 

WITH OTHERS TO HELP DEVELOP A PROMPT MEDIATION BY SOME 

OTHER PARTY. 


GIVEN THE PEACEFUL TRADITION OF OUR HEMISPHERR, 

I BELIEVE OPEN AND CLEAR COMMUNICATION OF OUR POSITIONS 


ADP Declassification Review 
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IS CRITICAL FOR ALL OUR EFFORTS TOWARD A PEACEFUL WORLD. 
PLEASE ACCEPT MY MESSAGE IN THIS SPIRIT. 

I AM AT.A~O INDICATING MY CONCERNS TO THE GOVERNMENT 

OF CHilli:: ' 


END TEXT. 

COtnI2'&411Mr 

PAGE 03 STATE 315625 

3. WHITE HOUSE DOES NOT PLAN TO RELEASE TEXT AND WOULD 
PREFER GOA FOLLOW SAME PRACTICE. 

4. FOR USUN: YOU MAY INFORM WALDHEIM THAT THE PRESIDENT 
HAS ENCOURAGED THE PARTIES TO SETTLE THEIR DIFFERENCES. 

S. PLEASE DELIVER TEXT IN ENGLISH, SINCE WE WISH TO AVOID 
ANY DIFFBRENCBS IN TRANSLATION NUANCES. 

CHRISTOPHER 

NNN 

eoNPID!NTIAL 
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42. 

Telegram From the Department of State to the Embassy in Argentina 

Washington, December 21, 1978, 1754Z 

321148 

1 Source: National Archives, RG 59, Central Foreign Policy File, D780528-0313. Confidential; 
Flash; Exdis. Sent Immediate for information to Santiago and Rome. Drafted by Bumpus; 
cleared in ARA/ECA and S/S-0 and by Guzman; approved by Vaky. 
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EXDIS, ROME FOR VATICAN OFFICE 

E.O. 12065:GDS 12/21/84 (CANOR.RED) 

TAGS: PDIP, AR, CI 

SUBJECT: BBAGLl!l CHANNEL DISPU'l'E 

REF: BA 99ss·. 

1. -te- - ENTIRE TEXT) 

2. FOR AMBASSADOR CASTRO: YOU SHOULD SEEK IMMEDATE INTER-
VIEW WITH GENERAL VIOLA TO DELIVER FOLLOWING MESSAGE. 

--ESSENCE OF HIS MORNING CONVERSATION WAS REPORTED TO USG, 

WHERE IT CAUSED DEEPEST CONCERN. 


-- USG DOES NOT RPT NOT BELIEVE THAT PRESENT SITUATION IN 
eeNPiBIBPl'i-M> 

PAGE 02 STATE 321148 

ANY WAY JUSTIFIES MILITARY ACTION BY ARGENTINA AGAINST 
CHILE. 

-- WAR IS DEFINITELY NOT RPT NOT THE CllLY OPTION AVAILABLE 
TO ARGENTINA. THERE IS THE REASONABLE OPTION OF 
AVOIDING HOSTILE ACTION. 

- - IF ARGENTINA WERE TO TAKE MILITARY ACTION, AND WE 
WOULD UNDERSTAND OCCUPATION OF UNINHABITED ISLANDS IN 
DISPUTE TO CONSTITUTE MILITARY ACTION, THE USG AND THE 

WORLD COMMUNITY WOULD BE FORCED TO VIEW SUCH A MOVE AS 
AGGRESSION. 

IP SUCH AGGRESSION TOOK PLACE, IT WOULD HAVE TO BE 
BROUGHT IMMEDIATELY TO THE ATTENTION OP THE ORGANIZATION 
OF AMERICAN STATES. 

-- THE USG WISHES ONCE AGAIN, IN THE STRONGEST TERMS,
URGE THAT ARGENTINA SETTLE THISTERRITPRIAI,_DISPUTE WITH 
CHILE IN A PEACEFUL MANNSK. CHRISTOPHER 
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43. 

Memorandum From Acting Secretary of State Christopher to President Carter 

Washington, December 21, 1978 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Brzezinski Material, Subject File, Box 21, 
Evening Reports (State), 12/78. Secret. Christopher was acting for Vance, who was in Geneva 
meeting with Gromyko concerning SALT. Carter initialed the top right-hand comer of the 
memorandum. 
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

WASKINGTON 

December 21, 1978 

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDEN·T 

FROM: warren Christopher, Acting ~(. 

1. B~agl~ CIJanneJ,. Th~ Pope. to(fa,~ decided to 

send a special emissary to Arge.ntina ·ani.f° C'.Qlle to 

assis~ them in reachin<J a .negatiq;t:,ed. $e.ttlement of 

the disp~t:e. Argentina has aqcepted the·Pm+ssarv,

and we expect Chile will do the same.~ uang:er ot 

contlict is still present. Basic differences over 

boundary lines remain. Hardline Argentine military

officers who pushed Videla toward war retain their 

commands and could tmdermine the peace effort at 

any time. 


Late this evening (December 21), Chile has 
called for a special OAS meeting tomorrow under the RIO 
pact. We hope this will not derail ~e Pope's effort. 

[Omitte& heJ'e Bfe items lHtfelate& te the Beagle Chalmel dispute] 
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44. 

Memorandum From the President's Assistant for National Security Affairs (Brzezinski) to 
Secretary of State Vance 

Washington, April 25, 1979 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Brzezinski Material, Country File, Box 46, 
Latin America, 2-5/80. Confidential. 
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·rHa: WHIT!: HOU.S:: 

WASHINGTON 
April 25, 1979 

MEMORANDUM FOR 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

SUBJECT: 	 Consultations with Latin American and 

Caribbean Governments on Global Issue& (C) 


An important new direction which the President set in his Pan 
American Day speech of ·1977 was ·his pledge to consult more fully
with Latin American and Caribbean governmen~s on global ·issues•. 
This new policy direction rested on .three pr.emises: Cl) that the 
cooperation and support of Latin American and Caribbean govern-
ments are necessary to deal effectively with a wide range of global
issues; (2) that Latin American governments view world affairs from 

, a combined western and Third World perspective, and thus their 
advice could be useful to us as we formulate our poricies; and (3)
that regular consultations on global as.well as bilateral issues· 
will demonstrate our trust and attention to these countries and 
help us achieve more balanced and mutually respectful relation-
ships. (C) 

There is a great need today for such global consultations. t-.1any · 
of the governments in the area play important roJ.es in global f,jra
yet they o·ften lack the information with which to make reasoned 
judgments. Other governments $Ometimes fill the information gap
and gain the kind of trust which genuine consultations can bring.
We risk too much by rema;ning idle in this area. (C) 

Let me suggest that we begin to implement a comprehensive plan
for consulting on a wide· range of global issues on a regular basis 
with ~elected governments in the region. onvious~y, one wanes co 
tailor the briefings to the particular country, and one wants to 
allow the Ambassador discretion as to timing, audience (Foreign
Minister or President), and even ·whether a particular briefing
should be given. (C) 

With respect to Brazil, Mexico, and Venezuela, we should try to 

be sensitive to consulting on virtually all ·important issues or 

informing these governments of decisions, very much like we do 

with NATO cou.~tries. In addition, our Ambassadors should ~onsult 


with the Foreign Ministers (or perhaps Heads o.f .State) of other 

countries in the area with influence in international affairs, 


COHFIBEM'f'I~ ADP Declassification Review , . · ...: . .,.._.,. z. Brzezinski 
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... 
including Argentina, Peru, Colombia, Ecuador, Bolivia, Guy~na,
Jamaica, Panama, Trinidad, Barbados, and Costa Rica. Issues· for 
routine consultations could include: Southern Africa, the Middle 
East, Cuba, international economic issues of particular concern 
to the developing world, energy, and SALT. (C) 

Zbigniew Brzezinski 

CQNFIDEH'fIAL 
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Memorandum for the Record 

Washington, May 10, 1979 

1 Source: Central Intelligence Agency, Office of the Director of Central Intelligence, Job 
81M00919R, Box 6, Folder 12, B-303 President 1 Jul-31Dec1979. Secret. 
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ADP Declassification Review 
·DECLASSIFIEDMEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD by John Fitzpatrick, 4/24/2017 

SUBJECT: Conversation, -9 May 1979 

. 1. i discussed the brie.fingMru our respectivP Ambassad 

conducted for the Presidents of Brazil and Venezuela. 


The Vice President endorsed 
-that Herrera was a likable personality, and. said he thought the 
Pres..ident.-woi.J.ld enjoy working with him. 

3. I mentioned ·Argent1na and briefly noted that t.he war against
terrorism had been won,. but in the process a number of innocent pe0ple
had been killed. Neverthe-less, Argentina's human rights perfonnartce is. 
now improving. 

4. In connection with human riqht~. l recalled the President's 
statement to the cabinet a year ago .:that whlle we must cont1nue to .press 
our htanan rights policy, we also· needed to understand that many o·f these 
countries are our friends and that they have real problems. I said I 
didn't think Argentina and Brazil perceived our policies as being
implemented in that sense. In particular, I found three areas of 
concern: 

a. The public report card aspect •. This is particularly

grating to the Brazilians who consider themselves a great power. 


b. A lack of flex1bility in our policy when a country does 

improve its perfonnance. We seem to be unable to provide

incentives. · 




------------------------------ - --·-·-·-··-- -

c. The training of military people in the United States. 
Much of the merit of these training programs has been in 
exposing them to U.S. values, including our human rights
values. Yet, in the name of human rights we are cutting them 
off from this exposure. In addition, we are creating a new 
generation of military people in key c:ountries who wi 11 be 
oriented in other directions, and may possibly even be bitter 
toward the U.S. 

5. The conment was made that most of these are statutory provisions. 
· I said.yes, but I thought some flexibility exis"ted. The comnent was also 
made that these were all good points, which should be conveyed to the 
Congress. 

rank C. Carlucci 
Deputy Director of Central Intelligence' 
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46. 

Aide-Memoire Prepared in the National Security Council 

Washington, August 9, 1979 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Brzezinski Material, Country File, Box 17, 
Ecuador, 1/77-1/81. Confidential. No drafting information appears on the aide-memoire. 
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NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL ~ 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20506 
CONFIDB!ffIAL 

August 9, 1979 

Aide-Memoire 

SUBJECT: Secretary Vance's Trip to Ecuador, August 10, 1979 

The Secretary's trip to Qui~n comes at a por~entous moment in 

inter-American relations. The approach to La~in America which 

the Carter Administration has articulated over the last two 

and one-half years represents a significant and positive de-
parture from that of previous administrations, but it is 

seriously threatened at this time. The Secretary's trip

presents us with a unique opportunity to not only preserve the 

integrity of our approach but to enhance it. -tet 

The Carter Administration has approached Latin America, guided

by three fundamental principles: ~ 


A commitment to non-intervention in the internal 

affairs of other countries. -teT 


A pledge of support for democratization, human rights,

and social justice. -tet 


A commitment to multilateral consultation, and to the 
extent possible, action. -tet 
In practice, our policies have distanced the U.S. from the 
status quo and from authoritarian regimes of the right. (We
had already found ourselves at such a distance from the one 
leftist dictator in the hemisphere that the impulse for conununi-
cation necessarily led us towards him.) Our commitment to human 
rights and social reform not only led us to withdraw support
from historical "friends" like Somoza, but it also changed the 
power equation in many countries -- increasing the cost of 
repression, encouraging opposition groups, and in a sense de-
legitimizing the arbitrary use of power. Our pledge of non-
intervention prevented us from direct involvement when our 
interests were jeopardized, but it didn't stop the Cubans and 
others from intervening. Our preference for multilateral con-
sultations often meant that we would lose critical moments 
seeking support from others when independent action could have 
been decisive. -ter 
CONF I9EN9?L'\J:. ADP Declassification Review 
Review on August 9 I 19 85 OJfllflftAt DECLASSIFIED 

by John Fitzpatrick, 4/24/2017 
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These are the drawbacks of our approach. Critics claim that 

we have de-stabilized Latin America without providing an 

alternative. This is a weak argument, attributing too much 

importance to U.S. influence and too little to indigenous

factors, but it is one that has been made. Nonetheless, there 

have been important and to a great extent unanticipated changes

in inter-American relations these past two and one-half years,

and unless we take them into account and make some basic changes

in our approach, we may find ourselves trailing in the wake of 

the Cubans. -tet 

The Heads of State and/or the Foreign Ministers of Venezuela,

Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Costa Rica, and Panama will be in 

Quito. These countries and a few like-minded countries from 

the Caribbean like Barbados, Dominican Republic, and perhaps

Trinidad could form a nucleus of a working group to deal with 

the problems gripping Central America and the Caribbean. There 

are three objectives which could be set for the Secretary's

talks: -tet-

(1) To seek a common ~erception of the problems facing
Central America and the Caribbean. The problems in Central 
America are different.than those of the Caribbean: the only
thread that connects these divergent problems is Cuban policy
which seeks to aggravate and exploit local situations for their 
purposes, as they serve the broader gee-political aims of the 
Soviet Union. In Central America, El Salvador, Honduras and 
Guatemala are ali troubled, though.to varying degrees, by gross
inequalities and a rigid and closed socio-political system.
The masses are increasingly alienated from the governments:
political polarization is growing worse. In the Caribbean, a 
new and young generation of leaders are looking to Cuba for 
answers to the economic dilemma posed by non-viable mini-states. -tei 

(2) To seek common action among as many of the leaders as 
possible. In Central America (including Nicaragua) we must 
actively seek to strengthen the moderate democratic process.
In the Caribbean, we must make the Caribbean Group work, and 
demonstrate to the new leaders that a moderate democratic path 
can be more just and successful than a radical Cuban model. 
We must also seek to contain Cuba as a source of revolutionary
change, and try to deny Cuba the legitimacy it desperately
seeks -- from Latin America, perhaps as much as from the U.S. -tet 

(3). To develop a mechanism to insure good coordination 
and immediate action on the problems that face us. We should 
not look to the O.A.S. at the beginning because it is too slow 
and too open. We need to develop an ad hoc mechanism to deal 
with the crisis that stands in front of us. Turbay of Colombia 
may want to deal in abstractions, searching for the "new dimen-
sion" in inter-American relations, but he, like Herrera, is also 
a problem-solver, and they are beginning to sense a problem.
They need ·to be encouraged to act. -tet 
CONPIBEiN'fIAL eotflBENTtAl 
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The success of the Cubans in Nicaragua has had a paradoxical
impact on Latin America. On the one hand, it has raised the 
level of concern about Cuban motives and capabilities. On the 
other hand, it has raised the level of respect by Latin 
Americafor Cuba as a political force of global importance.
Undoubtedly, there are probably some leaders in Latin America 
who are questioning our strength and resolve as well, and it 
will be important to make clear that our policy in Nicaragua 
was not a reflection of weakness, but of strength. At the 
same time, we should make clear to them that the Cubans are 
pushing us to the limits of our tolerance. ~ 

These Latin American leaders have a stake in the Carter Admin-
istration's policies for four reasons, which could be used as 
instruments to weld a new coalition of like-minded American 
democracies. -fei-

First, the principles which guide our policies are 

Latin America's, particularly non-intervention and multilateral 

consultation. -fet-

-- Secondly, events in Central America and the Caribbean 

will affect them as much, if not more, than they will affect 

the u. s. -tet 


Third, the U.S. made good on its pledge to replace
Somoza; our credibility with these countries ought to be high. -tet-

Fourth, Cuban expansion and Cuba's military build-up
should be sources of gr0t1ing concern for Latin American 
leaders. Cuba now has one of the largest, if not the largest,
Latin American military forces; it has submarines; it has an 
offensive capability. It has recently.increased its subver-
sive political activities through legitimate (Caribbean) groups
and illegitimate guerrilla (Central American) groups.-tet-

What .specifically should be done? A lot, of course, depends on 
the extent to which agreement can be reached on the three objec-
tives described above; and a lot will depend on what the Latins 
have to say. The Cubans have set us and our democratic 
colleagues off-balance, if not on the defensive, and I suspect
this will be evident in the conversations. The Venezuelans,
Costa Ricans, Panamanians, and others are all afraid that the 
child -- Nicaragua -- that they thought they had fathered may
actually be Fidel's. They need to stand together now. We 
should encourage them to raise their voices in praise of 
Ecuador and the democratic process and in condemnation of Cuba 
and the violent revolutionary path. We should share intelli-
gence information more and consult regularly. (The Panamanians,
for example, have a lot more information on the Cubans in 
Nicaragua than we do.) We should all agree to help El Salvador, 
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Honduras, and Guatemala by the formula we have agreed to: 
reforms forassistance. If the conversat~ons are productive, 

we may want to consider a summit meeting along the lines sug-
gested by Colombian President Turbay. only much more specific 
 ~-and only after full staff preparation.. We may want to try to 
develop the idea of a multilateral military assistance program i ' for Nicaragua and for other Central American countries. -teT I

!
l 

The Quito meetings have certain similarities witQ. the Common-
wealth Summit in Lusaka. If we can emerge with a unified per-
ception and approach, we will have succeeded in enhancing our 

policies and retrieving the initiative from the Cubans. -tet-
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Telegram From the Department of State to the Embassies in Ecuador, Venezuela, Colombia, 
Peru, Bolivia, and Nicaragua 

Washington, August 13, 1979, 2221Z 

211262 

1 Source: National Archives, RG 59, Office of the Secretariat Staff, Records of Cyrus Vance, 
Secretary of State, 1977-1980, Lot 84D241, Vance EXDIS memcons, 1979. Confidential; 
Immediate; Exdis. Sent Immediate for information to all American Republic diplomatic posts 
except addressees. Drafted by Barnebey; cleared by Pastor and Bremer and in S/S-0; approved 
byVaky. 
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DECLASSIFIED 	 CONFIDENTIAL OUTGOING 
by John Fitzpatrick, 4/24/2017 .Departnzent of State TELEGRAMA. 	 .

D fAGE Ii OF 12 STATE tli161 STATE 211262 79148~.19 
ORIGIN $S-25 

COllE VIEWS OF THE ANDEAN FOREIGN HllllSTERS ON THIS .SUBJECT.s lilFO OcT-H AIJS-88 SS0-81 1125 R 
t. ASSISTANT SECRETARY VAKY SAID THAT THE PROBLEH RAS A 

.. . iii HAFTED IV AR 0: ilRBARNEBEY: STP tEEPER DIHEHSION; THE GNR llUST REFORH ITS illLITARY FORCES 
#PROVED BY ARA: VPVAKY AllD POLICE, AND THE llANNER IN llHICK THIS IS ACCOllPLISHED IS 


Ill SIS: JllREHER Of INTEREST TO THE ENTIRE HEHISPHERE. YAKY SAID TKAT THIS 


I 
X 

.. •sc: RPASTOR IEQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE llOUlD llEET A lEGITIHATE NEED, ANO IN
E SI RSTEV£il THE CASE OF POLICE ASSISTANCE THIS IS kOT POSSIBLE FOR USG 

------------------826322 1323341 115 Ill VIEV OF DUR LEGAL RESTRICTIONS. KE ASKED llKETHER, 


0 Ul22ll AUG 79 SlllCE USG IS THUS lllPEDED FRO!I CERTAIN KIMDS OF ASSISTANCE,

fK SECSTATE llASHDC VOCllD IT llOT STlll IE IN THE BEST INTEREST OF HElllSPHERE
D TD AH£118ASSY QUITO llvlEDIATE HllOCRATIC COUNTRIES TO HELP, SO TKAT Giii llEED kOT RESORT 

AiiEll8ASSY CARACAS lllllEDIATE TO SOVIET AICD CUBAN SOURCES. 


·, 

Wli8ASSY BOGOTA 11111EDIAT£
s A11Ell8ASSV lli1A 111/tEDIATE I. ECUADOREAN FONHIN PAREJA SAID THAT IT llOU•D IE OIFFI· 

AllElfiASSV LA PAI lltllEDIATE CULT TD GIVE AN IHttEDIATE ANSI/ER. HE CDHllEMTED THAT TD 


- AIElllASSY liAMAGUA lllllEDIATE AID All ARllY IS A POLITICAL ACT, Ill THIS CASE RECALLING 

lliii iilFD All Allf:RICAN REPUBl IC DIPlOflATIC POSTS lllllEDIATE ASSISTAICE Ill THE CREATION Of THE lllCARAGUAN llATIONAL 


XllT AHEIQIASSY QUITO 	 &UARD. HE SAID THAT l'UBl IC OPINlllll VOULD RECALL THE 
ii 	Ai1Ei1BASSY CARACAS CllCUHSTANCES OF THE FORHATION OF THE GN !READ THE USG RDLEI • 


AifEnBASSY iOGOTA IE SAID THE HATTER IS A SERIOUS ONE llNICR SHOULD IE STUDIED 

AltElliASSY llHA IY THE ANDEAN GROUP, BUT HE DID llOT SEE AllY llAY Ill lllllCH 


. ~ AIEllBASSY LA l'Az TllE 10£ fOR ITS PART COULD REKDER SUCH ASSISTMCE. 
AH£naAssv HANAGUA'.-'1) 7. ASSISTANT SECRETARY VAllY STRESSED THAT HE llAS NOT

. I 	C Cl II ; I ii ! If T I At STATE 211262 SUIGESTING FORCING ANY AID UPON NICAUGUA, BUT RATHER 

*51ED HOii LA COUNTRIES HIGHT RESPOND TO TNE GNR'S OllN FELT 


EXDIS llEEDS. PERUVIAN FONlllN GARCIA BEDOYA REPLIED THAT GNR 
llllST EVENTUAll Y RE-EQUIP ITS ARllED FORCES IN D!IDER TO HAVE·'""• E.O. 11165 GDS·ltl311S IBARNEIEY, IW.COLH R.I A STABLE ARftY, AllD lllLL ORGANIZE ITS 111llTARY FORCES TO 
TllAT END. HE SAID THAT TO HEET THESE MUDS, IF DEllOCAATIC 

TAGS: llAss, xii, COUNTRIES CANNOT PROVIDE THEH, GNR "HIGHT HAVE TD GO ElSE-
llllERE." GARCIA BEDOYA LISTED VARIOUS UNllllOJlllS: \lllETHER THE 

SUBJECT: THE SECRETAllY'S llEETlllG Villi AllOEAN FOREIGN FSLN VILL BECOllE A REGULAR ARHY, llllETKER llEV UNITS lllll IE 
HllllSTERS: II. ftlllTARY ASSISTANCE TO lllCARAGUA FllllllED, lllfAT TYPE OF EQUIPHEHT THEY llOULD NEED, ANO llllETHER 

.THEY llOULD SEEK £QUll'HENT FRDH USG DR OTHER SOURCES. HE 

..,S 

t. ENTIRE CONTENTS CDNP ID!llTl~L. 	 ASKED IF NICARAGUA'S ARllED FORCES llOULD DllLY COllPRISE THE 

GUERRILUS AS AT PRESENT, OR THAT GROUI' PlUS OTHERS IN 
SDllE llEll INSTITUTIONALIZED SYSTEH. HE ASKED IF USG HAD -.'.~~-:,~,~~lt~t~:·:~:;S~A:: ~EH~:TRO 
GENERAL TERllS FOR USG ASSISTANCE. THE SECRETARY RECOGNIZED 
TIAT A USG DECISION IS llVOlVED Ill THIS CASE, BUT SUCH A 
DECISION AFFECTS THE ENTIRE HEHISPHERE MIO THE VIEllS OF 
OTitEllS ARE lllPORTANT TD US. FlllALL Y llE ASKED IF A llUl. Tl-
UTERAL EFFORT HIGHT IE HADE TO PROV IDE EQll 1l'llENT, IF THAT 
llERE FOUND TO BE NICARAGUA'S PRINCIPAL llEED. 

3. THE SECRETARY, ACCDl1PAlllED BY ASSISTANT SECRETARY 
VAKY AMD ROBERT PASTOR, COllTlllUEO Ml~ DISCUSSIONS lllTH THE I. AT THIS l'OlllT COl011BIA FOlllllll URIBE DllEL T ON A LIST OF 
ANDEAN FQl!EIGN HINISTERS !SEE SEPTEl1 IN A DISCUSSION OF DIFFICULTIES IN llElllSPHERIC RELATIONS. H£ SAID THAT 
POSSIBLE lllLITARY AND/OR POllCE ASSIS.TAllCE TD NICARAGUA. IEllOCRACIES ARE Ill DANGER DUE TO EXCESSIU ARHS INVENTORIES. 
TIIE SAllE AllDEMI FOREIGN HllllSTERS itEllTIOllED Ill SEPTEL IE SAID THAT ARHS PRDCUREllENT llAS CAUSING PR08LEHS, AS 111 
PARTICIPATED. TIE CASE OF THE HIGH PRICES COUNTRIES llAVE TO. PAV FOR TllEIR 

iii . ESSEllTIAI. ARHS. HE SAID THAT TD OFFER AlllS Ill CENTRAL 

- •• THE SECRETARY DISCUSSEP TKE l'OSSllll ltY or DIRECT AllERICA llOULO GO DIRECTLY ATHWART llElllSl'lERtC AND llDRlD 


iili.ITARY ASSISTANCE TO NICARAGUA, EXl'UINING TllAT USG HAD lllTIATIVES FOR OISARllAllENT. ME SAID THAT lA DEllOCRATIC 

·mi BEEN APPROACHED INFDRHALLY TO l'ROVIDE SUCH ASSISTANCE. COUllTR IES CANNOT IECOllE POLI CE,,EN, BUT SHOULD STRESS 
. ECll~DDREAN FOlliilN l'AREJA SAID TliAT THE ANDEAN GROUP llAD SOCIAL llEASURES Ill SUPPORT OF THEIR OEllOCRACIES. llE SAID
E
0 

llOT IEEll APPROACHED BY THE GKR FDR SUCH ASSISTANCE, AilD IT \IOIJlD IE VERY DIFFICULT FOR LA DEllOCRACIES TD llOUllT
x ASKED IF OTHER LA COUNTRIES HAD IEEll APPROACHED. THE A ftlLITARY ACTION llHEN IT IS PRECIS£lY TRIS llHICH THE 

SECRETARY REPLIED THAT PANAHA HAD BEEN ASKED FOR ASSl~TAMCE 1£llOCllACIES llAVE OPPOSED FOR SO 11AllY YEARS. llE SAID THAT 

AND llAO RESPONDED VITH A HODEST PROGRAll. HE SAID USG HAD TllS IS THE GOC PDSITIOll, BUT EACH COUNTRY IN CENTRAL·COllE TD 110 CONClUSIDMS ABOUT OUR RUPDNSE TO TH IS MERICA AND ElSEllllERE I/Ill HAVE TO DECIDE FOR ITSELF ON 

S
I lllCARAGUAN IN~UIRY. llE ADDED THAT RE IEL IEVES THERE ARE TIIE SUIJECT. HE CONCLUDED BY SAYING THAT KEHISPHERE SHOUlD 

GOOD REASONS TO IE RESPONSIVE, AND tHA~ OTHERS SHOULD llOT OVEREllPHASIU "TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS" 111 lllCARAGUA BUT THE 
Ill CONSIDER PROVIDING \lllAT THEY CAN !JEEPS OR IUlLDOIERS, \ARGER SOCIAL ECONOHIC PROBLEllS OF THE HElllSPHERE. 

ARl1S DR llllATEYER A DONOR COUNTRY HIGHT DECIDE UPON!. HE 
ill SAID USG CONSIDERS ms ASERIOUS ISSUE ANO HE \IOULD I/El·. I. ECUADOREAN FONHIN PAREJA COUNTERED TIAT KE HAS SOii£-

iii C6NFIBENTIAL NOT TD IE REPRODUCED IHTHDUT TKE 
anTunottt1'1n" n; T"f f~i,.1111vr C"crr.rT.6FY 

http:79148~.19
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t TlitES "HAD TO VAlk VITH THE DEVIL.• HE SAID THAT ACASE 

S tllGIH ARISE, SAY IN AN UNNAllED NEIGHBOR Of NICARAGUA, 
VHERE FORllER GR PERSOllNEl lllGHT TRY TO INVADE NICARAGUA, AND 

Iii 	 THEREBY THE GNR llAY NEED HELP FOR iTS DEFENSE. NE SAID 
ANDtAk GROllP FOREIGN illNIST[.RS VOULD HAVE TO CONSULT AllONG 

iii 	 THEllS£LVES AND VITH GNR lk THAT EVENT. HE SAID NO DECISION 
COULD BE TAKEN TODAY AllD THE llATTER IS NOT PRESSING, AND:< . ii ...,. E 
THAT lilStEAD HUllANITARIAll ASSISTAN!:E SHOULD IE REllED UPON 
TO ~ElP ESTABLISH DEllOCRACY ltf NICARAGUA. WHEN GNR SEES 
•uliANITARIAN AID PROVIDED \/ITHOUT CONDITIONS, PAREJA SAID,x TllE GNR REACTION I/Ill IE FAVORABLE, AND DECISIONS. ON ARllS 
CAN iE DELAYED UNTIL llORE INfOR11ATION IS AVAILABLE.0 

f PAREJA THEii SUGGESTED A HIGH-LEVEL COllHISSIOll, POSSIBLY TD 

s 
iE SET UP IN SAN JOSE VITH ANDEAll GROUP AND USG PARTICI- 1 

PATING, TD ANALYZE DEVELOPMENTS Ill NICARAGUA. HE SAID THAT 
THIS IS 11£RELY AN IDEA l/lllCH kAs NOT YET IEEil ELAIORATED. 

-	 ti. TllE SECRETARY ASKED WAT THE PURPOSE OF SUCH A GROUP 

.iii 	 VDULD IE. PAREJA REPLIED THAT HE DID NOT KHOV, BUT THAT A. 
SPECIAL C011111SSIDN TO STUDY THE AID NEEDS OF lllCARAGUA 
lllGHT BE USEFUL. iOL IVIAN FONl11N FERNANDES SPOKE UP, 
INSISTING THAT All ACTIONS REGARDlllG llCARAGUA SHOllLD IE 
COORDINATED THROUGH THE ANDEAN GROUP tOREIGN ltlNISTERS, 
AND ANY SUCH COl1111TTEE AS SUGGESTED BY PAREJA VOULO BE 
"HISINTERPRETEO" IN THE ANDEAN COUNTRIES. ·PERUVIM FONl11N 
GARCIA BEDOYA AGREED, ASKING llHY SUCH A GROUP SHOULD BE 
Ill SAN JOSE, llllAT ATTRIBUTES VOULD IT HAVE, WHY CDUllTRIES 
DTllER THAii THE US llERE NOT INVOLVED, ETC. PAREJA ;ER-
SIST£D THAT HIS SUGGESTED C011111SSION VOULD AVOID DELAYS 
Ill AllDEAH GROUP CONSULTATION AND PROVIDE FLEXIBILITY IN 
AllDEAll GROllP DEALINGS VITH THE GNR. NE ACKNOllLEDGED THAT 
COORDlllATION CAM iE ACC011PLISH£D IN OTHER VAYS AS llELL. 

18. iOLI VI AH FOlllii II FERNANDES STRESSED THAT THE AllDEAH 
GROU; PRESIDENTS' RECENT AGREEllENT At CARTAGENA PROVIDES 
THAT ONLY THE FOREIGN HINISTERS CAN CONSULT ON POLITICAL 
QUESTIONS. HE SAID THAT AS THERE IS A NEED tOR DAILY 
lllFORllATIOM ON THE "EVOLUTIDll Of COOPERATION" IN 
NICARAGUA, ANDEAN TECHMICAL ORGA.NS COULD PROVIDE THIS 
INFOAllATIOll. PAREJA SAID HE DISAG "A LI TLE " IN THAT . ·~ ·,1··. '~{'.}-:: 

-."~2i:~1·_ .. , . . . I 
GROUP DECISION, BUT THAT HE THOUGHT 

THIS IS AN INTERESTING IDEA AND THAT llE llOUl.D LIKE to 
FOi.LOii IT UP IF THE ANDEAN FOREIGN llllllSTERS GO TlllS ROUTE •:1' 

x.11. VENEZUELAN FDNHllC ZAHBRAllO URGED THAT THIS lll'ROVED 
LIAISON COULD IE OBTAINED BY ASSIGNING -·- AS VENEZUELA rs 

0 DOING -- HIGH-LEVEL, EXPERIENCED AHBASSAOORS TO llAllAGUA TO 
EllSUR£ CLOSE RELATIONS VITH THE GNR AND A FLOV OF IRFORllA-I TIOll 'ACk TO THE ANDEAN COURTRIEs. s 12. PAREJA THEN CD«CLUDED THE llEETING iY URGING HIS 

ill cOLltAGUES TO kEEP TALKING ABOUT THIS PROBLEft OF COORDl-' 
llATlcill. llE SAID THAT THE .NDEAN GROUP COUNTRIES' AlllASSA-

ill OORS lilGBt IE A VORllAILE SUBSTITUTE. HE TllEll TllAllKED THE 
SECRETARY AND OTHER FOREIGN HINISTERS FOR ATTENDING THISiii 
llEETlkG. lllTH THE SECRETARY'S IN TURN TNARKING TIE CllAIR-E llAil, THE litETlllG ADJOURNED. VANCE x

D 
fs-

OUTGOING 

TELEGRAM 


.. 
WOT lO 1£ ·1tEl'ROllUC£D VllliOUT TH£-	 eaNFIBENTIAL 

AUTHORIUTIOli or l~E EXrnJlm SECR~HnrT· 
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48. 

Mem<?randum From the Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-American Affairs (Vaky) to 
Secretary of State Vance 

Washington, August 13, 1979 

1 Source: National Archives, RG 59, Office of the Deputy Secretary: Records of Warren 
Christopher, 1977-1980, Lot 81Dl 13, Box 20, Memos to/from Tarnoff, Wisner, Perry 1979. 
Secret. Drafted by Vaky. In an August 9 memorandum to Vance, Tarnoff and Lake indicated that 
they had solicited input on Vance's goals and objectives for the next 18 months. The 
memorandum is printed in Document 123, Foreign Relations, 1977-1980, vol. I, Foundations of 
Foreign Policy. Copies of the other bureau submissions are in the National Archives, RG 59, 
Office of the Deputy Secretary: Records of Warren Christopher, 1977-1980, Lot 81Dl 13, Box 
20, Memos to/from Tarnoff, Wisner, Perry. 
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MBMORANOOM 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

Wathl-0.C. 20520 

. 

The Secret:ary 

ARA - Vi~on p; V. 

Goals for Latin America 

August 13, 1979 


~s requested, the foU.oving ..are ·the goals and objec-
tives l see for Latin America during the· next eighteen
months. 

1. · Central America 

Deal with the regional crisis in ways that will a)
prevent the consolidation of extreme left regimes in the 
region; b} contain CUbati/Soviet influence and control; _ 
c) prevent armed conflict within or among countries in 
the ·region; and d) promote broader political systems,
equitable economic and social development and observance 
of human rights. The uniqueness of the Nicaraguan situa-
tion is the key to this area, but this in turn CBJl probably
only be managed in a conteXt of stability in Honduras and 
eontrolled change in El Salvador and Guatemala. specif-
ically, we should:. · 

szcnr 
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· ·seek non-commun·ist p0lit·tca1· deve10P!l!!nt· ·1n 

o''- ·. wi"care:p as well as (and through) economic 


recovery from great devastation. 


· Seek to r·educe ·the" P?tential for violent confron-
. tat!~· ·in Bl' .'Salva~ iful· Gu.aunta·1a-- by· promotlng
!reer political .processes, development arid · · 
elimination of repression. · 

-- · ·su~iQrt· HcmdU'r'as·~·-·scenario of return to .consti-
oU- tut onal gover'nment and eeonaoic/social develop-

ment. · 

o I~ -- · Be1P co·s:ta ·Ric·a: ·aus·~1n··. ·1t's 'd~r·atie s:Yste11L 

2. . C81'ibbt!an 

Im.prove politica,l and. economic stability in the region

and reduce vulnerabilities to CUban expansion. Specif-
ically; 


provide a£1iro~iate economic and security assis-
t"ance to e astern carlbbian to reduce vuliier-
8b1Ht1es; encourage fiib-m~iora~~ goooeration.---amonca; the aiiil:=states; and create a sense of U.S. 
lnterei! iJl'd concem .that affords a siib:q!_diplo-

. utic lramewofX-t-or our on-going relationr. 
. _.,. ; 2Ad: WA. :-=a WWW e= .. utllil 

wean Jamaica and Guyana away' 'from radical inter-
nation·ai ·iine; and 

preserve recent democratizing gains ~ the Do-
min:ican Rep'ubli?t'" 

·3. ~-

Seek to: 

mute or counter Cuba's aggressive resolutionary
drives; disco1lrage Soviet/Cuban military ties; 

contain Cuban power and influence in th~ NAM; and 

reexamine and probe for ways to ease US-CUban 
tensions and find a iDOdus· viV'ehdi that might 

b.t~ promise a way to affect and 11i9derate CUban objec-
•,tives and intentions .toward us • 

. SBE!ftfl!l' 

• 
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4. MeXico 

Establish a constructive, effective working relation-
ship to handle the compl~, ~ifficult set of issues that 
comprise that relationship. Spec;1x1caiLy; 

and exchange ori migxation and border issues. 

oic.. confirm and implement purchase agreement on gas; 

"'" 
..;._ resalve taziato and winte~ v~e~le probl~~;. ·· 

..,k... secure· Mexidan accession to GA'l"l' &nd bil.at:eral . 
agreement within M\11 framework1 · 

o'-· ·resol.ve tuna iss;,ie; and 

·~ strengthen work~· relationship, uncierstan6ina 

S. · Braz:il 

Develop a closer cooperative relationship with this 
largest and Significant Latin American country, drawing
it into closer association with 'our heniisphe"re and glObal
policies. To do this, we will need. to reach a: ~u;s-. vi-
vendi ~ Jl myriad of trade problenas and. nuclear polict:" 

6. 	 (Venezuela, C<>lombia,. Ecuador, Peru,
_Bolivia) 

The Andean region· is becOming:an economic (Andean Pact)
and political force (through·coorainated foreign policy · 
actions). It is also an·area where deniocratization is 
well underway. We should recognize·both its specific
gravity as a useful force.and the trends toward democracy.
'l'his will involve: · 

cooperation w'ith the Andean Pact CQ1111110n Market 
incluc:'ling resource assistance,· and dealing with 
it as a multilateral institution; 

extending·.assi~tance and supportive bilateral 
relations with each of the countries, e.g.,

0 '" . economic aid to Peru, trade policy issues such 
as tiriandwith. Boliv~a; narcotics aid to Co.l.pmbia,
etc.; 

daveloping a systematic consultative procedureol'- -- with these countries on multilateral politi~aL
issues, e.g.·Central American cooperation. 

-~. 

•. 

• 
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7 • J\rgentim 

. Find ways to deal with (and h0pefully improve) the 
human rights situation, without at the same time cutting
ourselves .off from a large "and important country whosP 
role and weight can affect our global policies. 

8. · Chi1e · 

Seek to handle the Unique_ problem of the Letelier 
exti:adition and our anti-t:.errori• policy in a lX>liticallv. 
charged situation~ rwitnout at ·the same Q..Jbe ac--e.tlq so 
se.verely that we endanger peace in the area by indirectly 
encourag~ Argentina, Pe~ or Bolivia· tQ pursue territorial 
demands against what they may pUc:ei~e as an isQlated
Chile."· Nor· do·we wish to destroy the basis for some future 
relationship with the Chilean nation· (as distinct frO. 
the Pinochet government). 

9. Panama Canal 

Dnpl8111ent the treaties beginning October 1 in a peace-

o/t... ful, constructive way and use· the period tn rea£fi?:1!!_. 


strengthened joint canal defense posture~-· 


10. As an.overlay to our country-specific policies we 
need to pursue certain l:'!ii<>Dlll: }>dJ.:i·c1·es: 

-- conventional a!t:'lllS restra.int.;...,stiiaulating ;tUlti-
. ·1ateral efforts suCh as. Mexican CAT talks. 

.strenqt.henin the :r~al ·institutions--OAS, I 
-

IDB, Buman lrghts C ssion--by ililProved co.n-
sultations with appropriate resource ·support. 

-- · Pursue reasonable ·economic and trade· ~lictes to 
· respond to widespreid--arid ~gely ieq tiDiate--1c. f --""""". demands for .open. markets and international co-

~,,.;~ r-r operation in commodities. ·In :particular. to 
.,. ., • · . find ways to deal with the disproportionate,rJ•"'"'fl7 severe impact on one country of broad pol:icies

such as sugar.and the Dominican Repµbli~. 

· stx"·engthen our human rights amdaches, s~king,-..( to r~uce sanctions as h'W1181l r ghts improvement
and rewarding good performance in addition to 
sanctioning: bad perfomance, 1 

·.. 

. . 
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-- \ Mcon:ce ·tualize aur iliili'ta assistance r ramr"- ..,;f.I.. to re ate t more to o ect ves, to the role 
W• • it can uniquely ~rfo:cm in our policy and to 

L .. _._l.M ,,J).;. reasonable levels of effectiveness. . uur prograia 
.----, now is the result of accretions and amendments 

over several years responding to ad hoc stimuli, 
_and has .lost much coherence· ·and intrinsic logic. 

-- · · Con=tinue ·cpoperat'iOll' ·in na-rco·tics. interdictiOn. 
-·pre?"@'..-. 

ARA:VPVaky:lif 
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49. 

Telegram From the Embassy in Panama to the Department of State and the White House 

Panama City, October 4, 1979, 2239Z 

1 Source: National Archives, RG 59, Central Foreign Policy File, D790456-0061. Secret; 
Immediate; Exdis. 
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E.O. 12065: GDS 10/4/87 (BLAKE, MELVILLE B.,JR) OR-M 

TAGS: PEPR, US, BL, CO, BC, PB, VE, PN 

SUBJ: DRAFT MEMORANDUM OF VICE PRESIDENT MONDALE'S 

MEETING WITH ANDEAN PACT PRESIDENTS 


1. (SSCREI - ENTIRE TEXT) 

2. PARTICIPANTS: 

WALTER GUEVARA ARCE, PRESIDENT OF BOLIVIA 

JULIO CESAR TtmBAY AYALA, PRESIDENT OF COLOMBIA 

FRANCISCO MORALES BERMUDEZ, PRESIDENT OF PERU 

LUIS HERRERA CAMPINS, PRESIDENT OF VENEZUELA 

ALFREDO PAREJA DIBZCANSBCO, FOREIGN MINISTER OF ECUADOR 

AND PRESIDENT ROLDOS' REPRESENTATIVE 

VICE PRESIDENT MONDALE (ACCOMPANIBD BY ASSISTANT 

SECRETARY VAKY, AMBASSADOR POPPER, ROBERT PASTOR 

AND DENIS CLIFT) 


3. PLACE AND DATE: EL PANAMA HOTEL, PANAMA CITY, 
Sl!iC~ST 

SBeRft 
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OCTOBER 1, 1979, 6:10 P.M. 

4 . SUMMARY: THE VICE PRESIDENT CONVEYED A LETTER FROM 
PRESIDENT CARTER TO THE ANDEAN LEADERS OUTLINING THE 
PRESIDENT'S OCTOBER 1 MESSAGE ON SOVIET TROOPS IN CUBA. 
THE VICE PRESIDENT DESCRIBED THE BACKGROUND TO THE 
PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE AND REVIEWED RECENT TRENDS IN CUBAN-
SOVIET RELATIONS WHICH WERE OF PARTICULAR. CONCERN TO THE 
U.S. GOVERNMENT. THE ANDEAN PRESIDENTS DID NOT ADDRESS 
THE SOVIET TROOP ISSUE IN SUBSTANCE. HERRERA REGRETTED 
THAT NEWS COVERAGE OF THE PRESIDENT'S SPEECH WOULD 
OVERSHADOW THE POSITIVE IMPACT OF THE TREATY DAY 
CEREMONIES. THE PRINCIPAL THEME OF THE ANDEAN 
PRESIDENTS' PRESENTATIONS WAS THE THREAT TO DEMOCRATIC 
INSTITUTIONS FROM ECONOMIC DISORDERS, ESPECIALLY IN THE 
CARIBBEAN AREA, AND THE NEBD TO ATTACK THESE ECONOMIC 
PROBLEMS THROUGH JOINT EFFORTS. GUEVARA ARCE OF BOLIVIA 
APPEALED FOR RECONSIDERATION OF THE U.S. PROPOSAL TO 
SELL 35,000 TONS OF TIN FROM THE STRATEGIC RESERVE AND 
MORALES BERMUDEZ ASKED FOR SPECIAL CONSIDERATION FOR 
PERU IN THE ADMINISTRATION OF CANAL TOLLS. END SUMMARY. 

5. THE VICE PRESIDENT OPENED THE MEETING BY EXPRESSING 

ADP Declassification Review 
DECLASSIFIED 
by John Fitzpatrick, 4/24/2017 

A 11 /")f\1 A 
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HIS APPRECIATION FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO MEET WITH THE 
ANDEAN PACT, A GROUP WITH WHICH THE CARTER ADMINISTRA-
TION HAD SOUGHT TO ESTABLISH A HIGH-LEVEL AND SIGNIFICANT 
DIALOGUE. IT WAS PARTICULARLY NOTEWORTHY THAT THIS 
MEETING SHOULD OCCUR ON THE OCCASION OF THE ENTRY INTO 
EFFECT OF THE PANAMA CANAL TREATIES, AN HISTORIC 
EVENT FOR ALL OF LATIN AMERICA. 

6. AFTER THE DEPARTURE OF THE PRESS, THE VICE PRESIDENT 
INFORMED THE OTHER PARTICIPANTS OF THE RECEIPT JUST 

SBeMl'f 
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MINUTES EARLIER OF A LETTER TO THEM FROM PRESIDENT 
CARTER OUTLINING THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS TO THE AMERICAN 
PEOPLE THAT EVENING ON THE SUBJECT OF RUSSIAN TROOPS IN 
CUBA. THE VICE PRESIDENT RECALLED THAT THE ADMINISTRA-
TION HAD LABELED THIS A SERIOUS MATTER AND STATED THAT 
THE STATUS QUO WAS NOT SATISFACTORY. THE VICE 
PRESIDENT THEN REVIEWED THE FACTS OF SOVIET MILITARY 
INVOLVEMENT WITH CUBA, ITS ECONOMIC SUBSIDIES AND ITS 
SHARED RESPONSIBILITY FOR CUBA'S WIDE-SPREAD FOREIGN 
INVOLVEMENTS. HE ENDED HIS REMARKS TO AWAIT THE 
ARRIVAL OF THE TEXT OF THE PRESIDENT'S LETTER. 

7. BOLIVIAN PRESIDENT GUEVARA ARCE RAISED THE PROPOSED 
SALE OF 35,000 TONS OF TIN Fl!Q!f THR US STIU\~IC 

RESERvES •.. HE S1'•.4il THE U.S. ACTivN COULD wv·i· BB UNDER-
STOOD IN VIEW OF THB ADVERSE IMPACT SUCH A SALE WOULD 
HAVE ON BOLIVIA'S DEMOCRATIZATION PROCESS. uB MENTIONED 
THAT HE HAD RAISED THIS DIRECTLY WITH THE VICE PRESIDENT 
DURING THEIR ENCOUNTER AT THE STATE CEREMONY THAT 
MORNING, BUT WISHED TO EXPRESS THIS CONCERN WHICH HAD 
THE SUPPORT OF THE ANDEAN PACT MEMBERS. 

8. THE VICE PRESIDENT RESPONDED THAT HE WOULD FULLY 

REPORT THIS CONCERN OF BOLIVIA AND THE OTHER ANDEAN 

COUNTRIES. THE U.S. GOVERNMENT WAS VERY SENSITIVE TO 

THE CONCERN AND DID NOT WISH TO PLACE A BURDEN ON 

BOLIVIAN SOCIETY AS IT PURSUED AN OBJECTIVE WHICH HAD 

FULL U.S. SUPPORT. HE REITERATED THE U.S. POSITION THAT 

THE PRESIDENT INTBNDED TO CONSULT WITH THE INTERNATIONAL 

TIN AUTHORITY IN CARRYING OUT LEGISLATION FOR TIN SALES, 
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AND WOULD MAKE THE SALES PRUDENTLY AND IN AN ORDERLY 
MANNER IN FULL CONSULTATION WITH BOLIVIA. HE CONCLUDED 
THAT HE APPRECIATED THAT THIS ANSWER, WHICH HAD BEEN 
GIVEN TO THE BOLIVIAN GOVERNMENT BEFORE, WAS NOT 
SATISFACTORY TO IT, AND WOULD MAKE THAT POINT TO 
PRESIDENT CARTER. 

9. . GUEVARA RESPONDED THAT THE U.S. HAD TAKEN A SIMILAR 
POSITION ON THE PREVIOUS OCCASIONS WHEN TIN SALES WERE 
MADE. WHILE HE DID NOT ATTRIBUTE ILL WILL TO THE USG, 
EXPERIENCE HAD SHOWN THAT PAST SALES HAD BEEN HARMFUL. 
HB ASKED THAT THE ~SSAGE BE TAKEN NOT ONLY TO THE 
PRESIDENT, BUT ALSO TO MEMBERS OF THE U.S. CONGRESS. 

10. THE VICE PRESIDENT SAID HE WOULD UNDERTAKE TO DO SO 
AND WOULD REMEMBER THE FIGURE GIVEN BY GUEVARA THAT 
EVERY ONE-CENT DROP IN THE PRICE OF TIN COST BOLIVIA 
ABOUT ONE MILLION DOLLARS. 

ll. PRESIDENT HERRERA OF VENEZUELA BEGAN HIS REMARKS 
SBeRM' 
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BY CALLING ATTENTION TO THE HARMFUL EFFECTS OF POOR 
MARICBT SITUATIONS OF A WHOLE SERIES OF RAW MATERIALS 
OF INTEREST TO THE HEMISPHERE. HE THEN MADE TWO 
PRINCIPAL POINTS IN HIS PRESENTATION: THE .FIRST 
CONCERNED THE PROBLEM OF MAINTAINING DEMOCRATIC FORMS 
OF GOVERNMENT IN POOR COUNTRIES. ECONOMIC.PRESSURES, 
HE SAID, FORCED THOSE COUNTRIES TO TURN TO GOVERNMENTS 
OF FORCE. THESE PROBLEMS PARTICULARLY AFFECTED THB 
CARIBBEAN WHERE PROSPECTIVES WERE POOR. GOVERNMENTS 
THERE NEEDED SUPPORT AND VENEZUELA WISHED TO HELP THEM. 
HERRERA TURNED SECONDLY TO THE ISSUE OF THE SOVIET 
TROOPS. HE SAID THE PANAMA TREATY CEREMONIES HAD BEEN 
A CAUSE OF REAL JOY AND SATISFACTION. THE NEWS OF THE 
EVENT, HOWEVER, WOULD BB .DISPLACED BY PRESIDENT CARTER'S 
STATEMENT ON CUBA. WHILE RECOGNIZING U.S. INTERESTS, 
HB WISHED TO EXPRESS THE PREOCCUPATION, EVEN ANGUISH HE 
FELT THAT THE IMPACT OF THE SUCCESS OF THE TREATY WOULD 
BE MARRED. HE ASKED THAT HIS REMARK BB ACCEPTED AS THE 
PERSONAL CONCERN OF A GOOD FRIEND. 

12. THE VICE PRESIDENT RESPONDED THAT HIS GOVERNMENT 
AGREED WITH HERRERA'S ANALYSIS THAT THE SUCCESS OF 
DEMOCRACY WAS AFFECTED BY ECONOMIC CONDITIONS. THE 
U.S. HAD TRIED TO BE HELFPUL IN THIS REGARD IN MANY 
WAYS, ESPECIALLY IN THE CASE OF NEW DEMOCRACIES. 
TURNING TO HERRERA'S SECOND POINT, HE SAID THAT THE 
TREATIES WERE OF GREAT IMPORTANCE TO THE CARTER 
ADMINISTRATION AND WERE A VIVID EXPRESSION OF THE 
ADMINISTRATION'S COMMITMENT TO A FOREIGN POLICY "BASED 
ON FAIRNESS, NOT FORCE.• IT WAS NONETHELESS NECESSARY 
TO DEAL WITH THE RUSSIAN TROOP SITUATION. CUBAN 
INVOLVEMENT IN AFRICA AND THE HORN HAD BEEN VERY 
DESTABILIZING: THE CUBANS HAD CONSISTENTLY SUPPORTED 

SB9RB'P 
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THE CAUSE OF VIOLENCE AND BLOCKED MODERATION. IT WAS 
THE TREND OF CUBAN-SOVIET MILITARY RELATIONS WHICH 
CAUSED CONCERN. FURTHER, THE MATTER HAD NOW BECOME 
CAUGHT UP WITH THE SALT II RATIFICATION. HE SAID THE 
PRESIDENT BELIEVED THAT FAILURE TO RATIFY TREATY COULD 
INTRODUCE A DANGEROUS PHASE IN U.S. RELATIONS WITH THE 
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SOVIET UNION. · TO AVOID THIS, THE U.S. HAD PROPOSED MANY 
THINGS BUT THE SOVIETS DID NOT COOPERATE; THEY HAD MADE 
CONCESSIONS, BOT NONE WERB SIGNIFICANT. VICE PRESIDENT 
CONCLUDED THAT PRESIDENT CARTER WAS MOVING, IN HIS 
ADDRESS THIS EVENING, IN A RESTRAINED WAY. HIS ADDRESS 
REFLECTED OUR DEEP OBJECTIONS BUT SOUGHT TO CONTAIN THE 
SITUATION BY SHOWING THAT THERE WAS NO THREAT TO THE 
U.S. AND THAT THE TROOP PRESENCE SHOULD NOT BE LINICED TO 
SALT RATIFICATION. (AT THIS POINT PRESIDENT CARTER'S 
LETTER WAS DISTRIBUTED.) 

13 • COLOMBIAN PRESIDENT 'l'URBAY AYALA BEGAN A DISCURSIVE 
PRESENTATION BY EXPRESSING HIS SUPPORT FOR BOLIVIA WITH 
REGARD TO U.S. TIN SALES, BUT THEN NOTED THAT COLOMBIA 
HAD MANY PROBLEMS I NOT JUST ONE. FOR EXAMPLE I WHILE 
THE PRESENCE OP SOVIET TROOPS IN CUBA WAS A MATTER FOR 
CONCERN, HE PELT THE GENERAL PROBLEM OF WORLD ARMAMENTS 
SHOULD BE DPT IN MIND. WORLD PROBLEMS SHOULD BB 
DISCUSSED AT THIS MEETING, HE FELT. 

14. '.t'DRBAY IDENTIFIED INFLATION AS THE FIRST OP THESE 
PROBLEMS, A COMMON ENEMY. LIKE OTHER WORLD ISSUES, IT 
COULD NOT BE TACI<LBD BY NATIONS ACTING INDIVIDUALLY; 
RATHER, A JOINT EFFORT OP LATIN AMERICA AND THE UNITED 
STATES WAS NEEDED. SERIOUS ECONOMIC PROBLEMS WERE 
CREATING SOCIAL PRESSURES ALL OVER LATIN AMERICA, 
INCLUDING THE CARIBBEAN. THESE PRESSURES WERB DIRECTED 
AGAINST LOCAL GOVERNMENTS AND AGAINST THE UNITED STATES. 
ANTI-AMERICANISM COULD GROW IN A SOIL OF ECONOMIC 
DIFFICULTIES PROMPTED BY THE PRICE OP OIL, UNEMPLOYMENT, 

SEC:!tZT 
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ETC. THE USG FACED SIMILAR ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL 
TENSIONS, BUT THERE THE ALTERNATIVE WAS A DEMOCRATIC 
ONE. IN MANY LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES THE ALTERNATIVE 
WAS THE LOSS OF DEMOCRACY. 

15. TORBAY CONTINUED THAT A JOINT EFFORT WAS NECESSARY 
WHICH COVERED NOT ONLY THE CARIBBEAN BUT ALL OF THE 
HEMISPHERE. IT SHOULD NOT BE DEPENDENT ON THE U.S. 
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ALONE, BUT RATHER "WE ALL HAVE TO HELP.• HE PROPOSED 
FOR CONSIDERATION A "FUND FOR PEACE" OR "FUND FOR 
DEMOCRACY" WHICH WOULD BE USED TO FIGHT "DIFFICULT 
SITUATIONS". IF THE DEMOCRACIES OF LATIN AMERICA 
COULD BECOME PARTNERS, HE ARGUED, OTHERS WOULD BE 
STIMULATED TO JOIN THE FUND OR TO TAKE DRAMATIC ACTIONS. 
IN CONCLUSION, HE ACKNOWLEDGED THAT PRESIDENT CARTER 
MIGHT SEE THE PRESENCE OF SOVIET TROOPS IN CUBA AS 
MAKING THE SITUATION IN THE CARIBBEAN MORE SERIOUS. 
HE RECOGNIZED THAT THE EXTENSION OF •THESE MOVEMENTS" 
IN THE CARIBBEAN AFFECTED THE ENTIRE HEMISPHERE. 

!!:C:ll:!T 
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16. THE VICE PRESIDENT IN RESPONSE ACl(N'OWLEDGED THE 
IMPORTANCE OF SUCH INTERNATIONAL PROBLEMS AS INFLATION. 
THE U.S. WAS WORKING VERY HARD ON ITS DOMESTIC PROBLEM, 
AWARE THAT, AS A LARGE ECONOMY, IT AFFECTED THE WELFARE 
OP OTHERS. HE SAID 'l'URBAY'S APPEAL POR JOINT CONSIDERA-
TION OP THE MAJOR PROBLEMS SHOULD BE PURSUED. 

17. IN CLOSING, PRESIDENT MORALES BERMUDEZ OF PERU 
THANXED THE VICE PRESIDENT FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO 
EXPRESS THEIR INDIVIDUAL THOUGHTS AND PREOCCUPATIONS 
AND TO EXCHANGE VIEWS. IN SUMMARY, HE STATED THAT, 
WHILE APPRECIATING U.S. INTERESTS AND THE SIGNIPI~CE 
OF WORLD PROBLEMS, THE ANDEAN PACT MEMBERS PBLT THAT 
THEIR DOMESTIC PROBLEMS COULD NOT BE SOLVED WITHOUT A 
HEMISPHERIC APPROACH. TO A GREAT EXTENT, THE HEMISPHERE 
SHARED IN GLOBAL CONCERNS. IN URGING A HEMISPHERIC 
APPROACH, THE ANDEAN PACT COUNTRIES DID NOT SEEK A 
RETURN TO PATERNALISM BUT RATHER MUTUAL UNDERSTANDING. 
HE THEN ASKED THAT THE ADMINISTRATION OP THE TOLLS OF 
THE PANAMA CANAL TAKE INTO ACCOUNT THE FACT THAT A 
LARGE PORTION OP PERUVIAN TERRITORY CARRIES OUT ITS 
TRADE THROUGH THE AMAZON IN ADDITION TO THE PRINCIPAL 
COMMERCE OF THE PACIFIC COAST. 

18. NOTE: ECUADOREAN FOREIGN MINISTER PAREJA DID NOT 
SPEAK. 
BLAICB 
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Memorandum From Robert Pastor of the National Security Council Staff to the President's 
Assistant for National Security Affairs (Brzezinski) 

Washington, October 29, 1980 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Staff Material, North/South, Pastor, Country 
Files, Box 27, Latin America, 1-12/80. No classification marking. Sent for action. 
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Paper Prepared by Robert Pastor of the National Security Council Staff 

Washington, October 28, 1980 
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•• L;. - '·' .•~CARTEJlfUBRAAf . . 	 ;;r;J> 
.<: .~~. . /' 	 ·:;,;;---. . 

. 	 . . 
~ ' 	 . October 28, 1980( ;._ ·. 	 . -- -·........-·· ,~,.-

..... · ';.. 

I.. :J:ntroduc:tiQ.tl~. :A ~Bl:'.i£tf· P'U~X'.f' Q·;f ~()U:f" ~ea?:f3· · 
/ 

oiiri;n9 thf:i ·i~~t ·-~our yeat$.,, yout ~dml.nist:r?ltion. 9~~>mor{! . t:~m~ · 
t.o Latin. ~ric~ ~~Q t;~~ C~~.i~Pe·An ·~4 .pµ.:t$lJ,ed a mo;r;e ~t;iy~, <:¢h~r-:"'.' ·· 


. ~l,lt.1 .~4 c<:Uu~is~:t.. ~pptqaqh to ~atin ~ric;a .tJ:ta:n any p~~vi<.>1.ls '.Ad!nin-
. i.t?trat;i.on. · . · ··. ·· . :. · · . ·· , -· .· "'. .. .· 

-- In 1977,. y9u gave a new .Q.ir~cti~ri: ··to u.. s. polici,e~. tq· .t:J:ie 

. r~gi,qn. The ~ollcit4a~ien ·wa$· set py _yaµ'r cledision to. give::~ 114·srn · 

.~fiqf~t¥ ,t9 n~?~tJ."t;~g.:_~*1.-.ea~~l- ~pe't~e~. Af~~r .__ a $<>l1:\&t~e$· ... ·,. 

•;'q~f~~oult 	1;nte~,,~~ X'~'Y1!\'l ·Q?~;11l yq:u.en\lhc.~ated a.:~11l~,u~ .. ~ew. 

·a,pp3;~-acn t:o Laun~.~l:l:tca-'l.n vouz- .Pan ~@~;i.c.an ;J2.!Y S:Pe.~<1.b: -~ ·. the . . . · 


·.st~1gt~~~iti41[~tf~~~i2!~d~d 
a~o~J:aOy I and (.J. ~il.;li~9ne·s~ 'fzf;>, 'Cc;>litnilt Qn th~. gl.Qbal eo0npn\i9 iS~UeS 

·	q~;,ce.n1;ral coµ~~n· to, 'i:he ~~r~· · l{a;i!h~~ th,an a. fllQgan to J.tta•k the . 

~iv~rsity of :tnEi r~·g~bn:, yi;>µ, :$µ~g(e"S1teQ; a Jlexible ~ppJ:o:a~h 'ltjq~e ·: · ··_•· 

·,CJ.tt\;ined to the i;~()rtant c}1an9~·5 . t$a:t have .occu;r;:red in tl).~ /Ulle;rieas 


l~~i~Tliilli~f;~~~]:~~1:y __

··~~~'Ci• ·of f;t:a:te ip.· .tf.1~ r~gi<>~J ·~~P,~~i,:1}1~~ ;your ~1\)proaeh, ·e$~~l~~~Y · 

._Y;;~il't' ~ers:onal··.·~~~t··t.o ':h~~~·'.:r;+tlt~$ .and d~Jl\~¢~~tizeti.o~,_ ~~·'··.. . 

·lt•<?ql1:l:!;ng conve~t )Lil. ,the• Sl. · ,:(i.)f. @.i~~;t;~ra·l~ ~~gii.ol(l;a.·L, · ~-4:: f!k~<l:). 


·· i''l~t~J;olco i bo~·-•~t;LU.. it:w:ait if~tt.f~ic:itt;ioJ?,· in the sena:tf!. .Tl.le ~rtt.OWit 

.. :;cti;~inq~!:i~~~£;ar-;;7t~i~p;t:n~{%!~:: =!fic!~s;:;:!0~!t~fs-
...tr~~'~on' s firit year I includihg ¢at .of .Kennedy and th~ ~1).ian9e fOJ:: 
.~J:<?Q"o.ress. · ·. . . . -, . , .. ·.. · . . · 

. In 9c>~sultations with Mexico and the ·Ayacuclio coun·tries, a.riils{ .¢ontrol. .- ' . . .. . . . ~- ' . . . . . . 	 ' . .. ' . . 

.. ·:·~ ... 
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initia.tives began to be seriously considered. , The Caribbean Group
took shape. . I 

__, In 1979 i .. 'We ~ao.ed .our· mo~t. ~erious ·c;r;i.ses. :~~ cn~llem1es 
N.i~ar~gua, <;ren~da, And .:th.~ :·cub.~ h~~.9a.~e-- ~;- and.·~ 4istil'!<J?ished 
ourselves onlr ~n. t:l:la:t.we .. dit.in,•·t veer .too. fa:r f:pom .our. o:r:t91nC!ll. 
obj:ectives .....~11 thX'ee . fo.tfceH~ u~ .tQ .tocus on the. s~.clit'ity dimen!4'on 

· · o.f :il).t~r~~e:r.i.'cQ.A; ~elatio.na. in..a. .~9~;,:a1~~ys e9p.~t~·~Uve 'Vfay,• . .~~ 
tl).e $tt.J,t\e. t.i.ll\e · w:~·.:~re WX'~~.ti;t,n,. wet.~ ~·th.~$e three~ ~s$Ue~, we a,ls·<p · 
we;r:e ~tr~~g;~i~~ Qu:r;- ;t:~iati~s~l>S ~wl:th :tjle Ande~.Paot as· .a. ;?~()up
(partiGlilat+t because. ·ot. the .t~n,4 .t.ow~t-d ,democ,:.-~qy,. :i.n E.~u.ad,,o-~ ·JJil(i .. •. 
Peru} and·wita'.Venez:ueJ..a., ~iooii:·and.'8X'azi'l:. YD1fr' t.wo ·meetirtCJ$.. :With 

.	;:~~frii:!t1.~~,:~~~=e~i.!i!-1~=;;;;f~:n-:;~:~~ri~~~~;.~:=::m·~ .'\tie 

relatiQns wj;th~i,~e u,.·~:~·. g:~ve:t:~ti·t.ss arid. ·to enfjiu;-~::~at it be .. gi"(.~n 

the deservec;l. pl7'$ority.,. tjl.e. conc:lit1$1.'9n'· of:· a,, .ga.s ~tr;e~•nt an<l .~" 

extena,iva $c~enc~ ·cmd t~¢hp;ol~SM·:pac;t.: as· a re~ult.:qf.Frank. ~r~ss•s · 
effo.rts -- all tltose led' t::o :mOJ4'e attention and r~$:Ult$. tAan the··J!e'la~ 
t!Qn$hip. hai$ .. seen. for ·a . lqn(J ·tin.le •. ·.. \r:l:ce Pi:e.s'.~.den,t:~ f.10.ndale' s tJ.:4). 't;o
Vene.z.uela and Braz'il and. Frank. P~~s• s, 1;Qllow-up tl:i.p a,lso served· to 
d~epeµ oµr .··re1ation$h;i.p. wj.tb... :the:-. two ~:Y c:ountries .; .;11 ·south M~ti.oa:. 

. The Brazilian :ro·x-e:~gn "Minister ·w~s move<!· to say in ·A\p+il 19 79 that . 
u .s. -B·razilian relations .w~,:e "e~cell~nt. '.' 

. -- In I980,, your attention .il.'a.~ ,J•.arqe1y· been_ tocused on the .: 
hostages, A~~h~.s.tan.1 the.- :Pe:r~i·;m::Gulf, ~. e:C9l;l9~y, aft.d the. c~-

.p.aign. . Th~. Admi;n!$.Ql'q.t~on'$ .att~ll'.t,'$..Qri ·to ·Li]..tin...:.r.ic.~ bas ·be.en: .: ·. 

toc~ed ·on. the cat,i.bbean ·basin",....;., .ilistabil~ty" intce~tr~l Americ-a .and 

the· ca:riboe·an1 Ctiban and:·,.H~i:t~·an re.~u~,. ·and.. C-1.~p$1· sv.hve.rs.iqn •.. :· 

·After ·Greriadai ·we: have: m~fig~q. ..t:o·-,t.ut-11· the td,:de.. i,~c:k in favor c.if. · 
~it,ioC?;acy ;~ tn~ •a$tet,'n q~ribl.le®· and to halt th~· .. revolution i.n · 
Cent~al ~rica bf ,fO'stei;~g mot:lleiate . change i!l· illl S:a1vadot ·$id · · · 
Honde:t'.as· ·a,tid.:by .ti:Yin<.J.·.to. p'lay· a:·J>O~~t~ve· rol~f·tn,,:.~:i;;-~~.ra,,gu,a,. ·· ~ai;~\lsh . 

. your ·pf!;r$ona1 inj.tJ;ative;:;. n·c~ib})f!!ari./Cen.t~al· ~rj;~an ,Action,:it : ... 

~~#~~~~ttle:e:~!it:;.:~~ .~~~~:P~~fj~!~~~i.~!:;.ht~~~,:~:#~!a;~~~~\'.~~ .. 

have. d.one a 9ood>~~al, .. but hard:ly enough.,· The •Caliti~bean Ba·sin is. 
one ax-ea in need ot you;r· attent;;9n ·in· 1981. · · 

In summa:-=y, f<>.U nave set a course in .,19 77 apd .kept to it even . 
throµ9h the try·i~g tiI,l\e~ .in 1979.. we have made. remarkable progre.$.s
toward OUX' goals. Still, there.is·I(luch that rell$.ins to be completed, 
~Ci many· new iss·ues that remain to. be confronted.. · Let me disc·uss 

·these within :the ·corute~t of'.an .a1;5seasment. · · 

:n:. 

This ass~,$$ntent will ·proqeed by examining the goals ass,6cia:ted 

with each of·tlie three.basic principles. · 


. . (l) · Pe·a:ce. Reo0gnitio:n of the individuality of each relation--
sltip.. R:espec::t ·for non;.:.interwntion. 

. 	 " ..~ 

::. 
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A. ove:rall ~pproa:eb ~·-:. Sloq:a:n:s:,. :Global, Con·aultattons. 
The carter Administratien has· ·avoided ·the tempt~fion ·to reduce 
its cr~lations with 1'atin Atnerioa and the' Ca;J:'.ibbean ·(LAC) to a 
slagain, bui:- tha-t ·has ·a. d,owns.ide: ol;l;r ;ie~.;,.bl;e, glo;t>a:J. approach
is not easily gra~Ped; our approach ha.s. th~~efor~ J;>ecoine kn9wn 
not by its principles bµ;t .t>y lts ino~t salient· :feat\ires·: h-1.ilnan 

·rig-b.ts and 'emoc~a¢ypy those who liike p~r.po.l;icies; Nicaragua, 

. Grenad~, and Cuban tef~ees by' tho.~e who don't. · · 


. . 

. . Rec~911izing the incr~asing internation~l role of 

ntanY'" .of the. r~gion.'s. gover~ents, w~ ~¢t a ¢1~•r ob]eative of 

cons..ultil):.g ·on a regular beu;is 9n .g;i}.()bal ~d reg~ona.I political

antJ..· ~con()mici f;:~sUe$. .We have propal;)ly done. ·IQ.o.t'e ·.ot thi:s tha,n · 

any pr.ev10Us Admi-iltstrat;i.on, ~ut we 'h,~ven·~ t:. done enou<Jll 1 arid we 


. have nq:t: yet built a syste.tnS~ic rnechani~m i,.' ' ·-·. :.;r 'l·~~"'• i11::}.:.1t·\::'Q~·-·;~;

for, ensuring such dons'Q.lt~tions· on ~- re.vula#' b~-~.$s;. .· .. -Gl;.ven ~e 


. re·gic;>n '•s. j:h(:reasin<J inipoJ:':i:ance in the t1N1 · the N~ an(! · Soci4l;ist 

·InternatJ,on.al (SI) , 1-i;: is e$sentia1 th?;t .we- consult ;#$gu+arly 


· on us pol:i,.e.ie.s. a:nd .·on developments .ln controversial ·a-ltefts like. 
:s.outh:er-n Af~ica, Middle .East, East-Wes·t relations -~.;.; i$$Ue~ 
.wh~ie ·c>ur .l>riefi~~$ an<i consl,lltations are .li~ely ,·to .pr<;>duc.e a 
corif'lut;!n,ce of perspecti:ves. 

. . Despite many ,efforts. to forge a coa.l~ti()tJ. of 

like~m!Lnded dentocra;c·ies (especially Venezuela, ·Mex:$.ao1 · Colombia 

an<l Br~zilr to p~su~ a oo:mmon ·policy_ t() _central. AlllE!ricfl. and 


. the. (:~u;;::ibl;>e~n, we have. nqt.·been ~µ,c¢es$fu~ •. :·:Me~-:f.~g v~~s t~e · 
regic)n•·s-.. turtnoil from a totally ·di·f·ferEint perspecfj,ve:~ :Brazil 
is :foc'l,lsi~g Qn -its 'I?ord,.ers and b~lieve!:; t:b,e .ca:ri-~n. J;,s our prob-

11em~ • ·' , noz~ ;theirs • . COlpml:H,.a is preocC\lpi~d~ An4 Ve~~'~Uela, 

which i~ .playing the,m()st· construc1;,;:lve role· in t11.e i!f:~e~, enjoys

eonsµltatiQn1. but pre£~rs paral"leT. rather th.an 'a· cOl$_nOn. po;lioy. 


·•.. 
Du;ril;)g the Nicaraguan ctfsis·,··we were pulled

into playing a ~0-:re· girect role ·in,··B.n :Lnt~rnal ltia~~<than what we. ~~a' 'ori.ij'inally ;,pJ;eif-~rre.a, bli~ w~:>ha~·· $tt)'.l el:ea~:l;y',.,il}a;i.n·ta~ned 
the· integ:l?ity'· of o~z.- p~u~of ·J1on~ijtte:r:yen,tion duX'ing -the past:
f<;>u;r years, .unlike many·.other in Latin .nations. . . . 

B. ·Non~J>rolj.feration. The Senate has not yet

rati·fied Protocol» r· of t~e Treaty .o·f Tlatelolco. It .ls not 

clear whether our ef£o;rts . t.o discourage Brazil . cµid :Argentina 


. from obtaining a ful.l. fuel··.cycle witj-iout full "'scope $<;!.feguards. 
has had muc}l effect, but·it· is cle.ar. that .bath gove.rmne-nts have 
scaled down t.h~i·r ~nitial ··nucl.ea'.r--·progrcuns.CO?lsj.(fer~J.'.'y. At . 
·the sa.metim(i!, ho;~ ·nations ·establi$hed ·a ci)cipe~at4ve :.p:~qgram in 
J)UGlear .i>ower.. This is· just one· rnol<'e in,dication_.·that~ ·the . 
lop:~standi?<J rivalry be-tween A;g;E!tftina a11d Br~z.i'l may '.~Ve > 
pa~S~ iAtO •ll'iStQJ:.y, ..th¢reoy red\tC'i~g our con~erns al)QUt the 
explosive implicat:ioils ·of a pos-sible nucle~r arms~ race. 

.: . :.··.. ·.· c 
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C.. Arms 'Control. . We lent Strong support to two regional 
arms control initiat:ives '(by· Mexico· at\d bf VeneZ:uelal, and we· made 
a preliminary effort to discuss the issue wi~ :the SGviets; all 

. th,ree initiatives ,got nowhere_. Nonetheless:, we :hav~ exerc:ised 
unilateral rest:tatnt, and this cencej..va)l);ly cou.ld ~ave h·e]..peQ restrain 
ovei,-all arms e;Kpenditure$ in the hem;l$phe·re.. 1\.t ~e $a.me ·t~me' . 
the vs was. overtaken b;y ·five. othe:r n,at::iens .. ·in. arms sales t~· r-hiQI 

. region. Despite your explici-t; ·aeG:!Sion. C:-in~P:D..!J1iJ.. ·to reverse ·th,e. ·· 

d~cline :of the amc;>unt .of FMS· ·allocate<;lto· tat,l:n ·Atqel:'fea· as a 

p~rce!ltage of the 9iobal amount (f;-oxn 2\ ·to· 4%)/. t~µ;:· has not ·. 

beeµ done~ .. Sta·te· i·s once again recoiilmendinq a level of·. 2%·, for 

Latin America in FY 132. we·, need te ta,Jte' a hard look a.t this. issue 

ag·aifi.; perhaps t.he ·Secretary-· of State. can i-nitiat.e. consultations on 

this ·issue· d1:1ri~g hi~ trip.·. · ·· 


. D. · Peace·fu·l Settlepient. ~-f I>iseu-t:.es. Before your Pan 
American .Day· speech,.· the us had ref:u$e,'d,to. play mµch of .a r<>le 
,fn settling the many te~ritorial displltes in. the hemi1&phere. Since 
then, we have. played a very active r(>1f1, tzyi~g. to st~\Jlate the. 
n~g()tiati~g process-from the· side wtiile k,eepi~g a •diatpI:''in front 
the Pope on- the Beagle Channel, a· ·f~rmer Peruvian··.:PrE:lsident ·on the 

·Ho~duran:Salvadorean dispute; and' tlle British· on. Belize~ ·.We have 
already raised other disputes, includf~g Ecuador's desire for.access 
to the Amazon, Bolivian access to the. sea., and we ·hc;tve encouraged . 
di.alQgUe ~ere only silent col'lfrontation had exi.sted bef~i;-e. . 

. . . 

. E. Central JUneri:ca. · We ·tried to fipd ~- peaceful path 
·thro~gll me<liation in Nlcaragµa~ but failed for several reasons;
Somoza was tqo intranstg(ant; the mi~dle ~las·~ - too te.ady to a.cicept
t:.be .promises of the·Marxist left; ~d-mo.$·t impc)rtant1y) our friends,
Venf!·zuela., <;oast _Ri.ca and :Pan~a, were _s9.Qpsessed iii.-getting rid Of 
. Somo:za and pre,-~mp~ing Castro that they. un:wit~inqiy p];aye<f Castro• s 

. game,. successf.~lly iri_sulati~g' him tron:t -us.: .>We are h•vi~g a littl.e 
mo:re sµccess in E:l s.alvador 1 but i t·1 s '~Y. J:lO. means clej.t~ that the 
middfe will .:•{'~r.~va:t.JJ there •. ·Honduras is m<JJd..'ng_ the transition. 
frcin milita~ to e~vili~n. goyernments:,.. bu.t. the: pettj,.:t?-El,~$· of the 
politicians, .the arr:oganoe'Of the milj,:taryl'.and the.ma6,b;inations
of an eme;rging left' coul.d derail 'tha.t. . Guatemala ·is·pqla~izing 
very ·rapidly· as the rightists assassinate eu>.yone_who su99ests there 
is a.Jniddle way~ We are pursui~g a 4elieate.expe.timentby encouraging
peaceful· democratic reform in a re.gion of violeric.e1 ~bsolete socio- · 
political struct.ures, and gross ·inequal-ities. The Ma;txist left have 
dre.ssed themselves in our· ·human .right$ b~nners, and Fidel Castro 
has:· C0;110~ntr~ted· his energies on helpi~g. them. seize. power. We are 
still J:.ntira.P.t!!;Lt. The pi;obleiu of hel-pin9· t() maint•in .demecracy· ·in the. 
cari.bbe.a:n has. proved ,ea~ier. ·than creati~g .it in· central America. 
The Cubans succeeded in·subvertt~g Grenada,: but...the :aame strategy
failed in $Ur-iname 1 and Jt\Qre impQrtelntly., Cuba's..r.adic~l. allies 
were decisively beaten in fr:ee eleatien's by modeJ;ate, p;ro-us. grf!)ups 

· in S't• Vincen,.t, St. Lucia,· Doll\i.nic~, Ant~9ua,. and St~· Ki.tts. ·· The 
Caril:>bean.Grouphas added stability to·the r~gion;.. St~ll, we 
haven't done nea.r~y eno!-lgh to enhance the security of the region or 

.... .,.· 
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·s 

to ass~ist its developntt:mt; pes~i.te ·yQur .promise to inc~ease 
aid to the area iri" yo-ur ..Qct;ober: ·1:., .· 19 79 ~ovi.et ·br~9-~d~ spee9h, 
we maintained, aid af.;. :tl;te same .l~veL as the .previo:U$ _year. We need 
an ~ginativ~ ,ne~.· a.Ji>pr<;>aeh- to ··i;b~ are~ which ·t~~~s ...:i.n:t9 ac.Qownt:.
ii:s *cial importance in, s.ePUJ;"ity as weli a$· i~ ,i~9tation . 

matter.s. · · \ . · 


.· 	 : .·. . ..··. . ·]f. ..<;Q.ba. Wh.il.~ We,:)l~Ve b,~(i ..9'i>~~t $UC(:ess ~rt th~ hu.inan 
~ig~t,$ a;rea tn.. :qtiia, .we are .'fl;l(~er-:_a'(ti'a:y ~r.C>,m ~\b;. g~()~Qlit~(;al . 
90~1$· thaD in. ;1'977 •. CUba ha&::.;~re. t;J:"~()E>$ in 1ll9re ooimtries eutd· 

' J..s mc>x:e actively. pursuµig:Jts'.:revoluti.ol'lii-111: gQal·f$ t¢day ·than j,:n 
· 1.977". · This is ariother'area.in-•d of··a new look•..·. · 

.,. . . ·. . 	 .. . .' · .. , . ... . ·'· .· . 
. . . 	 ; . . . . . . . 

.. . G.. . . S'!!lDa!l~· With :the'. ~~~ien o:e ee*tral: ~t:io~, 

·MG·~$·;~ ~Y .. ~nd l:ar~, ·.a:mo:r;e ~~~-~f.u~:·.~d :J.es~ ~l;it~t~zed place
mm :~::;t:~'1rJ~;~~!:l=~~~=\!n .. 


t 	 :·, ... >.: 
(2). 'Human Ri<th1fs· ._and .:o:e~c:ta9X 

. A,. ·· ove:J;all, Approaeli.. ·-. ·1'1ie ~~fect;iv:Ef J)tir~~it .. of human 

r~gllt:s. is clearly. the iltQs·t .su¢~¢~~.sfu~'. aqhievemEa:nt of y.our , 

A:daj;~:i:1ttt'ct1:ion:. You. h~ve· fip.~;l}ly, at],<!·.'Wit? .'.$911\e c~-se·, µttpri.nt~d 

~u~: Qonµn,itnje~t t:,o_. a~n ·J;~gh:ts.1,qn ·t®..,~n$ci()q;$ness ~-f all. th~ 


. · :J..e~def.:$. ·i~ ·t~e heJilisp~~t«a:..·. ·-R~l,i'E;a:u~.j;.on i$· now. IJlUCb: J:llQre .~os~_ly, 

··•.!E£l?~=~:~Z:5!1~1f!:5!t~~~E::~~~0b 


. ' . . 	 -. . . , . c. · ' Refuge~~· We have born the burden· .of t.qe refugee
PI:9b.l.t:mJ. .la.Xgfa.l.Y on o\lt.·own. W.e .have not. been sq¢d.e.sstq1 in get;ting 
o~~f;t; ·1l~t-~9~s ~ri>f=he o~s tp pl.ay,. ~n. '.i~ri:ant :role•. This is one 
o·~· ·~·, l!J;ey.·· .s~·t7 is$~es ·which we. wJ.ll. ·h~~- to adlil~el;ls~ t!~rly in · 
the:, •eeond· term. . ·· · .·• 

. . 	 r 
.· . . . ·D.; ~ntQcr;a,tizatiori. ·. We .have t~ied, to· ·:u.~ eve·cy


pppq,i.rtll:nity to ~5.:ow ·J:4.at demoC.ra;ey pay$, :~d the ,~r@.¢1 _is cl.early 

. i.n.· a,E,>9:$i't·I:ve .di~e'.¢£.icm ..-;.;. ·the:.;filr~t-··~i~-.i.n_.at: 1,ea$t two decad~s •. 
Bra.-ilt JJ;.Ctl~~(:)r., ·Peru, llondura·s, 'J>.oitli.n.i:ca~ l(ep\lbJ.j.c "'.".;. all have, , r 
~4.~: J;~~.·,t,t~P1.ii,.1:tiori. · we nave. ~1$,0 e..~·g~gf!i(l .th~ Andean :Pact it>.· tff'itig
to ijelp f~cilitate this democratic prQ.Pe·$s. our success is due to 

. {•, 
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letting people know whei:e the U'. s. _stands rather than from 
helping to build political pattiesor'train you~9 lead~rs or 
.fund priva~ ·i·nitiati~s .. : .· ~Q:wever ~.-.. ·wll;ep . a ye®9 political leader 
in N,i~t:~IJua asked_ :~~ to i'lle~ him ;¢~q~:Ze a pold:ti.C(ll ·J?aJ!"tl, ._ 
we ,lack ll\C:!ans to ,hell>.,- ;'~ilr apprQach. :d::s ~tri~t ·neutralit.y w~tn 
¥.'.eapec't t<> ·political pa~:ties:· and :c'n~id,.ate~ ~ .. but "We are .partj.~1 
to .f:r:ee ·ei.ections,. yet· we· ~ave no ~~nisnf: for ·either trai~~P9 
·~ople tc>.' con~u9t .ftee •iections ·or·.~qb$e~vin9 1:1'\.em, an.~ the O~s 
ha$· :Sbo.WJ1 no inte.rest in ,this-.·.· This· 'is all<;>t~.r area worth 
pursW.~9'·'- · -~ · 

. -. ·E. .~ew Fore~;~ \ .~aw i~te;-nil'ti¢nal political •~or.~s -
nave elllG~~¢d recen:tly··~~ ·are haviri~r·an i~act: on ·the: re~j,on; ·.-
_1µlough :n9t .very tavqr$l:lf,·from. the: pfir'?pe<rtiV(i!,:>~cf -our i-nte;tes:ts .. -. 
'.'T:he·· .S.o>Ci~list Internat~ona.f,. the Ccihfei.etic.e .of_.L~t.in ~;ri.can. > · 

=~~~!;~~ofua;:::ai~~==~;: ==~~i~l;!e::O!:=~t:-~eat~=~~~·. ..· 

. · organt·zat:ions seem .to bi:Jve.. accept;ecL-a.s:, their -wo)'.ltii:tg ptei.tda:~ . 

. th•t the ··6~s. is the p~q~;l~;·- .sqme_ of bh~m"'tbtnk C'1ba may );)e. the 
.!Jol.µtion> we h~ve tr:iftd dialo<Jtie -wlth them ~lid should contin~e,_
buir' we a.J_so ·shoul(i reasse.1;;s · ol,tr a!'P.roacn. te> each of th.eJ.se ·<Hrogan- · 
.izatio.ns:':•to see wh~tller. they· Will listen.,-.,o; _just speak, and to 
try to c6D1prehend why ~- ·are ·so often t1le-- whipping boy. 

(3) _. • I.Economic Coop~:a"Q~on .. 
·-.. ·. . . . · ...:· . 

_ ."-.-_.A._· Ai-d~ _Y?;~.-P,ro~se,d, to do$+e foJ:!e~gn a_idJ. -~t: _-
Congress 0 and your -:U:ttent:i<>n to..ha.lance. -tale-·t;>u~g~t p~even'.f::fU.i you
fri>:m t~~'.j.1,ling tliat ·plt,e~se.i __ D.~j;ng -Wl~ .1,1.0' s, we h-ave··.Jj~en 

. qli~dµitlJ+y>,phasiiw dut.·;our:bi¥at.er~l. ~;1:,9; };)~ogr~s· to ~_-,llt,id&'le
. iµeo~ :developing·'countri~ii .. (JllOSt -ef U¢l.;c" ~d with. i.ncJ;;eas~~ 

i~"E~~:~;~::2:tS9~~~~:;0~ 

-· s=~:re·CJi,~_·qf hig~es:~ ~9-l-'.iA;;Loal ._ .P.~iot::LPt~;'· c~~eral .Am.~+4,c:a.:_ and 

~ar;~~~t!~~ ~ht~ru~t~ :~::-· !!:ft;t,,~!nr.e~::t!!nitt,~tisanoe.
we hilV;Ef:'4Jilpi°OVised. ·by el~citing' addi:t;.i()nal· :Support fr(lm the . 
!•FI ! s and from other We:•ter:it donor~. -. ' . .· . . 
. B. Trade. ·Tlie MTN -in ,c;en¢va was· primarily a neqo... 

tiat;ion among indU$tr·ialfzed 9ountries/and. '.l·ast· Jninµte- -~~f.QJ:'tS 

to enco'1taqe the J:,DC I$ .:'to ·partic.~pat~ qj;d not 4:i~g·uise i:Pat 

:fact~ ·w~~ ·ove·rall reduction of tra.i1le barriers will ~rt(lin·1y

:help a-ll·n~tiohs,_ 'but il;ot as much .a'$ a· sE!t q~ arran9~#1e.nts 


· desi-mi~d:to specifiaalfy ~s$0isb the I,J)C'S• . We consulted,•, but 

f;irank;ly d·id not take ~em too seri.onslY.• -

. c. co~!di~es.: ·we P,ave :~-e:en _q.ble -to n~g:Q·tiate 

~9reeme~t:s on, coffela I. c$u9'.ar I coct)a, rt&l>l:>er, aqd a cOilun()n Fund, 

but i·n· a.lmost all cases.. we were tb.e. ll\Os,t conservative and 

inflexible. More impo.rtantly~ -rione of the agreements $eem to 

be workipg. 


···.; 

http:c$u9'.ar
http:th.eJ.se
http:1:1'\.em


• • 
7;i. .' ... }·cm cARTERlJIRAfiY \
( ... ·. . . . . I· r7-""\ . . . .. . j

(,;.___ . ~- --- . ·~--. --~-.------
D•. _ Sc;i.en:Qe ~md: T~·chnPlo:gy~ .. :Fr:ank Pr~ss 's effqrt:s 

na~e b¢en ex<;!ept,ional,, .PiJt;r·tic.uia·rfy wl\en one :tealiz.~$ he ha4 .so' 
little to o~fer ···in .at,d. Iiif'ha~ hel.'p.¢d to· e$:filb1J.. s·b ·a fratd.eWQrk
artfl. -to. build, li~a.gefwhich ·w~ll serve ou.t ·int~reSt.s ·. J:;,n. ·eol'l.aborative 
r.~la:~ionship$ ' fri ·th;i~. field. ve:rr ··~ell. fot ~~s to ' "9fite. . : · · 

"..,i " ••, •• • / --~--: :·.' 

iifk~fiT~iiiif~~~:;r~
b~e~u~~· t~ese <1·f"te~·h~ye a. i~~Ett~r. tinpa,rtc:ln¢e. th~n ·we tll*~<and 

peJ:~~ps tP,an•. ~Ea.Y s~~].d. , ·:A. NQ~tl,l.~~~~ $~it is···d~£~~tf.~~~- . 

on$.·w~y to. dell)Onstrate .··. continl;led.<u. s •. inte:r:.Sst in· a.. di.~l:og,U;e;
i.t .would be a 't~f-~ibl~·~l,$t'~l<:e':if we w~re 'tci·-i;:it that oU,t.•: . 

·.~!:r!~!!8~~t~1~~~~~;1~~=~t~Gnal

: a:ffairs, and ·waile •thei;r pa1£Ci'~S have o£t~n diverged fl!QRi OUr . 
. gWJ1, we are;, g~:tierally w$ll: served by. thi·s h·ew a;ss·el:'tivenes$. 
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2. Human Ri9hts in Argentina: The Argentine
Ambassador has returned to Buenos Aires, where the 
gove·rnment is currently reviewing u. S. -Argentine
relations. TO insw.a -c.nat. uur-c:oncir::fru uvdr deterloration 
of human· rights in Argentina is fully appreciated in 
Buenos Aires, Warren called in the Argentine Charge
d 'Affaires this morning. He fo.I:a." f.he (.;nargt:t tha'C. 
although we recognize Argentina'-s serious terrorist 
problem, we are deeply concerned about torture, witch 
hunts and other gross violations of human rights.
Warren stressed that a continuation of such abuses would 
have an adverse effect on our relations with Argentina.
Our Ambassador in Bu:enos Aires conveyed a similar message
at high levels last week. · 

The Argentine Charge argued that "barbaric terrorism" 
was rampant in his country before last year's coup.
Violence is now decreasing and prisoners are being
released from jail. He pleaded for American understanding
of Argentina's "special case" and promised to report 
our views to his government. 

'" 



[Omitted here is material unrelateQ to Argen~] 
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INTELLIGENCE MEMORANDUM. by John Fitzpatrick, 4124/2017 

ARGENTINA: PROSPECTS FOR THE JUNTA 

Argentina's ruling generals have made substantial· 
p.Pogrese i.n dea.ling with the problems of Z.eftiet sub
versidn and econbmic disarray that led to their take
ovezo nearly a yeazo ago. Terrorist capabilities hav:e 
clearly declined and economic signs, such as a reduc
tion of the inflation rate a~d last year's reversal· of 
the· trade deficit a:zoe encou:zoaging. Although. the ..ini
tial crisis is· over, the divisive forces that have com
plicated life for both milipary and civilian governments 
in the past are rapidly zoeemerging. Ultimately, .the · · 
success of the junta is· at stake; the regime will find 
it increasingly difficult to govern unless it can restore 
unity or at least stave off widespread disaffection. 
There are already signs of restiveness in civilian 
ranks, especially in the pivotal labor movement. More
over, tensions within the junta itself have developed 
·because of per-sonal rivalries and differences over how 
to pi>oceed. 

:Background 

,In theory, the .regime has virtually unlimited powers
and can enforce its dictates by exercising tight military
control over the government at the national and local 
levels. In reality, however, the situation is much more 

. ' 
This memorandum was prepazoed by the Offic~ Qf Re

gional and Political Analysis and was.coordinated by the 
Office Economie Reseaztch and t 
tions • 
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eomplex and the military's control is far from complete 
as.a result ·of Argentine political prac~ices and behavior 
of the military •. 

Argentina's politics.are marked by intense competi-
tion among political sectors, who are extraordinarily
jealous of their prerogatives, even by Latin American 
standards. Although· competition is keen, the interested 
parties--including the military--are bound together by 
a complex set of interrelationships. 

Key sectors compete directly with each other larg~ly
unfettered by formal institution~ that smooth over dif-
ferences in other societies. The legislature and the 
courts, for example,~ are· viewed as entities that are 
unable to mediate impartially the competition for power.
In Argentine society political parties serve more to ad-
vance personal. ambitions than to promote ideologies or 
philosophies. The limits of political activity are 
set by how much.an individual or group can get away with 
before an opponent reacts. 

The key political sectors are acutely aware of each 
other's every move. Each group nearly always interprets 
any gain by another as an automatic loss for itself. Com-
promise is not valued; instead,. it is considered as a sign
of weakness. A certain amount of violence, while not 
formally condoned, is re~arded as within the rules of the. 
game. 

No sector has ever completely dominated the others 
for any length o:t; time. Alliances and.loyalties tend to 
shift too readily for any group to maintain its hold in-
definitely. As a result, it is exceedingly difficult to 
envision a durable totalitarian regime in Argentina, even 
though the executive branch traditionally is granted ex-
tensive putative powers. Only with the greatest difficul-
ty can a particular approach to a problem gather the 
necessary consensus to become firmly established. 

Civilian Pressures 
.• 

The chief source of potential trouble for the junta
is the labor movement, the most formidable civilian group-
1ng since it achieved political maturity under the tutelage
of Juan Peron in the 1940s. There is considerable hostility
between labor and the military, much of it stemming from the 
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_days of Peron. The military, first spawned, but ultd.mately
rejected Peron. Workers, however, still retain a strong
loyalty to the man who for decades dominated Argentine
politics. They see the military as unalterably opposed 
to Peron's populism and to the-gains they perceive he made 
for them. For example, every attempt to limit wage in-
creases or rein in the activities of Unions is inter-
preted in this light. Many officers, on the other hand,
blame the Peronists for virtually all the ills Argentina
has.suffered for more than a generation and consider it 
their duty to extirpate all vestiges. of Peronist influ-
ence. Many generals believe labor's ascendancy under t;he
.former government nearly destroyed the nation's economy. 

The military are no less politicized than their civil-
ian counterparts;. Disputes and rivalries abound, but most 
officers·prefer not to risk a breakdown of military.. unity
by pressing their differences too far. The safeguarding
of military unity frequently means that crucial decisions 
are deferred and important policies watered down. 

Ironically, disputatious officers often seek the 
backing of civilian groups in an effort to outmaneuver 
fellow military men. Thus officers· regularly scheme with 
representatives of various groups, even the unions. Ci-
vilians do their best to exploit the officers' differences 
by joining whatever side has the most to offer them. The 
lineups change often, at times inexplicably. 

Further complicating the political scene is the pro-
pensity of the regime to undermine its own claims of author-
ity by failing to act promptly-on policy matters. Whether 
or not because of internal divisions, the government has 
acted inconsistently on several major issues, displayed
serious lack of· coordination on others, and failed to 
act at all on still others. 

Under these circumstances, civilians feel more or 
less obliged to test the government at every opportunity.
This testing process is in full swing and manifesting it-
self in a number of ways. The unions are at the forefront 
of the activity because they have so far been the most af-
fected by junta restrictions· to date. Despite the govern-
ment's takeover of major unions and confederations and the 
ban on all strikes, ·workers have repeatedly challenged the 
junta by staying off the job, staging slowdowns and com-
mitting sabotage. 
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Labor's defiance reflects a mix of economic and 
political concerns. Workers have in fact lost considerable 
purchasing power due as a result of inflation, while pay
raises have been limited in the name of austerity. At 
the same time, labor leaders bridle at the continuing
limits placed on their authority and activity. Union 
leaders are in a particularly difficult situation. 
Stripped of their ability to demand benefits for workers,
there is little they can do to retain the already waning
loyalty of the rank and file. They must try to deliver 
something tangible for union members, if they are to re-
build their support. · 

We believe that the labor bosses will continue to 

press the government by encouraging labor protests but 

only those that stop short of provoking serious retali_a~ 


tion. Only in this way can the leaders strengthen ·their 

credibility among those they purport to represent. The 

junta's relatively mild reaction thus far to labor pro-
tests probably has encouraged union leaders to pursue

this tactic. 


Other civilian sectors bring pressure to bear in 
whatever way they can. Currently, a vigorous debate is 
going on regarding restructuring the executive authority.
The question revolves on whether the presidency should 
continue to be held by a member of the junta or should 
go to a "fourth man." Most of the arguments suggest
that the present government setup worked well during the 
initial crisis and subsequent consolidation of the junta's
authority, but that it does no.t give the presidency
enough authority to direct longer term policies and plans.
Some commentators contend that to.leave the presidency
within the military junta increases rather than reduces 
the potential for crippling military rivalries. 

The debate not only raises substantive issues but 
also presents another opportunity for Argentines to put 
pressure on the regime. It is difficult for President 
Videla to ignore the debate, which is at least tacitly
approved by some potential military rivals eager to ad-
vance their own ambitions. He clearly will need to devote 
an increas~ng amount of his time to protecting himself 
politically. As a result, it will be hard for him to 
address the policy issues he is expected to deal with 
as chief executive. 
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How far civilians can go in pressing the government
depends on their tenacity and on the tolerance of key
generals. The outcome hinges on a complicated series of 
relationships between Videla and other officers as well 
as between civilians and the military. The efforts of 
civilians could be counterproductive. 

Military Opposition 

Videla is committed to a form of military rule 

that is moderate in all areas ex~ept counterinsurgency,

and he seems to value open dialogue with a wide variety

of military and civil~an groups. Videla's conciliatory

approach has caused him roblems ·.however articular! 

from rival officers. 


A sizable number of officers reject
Videla • s policy ·of conciliation and have ca.lled for 
greater restrictions on civilians .and an even more ruth-
less campaign against the terrorists. Videla and his 
military supporters have spent a good deal of time work• 
ing to block this concept. 

Navy chief and fellow junta member Admiral Massera 

has been especially strident.in his criticism of the 

President, apparently in order to gain the support of 

officers opposed to Videla's moderate ways. Massera's 

tactics are brazenly opportunistic and self-serving; he 

is reported to be in contact with certain civilians in-
terested in seeing him move up. 


The planning minister, General Ramon Diaz Bessone,
could pose a more serious threat to Videla. Last year
Diaz Bessone engineered· the establishment of the post he 
now occupies, and he is now next to Videla in the line of 
succession. This was accomplished over the President's 
objections. Diaz Bessone, who enjoys a reputation as a 
hard liner, obviously has his eyes on the presidency. 

·At some point, Videla's military critics may muster 
enough support to force him to abandon his moderate ap-
proach or step aside. The arguments of such officers 
would take on increased importance if in the interim,
under the leadership of Videla, the government should 
suffer ·a major reverse either.in the anti-terrorist 
fight or on the economic front. 
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The military clearly do not intend to give up power
in the near future. The problems they intervened to 
tackle are not subject to short-term solutions, and the 
officers are committed to their solution. As a practi-
cal matter, mo.reover, there is no alternative to military
rule in sight. · 

The eradication of subversi_on will continue to pre-
occupy the regime. The military are encouraged by the 
very real losses they have inflicted on the terrorists,
but they know that the war is still ·not won. Many be-
lieve the Peoples Revolutionary ~y has been all but 
destroyed, but there is less optimism regarding the ·urban-
based Montoneros. Altho~gh the Montoneros have been 
hurt by the counterinsurgency campaign, they retain· the 
ability--and t;:he will--to carry out attacks on businessmen,
police, and others. It is possible that changes at the 
top will take place within the next month or so. Rumors 
to this effect are rampant in Buenos Aires. Should Videla 
lose either the presidency or his position in the junta,
it will be taken as a decisive defeat for his moderate 
policies and a corresponding gain for his hard-line op-
ponents. 

Real or perceived pressures from the US on human 
rights may have an important influence on Videla's abili-
ty to retain the upper hand. If he is seen as caving in 
to the US, the hard-liners can hope to use nationalistic 
arguments to strengthen their case against him. Videla 
must, therefore, make it clear to his detractors that he 
is willing to stand up to Washington. 

Whether ot not Videla remains in office the human 
rights problem will persist in Argentina. . It will con-
tinue to be a troublesome f actor--and a potential cause 
of friction with the US--as long. as the Argentine military
believes it faces a serious subversive threat. 

I ., 
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Washington, March 4, 1977, 0126Z 

I Source: National Archives, RG 59, Central Foreign Policy File, D770074--0443. Confidential; 
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SDBJBCT: CALL ON DBPUTY SBCRBTARY BY ARGID'l'l'INB AMBASSADOR 

1. DBPUTY SBCRB'l'ARY CHRISTOPHER RBCBIVBD ARGBB'l'INB 

AMBASSADOR AJA ESPIL MARCH 3. 


2 • THl!! DBP'll'l'Y SBCRBTARY OPBNBD BY NOTU'tG HB lWL 

EARLIBR TALICBD WI'rH THE ARGBB'l'INB CHARG'E."- HB SAID BB WAS 

PLEASBD THB AMBASSADOR HAD COMB IN AS THB USG IS ANXIOUS 

THAT THB CHANHBLS OF COMMUNICATION BB JCBPT OPIDI. 


3. AJA BSPIL. RBFBR.RBD TO THE LONG HISTORY OP GOOD 

RELATIONS BBTNBBN ARGENTINA ANO TRB U.S. BASBD ON MtlTtJAL 

OHDBRSTANDING AND R.BSPBCT. ARGBNTIHA ASStJMBD THAT TD NEW 

US ADMINISTRATION WOULD TAICE THE SAMS VIBW. BUT THB 

GOVBlUIMJDn' OF ARGBNTINA WAS NOTIFIED OF THB DECISION OF THE 

DW ADMINISTRATION TO REDUCE PMS CREDITS THROUGH THB PRBSS 
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WHICH QUOTED THE SBCRBTARY 1S TESTIMONY AND INOUYB'S RBMAR1C$ 
DORDTG THE HEARING OP THB SOB-COMMITl'BB ON FOREIGN 
OPERATIONS OF SE:NATE APPROPRIATIONS COMM:rTTb. 1'HAT IS NOT, 
HE SAID, THE RBAL PROBLEM, ROWBVER. THB PROBLBM I'S THAT 
BY 'l'HIS DECISION ARGBNTINA IS ACCUSED OP PERPBTR.ATDIG GROSS 

Vl:OIATIONS OP HUMAN' RIGH'l'S - A CRARGB THB GOA R.BJBCTS. 
THEREFORE HE HAD BBER INSTRUCTED BY HIS GOVBR!iMBNT TO 
PRBSBRT ·A NOTB STATIJiG THE DECISION OF THB Gal\ BOT TO USR 
1978 PMS CREDITS. 

4. AJA BSPIL THEN PRBSB!ITBD THE FOLLOWING FIRST PBR.SON 
NOTE: BBGIN TSXT: MR. SBCRBTARY: I HAVE THE HONOR TO 
INFORM YOU, ACCOR.DING TO 'INSTRUCTIONS RECBIVBD FR.OM MY 
GOVBRmmNT, THAT TBB ARGENTINE REPUBLIC WILL NOT MAICB t:JSB 
OF THB PORBIGN MILITARY SALES CREDIT FOR FISCAL YBAR 
1978. 

ACCBPT MR. SECRETARY THB ASSURANCES OF MY HIGHUT 
C'ONSIDBRATION. BND TBXT. 

5. DBPUTY SBCR.BTARY ACCEPTED THE NOTE ON BBHALF OF THB 
SECRETARY. HB SAID THAT THE US RECOGNIZES THAT THE 
DBCISION NOT TO MU USB OF FY 78 MILITARY CR.EDITS WAS 
ENTIRELY THB PROVINCE OF THB GOA, JUST AS THE DECISION TO 
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ON THB SA.SIS OF MUTUAL tJNDBRSTANDDJG AND RESPECT AS IN THE 

PAST. THB U.S. IS FULLY CONSCIOUS or '!'BE SBCURITY PROBLEMS 

FACING THB GOA BUT IT WOULD SBEM THAT THE POINT HAD BEEN 

RBACBBI> Ill REESTABLISHING CONTROL 1fHIRB IT SHOULD BE 

POSSJ;BLB 'l'O COMBINa FIRMNBSS WITH RBSTRAINT. 


6. CHRXSTOPHBR HOTBD THAT BB BAD P~ 


BXPSRIJDl'CB WITH SITUATIONS SIMILAR 'l'O THAT FACDJG ARGBRTINA, 

ALTHOUGH CLEARLY NOT AS SERIOUS. IT IS BSSIDITIAL IN THBSB 
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CONDITIOll'S TO COMBINE FIR!OlESS WITH RBS'l'RAIR'l'. OTHERJfISB 
STABILITY WILL NOT BB ACHIBVBD. 

7. SAYING HB LIICBD THB AMBASSADOR'S USE 011' THE WORDS 

MUTUAL URDBRSTANDIHG, CHRISTOPHER AFPXRJIBD THE US DBSIRE 
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OF LAW AND PROTBCTIOH 011' HUMAN RIGHTS. WB ARE ANXIOUS TO 

MAINTAIN COMMONICATIONS AllD IMPROVB ODR RELATIONS, 

OfRIS'l'OPHBR SAID, AND IT IS IN THAT SPIRIT THAT BB If.AS 

RECEIVING '1'HB AMBASSADOR. 
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Confidential; Immediate; Exdis. Vance was in Grenada for the OASGA. In telegram 6019 from 
the Secretary's delegation in Port of Spain, June 17, summarized the conversation. (Ibid.) 
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PAGE 11 GREHAO msz l91511Z 

ACTI 01 .§!:ll. 


INFO OCT-II IS0-81 SSO-H /126 W------------------1.sm mmz m 
0 UIUIZ JUI 11 

Fii US8El GREllAOA 

TO SECSTATE WASHllC llllt:DIATE ..u 

t G H F I u t H I I A L CRfflADl "52 

ODIS 

fOI S/S &UST OElll ~G FIOll llAllE DI 011 

FROll USOfl OASGA 

U$0AS DEL 36 

E. O. 11652: CDS 
TAGS: PGRI, OAS, om IHllCE, CYRUSI 
SUBJ: SECRETARY'S llLATflAL WITH ARGEHTlllA IJUllE W 

l. PAITICIPAllTS: US: SECIETAiY VAllCE. UIUSSADOI TOOllAll. 
U8ERS£CIUAIY llABIB, AMBASSADOR llCGEE. llS UI 1£1GERSSEIG 
llllTEIPIETEU Ml S IOGEIS dlOTETAIEll·. AIGEllTHIA: llllllSTER 

llOllTES, YICE 11..asm GUATTEI OSCAR ALLARA, llllllSTEI JUAll 
CARLOS ARLIA, JOSE I GARCIA GHllflll, ATlllO llORBERTD MOTfElll. 

2. SllSJE.CTS: BIUTEUL AT OASGA WITH ARCEllTlllA; Hi.lllAll RIGHTS; 
llUCHlEAI rtOR-PIOLIFEUTIOlt. • 

J. AFTER BRIEF REMARKS ABOUT fOlllEI FOIEIGll llllllSTU GUZZHTl'S 
IHICAl YISIT TO IHE UNITED sum. ANO THE SECIETART'S 
COllllEIT IllAT HE llAS ABOUT TO COllfU WI TH Pll llE 111 II IST£1 
JllllAllS IN TllOID, THE COllVEISUIOll llEllT DllEeTLY 10 llUllAll 
llCHTS. 

4. THE SECRETARY llFOlUO THE ARGEllTlllES THAT THE US WOULD 
•BSTAIN 01 THE T.i lOAllS TO AICENTINA IN THE WORLD BAllK BUT 
MAKE A IEFEREl!Cf TO THE PIOGIESS ON HUllAll RI ~~TS THU HAO 
TAlfl PLACE. mrms 11000£8 BUT SIAO NOTHJllG AT THAT POINT IN 
IESPONSE. THE SECRETARY ASlEO •AT llOITES THOUGH llOUlD COME 
OUT Of THE GUEIAL ASSEllllU OISCUSSIOI OF llUllAN llGllTS. 

5. MOllT~S IEFUREO TO HIS STATfllt:llT t• THE lllFORllAl 
DIALOGUE.~ 1r T1l[J lfERITmi Tiit llTUAfiGii ARO V!f.1'1'ST 
AllGEUIA AT tOl.SIERilLE lEllCTH. THE U76 AlllY TAKE· 
OVER WAS A llATIOllAl IEOIGAlllZATIOll. NOT A REVOlilTI Oii. 
THERE llAS BEEll 110 POl ITICiL PUSECUTION. THE COlllUlllST 
PARTY, FOR INSTANCE, IEllAllS LEGAL AllO PUil !SHES ITS IEWS· 
PAPER FREELY. TllE PIOBLEll IS mio11s11, 1101 POLITICAL RIGllTS 
CEITAlll GUARANTEES ARE !DEED Sutif£NOED BUT THE 
COICSITITUTIOll PROVIOES FOi SUSPENSION Ill A STATE Of SIEGE. 
AICUTIRES ARE BEING GOYEllED BY THE LAii. THE CONSEQUENCES 
Of IKE STATE OF SIEGE APPLY ONU TO TfHOllST CRllllllAlS. 
If. COULD NOT SU PRECISELY tl!U THE STATE Of SIEGE llOULO 
IE llfTEO, BUT SO lllCH lll'ROVEl(IT HAO TUEii PLACE THAT 
TEIRORISM lllGHT EFFECTIVELY BE ENDED U TilE ENO Of 1917. 

&. ALLARA OESCllSEO TllE TERRORIST TlllEAJ AT TllE Tlllf 
THE ARllED FORCES TOOK OVER. llOITES THEI RETUlllU TO 1RE 
GllESTIOI OF Tll£ JIOILD BAH LOANS. llE SAID MARTlllEZ DE 
ROZ llAD REPORTED 011 lllS COll!!ISATIOll lllfH SEClEIAU 
ILUMEITllAl ANO DI BRZEZIRSKl.:lifsAiD-ARCEITINA If YERY 
CillCEAllfO THAT TECHlllCAl llAnEltS ARE 8£116 SUBORDlllATEC 
TO POllTIUl CONSIOERATIOllS. MARTlllEl OE HOZ HAD REPORTED 
THAT PEOPlE Ill THE u•m• STATES llUE ROT llELL-lllFOlllEO 
FOR lllSTUllCE CONC~lllNG THE llUllEI Of PEOPLE 11110 HAD BEEN 
IULESEO. 

1. THE SECRfTAIY lfSPONDED THAT llE HAO BEU ABLE TO 
DECIDE TO ABSTAIN INSTEAD Of VOTING AGiHll$T•.M llOUlD 
WATCH FOR fURTHU PROGRESS TO SEE If WE COULD SOON YOTE 

150 mm mu mmz 
. IN fAVOR Of LOAllS fO'I ARGEllTllA. At LARA THEN PIOfOSEO A 

CDtLABORATIVE EFFORT TO 8£&111 WITH A l'ERllANENT, 
FUil lllO THOROUGH DIALOGUE 8ET\llffll THE US ANO AIGEITllCA 
ON All llA TTEllS OF COUMOll COllCEU. . 

I. II AllSllEI TO UNDERSECRETARY HA818'S OUESJIOll, llONTES 
DESCRIBED AIGEllTlllA'S VULl!EUBIL ITY TO TUHIUING 11 ARllS 
FOR Gum llUS. HABIB NOTEO TH[ sum ACTION Of THE DAY 
BEFOIE TO CUT OH All ARI.IS SALES TO AllGEllTlllA um 
SEPTEllSER 58, ma, If lfO PROGRESS HAD BEEN MADE iY THEii . 
011 HUIUll RIGHTS, lllSIW Of IA l.!JllElllT£ J:ll.T O~F_ l~ PJ.lll'~Fn 
BY SENATOR lElllEOl~ '!HE St1.aEUn SA 10 lH IS &Hd~t 
RffLECTEO THE UNDOUBTED PROGRESS ARGENTINA UD llADE. 

9. COlllllG uca TO THE PORPOSAL. FOR COOPEIATI 011, ~ITES 
SUGGESlED A GROUP Of us ARMY omcus USIT ARG~I INA TO 
SEE THE IEAL SITUATION. ALLARA THEN EXPUHIED AJ. EllGTH
•1 THE ARG£1'4TlllE GOYEHl.IEllT DOES ROT FEEL THAT' If IS 
YIOUTlllG HUllAfl llCHTS. BETTER HOM.EOG£ llOUtO SMGI THE US 
TUT ARGENTINA WAS llEIElY DEFENDlllG Tllf WESTERN, "!y Of Liff. 

II. ARLIA THEii HllED fl¥£ ·suamsm ACTUISTSc.,...O . 
HE SAID ffRE PROVIDING TllE MOST ABUllOAllT lllfOl~)l'Oll 01 
AIGEIHlllA 111 fHE US; ROBERT GUEVARA ICllE'S BROtfl811, 
l UC I0 GHZOIMIACEDO AllO GUST AYO ROCA, BOTH LAllYE~.. )flTH
THE l'EOl'lf' S REV1llUTIOllAAY AllfY, PEDRO OUALOE, • . • 
1111$ LILY llAZUFEIRO. HE SAID GUEVAU HO IOCA II . :•RKEO 
WITH BRADY TYSOll 011 TH£ US SJ!UHl AT TllE UN HU&Ai 
llTllS COllMISSIOll. llE SAIO THAT THESE PEOPLE IE. c: 
fRE.QUEllTl Y SEU WITH FATHER OllllAfl. ROCA. ff£ SAi . ;;. 
HAD JSUT BEEN ARRESTED IN OEWlll FOi IOIBlllG S. •f!RKETS 
HO FOi HAVING FALSE IDENTIF ICATIOll PAPERS. HE k ., 
DISCUSSED-UIS WITH llS DEalktl. 

II. THE SECRETARY DESCRIBED llS DERIAI AS ~OMPLET 
DEDICATED AID YEO lllOWlEOGEABLf; llOllTES ARD. Alt 
AGREED SHE HAO BEEll YfRY USEFUL IQJ.!!LM!_~U! 
VISIT TO THEIR COUIURY,. THEY ADDEO. SHE lllGHT Bf• 
FllST LIU IN TllE COLLABORATIVE EffOIT THAJ ARG£ 
WANTS. IN AllSl'IER TO THE SECRETAIY'S IUESTIOll, AR 
ARGEllTUIA FAVORED STIEllGTHElllNG THE lllTER·AliR IC 
RIGHTS COllllllSSION BY 81¥111G IT MORE PRECISE na 
IEFEREICE. ITS IEAL JOB llAS TO COOPEU Tf Ill THE 
Of RIGHTS GUEULLT, NOT JUST FOCUSSllC ON GOVER 
ACTIV.ITIES. 

12. All8AS.SAOOR TODllAll HAO EARl IEI ASKED fll!Y ARGE 
llOJ ACCEDE TO THE TREATY Of TLATELOCO. All U SAi 
ARGEllTINA' S POSITIOll WAS lfll 11110111 - TH•T HATE· 
THE IUCLEAR NOll·PIOLIFERATIOll TIEATT DISCIUUNAT 
COUllTR !ES THAT NEEDED TO OE m OP THE Ia llUCL[li.~ ·E 
tAJIAC ITY, SUCH AS ARGEITI NA •. AaGEllTlllA' S llEEDS A 
ElllllflY PACIFIC. AICEllTINA REEDS TO OOUBlE JTS 
CAPACITI BY 1'82. NUCLEAR POllER IS llDISl'EISABLE. 

I!. THE SECRETARY. ACCEPTED TllAT ,AIGEIH_IHA llEEOED 
POWEi BUT SA I0 THAT NOTH IIG IN THE TREATY lllfll 1 NG 
RIGHT OF PEACEFUL USE Of llUCLEAR ENERGY. IJ ll'OUt: 
ENTllEl Y COllSISTEl!T FOR ARGENTINA TO SUifl THHE T 
TREATY. ALLARA SAID THE AIG£11TlllE COVERlllHT WAS 
ITS ATTITUDE TOWARDS TUTELOCO AllD TllE NPT, IUT 
GUARDS WEIE A MORE lllEL Y APPROACH. AMIASSAOOI T 
STRESSED THE INTEINATIOllAl PSYCHOLOGICAL lll'ORl 
ARGUTINA'S SIGIURG TO ECIOUUGE Tiit FE• REUAllll 
TO 00 SO•. 

14. Ill COllCLUSIOll, .THE SECRETARY SAID THE llOULO A 
MS OUIAll TO CAUV ON HER CONSUL UT IOllS WI TH JME J; 
Oil HUMAN RIGHTS. 011 OTHO wrms, HE M>ULD wou f 
OUR AtJBASSADOR AND SPECIALISTS. llE ROPED THAT lfE i 
UOIHES COUl D CONT INUE THE fl 0 I SCUS ION. MONTES AGH. 
llCGEE 
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Memorandum From the President's Assistant for National Security Affairs (Brzezinski) to 
Secretary of State Vance 

Washington, June 27, 1977 

I Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Brzezinski Material, Brzezinski Office File, 
Country Chron, Box 3, Argentina, 1977-1978. Secret. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

\;YASHINGTON 

SECRET 
June 2.7, 1977 

ARA and D/HA 

MEMORANDUM FOR 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

SUBJECT: Human Righis in Argentina 

The President noted that the Argentines have recently announced a 
series of actions designed to improve their human rights image. 
These actions include: 

-- releasing of 342 persons from custody; 

-- processing in the courts the c.as.es of nearly 1, 000 
persons awaiting trial on chi(Lrges of subversion; and 

' ' . 
-- hinting at the reinstatement of the individuals' 

constitutional right to .leave the country. 

The President would like you to acknowledge this Argentine commit-
ment to human rights. · 

Zbigniew Brzezinski 

ADP Declassification Review 
DECLASSIFIED 
by John Fitzpatrick, 4/24/2017 
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56. 

Memorandum From the President's Assistant for National Security Affairs (Brzezinski) to 
President Carter 

Washington, undated 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Brzezinski Material, Brzezinski Office File, 
Country Chron File, Box 3, Argentina, 1977-1978. Secret. Sent for information. Carter initialed 
the top right-hand corner of the memorandum. Pastor forwarded this memorandum to Brzezinski 
under a July 7 covering memorandum and recommended that it be sent to Carter. A handwritten 
note indicates that Brzezinski discussed the memorandum with Carter on July 9. (Carter Library, 
National Security Affairs, Staff Material, North/South, Pastor, Country Files, Box 1, Argentina, 
2-12/77) 
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~U:MORANI>llM ffe 
TllE WHITE HOliSI~ (!_,.
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INFORMATION . 


MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT 


FROM: ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI 


SUBJECI': 	 Your Remark That Argentine Improvements 

in Human Rights Should be Acknowledged 


The State Department has prepared a short report (Tab A)' assessing 

the significance of Argentine President Videla's recent steps (on 

June 14) to improve the country's human rights image. Our mission 

in Argentina and the Department suggest that these steps - the release 

of 342 p~rsons, the processing of 1,000 ea5es, the reexamination of 

the right of exile -- should be 11 viewed cautiously." Nonetheless, the 

Department has sent a cable which instructs our Embassy to acknowledge 

and express our continued interest and encouragement for these and 

other steps which improve the human rights picture in Argentina. The 

State Departm_ent also requested further information on whether the 

announced steps have been taken• 


. A recent cable summarizing President Videla's trip to Uruguay appears 
to reinforce the conclusion that we should be more cautious about 
accepting announcements of reforms by the Latin American military govern-
ments at face value. At his press •conference at the conclusion of his 
visit, Videla backed away from recent statements on democracy and 
instead said that his government has no fixed timetable for the installation 
of a democratic form of government. 

ADP Declassification Review 
SBGR£'£ DECLASSIFIED 

by John Fitzpatrick, 4/24/2017
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57. 

Memorandum From the President's Assistant for National Security Affairs (Brzezinski) to 
Secretary of State Vance 

Washington, July 9, 1977 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Brzezinski Material, Country File, Box 4, 
Argentina, 1/77-12/78. Confidential. This memorandum is also printed as Document 66 in 
Foreign Relations, 1977-1980, vol. II, Human Rights and Humanitarian Affairs. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 
WASHINGTON 

COHPIDSH'f'IAL 	 July 9, 1977 

PCrICN (ARA&S/P~) 

OPIES 'ro: 
S MEMORANDUM FOR 
D 
p 
S/P
D/llA
S/S

S/S-S 
'IM::! 

SUBJECT: 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

Recognition of Im.provements in 
Human Rights 

'IM) 
RF(rs) The following is based on a conversation I had with the President 

this morning: 

1. As you know, the Argentine Governm.ent has stated its 
intention to release 342 political prisoners. The President would 
like you to acknowledge this and express h.is gratification to the 
Argentine Govermnent when they have released the prisoners. 

z. At the sam.e time, the President would like the State 
Department, on background to the prestf, to acknowledge this action 
by the Argentine Government and express the President• s gratification. 

3. The President would like it to be a matter of policy to 
acknowledge and express gratification for improvements in human 
rights once it has been determined that these improvements are 
real rather than cosmetic.· This should be done not only with the 
Government concerned but, on background, with the press. 

Zbigniew Brzezinski 


CONF'IDS'tf'FIAL 	 ADP Declassification Review 
DECLASSIFIED 
by John Fitzpatrick, 4/24/2017 
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58. 

Action Memorandum From the Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-American Affairs 
(Todman), the Assistant Secretary of State for Human Rights and Humanitarian Affairs (Derian), 
and the Director ofthe Bureau of Politico-Military Affairs (Gelb) to Secretary of State Vance 

Washington, July 22, 1977 

1 Source: National Archives, RG 59, Office of the Deputy Secretary: Records of Warren 
Christopher, 1977-1980, Lot 8lDl13, Box 13, Human Rights-Argentina I. Confidential. Sent 
through Benson and Habib. Drafted by Rondon, 0. Jones, L. Brown, and Borek; Titus, 
Robinson, Feinberg, Cutter, and Thomas concurred. Rondon initialed for Jones, Brown, and 
Borek. Keane initialed for Todman. A stamped notation on the memorandum indicates that 
Vance saw it. An unknown hand initialed for Derian. Rondon initialed for Feinberg, Cutter, and 
Thomas. Titus initialed for himself and Robinson. Anderson initialed the first page of the 
memorandum. 

UNCLASSIFIED 




~ J/HA
DEPARTMENT OF STATE (7:1.9470

ACTION MEMORANDUM 

S/S 	 /~/u:iginal· to: 
v,FADK! . 

~ies to: ·22 JUL 1977 Y1_y
I • • CONFIDiN!l'IAL 
:JP ~'f 
~ 

ADP Declassification Review ·[ 
TO: The SecretaryM· DECLASSIFIEDVlIA 

!F:njs ·THROUGH: P - Mr. Habib-f v> {}, .· 	 by John Fi~patrick, 4/24/2017T -·Mrs. ~enson ~ J 
. . . '"' I. "t ;.. ' 

FROM: 	 ARA - Terence A.· TodmanJfJC..f: ·"-· 

D/HA - Patricia M. Der·ian fP Li o · 

PM - Leslie Gelb 1.,.\\-'y. . · 


'l 
SUBJE.CT: 	 .. Res tr ic.tion ·or'AX'.ms-'Saura···eb-·Ayg·E!lft:i"tnr:rrr-,::1:1"e....,..1igpt.

pf ·Buman Rights Situatidn . . · · . 

ISSUES FOR DECISION 

Bow..·r~!:J"trictive ·'sh·oula'""we'·oe''"ihv~de..nYittg,~·pendin9:-'.:""commer.cial 
and· Foreign Military Sales .( FMS)" under cash·and financing.. P.r.9;-
cedures to the armed forces and police· of Argentina; in;:,J,,ight- o.f 
th~..J?.~.t:i.QU$ ,~ab.uses. o.L.~uman ...c ights in .....that,.couJitry? 

ESSENTIAL FACTORS 

In Argentina, there is no question that human rights 
are be~ng violated including arbitrary detentiop, torture 
and summary executions. While there have been some·rece..nt 
s.igns· which ·may be .a". cause· .foi:·~ hope, th.e.id..evel--of.,,,-violations 
remain.s high~ This led us to abstain in June on two World 
Bank loans. . 

NQ.D.!:l?J:tsl ieei:::cit~i<lii.::JJJ:.::&~m&.}Oi=iii.n£.:e:·z;a.a~~:.Jha.
As· the second largest country in South America in population, 
area and per capita GNP, Argentina is and will remain an 
.important political influence in the regio'n. It has substantial 
uranium reserves and an ambitious nuclear power program. It 
has the most advanced nuclear capability of any Latin American 
state and the greatest potential for an autonomous fuel cycle.
U.S. ~fforts to prevent proliferation in Brazil, and Latin 
America generally, ·depend er itically· on Argentina• s acceptance
of full-scope safeguards (which it has shown a conditional 
willingness to consider) and deferral of its fuel reprocessing 
program. 	 ·~ 

COllFIE>BN'l'IAt 

http:J?.~.t:i.QU
http:SUBJE.CT
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/ isA~~r);J;i~~~~ill'IY,"I? The u.s. 
A:ge~tina • s largest tr ad in9 ~-~~-t~~.r <!.e. _;1_.1r re~tlz h,aveL~i~"SO

/ mJ;..:J.l~.<HJ:;.: t.r:...a,9.e...P.JtJ;:Plus;) • · O<i-~~·"'J5anx~o.ld~~:::-J:11·11 :i.;-on:~f. . _· 
A&~,~JJ..~1na :.~l!f. 9,e~~d-::p4 s. indu~try. has so~e~-.-$.l-2"'~b.1ll.io-11t · 
fav,~.3t.ed··-1n--~'fle~·-countrr. Argentina is a maJor food exporter
and may have in its ext~nsive continental shelf large reserves 
of oil. Al though the coun,try has recently suffered severe 
economic troubles, it is a generally self-sufficient 

·industrial -and economic leader i~ Latin America~ 

o.~te·r,::;~:o<:ap-pfica·t.ic>]ls~r.;:eo1Rfuer:crar~ar.ms~:.e.xp0rt~ 
Ar.gent.J,.n.a,:.are:·:,pendin4. The ·most urgent of th~se cases• is a $15f...· ...........
million commercial order from Bell-Textron for eight armored 
helicopters, equipped with exterior ,gun mounts and wiring. Two 
of them are for Presidential use ana the tes~ for Argentina's
Antarctic activities. If we approve this "major" sale, routine 
Congressional noti£ication is required. There are alJid;:;';fwo'"JJ' 
~~1.!9'i_?Jg-;::,~~.§;;£a~~L$:.,(See Attachment) • , 

. ~e:~--Qepa.r..tment~ih'a5-'·been....-:-ae-r?ffti~~d~rti;.r>:;t.a1::~exPO'Yt-~"!icense 
afn~::ttcations..,f.or.~.~defensei··ar.ticlee and services for police and 
other civil law enforcement use, and FMS purchase requests for 
articles and services which. could be dive~ted to such.use. The 
extension of py· 77 FMS financing is also being withheld. The 
conference report on the fY 78 security assistance 
authorization bill contains a provision prohibiting all FMS 
sales and financing, grant training, and licenses for the export
of defense articles and services to the Government of Argentina,.
beginning, however, only in FY 1979. 

Section 502B of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, 
expresses a policy o"f promoting human rights and of not pro-
viding security assistance to any country engaged in a consis-
tent p~ttern of gross violations of internationally recognized
human rights, except in extraordinary circumstances. It is 
~ot necessary at any time to characterize expre~sly the human 
right~ practices of a reci~ient governmeht. Moreoveri the 
annual human rights report required by that section has been 
submitted to the Congress with respect to Arg~ntina. Neverthe-
less., the CongrE!$S .may.~·:at::any ·~time __r~qq·e.s_t~..::J:ro.m:'yoii.;;~.a:::s:ul?pl.emen
t,a.ty:.:..J:.epoi't on ·Argentina. To cont.inue. su.ch ·_~s~,i~t~IJ.c;t.~J_t ... tJ:um 
w~uld ·_be~.necessary for: ..y.o.U::,~to.....s.tate .. your__opini<?n , ..~h.-~-~_..A~-~.r;~~
ord.inary:.;..ci.rcumstances:...exi:s.t .....so;..tha.t::r,.....-Dn.i..al"UltW~~~J..? the 

CONFID2N'l'IAI, 

. I 
~ 

• -'•'"A:...•&.'••• I .. .a.•.,.t•1•• 1 n I 

http:ord.inary:.;..ci
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There is .gene·r.e.lzci:agr·e-emen~.tn·at--:we::'ShQu1d:~no ti.%.-1'1~'39r 
l \¥...~~'3-g,..:_.the.~::axpo rt··· of'.vde f ense .ar t.icles -and.: serv ices,~'6f.;."'1.se.ful-
~.f;.s~{-= to~·POl.ic~oana .. othei-:·.:·c-i-v-il 1aw: :enfofceriierit:.;~.orq.a'nizat:&e.1Js
1u.--Ar9entinc;'•. The pr·esent:.....i'S'Sne·r·then;-;i.~.........'!.b.~J:i.M•to ...e:x.t.e.rui. 
su'ch. restr ict1on~·;».::~mrf.h:~:.c>.:th~~les:~:anc:t;axpo.r.,.~"9~Q.~~pa, 
~f;.;;s,o:.;;;.;;.wh'i·ch::. _· · . 

There are three options, all of which would be subject to 

review dependent upon the buman rights situation: 


. . . 
1. Cqn,t.~nue,~.ol,l,t~P:t.es.~'ll~~ol-1J:y:~~of:7aenyfi'lrrrre-el!t'hal 


s~.cur..ity.4':;-sales, allow!hg, on a case-by~c7a!ije~~basis';4'<PMS~sa'l.e"!T 

ctrt<f-"Cl5mme·fcial'.\~xporl:s for the Argentine military. No new . 

extensions of FMS financing would be' contemplated, but dis-
bursements against prior years' f~nancing to meet payments

for previously approved purchases would continue. · Under this 

option, some of the pending 40 cases ·would be app·roved,

including helicopters, armored vehicles, periscopes and 

torpedoes. · 


•P<H-~ 0;I:r~~~~~ra~a:.;.i;E~~-i~~=~~~:~~1 

· 3. wtttr::t:hi:G'ex'Cepffon~l!~s~ar~~nt~~quipig~..n..t,~u~·e
v~.a1a_,;:O!.,.we;...wo.u~1d:;;..<leriy,,;;...aL1~etCJ?~ol· ;is.a1es. 

~ 

· -- l}.9~~l!.A~J3AA~f!;.:~~M~f..~.~..~:;:i..,qt;;sl'~s~~~a,
particularly those·. involving. nuclear. non-proliferation. 

P~~~~nillmi~.,i'1}~th the Argentine armed forces 
- a dominant institution in Argentina - in a period of political 
instab~lity. 

CONPIBBN':PIAL 



-- Je.cona.J.at.ent tlith our POlicy·to111ard other ("()11ntri ..~<: 
1wtyi.,peo1..hwaa11..1..igbt.a...,1:ecor:c.a. (e.g. Korea, Iran, t>h1l1fJJ'1n1>">). 

-- Piovftle~"°"'er""t~nt1v~··-for -th@ .(;,ov~rntMn\l Lu.• J.apL ')'./': 
ita human rights practices befote the ant1~ipate1 1Pgi$Jar i~~ 
embargo takes effect. 

flill mean'that wE.>ftOOnft· ~nn oth1.:r cqu.ioment will ~c-_1·r::>_
vtded.. t..~ .. the Arqent in~ mi 1 itary fr.rr~i::: which ace d iiect.J...y 
iQ.VA.lved-i.n human riqhts violationR~ 

-- Wi'll be opposed. by· a signlf icarit number of Conqres$men
and by other influential groups as inconsist~nt with the spirit
of Section 5028. · 

-- May encourage the Argen(1nc Governm~nt to assume. the ~.s. 
Government's policy is hortato'ry only.- and that there is no c . ..,£t 
involved in continued repression • 

.Qption 2 -·Tempotary Embargo 

-PROS 

Iat:tcoftbta~ent:with.tbe spirit of.SD2B. 

Sends a ~lear mess~ge to ~he Argentine government
that we cannot provide acms while human rights ~~nditions remain 
as they are. 

Other instruments can be used to foster U.S. interest. 


'l . 
-- Wil1·rantagonize the· Government and the ajrmed fore~s and 

se't-°1oUlttt ·damage such lever aqe as we have, both. pn th°"'- i•portartit 
nut:lea~.oli fer at ion problems and on .:human r iqh!ts.

i 
... . t 
~- 11&1.J.,. force Argentina· t.o look elsewhere· fpr ar11a,-· poasiltly 

illdlld~.....tbe.. ussa, .tbua complicatinq u.s. effoi:t.a to d~velop 
! 
! 



.. 

- 5 -

•; puraaaant to the aew aru 

PROS-
-- Fulfills an implicit obligat,·ion to service previou·sly

supplied equipment. 

-- Same as Option 2. 

CONS-
Similar to Option 2. 

RlpOlegp,dat·jpns 
'ii

'l't;l.at, yOU':·'appro11e-..Op~ton···1:-which·..wou1.ct:-:l:t•tt'.""den.·iala .of ...ar• i·.; 
~·aOtt-pexports to arti:cles. ~and. servi~es .. for. 'poltee~~·...s. $J;.y.il....U.~ 

,. ·~. e~nt~~B~Jt7 or which could be des£!j.bed as such (favored !f! 
by ARA, PM and the Department of Defense)~ - ~ ··-hlI I 

Approve '1 ~ / Disapprove 
JUL 2 5 '877 '(},(1-v' 

AL , that you approve optlon".2":. I 
f'9!t·m.o-c••ll;~grm·a1··.··xpo~t.--l icetdl'W fo.r defense articles .. .. . I 

• on ti.·-tl&mttionsLT&t -Cfa'IOCed by D/BA). ...,. - ~. 
., .'· 

....:·· ,,.. ···..::, ...:.t~----

· Approve ------ Disapprove --------~--

l_ 1· - ;, ..... ·' 

:I- - ••.- •• • 

~ ~-· ' 
·:. "'-..:.. '> -~· ·~- . 

.• ... 

.... ....... . 
··-·~-·-: 

http:l't;l.at
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Telegram From the Embassy in Argentina to the Department of State 

Buenos Aires, July 27, 1977, 2151Z 

1 Source: National Archives, RG 59, Central Foreign Policy File, D770269-0610. Confidential; 
Priority; Limdis. 
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PM AMBMBASSY BOBHOS AIRES 

TO SBCSTATB WASBDC PRIORITY 1518 , 


C 0 N P I D B N t I A L BUENOS AIRES 5522 

LIMDIS 

B.O. 11652: GOS 

TAGS1 SHDM, PDIP, AR 

S'OBJECT: US INTEREST IN HUNAN RIGHTS IMPROVEMBNTS 


REF: (A) STATB 162292 1 (B) Bl1BNOS AIRES 5l03' 

l. RBF A INSTRUCTED "l'HAT AN APPROACH BE MADB TO THB 
GOA AT AN APPR()PRIATBLY SENIOR LBVEL TO HO'l'B THB USG 
INTBRBST IN RBCIDJ"l' GOA STBPS TO IMPROVE RESPECT FOR 
RUMAN RIGHTS • THB I.NSTRUCTIOllt ALSO PROV.IDSD THAT, 
Ili' THB STEPS ANN'OUMCED RY THE GOA AND REPORTED m 
B.A. 4638 ·WBRB RKAL RATHBR THAii COSMBTIC, ·1·11B ARG1D1'1'DJBS-
SBOULD BB MADE AWARE Oli' THE PRESIDD'l''S INTBRBST Ilil THBSB 
AND COllTIJllUDlG STBPS TOWARD THE RESTORATION OF THB 
RULE Oli' LAW. 

2. REP 8 CONCLUDED THAT THERE APPBARBD TO BB A DETECTABLE 
TR.BND TOWARD IMPROVBMBNT IN RESPECT FOR HtlMAR RIGHTS, BUT 
DID NOT SPBCIPICALLY ADDRESS THE POill'l' OP WHETHER THB 
OOA MEASURES CITBD WBRB RBAL OR COSMETIC. AP'TBR 
ATTBMPTS BY ALL BLBMBN'l'S OP' THE COUN'l'RY TEAM TO FOLLOW-OP 
ON THB SBRIOUSHBSS OP THE MBASlJRBS AHNOUNCBD BY THB 
eoHPIDIDft'Blfl 

PAGE 02 BOBHOS 05522 272232Z 

GOA ON JUNE 15, WB HAVB NOW COHCLUDBD THAT TREY DO 
HAvB, SOMB SUBSTAIICE, BUT SHOULD NOT BB TAICIDl D'l'IRBLY 
AT PACB WU.OB. WE BBLIBVB mAT SOMB R.BSTRICTBD l'ORM 
OF THE RIGHT Oli' OPTIOllt TO LBAVB THE COUBTRY WILL BB 
FORMALLY RBBSTABLISBBD (PERHAPS AS THB OPPORTUNITY 
TO •PETITION• TO LBAVB THE COONTRY AS NOW IXISTS IN 
PRACTICE IF ROT IR LAW. ) THB SUPPRBSSIOllt OF CABILDo 1QS 
NOT AS BXTDl'SIVB AS IT SBBMBD, SiHCE ORB OF THE TWO 
SUPPRESSED EDITIONS HAD ALRBADY BBEN DISTRIBUTBD. WB HAVE 
STILL BBBN mrABLB TO CONFIRM THE ULBASB OF ALL OF THE 
342 PBRS°I iii.I I ~ ,BBTWBBH MAY 27 AHO JIJNB 
14. BO'J,'Rf i££ Y THAT IT SBBMS LIICBLY 
THAT MANY OF THESB PBRSOlltS WBRB RELBASBD. WE HAVB 
CONPIRMBD FOUR CASES ACTUALLY RELBASBD AHO ASSUME, As RAS 
OCCtlRR.BD Wl:TH OTHBR RELEASE LISTS, THAT MANY OP THOSE 
LISTED AS NO LONGBR BBING OBTAINED UNDER BXBCTUIVB ADP Declassification Review 
POWBRS HAW BEEN FORMALLY CHARGBD WITH SOMB CRIME. ('l'RB
GOVBRNMENT DID NOT PROVIDE A LIST OF PERSONS DB'l'AINSD DECLASSIFIED 
DUltll!l'G THB PERIOD COVERED BY THE 342 RBLEASBS.) by John Fitzpatrick, 4/24/2017 
3. IN THB APPROXIMATBLY SIX WEEKS SINCE JUNB 14, THE 
GOA HAS ISSUED THRBB LISTS OP DBTAINBBS AND RBLBASBBS 
UNDER THE EXECUTIVE POWER. THBSB TOTAL 199 DBTADiBD AND 

http://smartarchive.state.sgov.goviui/view/Doc View .aspx?key=odbc://SAS/SAS.dbo.SAS _... 6/24/2013 
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77 RBLBASBD. SOMB OF THOSE RELEASED OR THE JULY 23 
LrST WERE SHOWN AS HAVrNG BEEN APP~ED ON THE 
JULY 2 LrST. rNQurRrBS OF THE PERMANENT ASSOCrATrOR 
FOR HUMAN RIGHTS, THE rCRc AND THE HlJNCrATURA 
BLrCITED NIETHBR REJECTION NOR CONFIRMATION OF THE 
LrSTS. THEY OBSERVED THAT MANY OP THE PERSONS 
ON TRB JUNE 14 LIST HAD BEEN IMPRISONED BY THE 
PRBVrOUS GOVERNMENT, AND THAT THERE WERE MANY NAMES ON 
THE LIST PROM Otrl'SIDB BUENOS AIRES. THE LISTS OP 
APPARENT RELEASES SINCE JONE 15 DO NOT SHOW ANY 
eeit'P!l'Blft?Mi 

PAGE 03 BUENOS 05522 272232Z 

PARTICULAR TREND. THE LACK OP A CLEAR POSITrvB TREND OP' 
PRISONER RELEASES, THE DISAPPEARANCE OP HrDALGO SOLA, AbltJ 
THE HARASSMENT OP LABOR LEADERS COMBINE TO ARGUE AGArNST 
A CLOSE ASSOCIATION OP PRESrDBNT CARTER WITH ANY 
SPECIFIC FAVORABLE DEVELOPMENT. 

4. THE ECONOMY MINrSTBR, MARTINEZ DB HOZ, WAS THE 
OBVIOUS BrGH-LBVBL CHANNEL FOR EXPRESSION OP 
USG INTEREST. IN A MEETING WITH HrM OH JULY 22 TRB 
CHARGE EXPRESSED OUR CONTrNUING DEEP INTBRBST rN 
STEPS TOWARD RESTORATION OP RULE OP LAW AND OUR 
INTEREST IN JCNOWING ANY FURTHER DBTArLS 
RELATIHG TO THE STEPS ANNOtJNCED JUNE 15. THE 
Ml:NrSTBR SArD HE WAS NOT IN A POSITION TO GO nrro DETAILS 
ABOUT NUMBERS OR NAMES. BUT THAT BB WAS CONFrDBNT THAT THE 
PROCEDURES AHNOUNCBD ON JUNE 15 WERE GOING PORNARD. 
WHEN PRESSED POR DETAILS, THE MINISTER SAID THE MATTER 
WAS OUTSrDB HIS AREA OF RESPONSIBILITY AND nmrCATBD THAT 
HE ore NOT WISH TO BECOME INVOLVED rN SPBCrFICS1• 

CHARGE ROTED THAT THE USG WAS PREPARED TO GrvB RE~TION 
TO FAVORABLE DBVBLOPMBNTS rN THB ~ RrGHTS AREA, 
A,S WAS DONE BY OOR DIRECTOR AT THE NOlUol> BAl!llt, AND. 
WB BOPB THAT THE MrNrsTER MIGHT BB ABLE TO PRovrDB us 
WITH MORE SUCH INSTANCES •. AS A FURTHER EVrDBlll'CB 
OP OUR rNTBRBST AND WILLDIGNBSS TO RECOGNJ:ZB FAVORABLE 
DEVELOPMENTS, CHARGE PROVIDED MINISTER wrTH TELETYPE 
COPY OF PRESIDENT'S REMARKS AT YAZOO crTY WBJ:CB 
MBH'rrONED RELEASES OR ARGENTINE PRISOll'BR$. ~z DE 
HOZ APPEARED INTBRBSTBD BUT LrMrTED BIS COMMENTS TO 
OBSBRVDfG THAT IN ARGENTINA THOSE DBTADIBD ARB NOT 
CALLED POLrTICAL PRISONERS .. 

S. THOUGH; MARTINEZ· DB HOZ WAS UNWILLDiG TO DBAL rN 

SPECrFICS, HE ore EXPAND ON THE NBBD TO IMPROVE THE 

DIALOGUE BBTWBBN THE TWO COUNTRIES AND DO MORE rN THE 

HUMAN. RIGHTS FIELD WHICH WOULD FUR'l'HER THAT BND. 

tVNPIDENIIAL 

CONP1DEallAL 

PAGE 04 BtJBNOS 05522 27223lZ 

HE SAID HE HOPED TO HAVE SOMETHrNG SUITABLE FOR 

ANNOUHCBMBNT PRrOR TO THE ARRrVAL OP ASSISTANT 

SECRETARY TODMAN-;./ HB THOUGHT SOMBTllrNG SPECIFIC ON 

THB RIGHT OP OPTION MIGHT BB READY SHORTLY, BUT WAS 

UNSURE. ffB. THEN'"CHANGED THE SUBJECT TO ASK POR 

CLARIPICATrON OP A PUZZLrNG CABLE HB HAD RECErVBD PROM 

THE ARGENTINE EMBASSY IN WASHDIGTON REGARDDIG THB 

STATUS OP THE R1'0$S AMENDMENT TO THB BILL PROVI:DJNG 

FUNDING FOR IFI •!:>., 


6. ON TWO OTHER OCCASroNS EMBASSY OFFICERS HAVE . 

RAISED WITH AN OPPICrAL OP THE PRBSrDENCY THE DEEP' 

US INTEREST IN FURTHER SPECIFIC STEPS TOWARD THE RULE 

OF LAW. THESE EXPLORATORY OBSERVATIONS WERE MET WITH 

LITTLE MORE THAN POLITE INTEREST. 


Page2of3 
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7. COMMENT: THE ARGENTrNE RESPONSE IN THESE mSTANCES 
IS NOT PARTICULARLY BNCOtlRAQmG. THE TACTIC OF 
EXPRESSING INTEREST IN HUMAN RrGHTS ISSUES DID NOT 
!LICIT POSITrVE RESPONSES, FOR THIS IS AN AREA WHERE 
FBW WISH TO TAICE THE BI.Mm OR SHARE CREDIT. 
CHAPLIN 

WNi?ibiiNTIAL 

CONFIOl!N I IAL 
LIMDIS 
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60. 

Telegram From the Department of State to the Embassy in Argentina 

Washington, August 15, 1977, 1758Z 

192822 

I Source: National Archives, RG 59, Central Foreign Policy File, D770294--0106. Confidential; 
Immediate; Stadis; Limdis. Drafted by Bova, approved by Derian. In telegram 6644 from Buenos 
Aires, September 7, the Embassy forwarded the corrected text of this cable for information to 
Asunci6n, Brasilia, La Paz, Montevideo, and Santiago. (National Archives, RG 59, Central 
Foreign Policy File, D770345--0462) 
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C e lt P :C D !I H T I A fl STATE 192822 

STADIS///////////////////////////

LIMDIS 


B.O. 11652: GDS 

TASS: 	 SHUM, PPOR, AR 

SUBJECT: D~IAN VISIT WITH ADMIRAL MASSBRA 

FOR CHARGB CHAPLIN 

BBGDJ SUMMARY 
1. AT HIS RBQUBST, U.S. COORDDIA'J.'OR FOR HUMAl1 RIGHTS 
PAT'l' OBRIAN MET WITH JUNTA MEMBBR MASSBRA ON MORNING OP 
AUGUST 10. 'l'HB ADMIRAL STRBSSBD 'l'BAT ARGENTINA WAS IN 
THB PROCESS OP RBTtJRHI:wG TO NORMAL LEGAL PROCBDURBS AND 
THAT ffUCB PRMRESS BAD RRml llADB SI.NCE MS. DBRIAN'S.LAST 
VISIT. MRS. OBRIAN BXPRESSBD Hl5R HOPB THAT NORMALIZATION 
COULD BB ACCOMPLISHBD SOOW Am> IR SUCH A WAY THAT ALL . 
LBVBLS OP THE SBCORITY APPARATOS WOULD 'lllllDBRSTAND IT•. 
DD SUMMARY. 

2. THB ADMIRAL STARTED THB CONVBRSATION BY STRESSING THAT 
CWillLIBNflAL 

LU&llDBRllAL 

PAGB 02 STATE 192822 

PROGRESS 'NAS BEING MADB IN CONTROLLING THB Sinm.TION. 
WHILZ·HOTING THAT PAI.SB INFORMATION CIRCULATES, AHO SOME 
Illi'CIDZNTS CONTINUB TO OCCUR ("SOMB. GROUPS STILL BSCAPB 
US") HB STRESSBD THAT THE BND WAS Illf SIGHT. MRS. DERIAN 
EXPRBSSBD HBR HOPE THAT THIS WAS THB CASB AND NO'l'BD 
TWO THINGS OF PARTICULAR CORCBRN TO Tlm·USG: (1) Tira 

LAltGB l!llUMBBR OF DISAPPEAR.BO AND (2) THE CONDITIONS OP 
BBilllG.HBLD INCOMONICADO WHERE PBOPLB ARB TR.BATED TOO 
HARSHLY. SHB SAID SHB HOPED NEW PROCEDtlllES WILL BB 
INTRODOCBD. 

3. ADMIRAL MASSBRA SAID HE DID HOT IQIOW WHAT NUMBBRS 
PR8SIDEN'l' VIDBLA OR ADMIRAL ALLARA !mD PROVIDED 
REGARDING THB NUMBB_R OF PBOPLB CHARGED OR TAKER 
ILLBGALLY BUT HB SAID THB LAST FEW MOR'l'HS 8HOWBD RAPID 
PROGRESS. HE SXPLAINED THAT THE ARGENTINE ARMY WAS 
SOMEWHAT DIFFERBNT FROM OTHBRS IN THAT ITS ORGANIZATION 
CONTAI"81> CORE COMMANDERS WHO.HAD SOMB INDBPBNOENCB 
IN ADMINISTERING INTBRHAI. SECURITY BOT SAID THAT THIS 
DID lli'OT MEAN THAT PRESIDENT VIOBLA WAS NOT IN CONTROL. 
HB ADVISBD THAT 'l'HBRB COULD BB A DIFP21UDJCE BETWEEN THE 
IMPRESSION RBCBIVEO OP THB C'ORRENT SITUATION AND THE 

ADP Declassification Review 
DECLASSIFIED 
by John Fitzpatrick, 4/24/2017 
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ACTUAL REALITY. 

4 • MRS. DER.IAN EXPRESSED. HBR COllTCBRlil OVER. THE HUMBER 
OF PBOPLB WHO DOl!l'T ICNOW IP MEMBERS OP THBIR FAMILY 
ARE DEAD OR ALIVE. SHE MBNTIOHBD THAT LABOR LBADERS 
AND OTHERS HAVB BBBN IN JAIL SINCE 1975. SHE SAID THAT . 
THE SYSTEM. SBBMS TO HAW GROWD TO A HALT, B.G., PBOPLB 
WERE PICKED UP ARD NEVER CHARGBD, SOME 1IBRB HEID WITH 
llTO EVIDBNCB AGAINST 'l'HBM, SOME WERi TRIED .AND POUND INNO• 
CSNT BUT STILL DE'l'AI111ED. SHE EXPLAINED THAT AJTER A 
.eetl'P!rl!llfl'IMi 

WNPIDBR11XL 

PA.GB OJ STATE :1.92822 . 

PBRIOD OF TIME THE G0\1BlUiMERT, HAVING WOif THB FIGHT 
AGAINST TERRORISM, SHOULD SHOW ITS STRElfG'1'H BY SAYING 
TO THB PBOPLE THAT IT HAS WON BUT IT RBIDS HBLP IN 
THIS MOP-UP PHASE. SHB SAID THB TBRRORISTS ACHIBVE 
THEIR MAIR OBJBCTIVB OF DESTROYING THB LEGAL INSTITUTIONS 
OF THE S'l'ATB IF 'J.'HE OOVBRNMENT DOBBH"l' ADMIT IT HAS WON 
THE WAR AND MUST NOW RB'1'URN' TO THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM BY 
BRIHGrtlG THOSE DETAINED TO TRIAL. SHE CITED THE CA.SB 
OF JACOBO TIMMBRM!Ul AS AH BXAMPLB, ADDI!ir- "2 BAS BB1'8Q' 
MISTR.BATED wHILB UNDBR DBTBNTioi:. Al:iMIIW.. l'tASSBRA ok~:; 
HE DIDN'T BELIEVE TIMMBRMAR HAD BEBlf MISTREATED ALTHOUGH 
HB MAY HAVE SAID HB HAS BBBN. 

S. RB'l'DRNING '1'0 THE GBNBRAL SITUATIOH, MRS. DERIAN SAID 
THAT MANY PEOPLE IR THE ARGBN'l'IllfB GOVERNMBNT HAD TOID 
USG RBPRBSBN'l'ATIVBS THAT 'l'HB RAVY IS RESPONSIBLE !'OR 
ABUSES WHICH OCCUR 1IHD PEOPLE ARB TAK.BN IJITO CtrS'l'ODY 
.AND Dn'BRROGATED BBP'ORB THEY ENTER THB SYSTBM. ADMIRAL 
MAsSBRA RBSPONDED THAT, WRILB HB DOESN'T.WISH TO GIVE 
THE APPBAAANCB OP •NASBDIG HIS HANDS OP 'l'BB MA'lTBR, • 
INTERNAL SBCDIUTY IS llTOT THB llAVY'S RBSPOllSIBILITY, THAT 
THE .NAVY HAS NOT TBRRITORIAL JDRISDICTicif. MD WBBJil n· 
DOES DO SOMB'l'HING IN 'l'HIS ARRA IT DOBS SO WITH THB 
JCNONLBDGE OP '1'HB ARMY. H8 SAID THAT THOSE KHO SAY 
OTHERWISE ARB TRYING 'l'O DECEIVE. MRS. DERIAN SAID THAT 
OR HBR. PRIOR VISIT SHB HAD BEEN TOLD THAT 01!1B OF THB 
WORST IHTBRROGl\TION CBNTBRS WAS THE NAVY HBCHl\RICAL SCHOOL 
IN Bmnios AIRES. THB ADMIRAL DBNIBD THIS, SAYING THAT 'l'HE 
NAVY'S ENTIRB ANTI-SUBVBRSIVB ROLE WAS CARRIED OUT BY 
RO MORB TlWIT THIRTY PEOPLE. 

6. MRS. DERIAN SAID THAT WHEH SHE WAS IR ARGBNTINA BEFORE 
THBRB WAS A GENERAL ATTITUDE THAT 'l'HB WAR AGAINST 
TERRORISM WAS COMING TO AR END Btl'l' WAS NOT R.BALLY OVER. 
THIS TIME SHB GOT THE DISTINCT IMPRBsSIQ)J THAT BVBRYONE 
CONCLUDES 'l'HE WAR IS NOW OVER AND THE GOVBRNMBRT HAS NOW 
CVNilDEiil JAL 

PAGE 04 STATE 192822 

RBACHBD THE EQUALLY DIFFICOLT PHASE OF GBTTIRG BACK TO 
. JJORMAL DEMOCRATIC PROCEDURES. SHB ADVISED THAT THE 

PEOPLE BECOME IMPATIENT IP THIS PHASE TAKES TOO LONG 
TO CARRY OUT. SHE MEHTION'BD THAT SHB H.AD DISCUSSED 
THIS PROBLEM WITH THB MINISTER OF BCOROMY·AHD THAT 
HB GAVB HER THB IMPRBSSION THAT RE, TOO, WAS WORRIED 
ABOUT TIMS. SHB RBl"BRRBD TO THE LEGISLATION PASSED IR 
THE u~s. CONGRESS WHICH SBTS A ONB YEAR TIMB LIMIT OH CON-
TINUING CERTAIN RELi\'l'..lmfJHIPS WHICH WB HAVE WITH AR-
GENTINA. sH8 SAID THAT mBRNAT1<iNAL-lJ'l>:l.11ios wmr-· 
BECOMING. MOU AND MORB CRITICAL OF THE HUMAN RIGHTS SITUA-. 
TION IN ARGENTINA .AND SAID IT WOULD BB DEVASTATING IF 
ARGBNTINA BECl\MB THE NEXT CHILB IN THE EYES OF THB IRTBR-
NATIORAL COMMUNITY. MRS. DERIAN EXPLl\INED THAT SHE 
THINKS THERB ARE PEOPLE 011' GREAT INTEGRITY IN THE 
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GOVERNMBNT WHO HOLD THE SAME VALUES THAT BOTH OOR 
CONSTITJJTIONS :INSCRIBE FOR OUR CITIZENS AND TRA'l' SHE 
FBBLS VERY WHAPPY THA.'1! THERE IS SUCH A DIPFBRBNCB BBTWBBN 
THEORY AND PRACTICE. 

7. THB ADMIRAL RBSPONDJD> THAT, WHILE KB COULDN'T TALK 

OP A TIME PBRIOD, THAT HB HAD NO CRYSTAL BALL WITH 

WHICH TO PREDICT, ARGBN'l'ID. WAS ON THB ROAD TO 

NORMALIZATION. · HE ADMITTBD THAT DI THB ROUGH BATTLB 

AGAINST TERRORISM SOME THINGS GOT OUT OP~. BUT 

THAT THBRB HAS BBBN REAL IMPROVBMDJT SINCB MARCH. HE 

REFERRED TO ONE OF HIS OFFICERS BSPBClALUt' DBSIGRATBD 

TO RBCBIVB PBOPLB LOOKING FOR THEIR RELATIVES AND 

SAID HIS CASB LOAD HAS DROPPED MARKBDLY. 


8. MRS. DERIAN REFBRRBD TO THE RECENT CASB OP THB LAWYERS 
AND THEIR WIVES WHO HAD BBElf KIDRAPPBD •tm THB l'Jl.RR nP 
TRB ARGBHTINB AMBASSADOR TO VBNBZUBI'.Ji. ADMIRAL-HAsSBRA 
COJl'f?Dllil l! ?Ml 

PAGB OS STATE 192822 

SAID THE AMBASSADOR'S CASB WAS CLEARLY POLITICAL, THAT HB 
Q1EW SOME PEOPLE BI.JIMBD THE NAVY FOR IT, BUT THAT 
SOMBTHING BI.SB WAS INVOL"1m, PBRBAPS, A LEFTIST GROUP 
TRYING TO MAD TR.OUBLB FOR THE OOVBRJi'.MBNT. BB SAID 
KB DOBSN'T BBLI.BVB THAT ONB OF THB GOVERNMENT'S FORCES 
OUT OF CONTROL IS RESPONSIBLE, AS THIS WOULD GO AGAINST 
THB GOVBRNMBN'J.' AND DOESN'T MAKE SIDTSB. 

9. MRS. DERIAN SAID THAT BBCAUSB OP THE DISORDER SO MANY 
CAR OPERATE THDIXINQ THBY RAVB THB APPROVAL OP BITHBR THB 
GOVBRlllMBNT OR TBB PBOPLB, THAT THE LBF'l' tfDlG HAS BEEN 
LICKED BUT A MONSTBR CRBATBD. ADMZRAL MASSBRA SAID HB 
DIDN'T SBB IT THAT WAY. HB "SAID THB RIGHT WING IS VBRY 
SMALL IH ARGBN'l'DIA AND THE GOVBRNMBNT .HAS TAICBlll' STEPS, 
LIQ THE CLOSING OP THE MJ\GAZIHB CABILDO. HB SAID THE 
RIGHT BXISTS ONLY AS A POLITICAL .FORCE. MRS. DERIAN 
MIDITIONBD ·THAT TRB DfCIDBN'l' AGAI.NST THB LAWYERS COULDN'T 
HAVB OCCURRBD WITHOUT BOMB OFFICIAL SUPPORT. ADMJ:RAL 
MASSBRA ASl<BD WHAT PRBSI.DBll'r VIDBLA HAD TOLD HER ABOUT 
THIS INCIDmrl' AND. WHBN SHE RESPO!!IDBD THA'J' THU RAJ'.>!it•T 
DI.SCUSSBD IT:rn.._SAIDTDT mcroms StJCH AS IT (."OULD BE 
COUNTBD ON THE FINGERS OP YOUR HAND. 

10. MRS. OBRIAN ASICBD WHAT THB CWUITCES WERE JrOR· BITHBR 
A COMPLRTE OR. PARTIAL R.BINSTATBNEN'!' OP THE RIGHT OP 
OPTI<ii. ADMIRAL HASSBRA BXPLAINBD THAT TAti ci:Wli'l-
TUTIOHAL RI.GHT WU> BBBlll SUSPBHDBD FOR SIX MONTHS, THAT 
THIS TIMI!: WAS NBARLY OP, ARD THAT THE THOUGHT WAS TO 
R.BiliTSTATE IT. HE BXPLAINBD THAT IN 'l'HB BBOil1NillG MANY 
PEOPLE WERB UNDER EXBC'O'l'IVB JUDGMBNTARD IT WAS DIFFI-
CULT TO CLARIFY CASES. HB BXPRBSSBD A DESIRE TO GET 
CASBS MOVIRG AND .BRO'CJGHT TO TRIAL SO THAT TJiBRB COULD 
BE RELEASES AND A RESTORATION OP THB RIGHT OP OPTION. HB 
ASICED MRS. DERI.AN TO MAINTAIN AR. EQUILI.BRIUM RBALIZING 
THAT WHILE THESE CASBS DRE IMPORTANT, TKIY WERE OLD 
AND FBW AND THB .:nJNTA WAS ON THE ROAD TO JIORMALIZATION. 
WNii'IDENi'IAG 

C:OR!IfJBbillJW 

PAGB 06 STATS 192822 · 

11. MRS. DUI.AN SAID SHB HAD THE SENSE BOT WAS WORRIED 
ABOUT WCBRTADITY AMONG LOWER GRADS OFFICIALS ARD WOMDBRED 
WHBTHBR WHEliT TBB CHARGES COME THEY WOULD Blt DIRBCT AND 
CLBAR SO THAT PBOPLB WON'T FBSL THEMSELVES IR JEOPARDY 
AND THE PROCBSS OF LOCATING THE DISAPPEARED WILL BB 
ENHANCED RATHBR THAN HURT. ADMIRAL Ml\SSBRA SAID THE 
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GOVERNMENT COULD, AT LEAST, PUBLISH A LIST IN THE 
NEWSPAPERS OF ALL THE PEOPLE IT HAS STATING IT DOESH' T 
KNOW WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO OTHERS. HE SAID THE LIST · 
WOULDN'T BB LONG, THAT SOME LISTS ARE BEING PUBLISHED 
AND THAT WHILE MANY HAVE BEEN BROUGHT TO TRIAL HE 
REALIZES THERE ARE SOME IN A GREY ZONE AND THAT THIS 
HURTS THE GOVERNMENT. 

12. MRS. DERIAR ENDED BY REFERRING TO THE HABEAS CORPUS 
PETITIONS SUBMITTED TO THB EXECUTIVE BY THE SUPREME 
COURT SAYING IT WAS MUCH ON PEOPLES MINDS AND THAT SHE 
WOULD BB GLAD WHEN ALL THIS WAS OVER. SHE SAID THAT THE 
REINSTATBMENT OP LEGAL PROCEDURES WOUID CERTAINLY HELP 
RELATIONS BETWEEN OUR TWO COONTRIBS AND STRESSBD THAT WE 
WERE ANXIOUS TO RETURN TO NORMAL GOOD RELATIONS. 

13. ACTION REQUESTED: PLEASE ADD COMMENTS .AND 

.SUGGEST DISTRIBUTION.: VANCE 


NNN 

CONHDEN I IAL 
UMDIS, STADIS 
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61. 

Telegram From the Embassy in Argentina to the Department of State 

Buenos Aires, August 24, 1977, 1545Z 

1 Source: National Archives, RG 59, Central Foreign Policy File, D770306--0198. Confidential; 
Immediate. Sent for information to Asuncion, Montevideo, and Santiago. 
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E.O. 11652: GOS 

TAGS: PDIP, S!q!M, AR, US 

SOBJBCT: ASST SBC 'l'ODllllAN 1 S MBBTING WITH 

PRESIDENT Vml:Lr.. 


REF: 	 BOBROS AIRES 6127 

1. THB ASSISTANT SECRETARY CALLED OH 

PRESIDENT VlDJlLA AT 1030 AH AUGUST 15. 


2. PRESIDENT VZDELA EXPRESSED HIS WARK 

WBLCOMB TO ASSTSBC ~ AND ASJCBD IF HB 

HAD BEER ABLB TO TALK WITH ALL ~QSB WHOM 

HE HAD HOPED TO SEE IN ARGENTINA. Vl:DBLA 

WANTED HIM TO BB AWARB OP THE VIEWS OF A 

WIDE RANGE OF ARGJDrrINBS. HE HOPED AND 

BBLIB'VED '!'HAT BIS GOVBRNMEN'.l' WAS FAITHFULLY 

DITERPRE'J,"ING THE DBSIR2S OP TRIS ~ GRODP. 


3. AS A BACKDROP TO CUJtRDT EVENTS, THB 

PRESIDENT SQTCHSD OOT RECENT ARGENTINE HISTORY--THE 

eeNPHB!fli'!M 


L'ONi'lbJSN'tiAL 

PAGE 02 BU'BNOS 06281 01 OF 02 241937Z 

PROGRESSIVB DB'l'ERIORATIOH OP POLITICAL, ECONOMIC AND 
SOCIAL COHDITIOHS IN THB 1969-75 PBRIOD. BY THE BRO OF 
1975 THBRB WAS A POWER 'Vn.CODM AT THB CBNTBR OP. 
OGVBRNMBN'l', BUT TBBRB WAS ALSO GREAT R.BLOCTANCB BY THE 
~ FORCES TO INTER.VBNE IN VIBlf OP THEIR PRBVIOUS 
BXPERIBlllCE. FINALLY, FACED WJ;TH IMMIJIBHT ECONOMIC COLLAPSE 
OP THE COUNTRY WHICH. WOULD HAVE THROWlf·THOUSAHDS OF 
WOR.KS:RS ON THE STR.BBTS, PREY TO PREVIOUSLY UNSUCCESSFUL 
RECRUITING EFFORTS OP THE TBRRORISTS, THE MILITARY HAD 
TO TAKE OVER WHBN 'l'HE POLITICAL PARTIES ADMITTED THEY 
HBO INCAPABLB OP RBSOLVING THE SITUATION.· 

4. 'l'HB ARMED J.l'ORCBS TAICBOVER WAS NOT JUST ANO'nlBR 
PALACE COUP. IT WAS TBS ASSUMPTIOR OP POwBR BY THB 
ARMED FORCES AS AN INSTITUTION. THEY DID SO RBLUCTANTI.Y, 
AND 'l"HBIR OBJECTI:VK WAS EXCLUSIVBLY TO GB'l' THB COtnr.l'RY 
BACK ON THB TRACK. THBY HAD NO SECTARIAN OR PERSONAL 
AMBITIONS. THEY WERE COMMIT'l"lm TO RBTURNING THB 
COUNTRY TO A THOROUGHI.Y RBPR.BSENTATIVB DEMOCRACY. THEY 
HAD MADE MUCH PROGRESS IN THB INTBRVBlfING 16 MOln'HS AND 
HOPED WITHIN A SHORT TIMB TO MAKE MORE AND TO DB.MONSTRATB 
SPECIPICAI.LY WHAT THIS GOV£RNMEN'1' WJl.R'l'BD TO ACHIBVP:. 

S • ASSTSBC 'J.'C)l)MAN NOTED THB PROORBSS MADE, THB 
ECONOMIC RECOVERY, AND THI VIRTUAL ELIMINATION OF 

ADP Declassification Review 
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by John Fi1zpatrick, 4/24/2017 
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TERRORISM--GRBAT ACHIBVEMENTS. BB STATED THAT THE 
BASIS OF 'l'HB TENSION BBTNEElf OUR TWO GOVERNMBlltTS 
WAS THE AMERICAN ADMINISTRATION'S CONVICTION THAT THB 
MOST IMPORTANT ASPECT OF A GOVERNMENT'S PERPORMANCE--
INDBBD ITS SOLE Ptl'RPOSB--WAS HOW IT TREATED ITS OWN 
PBOPLB. . WHERE IT APPBARED THAT HUMAN RIGHTS HAD BBEH 
VIOLATED, WE FELT IMPELLED TO SPEAK OP. WB HAD RECEIVED 
MANY REPORTS OF VIOIATIONS OF. HUMAN RIGHTS IN 'l'HB GOA'S 
eotfP?DBIJIT:mTI 

PAGB 03 BUENOS 06281 01 OF 02 241937Z 

CAMPAIGN AGAINST TERRORISM AND THE ADMOOSTRATION AND 
CONGRESS WERE STRONGLY MOTIVATED TO TAKE A STAND AGAINST 
ANY SUCH ABUSES. THE USG APPRECIATED THB CRUCIAL 
SITUATION WHICH THE GOA FBLT I'l'SBLF TO BB IN BC'l' COULD 
NOT BB SUPPORTIVE 1fHBN SUPPRESSION OF TBRRORISM VIOLATED 
THB RIGHTS OF THE IHHOCENT. HE SAID THAT THB POLITICIAN'S 
BB SA1f $AID THAT THB GOVBRNMBNT HAD TO DO WHAT IT DID 
TO COUNTBR TERRORISM AND THEY GENERALLY SOPPOa'l'BD .THB 
GOVERHMBR'l' AND FELT THE SITUATION IS GREATLY IMPROVDtG. 
'l'HBY COHTBND THAT THE IMPROVEMBNT IS SUCH THAT THE 
GOVERHMBR'l' SHOULD NOW RELAX RESTRICTIONS ON POLITICAL 
ACTIVITY. 

6. PRESIDENT VXDBLA SAID HE WOULD HOT BE PICTURED AS 
ONB WHO IS URCONCBRNBD ABOUT.THE RIGHTS OF HIS CITIZENS. 
HB FELT THAT MAN, AS GOD' S WORK, MUST BB RBSPBC'l'ED AND 
VIB'NBD AS 'l'HB PURPOSE OF SOCIETY. BB ARGOED THB 
OR.BA.TEST GOOD FOR THE GRDTBR NUMBER A!ilD ·CHALLENGED 
ASSTSBC ~ TO FIND AH ARGENTINE WHO DISAGRBBD WITH 

C:OlUI l!Dl1UIAL 

PAGB 01 BUEJllOS 06281 02 OP 02 241937Z 
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INFO 	 OCT-01 IS0-00 CI'.AB-00 DODB-00 PN-05 H-01 INR-07 
L-03 NSAB-00 PA-01 PRS-01 SP-02 SS-15 DHA-05. 
TRSB-00 MCT-01 ERDA-OS OBS-07 I0-13 NSCB-00 
SS0-00 USIB-00 INRB-00 /081 W 
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FM AMBMBASSY BUDOS AIRES 
TO SECSTATB WASHDC IMMEDIATE 1904 
INFO AMBMBASSY ASUNCION 
AMBMBASSY MONTEVIDEO 
AMBMBASSY SAHTIAGO 

C 0 H J!I 1 D B N 1 I A L SECTION 2 OF 2 BUENOS AIRES 6281 

HIM. HB SAID THAT HB WOULD NOT PRBTBND THAT THBRB WERE 
NO BXCBSSES BY THB SECURITY PORcBS IN THEIR FIGHT A!i1D 
PERHAPS KV£H SOME SCORB-SBTTLING. BB SAID THAT WHAT MAS 
MOST IMPORTANT WAS THB GOVBRNME:N'l''S OBJECTIVE: PEACE UNDER 
THB LAW ANO A MONOPOLY OP FORCE UNDER GOVERNMBN'l' 
CONTROL. WHBN QUESTIONED ABOUT SBVBRAL RBCBRT DRAMATIC 
DISAPPEARANCES, HB PRBBLY ADMITTED THAT AT THIS STAGE OF 
THE WAR AGAINST TERRORISM THE PROBL.BM WAS OP BLBMEHTS 
OP THE SBCURITY FORCES WHial--P'RANICLY--WBRB BBYOND 
THE GOVBRNMDT' S CONTROL. THEY WBQ WORKING HARD ON 
THIS AND SUCCESS WAS INDISPENSABLE TO THE ACHIBVBMENT 
OF THB GOVERNMENT'S OBJECTIVES, BUT SO FAR THEY HAD HOT 
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SOLVED.THB PROBLEM. 

7. ASSTSEC '.rODIWt SAID THE GOA CANNOT BXPBC'l' INTER-
NATIONAL RESPECT AND SUPPORT UNTIL Ilrl'BR.HATIOHALLY 
RECOGHIZBD RULES OF BEHAVIOR ARB OBSBRVBD. HB HOPED 
WB COULD WORK COOPBRATIVELY WITH THB GOA TO THIS !ND, 
BUT VIOLM.'ION OF HUM1IN RIGHTS WOULD UHDBRMINB ANY EFFORTS 
TO STRBNGTHEN RELATIONS BETWEB!f OUR COUNTRIES. THB GOA 
HAD MADE SUCH IMPRBSSIVE STRIDES IN DBALDIG WITH 
COHPIDBNIIXC 

CO&& IDUI IAL 

PAGE 02 BUENOS 06281 02 OF 02 241S37Z 

TERRORISM THAT IT WOULD WON BB SEEll AS A DEMONSTRATION 
OF STRBNGTH IF THB GOA TOOK MBASURBS WITH PRisoemRs AND 
OTHER DB'l'AINED PERSONS WHiai REFLBCTBD'THAT sTRBHGTH. 
SUCH MBASURES MIGHT DTCLUDE LISTS oF·ALL PRISONERS ROW 
HELD, RBINSTA'l'BMENT OF THB RIGHT OF OPTION TO LEAVE THB 
COUNTRY OF REI!JSTITUTION OF THE RIGHT OF RlBBAS CORPUS. 
THERE WBR.B SOME CASES I!J WHICH INTBRNATIOHJ\L OPINION 
BBCJ\MB ESPECIALLY CONCERNED. HB CITED THB DETENTION OF 
JACOBO TIMBRMAN WHICH HAD AWAKBHBO MUCH CORCBRH BECAUSE 
IT INVOLVED PRESUMED ANTI-SBMITil:il'I., 

8. PRBSIDBNT V:XDIUA SAID HE THOROUGHLY REJECTEO ANY 
IMPUTATION OF RACISM TO HIS GOVBR100DIT »ID SAm HB WAS 
THOROUGHLY D.IDICATSD TO PRINCIPLES WRiai DID NO'l' 
TOLERATE IT. TIMBRMAN lfAS NOT A VICTIM OF RACISM; HB IS 
SUSPECTED OF INVOLVBMBN'l' OF ECONOMIC CRIMBS WITH GRAIVER, 
ilHO IN TORN WAS ntvOLVBD WITH TERRORISTS. TIMBRMAN WILL 
BE ~T WITH BY JUSTICE, BllT THIS DOBS.NO!' DnlOLVB . 
ANTI-SBMITISM. 

9. ASSTSEC 'S.'ODM'AN BXPLAINBD PRBSIDBHT CARTER 1 S CONCERN 
ABOUT THB SPREAD OF NUCLEAR ARMS .ulD ASXBD IP PRESIDBHT 
VJ:DBLA KIGHT GIVE HIS.MOST SERIOUS ATTENTION TO THE 
POSSIBILITY OP GOA REATIFICATION OF THB '.i'RBATY OF 
TLA.TELOLCO. SUCH ACTION WOULD BB AH BXAMPLB POR THE 
H.EMISPHBRB. 

10. PRBSIDBR'l' VlDBLA SAID THAT THB GOA HAS ACCEPTED 
NUCLEAR SA.J'BG'lmRDS, 11Hiai DI PRACTICAL TERMS ARE MORE 
EXTBNSIVB CONTROLS THAN THOSE OF TH!il HJ:l'Z . 'l'RBATY WHICH 
HAS POLITICAL LIABILITIES FOR THE GOA. HB SAID QUOTE 
NB WILL LOOK AT 'l'HB SITUATION, 
ACCEPTANCE MIGHT BB FEASIBLE. 
CON! IDBRI 1lt.D 

HOWEVBR, 
END QDOTB 

ARD SEE IF 

CONPIDBWliAL 
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11. ASSTSBC t'ODlfAH NOTED THAT THB GOA HAS BXPRESSBD 
ITS SUPPOaT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS IN A VARIB'l'l!' 01!' DOCUBMENTS 
AND STA1'BJIBNTS 01!' THE GOVERNMENT. HE HOPED THAT THE 
GOA MIGHT DO SO AGAIN BY SIGHDIG THB INTSR-AMERICAR 
CONVBN'l'IOlf ON ~ RIGHTS. THIS, TOO, WOULD GIVE 
IMPETUS TO THE HEMISPHERIC CONCERN WITH THE ISSUE. 
PRBSIDENT'VXDm.A SAID THAT RATIFICATION WAS ONDER 
CONSIDERATION AND HE WOUI.Q SEB WHAT MIGHT BE DONS. 

12. FOLLOWING .AN EXCHANGE OF EXPRESSIONS OP 
FRIENDSHIP THE 65-MINU'l'B CONVERSATION BH'DBD. 
CHAPLIN 
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62. 

Memorandum From the President's Assistant for National Security Affairs (Brzezinski) to 
President Carter 

Washington, August 31, 1977 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Brzezinski Material, Country File, Box 4, 
Argentina, 1177-12/78. Confidential. Sent for information. Carter initialed the memorandum in 
the top right-hand comer. 
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MEMORANDl'M 

THE WHITE HOCSE 
OON~N'f:f2\L WASHINGTON 

INFORMATION August 31, 1977 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

THE PRESIDENT 

ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI w.. 
SUBJECT: An Update of Human Rights 

Developments in Argentina 

I. Hcpeful Developments 

Prisoner releases. While the announcement of the relea.se___o.L 
342 political prisoners is a positive sign. it should be noted that 
we can only confirm that there have been four releases, and 
that we do not yet know what proportion of those released 
have actually been freed without charges and what proportion have 

·been charged formally and must face trial. In the six weeks 
since, the Argentine govermn.ent has reported 199 detentions and 

·77 releases. 

Right of option. It seems likely tb&t the Argentine government will 
restore a limited form of the "right of option''. wherebv state of 
siege prisoners may seek voluntary exil~. This Will be an 
iznportant measure if it actually leads to prisoner releases. 

Political tolerance and the courts. There are signs that President 
Videla may be gaining support from other generals for a greater 
ventilation of political ideas with civilian leaders. This has 
prompted Argentina's oldest party, the Radicals, to criticize the 
government's human rights record. The Radicals were accused of 
engaging in politics by the govermnent, but rather than summarily 
punish the politicians, the government took the case to the courts. 
The lower. courts ruled against the govermnent, and the matter is 
Wider appeal. An Argentine goverrmer:t ban against the Jehovah's 
Witnesses is now in the Supreme Court, and there is hope that the 
court will declare the ban unconstitutional. 

II. Negative Developments 

Eight lawyers or their wives were kidnapped at a sea resort near 
Buenos Aires in mid-July; one subsequently was found murdered 
brutally. It appears the others were later released. It seems 
likely that the security forces were responsible. -

90!1PIDEN'fiA L/Qf)~ ADP Declassification Review 
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In mid-July, Argentina's Ambassador to Venezuela was 
kidnapped in Buenos Aires. He bas not been found yet. 
It appears that the kidnapping reflected hard-line military 
resentment against President Videla, who made a very 
successful state visit to Venezuela in May.· 

The publishe~ of the only major Argentine newspaper, 
which has demonstrated consistent courage on behalf of 
human rights, is being held by the government on econoniic 
charges at a secret place of detention: he was tortured. 

At least five labor leaders have been warned recently to 
leave Argentina.1 Earlier this month a prominent Jewish 
leader fled to the United States after being threatened. 

llI. Conclusion 

Most serious violations of hw:nan rights in Argentina are now 
taking place in the Buenos Aires military region. The com-
mander of the region, General Suarez Mason, is a notorious hard-
liner, and is viewed as one of Videla 1s principal rivals for power. 

Given the delicate political situation in Argentina, as well as the 
very uncertain nature of recent human rights developments, Embassy 
Buenos Aires recommends that we sbonld await de~lo'Oments before_· 
further public comm.eilt. Stat_!! ¥rill continue to keep you fully 
informed as events unfold. - J. 

J 

GOMFffiEH'f12.\L/GDS 
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63. 

Draft Memorandum of Conversation 

Washington, September 9, 1977, 9 a.m. 

1 Source: National Archives, RG 59, Office of the Deputy Secretary: Records of Warren 
Christopher, 1977-1980, Lot 8ID113, Box 13, Human Rights-Argentina I. The meeting took 
place at the White House. Drafted by Chaplin. A typed note at the top of the memorandum reads, 
"Text has not been revised by the NSC." No other record of this meeting has been found. 
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..,....•. ;::..~~1 HAS NOT BEEN REVISED BY THE NSC 

COtH'If'EN'fIAb 

DRAFT MEMORANDUM.OF CONVERSATION· 

DATE: September 9, 1977 
TIME: 9:00 am 

PLACE:· White House 

SUBJECT: President Carter/Piesident Videla Bilateral 

PARTICIPANTS: 

ARGENTINA' OS 

Lt. General Jorge Rafael Videla President Carter 
Presi,:den.t of Argentina Vice President Mondale 

Oscar A. Montes, Min'ister of Secretary Vance 
Foreign Affairs an.d Worship Dr. Zbigniew Brzezinski 

Jorge A. Aja Espil, Amba~sador Assistant Sec~etary Todman 
to the United States Robert Pasto~, NSC 

Julio Cesar Carasales, Charge Maxwell Chaplin
Ambassador to OAS 

Enri~e Quintana,
Chief of Protocol 

Cdr. Eduardo Alberto Traid, · 
Aide-de-camp . 

President Carter opened the conversation by expressing·. 
his pleasure at the. attendance of the Argentine_ President 

and. emphasizing its significance as a demonstration of.hope· 

for the Panama Canal Treaty. He was also pleased that it 

provided an opportunity for the hemispher~c leaders to have 

conversations about issues of common concern. 1 

~" .·. ..-:;
President Videla expressed his satisfaction over the 

opportunity to witness an event of such major importance as 

the Canal Tr~aty Signing, as well as the opportunity to have 

a face-to-face discus$ion with the President. He observed that 

CONPIC!M!'IAL 
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the signature of the treaty not only denotes the em1 of 


one era but opens a new one in which the United States 
, 

has demonstrated its sincerity and goodwill toward I.atin 

America. He added that the Argentine presence was his 

government's effort to establish its goodwill in response.·· · 

.He observed that while us-Argentine relations have had 

their ups and downs throughout history, the temporary 

circumstances which impeded close relations have always 

been overcome· by the basic identity of interests.of the· 

two nations. 
I

As a parenthetical comment, President Carter observed 

to Videla that his Spanish was the clearest and easiest 

to onderstand he had ever heard the President either 

chose simple words ·or had an unusually.clear manner ·Df 

expressing himself. He found tais typical of the Argen-

tina which he and his wife had visited some years pre-

viously. President Carter also added his tWanks for 

the hospitality that Pre.sident Videla had shown to Assist-

ant Secretary Todman during the latter's rec•nt visit to 

Argentina.· 

President Carter said he hoi;:>ed to have· a frank dis-

cussion of two major issues with the objective of optimiz- . 

zing relations between the two nations. 

CONPI5EMr?AL 
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Non-Proliferation . 


President.Carter considered the thr~at of nuclear 
 :j 
explosives the greatest problem facinq the hemisphere. .~ 

l 
~ Because Argentina leads the Latin American nations in .. ~ 

nuclear technology - which is a great credit to Argentina .-~ ,... 

he hoped that Argentina could also lead in the establishment 
l 
'Iof a nuclear free zone in the area and the prevention of ·1 

introduction to nuclear explosvies. He observed that all 1 

.. ·1' .,. hemispheric countries but Cuba and .Argentina had signed and 
I 
Iratified the Treaty of Tlatelolco and that Chile ~nd Brazil 1 
l 

had conditioned their app~oval of' that treaty upon Argentina's 

ratification and acceptance of it. He expressed the hope that 

Argentina would ratify this treaty which would provide 

unrestricted use of nuclear energy for. power but no introduc-

tion of nuclear explosi~es. 

President Carter said that the United Sf.'ates; the 

European community, Canada and Australia were now evolving. . 

a study of fuel cycle from ore to reactor wastes and safe-

guards. On o6tober 19 there will.be a three-day ,Jlteeting on 

this subject, and it wou~d be helpful if the GOA could be 

represented at this meeting. He envisaged.establishing common•· . -
policies with regard to the export of nuclear·technology, 

heavy water and enriched uranium. He said-this policy 

envi.sages restriction of sale of these items to.' countries 

which do not cooperate in the non-proliferation effort. 

·· eONPif>EM'f!AL 
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President Carter said he understood that Argentina was 

cooperating with ca.nada wfth. respect to limited saf,eguards 

but stressed the importance the United States places on 

. the NPZ and the NPT. .. 
.... . .. 

President Videla responded by observing that t11e two ! . 

countries' coincidence of interest was mirrored by the fact 

that the two Presidents' agend.as were the same. He c1id not 

perceive these issues as problems but as opportunities for 

proqre-ss. He reviewed Argentina's ·2s years' work in devlopiqg 

' the ·pe.aceful ·use of nuclear energy, noting that ole power 

··rea~tor is currently in use, a second under constru,.c:tion 

and a third in the planning phase. He understood P~esident 

Carter's concern over the misuse of nuclear energy and said 

Argenti.na had offered to establish safeguards beyon~ those 

which were really needed.· Jtowever, he understood tut even 

·this may not be sufficient reassurance for Latln America an'd 

the world. 
' . President Videla said the GOA had considered.ratifying 

the Treaty of Tlatelolco but stressed that Presid.ent Carter 

must be aware of the great need for proper political timing_ 

of such an action. Argentina was only 18 months awa.y from ,,.... '.:. 

its .gravest national crisis, so the governm.ent must be 

particularly careful not to disturb the progress to.ward 

normalcy. He stated that as soon as political conditions permit 

CONPIBSH'!'IAL 
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perhap~ before the end of the year - he· would giv:e proof 


of ·the GOA goodwill with r.egard to non-proliferation by 


ratifying the Treaty of Tlatelolco. He asked if this re-

assured President Carter. . . 


President Carter said it did, and stated that if "the·. - ~ 
-.... 

GOA decided to send a delegation to.the fuel cycle conference~ 


it would be particularly exciting if it would be possible to·· 


anounce intended ratification of the treaty at that time, but.he· 


would defer to President Videla on the best political timing~ 


With A.tl'fentine ratificatipn, the treaty would be in effect for

-:J f. I 

,.all countries .but Cuba, and the United States would be raising 

. this issue with the Cubans. The President added that Arge.n-

tine ratification would 
.. 

also remove our concerns..about . ' 
' 

technology and heavy. wate.r supply to Argentina from the United. 
I 

States and other suppliers. The President had discussed this 

very issue the previous day with Prime Minister Trudeau in 

the interest of establishing a common expor.e po.licy·. 

Human Rights lThe political changes in Argentina have been giy~ri care-

fui ·study by the American government, and recent develop,ments 

there. said President Carter, have impressed me a.~ much as t.ne 

natural beauty of the country-. He stated his admiration foi= the 

achievements of President Vtdela's government in dealing with 

the problem of terrorism and the reconstruction of the 

CONPIBBN'fIAL 
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Argentine economy. He said the s·tudy, of the achievements of 

President Videla' s government le.d to the conclusion that the 

. GOA had achieved great; strength, stability.and influence. ffe 

hoped that the security and the strength of the government 

would lead to the alleviation of concerns expressed by many 

about the observation of human rights in Argentina. Th~ Pre~i~ 

dent stated he did not.have a way to assess the many c;harges. 

·· of human rights violations and noted the particularly high press 

interest in this subject in ·the United States. Certain cases 

drew p~rticularly intense interest here, such as that of editor 

Time.rman and the Deutsch ·family, ~hQ have many .. ~q,iatives in the · 

-Califocnia area. He said that a Washington group concerned with 

· the subject of human rights· had provided a list of 3 ,,000 people 

being detained in Argentina without pu.blic notice of their arrest 

or charges against them.. The Presiden·t acknowledg~d that some o.f 

these allegations may be.false or exaggerated, but he felt that 

in the privacy.of the room he could express ourconcerns about 
.-... - .. 

the·state of human rights in Argentina. He would make the list 

available so the State Department could provide it to President 

Videla's government for its use. President Carter felt that the 

friendly bilateral relations-of over a hundred years were of 

great value,. and he was concerned that this issue could conie '.; 

between the two countries. He felt that more progress in this 

area would be welcome. In summary, he said he personally admires 

and.approves of what President Videla has been able to do for his 

country and asks what can be done to alleviate the concern in the 

http:privacy.of
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United· Stat~s (which, -indeed, may have been exaggerated) 


about the state of human rights in Argentina. 


President V.idela recounted the situation in which 


Argentina found itself in March 1976, .with an economic, 

. . . 

poltical and social crisis aggravated by terrorism, which 


led the· armed forces as an institution reluctantly to take· -

over to fill the power vacuum and protect those enduring 


values and numan rigb.ts of which President Carter sp.ok,e •• 


Those who recogni~ed that man was created in Gocl'.s i~age_ mµst 


recQgnize his dign.ity .~s an .i.naividual. Terroristi .'f!!l.CJ,nted 


.~o change that.view of man, and Argentina had faced what 

amounted to a war over the issue •. All wars have their·unde-

sirabie. consequences, .and President Carter as a military, ..... 

man would know of this. Argent;_ina has suffered all of these 

misfortunes of war•. i. 

President Videla said that the war~ while virtual.~.Y.. _... 

over in a military sense, continued in the.. political · 

arena, both. domestically and internationally. .The·· 

terrorists wish to isolate the GOA from. a civilized world,. 

but their char~es were not true; the people of Argentina 

opposed terrorism and the system it advocated. They were 

dedicated to democracy. Argentina faced the intentionally 

exaggerated publicity abroad of admittedly unfortunate inci-

dents; President Videla said there were incidents for which 

CONPIBEM'!'!A:L 
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the government was responsible, and he accepted that responsi-

bility for them and stressed his efforts to control abuses 

of power. He said, however, that he could not·accept the 

image of a brutal and uncivilized Argentina and the attempt 

to isolate his country from those other nations which shar~d · 

its basic values,_ He stressed that he would do his utmost. · ... 

to reestablish order .and control, and meanwhile he needed the 
.· 

unde~standing of Argentina's friends, especially natural 

friends. such as_ the United States•... 

With the war a1most over, President Vide.la felt that· the· 

need .for repressive action was le~s·. He.. felt tha1f w.i:.thin 

-a s~-art period the negative consequences of the repression 

would be eliminated • 

. . He agreed to accept the list of names of thos.e ·Who were 
. 

reportedly detained in Argentina and welcomed the opportunity. 

to comment on the Timerman case. He assured President. ~arter 

that Timerman was detained .under due P.rgc.ess, .cha:rged with 

dealing with. subversive elements. He was not detained because 

of his name - there was definitely no.anti-Semitic connecti'on 

to this detention. The same was the case of the· detention of 

the Deutsch· family: they were detained for inves·tigation of 
•··possible connection with subversion, not for racial reasons. 

President Videla stated that 1,990 persons had been de~ 

tained under the national executive power in the first year 

·of his government and 2,020 in the subsequent six months. 

COtfPIBBN'f'IAL 
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Since March 1976, 300 of these cases had been tried in the 


civilian courts with 73 found guilty, and. 370 in'the military 

courts with 187 found guilty. In the last two months, 300 

persons detained on suspic~on of terrorist activities 

have been liberated. President Videla was most reluctant to 

give a date, but he hoped and wished the problems .of the - - .. -····· 
·detainees might be resolved by Christmas 1977. Be would make 

a major effort to achieve this and meanwhile hoped for· US 

understanding • 

.President Carter ventured a question about the Argentine 

·judicial system, noting that one of the great conc~rns 
j· .. 

expressed in the United States is the fact that there are 

no ·announcements of the arrest of Argentines or the- -charges 

on Which they were being held. He asked if this" is customa.ry;.•: 

Preside~t Videla responded that the Argentine courts ace inde-

pendent institutions and operated beyond the control ~f the 
" 

executive•. In cases dealing with subversives and their de'ten-

tion as a preliminary security measure, no C!npouncements of 

the· detentions were made. As soon as the case was 

investigated, it was turned over to the military pr civilian 

courts or the individual was released. While. for security 

reasons it is not convenient to provide public information ...... ·-
on detentions at the initial .stage, the GOA has an office 

charged with providing information to relatives about the 

possible detention and ch~rges agains.t family members. 

CONFIDDH'fIAL 
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President Carter expressed his desire to help restore 


world appreciation of Argentina and what its government 


stands for. Be .~oped that President Videla would ·give the 


United States ~he opportunity to do so. As President, he said 

he knew how much opportunity he had to preserve the liberties·· 
.. ... . 

of the US citizens. He asked if, at sometime in the.future 

.after Christmas, it might be possible for r~presentativ,s of 

the OAS or the UN to visit Argentina, not in the sense of 


investi9ating events there, but to confirm the progress made 


by the GOA. 

President Videla said he was 1 pleased to resptnd with 

.. the _same frankn·ess shown by President Carter and observed 

that. facts were infinitely more important than words. 

~he visits· of Mr. Todman, Mrs. Derian, the.congressmen 

and the Senators is.the best way to .show that Argentina is 

not ashamed of its record•. He thanked President Carter for 

sending these groups and for prov.iding lists of detainees. 

He admitted that there were disappearances in Argentina 

for four reasons: first, when an individual. joins the sub-

versive underground, second, when a terrorist is killed by . 

his associates who may ~uspect betrayal, third, terrorists 
t•.. 

were killed in battle and fourth, people were kllled by 

excesses committed by for.ces of repression •. He said this 

fourth case is under our control, and it is his. respo~si~ 

bility to eliminate it. He said he was not concerned about 
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visits or lists or any future visit made in goodwill which 

can testify ~o the facts in Argentina. 

Pr~sident Videla regretted that it· was necesesary to 

to devote the short time available to discussion of the 

two ·fundamental issues raised. Since there were a number ...• .. -.... 
of important remaining bilateral issues which should be. 

covered, he wished to invite Secretary Vance to vis i.t 

·Argentina after his trip to Brazil to complete the consul- ·· 

tations. 

President Carter and Secretary Vance bo.th acce·pted the 
"" 

invitation for Secretary Vance to~visit Argentina. President . . . 

Carter said he .regretted that ·the two items. had dominated· 

this aiscussion, which would have to .be ended because the 

Presid.ent of Uruguay was arriving shor.tly. Should President 

Videla wish, he said that Vice President Mondale could meet 

with.him now, or the conversations could be continued during 

the Secretary's visit. President Carter expressed his . 

hope he could return to Argentina before long.and presented· 

President Videla with his book and a collection of satellite 

photographs of the world~ The meeting tei::minated with ex-

pressions of mutual goodwill. .. 

Drafted: Amembassy Buenos Aires - Charge Maxwell Chap'.J.~n:jc 
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Action Memorandum From the Director of the Bureau ofPolitico· Military Affairs (Gelb) to 
Secretary of State Vance 

Washington, September 15, 1977 

1 Source: National Archives, RG 59, Office of the Deputy Secretary: Records of Warren 
Christopher, 1977-1980, Lot 81Dl 13, Box 27, Human Rights-Argentina II. Confidential. Sent 
through Benson. Drafted by Titus on September 8. Cleared in ARA/RPP/PM, PM, 
ACDA/WEC/ATE, and PM/MC and by Bumpus, L. Brown, and Lake. 0. Jones was informed. 
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TO: 

'!'BROUGH: 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

ACTION MEMORANDUM .7723639 
S/S 

The Secretary September 15, 1977 

'1' "-- Lucy Wilson BensoJ.W~ · 

FROM: PM - Leslie B. G~ib i\}k 
Arms !l'ransfers to Argentina. 

Issue for Decision 

Whether to authorize the sale to Argentina of MK-44 
..torpedoes, sumarine periscopes, 3 Boeinq CB-47C . 
•chinook" helicopters, 2 LoCkheed .KC-130 aerial tanker 

aircraft and various types of ammunition. 


Essential Factors 

On July 25 you approved a recommendation to limit 

denials of m::ms transfers to Arqentina to those articles 

and services Which could be used by police and other 

civil law enforcement agencies. You added, however, that 

you would review all proposals on a case by case basis. 


We are submitting for your decision severa1 sales 
proposals by u.s. firms and requests to purchase by
Arg'entine military o:rq~izations. With the possible
·exception of ligbt mortars, n0ne of the items listed 
is known to have been used against urban or rural 
guerrillas, to have been otherwise involved in human 
rights violations in Argentina or to be potentia11y
effective instruments of repression against individuals 
or sma11 qroups. Nonetheless, D/HA objects to the 
approval of most of ·these cases because there has been 
no improvement in the human rights situation in 
Argentina.. D/HA is. sendinq you ·a separate memorandum . 
concerning its views on these 9%'oposed arms transfers.
A legal brief is attache<I. · 
Cases to be Decided 

. Ho objeotions have been raised ·to approval of the 
foll.owing cases by PM, ABA, or ACDA. 

1. Periscopes -- ·A Munitions List liciense apR_lication 

I .. 

ADP Declassification Review 
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by Kollmorgen Corporation to export six sets of attack 

and search periscopes (12 periscopes in all) valued at 

$4.4 million for installation in six new West German-

built submarines. · 


Recommendation: 	 That you approve the is!luance of the 

license;.·. 


Approve 	 • Disapprove 

2~ . Lockheed KC-130.Tanker Aircraft -~ LOckheed has 
appl!ed to the Office of Munitions-Control for an aC!visory
opinion on eventual approval ·of the sale of two aircraft 
if present Argentine Government interest in thera. results 
in a contract•. Although an advisory opinion is not 
binding, its issuance anticipates c!Nentual approval. · 
of any sale which might materialize. These planes
We>uld most likely be used to refuel •ircraft involved 
in search and rescue operations and in Antarctic 
activities. 

Recommendation: 	 That you approve the ia~eof a 
favorable advisory op;.:r:~·· ~ 

1 • .,, .,. (a 'Y• l f-1 '"" ., ; I; JA Jfi'5Approve ~ .· . · D~sapprove . 

3. Helicopters Respondin9 to an Argentine Army re-
quest for a proposal, Boeing Vertol Division .has appl.ied
eo the Office of Munitions Control for an advisory
opinion about the possible sale of 3 CH-47C Chinook 
logistic transport helicopters. Although an advisory
opinion ls not binding, its issuance anticipates eventual 
approval of any sale which might materialize. These 
aircraft, which are variously configured to carry 33-44 -~ ··-··--. 
persons aild ·equipment, are limited to transport
functions •. They cannot be u.sed as •qu.nsbips•. 

Recommendation: 	 'l'hat you· approve the issuance-o'f_a 
favorable advisor opinion~ 

Approve 

4. Tormoes -- An Argentine·NaVY request for cost 
and availibility data for 18 Mark 44 torpedoes. These 
are acoustically guided anti-sul:narine torpedoes, which 
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5. 
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·are Qeing replaced in the USN iJlventory by more mOdern 

'l'ha t you approve the Argentine Navy request. *" 
Approve Disapprove ,.l!lflf /lllt/_t:::::_ . 

Bombs and Artillery Amlaunition -- Argentine Army, Navy
and Air Force requests to purchase ammunition and 
amm.unition. components as follows:. 

a.· 	15 projectiles,.s• 38mm-illuminating (for naval 
guns) 

b. 	 150 projectiles, 15Smm-high explosive artillery 

c. 	 50 projectiles, lSSlllm-illuminating artillery 

d. 	 250 propelling charges for lSSmm artillerf 

projectiles 


e. 	 762 artillery fuses 

f. 	 15-0 artillery percussion primers 

9. 	 10,000 cartridges, 20mm electric (used to ignite

charges in naval artillery) 


h. 	 10 banbs, SOOlb. general purpose,, MK-82, with 

retarding fins. 


Recommendation: 	 That you api)rove the sale-. ·9f the medium 
artillery amu.nition and ~s. .,,. . 'I- r 

Approve 	 Disapprove t zll ~-· 
~ 

6. Cartridges 'l'he Ar9entine Navy wishes to buy the 
following: 

a. 	 ·so,ooo cartridges, ca1•• so ball (standard bullet),

aircraft grade 


b. 	 30, 000 cartridges, cal. •SO tracer, aircraft qi::ade 


(above are probably for use in the A-4 aircraft) 


. .,;. 
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1'hat you approve the sale of these · · 
cartridgei:1. · 

Approve Disapprove 

7. Shells -- The Argentine Army wishes tO buy the. 
following; . 

a. 550 shells, 4.2°, .l07mm-high explosive, for 
mortars 

b. 40 shells, 4.2•. 107mm-illuminating, for 
mortars ~ 

Recommendation: That you approve the sale. . . ~ . /ID IJ.. - ,......_ 
Approve Disapprove ___·._r '(P Jn • 

Attachment: 	 As stated. 

Drafted: PM/SAS J.li.~ lrf 
9/8/77 ext. 23176 
Clearances: 	 ARA/RPP/PM - L'l'C. Quigg~ 

ARA/ECA - JBwni:~
PM - SWin!ihip . 
ACDA/WBC/ATB' - atson~.A 
D/BA - OJones .Unformed)P"f'j
'1' - LBrown ~ . · 
P!VMC - BPe:mal.nella~S/P - M.ake .,.,,., 

..., 
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Telegram From the Department of State to the Embassy in Argentina 

Washington, November 3, 1977, 1643Z 

262832 

I Source: National Archives, RG 59, Central Foreign Policy File, D770405-0653. Limited 
Official Use; Immediate. Drafted in the White House, cleared by Bumpus and in S/S-0, and 
approved by Zimmermann. 
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E.O. 11652: GDS 

TAGS: PN, AR 

SUBJECT: LETT.ER TO PRESIDENT VJDBLA FROM PRESIDENT CARTER 

l. PLEASE PASS FOLLOWING TEXT TO PRESIDENT VXDELA ASAP. 

BEGIN QUOTE: DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: LET MB SAY AGAIN HOW 
PLEASED I WAS TO MBBT WITH YOU DURING YOUR VISIT TO WASH-
INGTON FOR THE SIGNING OF THE ND PANAMA CANAL TREATilr:S. 
OUR CONVERSATION GAVE MB A BBTI'BR UNDERSTANDING OF YOUR 
CONCERNS AND THOSE OF THB ARGENTINE PEOPLE, WITH WHOM WE 
WISH TO HAVE THE BEST OF RELATIONS. 

2. I WAS PARTicu:t.M.LY IMPRESSED BY YOUR COMMENT THAT WE 
BOTH HAD THB SAME ITBMS ON OUR AGENt>A - - HUMAN RIGHTS AND 
NUCLEAR PROLIFERATION -- AND THAT YOU SAW OPPORTUNITY FOR 
PROGRESS ON BOTH. I SHARE THE SAMS HOPBS. 
3. WE BOTH RECOGNIZE THAT ARGB:NTINA IS FREQUENTLY 
CHARGED WITH SERIOUS VIOLATIONS OP HUMJ!Jf RIGHTS. YOU WERE 
LIMITED OFFICIAL USE 

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE 

PAGE 02 STATE 262832 

CERTAINLY CORRECT IN STATING THAT TERRORISTS HAVE SOUGHT 
TO ISOLATE ARGENTINA IN THBIR PROPAGANDA. HOWBVBR, I AM 
CONFIDENT THAT SUCH PROPAGANDA WILL LOSE ITS FORCE IN THE 
COURT OP IN'l'BRNATIONAL OPINION AS YOUR GOVERNMENT 

DEMONSTRATES PROGRESS IN HUMAN RIGHTS. AND I CAN ASSURE 
YOU THAT THE UNITED STATES WILL ALWAYS BE READY TO 
ACKNOWLEDGE SUCH IMPROVEMENTS. 

4. I WAS ALSO PLEASED TO HEAR THAT YOU WOULD NOT OBJECT 
TO VISITS BY HUMAN RIGHTS SPECIALISTS.FROM RESPECTED 
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS. SUCH VISITS WII.L BE AN 
IMPORTANT MEANS OF EDUCATING INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC OPINION 
ON IMPROVEMENTS IN HUMAN RIGHTS IN ARGENTINA. 

5. IN THIS REGARD, LET ME MENTION THB VERY IMPORTANT 
ROLE PLAYED BY NON-GOVERNMBNTAL HUMAN RIGHTS ORGANIZATIONS, 
AND MY HOPE THAT THEY WILL CONTINUE TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE 
ADVANCEMENT OF HUMAN RIGHTS AND MY FIRM BBLIBF THAT THEY 
SHOULD RBTAIN THEIR CO~SULTATIVE STATUS AT THE UNITED 
NATIONS. 

6. I WELCOME YOUR EXPRESSION OF HOPE THAT THE DETAINEE 
PROBLEM MIGHT BE RESOLVED BY CHRISTMAS THIS YEAR. AS I 
TOLD YOU, THERE IS GREAT INTEREST AND CONCERN IN THE 

Page 1 of~ 
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UNITED STATES OVER THE FATE OF PEOPLE DETAINED IN ARGENTINA 
UNDER THB NATIONAL BXBCUTIVE POWER. THE CLARIFICATION OF 
THEIR STATUS WOULD BE WELL RECEIVED, I BELIEVE, THROUGHOUT 
THE INTEIUIATIONAL COMMUNITY. LIKE YOUR GOVERNMENT'S RECBNT 
ANNOUNCEMENT OF THB RESTORATION OF THE RIGHT OF OPTION AND 
A PAROLE FOR DETAINEES, SUCH A CLARIFICAITON WOULD BB 
ANOTHER IMPORTANT STEP IN DEMONSTRATING ARGENTINA'S 
COMMITMBHT TO THB PROTECTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS. 
LIMITED OFFICIAL USE 

LIMITED OFFICIAL USB 
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7. I 1fAS MOST GRATIFIED AND PLEAsED TO LEARN THAT YOUR 
GOVERNMENT INTENDS TO RATIFY THB TREATY OF TLATELOLCo:r! 
REALIZE THAT THE TIMING OF YOUR GOVERNMENT'S RATIF.ICATION 
IS DEPENDENT UPON POLITICAL COHSIDBRATIONS, BUT I HOPB THAT 
YOU NILL FIND IT POSSIBLE TO RATIFY THB TREATY IN THE NEAR 
P'U'l'URE. 'ARGENTINA 1 S FULL ADHBR.BNCB TO THE TREATY WOULD 
HAVB GREAT IMPORTANCB. IT WOULO NOT ONLY DEMONSTRATE 
ARGENTINA'S COMMITMENT TO THB PEACEFUL USB OP NUCLEAR 
ENERGY; IT WOULO ALSO, I AM CONVINCED, GIVE A SIGNIFICANT 
IMPETUS TO NORW~WIDB ACCEPTANCE OF THE TREATY AS AN 
IMPORTANT MBAHS OF AVOIOING WAR. 

8. I 1fAS VERY PLEASED THAT YtiUR GOVERNMBNT PARTICIPATED 
IN THB NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE BVAWATION CMnl'ERENCTI! IN 
WASHINGTOi.-. IABLIEVE 1T -w:tx.i. PRovrDE A aREAT oPPORTONtH 
FOR OUR NATIONS TO WORK WITH OTHERS IN MAKING NUCLEAR 
BNBRGY AN IMPORTANT AND SAP'S MEANS OF MEETING OUR ENERGY 
REQUIREMENTS. 

9. MR. PRESIDENT, THB PERSONAL RELATIONSHIP WHICH WE 

ESTABLISHED IN WASHINGTON PROVIDED ME THIS OPPORTUNITY TO 

WRITE YOU. I VERY MUCH HOPE THAT WE CONTINUB TO EXCHANGE 

VIENS WITH FRANICNBSS ~ CANDOR SO AS TO STRENGTHEN 

RELATIONS BETNBBN OUR TWO GR.BAT PEOPLES. 


10. IN THIS RBGARD, I PARTICULARLY APPRECIATE YOUR 
LETTERS OF SBPTEMBBR 28 AND OCTOBER 11, 1977, AND THE 
JNFORMATION WRICH YOU RELATED IN 'l'H'lll SECOND LST'l''RR 
CONCERNING 'l'HB DEU'l'SCR FAMILY°: AS I ~~ YOU ARB AWARE,
THERB IS CONSID~LB AND CONTINUING CONGRESSIONAL AND 
PUBLIC CONCERN ON THIS MATTER IN MY COUNTRY. 

11. IN HIS MEETING WITH YOU IN NOVEMBER, SECRETARY . 

VANCE WILL HAVE THB OPPORTDNITY TO CONTIHUB OUR DIALOGUB. 

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE 
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12. I WANT TO THANK .you AND MRS. VlDEU FOR THE VERY 

KIND INVITATION TO ATI'END YOUR SON'S WEDDING, AND REGRET 

THAT lfB WBRB UNABLE TO ATTEND. PLEASE GIVE OUR 

CONGRATULATIONS AND BEST WISHES TO YOUR SON AND HIS 

BRIDE. SINCERELY, JIMMY CARTER. BND QUOTE. VANCE 
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Telegram From the Department of State to the Embassy in Argentina 

Washington, November 11, 1977, 2212Z 

270937 

1 Source: National Archives, RG 59, Central Foreign Policy File, D770419-1318. Confidential. 
Drafted by Bumpus, cleared by McNeil and Oxman and in SIS, approved by Christopher. 
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TAGS: 	 SHUM, AR 

SUBJECT: DEPUTY FOREIGN MINISTER ALLARA MEETING WITH DEPUTY 
SECRETARY CHRISTOPHER 

l . ARGENTINE DEPUTY FOREIGN MINISTER GUALTBR ALLARA 

ACCOMPANIED BY AMBASSADOR AJA ESPIL AND MINISTERS JUAN 

CARLOS ARLIA AND MIGUEL ANGEL ESPECHB GIL CALLED ON DEPUTY 

SECRETARY CHRISTOPHER ON NOVEMBER 4, 1977 . AMBASSADOR 

CASTRO, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY MCNEIL, SPECIAL ASST. 

OXMAN, DESK OFFICER BUMPUS, AND INTBRPRETBR HERVAS ALSO 

ATTENDED. 


2. SUBSEQUENT TO INTRODUCTORY RBMARICS, THE QUESTION OF THB 
SECRETARY'S VISIT WAS DISCUSSED.·· MR. UiR::C~ "PO!NTBD 
OUT THAT '1'HB SECRETARY VBRY MUCH WISHED TO MAKE HIS VISIT AS 
C01'1PJ:DBIU XAT.i 

PAGE 02 STATE 270937 

SCHEDULED BUT THAT SOME UNCERTAINTY OVER THE PRESIDENT'S 
WORLD TRIP MIGHT CALL FOR SOMB ADJUSTMENTS. HOWEVER, THE 
ARGENTINES SHOULD PROCEED WITH THE ORIGINAL SCHEDULE, ASWE 
ARE DOING, ON THE ASSUMPTION THAT THB SECRETARY WILL VISIT 
ARGENTINA ON NOVEMBER 21, 1977. 

3 . ALLARA SAID HE UNDERSTOOD THE DIFFICULTY IN THE 
SCHEDULING, Btn' WISHED TO MAKE THE U.S. AWARE THAT THE 

SECRBTARY'S VISIT HAD CREATED GREAT ANTICIPATION IN 
ARGENTINA. CANCELLATION OR POSTPONBMBNT WOULD CAUSE RIAL 
DIFFICULTIES AS PRESIDENT VIDELA HAD PUT GREAT EMPHASIS ON 
THE VISIT. MR. CHRISTOPHER ASSURBD THE ARGENTINES THAT THB 
ARGENTINE CONCERNS WOULD BB STRONG FACTORS WHICH WOULD 
MOTIVATE THE SECRETARY TO MAKE THB VISIT. 

4. AT MR. CHRISTOPHER'S INVITATION, ALLARA DISCUSSED THB 
SECRETARY'S AGENDA WHILE HE IS IN ARGENTINA. TERRORISM 
AND HUMAN RIGHTS SHOULD CERTAINLY BB CONSIDERED ALONG WITH 
A NUMBER Ol!' OTHER TOPICS WHICF HAD BEEN DISCUSSED EARLIER 
WITH ASSISTANT SECRETARY TODM.!Uil. 

5. MR. CHRISTOPHER SAID HE WISHED TO DISCUSS HUMAN RIGHTS 
FURTHER. DURING THE PANAMA CANAL TREATY SIGHING CEREMONY 
CONVERSATIONS WE HAD BEEN QUITE IMPRESSED WI'l1f PRESIDENT 
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Vl:DELA'S.COMMITMBNT TO CHANGE AND REFORM IN ARGENTINA. WE 
UNDERSTAND HIM TO BB DEDICATED TO THE PROMOTI()N OF HUMAN 
RIGHTS. WE HERE SORRY TO HEAR OF THE RECENT RESURGENCE OF 
TERRORISM IN ARGENTINA BUT HOPE THAT THE GOVERNMENT'S 
RBSPONSE WILL BB CONFINED TO THE LEGAL PROCESS. THB WAR 
AGAINST TERRORISM SHOULD NOT BE USBD AS AN EXCUSE FOR 
VIOLATION OF HUMAN RIGH'l'S. 

CO&ilbilNIIAL 

COH!lDZlfIIXD 

PAGE 03 STATE 210937 

6. ALLARA POINTED OUT THAT THE ARGENTINE GOVERNMENT HAD 
SU'FFBRBD TERRORIST AGGRESSION AND HAD BEEN FORCED TO RESORT 
TO EXCEPTIONAL MEASURES. THERE HAVE BEEN RECENT OUTBREAXS 
OP VIOLENCE, BUT DESPITE THESE THE GOVERNMENT IS PLEDGED 
TO RETURN THE COUNTRY TO NORMALITY. THE U.S. SHOULD BB 
ASSURED THAT PRESIDENT VIDELA'S COMMITMENT TO PRESIDBH'l' 
CARTER TO RETURN ARGENTINA l!'ULLY TO THE RULE OF LAW IN THE 
SHORTEST PERIOD OP TIMB REMAINS VALID. 

1. MR. ~ISTOPHER STATED THAT SOME ACTIONS BY THE ARGEN-
. TINE 	GOVBRNMENT IN THE HUMAN RIGHTS AREA DO STAND IN THE 

WAY OF BETTER RELATIONS BETWBEH OUR COUNTRIES. HE 
SPECIFICALLY MENTIONED DISAPPEARANCES,_J)~ THR 
DEUTSCH FAMILY.', WE CONTINUE TO HEAR OP DISAPPEARANCES; 
WE HAD HOPED THAT INVBSTIGATIONS CARRIED OUT BY THE 
ARGENTINE GOVERNMBNT WOULD HAVE RESOLVED THE PROBLEM, BUT 
THEY APPARENTLY HAVE NOT. THE LARGE NUMBER OF DETAINEES, 
PRESIDENT VIDBLA SAID SOME 4,000, IS ALSO A CAUSE FOR 
CONCERN. THE DEUTSCH CASE IS AN EXAMPLE OF THE PUBLIC AliD 
CONGRESSIONAL INTEREST tlHICH IS BEING CONCENTRATED ON 
ARGENTINA. THE U.S. JEWISH COMMUNITY 
HAS BEER VERY INTERESTBD IN THB FATE OF THE FAMILY. IT 
WOULD BE A VERY GOOD CASE TO RESOLVE. 

8. ALLARA RESPONDED THAT THE ARGENTINES WERE AWARE THAT 
HUMAN RIGHTS CAUSBD DIFFICULTIES BETWEEN OUR. TWO COUNTRIES. 
IT PROBABLY CREATED MORE PROBLEMS THAN WERE MERITED. THE 
ARGENTI.HES HAVE TRIED TO INVESTIGATE REPORTS OF DISAPPEAR-
ANCES, BUT IT IS DIPFICULT TO RBACH A CONCLUSION. SOME. 
PBOPLE GO UNDERGRODND TO JOIN THE TERRORISTS, OTHBRS TO 
ILLEGALLY LEAVE THE COUNTRY AND SOME "DISAPPEAR" TO ESCAPE 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR COMMON CRIMES. MOREOVER, ARMED FORCES 
PERSONNEL WHO HAVE COMMITTED EXCESSES ARE BEIRG PUNISHED 
AND THE MINISTRY OF INTERIOR IS INVESTIGATING ALL ALLEGED 
DISAPPBAR.ANCBS. EIGHTY PER CENT OP THB REPORTED DISAPPl!!A,R-
ANCES HAD OCCUR.RED BEFORE THE GOVERNMBNT CAME TO POWER IN 
CORUD&.U IAtl 

Cotff!DBdIIJCl:i 
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1916. 

SI. CONCERNING THE DEUTSCH FAMILY, ALLARA SAID THAT THREE 
OF THE FAMILY MEMBERS HAD BBEH RELEASED BUT TWO WOULD BE 
TRIED BBCAUSE THEY WERE SERIOUSLY COMPROMISED BY TIES TO 
TERRORIST ORGANIZATIONS, AS WAS THE BROTHER, DANIEL, WHO 
HAD LEfT ARGENTINA. ALLARA USED THE DEUTSCH CASE TO DENY 
ACCUSATIONS THAT ANTI-SEMITISM EXISTED IN ARGENTINA. 
THE GOVBRNMBNT REPRESSED ANTI-SEMITIC LITERATURB 
AND HAD MADE IT A CRIME TO INCITE RACIAL HATRED. PRESIDENT 
VIDELA HAS CLOSE CONTACT WITH LEADING JEWISH CITIZENS AND 
ORGANIZATIONS. JEWS WHO ARE PROSECUTED IN ARGENTINA ARB 
BROUGHT BEFORE THE COURTS BBCAUSE THEY HAVE COMMITTED 
CRIMES, NOT BECAUSE THEY ARB JEWS. 

10. MR. CHRISTOPHER SAID HE 

WANTED THE DEPUTY FOREIGN MINISTER TO KNOW 
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THAT IT WAS NOT ONLY THE BXBCOTIVE BRANCH BOT THE CONGRESS 
AND THE PUBLIC WHO WERE STRONGLY SUPPORTIVE OF ACTIONS ON 
HOMAN RIGHTS. ON'THE DEUTSCH FAMILY, MR. CHRISTOPHER SAID 
HE NANTBD ALLARA TO mow THB 
GREAT SYMBOLIC VALUE THB CASE HAO IN THB U.S. 

11. ALLARA SAID THE ARGENTINES WERB VERY AWARE OF THE 
SYMBOLIC VALUE; PRESIDENT VIDBJ> HAD WRITTBN PERSONALLY TO 
PRESIDENT CARTER ABOUT THE FAMIL'X ·' ARG:tiri'iifA ONDiRSTOOD 
U.S. CONCERN OVER KOMAN RIGHTS, AND HAS DONE MUCH TO IMPROVE 
THB SITUATION THERE. HOWEVER, NOT ONLY HUMAN RIGHTS SOT 
ALSO TERRORISM SHOULD BB CONSIDER.ED.· TERRORISM HAS SPAWN!D 
HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS; PLANE HIJACKINGS VIOLATE THE RIGHTS 
OF THE PASSBNGBRS. THE UN RECENTLY PASSED A RESOLUTION 
CONDEMNING HIJAcia:NG,. m w HEED MOD . .:iuctt. .l'IAA::>Ul!J§l:I ro 
COMBAT TERRORISM. DEPUTY SECRETARY CHRISTOPHER SAID HE 
E!eHP!BlilH'l'flcfi 

CONPIDENIIAL 
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AGREED FULI.Y WITH THE MINISTER'S CONCERN WITH HIJACKING. 

WE MUST WORK TO GET·ALL STATES TO RATIFY THE ANTI-HIJACKING 

CONVBNTION. · 


12. MR. CHRISTOPHER SAID THAT HB WISHED TO INTRODUCE A 
HAPPIER NOTE; HE HAD BBEN ABLB·TO ADVISE SECRETARY VANCE 
THAT WB SHOULD ISSUE A LICENSE FOR THE EXPORT OF PERISCOPES 
TO ARGENTINA. FAVORABLE ADVISORY OPINIONS ON THE.ISSUANCE 
OF LICENSES FOR THE EXPORT OF CHINOOK HBLICOPTBRS AND 
LOCKHEED C-lJOS HAO ALSO BBEN GIVBH •. TBESE ACTIONS WERE 
AN INDICATION OF OUR FAITH IN PRESIDENT VIDBLA'S 
MODERATION AND OUR HOPE THAT THE RDCXY RELATIONS WB HAVE 
HAO ARE NOW IMPROVING. 

13. ALLARA SPOKB OF HIS CONCERN OVER THE LIMITATIONS ON 

MILITARY EQOIPMD'I'-.,ESPBCIALLY SPARE PARTS AND PMS ITEMS 

FOR WHICH ARGENTINA HAD ALREADY PAID. THESE LIMITATIONS 

WBRB CAUSING REAL DIFFICULTIES. THE ARGBNTINBS HAD 

HOPED THAT THB SBRIBS OF HIGH LEVEL U.S. OFFICIAL VISITS 

WHICH HAO BEGUN IN MARCH WOULD HAVB CONVINCED THE U.S. 

THAT PROGRESS WAS BBING MADS ON HOON RIGHTS IN ARGBJITINA. 

APPARBNTLY THEY DID Nor. 


14. SECRETARY CHRISTOPHER SAID HB WAS PLEASED TO SEB 
WCI.KAR NON.,PROLIFBRATION ON THE ARGENTINE AGENDA FOR THE 
SECRETARY'S VISIT. PRESIDENT CARTER PLACES GREAT 
EMPHASIS ON THE NUCLEAR QUESTION. THE U.S. DOES NOT WISH 
TO KEEP COUNTRIES FROM EXPLOITING NOCLBAR ENERGY, BOT WE 
00 WANT TO LIMIT THE SPREAD OF NUCLEAR NEAPONS WHICH 
PRESENT A GRAVE DANGER FOR THE WORLD. Ira WANT TO SEB 
ARGENTINA USING NUCLEAR POKER, BUT AVOIDING NUCLEAR WEAPONS 
DEVELOPMENT AND REPROCESSING. THE PRESIDENT IS ANXIOUS 
gQR ARGENTINA TO RATIFY THE TREATY OF TLATBLOLCO AND AGRBB 
TO FULL-SCOPE SAFEGUARDS. MR. CHRISTOPHBR SAID '.l'ffE 
SECRETARY WOULD PUT GREAT BMPHASIS ON THB NUCLEAR QUESTION 
WEN HE WAS IN ARGENTINA. 
tU41'1DBRIIAL 
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15. ALLARA SAID THAT NUCLEAR TOPICS KBRB OF GREAT 
SIGNIFICANCB TO ARGENTINA, WHICH HAS A LEADER AMONG THE 
LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES IN NUCLEAR MATTERS FOR OVER 30 
YEARS. ARGENTINA HAD DEVELOPED ITS NUCLEAR CAPACITY FOR 
PEACEFUL ENDS AND IT WOULD CONTrNUB TO 00 SO. . THE 
ARGBNTINBS 0Q NOT WANT TO DISTURB TUB.POWER BALANCE IN THB 
AREA BY AN IRRESPONSIBLE NUCLEAR WBAPONS PROGRAM. ALLARA 
SAID THAT ARGENTINA WAS CONDUCTING A THOROUGH REVIEW OF 
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ITS POLICY OB THE TREATY OF TLATBLOLCO AND THAT HE SAW 

VIRTUALLY NO IMPEDIMENT TO ARGENTINA'S RATIFYING l'r. 

THE ARGENTINES ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO A J!'ULL DISCUSSION OF 

THE NUCLEAR QUESTION WHEN THE SECRETARY IS IN BUENOS AIRES. 


16. MR. CHRISTOPHER THANKED ALLARA FOR THIS GOOD NEWS 

ABOtn' THE WILLINGNESS TO RATIFY TIATBLOLCO AND THE 


THOUGHTFUL AND CANDID CONVERSATION WHICH THEY HAD HELD. 
THIS TYPE OF EXCHANGE STRBNGTHBNBD REIATIONS BBTlfEBN 
COUNTRIES. · PROBLEMS EXIST BUT THBY MUST BB DISCUSSED, NOT 
AVOIDED. IN THIS WAY THEY CAN BB RESOLVED. VANCB 

eeNrtBE!NTIAL 
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Briefing Memorandum From Richard Feinberg of the Policy Planning Staff to Secretary of State 
Vance 

Washington, November 19, 1977 

1 Source: National Archives, RG 59, Policy and Planning Staff-Office of the Director, Records 
ofAnthony Lake, 1977-1981, Lot 82D298, Box 3, TL November 16-30 1977. Confidential. 
Sent through Lake. Drafted on November 18 by Feinberg. 
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE L. 
BRIEFING MEMORANDUM 

• SIS 

November 19, 1977 

TO: The secretary .. . 

THROUGH: s;e - ~thony Lak~ 

FROM: S/P - Richard Feinber~ 

President Videla: An Alternative View 

A common view has been that President Videla would 
gradually but effectively move to.improve the human 
rights situation in Argentina, and that he also repre-
sented the best hope for Arqentine ratification of the 
'l'reaty of 'l'latelolco. If these views appeared probable
when General Videla assumed the Presidency in March, 
~976, a year and a half later. th~v are increasinalv 
difficult to support:. •n is widely agreea that the GOA 
is failing to improve its human rights performance,
and Videla is unlikely to counter his advisers who are 
opposed to ratifying 'l'latelolco. 

Videla probably.has good instincts on human rights,
but several fundamental factors are preventing him from 
taking effective action: 

--He adheres to the •clandestine war" doctrine,
which· argues that subversion must be countered with 
illegal measures. He also accepts that this illeqal 
war be waged in a decentralized manner, with local 
captains and comnianders acting lar9ely on their own. 
~his makes it impossible for the top generals, including
the junta, to effectively control the security forces--
but does provide the junta members with plausible
deniability. · 

-:-Videla fails to make a sharp distinction between 
terrorism and dissent•. The loose application of the 
term •subversive" to the 9overnment's enemies has 
encouraqed the·security forces to strike not just at.. 
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terrorists but at a wide range of civilian opinion.
Certainly less th~ half of the prisoners and dis-
appeared persons (estimated by human rights groups at 
15,000) were active terrorists; some estimates place
the figure a~ under 15\. 

-·- --~--Videla is closely tied ·to his minister of! economics, Martinez de Hoz, whose austere economicr 
 policies hav~ hit the middle and Working classes very' 

1· bard. Th'se policies, which have successfully i~proved

Argentina's external accounts, have failed to bring the 
rate of inflation under lOOt. As the 9overnment now 
moves to attack inflation throu9h strin9ent monetary 
measures, economic discontent will mount, as a recent 
wave of strikes foretells. Mounting popular discontent 
threatens to provoke further official repression.
However well intended Videla may be, he will be hard put
to £ail to take the necessary political measures re-
quired by bis economic policies. 

~· --Videla's own personality and qoverninq style
is to seek a cautious concensus, in order to attain 
the central objective of maintaininq unity of the.armed 
forces. Therefore, even·though the moderates in the 
military are nlllllerically superior and could probably
win in a showdown with the hardliners, they are less 
aggressive in putting their views forward. Videla 
prefers to accede sufficiently to right-wing pressures
rather than risk a rift in the military. In the most 
recent promotion cycle, Videla apparently failed to 
malt& a serious effort to retire certain key hardliners. 

These very basic elements· help explain why Vlde1a's 
performance on guaranteeing the security of his 
citizenry has been--and is likely to continue to be--
disappointlnq. 

. . The presence of Videla and other moderates has 
probably inhibited the hardliners from attempting to 
mount an all-out war on •intellectual and economic sub-
version,• i.e., dissenters of all stripes, •speculators,• 
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tax evaders, etc. Nevertheless, the nwubers of dead,
disappeared, tortured and jailed are so high as to have 
directly touched a large percentage of .Argentine families. 

-f"Drafted by: 	 S/P;RFeinber9-:ejq
x20822, 11/18/7.7 
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Telegram From Secretary of State Vance to the White House 

Buenos Aires, November 22, 1977, 0025Z 

Secto 11012 

1 Source: National Archives, RG 59, Central Foreign Policy File, P840076--0545. Secret; 
Cherokee; Immediate; Nodis. Sent Immediate for information to the Department of State. Vance 
was in Argentina November 20-22. 
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SICREI 

PAGE 01 SBCTO 11012 01 OF 03 220226Z 

ACTION NODS-00 


INFO OC'I'-01 IS0-00 /001 W 
------------------077803 220230Z /73


0 220025Z NOV 77 ZFF-4 

FM O'SDBL SECRBTARY IN BUENOS AIRES 

TO '1'BB WHITE HOUSE IMMBPIATB 

INFO SBCSTATE WASHDC IMMEDIATE 


S B C R E t SBCTION l OF 3 SECTO 11012 

NODIS/CHEROICEE 

WHITE HOUSE FOR THE PRESIDENT AND DR BRZEZINSKI ONLY1 

DEPARTMBNT FOR HABIB AND TARNOFF ONLY 


E.O. 11652: GOS 

TAGS: OVIP (VANCE; CYRUS)

SUBJECT: MEETINGS IN BUENOS AIRES 


l. DURING A SERIES nF ~ DISCUSSIONS WJ''f'l.I' 
PRESIDENT VIDBLA;• THE UTH.KR TWO MBMl:H3RS 01" THB JWTA~. ARD" 
FOREIGN MINISTER MONTBS,• lfB KEACHIW BltMK'l'tUcuuwtl:I 
IN TWO AREAS OF PRINCIPAL INTEREST. THE ARGBNIN'l'ES AGREBD 
TO A PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT OF THBIR INTBNTION TO RATIFY THE 
TR.BATY OF TLATELOLCO. THIS WILL BE CONTAINED IN A COMMUNIQUE 
BEING ISSUED THIS EVENING. THEY ALSO AGRBBD IN THE COMMUNI-
QUE TO LANGUAGE STATING THAT ALL GOVERNMENTS WHICH ADHERED 
TO UNIVERSAL DECLARATION ON HUMAN RIGHTS HAVE A MAJOR RE-
SPONSIBILITY TO PROTECT AND ENHANCE HUMAN RIGHTS OF THEIR 
PEOP~. TO RESPECT INTEGRITY OF PERSONS AND THB RULE OF 
THE LAw. 

2. IN COMPLETELY PRIVATE MBBTINGS, VIDBLA RBAPPIRMBD 

HIS . COMMITMENT TO YOU;. WHICHHi SA!l'.1 HB HAIS ALSO MALI.. LV 


TRB CHURCH, TO RBLEAsE SIGNIFICANT NOMBBR ('llBLL OVER 500)

PRISONERS AND TO PUBLISH A LIST OF ALLDE'l'ADIBES BEFORE 


SICRBI 

SECREI 

PAGE 02 SBCTO 11012 01 OP 03 220226Z 

CHRISTMAS, IF AT ALL POSSIBLE. IN ADDITION, THE ARGENTINES 
HAVE AGREED TO PERMIT THB INTERNATIONAL COMMJ:SSION 01" RED 
CROSS (ICRC) TO RESUME VISITS TO PLACES OF DETENTION. 
THE LATTER CANNOT BE PUBLICLY STATBD. I URGED VIDELA TO 
GBT THE ICRC'S PERMISSION TO MAKE THIS PUBLIC. I ALSO 
URGliD KIM TO INVITE IN TKE ICRC OR OTHER INDEPBNDENT AGENCY 
IN CASBS WHERE TORTURE IS CHARGED TO MAKE AN INDEPENDENT 
INVESTIGATION. THEY WILL TAKE THIS UNDER CONSIDERATION. 

3. THE JOINT COMMUNIQUE ALSO REPUDIATES INTERNATIONAL 
TBRRORISM AND AGREES ON THE NECBSSITY FOR MO'LITLATERAL 
COOPERATION INT THIS AREA. WE ALSO AGREED TO RBACTIVB 
THE MIXBD COMMISSION TO DISCUSS ECONOMIC SUBJECTS. 

4. ON SPBCil"IC CASE OF JACOB TIMMERMAN, ARGBll1TINES TOW 
ME PRIVATELY THAT THEY HAD BVIDBNCB HB WAS LINKED WITH 
HANDLING OF FUNDS FROM TERRORIST SOO'RCBS AND IS SUBJECT 
TO CIVIL CHARGES. THEY SHOWED ME A CONFIDBNTIAL FILE 
INDICATING DEUTSCH ASSISTED IN THB ESCAPE OF HIS SON,. 
WHO WAS HBAD OF I!ITBLLIGENCE OF COMMUNIST OPBRATIONS, 
AND THAT KIS DAUGHTER IS ALSO INVOLVED IN COMMUNIST ACTIV-
ITIES KBRB. THEY EXPECT THE FATHER WILL BB RBLBASED BY 
TKB COURTS, BUT NOT HIS DAUGHTER. I AM NOT SANGUINE 
THAT EITHER MR TIMMBRMAN OR MtSS DEUTSCH WILL BB RELEASED 
DESPITE OUR URGING: . 
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S. IN MEETING WITH JEWISH LBADBRS LATER, THEY STRESSED 

THAT GOVERNMENT IS NOT OFFICIALLY ANTI-SEMETIC, BUT THAT 

THERE ARB A NUMBBR OF ANTI-SEMITES IN GOVERNMENT OVER 


· WHOM GOVERNMENT IS UNABLE TO BXBRCISE FULL CONTROL. 

6. DUR.ING OUR MBBTINGS, I STRBSSED THAT THE MAJOR 

IMPRDIMENT TO AN IMPROVBMENT 01!' OUR RELATIONS IS THE 


i]BCDI 

SkCDT 
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HOMAN RIGHTS SITUATION IN ARGENTINA, AND THAT UNLESS 

THAT SITUATION IMPROVES OUR RELATIONS WILL WORSEN, PARTI-
CULARLY AFTER A CONGRESSIONAL AMENDMENT IMPOSES AN ARMS 

EMBARGO BBGillHING IN OCTOBiR .. MY SENSE IS THAT VIDELA 

AND SOMB O'l'HBRS AROUND HIM ARB TRYING TO IMPROVE SITUATION, 

BUT THERE STILL REMAINS MU'CH POR THBM'TO DO TO AMELIORATE 

'l'HE SITUATION. 


7. OUR VIBWS GENERALLY COINCIDBO WITH REGARD TO THE 

MIDDLB EAST, ON WHICH THBY EXPRBSSED WILLINGNESS'TO 

HELP IN ANY WAY POSSIBLB, AND ON VARIOUS NOR'l'H/SOUTH

ISSUES, WHBRE WE AGRESD.ARGENTINA COULD BB ESPECIALLY 

HBLProL PALLING AS l'.T DOES BETWEEN rim DEVBLOPBO AND 

:LESSER-DEVELOPED COUNTRIES.· 


8. ARGENTINES WBRB DEMONSTRABLY, EXTREMELY PLEASED 

WITH"THE FACT OF THE VISIT AND THB NATURB OF OUR CONVER-
SATIONS, WHICH THEY HOPE WILL I.BAD TO BBTTER. 

UNDERSTANDING. 


VA11Ct 
SBQa!R' 

Omitted here is the text of the joint communique (20 paragraphs). 
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Telegram From the Embassy in Argentina to the Department of State 

Buenos Aires, December 14, 1977, 1930Z 

1 Source: National Archives, RG 59, Central Foreign Policy File, D770465-1125. Confidential; 
Priority; Limdis. 
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PAGE 01 BUENOS 09523 142127Z 
ACTION ARA-10 

INFO OCT-01 SS-14 IS0-00 HA-02 NSC-05 SP-02 PM-03 L-01 
H-01 INR-05 CIAE-00 NSAE-00 DODE-00 PRS-01 PA-01 
USIA-01 /047 W 

------------------043731 142134Z /64
P 141930Z DEC 77 
FM AMEMBASSY BUENOS AIRES 
TO SECSTATE WASHDC PRIORITY 3710 

e e fi' p I "' !!l M 'f I A fl BUENOS AIRES 9523 

LIMDIS 

E.O. 11652 GOS 
TAGS SHUM, AR 
SUBJECT DETAINED OR .ABDUCTED HUMAN RIGHTS AC'l'._!VI_§'!'.§_ 

REF: BUENOS AIRES 9420; STATE 295886 

1. AMBASSADOR RAISED MATrER OF RECENTLY 
DETAINED OR ABDUCTED HUMAN RIGHTS ACTIVISTS 
FROM MOTHERS OF PLAZA DE MAYO GROUP DURING 
SOCIAL OCCASION WITH ADMIRAL MASSERA EVENING 
DECEMBER 12, DURING_, COURTESY CALL ON MINISTER 
OF ECONOMY MARTINEZ DE HOZ EARLIER ON THE SAME 
DAY, AND ON DECEMBER 13 WITH CHIEF OF THE ARMY 
STAFF GENERAL ROBERTO VIOLA. WE ARE CERTAIN 
VIOLA WILL TELL PRESIDENT VIDELA OF US CONCERN 
OVER THIS INCIDENT. 

2. MASSERA PROFESSED NOT TO HAVE KNOWN OF 
EVENT UNTIL.TOLD BY AMBASSADOR. HE THEN REFUSED 
TO REGISTER SURPRISE SINCE--·IN HIS WORDS--THIS 
SORT OF MUDDLED, ILL-JUDGED CAPER IS WHAT ONE HAS COME 
TO EXPECT OF THE ARMY. VIOLA KNEW OF INCIDENT BUT DIS-
CLAIMED ANY KNOWLEDGE OF THE ABDUCTIONS' ORIGINS AND/OR
CONPIDENIIAL 
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INTENTIONS. HE CONFIDED THAT HE HAS MADE AND WILL 
·CONTINUE TO MAKE CONSIDERABLE EFFORT TO DISCOVER WHO 

AUTHORED AND CARRIED OUT THE EVENT BUT SO FAR HAS 
NOT BEEN SUCCESSFUL. VIOLA WENT ON TO SPECULATE THAT 
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CONPIDENTIAL 
SOME "OFFICIAL AUTHORIZATION" OF THE ABDUCTIONS HAD 
TAKEN PLACE, HINTING THUS HIS BELIEF.THAT ANOTHER MILITARY 
SERVICE (READ NAVY) HAD BEEN RESPONSIBLE. MARTINEZ DE 
HOZ--AND ALSO DEFENSE MINISTER KLIX, TO WHOM THE SUBJECT 
WAS RAISED AT A SOCIAL OCCASION WITH A LARGER GROUP OF 
PEOPLE--TOOK THE HARD LINE THAT THIS IS BUT A NEW DIRTY 
INCIDENT IN AN OLD DIRTY WAR, ESSENTIALLY JUSTIFYING THE 
ABDUCTION AS HAVING PROPER SECURITY MOTIVATION EVEN 
WHILE DISCLAIMING KNOWLEDGE OF THE FACTS. 

3. PERSONS ASSOCIATED WITH THE MOTHERS~ PROTEST MOVEMENT 

SPECULATE THAT THE ABDUCTION-DETENTION MIGHT HAVE BEEN 

STAGED TO DETER A LARGE PRE-CHRISTMAS DEMONSTRATION AT 

THE PLAZA DE MAYO SLATED FOR TOMORROW DECEMBER 15. IF 

THIS IS THE CASE THEN THEY EXPECT THE DETAINED GROUP TO 

REAPPEAR OVER THE WEEKEND, MONDAY AT LATEST.". IF THIS 

FAILS 'llO TAKE PLACE THEN CLEARLY THE INCIDENT WILL TAKE 

ON EXTRAORDINARY SIGNIFICANCE IN THE HISTORY OF 

DISAPPEARANCES IN ARGENTINA. 


4. BUENOS AIRES HERALD--WHICH IS STILL THE ONLY LOCAL 
PAPER THAT HAS COVERED THE DISAPPEARANCES--REPORTED 
TODAY DECEMBER 14 THAT THE EMBASSY OF FRANCE HAS 
PROTESTED THE DISAPPEARANCE OF TWO NUNS WORKING FOR A 
FRENCH.MISSIONARY ORDER HERE. THE FIRST, SISTER ALICIA 
(NEE ANA MARIA OOMON), A NATURALIZED ARGENTINE, WAS 

MENTIONED IN THE B~OS AIRES REFTEL AMONG THOSE WHO 
DISAPPEARED FROM THE CHURCH OF SANTA CRUZ. THE SECOND~ 
A SISTER LEONIE (NEE RENEE DUQUET) IS REPORTED TO HAVE 
eeH!l'!f)Blf!'!:Ml 
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BEEN TAKEN OVER THE PAST-WEEKEND BY FOOR MEN DRIVING AN 
UNMARKED, US-MADE CAR. SISTER ALICIA IS REPORTED TO HAVE 
WORKED WITH A MONSIGNOR NOVAK IN THE ECUMENICAL MOVEMENT, 
WHILE SISTER LEONIE WAS ASSOCIATED WITH THE BISHOP OF 
SAN JUSTO, MONSIGNOR CARRERAS, AT THE CHAPEL OF SAN PABLO 
IN RAMOS MEJIA. THE HERALD GAVE AGES OF ALICIA AND 
LEONIE AS 40 AND 61, RESPECTIVELY. 

S. WE WILL PURSUE OUR INQUIRIES, OF COURSE, INCLUDING 
AT FOREIGN MINISTRY. 
CASTRO 

COHPI1'!:M'! IM:i 
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70. 
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LIMITED OFFICIAL USE STATE 310191 

B.O. 11652: N/A 

TAGS: ESTC, MASS, MILI, SHUM, AR 

SUBJECT: SALES TO ARGENTINE ARMED FORCES 

1. DEPARTMENT HAS AUTHORIZED EXPORT OP POHTOON BRIDGES 

AND RECOMMENDED TO DEPARTMBNT OP COMMERCE APPROVAL OP BELL 

COMMJilRCIAL HELICOPTERS. ALTHOUGH ARGENTINE EMBASSY IN 

WASHINGTON HAS BEHN ADVISED OP ACTION, POSTALSO MAY WISH 

TO ADVISB GOA OF U.S. ACTION ON THESE CASES, WHICH SERVE AS 

BVIDBNCB OP USG INTEREST IN A BETTER RELATIONSHIP WITH 

ARGENTINA - ONB WHICH WE HOPB WILL EVOLVE FAVORABLY AS 

HUMAN RIGHTS SITUATION IMPROVES. 


.2. OH DECEMBER 19, ARGENTINE AMBASSADOR APPBALBD TO 

ARA DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY MCNJUL FOR PROMPT ACTION 

LIMITED OFFICIA:L USE 


LIMITED QFFICIAL USE 

PAGE 02 STATE 310191 

ON EXPORT OF PONTOON BRIDGES, HELICOPTERS ANn WIU>TIJNB 
AIRCRAFT. 

3. ON DECEMBER 20, DEPARTMENT AUTHORIZED EXPORT OF ALMOST ' 
$3 MILLION IN ALUMINUM POHTOOR BRIDGES. THESE ITEMS HAD 
BEBN PURCHASED UNDER FMS AND PAID FOR IN FULL. 

4. ON DECEMBER 27, SALE OF 8 COMMERCIALLY CONFIGTllUro BELL 
&m.IComas TO AIR FORCE WAS APPROVED IN DEPARTMBN'l' •. 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE HAS BEEN NOTIFIED. WB UNDB1lSTAND 
THESE HELICOPTERS WILL BE USED INTER ALIA FOR RESCUE 
PURPOSES, AND WE WBRB INFORMBD THAT ARGENTINA BECAME: VERY 
CONCERNED ABOUT ITS DEFICIENCY IN HELICOPTERS DUR.ING 
NOVEMBER BARTHQUAKE RELIEF EFFORTS AS WELL AS AUSTRAL 
AIRLINES CRASH RESCUE OPERATIONS. ll'ORTHBRMORB, ARGENTINES 
AGR.BSD TO DELETION OF ARMOR AND COLLINS KIT WHICH HAD 
PLACED HELICOPTERS PREVIOUSLY ON MUNITIONS LIST, ANO 
ASSURED US THAT THE HELICOPTERS •WOULD BB USED FOR 
CUSTOMARY AIR FORCE PUR.POSEs.• 

S. DECISION ON NEPTUNE AIRCRAFT FOR CANNIBALIZING WILL 
BB COMMUNICATED TO YOU AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. CHRISTOPHER 
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

BR1EFl.NG MEMORAMDUM 

~ S/S.,,., 
TO: 	 '!'he Deputy Secretary . · 

PROM: 	 ARA - Jobn A. Busbnel~in~ 
SUBJEC?!': · 	 Is the Argentine Nayy on the S~c;le o:f the · 


An.gels? 


Jou requested our thougpts on whether Argentine Navy
Commander .Hassera may not be one of tha villains in the · 
Argentine drama, after a11.. 

Massera bas worked acti:vely of late to foster the 

notion tb&t·he is the JDOst dem0cratic member of the 

Arg~tine ruling junta and th-e one who would show the 

gr.ate.st rf!.8!peCt for human rights. · He bas gone out of. 

his way to befr:tend,union leaders, ·Peroaist .politicians 


· and Jewish leaders. .Be has also made it a point to tell. 
visiting ~:dean officials that his· Navy is innocent 
of wron~doing because it has only a periphera1 role in 

· counter-terrorism. But this is nonsense. Ma.ssera • s 
l,000 man marine force ia among the most active of the 
counter-terrorist :forces. we have quite. credible 
reports that the Navy has been respenaiblefor :i::epres...;
aion against priests, and that the Navy Meclu\nics School 
in Buenos Aires has been·used as a torture center. 
Nona of these ac:tivities could escape 1'a8sera•s knowledge
because of all the. services in Argentina, Massera 's is 
the JllOSt tightly controlled. 

On the other hand, Maasera is the mast astute .!Uld 

amb;tious of the Junta member~; .and smart enough to 

realize·that a public stance on behalf of human rights

will enhance his chances to becane Argentina's President 

when he retires from the Navy (possibly late this year).

It appears that Massera would like to seduce Argentina's

labor unions and the Peronist Party into supporting him, 


·. 

. .... 
..... .. : 

!">.'.......... - ••--...... : • 7""•••• ~ ·~ ·- ' 
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much as Peron (no democrat, either.) cou,rted labor in 
the forties. 'l'his explains Mass~(l•s public opposition
to the belt-tightening policies of the.Economy Minister,
who is .. at once· anathema to labor and closely linked 
~o Videla. 

Buman rights aside, Massera is, or affects.to be, 
a jingoist. Be ord~ed the. Havy te fire agains.t Russian 
trawlers last fall in an action which caused casualties 
and. bad ·not been approved by Vi4ela. And he seems to 
have flirted vi.th the notion ot a grandstanding military
action aga:inst: Chile t~ the Bea:ql.e Cba~el in an effort 
to curry national.1st f~Vl:lr. Be has .not shared Videla's 
desire for a close relations~p with tbe United S·tate•,
and .bad privately criticized Vide1a•s attendance at·the 
Panama :treaty sJ.qn1n9 and.indicated that Argentina should 

. not ACC0111110date to us on the nuclear issue. 

The prevailing Arqentine view is that .Masse:t:"a 

is a strong leader, not usually said of Videla. but 

that he is unprincipled. ·Wbat militates most aqainst 

Mass~a.~a umition• is that the Army, which cares 

li~tle for Maasera, is by far the most important

military :force. At all events, the image wh.i.ch he 

seems to be successfully cultivating in some quarters

does not exactly acdord with the facts as we know 

them. 


We have asked Embassy Buanos·Aires for·fUrt:her 

commen:c. 


ARA:PMcNEIL/ABA/ECA:FRondon;jd
l/27/7Q 
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• DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

Wa1hinrton, O.C. 20520 

February 6, 1978 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD 

SUBJECT: ARA/INR/CIA Wee~ly Meeting, February 
PARTICIPANTS: ARA - Assistant Secretary Todman, ~ 

Assistant Sec • CIA --
INR/DDC -

Ted Heavner . 

cOmitted here is material unrelated to Aigenti~ 
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No Human Rights Moderates in Argentine Regime. Respond-
e • ~· -. - ae Alt .!II•assador Todman, I 


E.0. I 3 5 26 3 . 3 ( b )( l ) has now filed a repor~ ort 


SECRB'f 


I 
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the human rights attitudes of the Argentine military leader-
ship. He said the report indicates there are no moderates 
there on the ·question of using harsh methods against
subversives. All the military leaders are in agreement
that they must use.rough methods to control subversives. 
The references we had heard to "curbing excesses" meant 
only that the regime will not tolerate use of the· campaign
against subversives as ~ cover for settling personal grudges. 

~~ Ted Heavner· 
INR/DDC 

. SECRE'l' 

sp 
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

ACTION MEMORANDUM 
Sr,i. .... 

r'igh' FEB 15' 1978~xi!·· 
..,, @l';IDBU!'I!fs . 	 . . ~. . . , . . . . 	 . ...........-..D:.-IRJ!!....._C!L._•___7'---j n._ILI_·vim!J> 

·'lOz 	 'l'he Deputy secr~tar '4 '~---. · . ! 1JOl' DVUUD BY S/S ·: 
- $ • 	 , •

PROM: 	 ARA - Terence A. dman . : . · · . . . . · 

·SDBJBCT: 	 o. s. Reaction in ·IFis to Arqentine Ruman Riqhts
Aotions 

.. , 
.··· 

ISSUE· FOR DECISION . 

Whether recent human r:ights •ct:i.Ona·: bY ~gentina are 
sufficient grounds for tevising your ea~lier decision to 
vote against. two Argentine•loans in the Wor.ld Bank, now 
scheduled for· a vote an February 21. 

BSSBNT:rAL 	 PAC'l"ORS· 

A vote is expected on Pebruary 21 on two Argentine
projects which, before the developments outlined below, 
you decided to vote ·against: a $109 million silo proj-
ect in the IBRD and a $9·million cement plant loan in the 
International Finance Corporation. 'l'he Argentine Ambassa-
dor has mentioned publieiy that the silo project was 
developed after discussions with the u.s. Depart:men,t'of
Agriculture, referring to our possibly negative position 
on it as an indication of mixed and confusing positions
being taken by the o.s. government. Even if we -follow 
current instructions ·on voting, .we need to know "hat 
to say to.A-rgentine feelers. about our response to human 
rights actions which they believe are positive •. 

A prog~ess report· on th• human rights situation in 
Argentina·was·s~t to the·nepartme11.t by our Embassy on 
February 7 and is attachea. · . 

-- Pri&oner releases. Approximately 440 prisoners.
have been released. from the state of siege powers of the 
Argent-ine ·Executive since December 20, 1977. . 	 .. 

-- Prisoner lists. On February 3, in a significant,
long sought after step, Argentina published a list of 
705 state of si~ge prisoners.• A second list of ~95 
prisoners appeared on February 131 further.lists 're ex-
.pectea. 	 · ·. ·· ' · •· · _ ;· · · · ·· ·~~.:..~. ·_: .: · 

- •• • : : • w 

. - .. .. ·.: 

, I . . 
·....., . . ; - ·. 
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Right of option.· Our Embassy believes. that the 

right of option prograa, whereby prisoners •ay opt fQr

exile, is now •11efinltetr• being implementect, and the 

Argentine government has told forei9tt embassies tb~t it 

will cooperate in helping prisoners meet visa require-
ments·. The Embassy has unders®red tbe itaportan~ .of 

this measure to prisoner releases. · 


•., 	 -- Treatment o.f priaoners.··· 'l'h~ International ·COauait:-
tee of ~e Red Cross re.smted ~ison visits in December 
and bas reported that polit·ical pri~oners are being held 
in the same physical.co~ditions as other prisoners. ',\'his
is an isproveaent;.. 	 · ·. 

-- u.. s. ·interest caile.s. ·the Arge·ntines have author-
ised tbe departure of ce:i;tain high u. s. interest cases 
recently, includirig Guillermo Vogler and one of tbe Panero 
sisters. 

. 	 . ' 

. . -- Xnt.angiblea•. 'l'be att~ched cable report•. that' the 
Argentines al!e becoming moi::e •senaitized• to the iilpOr- . 

t&nce of hwaan rights steps and are no longer •atone- · 

walling• the subject.. '!be cable sta·tes also that there 

is an attempt underway tQ reorganize counter-subversive· 

forces in order .to achie~e tighter control over them by 

the central gover;nment. . · 


Ori the other·hend, and. as the 8ame cable rep<>rts,

there eontinue to be·many problems .. · While disappear.-nc.es. 

may have declined· in 1977, more recently thet appear to 

ba~e run at the same rate as a year before.· According to 

our Embassy, ·it .has heard of 39 disappearances since · · 

December l; including two !Tench nuns ~d mothers of the 

disappeared• who were abducted without a trace in mid-

Deceaber;~ .'l.'6e lfiiba~&y adds t.nat reports o~ secr•t ciet:en-
t ion cen~ers persist, and that there is no evtdenae to 

suggest that·t.oJ:"::ture for.information is no longer

practiced. ln addition, the GOA admits that it is hold-
ing 	over 3600 prisoners under executive detention. 
Rum.an rights groups estimate that many thousands niore are 

being held secretly, in non-official detention centers. 

'l.'o date t.beGOA bas answered few of our requests for 

information on·missing persons. 'l'he Internationa·l Commit.-
tee of the Red :Crpss has not visited military camps where . 

unaccounted ·for.prisone~s may be .under detention. . Few . 


CONI ID!ilHIAL 	 .... 
··.~: •, 

'.: -
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. ·. 
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prisoners have been r.eleased .by the right of option pro-
gram to date. In the case of high u. s. interest cases 

as Timerman or Deutsch, they remain detained. 
Internationally, the Ar~entine governaent b~s mounted a 
campaign in the United Rations against Amnesty Interna-
tional and the Internaticmal. Commission of Jurists. 

·e·owever you decide to handle this issue, our re-
spon·se will come very shortly after Under Secretary
Benson decided against. the. sale of 111ny further mil itarv 
training to ·A.r~ntih.a • .''tbis means tnat We have cont1nuea 
to get progressively toughet-' with Argentina. . . · 

Under~blic Law 95-11' (FY 1Q78 IFI authorizina 
legislation),-oppos1~1on'to a loan aay consist of eitner 
a no vote or an •bstention. Ne.ither of the proposed
options recommend support· ·for· Argentine loans at this 
tim&. . 

'MB OPTIONS . ..:· 

1. Pollow current instructions.but acknowledge chan9e 
prbately. ··we would advise the Argentines that we decided 
to vote no OJl the $109 million silo loan and the $9 m.illion 
cement plant because of.continuing concern with the human 
rights situation in Argentina. We would.note that improve-
ments in human rights will be factored into the stance we 

I. take on future projects. We Would acknowledge privately,
however, to both the Argenti-ne and other bank directors 
that we have noted favorable signs and express the hope
that they indicate a new trend. 

~: 

-- This would delllOnstrate our ongoing serious cancern 
over·continuing disappearances and other human rights
abuses but inject an element of hope into our IFI voting
pattern in return for further human· rights ·performance.
We would not run the ri~k of suggesting that we are willing
to alter our policies in response to minor improvements. 

f2!1: 
-- 1'.his would fail to recognize sufficiently or·encour-

age actively Ar9entine hUlllan rights change, whicb·may seem 
minimal to us ·but is Important in.the Argentine view ~f 
things. It risks· signaling, e·specially .when we have .just
decided to ·deny all military training requests, .that .we 
remain opposed adamantly to t'he .government, and in the con-
text of our posture, .our action.might nQt only ~erY~ as a 

.. -····. :- .. 
. . . ·. -'.i .;COl!IUDEM! IAl':l . 
•• l~ - : ... : 

......... 
; ·.... 
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human ri9hts.disincentive but impact ne.gat.ively"on other 
major inte.rests, notably non-proliferation. 

Abstain on both loans. we wo~ld inform the 
Ar:gentil'les that their recent ate.pa will affect our 

would not be more · 
explicit prior to the votes. We would abstain on the 

'.• 	 loans, and explain privately to the Argentines and 
interested Bank members that our stance was taken 
in r'ec09nition of recent positive signs, emphasizing
the need for further steps leading toward overall 
improvement in what remains'a poor situation. 

~I 

-- 'l'his represents a prompt revision of our ear-
1 ier negative stance in the IPis, signaling our will-
ingness to change as the Argentines change. · It could 
also: . a} -help to stem human rights regre_asion, because 
the Argentines woul4 not wish to p~ecipitate a return 
·to no votes in·the banks and, b)-it would stt::"engthen 
the. hand of those in the government who.are. seeking
human rights improvement and.who would be able'to point
to our action as indicating acknowled91lent of'st.eps
being taken. 

,9m.i 

-- 'l'he publication of tw0 lfsts and' some prisoner
re.leases represent only. the beginning of.what. is needed 
for real improvement in the human rights situationr 
to reverse our position with alacrity would undermine 
the seriousness with which we have viewed past viola-
tions, inclw.Ung ve.ry r~H::ent disappearahces. 

RECOMMBHDA'i'ION· 

'rbat you·approve Option 2 to abstain·on both the 
silo and cement projects, and privately explain our ·votes 
in terms of.Argentine hwaan rights steps (favored by ARA,
S/P, Treasury, and the o. s. Director to the IBJ.Ul)~ 

Approve -------~~--~ Disapprove ~----~-------
ALTBRNA'i'I~LY, that you approve Option l, (favored 

. by BA) iaaintaining yqur eaclier decision to oppose t~e 

'.: 

··.. ' 

.. : : ~ ..... 

...... 


·. 


"· .. 
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·two projects but authorize representations to the 
Argentines re~nizinghopeful bwaan riQhts develop-

/ 
Disapprove ___...;,.......;,....__ 

Attachment; 

Cable - Buenos Aires !1~s· 

Drafted: AarvsCA: 11'ERo~n: j c. 
2/U/78:x22401 .. 

Concurrences: ~Nash (draft)~
~lker (draft.JI#-- · · 
BA:MBova (draft)~ . · 
'l'reasuey:WBscoube (dra~tfrl-

.... 
.._ ~ .· .. ' 

... ..--·~'.• _____....________;___....;...___ .._~-··-·--: 
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The issue here ~·is whether to take a new look 

at the enormous backlog of Argentine arms transfer 

cases, with a view toward making selected approvals 

as an explicit "carrot" for Argentine human rights 

reform and ratification of the Treaty of Tlatelolco. 


Harold Brown has suqgested in his letter to vou 

that we do this.· PM, S/P, ARA, and L agree with 

Brown's suggestion and have identified certain 

categories of spare parts and safety equipment that 

they think we should approve. These approvals would 

be given to Argentina with a request for significant 

human rights reforms to be made before October 1 

(the Congressional-mandated cut-off date for further 

sales to Argentina) and ratification of the.Treaty 

of Tlatelolco before the SSOD. Argentina would be 

told that no further approvals could be made until 

these conditions were met. 


H also agrees that we should make some approvals,
but proposes an alternative method of deciding which to. 
make. There is a "grandfather clause" in the 
Congressional cut-off legislation which would allow 
us to go forward with those cases where contracts 
or LOAs were signed· before August 4, 1977. PM, ARA, 
S/P argue against this approach, because it would 
allow some large end-item cases to go, which they think 
should be held, and it would not allow some essential 
spare parts for items we have recently approved. They 
also suspect that the total dollar value of approvals
made by the a-proposed method might be larger than 
the categories of cases they proposed for approval. 

HA is very much opposed to any approvals until 
Argentina has made meaningful human rights refo:ans.• 
They have a considerable body of Congressional opini0n 
on their side. 

Harold Brown has also recommended that we approve
training fo·r some 68 Argentine officers. This has already
been decided against within the Department:, but not yet 

ADP Declassification Review 
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communicated to the Argentines. Opinion is split: 

one side argues that training is the last thing 

we should cut off, so long as those involved have 

not been guilty of human rights violations; the 

other side argues that training should be cut, at 

least for now, because of the domestic political

controversy about human rights abuses by military

officers. 


The key consideration is whether our willingness

to provide some of these spares as evidence of our 

continued interest in maintaining good relations with 

the Argentine military will indeed work to produce 

any "human rights" benefits in Argentina, .or a 

more tractible Argentine position on nuclear non-
proliferation. We have no firm evidence either 

way, except that they are moving very close to 

ratification of Tlatelolco right now. 


PM, ARA, S/P, and L believe that with time 
running out on military sales decisions, this "card" 
is worth playing. The Argentines may do nothing
in which case they will have gotten much-needed spare 
parts without having to put up anything in advance. 
But their need for spare parts will continue and they
will clearly be mortgaging any prospects for further 
approvals on our part if they show no response, a 
point we would make clearly to them in communicating 
our decision. 

Because of the very intense domestic political
interest in Argentine human rights abuses, we must 
be· well prepared to explain the rationale behind and 
nature of approvals on these cases, should you make 
them. There is a question of whether to consult interested 
members of Congress before or after making the decision. 
At any rate, no decision should be announced until after 
the President's trip. -

The recommendations are at pp. 6-8. This memo,
although long, is the most concise statement yet produced
of the issue and the various positions, and it is the 
only one that has proposed specific solutions. Whatever 
your dedision, someone will be unhappy. 
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Telegram From the Department of State to the Embassy in Argentina 
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1 Source: National Archives, RG 59, Central Foreign Policy File, D780149-1018. Confidential; 
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TO AMEMBASSY Bt1EMOS AIRES PRIORITY 

C 0 N S I D B N t I A L STATE 089468 

B.O. 11652: GDS 

TAGS: SHUM, BR 

SUBJECT: REPORT OF NUNS DEATH 

REF: BA 2346 

l. DEPARTMENT HAS RECEIVED WITH DEEPEST CONCERN REPORTS 
OF MURDER OF TWO NUNS AND FIVE OTHER WOMEN PICKED UP IN 
DECEMBER ABDUCTIONS. 

2. DEPARTMENT BELIEVES WE MUST ACT FORCEFULLY NOW TO 

MAt<E GOA AWARE OF OUR OOTRAOE AT SUCH ACTS. ARGENTINBS 

MUST UNDERSTAND THAT AS LONG AS SUCR DISAPPEARANCES 

OCCUR OUR RELATIONS WILL BB PI.ACED UNDER GREAT STRAIN, 

EVBN THOUCH WE CONTINUE TO RESPECT VIDBIA 1 S EXPRESSED 

PERSONAL INTENTIONS. 


COllPIDEWllAL 

CONFIDER! 1AL 

PAGE 02 STATE 089468 

3. ACCORDINGLY, AMBASSADOR SHOULD SEEK APPOINTMENT 'WITH 
PRESIDENT VIDELA TO EXPRESS U.S. SHOCK AT THB REPORTED 
DEATHS OF SBVEN WOMEN. FAILURE OF REMAINDER TO APPEAR 
ON !JPi LISTS HEIGHTENS OUR CONCERN. AMBASSADOR. SHOULD 
BXPGtlN TO THE PRBSIDBNT THAT THIS DEVELOPMENT HAS COME 
AT AN ESPECIALLY UNFORTUNATE TIME. THERE HAD BBEN SOME 
MODEST BUT POSITIVB STEPS ON THE PART OF THE ARGENTINE 
GOVBRNMEN'l' AND THE UNITED STATES HAD RESPONDED TO THESE 
WITH POSITIVE ACTIONS. WE HAD MOVED FROM 11N0" VOTES 
ON IFI LOANS 10 ABSTENTIONS ON THE LAST TWO LOANS AND 
HAD APPROVED THB SALB OF SOMB MILITARY EQUIPMENT. OUR 
POSITIVE ACTIONS WILL BB HARD TO MAINTAIN, HOWEVER, IN 
LIGHT OF THE REPORTED DEATHS OF THE SEVEN WOM1'Jf::TO OFFSET 
THE VERY NEGATIVE IMPRESSION CAUSED BY TBB SEVEN DEATHS 
-- AND THE PRESUMPTIVE DEATHS OF THE OTHER 6 "MADRBS" --
ARGENTINA WOULD HAVE TO MAICB SUBSTANTIAL FURTHER VISIBLE 
PROGRESS IN THE HUMAN RIGHTS AREA. 

4. AMBASSADOR SHOULD CONTINUE PRESENTATION BY SUGGESTING 
THAT GOA CONSIDER ACTIONS WHIO! CAN BB TAKEN AGAINST THE 
PEOPLE WHO COMMI'lTED THIS CRIMlS. ' THEY SHOULD BB BROUGHT 
TO TRIAL AND IF SOME IN AUTHORITY WINKBD AT THE CRIME 
THOSE INVOLVED SHOULD BB DISCIPLINED. THERE WILL BB GREAT 
PRESSURE IN THE UNITED STATES FOR CHANGES IN OUR POLICY 
TOWARD ARGENTINA IF SIGNIFICANT POSITIVE STEPS ARE NOT 
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TAJCBN. WB REALIZE HOW DIFFICULT THIS WILL BE FOR THE GOA, 
BUT WE MUST BE ABLE TO SHOW CONVINCING PROORBSS OR OUR 
RELATIONS WILL UNDOUBTEDLY SUFFER. OUR GOVERNMENT BELIEVED 
THAT PRESIDENT VIDELA HAD COMMITTED THE GOA TO RELEASE OR 
TRY ALL POLITICAL PRISONERS, TO RETURN TO 'l1m RULE OP LAW 
AND TO PUT A HALT TO DISAPPEARANCES. YET ALL OF THESE 
AREAS OF CONCBRNCON'I'INUE. THE DBATHS OF THESE WOMEN UNDER-
LINE OUR CONCERN. 
eeNP'iBBN'il!ffd:i 

CORP IDEN 1 IAL 

PAGE 03 STATE 089468 

5. FYI. DEPARTMENT REALIZES THAT OUR INFORMATION 

ABOtrr THE DEATHS OF THE NUNS AND THE OTHERS IS BASED 

ON SBNSITIVE SOURCBS AND THAT THB BMBASSY CORRECTLY 

IS CONCERNED ABOUT PROTECTING THESE SOURCES. YOUR 

PRESENTATION WILL HAVE TO TAKE THIS INTO CONSIDERATION. 

WE CANNOT, HOWEVER, REFRAIN FROM CONFRONTING THE 

ARGBNTINES WITH THIS CRIME. 


6. DEPARTMENT rs ALSO MOST CONSCIOUS OF THE REPORTS OF 
THE IMPENDING RATIFICATION OF.THE TRSATY OF TLATELOLCO, THE 
POSSIBLE RELEASE OF JACOBO TIMBRMAN AND THE PUBLICATION OF 
THE LAST PRISONER LISTS. WE UNDERSTAND THAT OUR PROPOSED 
Dll:MARCHE COutD EFFECT THESE POSITIVE GOA.STEPS, BUT FEEL 
NONETHELESS, WE MUST SPBAK OUT. 

7. YOU SHOUID JQlOW THAT FRANK MCNEIL RAISED THIS MATTER 
WITH AJA ESPIL ON MARCH 30 ON BASIS AFP TICKER ITEM. AJA 
ESPIL EXPRESSED HORROR AT POSSIBILITY RBPORT WAS TRUE AND 
SPECULATED THAT INCIDENT WOULD NoT ONLY ANGER VIDELA BUT 
PERHl\.PS PUT HIM IN POSITION TO TAICE ACTION AGAINST THOSE 
WHO SANCTIONED THIS OUTRAGE. SUBSEQUENTLY, AJA ESPIL 
SOOGESTBD TO JOHN BUSHNELL, PRESUMABLY AS A RESULT 
OF CONVBRSATIONS WITH BA, THAT REPORT MIGHT BE FALSE. 

8. DBPAR.TMENT WILL MAlC!LPARAl'.t_LBL PRESENTATION TO AJA 
ESPIL. -To INSURE THAT THE PRESMATIONS ARE S?NCHROR!ZED, 
WOULD APPRECIATE YOUR CABLING DEPT DATE AND TIMB.-Qlt. 
AMBASSADOR'S APPOINTMENT WITH PRBSIDBNT VIDELA. VANCE 

WNB ID861ii'IAL 

CONPIDEN I JAL 
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE' 

wa--., O.C. IOSIO 

April 12, 1978 

· 'l'O: WC 

FROM: SAO <J.M. 
SOBJEC'l': Argentine Arms Transfer cases 

In view of the recent tragic reports out of 
Ar9entina, J.t 1s not cl.ear tnat now :i.s tne appro-
priate maaent to go ahead with any of the arms 
transfers which are the subject ot tlliLun4erlvi~a 
Action Memorandm. castro delivered the aemarcne on 
Monday concerninq the nuns• deaths. McAuliffe was 
with him which 'is good. ('!'he Clable reporting the 
demarche is attached at Tab A.) Viaeia•s response,
while sympathetic, is like the responses he always
gives, and it does not really change anything. 

Tab l of the Action Men:irandum sets forth the 
various cateqories of cases which a·re being held up
and makes recClllD'lendations as to which catecrories 
ought to be approved and which delayed.' WhJ..Le I 
think sai.te of the suggestions in Tab l are l()gical,
I am afraid that by focusing too heavily on the par-
ticular cases and categories in question, we could 
lose sight of the forest. 

The core issue in our relations with Argentina
is whether we are going to-see genuine human rights
improvements, and I think we are really at something
of a crossroads with respec~ to that issue. The 
trend over the last six lllOnths has been quite haltin9: 
modest improvements punctuated by major retrograde
developments such as the murder of the nuns. 

' I 

L 

I 

: i i 
. ! 
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. tlth the arms 4!111bargo
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nut six wmtha. 

- 2 - .-
au months away, it seems to I8irt the time has come for.us to sit:· down wtt.h the 


Afqentinea·al\d have a·tather explicit discussion 

or the various ways t:itdni;;a· oouu1· d..,-elop over the 


l tHink·we abOuld. explain to them -
that because of strong views both within the Adminis-
tration anct· ·tn the ebngi-ees, we aA frankly not ·in a 

position to go!) a.hea4 with !=-~. l~r§.e'.bumber of arms 
 Itransfer ·eases t:Mt has · accumul.ated ; and that the 
only way to begin to breik-tft[i 10,j~ is for there !•to be substantial,· authentic human rights improve- I.ments in Ar9~ntina. 

Specifically, I th~nlt we should tell them that 
unless they curtail the irregular detention PJ:actices 
routinely·us8d'by the security forces, .and be9in to 
charge and try--··or. to··release -- those· held µnder
executive au'Chertty, :we 'ffill be unable to approve
most of these transfers. If there were solid steps
in these dlreet!ons,'we would be prepared to be 
responsive in a·•calihrated·and sequential~ fashion,
but if there are only illnor im.prbvements, then the 
status quo will persist. 

I am afraid that unless we make this type of 
approach ~- iiild instead simply approve certain · 
categories of equipment and disapprove others ...- we 
will send a very mixed aig~l to the Argentines,
provoke considerable Confusion and criticiSlll on the 
Bill, and most fmPOrtantly, forfeit a·good chance to 
caaae human rights hlprO'Yements in Ar9entina. When 
all is 8.aid and done, we· have, through ·this backlog
of casea6 bu~lt up a very considerable amount of 
leverage oft!:' the Argentines, and I think it would 
be a ·pity to squander it. In genera1, it is 
prefuable to·avoic.'I ~PE<>"™- arrangements in 
tbe·hma.a.n rigbta·con~t, at-U this particular
instance, giVell the -gravity of the hfJman rights 
~leas and. the atreft9th of 01µ!' leverage, I think 
f!1would be'11orth maki1lCJ'·an exception. 

· · I have informally discussed my sugqested
aptrbach with !'rank JICNe:U. _and he tbinks U,. f..s.. 
pr6Mislhq• < A reoem:; cab:le trat11 tae El'bbassy . (Tab Bf 
•!19geilts that an approach of this kin4 would com-
pleinent clcm.es~ic·preasures building in·Argentina ~ 



- 3 -
.::·.•;.,:1. 

,:-.; ~.... the Hme types of improvements I have mentioned 
·· ~e. (Wl\at I am suggesting is in a sense a variation 

~·-~ of the BA s1199estion set forth at pages 3-4 nf' t:hA 
.Action .MelllOrandum.) · If the course I have suggested seems 
too problematic, then I would make the follow'ing recoD111endations: 

--- Categories I.e. and I.·D. (listed at Tab 1) sbouJ.a 

be approved. <indeed, I. D. should ··pei:'na·ps be 

approved right away, irrespective of~my·aUcjgested

approach. Perhaps the same is true of I.e., but 

I am less sure.) 


Category :I.A. snould be approved after a month 

or so. 


Category I.B. (spare parts), which is the big

.ticket item in this whole package, should be 

·approved in stages over the next few months. 


category II should be held in par.t and disapproved
in part. (The items in II.B. are probably the 
best candidates for disapproval. J 

Training should be disapproved. 

Congress should be informed as we take the foregoing
steps. 

Finally, LUcy says in her covering memo that she 

is askina DOD to__gj.ve us an accounting of rhe PMS 

•pipeline":..,·· .L see no particul.ar proDJ.em W1Ul 'CU1S 1 


although it does sinqle out Argentina, since we have 

not sought such an accounting for any other human 

rights problem country. (NOte that the FMS •pipeline"

is :quite different from the'. •pipeline• -referred to by

Bin the Action Melliorandum. Indeed, H's use of that 


.tez:m 	is sui qeneris and misleading.· H uses "pipeline• 

to mean not only signed !'MS contracts, which is what 

Lucy is asking DOD about, and Category I.e. but also 

any ~l!c~~.J.2p for an export license or an FMS con-
tract~€ was received prior to Auqust 4, 1977, the 

day the Kennedy embargo was enacted. I see no rationale 

for claiming ~t applications which we have never 

acted upon are in any kind of •pipeline•. I think 

Kennedy's office simply told B that they could live 

with ·aUdh a formulation, and B has dubbed it •pil)E!iine•.} 


. E 
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Memorandum From the Deputy Secretary of State (Christopher) to Secretary of State Vance 

Washington, April 26, 1978 

1 Source: National Archives, RG 59, Office of the Deputy Secretary: Records of Warren 
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/./ , .. 

THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF STATE 

WASHINGTON 

April 26, 1978 
SEC!tET ATTACHMENTS 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY 

SUBJECT: Arms and Training for Argentina 

Cy: 

I have reviewed the Argentine situation 

carefully. There have been some improvements in 

human rights conditions the~e,_includina the 

recent release of Timerman, .out these are more 

than outweighed by the continuing disappearances

and the tragic, unexplained deaths of two nuns and 

five other women who were picked up while demon-
strating in December., · 


In view of this situation and the strong
Congressional interest in our policy on arms trans-
fers to Argentina, I think it would be inappropriate
to go ahead with any of the pending arms transfer 
cases or to grant the Argentine request to purchase
training. Instead, I would suggest that in conjunc-
tion with Raul Castro, a team consisting of senior 
State Department officials and senior U.S. military
officers should meet at a high level with represen-
tatives of the Argentine Government. 

The team would explain that bec~use of human 
rights abuses in Argentina, we are not in a position
to act favorably on either the large number of 
arms transfer cases that has accumulated or the Arqen-
tine request to purchase training, ·and tnat only sub-
stantial, autheritftf"hrlitia:K 'rights improvements in 
Argentina would permit us to act favorably on these 
matters. 

The team would inform the Argentines that if 
they curtail the irregular detention and abduction 
practices used by the security forces, and establish 
and meet a schedule for charging and trying -- or 
~eleasing -- those held under executive authority, 
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we will respond in a calibrated and sequential fashion, 
as the human rights improvements occur, with approvals
of the pending matters. Depending upon Argentina's 
response to the foregoing, the team would have authority
to indicate approval of some of the pending cases. 

If you agree with this approach, I will ask ARA 
in conjunction with other bureaus and DOD to prepare
for my review proposed instructions for the team. I 
would envision the team going to Buenos Aires within 
the next ten days. The proposed letter at Tab 1 from 
you to Harold Brown informs him of the approach set 
forth above and requests DOD's cooperation. 

Warren Christophe~ 

Approve Disapprove
~~~~~~~- -~~~~~-

Discuss 
~~~~~~~-
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Telegram From the Department of State to the Embassy in Argentina 

Washington, May 11, 1978, 1552Z 

120048 

1 Source: National Archives, RG 59, Central Foreign Policy File, P850004-1569. Secret; 
Immediate; Nodis. Drafted by Bumpus; cleared by Rondon and Bushnell and in S/S-0 and in 
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SECRET 

PAGB 01 STATB 120048 
ORIGIN NODS-00 

INFO OCT-01 IS0-00 /001 R 

DRAFTED BY ARA:JBUMPAS/RR
APPROVED BY D:WCHRISTOPHBR 
ASD/OASIA:ADM, SCHU'LLBR (SUBS)
ARA/ECA:FBRONDON
ARA:JBUSHNELL 
S/S-O:JTHYDEN
HA:MSCBHEIDER {SUBS) 

------------------071550 111559Z /43
0 lll552Z MAY 78 ZFF4 
FM SECSTATE WASHDC 
TO AMEMBASSY BUBHOS AIRES IMMEDIATE 

S B C R Iii 't STATE 120048 

NODIS 

E.O. 11652: GOS 

TAGS: SHUM, AR 

SUBJECT: ARGENTINE HUMAN RIGHTS 

REF: BA 3538 

1. DEPARTMENTS OF STATB ANO DEFENSE APPRECIATE YOUR 
CONSTRUCTIVE CABLE CONCERNING ARGBNTINB MISSION. WB 
FULLY AGREE THAT PREPARATORY WORK IS ADVISABLE TO ASSURE 
SUCCESS. ACCORDINGLY, YOU ARB Atn'HORIZBD TO APPROACH 
GENERAL VIOLA ALONG LINES YOU SUGGESTED IN PARA 5, REFTEL, 
SUB.:JECT TO 3.'HE FOLLOWING. 

2. IN YOUR PRESENTATION YOU SHOULD NOTE THAT USG IS 
SECRSI 

SECRBI 

PAGE 02 STATE 120048 

INTERESTED IN OVERALL IMPROVEMENTS IN HUMAN RIGHTS 
CONDITIONS IN ARGENTINA. FOR EXAHPI.di:, WE ARB INTERESTED 
IN AND WOULD WELCOME THE NORMALIZATION OF ARREST AND 
DETENTION PROCEDURES AS HELL AS A PROGRAM FOR THB RELEASE 
OF PRISONERS HELD UNDER EXECUTIVE DETENTION. YOU SHOULD 
STRESS THAT THESE AND OTHER STEPS BY THE ARGENTINE 
GOVBRNMBNT TO IMPROVE THE HUMAN RIGHTS SITUATION WOULD 
HAVE A PROFOUND INFLUENCE ON WHAT WE HAY BE ABLE TO DO. 

IN YOUR PRESENTATION YOU SHOULD AVOID ANY IMPRESSION 
THAT WE ARB LOOKING FOR AN "ESCAPE HATCH." RATHER, 
WE ARB INTERESTED IN A SERIOUS EXCHANGE WITH THB 
ARGENTINE GOVERNMENT AS TO WHERE OUR RELATIONSHIP IS 
HEADING IN VIEW OF THE HUMAN RIGHTS SITuATION IN 
ARGENTINA. 

3. BECAUSE THE COMPOSITION OF THE DELEGATION IS STILL 
llNRESOLVEO, YOU SHOULD SIMPLY REFER TO IT AS "HIGH 
LEVEL," BUT YOU HAY POINT OUT THAT IT WOULD INCLUDE 
BOTH STATE DEPARTMENT AND MILITARY RBPRESBNTATIWS. 

4. WE BELIEVE THAT VISIT SHOULD TAKE PLACE AS SOON AS 
POSSIBLE, PREFERABLY IN MAY 17-25 TIME FRAME. VANCE 
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Instructions Prepared in the Department of State 

Washington, May 20, 1978 

1 Source: National Archives, RO 59, Office of the Deputy Secretary: Records of Warren 
Christopher, 1977-1980, Lot 81Dl 13, Box 27, Human Rights-Argentina III. Secret. 
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INSTR.OC'l'IONS FOR MISSION TO ARGENTINA 

1. 'rbe purpose ot the mis•ion of the' Under 
Secretary for Political Affair• 18 ~o "C.ry 'CO eJ:i:ect a 
change in United States relations with Argentina 1 ·a ·key
st·ate in Latin America. . · ·· · ·. 

2. United States relations with Argentina are at· 
a crossroads· due to continuing violations of human rights
by the country and the resultant deterioration in our 
security relationships •. · · 

3. Argentina ls particuiarly.iaipc)rtarit to ·the 
United States because ·it i.11 Latin···Jmertca•s leading nuclear 
technology state, with '?ery ·advanced plans .for the"produc-: · 
tion of plutOriima through .repi;t»ce1sing.-Argentina also . 
has a growing arms production'and'e.xport capability,. and 

·is one of the most influenti•l'political and cultural 
leaders in the Spanish speaking world., Its present (world's
4th· largest wheat exporter).· and poten·tially far· more impres~ 
sive agricultural role, •·s well as possibly immense oft:shore 
petrolewa.proapecta ensure Argentina's importance into the 
future... · 

4. ·.The President·,· the Secretary of State, a growing'·
n1.1111ber. ...of ·'5embers. of Congress as well as informed Anericans 

·are c.oncern'-d about the course. of events in·Arge'1tina,
and tbe ilipact·of these· events on our human rights, non-
proliferatio~ ... economic an~ military inte~ests. 

~. ·'J.'lJe Mission· .w111· serve' to underline the United 
States desire for an improvemen~ in bilateral relations. 
!'he Under Secretary .·would emphasize the problems whi~ 
currently prevent fully normal relations and, depencUn9 
on the Argentine response, state that tbe United States 
is prepared to be responsive, including with respect to 
Ar~ent!ne requests. for arms and training. · 

6. '!'he Under·Secretary will advise the Argenti~e
Goverftllent tbat present practices in Argentina naake. U: 
politically,. and in same cases legally, difficult for the 
United States to follow through '!'ith previol}s m:!litary 
programs. We -consider- ·that the f(jllowing· pr-act-ices and 
poli~les are ·at. the i;-pot· of the problem': . · . : · . •:. 

-"· ,· 

. "· 
. .,, 

-·· ".s/i, o··/1 ~-···· 
--------------------------·-·-- -----·- .. 
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irregular det:enti6nproCedures, that is,
the practice of secret arrests, disappear-
ances and aUllllllUy executions of thouaands 
(memo attached.lo . 

large numbers Qf pris_oners under prolonqed
detention w~thout.cbarge or recourse to due 
process1 

-• 	 the persecution ~f members of the judiciary
and of those meml>ers of the legal profes-
sion who defend political prisoners. -exacer.. 
bating the lack of 1egal remedies and due 

. process; 

stan4ard ·practice of torture, brutality and 
psychologica~~use_o~ political orisonera 
. (memo attached)lf · . 

the 	limited •right of option• for political
prisoners under executive detention; 

and a wide variety of restrictions on 
religious, political, press and.labor 
activities. (specifically, the arrests and 
disappearances of political and labor 

,leaders1 prohibitiQna on political and union 
·activU:ies; con~traints on the press, includ-
ing p\µlitive ·short-term. ~l_oaings ·and arrests 

•of..many journalists1' ·officia1 har~ssment 
of reliqious ·9roups; in particular the 
Jehovah's ..Witnesses and other sects denied 
government registration, and reports of 
incidents of anti-sell'li tism targeted at mem-
bers of Hie Jewish cOllllllunity and Jewish · 

. prisoners. ) • ·l-r~ · . 
7. Zf appro?riate, th~·~~cre~ woul~ . 

continue thlat the United Sta lieves the follawirui . 
are examples ~f the k£nd8 O~ DB WhiCh·We %eei wouid 
·contribute tangibly to an improved·atmc;>sphere for govern~
ment--1;0-9overmnent relations: · 

A proa\ise .and perceptible ,action by.".President.
Videla to cu~tail. the irrequ:Lar detenti.on and 
abduction p{ac~ces.of the s~curity forces. 

' 

SSC:lt.'IU!' 

.. 


f 
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An end to torblre and mistreatment of prisoners. 

An accounting of.-those who have disappeared 
or at least those About whom information is 
known~ - -~· - - · 
'l'he establis~t of a·timetable for promptly·
charging_ and.fairly trying (preferably in 

·civili-U" .oourt:s) ..or releasing .those held under . 
executive authority,· in particular those not >"" 
suspected of Yi,olence. ' 

.. 
'l'be establishment of.numerical goals by the 
Argentine Military Review Board for Right of 
Option for the release each month of a signifi.. 
cant number of persons from executive custody. 

The actual release- of··a considerable number ·of 
prisoners from execu~ve custody -- either . 
freed· or remanded .t:O civilian or- military courts 
-- by·August 1. We have in mind action on per-
haps 500 cases. 

'l'he release of another tangible number of 
prisoners (for example, 500 additional cases)
by September 15 • 

.·An undertaking to. continue this process so 
that during 1978 the Argentine government )(
will release, grant right of option to, fairly
try, or schedule· for trial, in civilian or 
,military courts. all remaining executive 
prisonero. · 

The enforcement of procedures to investigate at 
a high level allegations.of security personnel
involvement in future desappearances and torture, 
to try those who·engage·in, or are otherwise 

..responsible for such practices. and to punish
those found guilty. 

8. 'l'he Under Secretary will, on the basis of their 
replies to the foregoing, inform the Argentines that as 
they take-action on improving human rights, we will.respond;
in a calibrated, sequential fashion~ · 

.,,', .: t:.': .• : . ·.... . ... ,..,.·.. _·.:;· ....-:;.-
- -· --:::- ....... - ....
~ ... 

.• ·. 

. . 

• 
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9. 

equipment, 

The Under Secretary may inform the Argentin(!
Government that as human rights improvements are tak~n 
in the above mentioned areas, the United States will begin
to consider favorable action, in a calibrated manner, on · 
pending aspects of the military relationship. These 
include the purchase of military training~safet.Y related 

spare part.a for previously supplied items, and 
itelll.I previously approved for sale or financing or needed 
to fulfill previously approved contract:&. · 

10. If in early 1979, ·it is evident publicly that all 
prisoners have been removed from executive custody, and 
that there has been a resolution of the problem of 
violations of the rights of the person, including political
prisoners, disappearances, torture and due process, and that 
some beginning steps have been taken toward restoration of 
civil and political liberties, the Administration would 
move to counteract the ltennedy /Humphrey Alllenc!baerit. · 

•. 

·.•: ... 

. . 
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Memorandum of Conversation 

Buenos Aires, May 24, 1978 

I Source: National Archives, RG 84, Lot 81F93, Embassy Buenos Aires Post Files, 1978, Box 
48, POL 7-Newsom Visit. Confidential; Nodis. Drafted by Rondon on May 25. There is no 
indication as to when or where the meeting took place. At the top right-hand comer of the first 
page of the memorandum, an unknown hand wrote: "Key point is last paragraph ofp. 4. See 
also-don't know where-' scope paper' for this visit." 
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•.J.•. !i'f.Dr"lffIA:L - NODIS 

OE:PARTMENT OF STATE 

Memoranclum ol Conversation 

Ma~, .19i 

SUBJECT: Human Rights and Unit.ed States Relations with ~ entina tt 
K£'1· ·fb1"' r- IS //, ) 
~~otP-4-\ 

PARTICIPANTS: Lieutena:it· General Rafael Videla, President of ~ 
Argentina 	 \ \\ 

C_ol. Malea Gil,. Presidency 	 Sl-<!:.. ~ ... ~...,.,r
David D. Newsom, Under Secretary for Political 

Affairs 	 ~~ L.vt4-$..(2...,L -
Ambassador Raul Castro 	 ' < a__ ,,,, ,) ,..# ,.,, • . 

Fernando Rondon, ARA/ECA 	 .JC.£?r '-• ~ Y~ t"' t:>r 

~., ~ v r\-">-;----

The Under Secretary met with President Videla for approximately
90 minutes. 	 · · 

Mr. Newsom opened the conversation, outlining the purpose of his 

mission, on behalf of the Secretary of State, to seek an improve-
ment in bilateral relations. The Under Secretary said that he 

recognized the problems Argentina confronted and the extraordinary

steps that had to be taken to face the situation. He acknowledged

important Argentine steps to restore normalcy, including Christmas 

releases, action on the DPutsch ~nrl Timerman cases, and Red Gros~ 


visits.~ The Under Secretary further acknowleageo ~resiuen~ 

Videla's interest in good relations as manifested by the ratifi-
cation of Tlatelolco, a new civil air agreement and the resolution 

of all but one investment dispuce.' 


President Videla welcomed the dialogue he_~aid he began with 
President Carter and Secretary Vance: He counnented t;.hat dialogue
is worthwhile even if disagreeable things are said. 

Mr. Newsom noted that he had read· 	the reports of conversations 
between .Videla and President Carter, Secretary Vance, and Assistant 
Secretaries Todman and Derian. Newsom remarked that Ambassador 
Castro has also conveyed the views of the United States, so that 
President Videla has participated 	in more than his share of 
dialogues. 
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Mr. Newsom then outlined the political situation existent 

in the United States after the sixties, stermning from 

Vietnam a~d controversies over relations with other govern-
ments. He stated that there is a strong feeling in the 

U.S. Congress, represented, for example, by Senator Kennedy

and Congressman Fr~ser, that while we should not interfere 

in other states, we should not appear to be endorsing the 

policies of other governments through our assi~tance 

programs, when it appears the human rights situations in 

these countries are not consistent with normal international 

standards. This predates President Carter's election. · 

When he ran, human rights was part of his platform and, at 

t~e time, Patricia Derian was one of his national campaign 

managers. 

The Under Secretary cited the Eximbank situation as an 

example of a case where the Executive does not have a free 

hand. The Bank currently has authorizing legislation

before the Congress, part of which deals with lending to 

human rights problem countries. Eximbank therefore does 

not wish to take steps which could complicate its dealings

with Congress. This is not an embargo as some· have pictured. 


President Carter, Secretary Vance, and Secretary Brown all 
recognize the importance of relations with Argentina, Mr. 
Newsom observed. In confidence, he said he is in ,Argentina
because Secretary.Brown raised with Secretary Vance the 
implications for the U.S. of a possible termination of mili-
tary relations with Argentina. It was his task to determine,
Newsom continued, whether present and future prospects for 
normalization are such that we can go before Congress and 
defend the resumption of military relationships on the basis 
that the Executive is confident of a favorable trend for 
human rights in '.Argentina. We recognize there are those who 
do not want good relations between our two countries. 
Actions may take place outside the control of Argentina which,
nevertheless, affect the climate for relations. We had 
hoped that the Christmas anmesty would have helped us to 
demonstrate to Congress that resumption of normal relations 
is Justified. ·Then we had the disappearance of mothers 
and nuns and we could not demonstrate a positive trend. 

Mr. Newsom said that all you can tell me regarding future 
hopes for normalization, including control over disappearances,
plans for the release of prisoners, right of option plans. 
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will help me to present a positive picture when I report 
to Washington. 

President Videla responded that Argentina confronted two 
types of s.ubversive action: one armed and the other 
ideological. Both sought to destroy the Argentine way of 
life and seriously undermined the governing institutions. 
The armed forces had to step in to save the country. 

Having engaged in combat, borne the brunt of subversive 
action, and proven to b_e the only unified institutions. the 
armed services could not now risk internal disunity (within
the military) and destabilization in order to prove
Argentina is nwestern". Argentina had had no choice but 
to adopt certain measures. These were matters of Argentine
internal affairs. · 

Videla stated that Argentina will have full democracy when 
its house is in order, economically, socially, politically,
and in the field of internal security.. 

He would not be sincere if he were to give dates and numbers 
in order to save Mr. Newsom's visit. 

President Videla stated there are no "loose groups" operating 
any longer. He added that the "right of .option" would be 
applied with increasing generosity. 

As an example of those we are interested in, Videla referred 
to a recent German request for information on eight of 
their citizens, six of whom have been charged and are being
tried, one who has disappeared, and one who is a two-time 
murderer who was released in the 1973 amnesty and jailed
again by the military. government. This latter individual 
cannot be· brought to trial legally by the military govern-
ment because of the amnesty, yet he is unquestionably
dangerous to society. 

Mr. Newsom thanked Videla for his comments but noted the 
American tendency to ask for statistics and figures.
Because we do get information from sometimes inaccurate ,.' 

. . sources. Mr. Newsom asked for statistics' on detainees and a 
guess on the numb.er of releases that might occur over time. 
Newsom suggested this information might be given to him 
later in the day. 
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Mr. Newsom referred to four categories of detainees, accord-
ing to the Minister of Interior: 

those arrested under military law and tried by
military courts;
those being held for terrorist acts against
whom there is insufficient evidence for a 
conviction;
those who are being.tried under civilian law 
and courts; and 
those who will be permitted to exercise the 
"right of opti.on". 

The President observed that 2,000 of 3,200 prisoners were 
arrested before March 24, 19 76. All these cases are under 
review. He could not say how many of the cases would be 
subject to military courts and how many to civilian courts. 
The review would determine who should be held because they 
are dangerous and who can be released or given option .. 

In answer to the Under Secretary's question, Videla 
responded that those being examined by the review commission 
do not have access to counsel or the right to appear
personally before the commission. Videla said the com-
mission is not a court. 

Mr. Newsom as.ked if President Videla might give us an idea 
of how niany prisoners might be released by August 1 or 
September 15. Videla replied that commitments of this kind 
would be difficult. 

Mr. Newsom continued, asking whether the release of 500 
prisoners might be possible in 1978. President Videla 
stated that there would be an important number of releases 
and. options by Christmas. 

President Videla acknowledged that a U.S. parole.program
would help to implement Argentina's right of option program. 

As Mr. Newsom moved to sum up his impressions, President 
Videla said that he wanted to place a· positive weight on the 
Under Secretary's.scale. Argentina would facilitate a visit 
by the OAS Inter-American Human Rights Commission, and this 
decision will be cOn::tmunicated to the IAHRC in June when 
Foreign Minister Montes travels to the UNGA. Until then,,.
Videla asked that this decision be held confidentially. ,· 
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Mr. Newsom then outlined positive signs, ·notably Minister 
Harguindeguy's decision to enforc~ humanitarian treatment 
of detainees by the police and security forces and Argentina's
willingness to accelerate the '"right of option" if we 
receive more prisoners. Newsom said he would have difficulty,
however, with the question of indefinite detentions. 

After discussing the desirability of calls on the Supreme
Court and other Junta members, Mr. Newsom said he would 
paint an honest picture of his conversations. Whatever 
decision is reached by the United States Executive, it would 
not reflect a lack of interest in Argentina. A decision 
would be made in light of the total political circumstances 
in the Executive and Congress. He noted that if progress
continues, we will seek to reverse the Kennedy/Humphrey
Amendment but that will take time and probably cannot be 
faced until next year. 

One way or another, Mr. Newsom promised that Ambassador 
Castro would convey the r.esults of this trip. 
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Telegram From the Embassy in Argentina to the Department of State 

Buenos Aires, May 25, 1978, 1737Z 

1 Source: National Archives, RO 59, Central Foreign Policy File, P860101-2444. Confidential; 
Immediate; Nodis. 
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FROM UNDERSECRETARY NEWS<*'. 

DEPARTMENT PASS SECRETARY BROWN DOD AND CHAIRMAN JCS 

l. SU*ARY: APTER DAY OF EXTENSIVE CONVBRSATIONS IN 
BUENOS AIRES, I CONCLUDE THAT FAVORABLE STEPS ARB BEING TAKEN 
IN HUMAN RIGHTS FIELD IN ARGENTINA AND THAT PRBSIDBNT VIDELA, 
AT LEAST, WISHES THIS TREND TO CONTINUE. PICTURE BMBRGING 
IN ONE AREA· PROCESSING OF DETAINEES -·LESS CLEAR AND WB 
WERE ABLE TO GBT NO NUMERICAL COMMITMBNTS ON RELEASES. MOST 
POSITIVE HEN ELEMENT WAS PRESIDENT'S CONFIDING IN US THAT HE 
HAS INSTRUCTED FOREIGN MINISTER AT OAS SESSION IN JUNE TO 
ANNOUNCE ARGENTIHA'S WILLINGNESS TO HAVE VISIT FROM OAS HOMAN 
RIGHTS COMMISSION; ON THIS ~ll:l, .1. AP1 RBcoMMBNDING THAT 
AMBASSADOR CASTRO BB AUTHORIZED TO INFORM VIDELA PRIVATELY 
THAT, ONCE THIS ANNOUNCEMENT HAS BEEN MADE, WE WILL, AFTER 
CONGRESSIONAL CONSULTATIONS, RESUME SALB OF MILITARY 
TRAINING. BND SUMMARY. 

2. ON MAY 24, AMBASSADOR, FRED RONDON, AND I MET 
SUCCBSSIVBLY WITH UNDERSECRETARY ALLARA AND GROUP AT FOREIGN 
OFFICE, li'ORIGN MINISTER MONTES, MINISTER OF INTERIOR 
HARGUINDEGY, PRESIDENT VIDELA, PRESIDENT OF SUPREME COURT 
HEREDIA, AIR FORCE CHIEF AGOSTI AND ADMIRAL MASSERA, NAVY 
CHIEF.• THESE SESSIONS WERE FOLLOWED BY Ft.TRTHBR MBETING WITH 
WNFIDBN t IXL 
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INTERIOR MINISTER AND GENERAL VIOLA DURING RECEPTION AT 
RESIDENCE IN BVBNING. 

3. MY APPROACH IN EACH MEETING WAS TO STATE THAT MY 
VISIT WAS MANIFESTATION OF DESIRE WITHIN USG FOR NORMAL REL· 
TIONS WITH IMPORTANT LATIN AMERICAN COONTRY, BUT THAT SUCH 
RELATIONS WERE NOT POSSIBLE IN LIGHT OF WIDESPREAD U.S. 

·CONCERN 	 FOR HUMAN RIGHTS AND PERCEPTION OF SITUATION IN 
ARGENTINA. I WAS IN BUENOS AIRES TO EXAMINE WRBTHER 
ARGENTINE PROGRESS IN THIS FIELD HAS SUCH AS TO JUSTIFY IN 
EXECUTXVE AND CONGRESS RELEASE OF OUTSTANDING ARGBHTINE OROERS. 
WE UNDERSTOOD WHAT ARGENTINA HAD BEEN THROUGH AND AGREED ON 
DESIRABILITY CLOSE RELATIONS THESE TWO SIGNIFICANT AMiRICAN 
NATIONS, BUT POLITICAL REALITIES IN BOTH COONTRIES APPEARED 
TO PLACE LIMITS ON WHAT WE COULD DO. 

~. BXIM BANK LOANS WERE RAISED ONLY IN FOREIGN OFFICE 
MEETING. I EXPLAINED BANK'S DIFFICULTIES IN PROCEEDING WHILE 
ITS LEGISLATION IN CONGRESS AND IN FACE STRONG HUMAN RIGHTS 
FEELINGS, BUT EMPHASIZED FINAL DECISIONS HAD NOT BEEN MADE. 
I RAD FEELING THIS NOT MAJOR LEVERAGE POINT WITH GOA. THEY 
HAVE AMPLE OTHER SOURCES OF SUPPLY AND FINANCING, EXCEPT 
POSSIBLY, FOR $200,000,000 COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT OROBR.. 
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US BECAUSE OF MILITARY SUPPLY, I FOUND, MORE THAN I HAO 
BXPECTBD, FEELING THAT RELATIONS WITH US WERE IMPORT.ANT FOR 
THEIR OWN SAKE. THERE IS MYSTIQUB ABOUT U.S. HERE WHICH IS 
IMPORTANT BLBMENT IN DECISIONS THEY MAKE. 

6. FROM CONVERSATIONS, THBSB POSITIVE BLEMBNTS EMERGED 

(IN ADDITION TO ACTIONS ON TIMERMAN, DEUTSCH, ANO 


DECBMBER RELEASES): . 

eettl'!ri1ftnmr 
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A. PRESIDENT INFORMED US IN CONFIDENCE (WHICH I 
PROMISED TO RESPECT) ARGENTINA WOULD ANNOUNCE ITS WILLINGNESS 
RECEIVE OAS HOMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION AT MEETING IN JUNE. THIS 
MAY HAVE BEEN DECISION HE MADE AS RESULT MY VISIT. IR EARLIER 
MBETING WITH FOREIGN OFFICE WE HAD BEEN INFORMBD ARGENTINA 
UNHAPPY WITH OAS COMMISSION BECAUSE THEY HAD INTERRUPTED 
DIALOGUE TO PRESS FOR VISIT. I HAO Ml\OE CLEAR IN THAT ANO 
OTHER CONVERSATIONS IMPORTANCB WE ATTACHED TO VISITS BY 
OUl'SIDE ORGANIZATIONS. 

B. MINISTER OF INTERIOR IN RECENT SPEECH TO POLICB CHIEFS 
HAS BMPHASIZEO NEED FOR HUMARB TRBATMENT OF ALL ARRESTED 
PERSONS. SIMILAR WORD. APPARENTLY HAS GONE OUT MORE QUIETLY 
TO ARMY. THERE APPEARS DEFINITE DIMDIUTION REPORTS .ANTI -
TERRORIST OPERATIONS ANO DISAPPEARANCE. (IN MEETING WITH 
PRESIDENT, I ASKED FOR ACCURATE DATA ON DETAINEES. MINISTER 
OF INTERIOR HANDED MB FACT SHEET IN BVENING STATING .THAT 
3,363 PERSONS ARE PRESENTLY OBTAINED -- 1,544 APPREHlmDBD 
SINCE THE MILITARY TAKEOVER IN MARCH OF 1976, THE REMAINDER 
BEFORE THAT OAT!:. CLAIM IS MADE THAT 3,328 PEOPLE AR.RBSTBO 
FOR "TERRORIST" ACTIVITY HAVE BEEH RELEASED FROM CUSTODY 
(2,554 OF THEM SINCE THE MILITARY TAKEOVER), AND THAT A TOTAL 

.OF 	1,679 ADDITIONAL HAVB BEBN SBNTBNCBD OR RBLBASBD THROUGH 
JUDICIAL PROCESS, CIVIL AND MILITARY. (OF THESE CASES, 911 
HAVB BEEN TRIED SINCE MARCH OF 1976. ) THB FACT SHEET STATES 
THAT 600 PEOPLB HAVE BEIN PERMITTED TO LEAVE THE COUNTRY 
UNDER "RIGHT OF OPETION•, 160 FOREIGNERS BXPELLEb, ANO SS 
PERSONS HAVB DIED WHILE IN CUSTODY. (NOTE: NO OATES WERE 
GIVEN FOR THESE LAST FIGURES, NOR OTHER CIRCUMSTANCES 
EXPLAINED.) MINISTER ANO FOREIGN OFFICE OFFICIALS 
ACXNOWLEDGBO FAR LARGER NUMBBRS OF OISAPP.EARED. REFERRING 
TO LISTS PUBLISHED IN PRESS BY HUMAN' RIGHTS ORGANIZATIONS 
THEY SAID THEY WERE NOW SEEKING TO ESTABLISH IDENTITY SO THEY 
COULD. RESPOND TO RELATIVES. ) 

tVNFIDkittfAL 
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C. CASES OF ALL SOME 3.1300 POLITICAL PRISONERS ARB NOW 
BEING REVIBWEO TO DETERMINE WHICH SHALL BE GIVBN RIGHT OF 
OPTION, WHICH REI.BASED, AND WHICH REMANDED TO CIVILIAN COURTS. 

D. PRESIDENT VIDELA STATED HE WOULD SPEED UP EXERCISE OF 
RIGHT OF OPTION IF WS WERB TO OFFER MORE SPACES IN U.S. 
(I DID NOT MAKE ANY COMMITMENT IN VIEW MY UNCERTAINTY AS TO 

CONFibJbfi'fAt 
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DEPARTMENT PASS SECRBTARY BROlfN DOD AND CHAIRMAN JCS 

WHAT ACTION ATTORNEY Gl!fERAL MAY TAD IN PENDING PROPOSAL 
FOR 500 RIGHT OF OPTION PAROLES.) 

E. PRESIDENT y:cDELA AND OTHER MEMBERS OF JUNTA MADE 

Ci;.BAA THEIR GOAL OF ULTIMATE RBTORN TO CIVILIAN RULE. WHILE 

IT MAY BE SUPERFICIAL IMPRESSION, I DID HOT GAIN FEELING 

THAT PERSONALITIES IN JllNTA WERE SEEKING TO RETAIN POSITION 

FOR OW PERSOHM. POLITICAL OR FINANCIAL GAIN AS IN SOMB OTHER 

COUNTRIES. I WAS IMPRESSED BY FACT THAT EACH HAS DA'l'B FOR 

STEPPING DOWN PROM JUNTA ROLE. HOHEVER WE MAY DISLIKE THB 

WAY THEY CARRY IT OUT, THERE DOES SEEM DEFINITE FEBLING 

OF RBSPONSIBILITY FOR BRINGING COUNTRY BACK TO NORMAL 

POLITICAL PROCESSES. 


F. ICRC VISITS CONTINUB TO PRISONS WITH SOME EFFBCT 

ON CONDITIONS. 


7. THERE ARE, ON THB OTHER HAND, LESS POSITIVE ELEMENTS: 
A. THE DB'l'AINEE REVIBW PROCESS IS AN ADMINISTRATIVE 

ONE ONLY; THERE IS NO OPPORTUNITY FOR ACCUSED TO APPEAR OR BB 

R.BPRBSBNTED AS DOSSIERS ARB RBVIEWBD. 

tuHBIDBhilAL 
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B. PRBSIDENT AND OTHERS WERE UNWILLING MAKE COMMIT 

MBNT ON TIMB TABLE FOR REVIB'lf, ALTHOUGH THEY SAID RBLBASE OF 

ADDITION 500 BY END OF 1978 WAS "REASONABLE EXPECTATION.• 

C. IT IS UNCLEAR HOW LONG THOSE WILL BE DETAINED WHO 

ARE SUSPECTED TERRORISTS, BUT ON WHOM THERE IS INSUfFICIBNT 

EVIDENCE TO COWVICT IN COURT. I HAMMER.BO HARD ON UNACCEPTA 

BILITY THIS SITUATION IN US AND HAVE, AT LEAST, RAISED THEIR 

CONSCIOUSHBSS OF THIS PROBLEM AREA. SINCE TOTAL RBVIEW STILL 

GOING ON IT IS DIFFICULT TO STATE HOW MANY MAY ULTIMATELY FALL 

IN THIS CATEGORY OF INDEFINITE DETENTION WITHOUT TRIAL. 

D. THERE WILL CONTINUE TO BE ARRESTS UNDER STATE OF 

SIEGE ORDERS. PRBSIDBHT OF ONE COMMUNIST PARTY DOMINATED 

HUMAN RIGHTS ORGANIZATION WAS ARRESTED FEW DAYS BEFORE MY 

ARRIVAL. I POINTED OUT THIS WAS EXACTLY KIND OF EVENT WHICH 

SET BACK EFFORTS TO NORMALIZE RELATIONS. HE WAS REI.BASED T·AST 

NIGHT (MAY 25) AFTER BEING HELD AT POLICB PRECINCT STATION.' 

E. REPORTS OF TORTURE CONTINUB TO BE RECEIVED BUT 

CONFIRMATION IS DIFFICULT. 


8. IT WOULD BB RASH TO PREDICT THAT WE WILL BE UNINTER-
RUPTED POSITIVE TREND IN HUMAN RIGHTS IN ARGENTINA. HARDLINERS 

WITHJ:N REGIME WILL UNDOUBTEDLY CONTINUE TO SANCTION OR TAKE 

REPREHENSIBLE ACTIONS WHICH WILL GAIN WORLD ATTENTION. CONTROL 

OVER ELBMBNTS AT LOWER ECHBI.tONS IS FAR FROM COMPLETE. NEVER 

THELESS, THERE IS ON PART OF PRESIDENT VIDELA AlllD MEMBERS 

OF JUNTA I MET CLEAR DESIRE TO IMPROVE SITUATION. SUCCESSION 

OF DISCUSSIONS WITH US OFFICIALS, INCLUDING PRESIDENT CARTER, 

HAS CLEAR+,.Y RAISED CONSCIOUSNESS OF HUMAN RIGHTS CONCERNS AND 
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HAS, :i:: BELIEVE HAD POSITIVE IMPACT. AMBASSADOR CASTRO HAS 
EFFECTIVELY CONTINUED DIALOGUE AND IS IN POSITION TO CONTINUE 
AND, PARTICULARLY, TO RAISE INDIVIDUALY ACTS WHICH REPRESENT 
SET BACK TO OUR EFFORTS. 
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9. OUT OF THBSE CONSIDERATIONS, I REACH CONCLUSION THAT 
TRENDS HERB AND IMPORTANCE OF RESPONDING TO ARGBNTINE DESIRE 
FOR NORMAL RELATIONS JUSTIFY MODEST STEP. WITHOUT SUCH 
STEP, I CANNOT SAY OUR ACCESS HBRB WOULD BB SERIOUSLY REDUCED, 
BUT I DO BELIEVE THAT WITH SUCH STEP OUR LEVERAGE IN HUMAN 
RIGHTS WILL CONTINUE AND COOPERATION IN O'.l'HBR FIELDS (SUCH 
AS NUCLEAR QUESTIONS) MORE LIKELY. 

10. PRESIDENT'S DECISION TO PERMIT VISIT BY OAS COMMISSION 

GIVES US POSITIVE STEP ON WHICH TO BASE POSITIVE RESPONSE. 

'l'O LET HIM KNOW THAT WE ARB RESPONDING, PROPOSE THAT 

AMBASSADOR CASTRO BB AUTHORIZED TO IllTFORM HIM IMMSDIATBLY 

THAT, AS RESULT VISIT, I AM RECOMMENDING THAT, ONCB·THIS 

ANNOUHCBMBNT IS MADE; WB WILL CONSULT WITH KEY MBMBERS OF


1
CONGRESS AND, FOLLOjflW s_nl'!H CONSULTATimfS WIµ. RESUME SALB 
OF MILITARY TRAINING •. WE w.1.1.r.1.. ·.1:.1u:;RBAFTBR, CON'l'INOB ·ru 
EXAMINE SITUATION AND, IF POSITIVE TRENDS CONTINUE (PARTICULARLY 
ON DBTAINEBS) , WILL SEBK TO RESPOND WITH OTHER RELEASES. 

11. AT SAME TIMB, I AM SU®ESTING TO AMBASSADOR THAT HE 

CONTINUE, AS HE HAS, TO POINT OUT IMMEDIATELY THOSE ACTIONS 

WHICH WILL COMPLICATE OUR EFFORTS (SUCH AS FURTHER ARRESTS, 

REPORTS OF NEW DISAPP~CES, ETC.) 


12. GENERAL SURUT AND ADMIRAL SCHULLER WILL MAKE CALLS 

TOMORROW ON SERVICE CHIEFS AND WILL CONVEY MESSAGE SIMILl:t.11 

MINE (PARA 3 ABOVE) : • THEY WILL MAKE NO COMMITMBNTS ON iUTuii 

SALES OR GIVE INDICATION OUR CONCLUSIONS. THEIR VISITS WILL 

BE HBLFPFUL IN GIVING US -ll'URTHER FEED BACK ON YESTERDAY'S 

CONVERSATIONS. 


13. I WILL MEET WITH U.S. CORRESPONDENTS IN. BUENOS AIRES 

ON BACKGROl,JHD BASIS BBFOBI MY DRP~RTURR. ~~I~ 


REPORT. MY PIAN IS MERELY TO Otn'LINB PROBLEM WI'l'tiUUT 

INDICATING WHERE I COMB OUT OR WHAT I AM RECOMMENDING 

TO DIPARTMBNT. 

CONIIDBNIIAL 
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14. I AM ALSO MEETING WITH REPRESENTATIVES FROM HUMAN 

RIGHTS ORGANIZATIONS, INCLUDING "MOTHERS OF DISAPPEARED" 

GROUP, AND PRIVATELY WITH BUENOS AIR.BS HERALD DIRECTOR COX, 

NOTE!) FOR HIS COURAGEOUS PUBLIC ADVOCACY OF HUMAN RIGHTS. 

CASTRO 


CORZIDSJillAL 
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Memorandum From Secretary of State Vance to President Carter . 


Washington, May 30, 1978 


1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Brzezinski Material, Subject File, Box 20, 
Evening Reports (State), 5/78. Secret. Carter wrote, "Cy J" in the top right-hand comer of the 
memorandum. 
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WASHINGTON SEGREI 
7May 30, 1978 

.7 
MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: Cyrus Vance C. '1. 

Omitted here is material unrelated to Argentina 
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Omitted here is material unrelated to Argentina 

Argentina. We have had our first indication that 
Under Secretary Newsom's trip to Argentina may be sparking
needed action on hum.an rights. Subsequent to Newsom's 
return, Ambassador Castro informed Videla that military
training would be resumed when Argentina announced publicly
that the Inter-American Human Rights Commission was being
invited. Videla was obviously pleased, and responded
that in addition to the announcement, positive strides 
would be made in prisoner releases before September 30,
and that by y:ear._end an impressive _nymber oLPeQPle would 
be released. Such action couLd enaoie us to resume some 
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shipments to Argentina and hopefully ultimately create 
conditions which could allow us to reconnnend repeal
of the Kennedy/Humphrey new arms embargo•. Videla 
seems genuinely to want improved relations with the 
US, and the question is whether his political situation 
will give him room to take the necessary steps. 

Omitted here is material unrelated to Argentina 
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Telegram From the Department of State to the Embassy in Argentina 


Washington, June 26, 1978, 2313Z 


162533 


1 Source: National Archives, RG 59, Central Foreign Policy File, D780265-0540. Secret; Niact 
Immediate; Exdis. Drafted by Newsom; cleared by Schneider, Bushnell, McGiffert, Oxman, in H 

· and S/S-0, and for information in EB; and approved by Newsom. 
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SUBJECT:HUMAN RIGHTS AND U.S. PROGRAMS IN ARGBNTIHA 

REF: STATE l6150i;' 

1. ON BASIS FACT THAT IAHRC DOES NOT FEEL ABLE ACCEPT 

CONDITIONAL ARGENTINA INVITATION•' sicRETARY' mm DE"-
CIDED THAT: 


(A) WE CANNOT GO FORWARD, AS HOPED, WITH MILI.TARY 

TRAINING PACKAGE AND DEFENSE IS BEING INFORMBD:V-

SBCRBI 

PAGE 02 STAT£ 162533 

(B) IN RECOGNITION OF MODEST IMPROVEMENTS, WB WILL 

(AFTBR. CONGRESSIONAL CONSULTATIONS) RELEASE SAFETY 

ITBMS (LISTED SBPTBLI - -
INCLUDING COMPASSES FOR VESSELS OF U.K. MANUFACTURE; 


(C) WE WILL INFORM EXIM BANK THAT, ON FOREIGN 
POLiq GROUNDS, WE RBCOMMEND AGAINST FINANCING 
FOR ARGENTINA AT THIS TIME (THIS APPLIBS PRIMARILY 
TO ALLIS CHALMERS APPLICATION FOR YACIRBTA HYDRO-
ELECTRIC PROJECT); f_· • l 1>.' rcr...L~ 

"'ilt\..f\(.'f\~ II; I I\' 
(D) WB RBCOMMBND AGAINST EXIM~INANCING-OR.AIR4RAF!J 

BUT WOT1LD NOT OBJBCT TO EXPORT IF THEY CAN BB 
PRIVATELY FINANCBiJ. 

2. DEPARTMENT HOPES ARRANGE CONGRESSIONAL CONSULTA-
TIONS, INCLUDING SENATOR KENNEDY, ON THESE CASES 
THIS WEEK. 

3. EMBASSY MAY INFORM GOA, STRESSING DISAPPOINTMENT 
THAT THEY HAVE NOT BEBN ABLE EXTEND NORMAL INVITA-
TION TO IAHRC (ALONG LINES OF OTHER LATIN AMERICAN 

ADP Declassification Review 
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.Document View 

COUNTRIES) AND HAVB NOT AS YET BIBN ABLE MOVE 
APPRECIABLY ON EITHER RELEASES OF DETAINEES OR 
ESTABLISHMENT OF RESPONSIVE MACHINERY FOR THOSE 
SEEKING INFORMATION ON RELATIVES MHO HAVB DISAPPEARED. 
OF COURSE, ARY MUTUALLY ACCEPTABLE AGREBMBN'l' BETWEEN' 
THE IAHRC AND THE GOA ENABLING THE COMMISSION TO GO 
TO ARGENTINA WOULD BE VlBWJl'fl AS A PQSJ;TIW DBVBl.Q~
MENi•. ·- THBSB. p0INTS STRssSED 1'0 DEPUTY PORBIGN MINISTER 
ALLARA AS RBPORTED RBFTBL. (FYI: ARGBNTINA ALSO 
HAS NOT HALTBD ILLEGAL DETENTIONS AND DISAPPBARANCES. 

:!l!latl!'f 

SSCREI 

PAGE 03 STATE 11?2533 

END FYI) 

4. FYI: ANY PROSPECT THAT WE MIGHT HAVE CONSIDBRED 
EXIM BANlC FINANCING APART PROM HUMAN RIGHTS MATTERS 
WAS ELIMINATED BY AI.LARA'S INSISTENCE THAT GOA LOOKED 
UPON RESTRICTIONS ON BxrM FINANCING AS POLITICAL ACT 
AND CLEARLY SOUGHT APPROVAL OF SUCH FINANCING AS IN-
DICATION OF U.S. ACCEPTANCE. END FYI. 

5. EXIM HAS INFORMED BOTH ALLIS-CHALKERS AND BOEING 

OF DECISION. 


VANCE 

SECREI 

NNN 

EXDIS 

Page2 of2 
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Memorandum From Robert Pastor of the National Security Council Staffto the President's 
Assistant for National Security Affairs (Brzezinski) and the President's Deputy Assistant for 
National Security Affairs (Aaron) 

Washington, August 9, 1978 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Brzezinski Material, Country File, Box 4, 
Argentina, 1/77-12/78. Confidential. Inderfurth initialed the top right-hand comer of the 
memorandum. In the top right-hand comer of the memorandum, Brzezinski wrote, "What do we 
do to get hold of the initiative? ZB." 
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MEMORANDUM 

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL 

CONPIBBNTIAL - GOS 

August 9, 1978 

MEMORANDUM FOR: ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI 
DAVID AARON 

FROM: ,/'! ROBERT PASTOR f,.f 
SUBJECT: Argentina: Your Questions 

You asked· for three items on Argentina: (1) current stat-µs
of the human rights situation in Argentina; (2) whether U.S. 
policy is in a bind with respect to Argentina and also the 
Southern Cone, and if so, how we got into it, and whether the 
NSC was involved; and (3) an alert item for the President. 
The item.for the President is at Tab A. The~oifier questions 
are answered below. 

I. Argentina's Human Rights Situation · c.,.....c..J..•-
Argentina is still one of the world'§ most serious ~uman1• ? ~"n 
rights problem countries. Just this month, Xltttt@§tj ln&r- V~i1~ 

national launched a major campaign world-wide aimed at 

focusing public opinion on Argentina's dismal record, which 

includes, since March 1976, 15,000 disappearances, 8-10,000

political prisoners, the majority of whom have not yet been 

charged; over 25 secret prison camps; and numerous documented 

stories of arres~ __and torture. (Qne _re12__ort t:.~om our Embassv 

is at Tab B.J -On human rights-related matters, world opinion

always seems to lag behind the reality; Amnesty intends to 

correct that. 


While Argentina still has the worst record in the hemisphere,
there has been some improvement in recent months. We under-
stand that the Minister of Interior has instructed tne poiice,
and reportedly the military, to curb excesses; arrests under 
executive power have decreased and lists of those detained 
have been published; and a limited right of option for political
prisoners to request exile has been reinstituted. On a number 
of cases in which we have expressed special interest -- Jacobo 
Timerman, Alfredo Bravo, 4 of 5 members of the Deutsch family --
the Argentine Government has released them. 

II. U.S. Policy 

In recognition of ~his progress, we have switched from voting
"no" on non-basic human needs loans in the IFI's to abstaining. 

CONP!~E~TIAL - GOS ADP Declassification Review 
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We have also approved the licensing of 16 safety-related
munitions items from FMS, and are currently considering another 
group of requests. 

we have informed the Argentine government that if they reach 
agreement on terms for a visit by the Inter-American Commission 
on Human Rights, and there is no deterioration in the human 
rights situation, we will qo ahead with military training to 
them and will recommend that the Export-Import Bank permit two 
major credit sales. 

The most pressing deadline is October 1, 1978, when the Kennedy-
Humphrey amendment prohibiting new arms transfers, and the Roybal
amendment, eliminating grant military training to Argentina, come 
into effect. Both the Argentines and we are eager to take steps
which would permit the enormous back-log of credit to be com-
mitted before then. (There are over 75 pending FMS cases for 
$50 million and $150 million on the munitions control lists.)
There are also funds for military training, which are being
held up, and which the President noted (on June 29) that he had 
a "slight" inclination to find an excuse for approving. 

Our current objectives are to urge the GOA: (1) to permit the 
IAHRC to visit in accordance with the IAHRC's regulations:
(2) to begin releasing large numbers of prisoners (without re-
arresting thern)i (3) to stop the disappearances and explain
those which have occurred; and (4) to seek a return to the rule 
of law. 

r'~~rything is stuck now pending Argentina's reaching agreement
' with the Inter-American Comrnission or moving on one of the 
~I other objectiv.es. above. This basic decision, made in accordance 

I' with various legislative requirements, was made by State without 
consulting~sc. ·~ --~·~-.. 
III. Future U.S. Policy: Who Blinks at the Brink? 

Have we gone too far? Have we pushed our policy beyond its 
effectiveness? Are we pushing the Argentines over the edge and 
jeopardizing our future relationship? Does the terror justify
the repression? 

The last question is definitely the easiest. First of all,
President Videla told our Ambassador in April 1978 that the 
war against subversion in Argentina had ended and that he wa~ 
working to restore the rule of law.· Terrorism has not left 
Argentina, but it is now the exception, not the rule. And 
Videla, himself, admits that the war is over; we are just

·encouraging that he secure his own promise. But regardless, 
a central tenet of our human rights policy is that government-
sanctioned repression never solves terrorism. As Vance said in 
his OAS speech last year, "The surest way to defeat terrorism 
is to promote justice. • • Justice that is summary undermines 
the future it seeks to promote. It produces only more. 
violence ••• " 

CONPIBEN'i'fAL - GOS 
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I, myself, believe that we may have overloaded the circuits 

and pushed too far, but like our policy to the Soviet Union,

there is a logic to it which is difficult to argue. Indeed,

it is even more difficult to change direction than with the 

Soviets because there are laws on the books which mandate 

that with respect to Argentina we tie our X-M credits, oppose

bans in the IFI's, and condition our arms sales. Anything

less, or a step backwards from the place we currently find 

ourself, would be judged as a Presidentia+ retreat iust as 

surely as a different decision on Dresser. 


Personally, I am most disturbed aboQt khe decision not to 

finance $270 milli n worth of Export-Import Bank credits. 


t1!:~~;;:~~~e~v~e~~at this is either a legitimate or an effective 
nstrument, though I do agree with State that the law aave_us 

little choice. Tlieaecision did have an unintended positive
impact in that it has finally aroused the business community
(there are $600 million worth of credit applications pending
in X~M), and they have descended on me, and I have deflected 
them to Capitol Hill, where they helped defeat more restrictive 
amendments to the X-M bill last week. 

I had sensed that we were approaching the brink when Newsom 

told me he had decided to hold everything up until the 

Argentines agreed to a visit by the Inter-American Commission. 

Newsom, Bushnell, and our Ambassador Castro all thought

Argentina would reach agreement soon, but I had my doubts and 

still have them. Vaky agrees with me, and we both are looking

into ways to step back from the brink without appearing as if 

it is we who blinked first. · 


It is not at all clear that the Argentines won't blink first. 
For one thing, the Europeans made a joint demarche in March,
and they seem to be behind us. Secondly, world public opinion
is becoming conscious that Argentina is this year's Chile, and 
the Argentines have become so nervous that they took out a half 
dozen pages of ads in the Times and have given at least 
$1 million to a Madison Avenue P.R. firm to improve its image.
Most important, Videla, for the first time in a very long time,
is in charge. And he keeps saying he is eager to move forward 
on his own to restore the rule of law. As he takes those steps, 
I will make sure that we are quick to respond. 

So I will work closely with Pete Vaky to try to develop a strategy
to make sure we don't totter over the brink. Since we will have 
to act before October 1, I am conscious of a quick turn-around,
and as soon as we have a strategy, I will get back to you. 

IV. The Southern Cone: Are We Winning or Losing? 

I think Kissinger's observation that if we don't turn our policy
around to the Southern Cone soon, we will have them allied against 
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us is out-of-date and wrong. For a short time, in early 1977,
the Southern Cone countries -- led by Brazil but including
Argentina, Chile, Uruguay, and Paraguay -- tried to establish 
a bloc to confront our human rights policy. Because these 
governments distrusted each other more than they despised 
Pr~sident Carter, the movement did not get off the ground, and 
indeed they were all over the lot at the O.A.S. General Assembly. 

Argentina, Brazil, and Chile are big countries with extremely 
narrow, ultra-conservative authoritarian governments. The 
narrowness of their view is reflected in, among other things,
the pettiness of their international disputes with one another. 
Chile and 1\,J;:rr.entina havealmQSt-9Q.ne to war over.the Beaale 
Channel,.and Brazrr·and Argentina have strainea tneir relations 
almost to the breaking point on the issue of water rights. 

our relations with Brazil are now better than they have been 
at any time since January 1977, and they are as good as can 
be expected given our non-proliferation policy, and the deliberate 
chill which Silveira injects into the relationship. We have 
tried through the working groups and the visits by the President 
and Vance to develop a cooperative relationship, but that will 
have to await Brazil's new government next year. 

What Kissinger failed to see, after completing his talks with 
the military leaders in Argentina and Braz:j.l, is that Jimmy
Carter has inspired a younger generation of Latin Americans; 
no other American President in this century has done that. 
Even Jack Kennedy, who was loved in Latin America, was suspected
in the universities because of his strong anti-Communism and the 
Bay of Pigs intervention. Carter is clearly viewed as a man of 
great moral stature in Latin America, and that inspires the 
young and the democratic and embarrasses, and unfortunately,
sometimes infuriates some of the conservatives and the military.
Carter's stature has t_ranslated into real influence unlike any-
thing the U.S. has had since we turned in our gunboats, and at 
the same time, it has given the U.S. a future in Latin America,
which we had almost lost. 

The best indication that the U.S. is winning in the Southern 
Cone, even though governmental antagonism is evident, is that 
the Argentines are still hungry for a return to normalcy in our 
relations. They use every opportunity and every channel 
including Kissinger -- to try to get Carter's approval. Thirty,
twenty, even ten years ago, the idea khat the Argentines would 
ask the U.S. to bestow upon them the mantle of legitimacy would 
have been unthinkable, even laughable. Today, it's real. 

The Argentines are a proud people, but they are also embarrassed 
by the human rights situation. They are also more sophisticated 
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than in the days of Peron when they looked for foreign scape-
goats. There are limits to their sophistication, no doubt,
and I will take care that we don't cross them, but I think· 
it would be a mistake and an injustice if we turned our policy
around at this time. 
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Telegram From the Embassy in Argentina to the Department of State 

Buenos Aires, August 10, 1978, 21 OOZ 

1 Source: National Archives, RG 59, Office of the Deputy Secretary: Records of Warren 
Christopher, 1977-1980, Lot 81Dl 13, Box 18, Memos to Secretary 1978, 1 of2. Confidential; 
Niact Immediate. Sent for information to USICA. 
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PAGE 01 BUENOS 06232 102137Z 
ACTION ARA-14 

INFO 	 OCT-01 IS0-00 SS0-00 NSCE-00 INRE-00 CIAE-00 
DODE-00 PM-05 H-01 INR-10 L-03 NSAE-00 PA-01 
SP-02 SS-15 HA-05 AID-05 I0-13 XMB-02 EB-08 
COME-00 TRSE-00 /085 w 

------------------033212 102143Z /61 
0 R 102100Z AUG 78 
FM AMEMBASSY BUENOS AIRES 
TO SECSTATE WASHDC NIACT IMMEDIATE 6958 
INFO USICA WASHDC 

C 0 N P I D D ?i 'f I A L BUENOS AIRES 6232 

E.O. 11652: GDS 
TAGS: SHUM, HR, AR 
SUBJECT: DERIAN TESTIMONY TO HOUSE FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
COMMITTEE 

1. PRENSA, CLARIN AND BUENOS AIRES HERALD CARRIED 
PROMINENTLY UPI REPORT OF TESTIMONY BY ASSISTANT 
SECRETARY PATRICIA DERIAN BEFORE HOUSE FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
SUBCOMMITTEE,, SAYING DERIAN "CHARGED THE ARGENTINE 
GOVERNMENT WITH 'SYSTEMATIC TORTURES' AND 'SUMMARY 
EXECUTIONS, ' AND CLAIMED THERE ARE NO SIGNIFICANT 
SIGNS THAT THE HUMAN RIGHTS SITUATION IN ARGENTINA 
IS IMPROVING." 

2. "IN TESTIMONY BEFORE A SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE US 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, MISS DERIAN DECLARED THAT 
SO MUCH EVIDENCE OF HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS IN 
ARGENTINA HAS ACCUMULATED THAT TO ARGUE ABOUT IT 
WOULD BE A 'WASTE OF TIME'." 

3. ACCORDING TO UPI DERIAN ALSO SAID THE GOA HAS 
FAILED TO CARRY OUT ITS COMMITMENT TO INVITE THE 
IAHRC TO VISIT ARGENTINA AND SAID ARGENTINA HAS A 
COMP!:O:ENIIAL 

CONFIOENIIAL ADP Declassification Review 
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VERY SERIOUS HUMAN RIGHTS PROBLEM. 
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4. HERALD HEADLINED "HARSH STATEMENT ON 
ARGENTINA IN THE U.S.," AND PRENSA "ACCUSATION 
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AGAINST THE ARGENTINE GOVERNMENT." IN AN UNt)SUAL MOVE, 

PRENSA COLUMNIST MANFRED SCHONFELD STRONGLY CRITICIZED 

THE REPORTED DERIAN REMARKS IN WHAT WE EXPECT WILL 

BE THE FIRST OF A NUMBER OF EDITORIAL ATTACKS AGAINST 

THE U.S. BESIDE THE DERIAN STOR~-~-LA PRENSA WAS 

A UPI PHOTO OF A PHILADLEPHIA COP,.l" PUSHING HIS FOOT 

DOWN ON THE HEAD OF ONE OF THE MOVE GROUP ARRESTED 

TITLED "REPRESSION AGAINST·EXTREMISTS IN THE U.S." 


5. WE RECEIVED THE WIRELESS FILE TEXT OF THE 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY'S STATEMENT AND USINFO 

092045Z BRIEF REPORT ON SOME OF HER TESTIMONY.-
HOWEVER, THE LATTER DOES NOT CONTAIN THE QUOTE THAT 

UPI FEATURED. · WE HAVE ASKED ICA TO PROVIDE IF AV'A TT.ABLE 

THE VERBATIM TESTIMONY ON ARGENTINA ASAP. 


6. COMMENT: IN THE ALREADY OVERHEATED ATMOSPHERE I BELIEVE WE 

CAN EXPECT EVEN SHARPER GOA AND PUBLIC REACTIONS TO THE DERIAN 

REMARKS THAN WE HAD AFTER THE EXIM BANK REFUSAL OF CREDITS TO 

ALLIS CHALMERS WHICH WAS PERCEIVED HERE AS A PUBLIC AND 

FORMAL ACCUSATION BY THE USG OF ARGENTINA. THIS IS THE SECOND 

BOMBSHELL WITHIN A SHORT PERIOD. I ATTENDED A RECEPTION 

THIS MORNING SPONSORED BY THE ARGENTINE AIR FORCE AT NEWBERRY 

(AEROPARQUE). I WAS THE ONLY AMBASSADOR AND ALSO ONLY U.S. 
EMBASSY STAFF PERSON INVITED. I FELT AS THOUGH I WAS WALKING INTO 
PROVERBIAL LION'S DEN. IMMEDIATE REFERENCE WAS MADE TO 
PAT DERIAN'S ALLEGED STATEMENTS. GREAT CONCERN WAS EXPRESSED 
ABOUT A TOTAL DETERIORATION IN USG-GOA RELATIONS. THE. 
ARGENTINE CONCERN WAS EXPRESSED IN A TAC'I'FUL AND 
COMPir>~MTIM:; 

PAGE 03 BUENOS 06232 102137Z 

COURTEOUS MANNER AND NOT IN ANGER, AS I HAD ANTICIPATED. 
I DO ANTICIPATE THAT WHEN THE WHOLE AFFAIR IS BETTER 
DIGESTED ALL HELL WILL BREAK LOSE. 

7. MY"GUT REACTION"- IS I MAY BE CALLED IN AGAIN BY THE 
FONMIN AS TO THE SOURCE OF ASSISTANT SECRETA~Y'S INFORMAT.InN 
ON SYSTEMATIC TORTURE AND SUMMARY EXECUTIONS.' I FEAR GOA'S 
ASSUMPTION IS INFO CAME FROM THIS EMBASSY. GOA MAY WELL 
DEMAND THAT USG SUPPORT ITS PUBLIC ACCUSATION WITH EVIDENCE. 

8. WOULD APPRECIATE DEPARTMENT'S COMMENTS ON LINE I MIGHT TAKE 
WITH GOA. 
CASTRO 
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86. 

Memorandum From Robert Pastor of the National Security Council Staff to the President's 
Assistant for National Security Affairs (Brzezinski) 

Washington, August 14, 1978 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Staff Material, North/South, Pastor, Country 
Files, Box 1,Argentina, 1-8178. Confidential. Sent for action. Inderfurth initialed the top right-
hand comer of the memorandum. Brzezinski wrote in the top right-hand comer of the 
memorandum: "RI DR item for the P." 
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ACTION 


MEMORANDUM FOR: 


FROM: 


" 

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCH. 


.August 14, 1978 


ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI 1; 

ROBERT. PASTOR t:,.// 
SUBJECT: . f/u.s. Policy t; Argentina 

This mem.otan~ r~sponds to your questions and comments on my memo of 

August 9 on Argentina •. 


You asked how we ean get hold of the policy l4nd also asked me for a memo 

on the fact that State did not consult with NSC in selecting its policy

towards Argentina. I don't think it would be productive .to send a memo-
randum to the Secretary expressrn~ displeasure for not being consulted 

on a previous decision.
\ ·t: 

. On Friday, l spoke to Vaky about Argentina. I asked him as well as 

Christopher's office, to keep me fully informed, a~d I expected that 

I would be asked to attend the meet:ing to discuss· it. I wasn't,. but 

Vaky brought me up-to-date. He said. that he and Newsoll!. had agreed 


· to !_send··vaky to Argentina at the end of the m:o'(l.th to make one· last 

at~empt at breaking the impasse in U.S.-Argentine relations~ ·In order 

to improve the prospects of a succes~ful meeting between Vaky and. 

Videla, they hope to obtain State-NSC approval of several items in 

the munitions control list. ""This courd then be pre~ented as a 

positive gesture of our interest.in good relations. In addition, it 

is vitally important that we make an attempt at mediating between an 

Iriter-American·commission on Human Rights and the Argentine Government 

in a way which pelrnlits ·the latter to save face and the fo.rmer to pre-
serve its institutional integrity~ Vaky also thinks that a Presidential 

letter reiterating the President's interest in good relations with . 


IArgentina would be useful, and whi.le I think it is also a good idea, 
I think we should wait until we have looked at the.whole range of 
decisions that need to be made before we consider a letter. 

"~I had originally planned to recommend that you send a memo to Vance 
which, in effect, requested tha-t the next round of decisions on U.S. 
policy to Argentina would be made with full NSC involvement and con-
sultation by the NSC, but after speaking with Vaky, and repeating your
interest that we stay very much involved, he assured me that he ~ould 
keep· me involved. I am not so certain that Dave Newsom, who made. the 
previous decisions without tlie NSC's involvement, is as interested as 
Vaky is. Perhaps-a brief mention of this to the Secretary would be 
helpful. To the extent that I am involved. I will. of course, keep you
fully informed. 
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Letter From Secretary of Defense Brown to Secretary of State Vance 

Washington, August 22, 1978 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Staff Material, North/South, Pastor, Country 
Files, Box 1, Argentina, 9-12/78. Secret. 
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tiear Cy: . . "r
·~ 

"",_..A• a; fq·lloW--1,ap io ~- Allsi.lst· 17 discu=asion betW~ you, ·+bi·g. and · ~
. .e-coric:tlmJrig our:·dat'er:iorctti.ng ·relatl0n$ .with Argentina~ 1. would ~..... 

l~f(.e to ree~rtd $Q1M pas,itive..steps which I· beHev• ~ttould.be 
t•ken on an urgent ba~ils ·to:. reverse the recent sharp doW'nturn in 
those retati ons. _,,,.. · · 

')')· 
' - . ·. ~-. -- . - ·_ - ~~-: - - -- - ' 

· l'·l:Jellev•' d1•re wa·s general •sj'r~nt 'between us that ot!.'t relations 
· wf th Argl'#~t,ina hav6 ~eq. seri09sly d~te:rtorated., ·'· bel_h~ve·. the 
~I"~~.. -~ ~~.~~~w~~~"'~~hd~•,,frQlll, ur.~·!A5.?•Y:-~ep~¢~t . 
. j:~•t<t · . ·· · tst. ·()f' .t;te.g~tJve. st•ps wh1,cn -the. GOA· wt 1l.' f~ii!.1 TQl"·«,:ed _to 

. tii*ke .unl,5$. we mo~ra'tf:!t<our •pproaclh · WllHe ~r hiwlif' rig&~ policy· \.: 
·J~. very, 1q,ortant, ~-ne•d also. to take Into ~~,unt f.b21t Argent:.ina · 
-.~5: a :kd1 n~tle>n ·wi,~.:~~-~et to oUf:' .~.l\~PJ'<,11 i f~r~tiw.i pOllcf:~nd . . 
~t .~· 9.0""',•t·a·t?Ae A.~t·•~• "!":-·~tlf«r'.that·:11t·t$bt-·~n· f:t!J~cnati lo.fl 

· Of.>qat•bt l i~i.~Q: ~;(~$ ~i.t:ff'.P~ru, 'a mare pro~cat ive $tend ,04 ,mer . 
·:·ill•ate Channel · ..1sS:W!, w,ltlictrawa.l ·fro.n· t~ftfp.pact• or:en11a11PA4-

. " ·tel•tlons with .Sovfe"t,.:fi10e .c.Oun:trhes' ..."." h 'not· in our. in'.teres:t"•. 
.· 'further,. ·1,t. tnay ~io;i·,t>e.:.at .• ~h·1,:p0in·t th4t. ,Ome ·~·rffc:atr(;n ·af· · · 

·: oiJ'r, ClPProacti, .t.f•, pr1;1pei':ly ~plained. ·wilt ae·tually help .en· the . 
lunnaft rights" ~ ssues'f . · · · · · · 

. ' ·:·· .. . .... 
..- ·1: ·~lcome·" Secr.et.lry)/•*f •s· proposecL.Sept~ber ·~h It·•.-:' lut t.n ild~ltlqn, · 
··~r:~t•....aet·f;c>n~. fi::•~r.t~d¥· ··<>,."the ~llH!•ry sf4e',, 1.re~d we . 
·.m.ocfElrat~ our. po&ltf onby_.ai)provhig .~ef'•re SeiReltlber·_,Oa1l _ttte·,pendlhg . 

·. :4rgent:ine .spet,rt!· parts>:'req~$ts. ·,lncl~$tlnS£-~ut .. not .ltmlted to, tho$• ' 
.. ' ·whh;h ·are -~t'ety 'fela~~·;: offering 'till,$ ::as a 9•st~e of' u.s. 9.~ 
· · f~t th. at a ti.a wtmn What. Amtuiss~~ cmarsete,..lzes as l\jut- · 
. raged n.ationa'Hsm*~ ·~ems to·b• trna g0vern:ing fa.ct:or rn:. A~nt'Jl're· 

't)ofltles. Atso, to tbe ext:eOt qur h1w aJlCIWs, I· beHeve ~ should 
.·;approve the pending requests to purchase DoD t:ralnrng' courses. 

' . - . ,_ . . . 

There have .be.en severa1 d~ve lopments s i nee a hold w~~ put on the$e · 
tiansaet rans. Argentine pubHe reaction to the ·d-enf.al of the $Z'JO 

. mi 1tTon EXHt Ba.nk loan for the·hydroelectric ;project. and to the 
. p1.1blie testimony by_ f'~· Derfan'be:fore· the HOuse .:Subc0mmittee on. 

..-

tn~er-Amer'-iean Aff~irs'.bas .been, as.we •1.mderst.and it, very neg,at,ive • 

. :;.· 

- ... ',,.,: .i'\ 

http:d-enf.al
http:io;i�,t>e.:.at
http:ttould.be
http:our:�dat'er:iorctti.ng
http:SecN'ta.ry


The t•rn:n·ist~ bombing .of Jwmir~l·4imbruschinr's .r~sidence,-·re·s~itt.ng. 
· ·in. th- !dctatb of hfs teencrge davght:er, ..h~s' • lso.. s~rved to. str~S'then • 

the :•r·gU111.e;rtt of minori\ty hard""Hne elements of t:b.e.Argenti~ mlHt:ary
that·r•fotnls •re pFent!ltt.i.ro. The a11 eged Ty~csn ·sta~~nt ret'Je(:tino 

· USG. s•?O:rt .for 't~ Morttott41-a terrorist$'> ev4ft' t1'9-µgh ·tot.~lly fals.a~ 
.ha•.)ione·.·further $erious:t1•rm ti:t our efforts• ·~o .. pr~te ·demoC:Tatiz,..;.•, 
don~ Tt,e GOA h.u, in fact, t•ken some· pqsitive st•ps to•~ ·t.he... 

.~lttO&\s .lald; .dowrl du-rlrig Dave H~socn-•s v'isi t by •iraip~i'ng an 
invl.~ati0t1· to the IA...a&r. l;>;y •greeing t:o a majority ·of eondi~Jons 
nece.ssal"y for 'Sutb a vi stt:' .,,"' by c;9ntin-uing to eon.st <let the remain... 
.cteT•, Finally, . tn vi ew>'1f d1e new i unta~:Pres-1.dent .ggwer relatJan.s.hh.i 

~st•Q fl·sfl.ed ·Aug.'1-st ~, ,' ·pQ!.!fe:r. play$ .betw~n :the ·pt'esfd;ent and ·junta~ : 


· •nd)•H'thln ,th.e Junta tt:s.elf, wi 11 pr~baQ)y caotin.u.e for th~ near term, 

· ·delaying ·the re$olution of key pol icy iS$ues. · · 

UnHke .ii\e. EXlM. $a.nk deciJlon, our. dee . .;:~ion to wi.th~old :tra'inlng and 
sP,ere ··P•i"ts. has rio.t. becn·i'1ade p\!bUc here·or in Art~nt:ina. For thls 
nta$()11, I·. thlnk we could ~afely modify our ·current {1o.Sition·wi thout 

..~:·---··~;tc;a..,~~·~llhtt~.::;.we ~-d to do tb,s- ··~l•t,.~y.....;.. Qr at·'·the· 
.',hrt•~·~'by '.the.,tJme·of the 1 \faky vl.si.t be~at1$e.of ~he admin}strati:ve· 
l~d~.dme prlar to th.lit le~lsl;ated emb-argo c:Ja~.t? .of S•ptemb•r 30 which . 

. wci>ul:d ~- neJ!ded .to implea.,en,t ,.any go~ah~,a~ d'.eci a.ion•. In .~aria~c;tton 
. : with.such a d~blon we ~ould infotln 'tfie·)iOA privately: tha't: (l) 
· . we· f!e~;QGnlae ·tne·: intern.f J>oH tic4I: a.tffi-<;uJtleis wh,lch h•v~. recently

deve·JQ.pftd' fiJ ··W.e arc~ offi!rfog ;these ·apprqva.ls .&$ ~neret!!,' evi d4nce 
· .of .o~r gQQd faith and :determination .to_.work .togath•r towatd· mtitual 
oltje~tlves, a'ild (3) :we haee and expect they win sff, fi!t t~i d:e:ve.Jop 
'and~·:~•~t a se-t bf su&stantia1. human rights·..lnlt~iativ•~ soon • 

. I 

'• -~ 
• .·Z 

•. 1. 

8_: •·· .. 
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88. 

Memorandum From Robert Pastor of the National Security Council Staff to the President's 
Assistant for National Security Affairs (Brzezinski) 

Washington, August 28, 1978 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Staff Material, North/South, Pastor, Country 
Files, Box 1, Argentina, 1-8/78. Confidential; Limdis. A copy was sent to Mathews. At the top 
right-hand comer of the first page of the memorandum, Brzezinski placed a check mark and 
wrote the phrase "a compelling, forceful report. ZB." 
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' r : ' f MEMORANDUM 
1(' \ 

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL 

CONP'IDENTIAL/LIMDIS
XGDS-4 August 28, 

1978 /'1' 
MEMORANDUM FOR: ZBIGNIEW BRZEZ~NSIrt ·~· 
FROM: ROBERT PASTOR . t\?. 
SUBJECT: Human Rfghts in Argentina 

Our Embassy in Buenos Aires has sent us a 14-page, single-
spaced Memorandum of Conversation with Alfredo Bravo, co-
President and one of the founders of tbe Argentine Perm;:i-
nent Assembly for Human Rights. Bravo spent four hours 
with our Embassy off·icials detailing the horrors of his 
imprisonment and torture by the Buenos Aires police.
Bravo's story is a compelling one, and I found myself
reading through the entire 14-page Memcoh;~eiougn i naa 
intended only to skim it. l ,.._ J ._ 

~ 0 ..;..{. - . , k}.. I rt: r::.,.J.. -... . 
Be.cause I believe his story. is important as we begin to lay ,,; 

ff. ..l;the groundwork for a new strategy to Argentina, I have pre-
pared below a short summary of that Memcon. 

Bravo's account is that of a classic "disappearance"--plain-
clothesmen entered the classroom where he was teaching, took 
him for "questioning" blindfolded and in an unmarked car. 
Then begins the horror. 

Bravo was held for ten days in various detention centers. 
During that time he was hooded constantly, naked, and denied 
food and water. The list of tortures he experienced and 
witnessed reads like a primer of cruel and unusual punish-
ment. He himself was: 

-- beaten, both by hand and rubber clubs; 

-- subjected to electrical shocks via a four-pronged
electric picana until his mouth and jaws were paralyzed; 

-- subjected to a bucket treatment where his feet were 
held in a bucket of ice water until thoroughly chilled and 
then shoved into a bucket of boiling water; 

-- subjected to "the submarine"--repeatedly being held 
under water until almost drowned. 

ADP Declassification Review CO!f!"!O!!'!NTI1tL/LIMDIS
XGOS-4 (Classified by z. Brzezinski) DECLASSIFIED 

by John Fitzpatrick, 4/24/2017 
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f". i 	 )f . 
Beyond the physical torture were a variety of psychological
horrors that Bravo was forced to watch or listen to: 

-- As he was moved from detention center to detention 
center, Bravo was thrown in vans with dead bodies and other 
naked prisone.rs showing physical evidence of violent ·torture. 

-- Group tortures occurred in which Bravo was placed in 
a circle of prisoners holding hands and electricity was ap-
plied; a woman prisoner was raped with the group standing by
and her boy friend shot when he objected: the group was beaten. 

Throughout the ten days of torture, the interrogation was a 
litany of questions about the activities and political affilia-
tions of people known and unknown to Bravo. In the last session,
Bravo and a number of other prisoners were taken to a field 
which appeared to be a garbage dump. Bravo, still hooded,
heard the sounds of beatings and many shots being fired. Then 
he and a few other prisoners were returned to the truck and 
to detention. 

Following that episode, further interrogation was conducted on 
an entirely different plane--as civilized people conducting 
a conversation. Then, Bravo was made a "regular prisoner",
and warned not to talk of what had happened to him or he would 
be found to have committed suicide. During his months in 
La Plata prison, Bravo heard other stories paralleling his 
own and worse. · 

In his talk with Embassy officials, Bravo emphasized that he 
was no superman and had cried out with pain like any other 
man. He said he provided j::his infe>rmation "to sl]Q:W ygu what

JI 	 you are fighting for". He asked tnat the .t.:moassy ~rea~ne 

infofmationcarelurry, "as my life is in your hands".· 


cc: Jessica Tuchman Ne. tw-......-a. 

11 	 ),. ,., ~.. .,;t ~ 
µrJ Y'"" ..-:-,...;,"f· .,._. 

w~). 
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89. 

Memorandwn From Robert Pastor of the National Security Council Staff to the President's 
Assistant for National Security Affairs (Brzezinski) 

Washington, August 31, 1978 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Brzezinski Material, Country File, Box 4, 
Argentina, 1177-12178. Confidential. Copies were sent to Owen and Denend. At the top right-
hand corner of the first page of the memorandwn, Brzezinski wrote: "set up meeting, incl. 
McGiffert, you, DA, & Vaky ZB." 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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·f'(NEIDE~:t;M (GOS) 

Aft~r reque..si;iµg an tccolJ.l>,ting, of itexns cµrrently being with--
hel(:\ py the $~ate o~~~~~t: for 11\0nt.ps, .· fix;.<!.·11.y P~~e. V,f!t.ltY 

,;_'...g-ave .Jl\:'e a ·ltst, ancll ',: ·:am:aJSs . '. , • ·· s: ou· .·· cf. · -the j\;li•er 

-~- ·... ·.··.·.. _-·~·t:_tb:r!J?:. :.·:.:n~·Pl!a·~i:~q2 f;:tna~. -~:9:~~,.. :~·~ts c . ··· .. t<·. 
. r~qil~S,,1:$; · Vialued. at il.i45· ~iiltonf 29 Cc:>llllllE!t:C~' :t,ic·ert,~e. r6q\l·~S1:i$,~ 
·Valtiea. ··ilt~ .. $:31 .milli9~J· ~nj apElr~J.t~t~ly._ll·•~~'.t~Impcij:i; Bank • , ' 
. t.raui~iit~tions, va1u~ t tter:u.:-ly $60~ rnillto~,:.·· J~e +~tt~· 
.. f.l.qw;'~ .~ Qli)ta.4:ned ~ti· .. ~ l):r;:~(i}+: ~h.iL9h: Col~,n' '.l.:~;.t .wit~ ~1':1' 

t.be .1)±'.1,ef· fiiqipa~ed '·t~t . t,he seat~ Departnietlt ~aµ estilllated · 
that .#~~re w~s ·.· $1. ;!J·. hJ.llion in non~ilitcufyi_ .~pQri;f; to ... 

· JU'qe~~tia ;t>Eiif.ng h~ld, .PP fpi; rll.~~:n ·r:i;gli,1.t,s ·r~~on$ .1 • T.~e tist 
,!$ $0. s~qg~ring. tiult;,.l'.i#.n i,·ed_.t.o wq~der just: ~w mtl(:h u~s. 
t:Jfad~· .~J,,(l,w1ae is;•e~~: ltei4i.--l.1,f b~.· ~ii~ .S't:{lt~;:J?e,p9-.~~~111;i .it 
ma:Y .b.~ ·.®ouq(i to tlc\V.~:: a. ;.S.i<Jfi,if.4,q.ant. *19.:d:t .<>ll. ~µ~· ~·t~~ ·of 
~ajql~'ii~~. ... The ,lett~it!' :fliQm. Ba.rota. .Brawn. ·to· se:c?:••~ilt.'Y. :VMCe 
'(he' ~~n.t.. Y,QU 9··cop;V. ,.at :l'~ •~l '• ~fOJ:'~j}1j{t.t'flfel~. c;f~· ;rl()~ •Of:~~. 

· us a.ny· guidance. ooo 11.a..s· no. str.ategY':r ·e~ce?t «t:o open tlje . 
f.loo~:tes. · · ·..·· 

I believe that ther~ °are. ce:t'tain. steps '<rtnat· 
0
we :;can. take·:· 

, _. q" - • - • • • -- ' ", !:: ' . 

• ....--. · .(.l). r would. s.e,n.tl• C>IJ; ,.Ambasstl,dOJ." Castro ..in to see 
. Pre:i!J:lJteni; Vid~la (qr :~~~~l Viola} to ;CO!lVey ~.'>p~;r·s-otlaJ.
iness:a.q.e from Presfd.:ertt. CaJ:t;:~r,,0£ oonc.e;r:n: a!:lQu:t tb~· ·sta~e of 
ol,l;tr 1te~at.,,;i.oa~J:ii1;> a.~:jt •li•h·tl)a.t: :we .--~tll__·.. ~~e ::.$t;$pa J;.Q ..µnp;r:o¥e.
t]l,CJ;t. #el;ationship .. ·~ a· ppsitive 9e$t]1r~·, .·Castro can> iniorlll .;. .._. 

Videl•·~at .we have·:~P:Pr9v~. license~ fqt the'':h~l.$C'Q~teJ:$ and 
for_ .~~~a1.· Qtb~+ .. $'.i~Y:::t:e.la:ted eqti¢pm~nt~_·•· .•. He;·.&nciult.il' a•il;so. . 
stat!i.!;iAil~ J?,;res*dent,'~da;r~~. would· l;l.k~• 0;it •. j,.~ ·t?,re~i(:le,nt Vi4~l~ 
oo\ild teh.eivi! 1unbas.saa01r vaky to ,discu$s ·ways >t<> intprbve ou;r 
:c~iil~~~rt•ll.t~ ··in grea~~ .~de'!=:tiil ~ · · .· · · · · · ··· · · 

.... ·. ·.· ~;t:-::.J2J ·--~~-- al?p~o~?~'~e .ln~~-;-~~;~~1\. .C:.O~~~~tc:):n 9~ .. ... _. 
· H.~~l\\::';~~~~:s in.~J!l;~~~~l.·_·WJl:Y __ and_. 'l:tlgq~t; v;q.~i.OU$··-f()ir;nm+ae 
wn~cb. .~q~µld ·poss1:1)Lyf:~~~ the deadloc-k aild.•.s~~ta,re. >an c,ag:ree,;.. 
lll~m;~::.. ~~am. the ~.9ett1;~AA'. §Qv~rMient :fQ:r; .ap ee.'i:lY..yis,tt. · Cor;,ce 
an ,,a'$3r(\i~nt is re~cl\l~i we :are in. a tce<fitinl4'J:'9 p9s·it.ion to 
beg:i,,n -~P"Vinq on a l:~~ ·shcire of tho(:e ii;:~s ·l!'lhJq~ ~£~ :c;ur-

r ~fa:fi.~~¥2~~~j~~-~i!~~J_ ·~---=-~~.~--- ~:-~,-~-. ·. ·-· ___·:.~~ ·- ---- ---- ·-·----~ ..---------~~--···---·-··· 
-- ·(3.) · In.·advaJJ.cie 'or Vaky '·s ·.visit, . t:he.·_··~pprt~I1ttPOrt 

.Ba~_· ·sijould 'bE,Jgin ~~ofin<J · erev~~l J;oa1lts ·• wni'dh:_-·are :f_X:~1' .· 
Q1J.r .~J::i{V~te seat.q,:r tQ tih~ir. private s~tQ;r1' We' catt d;®t.ify
t4•t·.ii?f -~e,yl.ng.that ~h~~~~loa.ns c~nn9t- itt c¥.1Y ~a.}" bf) ,,iJ?,.t.er- ·. 
Pi':ete.d, .aa suppo:17tive bf the ·Govern)Ue11t if th¢y ·.go directly to 
the priv.:ate sector. · 

,-- .· {i(} Tll.e 'V"'Jc;Y' Viait ·should b~ ~re. t.p.an. jU$t ~:t.tllospq~rics,
althoµ91l ~bat' sho'1J.d .~ an important ~:tetttent:; ..·Me;. $hc:iul«a--1nake 
cl.e~ to Vid~la· :t:,hl,\t w~ are prepate(f·•~-- mo~ iriun~i~.tely o'n a 
lar~e nµiJQber ·()~·· i-g~s if _Videla reaches agreement wi-th the 
I-i'.lter-.J)merican C.onuni$$ion. on Hum:an Rights and takes seyeral 

.°:~-¥; caref~ll:y', g~,1.iq'!"ciJ.;P~d steps. . . . . 
.·.. '• . . 

, . 

http:iJ?,.t.er
http:h~~~~loa.ns
http:t>Eiif.ng
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·'llh9~e fO\:iJ:' ert~p& ··at.~ !J.:C~.tt~lly a. ;ro.qgjfl, ~µ.t1ine 0'~. :Wh~t ·a,,;..<: ,· , .:.:IJJ·) 
i.$trategy.. ;p9per ~houl:d-:loQlt l.i;ks. I ha'.ve dxa;f.ted a. l~tt~Jf'at 


.Tab ... 1\. ~.tl~P'n ,·$u9Ve;tt£S.:: a n:tC]h7 +eyei· ~ev;~ ···':'~ ~111;'s·' ''#..·sii\i~ :~ ..;"'.l . · 

i;eco•e~4 . t;fia t •na~~d of., •.... $ending l.t t9 .a~cret.a;ry_ .V!lnoe ·¥~ 

1,1$.e it ae 9'1ii.danee, . 'it.n.Cl th:at you" c~ll Sfi!b:t'etary VC!lnde intt::t:•ad. 


' ' . ' ' . ·. 

I ~9n'fcbeli~v.e .tAAt a ~~qr paper ··is ,~~~i~ed, l)ttt:: ;£ :s~te 

· sqji4wks: at d·rafti·nq·a ·paper ql,;li~kly, I would: be. pt~pAlie'~;. l:~ · 


de» it.. · · · ·· ·· . 

. ' ' .~ 

~c6~tWA1r.lOth . ! ' 

!.'hat you call Seeretaey .:y'anee and. ·urg~. l;d;:lll te> hfiye .a p~~;r;
drafted WRiGh_ ~~ifs 'fortl:Ji,)1~veral'· ():i!_j~¢;~;\.V¢S" .fOJ: .ari.. -~e.1°'.~'J:'!. 

J 

$.trategt. •. •· \~ f:.,~·t" · 
'Jj( . APPOOVE ,' ,, P.fSAPPROVE 

A:l.ternative].,y., that yOU send the letter at Tab A. 
_........,_....·DISAPPROVE 


':: 

cc: ee1¢y.dwen 
L~s·Oenerid 

-~-JGDS} 

'' 
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90. 

Memorandum of Conversation 

Rome, September 4, 1978, 10 a.m. 

1 Source: Carter Library, Donated Material, Papers of Walter F. Mondale, Overseas 
Assignments-Trip Files, 1977-80, Box 22, Vice President's Visit to Rome and the Vatican, 
9/2178-9/4/78: Background. Secret; Sensitive. The meeting took place at Gardner's residence. 
Clift sent an abbreviated record of this conversation under a September 5 covering memorandum 
to Vaky, Aaron, and Pastor. (Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Staff Material, 
North/South, Pastor, Country Files, Box 1, Argentina, 9-12/78) 
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OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT 

WASHINGTON 

September 5, 1978 

MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION, AMBASSADOR GARDNER'S RESIDENCE 

September 4, 1978, 10:00 a.m. 

ARGENTINE SIDE U.S. SIDE 

President Videla Vice President Walter F. Mondale 
Col. Miguel A. Mallea Gil 
Dr. Ricardo Yofre 

A. Denis Clift 
Intetj>reter: 

VP: 	 I·.·am pleased to have this meeting. I remember the meeting 
we had in the White House at the time of the Panama canal 
Treaty ceremony. We wane good re.lat1.ons and, speaking
candidly, there are strains now. I hope today we can 
make some p~ogress. I told the President of your request.
He said by all means I should meet with you and he asked 
me to extend best wishes. He said we don't want trouble 
with Argentina, but human rights are a central concern. 
I will report to the President personally on.your views. 

V: 	 Thank you, Mr. Vice President, for inviting me. For me 
it is an extremely important opportunity to discuss these 
matters because I feel our relations are deteriorating.
I fully concur with President Carter's position on human 
rights. We have profound belief in the democratic ' 
process so that men can live with dignity and freedom. 
We are with the United States and we are not troubled 
by criticism when it is objective. However, we are 
concerned by attitudes projecting interVention in 
domestic affairs. I spoke with President Carter about 
this at the time of the Panama Canal Treaty signing,
but since that time we have had to delay our announcement 
of an invitation to the Interamerican Commission on 
Human Rights because of U.S. criticisms projecting
intervention. 

A second probfem--Argentine politicans were invited to 
visit the. United States, but they, too, did not visit because 

ADP Declassification Review 
SEC'.R!I/SENSITIVE XGDS DECLASSIFIED 
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Memorandum of Conversation page 2 
Ambassador Gardner's Residence September 4, 1978 

V: 	 (continued)
of the U.S. statements intervening in our affairs. Mrs. 
Darien's statements are contributing to a deterioration 
in our relations.· 

VP: 	 Were her statements ma.de in Argentina or in Washington. 

V: 	 In Washington before Congress. Mr. Vice President, the 
western world must be united, and the United States must 
lead the western world. At the same time, tqe people of 
Argentina cannot tolerate intervention. This is our 
concern. 

VP: 	 I fully understand. We don't want to get into such a 
situation. We want to work with you ·to have. good relations. 
As you know, the Humphrey-Kennedy Amendment is coming into 
effect. We must soon take decisiqns on the Allis-Chalmers 
deal. We want to be helpful. It would be important if you
could have the Interamerican Human Rights Commission received 
in Argentina on terms acceptable to the commission: We • 
would not link your actions with our own, but if y~ou do 
something, then we could do something. 

As you know, the U.S. press covers developments in Argentina
closely. There are certain human rights ~ases with the 
people known to our press--people such as Jacobo Timerman. 
To the extent that you make progre.ss on thef;le cases, it 
will help us to make progress. We know that you have had 
problems in your country, and we want to work with you to 
establish a firm basis for p~ogress. 

V: 	 I understand, and government-to-goveri:unent relations are 
not easy. My concern is WQen· a problem between us is raised 
to the level of a public or popular issue. This leads to 
situations where our citizens adopt partisan positions
against the United States, to situations where our businessmen 
adopt partisan positions because they cannot conclude deals 
when Ex-Im does not grant a loan. 

VP: 	 I understand. If we could get this turned around then we 
could move ahead, for example, on Allis-Chalmers. I would 
also like to suggest that it would be good if Assistant 
Secretary Vaky could come to Argentina to meet w:ith you 
or with a person of your choice for a review of our relations.· 

V: 	 Would this be after the Interamerican Commission or before. 

SECl!t:ET/SENSITIVE XGDS 
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Memorandum of Conversation 	 page 2 
Ambassador Gardner's Residence 	 September 4, 1978 

VP: 	 Oh, I think it should be as soon as possible. 

V: 	 Perhaps we could arrange a visit by the commission by 

mid-October. 


VP: 	 But could you announce the visit earlier. 

V: 	 Perhaps. I would like to point out that since our meeting 

at the Panama Canal signing, there have been a series of 

events showing the efforts on the part of-our government: 


we have issued a list and names of all the detained; 

we have published a list of all of those who disappeared
and then reappeared; 

last Christmas we released approximately 500; 

this last week, 65 individ\UJ,ls were freed; 

I have indicated that we are prepared to give a 
favorable response to the Commission oq Human Rights; 

Timerman's situation has changed; he is now out of 
jail and under house arrest; 

Professor Bravo is now under house arrest and we 
expect the court to lessen the charges against him. 

Officials of the U.S. government are weleome in Argentina, 
but they cannot give the impression that they are coming 
to inspect us. 

VP: 	 No, they would come exercising discretion. It will be 
important to have the announcement on a vi~it by the Human 
Rights Commission on the terms acceptable to the commission. 

V: 	 We could have done so last month, but Mrs. Darien's statement 
before the Congress forced us to suspend our ani;iouncement. 
In the course of a few days, I believe we could develop a 
satisfactory announcement. 

SECRET/SENSITIVE XGDS 
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Memorandum of Conversation page 4 
Ambassador Gardner's Residence September 4, 1978 

C: In considering the announcement, it is important to remember the 
tight timing in the United States. The Ex-Im Bank must take 
its decision by September 15. The Humphrey-Kennedy 
Amendment comes into effect on October 1. 

VP: We would hope the announcement could be taken care of before 
then. 

V: This was our intention. I don't think it can be done, however, 
before September 15. 

VP: We are encouraged that you will receive the commission. Will 
you authorize me to tell the President that this will be done. 

V: Yes. 

VP: When may Assistant ~ecretary Vak.y come. 

V: After our announcement on the commission. ** 
For Vaky we would prefer no other stops. 

VP: 	 You would like him to visit Argentina alone. 

V: 	 Ideally, yes. 

VP: 	 I won't give you a yes on this, but I will recommend it and 
I will get back to you. 

V: 	 Will you let us know ahead of time what his mission will be to 
permit us to prepare for it. 

VP: 	 I will report to the President.on mv return and we will contact 
your ambassador immediately. 

V: 	 Mr. Vice President, U.S.-Argentine relations proceed in multiple
channels--economic, political, cultural. Now our relations are focused 
solely on human rights. We can unde~stand this problem if it 
is addressed in the broader spectrum of our overall relations 
and is not the single focus. 

S!Clt!!Y/SENSITIVE XGDS 
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Memorandum of Conversation page 5 
Ambassador Gardner's Residence September 4, 1978 

VP: 	 We have no desire to interfere in the affairs of your country.
We have enough domestic problems of our own.. If we can get 
on the road to progress in human rights, this whole other 
vista will open. We want the best possible relations. The 
President was taken by you during the meeting he had last 
year~ Be is disappointed in the current course of our 
relations. He wants our relations to head in the right
direction. I think we are now at a point where we can turn 
the right way. 

V: 	 I think we can. Mr. Vice President, I know your time was 
limited. I appreciate this meeting. Please give my
greetings and best wishes to President Carter• 

• 
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Memorandum From the President's Deputy Assistant for National Security Affairs (Aaron) to 
Vice President Mondale 

Washington, September 15, 1978 

1 Source: Carter Library, Donated Material, Papers of Walter F. Mondale, Box 57, Foreign 
Countries-Latin America I, [2 1978]. Confidential. 
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MEMORANDUM 


THE WHITE HOUSE 	 5496 
WASHINGTON 

CONFIDENctIAL 

September 15, 1978 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 	 THE VICE Pru:_S~ENT 

FROM: 	 DAVID AARON21t' 

SUBJECT: 	 US-Argentine Relations: A Status 

Report Since your Meeting with Videla 


Following up your meeting with President Videla, we asked our 
Ambassador to speak to 	Videla's assistant. Ricardo Jofre1 to 
obtain a timetable for 	Vaky's visft. ne iearnea tnat tne 
deadline for the submission of the bid by Allis-Chalmers was 
put off one month to October 15. We were also informed that 
the Argentines plan to 	announce in early October an agreement
with the Inter-American Connnission on Human Rights for a visit 
and that they expect a 	visit from Pete Vaky by the second or 
third Week of October. 

Christopher and Henry Owen met with John Moore and decided that 
a letter of interest could be issued to Allis-Chalmers about 
October 1, which is satisfactory to the Argentines and to Allis-
Chalmers. The Argentine Government will be ·taking a number of 
steps, including releasing prisoners, before then, and that will 
make it easy for us to explain to the American public why we hav.e 
altered our X-M decision. 

Dave Newsom will be chairing a meeting next week to discuss an 
overall strategy for us policy to Argentina. . -

We have noticed in our conversations with the Argentines a new 
receptiveness and interest in discussing a wide range of issues,
and we believe this was made possible by your conversation with 
Videla. Still, there is a long way to go. We have learned, for 
example, that the Argentines are playing games with us on rafify-
ing the Treaty of Tlatelolco primarily because they feel we are 
playing games with them on human rights •. 

ADP Declassification Review 
DECLASSIFIED 
by John Fitzpatrick, 4/24/2017 
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Memorandum From Jessica Tuchman Mathews of the National Security Council Staff to the 
President's Assistant for National Security Affairs (Brzezinski) 

Washington, September 25, 1978 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Staff Material, North/South, Pastor, Country 
Files, Box 1, Argentina, 9-12/78. Confidential. Copies were sent to Pastor, Albright, and Renner. 
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I .swmun, c. "?',• Jib@•~i . 
( ... \· 

5150 Md-on 
·· . _,MEMORANDUM 

. 'NATlONAL SECURITY· . ·ouNCIL ... 

25, 19.18 : .. 

.. MEMQ~ FOR:· .. ·. 

···FROM:.~ · · ·. 

SKI 

JESSICA-TU~rol ·~f,~ 
SUBJECT:. Thoughts- Olli .the Att~hed ...... 

· . .: 

.. 


I Shat'Et some ~f Bob~ s .frustratio'll;· .bu1: .I C~'®.Ot agree tlutt our poJ.J.c:y i .. .. · 
·,towar-ds A.+gent.ina· ha• been 11disa~.tr91,1s1'.. ~t n.s c~rtainly been· d1.fff.cu1t. ·. · 

.· unev-en and tell$8, ~t. given the.cpnflic:tillg ·~tere$t$:._~·t'. stake_ I'm not · 
.sure·exactly bow it ccn.ild:· have .been. ~roved.. Consid~r.!. 

Thehuma.D. rights record of .President videla's.adull.ui.stratiort is 
ltE>r:i;ible.. Reports of. vic:l.QUS and. irJ.stzitutionalized tortU:Te a,re. 
well documentect. . On the other hand. n.~ithei we nor Videla can : .. 
control"the indisput•ble teri.orist. threat, and Videla i.S probably·
better than anyone who.would r~placehim. on the right or the left. 

The GOA is caught betveen want~ to contitwe its lo~ and close · . · · ·. 
relationeh:tp ~t)l the US and· w~till& to· prove its pride alld. strength.:".
by thumbitJ&· its nose at us -..... as :»razil. bas dQde. , · · · 

· -- The GOA wants· to pursue· (or at leest keep alive) a .nuclea:r lifeapons 

.option·. Re don.' t want them to. . · · 


Argentina has been the site of heavy fQreign investmeni:j ~hile 
~heCoJl.Sress, ovt!l:'. Administration opposition, enacts 11ukages
between. trade/.investment and hµnsan.rig'hts~ On the merits, if these 
restrictions·appl,y ·any~du~x-., th~y. apply in Argentina. · . . . , . ~ . ..., 

· There i.s a very high ·sensitivity; to 'Ai'gentine events in Congress • 
. The Kenn~y Atn,en~t which takes. ~ffect next week is unique•. 

' ' . ' . . . . ~ . ' . 

!' tiv:en all t.hese crosscurrents, bqth" between the two government~ and 
··· .· ·· 'Withh-~e-GOA.1 -4-4.on.!..t. knoW:.cwbat...an.o_Y!!.~!l:ll "str~tegy" would look 

like. Our actions haven't been ,as random as.they-·miSh.t seem~·:·-·rsee. -· --,-··-
two. threads as '1~aving shaped o.qr be.havior toward Argentina•. First, 

.reaction to canfl:tct.J.1'.g.sigrial:s from th~GOA .;.._promises of progress~ . 
short term J?i'ogress .the~ regression.> a for'Ward and back pattern repeated 
Qver and pver. Not just·on b.u1'.lan· rights> b"l,lt equally on prolifer'ation. 
Secondly, imp1ementip.g.the la~_:,._ th~ impending deadline.of tbe Kennedy 
amendment, and the H!it"kin amendments, particularly on Ex-Im. 

At one point an effort to explicitly define a 11strategy" was ma.de -- With 
b~d results. That was Newsom's instructions for his visit there! last · 
spring.· To a certaiil extent. th8.t approac~ was repeated in Mql1aanr"i:> 

·ADP Declassification Re~iew . 
;..C0N!'tDmImtGDS DECLASSIFIED . . .: .,'/;h, sft~f,~-r by John FitzP.atrick, 4/24/2017 · 
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·>recent 'IQ.eet::lng wi,th Videia:; :.in that ~e tried· to·defille .an explicit 

. ·tra~eoff for-. the GOA -- yo\.l do this·. and we 111 do that• . ~ile that 

· approach ~•ems tight mid n.eat 9 . it doesn't work· because. when the GOA 


·doesn't do· what it promises we can.not be flexible without appearing to · 
"blirik0 

•. When we .change the conditions or give .the quid witl\out the. 
· · :quo,. I 151uspec:t that we $t~~then. the hands of the hax:ciliners. within · · 

· ·the GoA ~- furt~e~ w~ the cr~dibility of ~h~ mode~ates.'' 

I 	 have only two .pres~iptions and iieit:her has t;o_d~ wi.th Argent:\na -
·.·they are· of general applicati0n•. -~ first is that .we devote con•ideral>le 

effort t~ a:D. educ•tion project to convince Congress tlµlt ·linking ce~·tain 
trade and ~vea.~ut policies With human.rights doefl.not furt;he~ the · 
cause o~ bwnan _rights •.. This wo\lld :be·-a·~long, slow: pr~tiss·witb~t a new 

'. n4C~Qm_pli&hm•t" at the .ef1d, but ·t s\.U~peet~·it. wouJ;d. be·~well'warth tQe · 

-:· ~fer:t. the second is .that W.e try. in f1.dinini.ster.1.ng i:he.-human J:ights . 


·. progrP8, to avoid jUdging .treti.ds •- po~itive or·negative -... at' less 
.	~ban· annual. iti~rvals.• · This .would be bal.d ;to apply on visits..from . 
tl)e- P-residep~i:al level down to the Assistant Secretary; for it ·is..on t;;he&e 
occasions. that we most often look fpr some hook ori which to hang a positive·

. ·ac:tio11 -- gift,. loan,·ag~eeiaent o~ what&.er,. B.ut there ar~ 'other , · · 
·· 	 artificial deadlines ·to which we .frequently react -- .'an impend.ing IFI 

vot.e. for ~ple.. The truth :u tbat :in. reacting -.to .sbo,J;t .term changes. 
:we inevitably co1J.(ienin oursel,ves .to follow a je:rky an,d .·. i-P.cQUsistent pol.icy, 
·for cha.1)8•. ·that is las.ting and. ineani.Dgful on. ~ societal s~le, seldom . . . 
occtir·s in..less tbai). a yel!lr' $ time,, and· ·generally in much l.qJl8er (obviously

··.·there.·are exceptions ~ a J:evol:u.t:lon, etc.) •. Malc;Lng· this'.,Chang.e in 
· poiicy would requ.ire a. Presidential decision since· it would ·alter 
. es.tablish~ ways .of doing. bu.siness.~ It also obvfously cart·ies the risk 
of being overly rigid •. but least it seems to· JJ1e· war.th. a serious. look _... ·a . 

. study of its pl~ses .and .minuses. ·• · · 
. ·. . . ... _·. 

. . RECOMMERDAT.ION: . 

Tha~ you approve ~y·. d;raft~g :a Dodson.,.Ta:rnof.f.111emofal).dum. direc-ting .an . . 
in_teragen<:y study of ~e advant~~es and c;lisa,clvan;:ages ,_of a policy that;. . 
would eX}:>licitly seek to av7>!d'"'any us evaruatloii of pos:J_tive or negative 
trends. in human. rig~ts'~servance at. less than, annual intervals~ 

. ;A?PROVE . . V" -~~ DISAPPROVE---·---

. \..~- ...r~~~~ \i,..~Jr~ . 
J..,: . . • 

. , ....t.s~ M;. 
..·.. 

cc: 	Bob Pastor 
Madeleine Albright 
John Renner 

• 
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Telegram From the Department of State to the Embassy in Argentina 

Washington, October 3, 1978, 0029Z 

250739 

1 Source: National Archives, RG 59, Office of the Secretariat Staff, Records ofCyrus Vance, 
Secretary of State, 1977-80, Lot 84D241, Box 10, EXDIS 1978 Memcons for Vance. 
Confidential; Immediate; Exdis. Drafted by Pfeifle; cleared by Ruser, Newsom, and Vaky and in 
S/S; and approved by Perry. Vance was inNew York for the U.N. General Assembly. 
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UUIUUINUtitHU I tJLN I I AL 
·Departnient of Stat~ 

PAG£ 81 STAT£ 251739 	 7091 STATE 
OfilGlll SS-25 

INFO OCJ·lll IS0-110 SS0-311 /O?ti R ~. 11onns i10TED THAT THERE 1111s SOllE c01tcw1 1N THE 

UNIT£0 STAifS lillil ESPECIALLY Ill lHE STA1E.0.EPARTl1EllT 


DRAFT.El> BY ARA/CEH:lPFEIFLE:JHA \llTH' REGARD TO THE TREATY OF TLATELOLCO. , HE EXPLAtrm"f-

APPROVE II BY l>: Jl'ERRY 
 lHE PROCESS Of RAllFJCATIOll. 'THE FOREIGN 111NISTRY 

AllAtECA - C. V. RUSEii 
 SEllT A ORllFT 10' lHE DEFEllSE AHO ECOllOlllC 'HllllSJRIES 

l':OllEY;OH • AND THEii THE TREAlY I/AS SEHT 10 THE PRESIDElll. THE 

SIS - JPERRY 
 PRESIDCHT RETURNED IT T.O' lHE FOREIGH lllHISlRY FOR 

ARA: PVAKY . 
 CHANGES ANO THE lREATY llAS mn TO THE llEFEHSE 

------------------981939 ll311122Z /13 l!llllSTRY Oii AUGUST 14 FOR SIGllA1UR£. Ii THEN \IEHT 

0 ll311112U OCT 78 AGAIN TO TllE PRESIDENCY. FR011 ·THERE J1 llAS SElll 10 

Fii SECSTAT£ llASHDC THE A0111NIST;ATIVE ANO LEGISLATIVE COHlllSSIOll FOR 

TO AllEHBASSY .BllUIOS AIRES IHllEDIATE .APPROVAL, HONTES INDICATED IT l/OUlD TllEN REQUIRE 


PRESIDEllTIAt, SIGNATURE TD COllPLETE fORllAt LEGAL 

C 0 II f I 0 £ N I I A t STATE 251!139 RATlflCATIOll. HE EHPMASllED THAT IH ACCORDANCE lllTH 


VIOElA'S lllSTRUCllOKS, All .STEPS tu TllE RllTIFICilTIOll 

EXOIS PROCESS llOULO SE TAllEN AS EXP.ElllTIOUSlY AS POSSIBLE •• 


E.O. 	 11651: GOi s:· THE'SECAE,fJIKI' BRIEFED ltOIHES 011 C~llP lli\VfO AtlD \ 
!10HHS COljGRAIULATED .IUH OU TlfE SUCCf~S. 110H1ES. 

TAGS: l'UR, AR RElAlED THiil llllER HE SPOKE \llTJI l'AESID£1iT CEAUSfSCU \ -
111 ROHAHIA, THE ROHAlllAff LEADER SAID lHAT llRGEtlTl/t4 

SUBJECT: S!CRHARY VlillCE'S HEETIHG lltTH 'f!RliEttTIHE COULD U~E ITS GOOD OFFICES EHECTIVCl) lllTll BOTH TllE 

f'? FOREIGN tlllll STER lfOllTES ARABS ·AHO THE ISRAEl!S. HOtlTES PER:>Ot!P.Lt\' HAO 


Q 1. SECR£TiiRY \IAMCE HET lllTH ARl.iEllTlllE FORE"ll llllllHEI\ SPOllEll TO aortr TttE JEillSH AllO ARAB CotlllUHIT tES !H 

· · llONTES Oii SEl'TEl1bER. ?S Ill llEll YORli. AH8~SSAOOR ROS ARGENTlllA AH OHEREll. JO SPEAK TO lHE AtfSASSAllOR 


AMO All6ASSAOOR AJA ESPIL Of ABGEHT 11111 JlllO Ull&ER If lHE SEcaEJARY THOUGH THAT llOULD 6E USEFUL. 

7.sECRElARY NEllSOH WERE AlSO PRESENT. FOREIGN HIHISTER THE SECRETARY SAIO Hi llOULll BE GRATEFUL If llOHTES 


HOllTES RAISED lHE HUllPHRO/KtHllEOY AHEHlltlENT AMO THE 	 llOULD SPEAK TO THE ilHOASSAOORS IN 8UEl10S AIRES. -0 TREATY Of llATELOlCO NIO OFFERED ARGEIHlllE ASSl$TANCE 
OH 111DOLE EAST [fFORTS. 6. HOllTES SAID KE PERSOllAH Y 111111 TA~EN STEP'O TO 

ltlPROVE RELATIOHS BECAUSE HE FELT T~Al US/ARGEHTIHA0 
2. llO!ITES llOTED THiil OUlllllG TllE MEETING BETl/fEN YI CE· RElATIOllS lll:R~ FUllOAHEllTAL TO BOTH COUHTa.IES A!IO 

:"") PRESIDENT llOHOAlE AllD l'RESIOEllT VIOHA Ill ROiff, IT NOTED· COllll£RCIAL RELATIOHS llfRE ON THE RIGHT TRACK. 
" llAS AGREED THAT CERTAlll STEPS \/ERE TO BE TAflEll BY THE SECRETARY VAllCE EXPRESSED TME DESIRE 10 HOVE THE 

UNllED STllTES AND TllEH BY ARGENT IIUI. HE HAD em1 RELATIONS BETllEEH lHE l\10 COUllTRIES Ill A POSITIVE· 
"q ltl.FORHEO Of THE INCREASED FLEXIBILITY tu THE US EX·ltl DIRECltOH AlfD. llAS PLEASED THAf THE 110NDJ\LEIVIDEt4 

·IAllK -AHO- THAHKED THE SECRfTAAY FOR 1111 t THE NEXT llEE TlllG HAO 8Efll COllSTRUCI 1¥E. C"RISlOPHER 
0 STEP, llAS UP TO ARiiEllTlllA. KE LEFT Ill 6UENOS AIRES A 

DRAFT Of fHE POSITIVE REPLY TO THE lllTER·AHfRlCflll 
QHUHAH IUGHTS con111ss1011 llAHRCl AND YIDElli PlA/IS TO ' 

REPL r BEFORE THE OEAOL lllE. tlOllTES HOPED THAT If THE 

~i:.) IAIRC GOES TO AR6EIH lllA IT lllH SE AS OCJECTI VE AS ... 


POSSIBLE. 


,...... l, llONTES NOTED THAT THE llUffPHR£Y/K£11NEOr ADllfltD~NT 
GOES lllTO EFFECT OCTOBfll I. FOR MNY YEARS THE U.S. 
HAS Sl.IPPL IED AllGEIHlllE fflllT/\RY EQUIPllEllT ANO 
TRAllllNG. THE CUT Off Of SPARE PARTS lllll BE PAR- ... 
TtCUlARl Y Dlff ICUL T. PERHAPS THE NEXT STEP l/OUlO BE 
FOR 1HE U. s. TO REVIEll TllE SITUATIOll ANO DETElllllHE 
If lEGAll Y SPARE PARTS COULD BE SUPPLIED TO ARGUTINA. 
Al1BASSAOOR NEllSOH NOTED THAT THE BROOKE llt1£HDHEHT 
llAllES IT POSSIBLE TO RELEASE SOil£ GOODS llH£R£ THE ...
COHTRACT llAS HADE BEFORE THE HUHPHREY-KENllEOY • !" 

AtlEllOllEHT. 11£ HAG REVlEllEO SOllE CASES AHO HAD liEl£ASED 

SOtlE ITEllS, lllCLUOlllG HEL !COPTERS AHO PERISCOPES. 

11£1/SOll ADDED THAl THE USG NAO l OOllEO Al A HUllBER Of 

ITEllS IN llGlll Of LEGISLATION AND lllEQUITIES TO ...
ADP Declassification Review 
llANUFACTURERS. COllSUL TATIOllS lllTH CONGRESS, HOWEVER, 

1110,ICl!lEO T~E AUTHORS OF !HE AHEllOllEllT TOOK A STRICT 
 DECLASSIFIED 
Vlfll l"TH REGJIRO TO HlllTARY SUPPLIES, ES~ECIM.LY 

SPARE !'liRTS. llEllSOll SAID THAT THE UNtTED 	 by John Fitzpatrick, 4/24/2017STAlES .RECOOHIUO THE HARDSHIP FO!I AR_,EHTlllA BUT HUST AllAIT ' 


All ltlPROVEO SITUAl 1011 AllO COllGRES:ilOllAl ACTIOll. 

llOHlES !lOTED THAT IN TE~llS Of. lKE POL tTICAL REU.TIOllSHIP 

SN1R£ fi!RTS ilfRE ~ERY llli'QRTAHT. SECilCT!\RY Vl\llCE. SAi D 

NC .llOULO LOOK UITO .THE ISSUE. 


NOT TO 8E REPRODUCED' lllTHOUT THE 
Al!THOllmTJOll Cf THE E~QUTIVE S£CRETA!ti 

CONFIBENTIAL 
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Memorandum From the Vice President's Assistant for National Security Affairs (Clift) to Vice 
President Mondale 

Memo No. 999-78 

Washington, October 19, 1978 

1 Source: Carter Library, Donated Material, Papers of Walter F. Mondale, Box 57, Foreign 
Countries-Latin America I, [2 1978]. Confidential. Sent for information. 
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MEMORANDUM 

OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT 

WASHINGTON 

INFORMATION CONFIDEN'l'IAL 

Memo No. 999-78 October 19, 1978 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE VICE PRESIDENT 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 	 Argentina to Accept Hum.an Rights
Commission Delegation 

Argentina announced October 17 its willingness to permit a 
visit by a delegation from the Inter-American Human Rights
Commission (IAHRC), preferably between March and May of 
next year. An official in the Argentine president's office 
told Embassy Buenos Aires that the IAHRC delegation will 
have access to prisons, political leaders and the relatives 
of missing persons -- but not to military bases. Even so, Ihe added, the decision to accept the delegation was contro-
versial in Argentine military and government circles. I 

ADP Declassification Review 
· CONf'IBElftf:M; 	 DECLASSIFIED 

by John Fitzpatrick, 4/24/2017 
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Memorandum From the Assistant Secretary of State for Human Rights and Humanitarian Affairs 
(Derian) to Secretary of State Vance and the Deputy Secretary of State (Christopher) 

Washington, January 26, 1979 

1 Source: National Archives, RG 59, Office of the Deputy Secretary: Records of Warren 
Christopher, 1977-1980, Lot 81Dl 13, Box 28, Human Rights-Argentina IV. Secret. Printed 
from an uninitialed copy. A stamped notation on the memorandum indicates that it was received 
in D at 6:02 p.m. At the top of the memorandum, an unknown hand wrote, "WC-Here is Patt's 
thinking on Argentina, which I mentioned in my memo for your meeting Friday." Reference 
presumably is to Friday, February 2. 
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l'RCll: 

.The ·s.ereta~ 
The Deputy secret:a.ry 

BA - Patricia ll. Der~
• 

mmrmam J)IRBCfI/Y 'fo...L}__
·101' REVIEWED BY S/S---Rext Step& in Argentina 

!he increaainq magnitude and brutality of Argentine
human rights violations convince me that it i• time for 
1111 to take ad.41tional •aaures to underscore our concerns 
and bring preaaure to bear on. the .J'wlta to mali:e improve-
aenta •. on1y·sa1>stantial pressure across a broad front is 
likely to have any real effect, and there are a number of 
things we can and aho\114 do. .. • • M \ ·f1t 

1· 'rhe situation is clea.dy[4-terioratin9} ,..f 1"'f""Vt"'j S .,...., 

-- 38 bodies, •many of them without he•'2• or hands, 

were recently ~ashed ashore on one of Argentina's

Atlaaitic beachee. A Buenos Aires newspaper which had 

bveaUgatec! the repor.t killed the story at the direction 

of the Pr"iden.tial Press Office. 


-- Our Embassy estimates that about 5~ • 1 ·•ilP"'T'PAll
a month take place in Argentina. The International Red 

CfOii representative in Buenos Aires recently characterized 

the disappearances as •a cal.au.lated paliey• of th• 

ArcJentine authoritiei. · -

-- Por the past three weeks, securit.y forces have 
anw1~ and threatane4·to ,t.mprison mothers of the dis-

appe&J'ed who have held weekly silent dalonstrationa in the 

capital's ..in aqgare ·for the past two years. 'l'his heavy-

banded police intJ.atdation follows by only • few week• the 

soot.hi;mJ prO!Diaes given tbe mothers by a Presidential 
Palace spokesman at Christmas. 

· -- An officer of th• Argentine Permanent AUei:abJ.Vor 
Suman Rights told our Blllbaasy in December ma1: eec-.u:it.y
forces s!aply murdered a·ccuple in their own home without 
botherinq to take tbea to a detention center. The s•e 
source said he had received other recent reports of such
killings. ~ 

S:SC:1'1! 
(RDS-4 01/26/94, DERIAN, Patricia M.) 
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-- .. continue to receive numaroua highly credible 
reports· that ~-f~ lu$ffl~Y in th• · iAtarrOCJ'•tiOAo4C ~eFc&i.c ....p1cana, .. 

aupercharged cattle prod., i• still 
apperentl.y a favorite tool, u is the •subJDll.rine• treat-

U.-r•ion of the head in a tub of water, urine, 
excrement, blood, or a combination of the•e). 

-- Pri•on treataant of the 3,200 acknovled9ed . 
political det&ineea baa deteriorate.d. •harply in recent 
aontha, according to th• Zatenational Red ~ 
r19preaentati"N in Ar9'1Atina. tor"1:Ur•1. oeaun9a, and 
dietary neg'leot are ea.on for that and for the 
u.nacJmawledgad detainees held in ••cret military
faciliti••· Another sogrce reported that fifty female 
d.etaineea recently transferred between prisons •have 
not been expoeed to the sun for ao long that th•ir skin 
color ia green!ah••.• SCllll8 have lost their eyesight. Many
are mentally derangetl.'. . · 

!fb•e developaenu illuatrate the reason.s why I 
belieYe we ahoald.,. at a minimum, take these actions: • 

-- Vote *llfO• oo al1 R£ I.PM! to Argentina which do 
not clearly ••t the bade \1llUUl need& criteria, and 
at leut. i.nvit;a.ot:heL.donor countries to take sim:Uar 
action. 

-• switch from. •res• to •Abstain• on I.FI loans which 
meet the basic human needs criteria. 

-- lnat:ruct. our Delegate •· to the UR Buman Rights
Ccaliaaion to make a strong- atatemiant ooDd.emning
Argentine hWllillll rights violations.

I -- Begin to deny ~rci;i liaensea of1'iii~
;plp 'sfi'\lnt deatDPEBe Xi'giiiU_ne ~ces,
aa now o w Eh eqgipmnt for t:he police,

\ 
-- Deny or delay ~rt-~£1; ''P' fiQ1P9ina for 

new projects in Argent~ t4UiceHary, we shouL! seec.l a Presidential determination wider t:he Chaffee AmendDllUlt 
t:hat d.eni•l would advance u. s. hu.m.an rights objectives .. 



, · · -

po 

I -- IA connection with, and explanation of, t:be above•••urea, i••ue a at:rong public st:at:emnt: condemning the 
. continuing 4etariorat:ion of Argentine -human rights

practices. · 
I 

we simply have to begin to take measures like these 
if we expect to see any meaningful improvements. There 
is no longer uy doubt: t:bat Argentina baa t:be worst: human 
:rights record in South America. wa cannot wait for the 
Int.er-American Bwaan Rights Commission visit at the end 
of llay. While we hope t:bat Argentine Government prepara-
tions for the visit, and the visit itself, will result in 

l 
•C88 impcov-.n.ta, we should not rely exclusively on this 
event. A high-ranking Foreign Ministry official recently
said his goveJ:mnent pl~• to stonewall the Comiaaion on 
tbe c!iaappearence issue. 

we would not be alone in taking more forceful 
•easurea. :I under1ttand that both C&nllda and the mc: share 
the view that the situation i• worsening. 'H!!f' aa anu1h bl! belt.. ttlfi's--not auat °iitn=- 0 ..a; n8 Jlili.-:~ dB&!i H - :ume .1 

~HiVil!l dbiea, are eariously conaiderinq opposing
Il'I loans to Argentina.f . 

j

! 


~1 

! • 

I 
.I 

! 

_____.,_ ·--- ··-

- 3 -
lfoan.t: major new diplamatic effort t:q ~e . llf!'AR u• •pmliers t:o •~p _Jellinq miliurv

ce_equipment: t:o 1\r9entina. 
~.. . --. Give careful consideration t:o auspendinq or 

halting' entirely t:be P.imine of u. s. - odgiD milit:aa_
equiplllllnt: purchased. bY en£lna under earlier progrmu. 

http:impcov-.n.ta
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Memorandum From the Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-American Affairs (Vaky) to the 
Executive Secretary of the Department of State (Tarnoff) 

Washington, February 13, 1979 

1 Source: National Archives, RG 59, Bureau of Human Rights and Humanitarian Affairs, Chron 
and Official Records ofthe Assistant Secretary for Human Rights and Humanitarian Affairs, Lot 
85D366, Box 1, Argentina-August 9 Testimony. Secret. Drafted by Vaky. In the top right-hand 
comer of the memorandum, an unknown hand wrote "Rec'd 2116." Below this the hand wrote 
"(cc: SC [Steven Cohen])." Derian crossed out "SC" and wrote below it: "my file Arg." 
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

seelt:!r 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 	 S/S - Peter Tarnoff . 

FROM: 	 ARA - Viron P. Vaky I 
SUBJECT: 	 Evaluation of Argentine Human Rights


Situation 


Pursuant to your tasking memorandu.m of January-27
I enclose the paper now approved by ARA, INR, HA and 
S/P. I have included on two or three points a dis-
senting analyses and evaluation in the form of foot-
notes. These were basic differences which could not 
be reconciled. 

Enclosure: 

Argentine paper. 

Drafted: ARA:VPVaky:lif ADP Declassification Review 
DECLASSIFIED 
by John Fitzpatrick, 4/24/2017

. S.!!:CRET 
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Paper Prepared in the Department of State 

Washington, undated 
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AHGEN'l.'INA: A£SESSMENT OP CUHJ:lEN'!' HUfitAH RIGH'I'S f::iITUA'l'ION 

-tet Paramete;s and problems. The following assessment 
covers the Argentine government~s 1~78 performance and the 
current situation with respect to category-one numan rights.
Inevitaoly, efforts have oeen hampered somewhat by the OS 
Government~s limited capacity for monitorinl:J human rights
events .in Argentina and verifying reports of either positive 
or negative developments. 

-ter Imprecision is most clearly a problem with statistical 
material. Frankly stated, we do not know exactly how many
people have been tortured or killed, how many are now being
held prisoner, how many prisons are being used, etc. We 
are forced, in many cases, to reply upon estimates whose 
credibility sterns from their relatively wide acceptance among 
groups interested in and informed upon Argentina human rights
developments. 

-ret we do not believe, however, tnat. timely, precise
and ver if ialJle i.nformation would fundamentally alter the 
assessment offered belo·w. ·rne record oi: Aryenc1ne lluman 
rights events is sufficiently complete· to produce a convincing
cumulative picture of the government's performance. And 
while precise statistics might alter somewhat the quantitative
dimensions of that picture, its qualitative aspects would 
remain unchanged. 

-tet Current si.tuation. With respect to category-one
rights, conaitions can be sununarized as follows: 

-te)' -- Political prisoner@: Approximately 2,900 persons
purportedly guilty of security violations are being detained 
at the aisposition of the national executive branch under 
state-of-siey~rs provided for in the Argentine constitution 
(PEN prisoners}4.:,...) 

'"tC'T {!)rhe current state of siege was instituted on 
.November 6, 1974 by the Isabel Peron government. Under the 
state-of-siege; the national executive is empowered to detain 
prisoners indefinitely, but it can neither judge nor punish
detainees. ·rhe Argentine courts ruled in 1977 and 1978 that 
the executive branch must cite specific causes for detention 

~i£1Ul'*'z{N9FO:R:Hz'HO COH!'!tl\C~ 

ADP Declassification Review 
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There are two other groups of prisoners, neither of which 

is publicly acknowledged by the government. One group is 

being held at .t11e disposition of military authorities (DAM

prisoners) and probably includes about 500 persons. According

to Embassy Buenos Aires sources, most of these prisoners are 

eith-er former terrorists now cooperating with security units. 

or new detainees undergoing interrogation and not, therefore,

listed as PEN detainees. The final group involves prisoners

who have been selectea for a rehabilitation program run by

the security services. We have no reliable figures,_but the 

program appears to be relatively small, encompassing at most 

a few hundred persons.
- .-tet No sustained .official effort is being made to sub-
stantially reduce the number of political prisoners by :(1)
releasing those against whom there exists no evidence of 
terrorist or criminal involvement nor pending charges1 ( 2) 
trying those charged with specific offenses; or (3) .permitting
political prisoners to exercise their constitutional rights
to choose exile over imprisonment (right-of-option). The 
ri9ht-0£-option program initiated inlate 1977 has resulted 
in few approvals of prisoner petitions for exile. 

-ter There is little evidence to substantiate persistent 
rumors that thousands of political prisoners are being
held in clandestine camps located throughout the country. 

\Ci -- ~·or.ture and prisoner, mis.treatment: Physical and 
psychological torture apparently remain standard treatment 
for alleged subversives, or persons believed to have informa-
tion about subversion who refuse to cooperate with security 

~ , • #' ,, ,. 

in response to habeas corpus petitions covering PEN prisoners.
However, the Executive does not always respond to court 
oraer. While we have little information that would permit
categorizing detainees according to types of offenses, the 
PEN list probably includes few if any terrorists suspected
of having committed violent acts against persons or property.
Such individuals, when captured by security units, are routinely
killed after interrogation. The alleged security violations 
of most of thos~ listed as PEN detainees probably include 
sucn things a·s fa) non-violent actions undertaken in support
of subversive (broadly defined to include action or teachings
contrary to the military~s conception of social order) 
groups, e.g., poster and pamphlet distribution and a variety 
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officials. Torture generally occurs during i~terrogation, 

prior to official listing of a detainee as a PEN risoner 

his or her 


ie PEN prisoners and many undeclared prisoners reported in 
August that as many as 90 percent of PEN detainees were tortured 
auring interrogation.•~ - . 

~ Prisoner· treatment beyond the interrogation stage
and after PEN listing appears to vary considerably depending 
upon such tactors as the prisoner~s alleged offense, the 
proclivities of the regional military commander, and the 
character of individual jailors. Reports of ~evere mistreatment 
(Deatin9s, denial of adequate food, medical care, exercise,
etc.) are n1ost often associated with specific military
jurisdictions and prisons, or with the transfer or relea.se of 
prisoners. In at least five reasonably documented instances 
in early 1978, for example, prisoners released from a La Plata 
jail were immediately either murdered or kidnapped, presumably
by security elements. Official actions appear to have prevented 
recurrences of this particular type of abuse, but in late 1978 
an ICRC official reported to the Embassy his belief that 
prison conditions ana· prisoner treatment had deteriorated during
the year. 

-tet -- Disapeearanca!: Reports of disappearances continue 
to accumulate. In the vast majority of cases, responsibility
almost certainly lies with one of the many security units. In 
the absence of evidence of clandestine camps housing thousands 
of alle9ecily disappeared persons, most must be presumed dead. 

. . . " ..., 

ot other support activities; (o) economic actions perceived
by the authorities as directly having supported subversion 
(tne Graiver case) or otherwise endangered national interests;
(c) affilj.ation with groups vaguely defined as "leftist·~ 1 or 
(d) actions that contributed to an intellectual-cultural 
environment conducive to the growth of ~subversion" (herein
lies the danger to journalists, writers, teachers, performing
artists, etc.). Thus, the term ~security violation~ has no 
specific meaning. Its operative definition is largely left 
to the discretion of regional and local authorities with arrest 
powers. 

-t\':i ~e,e2rt.!.-'£.Ceived from released prisoners tend to 
substantiate A&I.- observations on the frequency of torture. 

-----·--·····---------------···-------- ~--·---·---...... 

http:relea.se
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(U) Non-governmental human rights organizations tend 

to use the figure of 15, 000 for disappearances over the 

past 3-4 years. Argentine groups share that estimate and 

have presented the government with documentation on almost 

5,000 cases. In truth, however, no one knows precisely

how many people have disappeared or, in many cases, why

specific individuals were victimized. 


tet Few who have disappeared since. about mid-1977,
and on whom we have any information, could be considered 
terrorists or security threats. With most terrorists either 
eliminatea pr living in exile, the security. forces have made 
a significant shift in their targetting practices to draw 
into the security net a range ot non-terror is ts associated 
with the vague and expansively defined political lett. The 
decision as to which specific individuals will be picked 
up is left to regional and local authorities and, therefore,
depends upon the latter~ s perception of wh.at kind$ of activities 
constitute security threats. The victim~s culpabi~ity may
only have involved past membership in a group tnat was 
entirely lega.l at the time. Insotar as ·there is a discernibl.e 
pattern, there has been a tendency toward the disappearance
of persons with a conunon association past or present1 e.g.,
graduates of the same hign school or university faculty,
members of a political party or youth group, etc. However,
there are many cases that make no apparent sense and for 
which tne explanation may lie more in internal politics than 
in any specific act of the victim. 

te1 Public criticism of government policies has, with 
few known exceptions, generally not been considered by
authorities as grounds for detaining the critics and abusing 
or killing them. Many politicians, labor leaders, businessmen,
and other professionals have er i ticized the government~ s economic,
political and human rignts policies without suffering
retributioij at the hands of the security forces. 

-ter There has been no significant official effort to 
collect and publish information on persons who allegedly
have disappeared. When queried about disappearances by non-
governmental organizations or f.oreign governments, the Argentines~ 
standard.response is "no information". The Argentine courts 

i.SC:HBf!fNO?OfttJ/!fO. COH'l:'!f!C~l' 
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regularly accept habeas corpus petitions concerning alleged

disappeared persons, but they have refused to accept

Jurisdiction in such cases. 


-tet The Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo (relatives of 

disappeared persons) one of the most persistent and cohesive 

groups seeKing information on disappeared persons, has 

recently been prohibited from conducting what had been a 

weekly Thursday vi9il in fU,nt2f Government House in down-
town Buenos Aires. The demonstrations apparently had become 

too large and potentially disruptive in the judgment of 

government officials who do not intend to satisfy their demands 

for informal: ion. '!'he Mothers are now holding their gatherings

at smaller and less conspicuous sites. 


-tet- Given the diffusion of authority that has character-
ized the counterterrorist effort, it is highly unlikely that 
any government agency either has collected or will be able· to 
collect definitive tiles on alleged disappearance cases. The 
various security units ha~e an obvious interest in withholding 
or destroying information on cases for which their operatives
have been responsible. 

-ret" ;:.Reappearances:• emerged as a new and possibly under-
reported facet of the human rights scene in 1978. There are 
no celiable figures~ but the number of cases is probably
quite small in relation to the reported numoer of disappearances.
As of mid-September, the Embassy had received reports of 15 
cases and by mid-Nove1nber Argentine human rights groups placed
the figure at over 100, with a UNHCR representative suggesting
it might be as high as 300. During 1978, the government
published 4 lists with the names of hundreds of persons who 
nae allegedly reappeared. In most cases, however, the 
individuals appear to have been the subjects of regular "missing 
persons~· cases. Their ·names did not appear on the lists of 
disappeared persons maintained by the Embassy and Argentine
human rights' organizations. 

-tel' -- Fair. public. tr.i.a).. All who have been detained by
official security agencies and subsequently disappeared have. 
obviously been denied a fair public hearing of the charges
against them. 
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-re;- Insofar as alleged security viola_tor.s_are charaed 
and tried in civilian or military courts, ••w there are two 
notable problems: the often extended period between ae-
tention and Judicial processing and the reported predominance
of convictions based on confessional evidence extracted 
through torture. Professional legal groups such as the 
ICJ intend to investigate the question of confessional 
evidence. 

t'C1 -- .Inyasion, of the home. The detention practices of 
operational counterterrorist units regularly involve illegal
invasion of the home. In addition, there are numerous reports
of arresting officers ransacking private residences and 
stealing tne personal property of the detainee. 

\Ci Trends. 1978 produced no substantial quantitative
improvement or aeterioration in category-one terms. The year
teatured a variety ot positive and negative factors, but the 
net result was to leave the situation little changea. i 
Violations of category-one rights at the hands of official 
security personnel were frequent throughout the year, and 
there was no evidence .of' a concerted, effective government
effort to h~lt the abuses. 

-te7 It is difficult to refine the trends analysis to 
reflect possible patterns of the incidence of certain kinds 
of abuses because the available statistical material is not 
always reliable. The question of disappearances provides a 
good example.. In June 1978, Embassy Buenos Aires and 
Argentine human rights groups believed that·disappearances
during the first third of 1978 had declined in frequeny
(about 15 per month) in comparison to 1977. By later in 

t'C1 "*•·The status of PEN prisoners with respect to 
judicial processing is quite complicated because a prisoner
held under-'a PEN decree can simultaneously be processed on 
charges in civilian or military courts and, if convicted, 
serve and complete the imposed sentence. Perhaps half 
or more o:f the current PEN detainees are either being
tried or have been sentenced by judicial authorities. 
This is signif lcant because, among other reasons, PEN 
detainees who are under the concurrent jurisdiction
of judicial authorities are not eligible to petition
for exile under the right-of-option program. 
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the year, however, additional information forced upward
adjustli1ents in the figures. Interior Ministry records showed 
a rate of 40 per month for January to October (as compared to 
150 per month in 1~77 and 250 per month in 1978) and a Foreign
kinistry source placed the ten-month 1978 figure at about 
80 per month. By November, the Embassy had reports of dis-
appearances averaging aoout 34 per month for the January-April
period. The Embassy has since concluded that a figure of 
55 per month would be a reasonable estimate for 1978. 

-ter On the basis of .such evidence, the only conclusion 
t.hat can be drawn is that disappearances occurred with relative 
trequency throughout the year with month-to-month variations 
reflecting tactical considerations rather than policy
decisions. In essence, the situation changed little 
during 19.78; "3' 

(S/Hfi'/MC) Countert.ep::·orism.. un.con.trolled. The 
conclusion tnat conditions did not improve in 1978 i's 
based, in part, on evidence that the security forces 
continued to operate without effective central control. ~ 
Numerous reports during the vear from a var ietv of i,ntell igenC§ 
sources stated tha~: 

President Videla and his moderate supporters 
were attempting to establish rigid command and 
control over security operations; 

new orders. had been issued with respect to con-
ducting police ana military operations within 
the bounds of the law~ or 

police and military operatives had ueen dis-
missed or disciplined for abuses. 

-teT Spme of the reported efforts were probably undertaken. 
Some improv,ements may well have occurred, p.articularly in 
areas under the jurisdiction of officers disposed toward 
re.term. Nonetheless, at the close of 1978 it was apparent
that counter terr.or ist actions were generally being conducted 
in accord with orders issued by regional and local military
authorities who viewed themselves as unconstrainea by the 
law or the directives of national authorities. In late 
October, an admiral with counterterrorist responsibilities
in the Buenos Aires ar~a stated to an Embassy officer that 
there· was almost no cen.tral control over operational
counterterrorist units •. 

§ !:IQRB!z'NOPOftM/MO. COMT!tttCT 
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-ter The political. .context.· The "dirty war" argument 
so frequently employed by Argentines to rationalize human rights
abuses is no longer relevant. According to estimates drafted 
by the Argentine Federal Security Service in late 1978, there 
were only about 400 active terrorists in Argentina1 no single 
group was estimated to have more than 245 resident activists,
and no group was judged a serious and immediate security
threat. High government officials, including President Videla, 
nave repeatedly stated both publicly and privately that the 
~·war'.~ is over, i. e, tnat there is no continuing high-level
internal security threat. 

"'"'(-e't- The explanation for the continuing human rights

abuses lies· in armed forces, and especially army, politics

rather than in internal security problems. The army is 

the preaominant service,. and its political heter<::>geneity

is reflected in the conduct of government affairs. ·President 

Videla leads a group of military and civilian moderates who 

would pret~r to see human rights abuses halted. Videla~s 

priori t:t: concern, however, is· to maintain the maximum degree

of army and military unity, because the development of 

irreparable internal splits probably· would spell his ·.own quick

demise and the end of the military~s National Reorganization

Process. Videla is not power hungry, but. he is commi.tted 

to the military government~s reform program and believes 

his own role important. Thus, Videla~s preferences give way

to his long-term political goals when his preferences

threaten military cohesion. 


-tet In the case of human rights aouses, neither Videla 
nor any other significant military figure, has questioned
the pre-March 1976 decision to physically eliminate hard 
core terrorists. Videla~s differences with the so-called 
haraliners center on violations of the rights of non-terrorists. 
'l'he hardliners are philosophically authoritarian and inclined 
to label a wide range of political activity and sentiment 
as subversive. They do. not entirely share the moder~es 
perception! tnat the ·~war''. against subversio·n is overt' 
Powerful corps commanders like Major General Carlos Guillermo 
Suarez Nason (formerly Commander, Corps I, Buenos. Aires) and · 
~lajor General Luciano Benjamin Menendez (Corps III, Cordoba)
continued throughout 1978 to condone counterterrorist tactics 
that ensured hu~an rights abuses. 

-tet" Other factors that diminished Videla~ s cnances of 
achieving human rights reforms in 1978 included his August
retirement as an active-duty officer and Army Commander and 

-----------------------------· 
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a gradual increase in military and civilian disenchantment 
with the general economic and political performance of his 
government. Those conditions, plus the degree to which the 
Beagle Channel controversy with Chile dominated official 
attention during the last quarter of the year, creaced n19niy
improbable circumstances for bold human rignts initiatives on 
Videla ~ s part. 

+et The results of the recent army promotion/reassignment
cycle appear to offer mixed prospects for human rights reforms. 
Moderates politically in sympathy with Videla and Army Commander 
Viola now may be in. a position to exert more.effective control 
over the service. !:'articular ly notable. chan9es involved 
the following officers: 

Suare.z. Nason has been shifted from his Corps I 
commander slot to Army Chief of Sta.ff. His · 
new post is a prestigious one from wnich·he 
might be able to aavance to the Commander in 
~nief ~s slot. Nonetheless, since he no longer
has a troop command nor, more importantly,
direct control over counterterrorist units, his 
promotion.is probably a net short-term human 
rights gain. 

-- ·Major General Leopoldo Fortunato Galtieri has 
replaced-Suarez Mason as Corps I commander. 
Galtieri most recently commanded Corps II 
(Rosario) where he established a reputation for 
reasonableness an6 restraint. in human rights
matters. It has been.in his geographic jurisdiction,
for example, that the most progress has been 
registered with respect to the judicial pr.ocessing
of PEN prisoners. If he displays the same 
tendencies as Corps I Commander, he will be a 
needed improvement over Suarez Mason. 

Major General Santiago Omar Riveros, another 

officer notorious tor his permissive attitude 

toward human rights abuses, has been shifted from 

his sensitive .Buenos Air.es command (Military

Institutes) to the Inter-American Defense Board. 


MaJor General Jose Moptes will replace Riveros. 

A Videla-Viola loyalist, Montes could combine with. 

Galtieri to give the moderates the potential for 

curbing the abuses heretofore characteristic of 


--------------------------~··--~···-· 
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counterterrorist operations in the Buenos Aires 
area. 

brig. General Juan Bautists Sassjain's appointment 
as Chief of the National Police is an ominous 
move in human rights terms. A counterterrorist 
expert, Sassiain is reputedly rough and crue.l. 

Major General Luciano a. Menendez, a fanatic on 
suoversion who has condoned human rights violations 
by those under his command, remains the Corps III 
commander {Cordoba)'. Militarily, Menendez~s retention 
may be attributable to the need for his services 
in the event of hostilities with Chile over 
the Beagle Cha'nne1. In human rights terms, · 
however, it means that the situation in Cordoba 
is not liable to improve in the near future. 

In all likelihood,. the army command shifts will not 
result in immediate and drastic human rights improvements,
but the political context appears to be .more _fa!l.Q.t:able than 
it has been since the March 1976 coup.·!" Much will' depend 
upon whether the Videla-Viola tandem chooses to exercise 
the necessary leadership, and perhaps ultimately upon whether 
the Argentine public becomes sqff iciently exercised over 
continuing abuses to demand change. 

te1 IAHRC vis.it. From the Argentine government~ s 
perspective, the next critical human rights deadline is May 29 
when the Inter-American Human Rights.Commission (IAHRC) will 
begin a week-long on site investigation•. 

It is questionable, however, whetner the prospect of 
the !AH.RC visit will lead to fundamental changes in the tactics 
employea by the security forces and, thereby, open the way to 
lon9-term numan rights advances. In this critical area, the 
army command chanaes orobablv offer· more hope for reform than 
the IAHkC ~islt.E-
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1. HA Note: 

2. HA Note: 

3. HA Note: 

4. HA Note: 

FOO'l'NO'l'ES 

HA prefers the following wor~ing for 
the text from sentence two of paragraph
l tnrou9h first sentence of paragraph 3. 

NAlthough it is difficult to quantify precisely

certain aspects of the situation - such as 

the-exact number of people killed.and tortured 

and the number being held in clandestine 

mili.tary camps - we receive a st:eady flow of 

detailed information from a wide variety of 

creaib!e sour~es in Argentina about human 

rights events and conditions. These sources 

include our E1nbass 


and Amnesty Inter-
national, Argentine Government.officials,

Argentine human rights organizations,

victims of arrest and torture, eyewitnesses

to incidents of abduction and torture, and 

relatives of victims.w 


No overall trend of improvement in category -
one terms can be shown. Th~re was substantial 
qualitative deterioration in at least two areas -
the widening scope of the victims of dis-
appearance, and the worsening of treatment 
of political detainees. Tne simple passage
of time can also be -viewed as a negative
factor - another year of widespread violations 
long after any terrorist threat• has passed. 

HA would again.emphasize that despite uncertainties 
with quantitative mater·ial, the shift in targeting
noted above is a significant negative development. 

However, Videla himself said last year that 
"A terrorist is not JUSt someone with a gun 
or bomb but also someone. who spreads ideas that 
are contrary to Western and Christian civilization" 
(_Reported in the London Times, January 4, 1978).
INR and ARA view the inclusion ot this statement 
attributed by the press to Videla as potentially
misleading when used in the above context. ~he 
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quote invites 	the inference that Videla 
supports the application of extreme security 
measures against those who have not committed 
violent terrorist acts. There is no evidence 
to support that contention. 

s. 	 ·HA Note: The army command changes present· a mixed 
picture from which it is not possible to conclude 
that the overall politi<:al context for human 
rights improvement is more favorable than in 
the past. 

6. S/Pana 
HA 	 Note•: S/P and HA would delete this last sentence 

because it con·tradicts the assessment that 
the command changes are ~mixed". 

---·--·---. ------···---- ·--·-···--··- . ····-···--···· ·-·-------··-----·-·-···---
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Memorandum From John Spiegel of the Office of the Deputy Secretary of State to Robert Pastor 
of the National Security Council Staff 

Washington, February 28, 1979 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, StaffMaterial, North/South, Pastor, Country 
Files, Box 1, Argentina, 1-7179. Secret. 
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.SL.DEPARTMENT OF STATE .~'·::-
Washlncton, O.C. 20520 

February 28, 1979 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 	 Mr. Robert Pastor 

National' Security council 

The White House 


FROM: John w. Spiegel~

Special Assistant to the Deputy


Secretary of State 


SUBJECT: 	 Assessment of Current Human Rights

Situation in Argentina 


Attached is a report on the current human rights

situation in Argentina, done at Secretary Vance's 

request by the Assistant Secretaries for Latin America,

Human Rights~ Eolicv Planning, and Intelligence and 

Research-. The report conclud.es that kidnapping, by

official security.units, continued during 1978 at a 

rate of roughly 55 "disappearances" per month. 

Approximately 90% of those abducted are estimated 

to have been tortured during interrogation, and many

have ~een summarily executed. 


On the basis of the attached report, Secretary
Vance and Mr. Christopher believe that we cannot 
continue abstaining in the multilateral development
banks on non-basic human needs loans to Argentina.
The United States moved from a position of voting no 
on non-basic human needs loans to abstention because 
of signs that the Argentine government intended to 
address seriously the very grave human rights situation. 
We have urged the GOA to do so in repeated diplomatic
approaches at the highest levels, inGluding Secretary
Vance and the Vice President. We had hoped that the 
GOA's decision last fall to invite the Inter-American 
Human Rights Commission to visit Argentina this May
would provide a further inducement for improvements
in advance of the visit, and for that reason we went 
forward with Export-Import Bank financing and some 
IMET courses. Notwithstanding our efforts and 
expectations, there has been no improvement in what 
remains the worst human rights situation in the 
hemisphere. 

ADP Declassification Review 
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As you know, the legal restrictions, from a human 
rights standpoint, on u.. s. positions on loans by the 
multilateral development banks are.much stronger and 
more explicit than in other areas of economic relations 
such as Ex-Im lending, OPIC guarantees, or export
licenses, where we have followed a somewhat more 
liberal course with respect to Argentina. The u.s. 
is required by law to seek to channel assistance in 
the multilateral development banks away from countries 
whose governments engage in !'a consistent pattern of 
gross violations of internationallj recognized human 
rights," and to oppose loans to those countries unless 
the loans serve basic human needs;. We consistently
vote against loans to a number of countries where the 
situation is not as grave as in Argentina. Given 
these considerations, and taking into account the need 
to address this difficult bilateral issue in a positive 
way whenever possible, Secretary Vance and Mr. Christopher
have concluded that the U.S. must move soon to a 0 vote 
no 0 position unless there are substantial improvements
in the Argentine human rights situation. 

All'lb. ·vaky is discussing with the Argentine
Ambassador this need for improvement in the near 
future and the likely consequences of a continuation 
of the current situation•. 

Please let me know if you have any reactions to 
the attached report. 

Attachment: 

As stated. 

SECRET 
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Memorandum From the President's Assistant for National Security Affairs (Brzezinski) to 
Secretary of State Vance 

Washington, March 21, 1979 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Brzezinski Material, Country File, Box 4, 
Argentina, 1/79-1/80. Secret. Pastor drafted the memorandum on March 20, but recommended 
that it be used as taking points rather as a memorandum. (Memorandum from Pastor to 
Brzezinski, March 20; Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Staff Material, North/South, 
Pastor, Country Files, Box 91, Argentina, 3179-12/80) 
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WASHINGTON 

March 21, 1979 

MEMORANDUM FOR 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

SUBJECT: 	 U.S. Policy to Argentina (S) 

I understand that you are considering changing our approach 
to Argentina to reflect the lack of improvement there in 
human rights. I have ~ead the INR report on the human riahts . :situation in Argentina, ana I-agree that- -it is a sobering
document. The human rights situation in Argentina may just
be the worst in the hemisphere, but in deciding what approach
the United States Government should take to Argentina, I 
believe we should address two questions: 

(1) What is the most effective approach to Argentina 

to encourage them· to respect human rights? (S) 


(2) What approach will permit us to sustain in the U.S. 

our overall human rights policy:- -When we take___actlons towara 

Argentina, which are interpreted as punitive, we not only 

enrage the right-wing ideologues, we also arouse the business 

sector and ·the media in the U.S. This doesn't mean that we 

shouldn't necessarily take such steps if we feel that they 

are required, but it does suggest that we should move carefully

and explain our position to a wide-ranging audience -- in the 

U.S. and elsewhere -- before taking any steps, least we 

jeopardize our overall human rights policy. (S) 


Argentina is a big, proud and subtle country. We have an 
impact on Argentine government decisions, but it's never 
as direct or as much as we want. This is the case in our 
human rights policy. {S) 

The Argentine government wants a warmer relationship with us 
at least in part because the U.S. under Carter has the prestige
and the morality which could contribute to the idea that the 
Argentine military government is legitimate. Such legitimacy
would undermine the civilians and the democrats in Araentina 
and therefore strengthen and contribute to the instit;tional-
ization of the military gover:ime!'lt. The Arger..tine go•1er!1...111ent
has pursued a two-track approach to try to get closer to the 
U.S.: (1) through lobbying and propaganda in the U.S., they
have tried to undermine the credibility of our human rights 

ADP Declassification Review Sf:Cft".E'f 
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policy, and (2) they have taken "small steps" in the human 
rights area at home. While the "disappearances" continue,
still·the Argentine Government. has released some prisoners,
they have released the names of about 3,5000 people who 
remain in prison, they have taken steps on high priority
individual cases (e.g., Deutches, Timerman, etc.), and they
have invited the Inter-AmeriQan Commission on Human Rights. (S) 

The last --the invitation-- may well be the most important.
It not only broke the monolithic Southern Cone opposition to 
the Commission, but it also will provide us a more legitimate
basis on which we and other countries-should make decisions 
on human rights to Argentina. (S) 

I think our policy toward Argentina should remain cool and 
correct until such time as the human rights situation 
dramatically improves and the qovernment has bequn to move 
toward democratization. - I believe that we should continue 
to.use every opportunity both directly and through third 
countries to encourage them to improve their human rights
situation. They will continue to try to lure high-level
visitors but we should resist that until progress is evident. (S) 

I think to take steps now, which could be interpreted as 
punitive, would be to invite criticism from moderate and 
conservative sectors in the U.S. at a time when we need their 
support on other issues. Moreover, I don't think it would 
be effective vis-a-vis Argentina. (SJ 

Even if you would prefer to adopt a tougher approach, I would 
recommend that you delay implementing this approach until 
after the Commission has completed its report. I realize 
that this may mean six months to one year, but I think_ the 
wait is justified. ($) 

In swmnary, I hope that you will :c,:econsider your position on 
Argentina. I think we should continue to maintain a strong,
cool, and correct posture to the military regime until progress
in human rights is evident. Now is not the time for us to 
move to negative votes in the IFI's or to cut back Export-
Import Bank credits. At the least, we should wait until the 
Inter-American Commission on Human Rights issues its report
and then adjust our policy appropriately. {S) 
()..,, \,lC. '.)(.... ...... ~........ .. 
'«(. ... ...... .... .. :.-0 

1,t,.. t;. 
ZBIGNIEW aR~EZINSKI 

SECRB':P 
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Telegram From the Embassy in Argentina to the Department of State 

Buenos Aires, March 27, 1979, 1831Z 

1 Source: National Archives, RG 59, Central Foreign Policy File, D790165--061 l. Secret; 
Immediate. 
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E.O. 12065: XDS·l 3/27/09; (CASTRO, RAUL H.) OR-M 

TAGS: SHUM AR 

SUBJ: (S) AMBASSADOR DISCUSSES RAILROAD LOAN WITH PRESIDENT 

VIDELA 


REF: CASTRO-RUSBR TELECOHS,3/26;--STATE 07S474;·STATE 076l.°!i2, 

l. (SBCRBI) ALL TEXT. 

2. I RECEIVED A CALL FROM DEPARTMENT YESTERDAY (MAR 26) INFORM-
ING ME MESSAGE WOULD BB ARRIVING SHORTLY REFERENCE USG VOTE ON 
GOA RAILROAD LOAN TO TAKE PLACE TODAY (MARCH 27). I WAS INSTRUCT-
ED TO SEEK APPOINTMBNT WITH PRESIDENT VIDBLA ASAP, ANTICIPATING 
MBSSAGB, I CONTACTED PRESIDENT VIDBLA'S OFFICE AND WAS TOLD 
PRESIDENT WOULD SHORTEN HIS MEETING AWAY FROM PRESIDENTIAL 
PALACB TO MEET MB AT 20:30 HRS LAST NIGHT (MARCH 26). DUE TO 
NON-ARRIVAL OF DEPT'S MESSAGE, I CONTACTED DIRBC'l"OR, (ARA/ECA)
li'OR GUIDANCE AS TO CONTENTS OP MESSAGE. CON'l'BNTS WBRE FURNISHED 
MB AND. SUBSEQOENTLY AN AMENDMENT WAS GIVEN JUST BEFORE LEAVING 
FOR MY MBBTING WITH VIDBLA. 

3. ON ARRIWU., VIDELA WAS WAITING FOR ME. HE APPBARSD IN GOOD 

SPIRITS AND INVITED MB TO HIS WORKING OFFICE. I HAD ALWAYS MBT 

WITH HIM IN HIS MAIN OFFICE. TO MY DISMAY, HIS WORKING 


!BCDY 

PAGE 02 BUENOS 02399 01 OF 02 281600Z 

OFFICE APPBARS TO BB AN ADJUNCT TO SOME BISILICA AS THE 
DECOR IS HEAVILY RELIGIOUS. AFTER MY MAKING POLL INQUIRY 
INTO THB HEALTH AND WELFARE OF HIS FAMILY AND THB PRESIDENT 
OF Milll'B, I GAVE MY OPEHING STATEMENT. I TRANSLATED IN PULL 
DBTAIL CONTBNTS OF MESSAGE. GIVEN MB. I MUST ADMIT IT WAS 
NOT PLBASANT TO RBAD TO THE PRESIDENT AN INDICTMENT OF 
CHARGES THAT HIS COUNTRY WAS A HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATOR AND 
FOR THAT REASON USG, AS REQUIRED BY LAW, IT WAS RBQUIRED 
TO VOTE "NO" ON LOAMS FROM MILTILATBRAL DBVBLOPMBN'l' BANKS. 
I THEN EXPLAINED TO VIDELA THAT IN 1978 THE USG CHARGED 
ITS POSITION FROM VOTING •NO" TO ABSTAINING Ol!i THBSE LOANS 
BECAUSE THBRB WB1ij! SBV8RAL INDICATIONS WHICH Il!iDICATBD 
IMPROVEMENTS WOULD BB FORTHCOMING. I TOLD KIM WE CONSIDERZD 
THE IAHRC VISIT AS A VERY POSITIVE FACTOR. 

4. I THEN EXPLAINED TO VIDBLA THB YEAR 1978 WAS EXTREMELY 
DISCOURAGING. I THEN WENT DOWN THE LINE ON CHARGES AND TOLD 
VIDELA SUBSTANTIAL IMPROVEMENTS HAD NOT OCCURRBD IN 1978. 
BY THIS TIME PRESIDENT VIDBLA APPBARBD VERY MUCH LIKB THE 
ACCUSED AND I AS THE SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE. I TOLD THE PRESI-
DENT ARBITRARY ARRESTS, DISAPPEARANCB OF PERSONS mm TO 
EFFORTS OF SECURITY FORCES HAO BLATANTLY CONTINUED IN 1978. 
I EXPLAINED THERE WAS AN AVERAGE OF OVER 50 PERSONS DIS-
APPBARBD PER MON'm LAST YEAR. I EXPLAINED OF USG TOTAL CON-
TBHPT FOR TORTURING AND MIS-TRBATMBNT OF PRISONBRS DURING 

ADP Declassification Review 
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INTERROGATIONS AND THAT FURTHERMORE THE NUMBER OF POLITICAL 

PRISOR'BRS ~HED VERY HIGH. DURING ALL THIS TIME I SPOKE 

FIRMLY, SUCCINCTLY AND AT A RAPID PACE SO A$ TO AVOID THE 

PRESIDENT INTERRUPTING MY TRAIN OF THOUGHT. I WANTBD TO BB 

SURE HE HEARD IT ALL. AS I WATCHED THE PRESIDENT, IT BECAME 

CLEAR BE WAS IN PAIN OVBR MY STATBMDJTS. (COMMENT: I WAS 

HAPPY I WASN'T TALKING TO MININT. HARGUINDBGUY, NHO WEIGHS 

ABOUT 240 POUNDS AND DOESB'T SPBAX BOT IBSTEAD ROARS.) 


SSCRBI 

SICRBl 

PAGE 03 BUENOS 02399 Ol OF 02 28l600Z 

5. I CONTDl'UBD TELLING THE PRESIDENT O'SG HAD BBD MONITORING 

GOA'S HUMAN RIGHTS SITtrATION HOPING TO FINi POSITIVE INDICA-
TIONS SO AS TO AVOID VOTING •NO• ON LOAHS. I MDl'l"IONBD THE 

PRESIDENT'S STATEMBNT OVER THB RBCBNT SIJPRRMI COURT DECISION 

AND ALSO THE POSSIBILITY OF THE TIMERMIUJ RBLEASh. '.~I 'llUUI -
EXPLAINED THBRE WAS LACK OF CONVINCINO BVIDENCB TO INDICATE 

TORTURE AND D:J;SAPPBARANCBS HAD COMPLBTBLY CEASED. IN VIEW OF 

'l'HBSB FACTORS, VIDELA WAS TOLD USG WAS RBADY TO VOTE "NO• 

ON TUESDAY, MARCH 2 7. 


6. VIDBLll. WA THEN TOLD THAT BASED ON STATBMRNTS MADE BY 
THEIR AMBASSADOR AJA BSPIL ON MARCH 2:i, iJsG WAS 1u.LLING TO 
TAI<B ANOTHER LOOIC ON SITUATION. I INFORMED VIbEIA THAT AJA 
ESPIL HAD STATBD DISAPPEARANCES HAD STOPPED, THAT GOA WOULD 
INVESTIGATE NBN DISAPPEARANCES AND ACTION WOULD BE TAKEN 
AGAIN:;T ANY SECURITY FORCE RESPONSIBLE POR DISAPPEARANCES. 
VIDELA WAS THEN TOLD AJA BSPIL HAD SUBMITTED TO HIS GOVBRN-
MBNT .NAME OF PBRSOB SUPPOSEDLY DISAPPBAREO ON FBBRUARY 9, 1979 
fS PER RECORDS OF AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL. VIDBLA DISCLAIMED 
ICNQWING ANY SUCH DISAPPEARANCE ON FBB. 9. (COMMENT: EMBASSY 
RECORDS FAIL TO INDICATE ANY DISAPPEARANCE ON FBB. 9. I 
ASICBD AJA BSPIL, wHO WAS IN TOWN l!'OR ONE DAY, TO SUBMIT 
NAMES OF MISSING PBRSON, SO CASE CAN BB SUBS'l'ANTIATBD. END 
COMMBNT:) . 

7. I TOLD VIDELA BASED ON Hil;l AMBASSADOR'S.AND OTHER 
RBPRBSDTATIONS ON HOMAN RIGHTS IMPROVBMBNTS, THE USG WOULD 
CONTINUE ITS POLICY OF ABSTENTION ON MARCH 27. AS I MADE 
THIS STATBMBNT, VIDBLA GAVE A LONG SIGH OF RELIEF, SMILBD 
REACHED OVBR, AND SHOOK MY HAND AND THANKED MB; (COMMIDIT: 
THIS ACTION WAS MOST PERPLEXING FOR MB AS I FELT AS THOUGH 
I HAD FAILED IN MY MISSION. I ANTICIPATED LITBRALLY BBINO 
TOSSED OUT DURING MY IBITIAL PHASE OF THE IllTBRVIEW, BOT 
HAVING THE PRESIDENT OF ARGENTINA THANlC MB l!'OR AN "ABSTBNTION" 
WAS TOTALLY UNEXPECTED. VIDBLA WAS THOROUGHLY PLEASED WITH 

SBCRBI 
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THB "ABSTENTION", EVEN THOUGH MY CHARGBS OF HIS COUNTRY WERE 
HARD, FACTUAL AND NOT EASY TO ACCEPT. Blm COMMENT:) 
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8. I THEN SHIFTED OVER BY TELLING VIDELA USG HOPED GOA WOULD 
SOON START WORKING OR LISTS OF DISAPPEARED SUBMITTED BY US 
AND INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS._ I AGAIN STRESSED NEED TO 
RELEASE POLITICAL PRISONERS ASAP AND IMMBDIATELY HALT TO 
TORTURE AND MISTREATMENT OP PRISONERS. I COMPLIMBNTBD 
VIDELA FOR VIRTUAL CESSATION OP DISAPPEARANCES SIHCB JANUARY 
AND WILLINGNESS OP GOA TO INVESTIGATE AND TAJCB ACTION AGAINST 
SECURITY FORCES WHICH ACTED ILLEGALLY. IT WAS MADE CLEAR 
TO VIDELA GOA'S ACTIONS WOUID BE MONITORED NOW AND IN THB 
PUTURB. 

9. TIMERMAN CASE: I TOLD VIDELA I HAD KBARD HE AND THE 

JUNTA HAD DISCUSSED THE FATE OP JACOBO TIMBRMAN. HB SMILED 

MD SAID IT WAS TRUE. VIDELA MADE A GESTURE AS THOUGH 

PUTTING OH A PAIR OP GLOWS AHD STATED 'l'HB TIMER.MAN CASB 

COULD NOT BB HANDLED WITH BARE KNUCKLES BUT ONLY WITH KID 

GLOVES. I SUGGESTED THE PUTTING OR OP THE KID GLOVES SHOUID 

NOT PROVE TO BE A DILATORY TECHHIQUE. VIDELA THBN TOLD MB 

HE KNEW I HAD PBRSISTENTLY Dl:SC'O'SSBD THB TIMBRMAN CASB WITH 

GSNBRAL VIOLA AND VIOLA HAD IN TURN DISCUSSED THE . CASB WITH 

HIM AND OTHER MBMBBRS OF THB JUNTA. I THEN SAGGESTED PERHAPS 

IT MIGHT PROVE GOOD P.R. WORK IP TIMERMAN WOULD BB RELEASED 

ASAP SO AS TO AVOID GIVING APPEARANCE OP ACT BEING ONE OP 

PRESSURE BEFORE ARRIVAL OF IAHRC. HE AGREED. I THEN TOLD 
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VIDBLA I HOPED TIMBRMAN CASE WOUID NOT TURN OUT TO BE ANOTHER 
TLATBLOLCO RATIFICATION - JUST PROMISES AND MORB PROMISES. 
WITH A SHEEPISH GBSTCRB, HBTOLD ME STRONG EFFORTS HERB BEING 
MADE TO DECIDE TIMERMAN' AND TLll.TBLOLCO CASE BY MIDDI.B OR BND 
OP APRIL. IN A MOMENT OP LEVITY ON MY PART, I TOLD PRBSIDINT 
I HOPED TIMERMAN AND TLATBLOLCO WOULD BB RESOLVED BY APRIL 14, 
AS I WOULD BB VISITING THE DBPARTMBNT ON THAT DATE. I ALSO 
TOLD VIDBLA I WANTED TO GBT CRBD!T FOR TIMERMAN' AND TLATBLOLCO 
BBPORB I LBPT AS I DIDN'T WANT THB DCM, MAX CHAPLIN, TO GET 
THE GLORY. VIDBLA LAUGHED HEARTILY AND SAID HE WOULD MAKE 
HIS BBST TO ACCOMMODATE ME. I SUGGESTED TO VIDBLA THAT IP 
TLATBLOLCO WAS RATIFIED AND TIMBRMAN RBI.BASED, THAT HB 
SHOUID PHONE PRESIDENT CARTER DIRECTLY, SO THE AMERICAN 
PRESIDENT WOULD BB THE FIRST TO'KHOw THE PATE OP TWO 
MATTBRS OF HIS HIGH INTBRBST. PRESIDENT VIDELA REPLIED 
THIS WAS WHAT HB HAD·IN MIND OP DOING. 

10. RIGHT OP OPTION: I TOLD VIDELA USG WOULD BB VERY 
APPRECIATIVE IP Hlil PUT IN A GOOD WORD WITH GENERAL 
RARGUINDBGUY, MIH OF INT, SO AS TO ACCBLBRATB RIGHT OP 
OPTIO!f PROORAM. VIDBLA PROMISED HE WOULD BUT THEN CLARIFIED 
ISSUE BY STATING A NEW COMMITTBB HAD BBSN FORMED FOR RIGHT 
OF OPTION CASES. HB IMPLIED HARGUINDBGUY'S ROLE HAD BBEN 
DIMINISHED. 

11. FUTURE HUMAN RIGHTS ACTIONS: THE PRESIDENT GAVE MB 
ASSURANCES DISAPPEARANCES HAD STOPPED AND WOULD NO LONGER 
BB A FACTOR. HE EXPLAINED THERB WILL BB INSTANCES OF 
CRIMINAL DISAPPEARANCES FOR RANSOM AND PERHAPS AN OCCASIONAL 
SECURITY OFFICER WHO MIGHT GO OFF HALF-COCKED. HB DID AGREE 
TO INVBSTIGATB ALL DISAPPBARANCBS AND THAT CULPRITS WOULD 
BE TRIED IN A COURT OP LAW. 

- 1 • . - . ~ / __ ,. I1 * • II A1"'Al,..£\1""t 
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12. DISAPPEARANCES: VIDELA STATED HB FORESAW AN IMPASSE 
DURING THE IAHRC VISIT. HE SAID GOA IN ALL SINCERITY LACKED 
INFORMATION ON DISAPPEARANCBS AND WOULD IN ALL PROBABILITY 
NOT BE ABLE TO RESPOND TO COMMISSION REQUIREMENTS. HE.STATED 
DISAPPEARANCES WAS ONE PHASE OF IAHRC INVESTIGATION GOA 
WAS UNABLE TO COMB UP WITH ANY ANSWERS. VIDELA BxPRBSSED 
GREAT CONFIDENCE IN THEIR ABILITY NOW AND IN THE FUTURE 
TO ABIDE BY THE RULE OF LAW. HE TOLD ME A SINCERE EFFORT 
WAS BEING MADE TO CLEAN HOUSE BEFORE THE.ARRIVAL OF IAHRC. 

13. I THANKED VIDELA FOR RECEIVING MB FAST AS SOON AS HE 
DID. HE REPLIED BY STATING HB WAS GLAD HE COULD ACCOMMODATE 
MB AS MIN ECON MARTINEZ DE HOZ TOLD HIM LAST WEEK USG WOULD 
VOTE "NO• ON RAILROAD LOAN. HE SAID HE LOOKED UPON ME AS A 
BEARER OF GOOD TIDINGS. 
CASTRO 
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Memorandum of Conversation 

Washington, July 27, 1979 

1 Source: National Archives, RG 59, David Newsom Files, 1978-81, Lot 81Dl54, Box 14, Latin 
America. Limited Official Use. Drafted by Newsom. The meeting took place in the Embassy of 
Argentina. The time of the luncheon is not indicated in the memorandum. Copies were sent to 
ARA, HA, SIP, S, D, P, and the Embassy in Buenos Aires. 
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DATE: July 27, 1979 i 
Place: Argentina Embassy 

U.S~·Argentina RelationsSUBJECTt 

PARTICIPANTfii: 	 Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs 

David D. Newsom 


Arg~ntina Ambassador Aja Espil 

S/P, S, D, Buenos Aires, PC_p.pies "to: 

,1··:~!;}:,t l'. ~;~;·~

During th.~):ourse .of a luncheon conversation, Ambssador,.Aja Bspil
stressed ·.the need for a continuing.. dialogue .with his country.
He noted that it had been more than~ year since my visit to 
Buenos Aires and a considerable time since the important meet-
ing between _vice ~resident Mondale an cl President Vi de la in 
Rome. 

Some new contact at a high 4 level was necessary in order to 
give support to the moderate elements in Argentina at a 
time when the military were reacting to a series of "shocks." 
He mentioned the Nicaraguan situation and the ArJLentine voTA 
in favor of our resolution at the OA':i: Also adverse from 
the military's standpoint were the recent visits of John 
Oakes of the New York Times -- who wrotP two articles 
critical of the regime on May 15-16 _-:- ana. a delegation from 
the New York Bar Association. The problem with the military 
~ill be further aggravated by the results of the upcoming
visit o~ the InterAmerican Human Rights Commission. 

The Ambassador emphasized that the vote on behalf of our 
resolution should be seen by us as a positive step to be 
acknowledged. He acknowledged that there were still human 
rights problems, but said there.had been progress in the 
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release of prisoners and the reduced number of disappear-
ances. He ·ackriowledged that the· Tinunerman case and the 
inability of the government to accotint for the disappeared
remained serious problems. 

He suggested that Ambassador Vaky m~ght consider a visit to 
.Buenos Aires ·after the inauguration of the Bolivian Presi-
dent in La Paz on August 6. (if this takes place). · He sug-
gested, also,. that the· Secretary receive the new Foreign
Minister, l'astor , who will be· in New Y~rk from September 
22 to 26. He said "even a half ho·ur" wo·uld be very important. 

The Ambassador said it was important, particularly in view 
of the OAS vote to explain to the Argentir-e government our 
view on the Nicaraguan situation. The military reaction 
to this had been further aggravated by the appearance last 
week in Managua of a Montonero leader who proclaimed that 
"what has happened in Managua will happen next in Buenos 
Aires." 

f
I 
I 
I 

I responded by agreeing to discuss the matters he had raised 
further with Ambassador Vaky. I said we wanted good rela-
tions with Argentina, but tnat some of the matters he had· 
raised clearly stood in the way. I asked whether, for ex-
ample, it would be possible to make any progress· on Timmer-
man. He said, "perhaps at the end of the year." He said 
Timmerman, unfortunately, talks too much ~~d says the wrong
things as far as the military is concerned.· 

On Nicaragua, I suggested that Argentina had close relations 
with some of the Andean states, such as ¥enezuela and that 
his government might want to talk to thes.e countries. I 
said we were trying to take a less central role and to 
leave such matters as much as possible to the Latin Amer-
ican states directly interested. The Ambassador acknowledged. 
this, but insisted that his government still considered us
"the key. 0 · 
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E.O. 12065: GDS 8/10/85 (VAKY, VIRON P.) 

TAGS: PGOV,· PINT, PORS, PARM, XK, XM, AR 

SUBJECT: THE SECRETARY'S MEETING WITH FOREIGN MINISTER 
PMTOR 

l. CQNFIDBNTIAL - ENTIRE TEXT 

2 . SUMMARY: SECRETARY VANCE HAD EXTB'NSJ:Y.E .BXCHANGE 
\OF 	VIEWS WITH FONMIN PASTOR IN QUITO. _PASTOR EXPRESSED 
I CONCERN OVER DEVELOPMENTS IN NICARAGUA AND THE •DANGBROUS" 
; CENTRAL AMERICAN SITUATION. HE SAID THAT ARGENTINA 
•COllil!IDSL'IIrA'tl 
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HOPES TO PROCEED TOWARD DEMOCRACY IN NEAR FUTURE BUT 
NOT UNTIL IT GETS ITS HOUSE IN ORDER. HE APPEALED FOR 
BETTER TIES WITH USG AND·ASKSD THAT ISSUE OF HUMAN RIGHTS 
NOT BE SO.LE CRITBRIA IN OUR RELATIONSHIP. SECRETARY 
VANCE EXPRESSED APPRECIATION FOR ARGENTINA'S VOTE IN 
OAS ON NICARAGUA, AND 1'4V"lED THAT u.s. VAL1Jl!nuustY 
ITS FRIENDSHIP WITH ARGENTINA AND CONSIDERS IT A 
FRIBND -- AN ALLY. HE CHARACTERIZED HUMAN RIGHTS 
PROBLEM A "FESTERING SORE" IN OUR RELATIONSHIP. ON 
NICARAGUA, SECRETARY VANCE STRESSED NEED TO PUSH NEW 
GOVBR!IMBNT INTO DIRECTION OF BEING INDEPENDENT, UNALIGNED 
COUNTRY. WITH RESPECT TO CENTRAL AMERICA, HE POINTED 
TO NEED FOR COLLECTIVE HEMISHPERIC EFFORT TO PERSUADE 
THESE COUNTRIES TO MOVE IN A RESPONSIBLE WAY. TURNING 
TO THE NUCLEAR ISSUE, THE SECRETARY PRESSED PASTOR HARD 
ON THE URGENCY OF ARGENTINA RATIFYING TREATY OF 
TLATELOLCO AS PRESIDENT VIDELA HAD ASSURED PRESIDENT 
CARTER WOULD BE THE CASE. PASTOR RESPONDED-THAT 
TLATELOLCO WOULD BE RATIFIED AFTER GOA COMPLETES 
ARRANGEMENTS FOR PURCHASE OF HEAVY WATER PLANT AND 
"FEW OTHER STEPS." END SUMMARY. 

3. DURING RECEPTION AT NATIONAL PALACE IN QUITO AUGUST 
10, SECRETARY VANCE, ACCOMPANIED BY ASSISTANT SECRETARY 
VAKY AND MR. PASTOR OF NSC (WITH DCM FIMBRBS AS NOTETAICER)
HAD AN EXTENSIVE EXCHANGE OF VIEWS WITH ARGENTINE FOREIGN 
MINISTER PASTOR. FULL TEXT OF MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION 

ADP Declassification Review 
DECLASSIFIED 
by John Fitzpatrick, 4/24/2017 
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OF THAT MEETING FOLLOWS: 

CENTRAL AMERICA 

THE SECRETARY ASKED HOW THE GOA SAW THE CENTRAL 
AMERICAN SITUATION AND WHAT STEPS THE FOREIGN MINISTER 
eetfPI8Bl:ff!M:I 
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BELIEVED SHOULD BB TAKEN IN THIS AR.EA. 

IN RESPONSE, THE FOREIGN MINISTER GAVE AN HISTORIC 
SKETCH OF THE SPREAD OF COMMUNISM, BBGIHNING WITH ITS 
BIRTH IN 1917 AND ITS EXTENSION TO CHINA AND EASTERN 
EUROPE. HE ASSERTED COMMUNISM HAD REACHED NICARAGUA 
AND NOW THREATENED SALVADOR AND GUATEMALA. HE 
CHARACTERIZED THE CENTRAL AMERICAN SITUATION AS VERY 
DANGEROUS. HE BELIEVED THE NBW NICARAGUAN GOVERNMENT 
IS UNDER SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FROM CUBA TO LAY LoW AND 
TO SEEK AS MUCH HELP AS-POSSIBLE FROM AN ARRAY OF SOURCES. 
AS NICARAGUA RECOVERS OH THE BASIS OP THIS ASSISTANCE 
IT WILL BECOME A SEVERE MENACE TO ITS NEIGHBORS. AGAIN, 
BROADENING HIS PERSPECTIVE, HE SAID THAT ARGENTINA IS 
AWARE THAT IN COLOMBIA, FOR EXAMPLE, TERRORISM IS BOILING 
UNDER A CALM SURPACE. THERE ARB .ra.60 SIGNS OF GREAT 
INSTABILITY ·IN BOLIVIA, AS WELL AS IN PERU. 

IN SYNTHESIS, A RED STAIN IS SPREADING OVER A LARGE 
NUMBER OF COUNTRIES, AND A GREATER NUMBER OF COUNTRIES 
ARE "INTENSE PINK•. HE CONTINUED THAT ARGENTINA KNOWS 
THE PROBLEM BETTER THAN OTHERS BECAUSE OF ITS INTERNAL 
STRUGGLE. THE GOA KNOWS THE TECHNIQUES THAT COMMUNISTS 
USE IN SUBVERTING GOVERNMENTS. TO COUHTER COMMUNISM 
ARGENTINA IS TAKING STEPS IN AREAS SUCH AS THE 
UNIVERSITIES AND IS REVAMPING ITS ECONOMY. THE GOA 
HOPES IN THE NEAR FUTURE TO PROCEED At.ONG THE DEMOCRATIC 
PATH BUT NOT UNTIL IT IS CERTAIN THAT THE PROBLEMS THAT 
BEFELL PERON WILL NOT REVISIT THE COUNTRY. 

HE MAINTAINED THAT THE CRUCIAL QUESTION IS THAT 
THE SOtrl'HERN CONE COUNTRIES RECOGNIZE THE U.S. AS THE 
LEADER OF THE WEST. ARGENTINA, ESPECIALLY, HAS A SIMILAR 
CONSTITUTION TO THAT OP THE U.S. AND WANTS TO BE TREATED 
AS AN Al.LY. THE GOA DOES NOT WANT THE ONLY THING TO 
MAT'l'BR IN BILATERAL RELATIONS TO BE THE ISSUE OF HUMAN 
CONEIDBNllAL 
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RIGHTS. IN ADDRESSING THIS ISSUE, THB GOVERNMENT HAS 
DONE.EVERYTHING IN ITS POWER: POR EXAMPLE, IT HAS INVITED 
A VISIT BY THE INTER-AMERICAN HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION. 
IF THIS COMMISSION APPLIES OBJECTIVE CRITERIA, IT WILL 
SEE MARKED PROGRESS IN THE COONTRY AND THAT THE TRBND 
IS ONE OF IMPROVEMENT. THIS MATTER OP HUMAN MIGHTS 
SHOULD BE PUT IN PERSPECTIVE AND SHOULD NOT BE INTERPOSED 
AS A BARRIER BETWEEN THE TWO COUNTRIES. 

ARGENTINA RECENTLY SUPPORTED THE u:s. IN THE OAS 

ANO WILL CONTINUE TO DO SO. ALTHOUGH THE VIEWS OF 

ARGENTINA, BRAZIL, CHILE AND URUGUAY DO NOT COMPLETELY 

COINCIDE WITH THOSE OF THE U.S. , THESE COUNTRIES ARB 

THE U.S. 1 TRUE ALLIES IN THE HBMISPHBRB. APTER THE 

U.S., THE FOUR MOST IMPORTANT COUNTRIES ARE MEXICO, 

BRAZIL, VENEZUELA AND ARGENTINA. IP THIS. GROUP CAN 

ESTABLISH BETTER COMMUNICATION KITH THE U.S., INDEED 

THEY HAVE A HEALTHY DESIRE FOR COLLABORATION WITH THE 

U.S. , THEY CAN SERVE TO GUIOE THE SMALLER LATIN AMERICAN 

COUNTRIES. 


THE SECRETARY RESPONDED THAT THE U.S. APPRECIATED 
ARGENTINA'S RECENT VOTE IN THll: OAS. ARGENTINA IS 

Page 2of5 
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CONSIDERED A FRIEND -- AN ALLY. THE U.S. VALUED HIGHLY 
ITS FRIENDSHIP WITH ARGENTINA AND EXPECTED THIS TO 
CONTINUE INTO THE FUTURE. HE FRANKLY CHARACTERIZED 
THE HUMAN RIGHTS OBJECTIVES AS A FESTERING SORE. THIS 
AND OTHSR ISSUES SHOULD BE DEALT WITH AS FRIENDS AND 
ALLIES. THE U.S. SHARED THE FOREIGN MINISTER'S VIEW 
REGARDING ARGENTINA'S IMPORTANT ROLE IN THE 
INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY. BUT, THE SECRETARY CONCLUDED, 
THE U.S. CANNOT IGNORE THAT HUMAN RIGHTS IS A FESTERING 
SORE IN OUR RELATIONS. 
eeHPIBElft'IMI 
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TURNING TO NICARAGUA, THB SECRETARY SAID NO DOUBT 
THERE ARB SOME MARXIST/LENINISTS IN THE NBW GOVERBMBNT 
AND THAT CUBA SUPPORTS THE GOVERNMBN'l" OF NATIONAL 
RECONSTRUCTION. BUT THERE ARB ALSO MODERATE ELEMENTS 
IN THE GNR; CONSEQUENTLY, THE COUNTRY CAN GO EITHER 
WAY. NICARAGUA HAS TO BB PUSHED IN THE DIRECTION THAT 
WE WANT, TO BECOME AN INDEPENDENT AND UNALIGHED COUNTRY. 
THE NICARAGUAN SITUATION ALSO AJl'PECTS ITS NEIGHBORS 
1iHO ARE ALSO t:JNDER POLITICAL TENSION. THE U.S. FEELS. 

THAT COLLECTIVELY THE HEMISPHERE HAS TO HELP THESE 
NEIGHBORING COUNTRIES FACE THEIR PROBLEMS. IF THESE 
TENSIONS ARB NOT BASED AND THERE CONTINUES TO BB 
SUPPRESSION OF RIGHTS, THERE WILL LIICILY BE AN EXPLOSION 
OFFERING CUBA NEW OPPORTUNITIES. ·THE LATIN AMERICAN 
COUNTRIES SHOULD SEE WHAT THBY CAN DO ABOUT THIS AND 
TRY TO MOVE IN A CONSTRUCTIVE WAY SINCE WE ALL HAVE 
A COMMON RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE GOOD OF THE HEMISPHERE. 

THE FOREIGN MINISTER SAID HIS ANDEAN GROUP 
COLLEAGUES HAD REPORTED TO HIM THAT NICARAGUA WILL NEED 
A LONG PERIOD OF RECONSTRUCTION WHICH WILL ABSORB ALL 
THE ENERGIES OF THE NEW GOVBRNMBNT AND THAT THE HEW 
LEADERSHIP WILL HAVE NO TIME TO THINK OF EXTENDING ITS 
MARXIli!T VIEWS. BUT, THE MINISTER WONDERED WHAT THE 
RESULT WOULD BE It<' IT IS THE SANDINISTAS WHO 
DISTRIBUTE HUMANITARIAN AID AND CHANNEL RECUPBRATIOl.ll' 
ASSISTANCE. NHO WILL GET ALL THE CREDIT FOR THIS EFF()RT,
HE ASKBD, BUT THE SANDINISTA$. THE RESULT CAN ONLY 
BE TH.AT THE LEFTISTS WILL END UP ENLISTING THE MAJORITY 
OF THE PEOPLE IN THEIR BEHALF SO THAT IN TWO OR THREE 
YEARS, SHOULD THB GNR ACCEDE TO 
ELECTIONS, THE SANDINISTAS WOULD BB THE LOGICAL KINMBRS 
AND COMMUNISM WOULD TAKE OVER. 
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THE SECRETARY ASKED THE FOREIGN MINISTER IF HE 
HAD AN ANSWER TO THIS DILEMMA. THE FOREIGN MINISTER 
REPLIED THAT HE DID NOT HAVE AN ANSWER. HE WENT ON 
TO COMMENT THAT NICARAGUA'S NEIGHBORS LACKBD FAITH IN 
THE U.S. HE ASSERTED THESE NEIGHBORS WANT AND NEED 
THE U.S. TO BB FORTHCOMING IN ASSISTANCE TO THEM TO 
ASSURE THAT NICARAGUA OVER TIME WILL NOT BE ABLE TO 
TOPPLE THEM. THB MINISTER SAID HE PERCEIVED THIS IN 
HIS TALKS WITH HIS CENTRAL AMERICAN COLliBAGUBS. HE 
FELT THERE SHOULD BE GREATER COMMUNICATION ON IDEAS 
OF HOW TO STOP NICARAGUAN ENCROACHMENT IN CENTRAL AMERICA. 

THE SECRETARY SAID THAT HE FELT HONDURAS HAD A 
GOOD CHANCE TO SURVIVE ANY THREATS. BUT WITH RESPECT 
TO SALVADOR, THE TIME IS SHORT TO RESPOND. TO THAT 
COUNTRY'S POLITICAL PROBLEMS. THE SECRETARY SAID HE 
FELT THAT UNLESS SALVADOR RESPONDED QUICKLY ITS GOVERNMENT 
WAS IN PERIL. 

THE FOREIGN MINISTER SAID THAT HE WAS CONCERNBD 
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AT NEWS THAT THE U.S. IS SERIOUSLY STUDYING PROVIDING 
MILITARY AID TO THE GNR. HE THOUGaT THE EFFECT WOULD 
BE INDIRECTLY TO ARM CUBA. 

THE SECRETARY.RESPONDED THAT THE GENBRAL QUBSTION 
HAD BEEN RAISED, BUT THERE HAVE BEEN NO SPECIFIC REQUESTS 
AND THAT IS WHERE THE MATTER NOW STANDS. THE U.S. 
WILL CONTINUE TO TO PROVIDE HUMANITARIAN AID, BOTH PROM 
A MORAL NECESSITY AND FROM THE PRACTICAL INFLUENCE IT 
COULD GIVE THE U.S. IN THE FUTURE THROUGH EXTENDING 
A HELPING HAND. THB U.S. ALSO HOPES TO CHANNEL ANY 
RBCONSTRUCTION ASSISTANCE THROUGH THOSE MINISTRIES RUN 
BY MODERATES. FRANKLY, HE OBSERVED, SHORT-TERM AID 
eeMP!Bl!ltf'l'llrfl 
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AND RECONSTRUCTION ASSISTANCE CAN BE EXTENDBD BOTH TO 
MBET IMMEDIATE HUMAN NEEDS AND 'TO SBRVE OUR LONGER-RANGE 
OBJECTIVES. 

THE TERRITORIAL SEA 

THE FOREIGN MINISTER ASKED ABODT A WIRE SERVICE 
ACCOUNT REGARDING A SHIFT IN THE U.S. POSITION ON WATERS 
BEYOND THE TRADITIONAL THREE MILES. REPORTEDLY, THE 
U.S. WOULD DELIBERATELY EXERCISE TRANSIT RIGHTS BEYOND 
THE THREE MILES AND WITHIN THE 200 M!LBS TO AFFIRM ITS 
VIEWS ON THIS ISSUE. 

THE SECRETARY SAID HE HAD NOT SEEN THE NEWS ACCOUNT 
AND WAS NOT AWARE WHAT IT MIGHT 'RBFBR TO. HE COMMENTED 
THAT .IT MIGHT BE A GARBLED STORY COMING OUT OF THE LOS 
NEGOTIATIONS. 

TREATY OF TLATELOLCO 

THE SECRETARY SAID THAT HE HAD ONDBRSTOOD FROM 
THE FOREIGN MINISTER'S PREDECESSOR THAT ARGBNTINA WOULD 
MOVE ON TLATELOLCO, :r.:tri) HE ASKBD AboV'l 'l"d~ STATIJ1:1 ur 
IT. 

THE FOREIGN MINISTER SAID HE WANTED TO BB FRANK. -
ARGENTINA HAD VARIOUS SOURCES OP ENERGY, AMONG THE" 
NUCLBAR PLANTS· SOLELY INTENDED FOR PEACEFUL BNDS, FOR 
THE DBVBLOPMBNT OF THE ;COUNTRY, AND To COMPLEMENT THE 
COUNTRY 1 S HYDROELECTRIC CAPACITY. ,ARGENTINA HAD NOW 
REACHED THE STAGE OF BEING ABLE FULLY TO IMPLEMENT ITS 
ENERGY PLAN. AN OBSTACLE TO THIS IS THB STRONG PRESSURE 
BEING APPLIED WITH RESPECT TO SAFBGUARDS. HE BELIEVED 
THE GOA'S POINT OF VIEW IS A JUST ONE. IP ARGENTINA CAN 
COMPLETE ITS ENERGY OBJECTIVES IT HAS NO OBJECTION TO 
FULL AND COMPLETE SAFEGUARDS. ARGENTINA IS FULLY DETER-
CO!<tl IDEN I IXL 
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MINED TO SIGN TLATELOLCO BUT WANTS TO BB IN A POSITION 
TO TAKE A FEW STEPS TO FULFILL ITS ENERGY PLAN. IT 

HOPES TO FINISH NBGOTIAT~ONS FOR A HEAVY WATER PLANT IN 
THE NEXT TWO MONTHS. ONCE THESE MEASURES ARB ACHIEVED, 
ARGENTINA PLANS ADHERENCE TO THE BAN ON BIOLOGICAL WARFARE 
AND To· THE TREATY OF TLATELOLCO. 

THE SECRETARY SAID HE HAD NOT UNDERSTOOD THERE 
WERE CONDITIONS IN THE PREVIOUS JOINT COMMUNIQUE. 

THE FOREIGN MINISTER NOTED THAT AT THB TIME THE 
CIRCUMSTANCES HE REFERRED TO HAD NOT EXISTED. 

THE SECRETARY AGAIN ASXED WHEN ARGDl'l"INA COULD 
SIGN. 
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THE FOREIGN MINISTER REPEATED THIS COULD BB IN '\ 
A COUPLE OF MONTHS AFTER ARGENTINA HAS ARRANGED PURCHASE 
OF THE Hli:AVY WATER PLANT. THE SECRETARY OBSERVED THAT 
HB HAD NOT DNDERSTOOD THAT ARGENTINA WAS PRBSSBD ON 
THE MATTER SUCH THAT IT COULD NOT ABIDE BY THE COMMUNIQUE. 
HE ASSUMED ARGENTINA'S STATED INTENTION WOULD BE CARRIED 
OUT AS INDICATED IN THE COMMUNIQUE. THE FOREIGN 
MINISTER'S RESPONSE WAS THE FIRST INDICATION OF A 
DIFFERBNT VIEW PRBVAILING IN ARGENTINA. PRESIDENT 
VIDELA HAD TOLD PRESIDENT CARTER THAT ARGENTINA WOULD 
RATIFY TLATELOLCO AND THIS WAS REFLECTED IN THE 
COMMUNIQUE . 

.THE FOREIGN MINISTER INSISTED THE •CENTRAL CONCEPT• 
HAD NOT CHANGED; WHAT WAS DIFPERENT WERE NEW CIRCUMSTANCES 
WHICH ARGENTINA HAD TO TAKE INTO ACCOUNT BEFORE SIGNING. 
COHP 1Dltl41 IAL 
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VAHCB. 

COH!IDEN11AL 
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EX.DIS 
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1 Source: National Archives, RG 59, Office of the Secretariat Staff, Records ofCyrus Vance, 
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mis 

t;O. i286': GOS 9/28/IS 18LACllEI, J.D.I OR·P 
TAGS: PEPR, Alt 
SUBJECT: \TIE SECRETARY' s il££TliiG trnll M&EITINE fONnlll 

\;ASTOR · 

i. ll:'·ElfTIRE TEXTI. 

2. SUltltARY: FOlllllll PASTOR COlll'l lll[NTrn TllE SECRETARY 
Oil HIS UllGA ADORE SS.' . tHE Y DISCUSSED TIE IAWAllA llAH 
SUlllllT, ASSISTANCE TO NICARAGUA, SOVIET TROOf>S Ill CUBA, 
tllE llUllAN RIGMTS COlllllSSION VISIT ANO TllE EFFECT Of 
kUllAll RIGftTS ON US/ARGEllTlllE llElATIONS. Ellll SUlllARY. 

3. ViE SECREiARY llET lllTH ARGENTINE FOREIGN 111111STEA 
f>ASTOR Oii SEPTEllBE! 2~. Al.SO ATTENDING llERE ARGENTINE 

. Alr8ASSADOR AJA ESl'IL, UllOCR ·SECRETARY llEVSOll ANO ARA 
O[l'UT\' ASSISTANT SECRETARY EATON. 

•• SECRETARY'S UNGA STATEHENT. THE FOREIGI ltllllSTER 
COllPl.111EllTED TICE SECRETARY OH HIS UNGA SPEECH, PAATICUUR-
l Y MIS CALL Flitt GREATER COOfER!!l.PH TO COlllAT TERROR I SI!, 
lllS REFERENCE TO 111£ TOKYO ROUHD'TO lllllCll AAGEMTiilA 
II.., ilEEll THE F.IRST CllUIHAY TO ADHERE: IUID Ills focus Oii 
THE REFUGEE PRD8LEll.. 11 THIS REGARD, 11£ 1•0RllED TM£ 
SECRETARY THAT ARGEllTINA RAD AlREADY llEC£1VEO THE FIRST 
GROUi' or lllOOClllllESE REFUGEES. TilE SECRETARY EXPRESSEO 
VERY GREAT PlEASURE AT THIS llEVS. 

S. llAH SU11HIT., PASTOR SAID ARGENTINA I/AS llOT DlllY A 

fRIEIDLY COUNTRY, BUT ALSO AN ALLY TO THE U.S. ARGEN-

;;Al1£i1fo sYmn AllD oH rumo 11co. 

THIS IS llOT JUST FOR lKE BENEFIT OF THE US BUT IECAUSE 

OF ACOINCIDENCE Of POLICIES 8ETllEEH 

OUR TVO COUNTRIES. THE SECRETARY EXPRESSED HIS 

APPIECIATIOH FOR ARGENTINE EFFORTS IN •AVAllA ANO SAID 

THAT lllllE HE VAS tJNlfAPPY Ill TK HAirY OF THE COllCLUSIONS 

Of THE HAVANA SUlllllT COllHUNIQUE, llE WAS PLEASED THAT 

noel or THE LANGUAGE OF TffE DOCUllENT AFFECTING THE 

llEHIStHERE VAS CHANGED. llE VAS ALSO HUPY THAT THE 

l'OSITIOH ADVOCATED BY PRESIDEHT TiTO OF liAllfTAllllNG THE 

ltoVttlUT Is TRUE llOll-Al ICilllENT llAD PREVAILED. 


6. lllCARAGUAH AS$ISTAllCE. TNE SECRETARY VAS HPPY TO 
REPORT TO TllE"FOREIGll ftlllSTER THAT SINCE THEIR LAST 
ltEEtt•G IN QUITO -.KE us MAD llEDI ABLE TO PROClanrmr 
llUllAlllTARIAll AHO RECOllSTRUCT ION AID TO lllCARAGUA AND 
lKAt VE HAD BEEN ABLE TO REl'ROGRAll FUNDS non OTllER 
AREAs. WE llERE CONSIOElllNG ALSO A SUPl'LEllEllTAL IUDGET 
FOli HOT ONLY NICARAGUA BUT Al.SO El SALVADOR, llO!lOUlfAS AHD 
l'DSSIBl Y GUATEHAlA. TIES£ FUNDS llOULD BE KEYED to THE 
EFfORTS OF THESE COUllTRIIS TO ADORE!! THE PROBUllS VlllCll 
THU FACE, l'ARTICUlARL Y IN HOVING TOllARD ilORE D£HOCRATIC 
$0CIETIES. TllE US llAD FOUND ITSELF SDl1£1111AT llAllSTRUllG, 
llOVEVER, Ill DEALllG VITH Ellf:RGEllCY SITUATIONS, AllD HE 
UntllDED TO SUK A CONTINGENCY FUND FOR ECOllOlllC 
ANO fflLITUY ASSISTANCE 111 UNO.PECTEO 
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CRISES. PASTOR SAID ARGENTINA llAD DECIDED TO GIVE . 
llll'DRTAllT ASSISTANCE TO NICARAGUA, NOT Ill rlNAllClAL 
AID, ROI/EVER, BUT FOOD AID. lflS COUNTRY VOULD GIVE "11AllY 
THOIJSAllDS OF TONS" OF llHEAT TO NICARAGUA. ARGENTINA 
VAS DISTRUSTFUL OF IOT ONLY THE RAOICALS, iUT Al.SO THE 
ilooERATES IN NICARAGUA. THE SECRETARY SAID, HOllEYER, 
TIAT IF All EFFORT I/AS NOT llADE TO SUPPORT THE nDDERATES 
11£ llOULD YIUD THE FIELD TO THE RADICALS lllllCH VOULO 
llOT IE IN THE lllTEREST OF TU REGION. rASTOR ASKED 
WAT TYPE OF lllL ITARY ASSISTANCE VAS COllTEIU'LATED. THE 
SECRETARY CLARIFIEO THAT THE CONTINGENCY FUllO TO lllllCH 
HE REFERIEO VAS FOR llDRlDVIDE USE; MOllEVER, Ill CENTRAi. 
AllERICA All £XAllPLE of llS ASSISTANCE VOULD BE llELPFUl Ill 
PROVIOING SPARE PARTS OF AIRCRAFT EllGlllES TO El SAUIADOR. 

1. sovm TROOPS IM CUBA. FONHIN rASTOR RECALLED 
TRAT ARGENTINA llAD IEEN THE FIRST LATIN COUllTRY TO 
EXTEllD NAVAL ANO AIR ASSISTANCE IN THE 1962 nlSSILE 
CRISIS. ARGENTINA, THEREFORE, VAS CONCERNED ABOUT THE 
PRESENCE OF SOVIET COllBAT TROOPS IN CUBA. THE SECRETARY 
SAID TIAT 11111EDIATElY UPON CONFIRllAllON TffAT THE BRIGADE 
I/AS THEii£ THE FACT VAS MOE PUBl IC AllD THE US ENTERED 
laTO DISCUSSIONS VITH THE SOVIET UlllON. TllE US VAS 
SEEKING RECTIFICATIOlf OF TllE SITUATIOli ANO IAD TAKEN THE 
POSITIDll THAT THE STATUS QUO IS UNACCEPTABLE. llE ARE 
SEEKING A SOLUTION BASED. DH CHANGES IN TllE STATUS QUO 
lllllCH ARE SATISFACTORY TO US. 

t. llEETlllG OF AllCRICAH ARHIU. PASTOR ASKED llllAT 
)OSITIOll 	THE US \IOULD TAKE REGARDING NICARAGUA'S PRESENCE 

AT TllE llf.ETING OF AllERICAN ARHIES TO TAKE PLACE IN 
COl..INlllA. THE SECRETARY SAID vE VOULO FAVOR 
NICARAGUA'S PRESENCE. 

DIST: 

t 5 .... 
f)<no·-+ 

...,.... " 
f ,
lt

S, O, P; S/P, NSC; S/S, ARA, HA, 
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EXOIS 

9. IAHRC VISIT. THE SECRETA.Rj' ASKED HOW THE VISIT OF 

THE HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION,· WHI(;H ni: TE!'rtvlE:!J-A POSITIVE 

STEP, HAO GONE. PASTOR SAID THE VISIT HAD BEEN "VERY 

SATISFACTORY IN GENERAL TERMS" BECAUSE THE GOA HAO 

GIVEN FULL FACILITIES TO THE COMMISSION WHICH WAS ABLE 

TO CONDUCT ITS BUSINESS FREELY. HE BELIEVED THE REPORT 

WOULD BE OBJECTIVE, NORMAL ANO REASONABLE. HE SAID,

"WE DO NOT EXPECT APPLAUSE OR CONGRATULATIONS, BUT UNDER-
STANDING. " HE FELT IT WOULD· BE DIFF ICUi.. T FOR THE MEMBERS 

OF THE COMMISSION TO LtJDERSTANO THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 

THE SITUATION TODAY AND THAT OBTAINING IN THE 1973-75 

PERIOD IN ARGENTINA ANO TO NOTE THE ECONOMIC PROGRESS 

WHICH HAS BEEN MADE. 


10. HUMAN RIGHTS IN US/ARGENTINE RELATIONS. PASTOR 

SAID IT WAS IMPORTANT FOR THE US TO DIFFERENTIATE 

BETWEEN WHAT IS TEMPORARY OR CIRCUMSTANTIAL AND WHAT 

IS PERMANENT. H~ SAID THE WAR AGAINST SUBVERSION HAD 

SEEN A REAL WAR ANO ARGENTINA HAO SUFFERED AN INFLUX 

OF SUBVERSIVES FROM URUGUAY ANO CHILE. "EVERY WAR,"

HE POINTED OUT, "HAS ITS DEAD, I TS MI SS ING IN ACTION,

ANO ITS PRISONERS." ARGENTIN~ HOWEVER, WAS TRADITIONALLY 

A COUNTRY WHICH RESPECTS HUMAN RIGHTS ANO 

CONSTITUTIONALITY; IT WOULD HAVE TO OVERCOME "THIS SAD 

PERIOD.,; IT. WAS IMPORTANT FOR THE US TO UNDERSTAND 

THAT THE PROBLEM IS NOT PERMANENT. NATIONAL SECURITY 

HAO TO TAKE PRIORITY OVER HUMAN RIGHTS; NOW THAT THE 

FORMER IS GUARANTEED, HUMAN RIGHTS ABUSES WOULD END 

RAPIOL Y. 

THE SECRETARY SAID HE APPRECIATED THE CONVICTION WITH 

WHICH MINISTER PASTOR HAO SPOKE~ THE US WAS CONCERNED,

HOWEVER, ABOUT BECENT OISAPPEARANC,ES ANO HOPED THEY .!fOULO 

BE CLEARED UP. PASTOR SAID THE SECRETARY "COULD l:lt:. 
ASSURED OF THAT." HE ALSO EXPRESSED THE HOPE THAT 
HUMAN RIGHTS IN ARGENTINA WOULD NOT BECOME AN ISSUE IN 
THE US ELECTORAL CAMPAIGN, "WE 00 NOT WANT TO BE 

"1'§'.i}~@f.N:!i @S' J!i.N AL L 
Y RESPONDED THAT THE US 

E ISSUES "AS A FRIEND, PUTTING THE CARDS 
TABLE." WE HAO A MUTUAL CONCERN ON THESE 
ANO DID NOT WISH THESE ISSUES TO DIVIDE US . 

1 L RECOMMEND DEPARTMENT REPEAT TO AMEMBASSIES 
BUENOS AIRES ANO MANAGUA. ABOVE TEXT HAS BEEN CLEARED 
WITH ARA DAS EATON. 
MCHENRY 

llOT TO BE REPRODUCED lllTffOUf THE 
AUtffOP!ZATIOll OF THE f.XECllTIVE SECRETCOMF IbENT If\L 

mailto:1'�'.i}~@f.N:!i
http:SECRETA.Rj
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103. 

Memorandum From the Executive Secretary of the Department of State (Tarnoff) to the 
President's Assistant for National Security Affairs (Brzezinski) 

Washington, January 16, 1980 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Brzezinski Material, Country File, Box 4, 
Argentina, 1179-1/80. Confidential. 
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

washlnrton, o.c. 2os20 (Entire 
January 16, 1980 

MEMORANDUM FOR DR. ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI 

THE WHITE HOUSE 


subject: Consultations with Argentina on Human Rights 

On January 8, you advised us of President Ca~.!..s 

request for a proposed course of acti~n -on tne suggestion

(BUENOS AIRES 0163) that the Argentine Government might

negotiate specific human rights improvements for a U.S. 

commitment not to condemn them in the meeting of the 

United Nations Commission on Human Rights next month. 


such a plan was drawn up, approved by the NSC,
and transmitted to our Charqe d'Affaires in Buenos Aires 
on January 11 (STATE 859i).• However, earJ..ier the same 
day, when delivering the message from President Carter 
to President Videla urging Argentine cooperation with 
us on restrictino Qrain and sovbean sales to the us~R 
(STATE 81J5},. our Charge, as instructed, raised this 
question. Be told the Acting Foreign Minister that 
we had observed significant improvements in the Argentine
human rights situation over the past year and had been 
considering appropriate wavs of recognizing these improvements
(BUENOS AIRES 385). He then suggested that the Geneva 
session of the Human Rights Commission might be an occasion 
on which we could consult, should President Videla so 
wish. 

The Acting Foreign Minister replied with great
satisfaction, saying he would forward this news to President 
Videla. Be asserted that recognition of Argentina's
efforts in human rights was what the Government had 
wanted, and implied that genuine recognition would bring
nunders.tanding and support for Argentina. n He said 
President Videla would make a prompt reply to President 
Carter's message, and the meeting ended with his expression
of optimism about the future of US-Argentine relations. 

Our Charge had planned to follow up this initial 
approach with a more substantive exchange with Colonel 
Cerda of the Off ice of the President as proposed in his 
original message. However, in the interim, the Ambassador 
has returned to Buenos Aires and now has been instructed 
to personally approach President Videla to urge Argentine 
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cooperation on grain sales and to propose that a ssecial 
emissary J:>e sent to Argentina to discuss with t~eOAa number of issues, among them U.S. positions in multilateral 
fora dealing with ·human rights in Argentina (STATE 12183). 

If the GOA expresses interest in consultations 
with us as a result of our Charge's approach to the 
Acting Foreign Minister, as a result of any subsequent
approach to Colonel Cerda, or after meeting with our 
special emissary, we would propose to follow the plan
furnished to the Embassy earlier (STATE 8592). Specifically, 
we would seek from the GOA a commitment to release a 
certain number of prisoners by a set date (if possible, 
a schedule of releases)1 a commitment to additional 
releases under the right:""of-option program: and a 
reaffirmation of previous Argentine statements, not 
fully honored to date, that disappearances definitively
will cease. With regard to information about the disappeared, 
we plan to convey our continuing concern that the GOA 
find a way to inform families of their fate. 

For our part, we would plan to assure the Argentines
that the United States does not and will not seek public 
censure or condemnation of the GOA in the coming meeting
of the United Nations Commission on Ruman Rights. Instead, 
we would look toward either: 

a Commission request to the Secretary General 

to establish direct contact with the GOAr or 


the Commission's appointment of a rapporteur
to study the Argentine situation. 

We do not believe that the human rights situation 
in Argentina has improved sufficiently to warrant merely
keeping the situation under review, nor do we believe 
that the other members of the Commission would wish 
to appoint a special investigatory committee, since 
this already has been done throuqh the Inter-American 
Ruman Rights Commission. we consider it unlikely that 
the Commission would seek to censure Argentina publicly,
despite GOA fears, as this is the first time the Argentine 
case will come before the Commission. However, given
Argentine fears, and the fact that both direct contacts 
by the Secretary General and the appointment of a rapporteur 
are confidential procedures, we believe it likely that 
our planned position will be acceptable. 

CONFtOENTIAL 
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We also shall seek from the Argentines a commitment r 
not to lobby against or offer resistance to the proposed I 
resolution in the UNCHR that the Sub-Commission on 1 

lDiscrimination and Minorities be given authority to 
establish a special group of experts to •make contacts 
with governments and families concerned to assist in 
locating missing and disappeared persons." In return 
for this, we would assure the Argentines that we would 
not introduce or support resolutions dealing solely
with Argentina. · 

··1
I / ~ .A ( 
. , I / / ,li '-e--<~.
{. '-1~ u. ..,,_.·~ 1t.... / .Peter Tarnoff ·· 

f Executive Secretary 
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104. 

Summary of Conclusions ofa Special Coordination Committee Meeting 

Washington, January 22, 1980, 9-9:45 a.m. 

1 Source: Carter Library, Donated Historical Material, Zbigniew Brzezinski Collection, Box 31, 
Meetings-SCC 257: 1122/80. Secret. The meeting took place in the White House Situation 
Room. Carter initialed the top right-hand corner of the summary. In preparation for the meeting, 
Sick sent Brzezinski a January 22 memorandum outlining issues for discussion. (Ibid.) 
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SPECIAL COORDINATION COMMITTEE MEETING b\O~ -----

.~ '. January 22, 1980 -	 _..,,,---
""::_ _) 

Time and Place: 	 9:00 - 9:45 a.m., White House Situation Room 

Subject: 	 Iran, Olympics, Pakistan, Argentina, Yugoslavia,
Intelligence, Military Deployments and 
Bartholomew/Murray Mission 

Participants: 

s·tate Vice President's Office 
Deputy Secretary Christopher Denis Clift 
David Newsom · 
Harold Saunders White House 

David Aaron 
Defense Hedley Donovan 
Secretary Harold Brown Hamilton Jordan (briefly)
Graham Claytor Lloyd Cutler 

CIA NSC 
Admiral Turner William Odom 
Frank Carlucci Gary Sick 

Thomas Thornton 
JCS 
General David Jones 
Lt. General John Pustay 

COmitted here is material unrelated to Argen~ 
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Omitotee &ere is mateiiai ume1atea fu Argentina. --

7. Argentina. General Goodpaster has agreed to qo to 
Argentina tonigh'E.· He will have a-heavy series of briefings at 
State and the White House today. Mr. Claytor said that a finding
that Argentina had made substantial progress on human rights (in
connection with the Kennedy Amendment) would be extremely helpful.
Others noted that the Kennedy Amendment merely established a 
deadline (October 1, 1978) for Argentinian performance on human 
rights but indicated no relief for subsequent improvement. Mr. 
Newsom noted that this amendment would be much harder to lift than 
the Symington Amendment on Pakistan. The Argentinian record is 
still very bad, and the Inter-American Human Rights Commission report
which is coming out soon will be extremely derogatory. Mr. Aaron 
said that General Goodpaster must have something to encourage the 
Argentines to be helpful. The instructions for his trip are beinq
drafted and will be reviewed this afternoon. ~tate w1L~ take a new 
look at the legislation. We are prepared to be J::ielpful '·to Argentina
with respect to the UN Human Rights Commission. (S) 

SECRET 



[Omitted here is material unrelated to Argentina) 
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105. 

Action Memorandum From the Acting Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-American Affairs 
(Bushnell) to Secretary of State Vance 

Washington, January 22, 1980 

1 Source: National Archives, RG 59, Central Foreign Policy File, P800028-2024. Confidential. 
Drafted by Whitman and Flood on January 21; sent through Christopher. A stamped notation on . 
the memorandum indicates that Vance saw it. 
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ARA TO: The Secretary <.• 

·H 
~-

HA 
S/P
S/S-S
TMA 

THRO: 

FROM: 

D - Mr. Christopher .,V~ 
ARA - John A. Bushnell,(fcting 

RF(JAB) 
Bl.Dilan Rights RePC?rt for Argentina 

ISSUE FOR DECISION 

Whether to approve the ARA version or the HA 
version (or parts of each) of the o.s. Bl.Dilan Rights
Report for Argentina. 

ESSENTIAL FACTORS 

"'he President bas asked that you review the Btmtan 
. Rights report for Argentina.. 

ARA and HA have reached substantial agreement 
on the major part of the Report's contents. However,
significant differences remain in the introduction 
and in Section l.a. (torture). The attachment hiqhliqhts
the differences between the reports. 

ARA Position 

ARA believes that the version of the Introduction 
to the Human Rights Report on Argentina that is being.
proposed by HA is unnecessarily provocative. In ter:as 
of our maintaining any powers of suasion with the 
Goverrmaent of Argentina in the area of human rights,
it could even be counter-productive: 

-- ~he GOA is well aware that the attention of 
the Congress, of the aedia, and of the public focuses 
most readily on the introduction to these reports. 
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-- The version proposed by HA is far more lengthy
and substantially more detailed than those on other 
countries with human rights records no less serious 
than that of Argentina. 

-- 'T'he detail contained in HA's introduction 

is repeated in the body of the report. 


-- ~here has been substantial improvement in 

human rights, Basket I, in 1979 for which the GOA 

should be given credit. 


-- 'T'he length and weight of the historical detail 
of abuses tends to submerge the evidence of very real 
improvements, and makes it unduly severe and harsh 
in tone. It will be seen by the Argentines in this 
light. 

· Argentines will compare this report with the 
ones on other coun.tries and will be strengthened in 
their conviction that they are being singled out,
that the United States has no intention of recognizing
the progress they have made. Our actions in the public
domain,' and those by our representatives to the United 
Nations Commission on Ruman Rights and the private
U.S. citi~en member·of the Inter-American Ruman Rights

Commission have already come under .severe fire from 

the Argentines as being discriminatory. Any further 

exacerbation of their injured feelings might serve 

only to cut off our dialogue. 


As regards the description of torture, ARA's 
version refers to the severe psychological and physical
abuse that took place, but avoids specifics which 
we believe are inappropriate in a Government report.
Such minute detail will certainly be perceived as 
unduly inflammatory and provocative by Argentina. 

We have thus far retained considerable influence 
with .the GOA, and have used it effectively in pressing
-for improvements in human rights. The BA version 
·of the report wou.ld needlessly inflame relations and 
emotions. It would push Argentina toward greater
isolation from us and the remainder of the Western 
world, and toward the Soviet Union, which has quietly
supported Argentina in multilateral fora on human 
rights. 

COKPIDEllTIAL 
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HA Position 

The revision of the report proposed by HA is 

the result of extensive discussions with ARA's Office 

of East Coast Affai'rs CARA/ECA) during the period

before Christmas, which culminated in agreement on 

December 21. The alternative version resulted from. 

a post-holiday review of this text by the ARA Front 

Office. 


~he principal differences between the two reports

lie in the introduction and with the section on torture: 


-- Introduction: HA believes that ARA's revisiqn

tends to give the unintended impression that the Argentine

Junta's repressive activities at least to some· extent 

are justified, that the tone is unduly upbeat and 

optimistic, and that it omits essential information 

about the nature and extent of human rights violations 

in the country. Although most of the latter are covered 

in the body of the. report, it is important to treat 

them in the introduction because: 


the introduction sets the tone of the 

report1 


-- as ARA points out, many readers focus 
almost exclusively on the introduction1 and 

-- as this is the first report on Argentina
prepared during the Carter Administration, a more 
extensive treatment of historical antecedents is justified. 

~oreover, the length of the proposed introduction 
is not out o.f line with those in •any of the other 
reports we have prepared this year. The introductions 
vary in length from a paragraph to four pages, in 
accordance with conditions in the country concerned. 
They tend to be longer for countries being covered 
for the first time, especially with serious hwttan 
rights problems. 

-- ""'<>rture: ARA's version omits aention of torture 
methods. However, the guidelines approved last August
by the Deputy Secretary for the preparation of all 
reports specifically requests the inclusion of this 
information. ARA's editorial revisions also soften 
the tone of this section; the saae holds true for 
the opening words of the following section (on Cruel,
Inhuman, or Degrading Treataent or Punishment). These 
sections would be substantially different from other reports. 

CDHPIDElft IAL 
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ARA argues that adoption of the HA version would 
complicate our relations with the Argentine Government. 
However, Congress established the requirements to 
submit human rights reports for the purpose of obtaining
objective, accurate, and comprehensive information 
on human rights conditions. in all countries. The 
purpose of the report is not to praise or condemn 
individual governments. The Deputy Secretary's guidelines
call for both objectivity and specificity, and we 
have followed these norms in preparing all 155 reports.
No report has been deliberately softened, toughened, 
or otherwise modified because of the state of o·ur 
relations with the country concerned. We should not 
make an exception of Argentina. or appear to be willing to 
negotiate human rights principles for other objectives.
Recollllllendations 

That you approve the ARA proposal. 

Approve . Disapprove . 

Alternative~y,t you. approve the BA proposa~-JAN 2 8 1980 l_::...l 
Approve Disapprove ~~~~~ 

Alternatively, that you approve some combination 
of the two. 

Approve ~~~~- Disapprove~~~~~-

Attachment: 

As Stated. 


Drafted:ARA/ECA:GJWhitman:BA:PFlood:mas
1/21/80 X29166 

... .· 
l /J . • , 

,..-. ,. '!' 

ii! ~ .;.. 
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106. 

Telegram From the Consulate General in Argentina to the Department of State 

Rio de Janeiro, January 26, 1980, 0527Z 

1 Source: National Archives, RG 59, Central Foreign Policy File, N800002-0385. Secret; Niact 
Immediate; Nodis. 
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C 0 N b I b B N I I A L SECTION l OF 2 RIO DE JANEIRO 0313 

NODIS 

FOR THE SBCRETARY AND DR. BRZEZINSKI FROM GENERAL GOODPASTER 

E.O. 12065: GDS 1/25/85 (ROSER, CLAUS W.) OR-M 

TAGS: PGOV, PINR 

SUBJECT: GENERAL GOODPASTER'S MISSION TO ARGENTINA: 

GBNBRAL REPORT 


~ENTIRE TBXT) 

1. I BELIEVE DISCUSSIONS OF THB LAST THREE DAYS HAVE OPENED 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR US-ARGENTINE RBLATIONS WHICH SEEM 
PROMISING FOR BOTH GOVERNMBNTS TO FOLLOW UP. DURING 
THE TALXS I SOUGHT TO IMPRESS ON THE ARGBNTINB OFFICIALS 
BOTH THB SERIOUSNESS WITH WIC~ 1'S WOULD VIEW TUR 
BROSIION OF THE US GRAINS BMBARGO·AND THE DISIRB 
TO STRENGTHEN COOPERATION WITH ARGENTINA AS A SERIOUS 
AND RESPONSIBLE COUNTRY OF THE WEST. 

2. THE ARGBNTINE OFFICIALS, I FEEL, APPROACHED THE TALKS 
IN A POSITIVE, BUSINESS-LIKE HANNER. PRESIDENT VXDllLA, 
RECALLING HIS MEETING WITH VICE PRESIDENT MONDALE. BM-
PHASIZED HIS DESIRE FOR BE'ITSR RELATIONS. BUT ALL THE SENIOR 
ARGENTINE OFFICIALS ALSO STRESSED THE ARGENTINE VIEW THAT 
MUCH OF ARGENTINA'S SUPPORT OF US INITIATIVES HAD 
GONE UNACKNOWLEDGED AND THAT US POLICIES HAD RBQUBNTLY 
CONPIDDIIIAL 

PAGE 02 RIO DE 00313 01 OF 02 260656Z 

FAILED TO TA.KR INTO ACCOUNT ARGENTINA'S SEVERE DOMESTIC 

PROBLEMS AND TO RECOGNIZE IMPROVEMENTS wHEN THIY OCCURRED. 


3: THE ARGENTINE LEADERS RESPONDED WELL TO MY PRBSBNTATAION 
ON AFGHANISTAN. THEY APPEARED FULLY TO SHARE OUR VIEW 
ON THE SERIOUSNESS OP THE SOVIET MOVE, OUR CONCERNS FOR 
ITS BROADER STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS, AND THE NBED FOR 
WESTERN UNITY. WHILE THEY REPEATEDLY QUESTIONED THE 
APPROPRIATENESS AND PROBA.BLE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE 
•BOYCOTT" (UNDOUBTEDLY IN GOOD PART FOR TACTICAL REASONS),
THEY SEEMED GENUINELY IMPRESSED WITH THE RANGE, WEIGHT 
AND SERIOUSNESS OF THE MEASURES THE U.S. HAS TAKEN OR 
INITIATED. ONE FURTHER REPORT: IN THEIR RESPONSE, THEY 
ALSO NOTBD ARGENTINA'S OWN RBCBNT STRUGGLE WITH LBFT· 
WING TERROR AND INSURGENCY WHICH HAD BROUCHT THBM, IN 
THEIR TERMS, ONLY "ISOLATION AND DISGRACE." 

4. GRAINS EXPORTS. WHILE STANDING THEIR GROUND ON THE 
PUBLIC POSITION THEY HAO TAJCBN, IN ESSENCE THE ARGENTINE 
LEADERS GAVE A POLITICAL AND MORAL COMMITMENT THAT THBY 
WOULD SEEK TO PREVENT DIRECT SOVIET PURCHASES SUBSTANTIALLY 
GREATER THAN NORMAL LEVELS. ON THE OTHER HAND, THEY 
MADE CLEAR THAT, GIVEN THIS PUBLIC POSTURE (AND THE 
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POLITICAL REPRECUSSSiONS IN ARGENTINA IF THEY WERE PER-
CEIVED AS GIVING IN TO U.S. PRESSURE) THEY WOULD BE 
WILLING TO DO THIS ONLY THROUGH INFORMAL AND PRIVATE 
ARRANGBMENTS; AND THEY DECLINBD TO TAKE RESPONSIBILITY 
li'OR TRANSSHIPMBNTS BEYOND THEIR BORDERS, WHICH THEY 
ALLEGED WERE UNCONTROLLABLE BY THE GOA. TO THE EXTENT 
THEY MAKE GOOD ON THEIR WORD, THE DAHGBR 011' MASSIVE 
DIRECT SOVIBT PURCHASES WOULD HAVB BBBH AVER.TED, BUT THIS 
LEAVES US RPT OS WITH THE EQUALLY SBRIOUS PROBLEM OF. 
INDIRECT PURCHASES. THE ARGENTINES SAID THEY WOULD NOT 
CONEID!!l'JIIxtl 

CONS IDEN I !AL 
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OBJECT TO OUR PURSUING THIS PROBLEM WITH OTHER GOVERNMENTS 
AND TRADING COMPANIES, AND THEY GAVE SOME INDICATIONS OF 
COOPERATION ON ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, BUT TH.BY ARE 
CLEARLY RELUCTANT AND THIS WILL REQUIRE FOLLOW-UP 
(ADDITIONAL DETAIL WILL BE THE SUl!JBCT 011' SEPTEL.), 

S. HUMAN RIGHTS. THE FORTHCOMING OAS REPORT\ 
CLEARLY IS OF INTBNSE CONC.ERN TO THEM,. AS IS THE US 
GOVERNMENT'S OWN REPORT. 'J.'HBY HAD ADMITTED ·iHE IAHR.C 
BBCAOSB THEY BXPBCTED THAT IT WOULD ACKNOWLEDGE THE 
REFORMS AND IMPROVEMENTS MADE BY THE NATIONAL 
LEADERSHIP, ALONG WITH THE DISMAL RECORD OF THEIR "DIR.TY 
WAR." (IH PRIVATE, THEY STATED BITTERLY THAT THE 
COMMISSION STAPF HAS BEEN UNHELPFUL AND PARTIAL, CITING 
THE PERSONAL BACKGROUND OF SOME OF ITS KEY MEMBERS. ) THEY 
ASKBD WHETHER WE COULD BE OF HELP IN THE NEXT PHASE OF 
THE COMMISSIONS DILIBERATIONS. WE, OF COURSE, STRESSED 
THE INDEPENDENCE OF THE COMMISSION ANO OUR INABILITY TO 
INFLUENCE THE COMMISSION IN ITS REVIBll OF THE GOA'S 
COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT REPORT (DOE IN THE COMMISSION NEXT 
MQNTH.) 

6. WB EMPHASIZED THAT THE OS INTEREST WAS NOT IN 
ARGENTINA 1 S INTERNATIONAL CENSURE BUT IN THE IMPROVEMENT 
OF HmmN RIGHTS. (THE TENSION WHICH WAS PREVIOUSLY IN 
BVIDBNCE WAS REDUCED CONSIDERABLY BY THIS STATEMENT.)
THERE WAS A GOOD DISCUSSION OF THE FORTHCOMING UNHRC 

WNFIDBNllAL 
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MBB'l'ING; WE INDICATED THAT THE US, WHILE CON-
CERNED TO MAITAIN THE INTEGRITY OP THE COMMISSION'S WORK, 
WOULD SUPPORT MODERATE APPROACHES ON AGENDA ITEMS AFFECTING 
.!'RGENTINA. THE ARGENTINES SAID THEY WOULD NOT OPPOSE 
THE PROPOSAL IN THE UNHRC FOR A GENERAL PROCEDURE FOR 
DEALING THE QUESTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS OP PERSONS 
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DETAINED OR IMPRISONBD. THEY EXPRESSBD SOME CONCERN 

THAT AN ATl'EMPT MIGHT BE MADE (POSSIBLY BY CANADA) TO 

INTRODUCE A RESOLUTION SPECIFICALLY CENSURING ARGENTINA; 

WE REPEATED THAT THE US HAD NO INTENT TO CENSURE ARGENTINA. 


7. WITH RESPECT TO THE COMPLAINTS AGl\TlfST ARGENTINA UNDER 
THE CONFIDENTIAL 1503 PROCEDURE, THE ARG.1$A!'J.'.UU!i oFFICIXLS 
.REQUESTED US SUPPORT FOR A DECISION BY THE COMMISSION TO 
KEEP TH&: ARGENTINE. SITUATION UNDER REVIEW, IN VIEW OP 
CONTINUING AND PROSPECTIVE IMPROVEMENTS IN AROEINTINA'S 
HUMAN RIGHTS SITUATION. WE STATED THAT THIS WAS NOT THE 
CURRBNT US POSITION AND THAT WE WOULD HAVE TO REFER THEIR 
REQUEST TO WASHINGTON. 

8 • NUCLEAR ISSUES.' THE ARGENTINE LlµiD&:RS, AS WOULD BB 

EXPECTED, DISPLAYED A STRONG INTEREST AND SENSITIVITIES 

OVER US POLICIES AND ACTIONS DI THIS AREA. FOREIGN 

MINISTER PASTOR STATED THAT THEIR PROGRAM WAS FOR 

PEACEFUL USES· ONLY; ARGENTINA HAD NO J;IESIRE TO EXERCISE 

ee!:fP!BIH'f!MI 
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A NUCLEAR OPTION AND WOULD DO SO ONLY IP REQUIRED BY 
WORLD-WIDE OR REGIONAL D~LOPMBNTS (HE MENTIONED BRAZIL 
AND CHILE) . HE SAID THAT THE RATIFICATION OF THE 
TLATELOLCO TREATY MUST AWAIT THE·CONCLUSION OP AN 
APPROPRIATE SAFEGUARDS AGREEMENT WITH THE IABA, 
NEGOTIATIONS FOR WHICH ARE NOW UNDER WAY. (I UNDER-
STAND·THERE MAY BE DIFFICULTIES WITH THE KIND OF 
AGREEMBNT THE ARGENTINBS WANTED. ) 

9. THE ARGENTINE OFFICIALS RAISE[! A N'IJMBER OF QUESTIONS 
ABOUT OUR REPRESENTATIONS TO THE SWISS AND THB FRG. 
WE STRESSED THAT THE US OBJECTIVE HAO NOT BBBN TO STOP 
THE SALES OR TO DENY TECHNOLOGY Bt11' LEGITIMATE CONCERN 
OVER SAFEGUARDS ARRANGEMENTS AS ARGENTINA IS ABOUT TO 
CLOSE THE NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE. PtJi:l.BUANT TO YOUR INSTRUCTIONS 
WE STATED THAT THE US WOULD SHORTLY SUBMIT A REPLY ON 
THE ASSURKANCBS WE REQUIRE IN ORDER TO SUPPLY THE 
PENDING SHIPMENTS OF NUCLEAR FUEL FOR ARGENTINA'S RE-
SEARCH REACTORS. 

10. MILITARY RELATIONSHIP. WE DETBCTlm CONSIDERABLE 
INTEREST IN THE RESUMPTION OP A RELATIONSHIP AMONG OUR 
ARMED FORCES. IN RESPONSE TO THBIR QUESTION, WB STATlm 
THAT WE COULD SEE NO POSSIBILITY OF LIFTING OF THE 
HUMPHRBY-ICBNNEDY AMENDMENT AT THIS TIME, BUT THAT THE 
ULTIMATE GOAL OF THE RESTORATION OF MUTUALLY ACCEPTABLE 
MILITARY RELATIONS WAS AN INTEREST BOTH COUNTIRES SRARBD. 
AS FIRS+ STBPS TOWARDS THIS GOAL WE SUGGESTED THE 
POSSIBILITY OP VISITS AND JOINT EXERCISES, PERSONNEL 
EXCHANGES AND CONSULTATIONS ON SECURITY MATTERS. THEY 
EVIDENCED INTEREST IN ALL OF THESE. 

ll. GENl!!RAL CONSULTATIONS. IN THE DISCUSSIONS THERE 
CC1fl%l>BNllAL 

CONFIDENIIAL 
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SEEMED TO BE AGREEMENT THAT INCREASED CONSUJ,TATIONS WERE 
REQUIRlm AS A MEANS OF DEEPENING AND IMPROVING OUR 
RELATIONS. 

12. THE ARGBllTTINES RAISED NUMEROUS OTHER POINTS WHICH 

WILL BE REPORTED IN SEPTELS AND MEMCON~. 


13. AN ATMOSPHERE OF CORDIALITY WAS MAINTAINED THROUGHOtrl' 

EVEN WlfEN CONTENTIOUS POINTS WBRB DISCUSSED. MY OVER-


Page 3of4 • 
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ALL ASSBSSMENT IS THAT THB TALKS BAD A POSITIVE EFFECT. 
DEWITT 

CONilDENilAL 

SECREI 
n/a, NODIS 
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Telegram From the Embassy in Argentina to the Department of State 

Buenos Aires, March 26, 1980, 2134Z 

1 Source: National Archives, RG 59, Central Foreign Policy File, N800005-0023. Secret; Niact; 
Immediate; Nodis. 
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FOR THE SECRBTARY FROM AMBASSADOR SMITH 

B.O. 12065: XDS-1 (3/26/10) (SMITH, GERARD)
TAGS: ENRG 
SUBJECT: ASSESSMENT OF MY VISIT TO BUENOS AIRES 

1. \st ENTIRE TEXT 

2. CONDITIONS FOR OUR VISIT TO BUENOS AIRES WERE NOT 

AUSPICIOUS. WHILB WE HELD TALICS WITH THE PRESIDENT 

OF ARGENTINA'S NUCLEAR ENERGY AGENCY CASTRO MN>Bku, 

HIS DEPUTY WAS IN MOSCOW AT THE SOVIBT'S INVITATION. 

A HIGH-LEVEL GBRMAH DELBGATION, HBADBD BY VAN WBLL, 

WAS ALSO HERE TO COMPLETE NEGOTIATIONS FOR THB ATUCHA 

II REACTOR. DURING OUR TALKS WITH VIDBLA, ·PASTOR, 

MARTINEZ DB Hoz: GALTIBRI AND VIOLA WB STRESSED THE 

SERIOUSNESS WITH WHICH WB VIEW THB INTERNATIONAL 

SITUATION, THAT THERE WILL BB NO ~LURCH TOWARDS DETBNTB," 

AND OUR AIM TO STRENGTHEN RELATIONS WITH ARGENTINA. 


3 . THERE CLEARLY REMAIN DEEP DIFFBREHCBS ON MAJOR 

ISSUES FROM NON-PROLIFERATION TO CENTRAL AMERICAN 

STRATEGY. SOME OF THE BXPBCTATI~S OE. OOODl(lLI· 

~TED BY THB GOODPASTER MISSIOti•~~ DISSIPATBD BY 

THE CLASHES AT THE UNHRC MEETING IN GBHBVA, WHICH 


Sl!C'1tlH' 

SECRE'I' 
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WERE FULLY REPORTED IN THE BUENOS AIRES PRESS. BUT 
I BELIEVE ARGENTINA'S LEADERS -- CONSCIOUS THAT RELA-
TIONS BBTWEEllT THE TWO COUNTRIES HAVE NEVBR BED EASY 
ARE ALSO INTERESTED IN IMPROVING RELATIONS ON THEIR 
TERMS. THEY STRESSED AGAIN, AS THEY HAD TO ANDY 
GOODPASTER, THAT WHILE THEY HAVE PRAGMATIC RELATIONS 
WITH THE SOVIETS AND THE THIRD WORLD, THEY CONSIDER 
ARGENTINA PART OF THE WEST. THEY CONSIDER SOME FORW.IUW 
MOVEMENT ON MILITARY RELATIONS AND OUR ATTITUDE IR 
THE OAS ON THB IAHRC'S mDmN RIGHTS REPORT IMPORTANT 
TESTS OF WHETHER WE SHARE THEIR DESIRE FOR COOPERATION. 
MY PRINCIPAL CONCLUSIONS ARB: 
A) WE SHOULD CONTINUE THE EFFORT TO REBUILD THE RELA-
TIONSHIP. ARGBN'l'INA'S HUMAN RIGHTS SITUATION HAS IM-
PROVED OVER THE PAST YEAR -- MORE SO THAN THEY ARE 
INTBRNATIIONALLY BEING GIVEN CREDIT FOR. ARGENTINA 
IS AN IMPORTANT NATION, WITH CONSIDERABLE D111'LUENCE 
ON MAJOR US INTERESTS, AND ONE WITH WHICH WE SHOULD 
HAVE DECBNT WORXING RELATIONS. 
Bl HUMAN RIGHTS. OUR POLICIES SHOULD BB BASBD OH 
CURRBNT PERFORMANCE, NOT THE GRIM RECORD OF THE PAST. 
WE SHOULD BB CONCBRNBD WITH CURRENT SECURITY PRACTICES, 
THE CURRENT QUALITY OF JUDICIAL PROCEDURES, AND THE 

ADP Declassification Review 
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OPENNESS OF THB EMERGING POLITICAL DIALOGUE. BUT I 
QUESTION WHBTHER AN ACCOUNTING OF THE FATE OF THE 
THOUSANDS OF DISAPPEARANCES IS A RBALJSTIC OBJECT!VB AT 
THIS TIME; ME SHOULD, CONTINUE TO URGB MOVES ON HUMANITARIAN 
GROUNDS, BUT WITHOUT llIAKING OUR RELATIONS WI'l'H ARGENTINA 
HOSTAGE TO THIS ISSUB. (NO IQJOR ARGENTINE POLITICIAN 
SEEKS SUCH AN ACCOUNTING. )
C) POLITICAL BVOLUTION. MOST OF ARGJDl'l'IllA'S MILITARY 
LEADERSHIP WISHES TO RETURN ARGENTINA TO ITS DEMOCRATIC 
TRADITIONS -- IN A MANNER THAT WOULD AVOID PAST PATTERNS 

8!ileRB'l' 

SECREI 
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OF CHRONIC INSTABILITY. BUT WHILE PROGRBSSIVB IMPROVE-
MENT IN THE SECURITY OP THE PBRSON CAR BB EXPECTED, 

THE INsTALLATION OP AN EPPBCTIVB DEMOCRATIC CIVILIAN 

POLITICAL SYSTEM WILL BE A MATTER OP YEARS. TOO MUCH 

OP THE COUNTRY'S INSTITUTIONAL STRtfC'l'l1RB HAS BEEN 

DESTROYED BY PERONISM AND ITS AFTERMATH. THBRE IS NO 

EVIDENCE THAT PRESSURE AND SANCTIONS WILL ACCELERATE 

THIS PROCESS. 

D) NON-PROLIFERATION. THERE WAS NO BNC011RAGB'MENT 

DURING MY TALKS THAT ARGENTINA WILL RATIFY TLATBLOLCO 

ANY TIME SOON; ON FlJLL-SCOPE SAPBGUARDS WE AGREED TO 

DISAGREE. ARGJDl'l'INA' S NUCLEAR PROGRAM IS WBLL ADVANCED 

AND WILL MOVE AHEAD tlNDBR ABLE LEADERSHIP. OUR CENTRAL 

OBJECTIVE, Ml1ST BB TO PREVENT THB BMBRGBNCB OF A 

NUCLEAR ARMS RACE IN THE HBMISPHBRB. THE ARGENTINE 

LEADERSHIP MAY BE ON THE THRBSHOLD OP COHCBRH OVER 

GLOBAL AND RBGIOHAL PROLIFERATION AND MAY BB INTER-
ESTED IN A DIALOG11B ON POLITICAL SOLt11'ION. THEIR NEW 


· COOPERATIVE ARRAHGBMENTS WITH BRAZIL OPFBR HOPE OF 
FOSTERING MUTUAL RESTRAINT AND CONFIDENCE BBTNEEN THESE 
TWO COUNTRIES AND MBRIT OUR SUPPORT. 

SECRSI 

SBCRBI 
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E) BILATBRAL NUCLEAR COOPERATION. POR THE PRESBNT? 
THBARGENTINES DO NOT APPEAR INTERESTED IN COOPERATION 
BEYOND THE SUPLY OP P'OEL POR THEIR RESEARCH REACTORS, 
TO WHICH WE ARE COMMITTED. WB SHOULD, HOWBVBR, MAIN-
TAIN REMAINING LINJCS TO THBIR NUCLEAR PROGRAM BY RE-
SOLVING THE RELATBD SAFBGUARDS ISSUE TN' ACCORDANCE WITH 
THE RBQ11IRBMBNTS OP US LAW. I THINK WE CAN SOLVE THE 
ISSUE ON THAT BASIS. 

P) OLYMPICS AND GRAINS EMBARGO. THBRB IS A REASONABLE 
POSSIBILITY '!'HAT THB ARGB:NTINBS ULTIMATELY WILL WITH-
DRAW PROM THE MOSCOW GAMES, AND THEY COULD HELP SWING 
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THB OTHER LATIN AMERICAN COUNTR.IBS. ( WB SHOULD ICBEP 
THEM CURRENTLY IBFORMIW ABOUT OUR COUNT OF THE NUMBER 
OF PROSPBCTIVE NON-PARTICIPANTS. ON GRAINS, I SEE 
NO JUSTIFICATION FOR ACCUSING THBM OF HAVING UNDERCUT 
THE GOODPASTER UNDERSTANDING. THEY HAVE A CME THAT 
WE HAVE UNDERSOLD THBM IN THEIR TRADITIONAL MARICBTS. 
THE GRAIN THEY NOW HAVB AVAILABLE FOR BXPORT HAS BBBN 
SBVBRBLY REDUCED BY DROUGHT AND THUS THBY NO LONGER 
HAVE ~ ABILITr TO AFFECT A MAJOR PART OF OUR 
BMBARGo. 
G) CENTRAL AMERICA. THE AGRENTINB LEADERSHIP IS 

DEEPLY CONCERNED OVBR DBVBLOPMBNTS IN THAT REGION. 


SBCREf 

SBCRE1 
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THBY HAVE DECIDED TO FOOJS THEIR SUPPORT ON GUATEMALA 
AND HONDURAS, AND ARB PESSIMISTIC ABOUT PROSPECTS IN 
NICARAGUA AND BL SALVADOR. 

HI RELATIONS WIT THE SOVI.BTS. THE SOVIETS CONTINUE 
TO PROBE FOR OPPORTUNITIES TO EXPAND COOPERATION. 
THEY HAVE BECOME ONB OF AGRBNTINA' S LMGBR TRADING 
PAR'l.'NBRS IN R.BCENT YEARS, COOPERATE WITH ARGBNTINA IN 
THB ON, AND NOW PROBB ARGBNTINB INTBRBST IN MILITARY 
SA.LBS AND NUCLEAR COOPBRATION. THIS SHOULD BB A MATTER 
OF RBAL CaiCERN 'l'O US. 

4. IN Sl1MM1\RY, I BBLIBVB WE SHOULD CONTINUE CLOSE 
CONSULATI<XiS ON SUCH MA'ITBRS AS CBNTRAL AMERICA AND 
THB FORTH-COMING IAHRC REPORT. I ALSO R.BCOMMBND THAT 
WB PROCEBD·WITH AN INVITATION TO TSE ARMY CHIBF-OF-
STAJ'P, GBNBRAL VAQUERO, SOMBTIMB THIS SUMMBR, IP 
DEVELOPMENTS WITH RESPECT TO ARG.Dl'l'INA CONTDITTR 
PAVORABL"I. THERB U! MBRIT IN ECONOMIC TALKS, WHICH 
I UNDBRSTAND ARB SCHBDULBD FOR LATBR THIS YEAR, AND 
IN PBRMITrING THB PURCHASE OF SUCH TECHNICAL SERVICBS 
UNDBR AID'S RBIMBURSABLB DBVBLOPHBNT PROGRAM AS 
THBY MIGHT FIND OF INTEREST, OR THE PROGRAM OF 
TECHNICAL COOPERATION WORKED OU'!' BBTWEBN USDA AND THI 
ARGBNTINB SBCRBTARIAT OP ARGICOLTURE. ON THB OTBBR 
HAND, lfB HAVE TOLD THEM THAT WE SBE NO POSSIBILITY 
OF CHAJIGING OUR VO'I'E IN THE IFI 'S OR LUTING THE 
PROHIBITION ON MILITARY SALES AND TRAINING UNTIL 
THEIR HUMAN RIGHTS PERFORMANCE AND IMIGB FURTHER 
IMPROVES. DIALOGUE SHoutD BB COH'TIHUBD ON POLITICAL 
APPROACHBS TO GLOBAL AND REGIONAL PROLihRATION 
PROBLBSM. CASTRO 

SBCRBf 

Sl!CRft' 
n/a, NODIS 
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Memorandum of Conversation 

Washington, May 6, 1980, 2:30-2:50pm 

I Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Staff Material, North/South, Pastor, Country 
Files, Box l, Argentina, 5/80. Confidential. Copies were sent to Owen, Deal, and Pastor. The 
meeting took place in Brzezinski's office. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

' 

MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSA'?IOH 


PARTICIPANTS: Argentina
Jose Martinez de Hoz, Minister of the Economy
Ambassador Jorge A. Aja Espil 

United States 
Zbipiew Brzezinski. Assistant to the President 

for National Security Affairs 
Thomas Thornton, Staff Member, National Security

Council 

DAXE AHD TIME: Tuesday, May 6, 1980 
2:30-2:50 p.m. 

PLACE: Dr. Brzezinski's Office 

SUBJEC'l: US-Argentine Relations; Grain Sales; Soviet Politics ~ 

Dr. Brzezinski opened by welcoming the warming trend in US-Argentine relations 
but stated hi.a great concern about Argentine grain exports to the Soviet Union. 
Be stressed the need to take tangible actions to show the depth of Western con-
cern and resolve. This involves sacrifices, which we are making. Dr. Brzezinski 
went on to di.scuss in some detail the strategic meaning to the West of the Soviet 
move into Afghani.stan -- affecting not only the iJma.ediate region but all of the 
non-commmist world. The increase in Argentine grain sales diminishes the impact
of Western pressure on the USSB. and it is stranae t9 see a country e>f'_Au_entina' s 
tradition playing such a role.'- Brzezinski closed by saying that he found frictions 
in US-Argentine relations to· be ulmatural ad thus wanted to address the grain
problem frankly. "(Cj 

Martinez de Boz reassured Dr. Brzezinski of Argentina's commitment to the West and 
went on to restate Argent:Ln.a's rationale on its trade wi.th the Soviet Union. In 
speaking of the Argentine-Soviet grain sales agreement, Martinez said that the 
figures involved would be less than 1980, which is recognized as a peak year. Be 
urged that the focus of pressure on. the Soviets uot be limited to grain but be 
extended to such thin.gs as Europea sales of capital goods. He urged a global
comprehensive policy against Communist expansion. -teT 

ADP Declassification Review Declassify on May 6, 2010 
E:JStended by Zbigniew Brzezinski DECLASSIFIED 
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Dr. Brzezinski observed that seeking a total solution often leads to no solution 
and noted that we are working wit;h the Europeans to limit technology sales and 
tighten COCOM. Be again returned to the question of Argentine grain s~es noting
that the growth had accelerated greatly this year and this made it harder for us 
to keep the other major suppliers on board. Be urged Martinez to think about this 
problem. not just in bilateral terms but in light of Argentina's role as a ment.ber 
of the West. It would be a pity if Argentina were seen by history to have plaved
the same kind of role that· France played when Bitler occupied the Rheinland; -te) 

Mar.tinez de Hoz said that Argentina wants to take a stand but frankly doubts that 
grain embargos will be effective. Brzezinsk:f. promised to supply information to 
Argentina to demonstrate that the embargo is being effective. -tet" 

Dr. Brzezinski agreed that there are problems· for Argentina in implementing sanc-
tions but said that more can always be done if there is determination. Argentina
is, after all. oue of the world's major countries and has a critical role to play. 
-ter 

cc: 	 Henry Owen 
Tim Deal . 
Robert Pastor 
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Paper Prepared in the Department of State 

Washington, May 12, 1980 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, StaffMaterial, North/South, Thornton, 
Subject Files, Box 102, PRC: Argentina, 5114/80: 5/80. Secret. Drafted by Eaton, Ruser, and 
Whitman; cleared in draft by Dworkin, Flood, and Buchanan and in P, SIP, SIMS, EUR, E, EB, 
SIAS, INR/RAR, INR/RSE, OES, PM/ISP, PM/SAS, IO, ARA/PPC, and ARA/RPP. Dodson 
sent to Mondale, Vance, Brown, Bergland, Duncan, Earle, Jones, and Turner under a May 12 
covering memorandum. 
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6E6REI 
ISSUES PAPER - ARGENTINA 

I. TBE SETTING 

The United States has three major interests in 
Argentina: East-West relat~ons, nuclear nonproliferation,
and human rights. It also has significant interests 
in a peaceful solution of the Beagle Channel dispute,
Argentine support in Hemispheric matters, and in trade 

• and investment relations. 

The Goodpaster, Hodges and Smith visits· have 
introduced new balance into our relations with Argentina.
They have substantially improved the tone of the relationship
while making a promising start at reducing the differences. 
The current status of our interests is as follows: 

East-West Relations. As part of its probings
to expand political and economic influence in south 
America, the soviet Onion is consciously courting
both Argentina and Brazil. Argentina nas responded
to a limited degree because of: 

/ 
a strong interest in Soviet trade opportunities; 

' \.. a strong desire for Soviet support in inter~ational 
fora on human rights matters; 

-- an interest in keeping open the possibility
of nuclear supplies; and 

-- some desire for greater balance in its foreign
relations between East and West. 

However, the Argentine military regimes in prospect
fot at least the next four to seven years have no · 
desire to emulate the soviets or to align themselves 
with the soviet Onion, although there is a natural 
inclination for economic and political reasons toward 
warmer bilateral relations. Our improved dialogue
with Argentina since January has produced: 

-- repeated affirmation of Argentina's basic 
coJ1D11itment to the West; 

ADP Declassification Review 
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a degree of cooperation on grains exports

despite our late start on consultations1 and 


greater evidence of Argentine desire to consult 

and cooperate on Hemispheric matters, such as accepting

Cuban refugees and consulting on Central America. 


The dialogue also contributed to Argentina's

decision to join the Oll'Jllpics boycott. 


Nuclear Nonproliferation. It is clear that Argentina
will Insist on the continued development of its nuclear 
technology capabilities, of which it is very proud, · 
and the mainte-nance for the foreseeable future of 
a nuclear explosive option. It has demonstrated that 
it will not respond to pressure on these matters. 
Our best hope is that a calmer assessment of its own 
long-term se·lf-interests will lead it more toward 
safeguards and away from keeping an explosive option 
open. Closer Brazilian-Argentine relations, symbolized
by President Figueiredo's visit to Buenos Aires scheduled 
for May 13-15, may be helpful in this regard. Argentina
is still considering whether to proceed now with the 
ratification of Tlatelolco. Although the Argentine
interpretation that the Treaty permits the development
of peaceful nuclear explosives is unhelpful, its ratification 
could be an important step. The Smith visit was useful,
and we hope to reach agreement with Argentina on arrangements
to maintain limited nuclear cooperation. 

~ 

Buman Rights. The status of human rights remains 
a matter of deep concern. While there is broad agreement 
on the facts of the situation, views differ on the 
scope and significance of the improvements that have. 
occurred, especially over the past year. Disappearances, 
a central human rights concern, have declined, as 
have the number of political prisoners. We are aware 
of at least 2 disappearances thus far in 1980. (There
reportedly were 44 disappearances last 7ear1 55 a 
month the year before.) Our Embassy recently reported,
however, that suspected active terrori~ts would continue 
to be dealt with summarily. There is no present pros~ecft
that the Argentine Government plans to respond positively
to pleas for information about the fate of the thousands 
of people who have disappeared in recent years. GOA 
officials recently told Ambassador Smith that about 
half of the 1300 remaining political prisoners would 
be tried or released by the end of the year.. GOA 
officials say 'that, although there is insufficient 
evidence to try the others, the security forces regard 
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them as dangerous and do not plan to release them. 

The latter group includes some persons who benefitted 

from the 1974 amnesty of President Campora (who, elected 

with Peronist support, opened the door for Peron's 

return) and therefore cannot be tried. The state 

of siege and lack of due process continue. The military

government has committed itself to eventual return 

to civilian, democratic rule, but no one expects this 

to occur before the mid or late 19SOs, and few in 

Argentina are pressing for a more rapid timetable. 

A basic issue that remains unresolved ·1s the future 

form of Argentina's political party system, especially

the future role and orientation of Peronism. A dialogue

with political leaders is now beginning, although

political party activity remains prohibited. 


In the economic area, the government continues 

to reconstruct the economy on the basis of free market 

principles, to remove the burden of controls aecmnulated 

under Peronism, curtail the role of the public sector 

while strengthening the functions of provincial·and

local governments, progressively bring inflation. under 

control, and encourage foreign investment as part

of a drive for greater productivity and a higher rate 

of investment. In the short term, these policies

have resulted in belt-tightening for lower and lower-

middle income groups. However, full employment has 

been maintained as part of a deliberate government

policy to cushion the impact of these measures. In 

the longer term, these policies could produce sustained 

dynamic Argentine economic performance and a decentralized 

economic system more compatible with a pluralistic

political order than the statist centralism of the 

Peron period. 


Argentine officials and hum.an rights activists 
have praised our human rights report this yea~ as 
balanced and objective·. There were difficulties between 
the Argentine and o.s. Delegations to the UN Buman 
Rights Commission meeting in Geneva last February-
March. . These reflected honest differences over substantive 
issues s~ch as the new disappearance procedure and 
the draft torture convention. The Argentines will 
be very sensitive to what occurs in OAS and tTN considerations 

·of their human rights performance later this year
and early next year; they want to see an end to the 
Humphrey-Kennedy Amendment against military sales,
and positive o.s. votes in the international financial 
institutions. 
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The discussion paper previously distributed (described 
our continued political and economic consultations 
and military and nuclear relations over the next few 
months. Is there more that could and should be done 
in this period? 

II. ISSOES FOR TBE NEXT SIX MONTHS 

1. siynif icance of Argentine-soviet Ties and 

the Aperopr ate o.s. Response: 


The discussion paper draws a distinction between 

expanding trade ties and political cooperation. The 

expansion of bilateral trade is a normal phenomenon 

and will continue, irrespective of o.s. action. The 

Argentine interest in political cooperation with the 

Soviets, on the other hand, is related to the Argentine

desire to assure Soviet bloc support on human rights

issues and reduce the danger of censure in ON fora. 

A possible interest in Soviet nuclear supplies is 


· related to o.s. safeguards conditions (this issue 
appears to be approaching solution). 

The basic approach proposed in the discussion 

paper is a political one: to manage o.s.-Argentine

relations in a way that strengthens Argentina's sense 
of identification with the West, to pursue o.s. interests 
in a balanced fashion and in a manner that takes into 
account Argentine deep-seated nationalism, and to 
achieve these goals without compromising our human 
rights objectives by diminishing or appearing to have 
diminished our·interest in human rights conditions. 

Is the approach advocated in the paper an adequate 
one, in terms of the significance of expanding Argentine-
soviet relations? In terms of the balance of' the 
various o.s. interests? 

The Acting Secretar1 of State askeq the Ar.,gen_tine
Economic Minister on May o·· for -GOA cooperation in 
a program of tighter restrictions on grain shipments
to the u.s.s.R. in the coming crop year. Strategy
and tactics for cooperation among all the major grain
exporting countries are currently under consideration 
in the sec, including the explicit ceilings we would 
seek from each exporter. 
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a. An Argent·ine-o.s.s.R. grain agreement is 

in the offing (contrary to the discussion paper, it 

has apparently not yet been signed). Reportedly it 

will state Argentine intentions to supply certain 

'minimum 	 levels of grain. Can the o.s. take advantage

of such an agreement to secure an understanding that 

Argentina will regard the minimum specified in the 

agreement as a maximum as well? Or would such levels 

be too high to constitute "meaningful restraint"? 


b. How can the o.s. persuade Argentina to announce 

publicly any ceiling agreed upon? To do so would 

reinforce the commitment and would help reduce the 

current premium on prices on Argentine grain which 

have resulted in the loss of traditional Argentine

markets. If the minimum levels contained in the Soviet 

agreement are consistent with a meaningful Argentine

ceiling, the conclusion of the agreement could provide

the pretext for a public announcement helpful to the 

cooperation effort. :. 

3. What is the appropriate human rights stance· 

for the o.s. In this itrlod In the light of Argentine

per!ormance and our ot er Interests? 

a. In bilateral demarches and contacts 
with Argentina? 

One approach would strongly press for improvements
in all areas, including strong pressure for a serious 
accounting to families, either directly or indirectly,
of the fate of disappeared persons, the other would 
proceed 1Dore selectively, with emphasis on further 
reform of current security and judicial practices
rather than an accounting for the disappeared"and
other past violations. One approach would include 
occasional strong public criticism of the GOA's practices1
the other, while maintaining our public posture of · 
criticism and concern, would do so in a lower key,
and place greater emphasis on quiet but persistent
dialogue to press for specific reforms, taking advantage
of an improving atmosphere and closer bilateral relations. 

b. In the OAS and the ON? 

The GOA is greatly concerned over the potential
work of the new group of experts on disappearances
established by the ONBRC with str.ong o.s., West European, 
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and Canadian support. It feels that the group's principal
effort will be directed at Argentina, for an accounting
of the fate of disappeared persons. The GOA undoubtedly
fears that specific data, if available, on disappearances
(i.e., torture and summary executions) would lead 
to. demands that those responsible be identified and 
punished. Although the methods of the working group
remain to be worked out, the GOA fears that the group's
work will be the basis of moves next year to seek 
the appointment of a special rapporteur on Argentina
and the GOA's public ·condemnation in ON fora. This 
fear is a principal reason the GOA seeks to strengthen
political cooperation with the Soviets in ON fora. 

The OAS has recently released a report on the 

human rights situation in Argentina based on the visit 

of the Inter-Americ.an Commission an. Bum.an Rights last 

$eptember. The report is highly critical of Argentina

and has been attacked by the GOA as biased and an 

interference in Argentina's internal affairs. The 
IABRC report will be taken up at the OAS General Assembly
this fall. 

The Argentine position on how to deal with the 
IABRC report is still under stu~y in Buenos Aires. 
One view circulating within the regime -- reportedly
angered by the report's alleged failure to properly
acknowledge the history of pre-1976 terrorism and the 
improvements accomplished since 1978 -- is that Argentina
should withdraw from the OAS, thus perhaps triggering 
an exodus by other countries, including Brazil. In 
private conversations, Argentine diplomats have warned 
of this possibility, stressing the depth of feeling 
on the issue in Buenos Aires. We have no evidence as 
of this time, however, that this view is about to be 
adopted as the Government's policy. 

Bow should we deal with these matters in OAS 
and ON fora? 

c. With our NATO Allies? 

One approach would be to initiate a series of 
high-level consultations with our NATO Allies for 
the purpose of sharing information about human rights
developments and about the Soviet-Argentine ·relationship,
and of discussing the most effective way of dealing
with these matters, including possible joint or parallel
demarches, public statements, and coordinated action 
in international institutions (including the multilateral 
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/ banks). 

d. With regard to sanctions (vote in the 
IFI's, military training, and military sales)? 

Our abstentions in the IFI's have not prevented
ordinary capital loans to Argentina. The prohibition
of military sales has shifted Argentine purchases
of new equipment to European sources, it is, however,
beginning to create problems for the Argentines with 
respect to spare parts for o.s.-supplied equipment. 

On the other hand, our measures have considerable 
political significance as a tangible expression of 
disapproval of Argentine human rights .violations. 
Any possible modification of our posture in this area 
would have to take into account the implications for 
our stance toward other countries with major human 
rights violations, as well as the message this would 
send to human rights groups in Argentina and to other 
countries who have joined us in criticizing human 
rights violations in Argentina. 

4. Bow far should we carry military-to-military
contact and cooperation under present circumstances? 

Cooperation involves three possible levels: 

-- visits, joint exercises, consultations on 
security matters, 

-- the sale of military training, 

-- a military supply relationship (new equipment
and spares ) • 

The sale of training under !'MS and military supplies
(PMS and Munitions List items) are prohibited ·by the 
Humphrey-Kennedy amendment. In addition, under current 
policy, the o.s. Executive limits sales of non-Munitions 
List items to the Argentine military and the police
through the Conumnerce export control licensing system. 

The PRC discussion paper argues for limited contacts 
(visits, joint exercises) but opposes a change in 
our military supply policy at ·this time~· 

A second view is that we should avoid the political 
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symbolism of support which these contacts imply, or 

minimize them until there is a definitive breakthrough 

on human rights. A third view, on the other hand, 

argues that, because of our strategic interests and 

the improvement in human rights, we should streamline,

liberalize, or lift altogether, the restrictions on 

the military supply relationship. This would involve 

a) an elimination of restrictions on Commerce export

licencesi and/or b) the modification or elimination 

of the Humphrey-Kennedy Amendment. 


The denial of training (the sale of training
under FMS is now prohibited by the Humphrey-Kennedy
Amendment) involves a separate issue: Argentine officers 
traditionally sent to the o.s. are officers with promising 
careers. (Videla, Viola, and Galtieri all received 
training or served in the O.S.) Shortly the Argentine
Armed Forces will have no officers of the rank of 
major.or below who have received o.s. training. One 
view questions whether the o.s. should continue to 
deny itself this avenue of influencing the outlook 
of the next generation of Argentine military leaders. 
Another view argues· that the present generation of 
military leaders is responsible for the government's
repression of the past four years and questions the 
premise that o.s. training has had a significant positive
influence on their outlook. It also argues that a 
military training relationship is a clearly visible,
high-profile means of demonstrating o.s. political
support for a government. 

S. Are our present policies with regard to nuclear 
relations with Argentina adequate? 

The issues are: 

At what level can we and should we pursue
nuclear cooperation? 

-- Is there anything more we can and should do 
to encourage Argentine ratification of Tlatelolco 
and acceptance of full-scope safeguards? 

-- How would possible actions in these areas 
impact on our general relationship and would they
be worth the cost? 

The discussion paper argues: 
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.r -- Nuclear Cooperation. We should try to resolve 
the pending safeguards issue on the basis of what 
is required by o.s. law. Official Argentine interest 
in further cooperation, beyond the research fuel, 
appears to be modest at this time. Once the safeguards
issue is resolved, we would probe to see what interest 
there might be in Argentine nuclear circles in u.s. 
cooperation (see also below). 

-- Tlatelolco. We should continue a dialogue
with Argentina's most senior leaders on global and 
regional proliferation concerns. Nothing more specific
to encourage Argentine ratification appears feasible 
or desirable at this time. (We should, of course, 
on appropriate occasions, continue over the next few 
months to remind the GOA of President Videla's commitment 
to ratify.) 

In addition, looking beyond the issue of safeguards 
assurances, the Administration must also address the 
issue of licensin of U.S. com onents for Argentine--
nuc ear proJects. T s issue carr es with it the 
possibility of a continuing role of U.S. industry
in Argentina's nuclear program even though the position
of prime contractor has been lost to German, Canadian,
and Swiss companies. Por example: 

-- the U.S. firm, Combustion Engineering, working
with the Argentine firm, Pescarmona, wishes to bid 
as a subcontractor for the pressure vessel for Atucha 
II. Siemens/RWO argues against combustion Engineering's
qualifications on grounds that the U.S. firm, in view 
of the uncertainties of whether a U.S. export license 
can be· obtained, is not a reliable supplier. 

-- Sulzer Brothers, the Swiss prime contractor 
for the heavy water plant, has approached Canadian 
firms about components, some of which may be o.s. 
controlled. 

The issue is whether the U.S. should encourage 
or discourage such industrial collaboration. The 
current o.s. stance has been to discourage Combustion 
Engineering, partly because of our concern to keep
good faith with the Canadians who· -- unsuccessfully 
-- insisted on full-scope safeguards as a condition 
of the sale of a nuclear power reac.tor and heavy water 
plan.t. 
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Significant U.S. exports, the future of o.s.-
Argentine industrial cooperation in this important

sector, and o.s. nonproliferation policy are at stake 

in this issue. 


III. THE BROAD CHOICES 

Option A. Continue strong concentration 

on human rights. 


We would maintain a cool and correct posture
until the human rights situation shows substantial 
further progress, making clear that we are prepared
to improve relations when and to the degree that fundamental 
human rights problems are solved. Military relations 
would be kept to a minimumr political relations should 
be cool and correct. 

Rationale: The human rights situation remains 
exceedingly grave and outweighs the practical significance
and relevance of other interests in our relations 
wfth Argentina. The essential elements of Argentine·
human rights violations -- the apparatus of repression,
the lack of due process, the prohibition of meaningful
political and labor union activity, and the failure 
to provide information about disappeared persons -
-all remain in place. Expanding Argentine-Soviet
cooperation thus far has been pragmatic and self-limiting.
It is not now a significant threat to o.s. strategic
interests, but we should continue to watch Argentine-
Soviet relations closely. 

Option B. Continue the current level of 
effort for more balance in the treatment of our interests 
in Argentina. 

We would continue the present efforts to strengthen
working relations with the GOA, principally through
stepped-up political consultations, but also through 
some increase in cooperation and increased military
contact. We would continue to stress the importance
of human rights, but need to establish priorities
in terms of benefits to Argentine society and attainability.
We should seek further specific improvements through
dialogue in the improved atmosphere, but maintain 
our present policy on votes in the IFI's and the restrictions 
on military supplies. We should, however, seek to 
reopen the sale of training (which would require modification 
of the Humphrey-Kennedy Amendment). Our general approach,
especially in the ONBRC, should seek to avoid pushing
Argentina into cooperation with the Soviets. 
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Rationale: Our approach to limit Soviet influence 
should be basically a political one. There has been 
progress in human rights -- notably, few new security 
cases and a new assertiveness by the judiciary and 
in public expression and a general decline in violence 
and repression. Our approach should acknowledge this 
progress. Certain issues in the relationship which 
have not been linked in ~he past should be kept delinked. 
There is no strategic need to relax military supply
restrictions at this time. Training, however, is 
important to try to influence the next generation

of Argentina's military leaders. We do not want to 

create too much of an imbalance in our relations with 

Argentina and with Chile, however, while the Beagle

Channel issue is still outstanding. · 


Option c: Move a step further toward normal 

relations. 


r. ...
We would seek further to strengthen working relations 

with the GOA by lifting the restrictions on Commerce 
licences and by initiating a move to lift the Bumphrey-
Kennedy Amendment restrictions on tbe military supply
relationship. We would stress to the GOA that human 
rights remain important to us and would continue our 
abstention on IFI loans. But we would more explicitly
and unconditionally reaffirm General Goodpaster's
general assurances that we were not interested in 
seeking the GOA's public censure at the 1980 tJNBRC 
meeting, and would not support future moves for censure 
in ON or OAS fora in view of current and prospective 
progress. 

Rationale: The deteriorating international security
situation makes Argentine cooperation important.
We must take seriously Soviet probes to establish 
influence in Argentina and Brazil and to foster mutually
profitable economic relations. Argentine fears of 
public censure in the ON, essentially for past human 
rights violations, are a principal reason for increasing
Argentine-Soviet political cooperation. Many political
observers agree that a solution to the problem of 
past disappearances is not feasible at this time and 
will come, if at all, as part of a broader political
settlement, including a general amnesty. The Smith 
mission, in its report, noted that no major Argentine
political leader is pressing for an accounting at 
this time. The measures contemplated under this approach 
are the strongest card we can play to counter Soviet 
probing for influence, to reestablish close working
relations, to obtain Argentine cooperation on grains
and other East-West issues, and to elicit further 
Argentine cooperation in Hemispheric matters. 
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Minutes ofa Policy Review Committee Meeting 


Washington, May 14, 1980, 10:30--11 :15 a.m. 


1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Staff Material, North/South, Thornton, 
Subject Files, Box 102, PRC: Argentina, 5/14/80, 5/80. Secret. Sent for information. The 
meeting took place in the White House Situation Room. 
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MEMORANDUM 

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL 

SECRB~ 
INFORMATION 

POLICY REVIEW COMMITTEE MEETING 
May 14, 1980 

TIME AND PLACE: 10:30-11:15 a.m.1 White House Situation Room 

SUBJECT: Minutes -- PRC Meeting on Argentina "'tet" 

PARTICIPANTS 

State 
Warren Christopher, Dep.

Secretary
John Bushnell, Dep. Ass't. 

Secretary 

Defense 
w. 	 Graham Claytor, Jr.,

Dep. Secretary
Frank 	Kramer, Principal

Dep. Ass't. Secretary 

Agriculture
James Starkey, Dep.

Under Secretary 

Commerce 
Luther Hodges, Dep. Secretary
Abraham Katz, Ass't. Secretary

for Internat. Economic Policy
and Research 

Energy
Woody Cunningham, Ass't. 

·secretary for Nuclear Energy 

Arms Control and Disarmament' 
Spurgeon Keeny, Dep. Director 
Richard Williamson, Nuclear 

Exports Div. Chief, Bureau 

of Nonproliferation 


Joint Chiefs of Staff 
Lt. General John Pustay 

Central Intelligence
Jack Davis, NIO for Latin America 

White House 
David Aaron 
Henry Owen 

National Security Council 
Thomas P. Thornton 
Robert Pastor 

Bushnell began the. me·eting by discussing Argentinian relations 
with the Soviet Union. Be pointed out that the current government
is unlikely to get close to the Soviets and this provides a cer-
tain implicit limitation on the process of Soviet/Argentinian
ties. The Argentine Government is playing a short-term game in 
the grain, trade and perhaps nuclear area. The only point of 
contact between the Soviet Union and Argentina that raises 
longer term concerns is a possible fishing agreement although 
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even here the Argentine Government is moving to. limit its 
impact on their people. In addition we are very much con-
cerned about Argentinian/Soviet cooperation in United Nations· 
organs. Originally the Argentinians only wanted to prevent
the Montaneros from mobilizing Soviet and Cuban support against
the GOA. over time however this has developed into a cooper-
ative vote trade-off between the two sides. In the coming
months, Bushnell continued., Argentina will have a hard time 
taking any positive actions whatsoever due to the imminent 
retirement of· President Videla. This is certainly true until 
the decision on a successor is made in September and probably
the period of inaction will continue until early next year
when a new government is ·in place. We will not be able to 
force major decisions on· them in this time. In the shorter 
term the main issue is the Argentine fear of condemnation as 
a result.of the report of the Inter-American Buman Rights
Commission. They might make some minor steps on the human 
rights front to avert condemnation. The other important
short term consideration is the question of the grain embargo
where they have not been supportive of our interests. 

Hodges asked wbether·Argentine human rights performance bas 

improved. · 


Bushnell replied that there bas been a major improvement but 

there are still gross violations and .the system of repression

remains in place. · One could say that they have probably killed 

most of the people that they wanted to kill, but there are now 

fewer political prisoners· and in some instances the rule of law 

is being followed better. 


Hodges reported that the Argentine Economics Minister had assured 
him that the current economic policies would continue under a new 
government next year:'J Hodges pointed out that we have a great
economic potential in relations with Argentina and we should do 
everything we can to maximize that. 

OWen, speaking of the grain situation, said that the Argentinians
iiaVe' undoubtedly made their decision and will follow the same 
policy next year as they did this year. They have almost cer-
tainly reached an agreement with the Soviets which would provide
only a floor, not a ceiling, on Soviet purchases. This in effect 
will mean,no limit on Argentine sales to the Soviet Union other 
than that provided by crop conditions. 
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Starkey agreed with this conclusion. 

Aaron said it was not clear from the paperVwhat the issue is ~

are we seeking a decision on overall tone or individual policy

decisions? · He asked whether the wheat embargo will be circum-
vented. 


Owen replied that once Argentinian policy is clear, and no doubt 
~Canadians will be equally uncooperative, other countries will 
not support us. 

Christopher agreed and said that in any event the whole question

is irrelevant if the Soviets have a good crop. We may have to 

find a way to announce a one-year policy success. 


Aaron. Do we want to take some move against Argentina because 

of this or simply forget it? Bear in mind that Martinez was 

lectured at the highest levels of government here about the 

need for Argentine cooperation•. 


~said that.we should certainly take a tough line on Argentina
to match the warnings th~t were given to Martinez. 

Aaron observed that it is clear that Argentina doesn't care very

much about its relations with th.e United States. 


Christopher, discussing the purpose of the meeting, said that the 

real decision to be addressed is one of tone. The paper should 

then be submitted to an Interagency Group which could work out 

the individual implementing decisions in line with the broad 

decision on tone to be made by the PRC. Mr. Christopher also 

observed that the Argentinians are not going to do anything to 

court us. 


Claytor said he did not blame them1 our policies are forcing them 

to the Soviets. 


Q.!!!!. said that they are sensitive to our concern about beina a 
major supplier for their hydroelectric project. "Ma~nez had 
said that he would favor the United States if all other factors 
were equal. 

Hodges noted that OPIC insurance would be important in this regard. 

Owen agreed and said this would be discussed with Deputy Secretary
Christopher tomorrow. 
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Keent, discussing nuclear matters, said it is not clear what 
the options are. The Soviets are interested in some nuclear 
cooperation with the Argentinians but there has been minimal 
activity to date. Thus there does not seem much to preempt
there. Our own relations with Argentina are another question.
We do not want to (ind1l!ed legally we cannot) e~and these re-
lations unless they accept full-scope safeguards and ratify the 
Tlatelolco Treaty. We do have some flexibility though on whether 
we should continue to cooperate in marginal ways within the law. 
The question is whether we are willing to supply things.that at 
so~ future·.date might be related to a nuclear weapons program. 

Bushnell said there is no problem because what we are supplying

Is for their research program. The issue is whether we want to 

break a nuclear dialogue with them completely and perhaps turn 

them to the Soviets. He hopes that we might be able to make. 

greater· progress next year when there will be a new adminis-
tration and leadership on nuclear· matters. Thus he asked,

should we break the dialogue now or continue to do "minor" 

things. 


Keent said it depended on·which items were involved. 

Clattor said that the nuclear non-proliferation policy is bank-
rupt in general and that we should do absolutely everything we 

can under the law to cooperate with Argentina. 


Keenl inquired whether that would include the provision of 

trit um. Perhaps the only thing the Argentinians want are 

things that cause no problem for us. We should look at the 

specifics. 


Christopher pointed out .that the President has certainly not 

abandoned the nuclear non-proliferation policy. · 


Clatter.countered that the policy had been ineffective and that 
the Soviets are always ready to jump in where we are unable to 
extend cooperation. 

Bushnell observed that there were very few license requests pend-
ing from the Argentinians and there probably would be no problem 
over the next six months or so. 

Christopher,. returning to the general topic, said he believed 
that the group should support the middle option. We should 
give due weight to positive trends in the human rights area 
but should not try to repeal the Humphrey•Kennedy Amendment 
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at this time since that would be impossible with the present
Congress and politically unwise. This Option B needs fine 
tuning from the Interdepartmental Group1 what we should do 
in the coming months is to warm up our relationship with 
Argentina. Perhaps in 1981 we.will be able to have an 
initiative on the military side, including training at 

• Jleast. 

Hodges said he was encouraged by Christopher's s~tion~for 
the trends in human rights are important. The Conunerce Depart-
ment also supports Option B. 

Aaron said that we needed a specific program to improve our re-
lations. The options as stated in the paper are too static. 
Our goals should be first~ to maintain a nuclear relationship
that wi.11 result in Argentine accession to the Tlatelolco 
Treaty1 secondly, a commercial policy that makes clear that 
we want the hydroelectric contract and will pursue it1 third,
there is no possibility of changing the military legislation
now; fourth, there is a major OAS vote coming up and how we 
react will be a signal to them•. We should relate that.to the 
policy issues. Overall, we should have a tone that rests 
somewhere between Options B and C, leaving out for the time 

. being any qhange in our military supply policy. The Inter-
departmental Group should set up an 18-month program with 
benchmarks for our progress and for Argentine performance. 

At· the same time Aaron noted that there is no reason ~o improve
relations dramatically with Argentina now directly after they
have stuck _their finger in our eye on the grain issue. We 
should make clear our irritation with them at this time and 
then pick up the pieces with a new administration when it 
comes into office. We will not be .able to get very far with 
Videla. We should take the opportunity.of the new adminis-
tration, however, for turning a new page. If we move to im-
prove our relations with them now we will simply not have the 
respect of the Argentinians. 

Claytor said that he saw Option C as the desirable goal, less 
the repeal of the Humphrey-Kennedy Amendment which would be 
impossible. We should do all that we can with the Argentine
military to restore relations between our two armed services. 
At the moment we are driving them to the Soviets. The Soviets 
are our greatest global problem and we are simply letting small 
things interfere with our dealing with this problem. 
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J?ustay supported Claytor's statement and noted that we now have 
a number of opportunities to increase contacts with the Argentine
military and JCS would like to pursue them. ·se noted for instance 
the Galtieri (sic1) invitation which is being held up in State 
Department. Pustay said that Galtieri is prepared to come. 

Bushnell said we had received mixed signals. Galtieri, for his 

own political purposes, would like to receive the invitation but 

not actually accept it until after the Pre.ai!ieDtial decision is 

made in September in Argentina. Whatever we do we are -.rikery ~to 

become involved in Argentine politics. He also asked whether,

following so close on their poor performance on grain, we want 

to give this signal of reward to them. 


OWen cautioned that we should be.careful about assuming that the 

Argentinians will do the worst possible things on grain. It is 

conceivable that even· if they have signed an agreement with the 

Soviets they may have some marginal flexibility. We should not 

take reprisals against them until they publicly announce the 

content of their agreement with the Soviets. 


Bushnell said that the announcement will not tell us very much 

in ail likelihood. ·In any event the r~ality will depend on the 

Argentine harvest levels and we will not know that for some six 

months. 


Aaron pointed out· that we had pushed the Argentines very hard on 

the grain issue and wondered whether we are now going to let them 

undermine us. 


Q!!!!. pointed out that nobody else is likely to cooperate with us 
either next year. 

Pustay, returning to the question of General Galtieri's visit,
said that it should be borne in mind that Galtieri had been 
instrumental in the positive decision that Argentina made on 
the Olympics. · 

Keeny observed that we should maintain a nuclear relationship
but we should not push it to the brink of what the law permits
if this would undercut our non-proliferation efforts elsewhere. 

Christopher summarized the meeting by pointing out that there 
seemed to be no stark alternatives that need to be put to the 
President. It was generally agreed that: 
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1. 	 There is enough human rights progress to justify movement 
towards improvement in our relationship. 

2. 	 Over the next six months events will be conditioned by the 
electoral situation in Argentina. 

3. 	 We will also have to see whether we need to react to the 
Argentinian decision on grain. 

These are short-term items which the Interdepartmental Group 
can review as it goes along. On the longer term: 

4. 	 If there is continued improvement in the human riqhts situ-
ation in Argentina we should seek improvement in our relations 
with the new regime. 

The Interdepartmental Group will work out in detail what this 
improvement might involve. 
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Memorandum From Acting Secretary ofState Christopher to President Carter 

Washington, June 14, 1980 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Staff Material, North/South, Pastor, Country 
Files, Box 1, Argentina, 6-11/80. Secret. No drafting information appears in this memorandum. 
Concurred in H, EB, OES, PM, EUR/SOV, EUR/RMP, IO, SIAS, USOAS, AIDIRDP, OPIC, 
STR, DOD/ISA, JCS, CIA, Commerce, Treasury, USDA, DOE, EXIM, ACDA, !CA, and L/PM 
and by Derian, Lake and Thornton. In the right-hand margin, Carter wrote, "Ed- good ideas. 
Same process should be followed with other difficult countries. J." 
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OEPARTM ENT OF STATE 
WASHINGTON (/~ 

J 1lwJune 14, 1980 f o 
MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT fl/Kl£~
From: warren Christopher, Acting W .t..,. JW/ J..£"' 

/ ai//tSubject: Steps To Improve U.S.-Argentine ~ 

Relations Yr' ~~~~ 
II~ ;t--.·

Pursuant to your instructions1 the Inter-Age.ncy C11v/f ,IJ.1' 
Group for the American Republics has prepared a plan ----
of action for 1980, which I am submitting for your ~ 
approval. 

I • OBJECT! VES 

our principal objectives in moving to improve 
our relationship with Argentina are to: 

-- foster Argentina's identification with the 
West and thus to contain Soviet political and economic 
influence; 

-- encourage further specific improvements in 
human rights practices; 

--- seek assistance on appropriate East-West issues 
(e.g. grains); and 

-- obtain progress on nonproliferation objectives,
particularly full-scope safeguards and ratification 
of the Treaty of Tlatelolco, and foster increased 
sensitivity among Argentine leaders to global nonproliferation 
concerns. 

We also wish to encourage continued Argentine
cooperation with the Papal mediation of Argentina's
dispute with Chile over territorial limits in the 
Beagle Channel, a dispute that very nearlv l~d to 
war between the two countries in late 1978. Finally, 
we wish to encourage Argentina to play a constructive 
role with respect to developments in Central America 
and other Hemispheric issues. 

ADP Declassification Review 
DECLASSIFIEDSE6REI by John Fitzpatrick, 4/24/2017 
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II. ACTIONS FOR 1980 

l. The Consultative Process 

We will continue the process of political and 

economic consultations begun with General Googpaster'A

visit to Buenos Aires in January. we contempLace: 


-- a visit b~ the Assistant Secretarf for Inter-

Amer ican Affalri.Jo Buenos Ahei, poss ibl about August::

1, during which he will review our policy concerns 

and the state of our relations and will be prepared

to discuss steps we would plan to take to strengthen

cooperation in selected areas, depending on the nature 

of the Argentine response. 


-- a meeting of the O.S.-Argentine Mixed Economic 
Commission in October, the U.S. delegation possibly
to be chaired bv the Under Secretarr of State for 
Economic Affairs. ~The meeting would include discussion 
of ongoing efforts to resolve bilateral trade issues 
and to expand commercial relations. 

-- periodic policy talks on global and hemispheric
issues, with the" first round to be held during the 
v1s1t of the Assistant Secretary for Inter-American 
Affairs. 

2. Military Relations 

we will begin to rebuild relations through increased 
contact and consultations, while stressing that further 
progress on human rights will be essential to the 
more fundamental improvement in these relations (including
consideration of modification of the Humphrey/Kennedy
Amendment, as rett0rted in the conclusions of the PRC 
meeting). We plan to: 

--begin ·periodic security consultations with 
Argentina; the first round, to be held this year in 
Buenos Aires, would focus on Soviet activities in 
the South Atlantic1 

--invite an Argentine Armed Forces team to make 
a return visit to Washington later in the year to 
discuss global defense issues; 

--invite Argentina to send a guest instructor 
to the U.S. Army School of the Americas after consulting 

~Cf'DCT 
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with members of Congress to ensure that this initiative 
would not be regarded as conflicting with the spirit
of the Humphrey-Kennedy Amendment. 

~ 

Other issues are: 

--High-Level Military Visit. 

we will keep under review the desirability of 
proceeding with an invitation to a senior Argentine
military leader (such as the Commander-in-Chief of 
the Argentine Army or the Armv Chief-of-Staff) to 
visit Washington this year. A final dec1s1on on ~nis 
(including the question of timing) should take into 
account the implications of such a move on the selection 
of the next Argentine president now under way within 
the Argentine Armed Forces, as well as continued improvements
in the observance of human rights and developments
in U.S.-Argentine relations. 

--Sale of P-3 Aircraft. 

In DOD's view, there is a strategic need for 
the sale of ocean surveillance aircraft to the GOA. 
we see no possibility, however, of seeking special
legislation which would modify the Humphrey-Kennedy
Amendment to permit the sale of these aircraft to 
Argentina this year. 

J. Human Rights 

we will continue the dialogue on human rights
with Argentine leaders, principally but not exclusively
through Ambassador Castro and during the visit by
the Assistant Secretary for Inter-American Affairs,
Ambassador Bowdler. In these consultations we will 
attempt to obtain assurances that: 

-- the GOA will accept an OASGA resolution which 
recognizes the role of the OAS Commission on Human 
Rights and which encompasses a call for further improvements
by Argentina; 

-- there will be no new disappearances, including 
no disappearances of persons alleged.to be terrorists;· 

-- all persons suspected of terrorism or subversive 
activities, including unacknowledged detainees, will 

ecr.c~T 
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be processed through normal judicial channels and 

ensured due process; 


guarantees will be instituted to prevent the 

torture of detainees; and 


there be substantial pro9ress, in advance · 

of the OASGA, in reducing the number of political

prisoners held without charges through release, trial, 

or exile (during his recent visit, Ambassador smith 

was assured that half of these prisoners--!, 300 at 

the time--would be released or sentenced by the end 

of the year). 


The Inter-Agency Group noted that an accounting

of the fate of disappeared persons was being addressed 

in UN fora and concluded that, while this should not 

be a central requirement for the improvement of our 

bilateral relations, it should remain an imPQ..rtant 

u.s. objective. -we shoui<.'f urge Ar.gentfna~ - in bilateral 
discussions, to cooperate with these multilateral 
efforts, particularly with the UN Human Rights Commission's 
new expert working group on disappeared persons and 
with other groups such as the Catholic ChurCh. 

In addition to human rights discussions initiated 
by the Ambassador and by Assistant Secretary Bowdler,
the U.S. side of the Mixed Economic Commission will 
be prepared to raise or respond to human rights concerns 
in discussions with their Argentine counterparts,
and will be fully briefed for this purpose. 

4. Nuclear Relations 

we want to move Argentina over time to accept
IAEA safeguards on future as. well as current facilities 
(including the ~eprocessing facility) and to ratify
the Treaty of Tlatelolco. To do this, we need to 
keep open the door for continued cooperation with 
Argentina's nuclear program to the extent commensurate 
with your policy. We should: 

-- try to resolve promptly, in accordance with 
U.S. law and our nonproliferation objectives, the 
remaining safeguards issues to permit delivery of 
highly and moderately enriched fuel for Argentina's
research program, as well as components for its power
program; 

6E6RET* 
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-- once this is done, undertake a review of the 
conditions under which we could facilitate expanded
participation by U.S. industry in Argentina's nuclear 
program. (A major case currently at issue is an export
license application for the sale of a pressure vessel 
for the Atucha II power reactor.) 

5. Other Cooperative Steps 

In addition, we would: 

A ricultural 

--Seek to conclude the negotiations for the bilateral 

income tax treaty: 


--seek to negotiate a consular convention. 

6. Consultations with Other Allies 

The Inter-Agency Group also considered whether 
and in what form the Administration should consult 
our NATO allies and Japan about issues of common concern 
such as human rights and recent Soviet initiatives 
toward Argentina and other countries in the Hemisphere.
These subjects and our policies thereon could be discussed 
within NATO fora such as the Political Advisors Committee,
the Permanent council, and the NATO experts group
on-Latin America. Depending on the results of these 
consultations, we could consider further actions in 
Buenos Aires. A majority of the lnteragency Group
recommended against new high-level bilate;-al approaches
to our Allies on these issues. We would continue · 
the practice of consulting on human rights in the 
appropriate ON fora, such as the UN Human Rights Commission. 

7. Implications for U.S. Policy Toward Brazil and 
Chile 

The Group also considered the implications for 
neighboring countries, especially as regards security
consultations. 

With respect to Brazil, the Group noted that 
many of these steps will restore a better balance 
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in U.S. relation~ with the two countries, since the 
U.S. already has a comprehensive consultative process
with Brazil (including, most recently, security consultations). 

Chile is concerned about our improving relationship
with Argentina, which it sees as threatening in the 
context of the Beagle Channel dispute. We have attempted
to persuade the Chileans that what we are doing with 
Argentina has nothing to do with Chile or with our 
position on the Beagle Channel, which is to encourage
acceptance of the outcome of Papal mediation and avoidance 
of war. This issue will be more fully addressed in 
the review of our relations with Chile later this year. 

SE6REI 
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Concurrences: 

H - Mr. J. Brian Atwood 
EB - Mr Deane Hinton 
HA - Ms. Patt Derian 
OES - Mr. Louis Nosenzo 
PM - Mr. Daniel O'Donohue 
EUR/SOV - Mr. Robert Perito 
EUR/RMP - Mr. Stephen Ledogar
S/P - Mr. Anthony Lake 
IO - Mr. Michael Newlin 
S/AS - Mr. Allen Locke 
OSOAS - Mr. Herbert Thompson
AID/RDP - Mr. David Raymond
NSC - Mr. Thomas Thornton 
OPIC - Ms. Caryl Bernstein 
STR - Mr. Robert Bormatz 
DOD/ISA - Col. Patrick Briggs
JCS - Admir 

ommerce - Mr. 
Treasury - Mr. Fred Bergsten
USDA - Mr. Dale Hathaway
DOE - Mr. Les Goldman 
EXIMBANR - Mr. Crafton 
ACDA - Mr. Charles Van Doren 
ICA - Mr. Victor Olason 
L/PM - Mr. T. Borek 
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Memorandum From the President's Assistant for National Security Affairs (Brzezinski) to 
President Carter 

Washington, July 3, 1980 

I Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Brzezinski Material, Brzezinski Office File, 
Country Chron File, Box 3, Argentina, 1979-1980. Secret. Sent for action. Carter initialed the 
memorandum and wrote "Zbig" in the top right-hand comer. 
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~' M'EMbRt\~DUM . 
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THE WHITE H·o USE S~GRE:+ 
WASHINGTON 

July 3, 1980 ~ 
cSilCH9." 

AC.TION 


MEMORANDUM FOR: THE.PRESIDENT 

FROM: ZBIG'NIEW BRZEZINSKI 

"soBJEC:T:. Report on. US-Atqentine Rel~ti~ns (U) 

Attached :i;.S Warren Christopher•.s memo: to you detailing the 
step$ we a:r.e.pla.nning totake.over ~e rettl<ll.nde,r·of t.his year
to ,~.rtrengthen ties with Argentina,. .'This actio~ pto9ram was 
workedaµt by the Latin American InterdepartmentalGrouo and 
reflects your ·.injunction to. move :more rapidiy. HJ) 

:There is no menti~n of Navi Secretary Hidalqo·•s trip, which was 
a bit of private initiative on liid·algo 's part unrelated to the 
pi:'ogram elabQrat~ b:y:the ·Int~rdepartmerital Gpoup. (In ·factt, : 
DOD never even mentioned it ·at t.be ~meeting.) Tne Hidalgo trip 

·can b~ .a usefu.l contribution,. ho~ever, and Sta·te has 
briefed him carefu).'.ly., ·iet· 

·A$stst.a.nt Searetl!lry Bill Bowc;iler will pe goin<1 to·Buenos Aires 
il'l ·1ate Jul¥.. II.is visit and t:he attendct.nt consultations will 
b(:!.syml)olical1y the high poirit of our ac'.tions with.Argentina
thi$ y(#lr and also thevehicle for tough·bargain.j.;ng, not just 
~n-hl.UtUUl rights; but to pin down the Argentines on other issues 
of. importance to us#· especially the.ir rela,tion$·with the Soviets.ffl . . . . .. . 

T.ber~ are two sig~ificant omis!Jions in Christqpher 1 s·report: A 
strategy for dealing with Argentine graiz:i sales to the.soviet 
Union; and an understanding of the implications of a. new US 
policy to Argentina on our overall approach to Latin America •. 

."t$J. . 

With regard to grain sales, we have received intelligence re-
ports ip.dicating :that.Soviet trcide officials will soon be.in 
Buenos Aires to· sign a loiig-teriit grain agreement (LT.A) with the 
.Argentine Government for a 'minimym of 3 million tons. As this 
will be. Moscow'-s first new LTA with a westel:'n s."Q.pplier since 
·tpeUS embargo was announced on January 41 this will be 

SECRET-
Revi$w,an July 2, 1986 
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a significant positive·developinent for the Soviets:and .a setb.ack 
t.o our .embargo policy; it will make it more difficult to keep
the Canadiaqs on board. We have already infonned the Al;'.gentines
of our concerns about such an agreement; they claim it is .neces-

. sary ~conomically, given"their large trade deficit with 1;4e us 
and tile fact that they are being squeezed .out of other markets .. · i'St 
We p;ro;babiy have little ho:pe of .:tun.ii'~g ..the A:rgentJ.nes az;o~:t).d. ' 
o,n this,· but $ho,uld g;j.ve one :more try as. a mea!lS of d~onst:t~-
till.9' our· concern•. ].:n addition, we oould..argue that.tJ:iey sb.o:Uld 
aqree. (as Australi.a, the. EC and •- questionably -- Can~da have 
d.oneJ not to: :exceed tfil.s ·year.' s sa].es. · If we are to have any . . 
pro59~ct of S\lccess, this will hav.e to be ~one at a h;Lgh d;Lplo-
mat.tc 'level -- preferal:)ly. by Secretary Muskie c.alling in the 
Argen.tine Arol::>assa,do:r:., Bowd,ler coul¢1. follow up on this lat.er 
·in tjie .JnQnth.. - · 

i . . \ 

_.,.The:i:ef()re, I . recommend . that ·you approv·e the steps ·in Chr'istopher ' s 
memo: with the folloWirtg additipnalp()irtts: 

• -- Secretary Muskie would sununori., the Argentine ·Ambassador 

tov,rg-e once more that the.Arqenti;nes pot ·sign (or·at least de'-
lay·)1,j_gning,) a long..,.terin grain agreement with the soviet· Union · 


, and,. failing that, . that they· hold sales to current· levels. ·ffi: 
. . ' . . 

. . .-- . '!'hat as we proc·eed_ to develop closer r~lationships-,
· ·.DOD/JCS cina· other -.g:encies inV'o.1¥,f!d wl,th Argentina would con-

tinuiil+y reaffirm the ··importance -tf}\i~l't the .carter Administr·ation · 
attaches to hqman rights. and democratization•. tsi 

Approve .,· / '. ·· Disapprove· 

·~-._;). 
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Memorandum From Secretary of State Muskie to President Carter 

Washington, July 28, 1980 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Brzezinski Material, Subject File, Box 23, 
Evening Reports (State), 7/80. Secret. 
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WASHINGTON 

(!_ 
July 28, 1980 -------··· 


ME:MORANDUM FOR: TIIE PRESIDENT 

FROM: Edmund S. ~ 

· 1. Assistant Sectetar~owdler' s Visit to Argentina -
I approved postponement of the trip ay after reviewing the 
evidence of Argentine complicity in the Bolivian coup. The 
evidence is not conclusive, but it points to involvemen~ at least 
some elements of the Argentine military. · J:SW Bowdler s visit 
had been designed to advance our dialogue with the Argentines 
on the issues of grain sales to the Soviets. nuclear non-pro-
liferation and human rights progress. . Given the need to object
publicly and privately to the Argentines' positions on Bolivia, 
the trip would at best serve no constructive purpose as far as 
these other issues are concerned. And, cancelling the trip is 
probably a more powerful statement than any Bill could have 
delivered in person... 

Omitted here is material unrelated to Argentina. 

ADP Declassification Review 
DECLASSIFIED 
by John Fitzpatrick, 4/24/2017 
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Telegram From the Embassy in Argentina to the Department of State 

Buenos Aires, August 15, 1980, 1936Z 

l Source: National Archives, RG 59, Central Foreign Policy File, D800392-0933. Secret; Exdis; 
Nofom. 
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S B e R B T BUENOS AIRES 6584 

EXDIS 

NOFORN 

E.O. 12065: RDS-4 8/14/00 (RUSBR, CLAUS W.) OR-M 

TAGS: EAID MASS P~lijt AR GT 

SUBJECT: tst GROWJ'ING ARGENTINE INVOLVEMENT IN GUATEMALA 


REF: STATE 203396, 

1.-S-/NOFORN - ENTIRE TEXT. 

2. WE KNOW FROM BOTH ARGENTINE AND GUATEMALAN CREDIBLE 
SOURCES THAT THE GOA PERCEIVES OF CENTRAL AMERICA AS A 
VACUUM RAPIDLY FILLING WITH RADICAL LEFTWING EXILE GROUPS 
--SOME TERRORIST.1 TO INCLUDE MONTONERO GROUPS 
WITH CLOSE TIES TO HAVANA. GENERAL CARLOS MARTINEZ, 
CHIEF OF THE ARGENTINE STATE SECRETARIAT FOR INTELLIGENCE 
(SIDE) HAS STATED THAT HIS SERVICE HAS INCONTROVERTIBLE PROOF 

THAT THE MONTONEROS AND OTHER SOTHERN CONE TERRORIST GROUPS 
HAVE TRANSPLANTED THEIR HEADQUARTERS IN EXILE FROM EUROPE 
TO HAVANA, WITH AN INCREASINGLY GREATER PRESENCE AND MILITANT 
INFLUENCE IN CENTRAL AMERIA, AT THIS TIME PRIMARILY 
NICARAGUA AND EL SALVADOR. ( WE CANNOT CONFIRM THEIR VIEWS 
ON THE ESTABLISHMENT OF SUCH "HEADQUARTERS" IN HAVANA.)
THIS IS, OF COURSE, CREDITED IN GREAT PART TO USG ABDICA-
TION OF STRONG LEADERSHIP IN THAT REGION, AS RANKING 

S!!CR!!T 
ADP Declassification Review 

SECREI DECLASSIFIED 
PAGE 02 BUENOS 06584 172144Z by John Fitzpatrick, 4/24/2017 

ARGENTINE OFFICIALS VIEW U.S. POLICY IN CENTRAL AMERICA 
AND THE CARIBBEAN. THUS, SENIOR ARGENTINE OFFICIALS SEE 
CENTRAL AMJ:i:RICA AS A NEW SAFEHAVEN AND FOCUS FOR CUBAN-
LINKED COMMUNIST AGGRESSION LED BY THE SAME MILITANTS OF 
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THE RADICAL LEFT EXPELLED FROM ARGENTINA, CHILE AND OTHER 
NEIGHBORING COUNTRIES. MARTINEZ EXPRESSED SERIOUS CON-
CERN THAT THESE ACTIVISTS OF THE RADICAL LEFT, IF PERMITTED 
TO TRIUMPH IN CENTRAL AMERICA, WOULD USE THAT REGION AS A 
BASE OF OPERATIONS FOR RENEWING SUBVERSIVE AND GUERRILLA 

. OPERATIONS AGAINS ARGENTINA. THAT IS, PRESUMABLY, THE 
RATIONALE FOR ARGENTINA'S INTEREST IN ASSISTING GUATEMALA. 
EL SALVADOR AND HONDURAS, ESPECIALLY, IN RESISTING THE 
RADICAL LEFT IN THEIR RESPECTIVE COUNTRIES. 

3 • WE ALSO .KNOW THAT THE GOVERNMENT OF GUATEMALA REGARDS 
ARGENTINA AS THE ULTIMATE "SUCCESS STORY" IN.DISARTICULAT-
ING THE LEFT, AND IS EAGER TO EMMULATB "THE ARGENTINE 
MODEL" IN REPEATING THAT EXPERIENCE IN ITS OWN COUNTRY. 
TO THAT END WB ARE AWARE OF TRAINING IN THE AREAS OF 
COUNTER-INTELLIGENCE AND COUNTER-INSURGENCY ALREADY GIVEN 
OR BEING GIVEN TO MILITARY PERSONNEL FROM GUATEMALA, 
SALVADOR AND OTHER LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES. WE SUSPECT 
THAT THE FORTHCOMING VISIT TO ARGENTINA OF GUATEMALAN 
FOREIGN MINISTER RAFAEL CASTILLO VALDEZ, MAY HAVE A 
GREAT DEAL TO DO WITH BILATERAL AGREEMENTS CONTEMPLATING 
FURTHER ARGENTINE ASSISTANCE AND POSSIBLY MATERIAL 
SUPPORT FOR GUATEMALA. AT THIS TIME WE ARE NOT 
SPECIFICALLY AWARE OF POSSIBLE ARGENTINE AGREEMENTS WITH 
THE GOVERNMENT OF GUATEMALA TO SELL THEM MILITARY EQUIP-
MENT, TRAIN POLICE PERSONNEL, OR TO FACILITATE ARGENTINE 
EXPORTS TO GUATEMALA. 
ROSER 

NNN 
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Telegram From Secretary of State Muskie's Delegation to the Department of State and the 
Embassy in Argentina 

New York, October 1, 1980, 1756Z 

Secto 8046 

1 Source: National Archives, RG 59, Central Foreign Policy File, D800470--0449. Confidential; 
Immediate; Exdis. Sent for information to Asuncion, Brasilia, the U.S. Mission to Geneva, La 
Paz, Montevideo, and Santiago. Muskie was in New York for the U.N. General Assembly. 
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ACTION SS-30 


INFO OCT-01 AOS-00 SS0-00 CC0-00 /031 W 
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0 Oll756Z OCT 80 ZFF-6 
FM USDEL SECRB'l'ARY IN NEW YORK 
TO SECSTATB WASHDC IMMEDIATE 
AMBMBASSY ammos AIRES 
INFO AHEMBASSY ASUNCION 
~SY BRASILIA 
USMISSION GBNRVA 
AMEMBASSY LA PAZ 
AMEMBASSY MONTEVIDEO 
AMBMBASSY SANTIAGO 

C O N F I D E N t f AL SECTION 01 OF 03 SBCTO 08046 

EXDIS 

E.O. 12065: GOS 10/01/86 (BOWDLER, WILLIAM G.), OR-S 
TAGS: AR, PBPR, OAS, SHUM 
SUBJECT; (U) SECRETARY'S BILATERAL WITH ARGENTINE FM PASTOR 
SBPTEMBER 30 

1. (Eetff'I8!!lft'?ld:I - ENTIRB TEXT). 

2. SUMMARY. PASTOR SPBAKING FIRST SUMMARIZED RECENT 
ARGBNTINB HISTORY AND AIMS OP CURRENT GOA, WAS HIGHLY 
CRITICAL OF OAS REPORT ON HUMJIB RIGHTS AND EFFORTS TO 
MAKE ARGB.NTIWA A PUBLIC TARGET, DEFENDED.GOA .RECOGNITION 
OF THB GARCIA MEZA REGIME IN BOLIVIA WHILE CLAIMING GOA 
HAS AND WJ;LL COUNSEL MODERATION, AND DEPICTBD US/ARGDTINB 
BILATERAL RELATIONS AS MAINLY A ONE WAY STREET WITH HIS 
COUNTRY ON THB LOSING END. NBVERTHELBSS ARGENTINA IS A 
FIRM ALLY AND HOPES, WITH IMPROVING RELATIORS, IT WILL BE 
T.RBATBD AS SUCH. HE MENTIONED A POSSIBLE VISIT OF THE 
ARGENTINE PRESIDENT-ELECT TO WASHINGTON, AND INVITBD THE 
WNEIDENIIAL 

WNPIDENl'IAL 

PAGE 02 SECTO 08046 01 OF 03 Oll900Z 

SECRETARY TO ammos AIRES. IT WAS A TOUGH PERFORHIUfCE 
WITH NO OBVIOUS DEPARTURES FROM SCRIPT. THE SECRETARY, 
WHILE ALSO VOICING STRONG INTD.BST IN IMPROVING 
RELATIONS, EMPHASIZED THAT THERE ARB TWO SERIOUS PROBLBMS 
-- BOLIVIA AND HUMAN RIGHTS. IN ADDITION HB STRBSSED THE 
IMPORTANCE THE USG ATTACHES TO CONTINUED ARGENTINE 
RESTRAINT ON GRAINS SHIPMENTS TO THE USSR, AND EXPRESSED 
HOPE THE GOA WILL SOON RATIFY TLATELOLCO. END SUMMARY 

3. BILATERAL MEETING BETWEEN SECRETARY AND GOA FM PASTOR 

LASTED 45 MINUTES.. ON U.S. SIDE WEREj{ SECRETARY 

NEWSOM, AS BOWDLU, COURTRY DIRBCTOR SERVICE, AND 

INTERPRETER. IN·ADOITION TO PASTOR WERE AJA ESPIL, AND 

PM OFFICIAL JORGE STOCK. AFTBR PLEASANTRIES, PASTOR 

DELIVERED LBNGTHY SUMMARY OF RBCENT ARGENTINE HISTORY, 

EMPHASIZING THI SOVIET-INSPIRED MARXIST SUBVERSION IN THE 

PERIOD 1973-1976 AND THE CHAOTIC POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC 

SITUATION THAT PREVAILED WHEN THE MILITARY TOOK POWER 

IN 1976. THE ARGENTINE MILITARY TAKEOVER WAS NOT lN THE 

CLASSIC LATIN AMERICAN MOLD; RATHER IT WAS DEMANDED BY 

"ALL THE ARGENTINE PEOPLE." THE ARGBNTINE MILITARY SET 


. FOUR GOALS FOR THEMSELVES: ESTABLISH PEACE AND SECURITY; 
REORGANIZE NATIONAL ADMINISTRATION AND MAKE IT MORE 

ADP Declassification Review 
DECLASSIFIED 
by John Rtzpatrick, 4/24/2017 
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EFFICIENT; REVERSE THE ECONOMIC DECLINE; RESTORE 
DEMOCRACY. ACCORDING TO PASTOR, THERE HAS BEEN GOOD 
PROGRESS ON THE FIRST THR.l!lE OF THESE OBJECTIVES, AND 
THE GOA REMAINS FIRMLY COMMITTED TO THE FOURTH. IN THE 
LATTER REGARD, PASTOR NOTBD THAT THE MILITARY GOVERNMENT 
HAS BEEN MEETING WITH MORE THAN SO INTEREST GROUPS TO 
DISCUSS HOW ARGENTINA'S CONSTITUTION SHOULD BE CHANG.ED 
TO ENSURE "SOLID AND STABLE DEMOCRACY• IN THE FUTURB. 
PASTOR CONCLUDED THIS PART OF HIS EXPOSITION WITH THE 
ARGUMENT THAT ARGENTINA'S MILITARY RULERS All NOT LIKE 
eettH"l!:tftl'lttl 
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PINOCHET IN CHILE (WITH HIS LENGTHY TRANSITION PLANS) OR 
THE GOVERNMENT IN PARAGUAY. 

4. PASTOR THEN ADDRESSED THE IAHRC REPORT ON HUMAN 
RIGHTS IN ARGENTINA. HE SAID THAT THB COMMISSION HAD 
ARRIVED WITH PRECONCEIVED IDEAS, THAT THli:Y SPENT ONLY 
15 DAYS IN THE COUNTRY, AND THAT THEY WERE NOT RVEN 
CONCERNED WITH TAKING BACK THE DOCUMENTS PROVIDED BY THE 
GOA. IN PASTOR'S VIEW, THE PRIMARY PURPOSES OF THE 'OAS· 

ARB SECURITY AND COOPERATION. HB RECOUNTED A LONG 

HISTORY OF ARGEHTINE COOPERATION WITH THE UNITED STATES 

AND OTHER HEMISPHSRIC NATIONS IN THESE RBGARI>S. THE 

GOA DOES NOT BELIBVE THE OAS SHOULD BB A FORUM FOR 

ACcUSATIOAINST ONB OR ANOTHER MEMBB.R. ALL COUNTRIES 

HAVE THEIR PROBLEMS. WE MUST NOT LET THOSE 

PROLBBMS INTERFERE AND IMPEDE PURSUIT OF THE PRIMARY 

OBJECTIVES: IT IS NEITHER FAIR NOR JUST THAT ARGBHTIN 

SHOULD BB THB TARGET ON HUMAN RIGHTS ISSUBS IN THE OAS. 

ACCORDING TO PASTOR, SOME ARGENTINES AlUl BEGINNING TO 

ASK IF IT WOULD NOT BE BETTER FOR ARGENTINA SIMPLY TO 

WITHDRAW. 


5. ON BOLIVIA, PASTOR BEGAN BY SAYING THAT ARGENTINA HAD 
BSBN BLAMED FOR A MILITARY COUP IN 1962, THAT BRAZIL 
AND THE U.S. WIRE THE SUPPOSED VILLAINS IN 1964, THAT THE 
U.S. WAS GIVEN CREDIT FOR THE DOWNFALL OP TORRES WHILE 
BRAZIL WAS MENTIONED NHlilN BANZER STEPPED DOWN, AND NOW IT 

. IS ARGENTINA'S TURN AGAIN TO GET THE BLAME. THE GOA 
HAS A LONG HISTORY OF PROVIDING MILITARY AND ECONOMIC 
ASSISTANCE TO BOLIVIA. PASTOR VBNTURED HE THOUGHT 
THAT IF OTHER COUNTRIES HAD PROVIDED MORE ASSISTANCE ALONG 
THE WAY, THE BOLIVIAN PEOPLE WOULD NOT BE IN THEIR PRESENT 
CIRCUMSTANCES. PASTOR ARGUED THAT RATHER. THAN ENCOURAGING 
THE BOLIVIAN MILITARY, THE GOA HAD IN THE PAST COUNSELLED 

WNFIDBN tlAL 
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EXDIS 

RESTRAINT (TO BANZBR ~IER THIS YEAR) • WHEN GARCIA 
MEZA TOOK POWER, THE GOA WAITED 14 DAYS BBPORE ACCORDING 
RECOGNITION--AN UNUSUALLY LONG TIME POR NEIGHBORS IN THAT 
PART OF THE WORLD. MORE RECENTLY IN ANOTHER CONVERSATION 
WITH BANZER, THE GOA HAS ARGUED STRONGLY FOR RESPONSI-
BILITY AND PRUDENCE ON THE PART OF THE NEW BOLIVIAN 
GOVERNMENT AND THAT IT SHOULD QUICKLY SET PORTH A SERIOUS 
PROGRAM. PASTOR SAID THAT IF SOME ARGENTINE OFFICERS 
HAVE MADE STATEMENTS PRAISING THE NB1f RBGIMB, THEY ARE 
SPEAKING OUTSIDE THE BOUNDS OP OFFICIAL POLICY. 

6. TURNING TO BILATERAL RELATIONS, PASTOR; ASKED JORGE 
STOCK TO READ PROM A LIST OF ALL THE WAYS IN WHICH THE 
GOA HAS COOPERATED WITH THE U.S. IN THB PAST YEAR OR SO 
(NON-ALIGNED MOVEMENT, REFUGEES, AFGHANISTAN, MIDDLE EAST 
PROBLEMS, HOSTAGES IN IRAN, BTC.), AND ON THE OTHER 
HAND, NEGATIVE U.S. ACTIONS INVOLVING ARGENTINA (THE UN 
COHlfDl:NIIAL 
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WORKING GROUP ON MISSING PBRSO!IS, VOTES IN THE IFI'S, 

NUCLEAR MATTERS, THE MAI.VINAS AND BEAGLE, FAILURE TO 

HELP CORRECT THE TRADE IMBALANCE, ETC.). 


7. PASTOR CONCLUDEJ? HIS PRESENTATION WITH THE AFFIRMATION 
THAT ARGENTINA IS A WESTERN COUNTRY ~ THAT IT RECOGNIZES 
THE FUNDAMENTAL IMPORTANCE OF U.S. LEADERSHIP. ARGENTINA 
IS ·AN ALLY ~ FRIEND OF THE U.S. , AND WANTS TO TREATED 
AS SUCH. IN THIS RBGARD, AFTER THE U.S. ELECTION, 
PASTOR SUGGESTED THE DESIRABILITY OF A •MEMORANDUM OF 
UNDERSTANDING• BETWEEN THE TWO COUNTRIES, SETTING THE 
FRAMEWORK FOR POLITICAL, MILITARY, AJID ECONOMIC COOPERA-
TION ACROSS THE BOARD. HE ALSO MBNTIONBD THE DESIRE 
OF THE NEXT PRESIDENT-ELECT OF ARGBNTINA (OJTNAMBD) TO 
MEBT WITH PRESrDE!l'l' CARTER TOWARD THE BHD OF THE YEAR, AND 
PASTOR INVITED SECRETARY MUSKIE TO VISIT ARGENTINA EARLY 
NEXT YEAR. 

8. SECRETARY MUSKIE THANKED PASTOR POR HIS REVIEW OF 
RELATIONS. HE AFFIRMED THE US INTEREST IN IMPROVING 
RELATIONS AND REFERRED TO THE PRE~DBNTIAL DECISION IN 
THIS REGARD TAKEN LAST SPRING. WHILE WB APPRBCIATB THE 
IMPROVEMENTS THAT HAVE TAKBH PLACE AND WANT TO SBE THIS 
CONTINTJE, THERE ARE TWO SERIOUS PROBLEMS FROM THE U.S. 
PERSPECTIVE. WITH RESPBCT·TO BOLIVIA, THE U.S. 
BBLIEVED THAT THE GOA Bal:!. SOMETHING TO DO WITH THB RECENT 
CHANGE IN GOVBRNME!i',·. WE DO NoT CONSllJBR THE GARCIA MEZA 
REGIME REPRESBNTATIVE, AND WB DISLIKE THB "HARSH AND 
BLOODY" MEASURES WHICH HAVEBEBN EMPLOYBD. ARGBNTINB 
SUPPORT POR THE REGIME IS A SETBACK TO OUR BILATERAL 
RELATIONS; IT IS A PROBLEM WHICH NEEDS TO BB WOR.ICBD OUT. 
WHILE IT IS HOT THE U.S. DESIRE TO INTERVENE IN THE 
INTERNAL AFFAIRS OF OTHER COUNTRIES, RBGIMBS SUCH AS THE 
CONFIDENllAL 
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ONE NOW IN POWER IN BOLIVIA GENERATB VSRY NEGATIVE 
FEELINGS AMONG THE AMERICAN PEOPLE. 
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9. TURNING TO THE HUMAN RIGHTS SITUATION IN ARGENTINA, THE 
SECRETARY NOTED RECENT IMPROVEMENTS BUT ALSO THAT THERE 
CONTINUE TO BE SOME 2,000 POLITICAL PRISONERS, TJJAT THERE 
HAVE BEEN 11 DISAPPEARANCES THIS YEAR, AND THAT THERE IS 
NO INDEPENDENT JUDICIARY. TO EMPHASIZE THE IMPORTANCE THE 
U.S. ATTACHES TO HUMAN RIGHTS, THE SECRETARY REGALLEIJ THAT 
WHEN HE FIRST CAME TO THE SENATE THE U.S. AND ARGENTINA 
HAD GOOD BILATERAL RELATIONS. THERE HAD FOLLOWED A 
LONG PERIOD OF DIFFICULTIES, CAUSED IN PART BY INTERNAL 
ARGENTINE PROBLEMS. THE SECRETARY EXPRESSED HOPE THAT 
WE MAY NOW BE ENTERING A NEW ERA OF IMPROVING RELATIONS. 

10. THE SECRETARY NOTED THAT AMBASSADciR BOWDLER WOULD 
BE DISCUSSING OTHER ISSUES IN MORE DETAIL WITH PASTOR, 
BUT THAT HE WANTED TO MENTION THEM Ai.so. REGARDING THE 
ISSUE OF NuCLEAR COOPERATION, THE SECRETARY WONDERED IF 
THE GOA WAS CONSIDERING RATIFYING TLATELOLCO; IT WOULD 
BE A USEFUL STEP. ON THE GRAINS EMBARGO TO THE SOVIET 
UNION, THE SECRETARY NOTED THAT ARGENTINE SHIPMENTS THIS 
YEAR WILL EXCEED BY B TO 10 PERCENT THE TARGETS AGREED 
LAST JANUARY. HE EMPHASIZED THAT THE REDUCED GRAIN 
IMPORTS OF THE SOVIET UNION HAVE FORCED A CUTBACK IN 
MEAT CONSUMPTION AND THAT, AS NE HAVE SEEN RECENTLY, 
THIS rs ALWAYS A SENSITIVE MATTER IN A COMMUNIST COUNTRY. 
HE POINTED OUT THE CURRENT IRAN/IRAQ WAR As FURTHER 
EVIDENCE OF THE IMPORTANCE TO THE WEST IN KEEPING PRESSURE 
ON THE SOVIET UNION. IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT THE SOVIETS 
NOT BE ALLOWED OR ENCOURAGED TO EXPAND THEIR INFLUENCE 
INTO OTHER AREAS OF THE MIDDLE EAST. IF, FOR EXAMPLE, 
THEY WERE TO GAIN CONTROL OF THE STRAIT OF HORMUZ, THERE 
WOULD BE SERIOUS DANGER OF WORLD WAR III. GOA SUPPORT 
ON GRAINS IS CRITICAL TO THIS EFFORT. WE ARE ASKING 
OTHER ALLIES TO ALSO MAINTAIN RESTRICTIONS IN MANY 
CONPIDEN1'1AL 
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AREAS--E.G., THE NATO ALLIES TO CONTINUE HIGH-
TECHNOLOGY SANCTIONS. 
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11. IN CLOSING HIS REMARKS, THE SECRETARY MENTIONED A 
CURRBNT EFFORT WITHIN THE NON-ALIGNED MOVEMENT TO EXCLUDE 
EGYPT. PASTOR REPLIED IMMEDIATELY THAT HE HAO ALREADY 
TALKED WITH THE EGYPTIANS AND PROMISED FULL GOA SUPPORT. 

12 • WITH TIME RUNNING OUT, PASTOR COMMDl'l"BD QUICKLY 
ON SOMB OF THE POINTS THE SECRETARY HAD MADS. ON BOLIVIA, 
THE GOA CAN NOT ABANDON IT BECAUSE IT MIGHT Ji'ALL APART, 
BUT IT WILL UNDERTAKE A CONSCIENTIOUS AND SERIOUS EFFORT 
TO STBBR THE NEW REGIME IN A MORE ACCEPTABLE DIRECTION. 
PASTOR DENIED THAT THERE ARE ANY POLITICAL PRISONERS IN 
ARGENTINA; RATHER THERE ARE 1200 TERRORISTS THAT ARE 
BEING DEALT WITH BY THE JUDICIARY WHOSE POWER IS ABSOLUTE. 
REGARDING POSSIBLE DISAPPEARANCES THIS YEAR, THB GOA 
HAS ABOUT BECOME CONVINCED THAT PERSONS ARB BEING PAID 
eeHP!l!IBH'f!M:I 
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TO DISAPPEAR, AND HE CLAIMED AS PROOF THAT SOME HAVE 
LATER SURFACED. ON GRAINS, PASTOR SAID GOA IS RESTRICTING 
SALES AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE BOT IT IS DIFFICULT AND, 
FURTHERMORE, ARGENTINA HAS AN UNFAVORABLE TRADE BALANCE 
WHICH MAKES ALL GRAIN SALES IMPORTANT. PASTOR AFFIRMED 
THAT ARGENTINA IS GOING TO RATIFY TLATELOLCO. ON THIS 
POINT, HE ARGUED THAT THE GOA WOULD HAVB DOHB SO BEFORE 
IF IT HAD NOT BEEN FOR U.S. LACK OP COOPERATION ON 
NUCLEAR MATTBR.s. HE. NOTED THAT THE RECENT DBCISO 
SELL URANIUM TO INDIA WJlQ WRY DIPFICW« FOR THE 
ARGENTINES TO UNDERSTAND. -THIS LIHB OF REASONING 
PROMPTED A FINAL PASTOR COMMBNT ABOUT RECENT APPARENT 
U.S. APPROBATION FOR THE MILITARY TAXBOVER IN TURKEY--
AGAIN IN CONTRAST TO OUR RELATIONS WITH HIS OWN MILITARY 

REGIME. 


13. THE BILATERAL CONCLUDED WITH MtJTUAL. EXPRESSIONS OF . 

DESIRE FOR IMPROVED RELATIONS. 

MUSKIE 


COltlIWWWIIAL 
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Memorandum From Thomas Thornton of the National Security Council Staff to the President's 
Assistant for National Security Affairs (Brzezinski) 

Washington, November 20, 1980 

1 Source: Carter Library, National Security Affairs, Staff Material, North/South, Thornton, 
Country Files, Box 91, Argentina, 3179-12/80. Secret. Sent for action. 
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• 
MEMORANDUM 

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL 
November 20, 1980 

SECREr/ACTION 

MEMORANDUM FOR.: ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI 

FROM: ;:?/ TRCHAS TROllll'rO~ 

SUBJECT: M-B-B Follow-up ~ Argentina 


Yesterday's M-B-B outd,id itself in. ambiguity on the Argentine front. -teT 

State thinks it is supposed to prepare an overall review of US-Argentine
policy for use in a i:"B'.C. 1tT 

Defense thinks that it is supposed to do a much briefer paper which would, 
presumably, find its way vi.a us to the President. The paper would pre-
sumably cover only some small-scale actions on the military front that 
could be taken to keep the ball in play until the new administration(s)
take over. -tst 

Nobody is quite sure how this is to relate to the Viola (not Videla)
visit since there is no particular reason to assume that Viola will even 
be interested in talking to anybody in this Administration. ~ 

I would like some guidance from you on what has happened and is supposed 
to happen. After that I will meet early next week with Kr~m@r (ISA) and 
Bushnell (State) to develop a plan of action. ·.~ ~ 

GUIDANCE REQUESTED: (Please check ali appropriate) 

1. Are we supposed to do a full-scale review of US-Argentine relations 
or simply put forth some specific decisions for the President to make -;;;;;--r·
(Note that the really big issue is Kennedy-Humphrey and with the Congress
going out of session there is no way that this Administration can deal with 
Chat. -tS')'" 

2. Do you want a PRC o: a ~oordiaated interagency m§!3 for the Presi-
dent to pass on · 1 'fe7 

3. Should further a~tion be keyed sol~ly to a Viola visit (which may well 
never take place) V' ·or shou.Ld we be thinking in terms of rou-t:i.ne con-
tacts (as DOD prefers) ?• tej 

o.-.. 4. What do you want to come out of this drill? As you know, my preference
\-1 'II"" ~ is to put everything on ice but my responsibility is to represent your 

~~ interests. (A phone call or a meeting would seem to be indicat_ed unless 
~ ~ • your preferences are pretty s1mp]4 and straightforward.) ~ 
. ~~"----~'~v"}{V.
\\;' S!CREt 

Review on Nov. 20, 1986 ADP Declassification Review 
DECLASSIFIED 
by John Fitzpatrick, 412412017 
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